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BRINSDEN J.: This is an appeal from the Full Bench of 
the Commission to this Court pursuant to section 90 (1) 
of the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 and Amendments 
(the Act). The matter originally came before Commis- 
sioner Johnson from a conference held pursuant to the 
provisions of section 44 of the Act at which no agreement 
was reached. In the proceedings the respondent claimed 
that the services of two employees of the appellant were 
terminated unfairly. According to the schedule to the 
notice of application lodged initiating the proceedings 
the Union was in dispute with the appellant over the 
termination of a cook with 16 years service and a nursing 
assistant of 3 years service. Commissioner Johnson 
dismissed the, application and I will turn to his reasons 
for doing so shortly. The matter came on before the Full 
Bench by way of appeal which it allowed unanimously, 
quashing the decision of Commissioner Johnson and 
remitting the matter back to him for further determina- 
tion as to the compensation to be awarded to the 
employees or other order considered appropriate. 

The facts of the case can be shortly stated thus. The 
appellant operated a number of hospitals and nursing 
homes. The facility with which these proceedings is con- 
cerned is the Undercliffe Nursing Home which is part of 
a complex consisting of a nursing home and an "A" class 
hospital, each with a 42 bed capacity. At the nursing 
home there is a kitchen from which meals are prepared 
for staff and patients of both the nursing home and the 
hospital. For at least two years prior to the incident 
which gave rise to the termination of the services of the 
two women, a rule had been established by management 
that the staff should order their meals by a certain time, 
10.00 a.m. of the day on which they were to partake of 
the meals by putting their names up on a board provided 
for that purpose. The only person entitled under the rule 
to plate the meals, that is put the meals on each respective 
plate for both the staff and the patients, was the sister in 
charge on the day and she did that job by 11.30 a.m. A 
note was taken of the names of the staff members whose 
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names appeared on the board and at the end of a fort- 
night the number of meals for each staff member were 
added up and charged for at a fairly modest rate of $1.00 
for a hot meal plus 50 cents extra for sweets if required. 
The staff member then paid for the meals so taken from 
her wages. It is quite clear the rule provided two distinct 
things. Firstly, the only person entitled to plate meals was 
the sister in charge and secondly, the name of the staff 
member wishing to partake of a meal had to be on the 
board by 10.00 a.m. In fact this latter portion of the rule 
was from time to time relaxed in the sense that a staff 
member would be allowed to put her name on the board 
after 10.00 a.m. but only before the sister in charge had 
completed her task of plating the meals. This particular 
rule was part of the terms of contract of service of staff 
members of the "A" class hospital but it was also a rule 
applicable to staff members of the nursing home. Com- 
missioner Johnson found, and about this there is no 
dispute, both the cook and the nursing assistant were 
fully cognizant of the rule. 

On the day in question Miss X, the nursing assistant, 
commenced work at 6.30 a.m. She took advantage of the 
hospital meals infrequently but when she did she often 
discarded some of the vegetables for she was described as 
a "fussy" eater. On the day she entered the kitchen at 
about 11.30 a.m. to pick up meals for her patients. Just 
before midday she stopped by the kitchen and asked the 
cook if there was any meat left and if so would she put 
some aside for her to make a sandwich. The cook put 
some slices on a plate which was covered in foil and put in 
the hot box. Miss X did not put her name on the board 
although she said in evidence that it was her intention to 
do so when she picked up the meat at her lunch break. 
Some time later, about 12.30 p.m., the Matron and part 
owner of the business had occasion to notice the covered 
plate in the hot box and when told it was for Miss X 
checked the board and found that her name was not on 
the board. Neither the cook nor Miss X denied in any 
way the sequence outlined and, this is an important 
finding, there is no suggestion that Miss X and the cook 
intended to avoid payment. It can be seen that both these 
people, however, breached the rule, for the cook plated 
the meal and did so after 11.30 a.m. while Miss X 
requested the meal to be plated and the meal was so 
plated before her name appeared on the board. The 
Matron gave a weeks notice of termination for breach of 
the hospital rule to both employees. 

The termination was in accordance with the provisions 
of the award, that is to say the requisite time of notice 
was given and as I understand it the employees received 
all the emoluments they were entitled to receive under the 
award upon termination of their services. The appellant 
did not argue before any of the Tribunals below this 
Court nor did it so argue to this Court that there was no- 

power in Commissioner Johnson to enquire into the 
dispute by reason of it not being an industrial matter 
within the meaning of that phrase in the Act. Such an 
argument would not have succeeded in view of the 
decision of this Court in The Board of Management, 
Princess Margaret Hospital for Children v. The Hospital 
Salaried Officers Association 55 WAIG 543. That 
decision was under the 1912 Act but the reasoning still 
applies to the Act. In any event the provisions of sections 
23 (a) and (b) of the Act by implication recognise that 
termination of employment may be an industrial matter 
provided it does not fall within the exclusions covered by 
those two subsections. Furthermore, the opening words 
of' 'industrial matter'' are wide enough to cover termina- 
tion of a contract of service by an employer though done 
in accordance with the award as being a matter "relating 
to the . . . rights" of an employer. 

Accepting then that the Commission may enquire into 
the termination of a contract of employment, the 
question then arises to what principles it should apply 
and having regard to the circumstances in which the 
termination took place. The jurisdiction has been 
variously stated: in re Loty and Holloway v. Australian 
Workers' Union (1971) A.R. 95 at99 Sheldon J. said that 

even though in the dismissal be it summary or on notice,' 
the employer has not exceeded his common law and/or 
award rights, the Court was entitled to enquire as to 
whether the employee had received "less than a fair 
deal". He also approved what had been said in an earlier 
case whether the-e had been "a fair go all round". In a 
later case Metropolitan Meat Industry Board v. 
Australian Meat Industry Employees' Union (New South 
Wales Branch) (! 973) A.R. 231 at 233 Watson J. thought 
that even if there are grounds for terminating the 
contract of emp! jyment it was still open to the tribunal 
to examine the severity or otherwise of the step of 
dismissal. In the najority judgment in Western Suburbs 
District Ambulance Committee v. Tipping at 277 their 
Honours stated the question as being "whether the 
employer's action was harsh or unjust or that the 
employer has abused his right to dismiss his employee". 
In that case they, considered the union had made out its 
case in connection with an employee whose services had 
been terminated pursuant to the award without any 
reason being given, the employee having been of 
impeccable conduct and service over a long period of 
years. Finally in North West Council v. Dunn 129 C.L.R. 
247 at 263 Walsh J. specifically approved a test stated by 
McKeon J. in the case immediately last cited as being the 
question to ask: 

Has there been or has there not been oppression, 
injustice, or unfair dealing on the part of the 
employer towards the employee? 

As His Honour points out the question to be investi- 
gated is not a question as to the respective legal rights of 
the employer and the employee but a question whether 
the legal right of the employer has been exercised so 
harshly or oppressively against the employee as to 
amount to an abuse of that right. 

We were referred by counsel for the appellant to a 
provision in the Act within the definition of "industrial 
matter" providing that phrase did not include matters of 
managerial prerogative. What the definition seems to 
include is what is fair and right in relation to any 
industrial matter, having regard to the interests of 
persons immediately concerned and of the community as 
a whole but such considerations do not include matters 
of managerial prerogative. The question of managerial 
prerogative was much stressed it being submitted that the 
dismissal of these two women was a matter of managerial 
prerogative since the management took a serious view of 
the breach in relation to the rule so breached. Reference 
was made to a passage in Tipping's case in which the 
maj ority j udgment applied, a passage from Fitzpatrick v. 
The Council of the Municipality of Bankstown (1954) 
A.R. 573 where the Commission reminded itself that it 
was not the province of the Commission in the exercise of 
the jurisdiction conferred on it by the Industrial 
Arbitration Act to take over the functions of the 
employer in relation to the selection and retention of 
employees and that it would interfere only where the 
intervention is necessary to protect, an employee against 
unjust or unfair exercise of the employer's right of dis- 
missal, a right which is as fundamental in the relationship 
of employer and employee as is the right of an employee 
to leave his employment. 

Trenchant criticism was made of the reasoning of the 
Full Bench in reaching its decision and I must say in a 
number of important matters, with respect, these 
criticisms made ground. 

I agree with counsel for the appellant that the breach 
of the rule was deliberate in the sense that the employees 
knew of the rule and knew that what they did was in 
breach of it. I also agree the main reason for the rule was 
to have effective control over the distribution of food for 
a variety of sensible and realistic administrative require- 
ments. I also agree there was a big difference between a 
relaxation of the rule while the sister in charge had not 
finished plating meals compared with a relaxation of the 
rule after the sister had left the kitchen. In my view the 
rule was not trivial and if the Full Bench thought other- 
wise I am unable to agree for there was no evidence upon 
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which such a finding could be reasonably based. But if 
the Full Bench reached the view the breach was trivial I 
must say I agree with them. 

There was no danger that the particular incident would 
have in any way reacted adversely to the appellant's 
means of control of the disposition of the food for it was 
expressly agreed the two women had no intention that 
payment would be avoided. In other words, had the 
incident not come to the notice of the Matron, Miss X's 
name would have been put on the board and she would 
have been charged for a meal and so the appellant would 
have known the correct number of meals had by the staff 
and patients that day. The length of service of both 
women, especially the cook, was a material consideration 
and that does not seem to have played any part in the 
considerations given to the matter by Commissioner 
Johnson. There was also no history of either of these 
employees having been previously reprimanded for a 
breach of the rule and, notwithstanding that reprimand, 
continuing with the offending conduct and a reprimand 
was all that was called for on this occasion. I believe the 
appeal to the Full Bench could have been dealt with by 
applying the principles enunciated in House v. The King 
55 C.L.R. 499 at 505, namely, Commissioner Johnson 
did not take into account some material considerations 
and that in any event upon the facts the decision was so 
unreasonable and unjust as to show error. In short, the 
action of the appellant was in the circumstances of this 
case sufficiently oppressive against the employees as to 
amount to an abuse of its right to terminate the contracts 
of employment. The Full Bench was therefore right to 
allow the appeal. 

For these reasons I would dismiss the appeal. 

KENNEDY J.: The present proceedings originated in a 
compulsory conference under section 44 of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1979, which arose out of the termination 
of the employment of Mrs G, a cook, and Miss X, a 
nursing assistant, by the appellants. At the relevant time, 
Kirs G had served the appellants for 16 years and Miss X 
for three years. The respondent claimed that the 
' 'dismissals" were harsh and unfair and sought reinstate- 
ment of Mrs G and Miss X without loss of benefits. No 
settlement by agreement having been reached at the 
conference, the matter came before Mr Commissioner 
G.A. Johnson for determination. 

It is accepted that the actions taken by the appellants in 
terminating the employment of their employees involved 
no breach by them of any term of the contracts of 
employment or of the award under which they were 
employed; but it is clear that this does not mean that a 
dispute arising as a result of those terminations does not 
constitute an industrial matter within the definition of 
that term in section 7 of the Act. The Act recognises that 
it may be — see section 23 1 (a) and (b) — and it is 
therefore no answer to suggest that it is necessarily 
excluded as a matter of "managerial prerogative" by 
paragraph (k) of the definition of "industrial matter". 
Nevertheless, it has long been acknowledged that the 
power to order reinstatement is one to be exercised only 
where the employer's action is harsh or unjust in relation 
to that employee. No doubt it could, in such a case, be 
said that the employer was not simply exercising his 
managerial prerogative. The following principle, stated 
in In re Barrett and Women's Hospital, Crown Street 
(1947) A.R. 565, at pp. 566-567 was cited with approval 
by Walsh J. in North West County Council v. Dunn 
(1971) 126 C.L.R. 247 at p. 262: 

It is not the province of the Commission, in the 
exercise of the jurisdiction conferred on it by the 
Industrial Arbitration Act, to take over the 
functions of the employer in relation to the selection 
and retention of employees, and it will intervene 
only when its intervention is necessary to protect an 
employee against an unjust or unfair exercise of the 
employer's right of dismissal, a right which is as 
fundamental in the relationship of employer and 
employee as is the right of an employee to leave his 
employment. 

As Walsh J. went on to stress at p. 263, it is not a 
question as to the parties' respective legal rights, but a 
question as to whether the legal right of the employer has 
been exercised so harshly or oppressively against the 
employee as to amount to an abuse of that right. He 
accepted, citing McKeon J. in Western Suburbs District 
Ambulance Committee v. Tipping (1957) A.R. 273, at p. 
280, that a proper test is to ask the question: "Has there 
been or has there not been oppression, injustice or unfair 
dealing on the part of the employer towards the 
employee?'' 

The conduct which precipitated the termination of the 
employees' employment in this case was a breach of the 
procedures laid down by the appellants for the supply of 
midday meals for staff members. The particular rule 
which was breached required a staff member seeking a 
meal to place her name on a board in the kitchen by 10.00 
a.m. so as to enable the sister in charge to plate her meal 
after 11.30 a.m., the meal then being placed in a hotbox 
and removed by the staff member when her lunch break 
occurred. The record of names on the board was used to 
calculate the amount owing by staff members at the end 
of each fortnight, and payment was made when their 
wages were received. There were minor exceptions to this 
procedure laid down; but they are of no relevance for the 
present purposes. 

On the day in question, Mrs G, at the request of Miss 
X, after the sister in charge had plated the meals, 
requested some meat for her lunch, which Mrs G put on a 
plate. It was later placed in the hotbox. Miss X did not 
write her name on the board. Significantly, for the 
present purposes, there was no suggestion that Miss X, 
with the assistance of Mrs G, intended to avoid payment 
for the food. It follows that it must be accepted that Miss 
X would eventually have put her name on the board to 
enable her meal to be recorded properly. 

The learned Commissioner found that the employees 
well knew the rule and knew that a breach of it would be 
considered a serious matter. 

The learned Commissioner concentrated his attention 
almost exclusively upon the rule itself, emphasising that 
departures from it, such as occurred in the present case, 
meant that the essential element of control was missing, 
so reducing the effectiveness of stock control and, as he 
explained it, "possibly paving the way for possible 
abuse". As the President of this Court has indicated, 
however, in this particular case, these consequences 
would not have occurred, because it must be accepted 
that Miss X's name would, in the end, have been written 
on the board. 

The learned Commissioner set out the opposing 
contentions. For the respondent, it was said that 
variations in the practice did occur, that the action of the 
employees was of a trivial nature and that the single 
breach should have resulted in a warning rather than in 
termination of their employment. For the employer, it 
was submitted that the circumstances leading to the 
formulation of the rule were serious enough to make it 
clear that it was not a trivial matter, that the rule was well 
known, that it was vital in the proper management of the 
business, that breaches of it could lead to a pattern of 
abuse and that the seriousness of the situation was 
aggravated by the failure on the part of the two 
employees to recognise the implications of their actions. 

The learned Commissioner found that the employees 
had knowledge that a breach of the rule could result in 
termination of their employment. He emphasised that 
the breach of the rule occurred after the sister in charge 
had completed the plating and had left the kitchen. 
Variations in the rule prior to that time, he said, did not 
significantly detract from its overall purpose, but. this 
could not be said in relation to variations after that time, 
because there was no guarantee that names on the board 
would accompany all food supplied. Whilst the 
Commissioner accepted that, "a warning may have 
sufficed as a demonstration of moderation", he went on 
to say that this did not deny the employer the right to go 
further and terminate for what is claimed to be "a 
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deliberate breach of a well known rule". He therefore 
dismissed the application. The respondent appealed to 
the Full Bench. 

It must, I think, be conceded that the reasons for 
decision of the Full Bench in allowing the appeal were 
expressed with less than their usual clarity. Thus, 
reference is made to insufficient regard being had by the 
Commissioner to various factors, whereas the reality was 
that he had had no regard to them. That distinction is 
important where, as here, the Full Bench was not seeking 
simply to substitute its own view for that of the 
Commissioner. 

The critical factors to which the Commissioner does 
not appear to have given consideration were the fact that 
there was no intention either to repudiate the employer's 
authority or to avoid payment for the meal, and the 
length of past service of each employee. 

The appellants now seek to have the decision of the 
Commissioner restored. They rely upon five grounds. 
The first ground is that the Commission erred in law in 
finding that the conduct of the respondent did not justify 
the appellants' terminating their contracts of service 
according to law. This ground appears to me to place the 
emphasis in the wrong place, the critical question being 
whether the Commission erred in finding that the 
terminations of the employees' contracts were unfair. 
The Full Bench was, in my opinion, entirely correct to 
stress that the principal task of the Commission was to 
assess the industrial fairness of the decision taken by the 
employer, based upon the nature and quality of the 
conduct involved. 

The second ground of appeal is that the Commission 
applied the test appropriate to determining if summary 
dismissal was justified, instead of applying the test 
appropriate for determining if the termination of 
employees' contracts of service according to law was 
justified. There is, it may be accepted, a clear distinction 
between a case of summary dismissal and a case of 
termination. In the former event, an employee stands to 
lose certain entitlements. But although the Full Bench 
does not always appear to have drawn the distinction, its 
failure to do so does not appear to me to have led it, in 
the instant case, into any error. It still remained a 
question of whether what the employer did was unfair. 

It is then said that the Commission erred in law in sub- 
stituting its own findings of fact for those of the 
Commissioner. The matters raised are not, however, in 
my opinion, sufficient to vitiate the decision of the Full 
Bench, accepting, for this purpose, that the applicable 
test is that appropriate to an ordinary appeal in a civil 
court. Whilst it is quite true that there was a knowing 
breach of rules, whereas the Full Bench held that the 
facts failed to disclose a deliberate breach of the rules, it 
was, I think, using the word "deliberate", in the sense of 
"carefully calculated" or "measured". It is also true 
that the Full Bench appears to have limited its considera- 
tion of the relevant rule to the single aspect of payment, 
without regard to the aspect of control; but it must be 
appreciated in this case that, by reason of the concession 
which was made, payment would have been forthcoming 
and the control would have existed, because the name 
would ultimately have been written on the board. The 
final complaint in this respect is that the Full Bench 
should not have found the breach of the rule to have been 
trivial, when it was found that the rule was vital to the 
proper management of the business and that breaches 
could lead to a pattern of abuse which in this instance 
was further aggravated by the failure on the part of the 
two employees to recognise the implications of their 
actions. This was a matter for the Full Bench to evaluate. 
In determining the foregoing questions as it did it 
certainly committed no error in law. 

The final complaints relate to the Full Bench having 
exceeded its jurisdiction in substituting its own opinion 
of the evidence for that of the Commissioner and for 
having substituted its own opinion as to how it would 
exercise its discretion. In my view, the Commissioner 

having failed to take into account a number of factors in 
arriving at his decision, the Full Bench was entirely 
justified in substituting its own opinion. With respect, it 
appears to me that the learned Commissioner lost sight 
of the central issue of the unfairness of the terminations. 

In my opinion, no error in law has been demonstrated, 
and I would therefore dismiss the appeal. 

OLNEY J.: The factual context in which this appeal 
arises is set out in detail in the reasons of Brinsden J. 

By reason of the limitation imposed by the statute on 
the right of appeal from the Full Bench to this Court, it is 
unnecessary and indeed highly undesirable that the 
merits of the employees' claims should be considered 
otherwise than for the purpose of determining whether 
there has been an error of law or excess of jurisdiction on 
the part of the Full Bench sufficient to render its decision 
invalid. As to this I adhere to, without repeating, what I 
said in Hamersley Iron Pty Ltd v. Association of Draft- 
ing Supervisory and Technical Employees Western 
Australian Branch 64 WAIG 852 at p. 857 but I would 
add one further observation. The principles laid down 
for the exercise of appellate jurisdiction in cases like 
House v. The King 55 C.L.R. 499 at p. 505, whilst 
providing a ready guide to the manner in which an appeal 
to the Full Bench will be considered ought never to be 
applied in such a way as to sustain a decision at first 
instance which the Full Bench regards as being wrong in 
the sense of its not being a resolution of the matter in 
issue according to justice equity and the substantial 
merits of the case. 

The grounds raised by the appellant in its notice of 
appeal are: 

1. The Commission erred in law in finding that the 
conduct of the Respondents did not justify the 
Appellants terminating their contracts of 
service according to law. 

2. The Commission erred in law in that it applied 
the test appropriate for determining if 
summary dismissal of employees was justified 
by an employer instead of applying the test 
appropriate for determining if the termination 
of employees contracts of service according to 
law was justified. 

3. The Commission erred in law in substituting its 
own findings of facts for those of Mr Commis- 
sioner G.A. Johnson particularly but not 
exclusively the following:— 

(a) The facts fail to disclose a deliberate 
breach of the rules, when it was found 
that both employees knew of the rule 
and knew they were in breach of the 
rule. 

(b) That the overall purpose of the rule was 
to ensure that the staff members paid 
for their meals, when as found that good 
management requires special attention 
being given to the control of food in 
hospitals whether it be food destined for 
patient or staff and that the "rule" was 
vital in that regard and breach of same 
could lead to a pattern of abuse. 

(c) The evidence did not indicate that on 
any occasion there was any risk of loss 
to the employer, when it was found that 
when the breach of the rules occurred 
the essential element of control by the 
employer over the control of food distri- 
bution and payment for same was miss- 
ing thus reducing the effectiveness of 
stock control and possibly paving the 
way for abuse. 

(d) That breach of the rule was trivial, when 
it was found that the rule was vita! in the 
proper management of th< od 
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that breaches could lead to a pattern of 
abuse which in this instance was further 
aggravated by the failure on the part of 
the two employees to recognise the 
implications of their actions. 

4. The Commission exceeded its jurisdiction in 
that it substituted its own opinion of the 
evidence for Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson's 
opinion. 

5. The Commission exceeded its jurisdiction in 
that it substituted its own opinion as to how it 
would exercise its discretion in such a matter 
for Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson's opinion. 

The first two grounds can be considered together. The 
facts of the case disclose that the two employees on 
whose behalf the respondent sought the intervention of 
the Industrial Commission committed a breach of one of 
their employer's rules. Whether or not that breach was 
sufficient to justify summary dismissal for misconduct is 
not a question that need or should receive any considera- 
tion for the reason that the employer did not dismiss 
them summarily but rather gave notice of termination in 
accordance with the appropriate award provision. The 
question for the Commissioner at first instance was 
whether the appellant thereby acted unfairly, and the 
same question should have been, and ultimately, was 
addressed by the Full Bench. That the Full Bench acting 
on the same evidence and matters as were raised in the 
proceedings at first instance came to a different view as 
to the unfairness of the employer's conduct only high- 
lights the very subjective nature of the exercise. The 
"test" to be applied by the Commission both at first 
instance and on appeal is the test of what is just and 
equitable upon the substantial merits of the particular 
case. 

The third ground of appeal challenges the right of the 
Full Bench to substitute its own findings of fact for those 
of the Commission at first instance. In my opinion the 
Full Bench not only has a right but also a duty to examine 
the evidence and other material on which the Commis- 
sioner has based his findings of fact and if that examina- 
tion leads the Full Bench to a different conclusion then 
its duty is to give effect to its own findings. 

The final two grounds of appeal claim excesses of 
jurisdiction on the part of the Full Bench said to have 
arisen by the substitution by it of its own opinion both as 
to the evidence and the exercise of discretion. It 
necessarily follows from what I have said above that I 
regard it not only as being within jurisdiction to do what 
the appellant complains of but also the duty of the Full 
Bench to do so whenever its conclusions vary from those 
of the Commissioner appealed from. 

It being my opinion that:— 
1. the decision at first instance was a matter of 

discretion, 
2. the Full Bench has heard and determined the 

appeal on the same evidence and matters as 
were before the Commissioner, 

3. to the extent that the Full Bench has made its 
own findings of fact there is some evidence to 
support the same, and 

4. the Full Bench has applied its mind to the 
resolution of the matter according to justice 
and equity and the substantial merits of the 
case, 

the appellant has failed to demonstrate any error of law 
or excess of jurisdiction on the part of the Full Bench and 
accordingly I would dismiss the appeal. 

IN THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT. 

Appeal No. 8 of 1984. 

In the matter of an appeal from the decision of the Full 
Bench of the Western Australian Industrial Com- 
mission given on 12 October 1984, in matter No. 730 
of 1984 between Ronald David Miles, Norma 
Shirley Miles and Lee Gavin Miles and Rose and 
Crown Hiring Service trading as The Undercliffe 
Nursing Home, Appellants and The Federated 
Miscellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, 
Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, W. A. Branch, 
Respondent. 

Before Mr Justice Brinsden (Presiding Judge), 
Mr Justice Kennedy, 

and Mr Justice Olney. 
Tuesday, 5 March 1985. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr P.R. Momber (of Counsel) for the 
appellants and Mr A.R. Beech for the respondent in the 
appeal herein from the decision of the Full Bench of the 
Western Australian Industrial Commission, given on 12 
October 1984, the Court doth hereby order the appeal be 
dismissed. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Clerk of the Court. 

FULL BENCH — ^ 
Appeals against decision 

of Commission — 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

Mo. 7 of 1985 

Between Meat and Allied Trades Federation of Australia 
(Western Australian Division) Union of Employers, 
Perth, Appellant and West Australian Branch, 
Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Perth, Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 
His Honour the President D.J. O'Dea. 

Chief Industrial Commissioner E.R. Kelly. 
Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 
The 19th day of March 1985. 

Mr R.A. Heaperman on behalf of the appellant. 
Mr J. Gerritsen on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal from a decision of 
the Commission that the Meat Industry (State) Award 
No. R9 of 1979 be amended by adding a new equivalent 
for the purpose of remuneration for boners in relation to 
a "trunk" which is the headless carcase of a sheep 
without its internal organs, hind legs or chump. 
Previously the award provided that four trunks shall 
equal three carcases. That was found by the Commission 
in Court Session not to be applicable to boning on rail or 
chain (64 WAIG 747). The outcome of the proceedings 
under appeal was to provide the following equivalents: 

Trunks — 
On bench or table — four trunks shall equal three 

carcases 
From a carcase on rail or chain — one trunk shall 

equal one carcase. 
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Neither employer nor employee took exception to the 
first equivalent which merely reproduced what had 
previously applied. This appeal relates to the equivalent 
of one to one for boning out a trunk on rail which the 
Commission arrived at because, in terms of time 
involved, the degree of difficulty and care exercised, it 
found that there was little difference between boning out 
a trunk or a whole carcase on rail or chain. The appellant 
has claimed in the grounds of appeal that the evidence 
showed no material distinction between boning on a 
bench and boning on a rail but this appears to overlook 
the fact that the Commission rejected boning on a bench 
as a proper basis of comparison. 

There was a great deal of evidence before the Com- 
mission much of it going to comparing, with other 
methods, the boning out of trunks on rail. The appellant 
had endeavoured to demonstrate that it was easier, safer 
and faster than boning out trunks on a bench and the 
Commission agreed but declined to accept the proposi- 
tion that each should therefore attract the same equival- 
ent. The reason was that the bench method involved a 
lesser "carcase", that is it involved a trunk, whereas in 
the other system the trunk remained attached to the 
chump and to the hind legs by one of which it hung on the 
rail. Furthermore, different techniques are employed in 
removing the meat from the frame. The Commission 
therefore considered that it was not a useful comparison 
of like with like and it pursued its purpose of evaluating 
an appropriate equivalent for boning out trunks on rail 
by comparing and equating the time taken, the degree of 
difficulty, and the care required with boning out a whole 
carcase on rail. 

Some of the detailed information which the Commis- 
sion had before it for consideration was conflicting. We 
were directed to passages of transcript and a number of 
exhibits, and a video portraying the various methods of 
boning was rescreened for our benefit. However, there 
can be no doubt that the Commission below enjoyed an 
advantage in having seen and heard the witnesses 
particularly with respect to technical detail. The 
particular Commissioner has considerable experience in 
dealing with the industry concerned and it is likely that he 
was aware of matters relevant to the particular dispute. 
In consequence he was better placed than we are to assess 
the time, skill and care involved in boning a trunk on rail 
as compared with a whole carcase on rail. 

The Commission's published reasons reveal a careful 
analysis of the material facts and set out the process by 
which the matter which was at issue was determined. The 
fundamental task was to evaluate an appropriate 
equivalent for the work concerned and we have referred 
to the way in which that was fixed by equation using 
boning out of a whole carcase on rail as the point of 
reference leading to a calculation of one trunk equals one 
carcase for the purpose of calculating tally. That was a 
conclusion which was open upon the evidence. Indeed we 
think the evidence favoured such a conclusion. The 
evidence clearly indicates, as the Commission found, 
that boning a trunk on bench or table involves a lesser 
"carcase" and a different technique in removing the 
meat from the frame of the "carcase", albiet the step by 
step tasks have some similarities with boning a trunk on 
rail. Once the point of reference is fixed as boning out a 
whole carcase on rail, the fact that boning a trunk on 
bench may be more difficult than boning a trunk on rail 
loses much of its significance since it is not comparing 
like with like. A comparison of the tasks of boning out a 
trunk on rail with boning out a whole carcase on rail 
discloses little difference and amply justifies the 
equivalent fixed by the Commission. We note in passing 
that there was evidence indicating that in many boning 
rooms a trunk on rail or chain is allocated a value of one 
carcase. 

Whilst the grounds of appeal assert a lack of support in 
the evidence for the Commission's decision, examination 
of the material to which we were referred by the appellant 
has not convinced us that the comparison which was 
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made was not appropriate, nor has it been shown that the 
Commission was wrong to equate the methods compared 
in fixing an equivalent. It appears to us that the matter 
was resolved according to the substantial merits of the 
case. 

At the conclusion of the appeal hearing we proposed 
that the appeal be dismissed and undertook to publish 
these reasons for ordering dismissal. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 7 of 1985. 

Between Meat and Allied Trades Federation of Australia 
(Western Australian Division) Union of Employers, 
Perth, Appellant and West Australian Branch, 
Australasian Meat Industry Employees' Union, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Perth, Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 
His Honour the President D.J. O'Dea. 

Chief Commission E.R. Kelly. 
Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 

Order. 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full 
Bench on 7 March 1985 and having heard Mr R.A. 
Heaperman on behalf of -the appellant and Mr J. 
Gerritsen on behalf of the respondent and the Full Bench 
having unanimously determined that the appeal should 
be dismissed and judgment being delivered on 19 March 
1985 wherein the Full Bench gave reasons therefor, it is 
this day the 19th day of March 1985 ordered that the 
appeal be dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.) D.J. O'DEA, 
[L.S.] President. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1160 of 1984. 

Between Spase Dimitrovski, Appellant and Main Realty, 
Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 
His Honour the President D.J. O'Dea, 

Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier, 
and Commissioner G.G. Halliwell. 

The 28th day of February 1985. 

Mr S. Dimitrovski on his own behalf. 
Mr C.R. Guelfi on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
(Given extemporaniously typed from transcript as edited 

by His Honour the President.) 
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal by Spase 
Dimitrovski against the decision of Mr Commissioner 
Salmon, the respondent being Main Realty. The appel- 
lant brought the claim under section 29 of the Act 
seeking to recover from the respondent $469.69 which 
was said to be owing by way of commission. 
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The claim was dismissed by the Commission below and 
the reasons for decision indicate that there was one 
particular issue before the Commission, which was this: 
Whether the claim is justified, or not, depends on 
whether the sale of the properties in question were, in 
fact, conjunctional dealings. The Commissioner went on 
to decide, on the basis of evidence on balance, that a con- 
junctional dealing was one which involved a firm and 
another firm — an outside firm of real estate agents. It 
followed that it did not cover a sale in which, as the 
appellant would have it, he and another salesman within 
the office were involved. 

Having found that that was the definition of a con- 
junctional sale and having been of the impression that 
the whole matter turned upon that definition, the 
application was dismissed. 

On this appeal the appellant has indicated, as is the 
fact, that there were involved in the sales, in respect of 
which he was seeking commission, three which were con- 
junctional sales in the terms of the definition decided by 
Mr Commissioner Salmon. It would follow, by applica- 
tion of the terms and conditions of his employment, in so 
far as they relate to the payment of commission — which 
terms and conditions are set out in a letter of 11 June 
1984 from the respondent to the appellant — that he 
would be entitled on those three sales to payment of 60 
per cent commission. It transpires that that was not paid 
for the reasons indicated in a letter from the respondent 
to the appellant dated 31 October 1984, which is in these 
terms: 

As to the two Freegard-Georgievski deals and 
Houghton-Cinelli deal, you had been directed by 
Main Realty to make all settlements through the 
firm's settlement agency, Space Settlements, and if 
you did not comply, 50 per cent commission would 
apply to the deals. As you failed to adhere to 
instructions, your services were no longer allowed to 
deal in real estate through this office. 

So that encapsulates the reason why the respondent 
failed to pay the full amount of 60 per cent in respect of 
those three sales. 

Although the transcript indicates that there was some 
evidence going to that question, the reason for refusal to 
pay on that basis was not alluded to in the reasons for 
decision. It therefore becomes a question of whether the 
matter goes back to the Commissioner for consideration 
of that issue and determination of the matter accordingly 
or whether it be determined here and now. Having regard 
to the small amount of the claim and the fact that it has 
already been through a hearing and reached the stage of 
appeal, given that there is as much before us in transcript 
as there would be before the Commissioner were the 
matter remitted, having raised the issue with the 
appellant and the respondent and explained the implica- 
tions and the delays and consequences of referring the 
matter back, we have decided that it would be appropri- 
ate for this Full Bench to dispose of the issue here and 
now, having before us the means to do so. 

It is apparent that what was said in the letter of 31 
October when refusing to pay at 60 per cent and paying 
instead at 50 per cent was a condition which was not 
included in the terms and conditions set out in the letter 
of 11 June. It was imposed as a condition of payment of 
commission after the events had occurred by which the 
commission became payable. 

On that basis and having regard to the paucity of 
evidence as to whether that was a binding condition in 
any event, we are of the opinion that it cannot affect the 
appellant's right to payment at the full rate of 60 per 
cent. All that amounts to is that, in respect of the three 
sales that have been identified as conjunctional sales in 
the true sense as determined, there is an amount of 
$240.94 representing 10 per cent of the commissions on 
each of those sales. That amount ought properly to be 
subject of a judgment in favour of the appellant. 

The order of the Commission below was to dismiss the 
claim, but for the reasons which I have indicated this 
appeal should be upheld. We propose to uphold it, to 
quash the order below and to make an order for payment 
by the respondent to the appellant of the sum of $240.94. 
My brothers join me in these reasons and that is the 
judgment of the Full Bench. 

Order accordingly. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1160 of 1984. 

Between Spase Dimitrovski, Appellant and Main Realty, 
Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 

His Honour the President D.J. O'Dea, 
Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier, 
and Commissioner G.G. Halliwell. 

Order. 

THIS matter having come on for hearing before the Full 
Bench on 28 February 1985 and having heard Mr S. 
Dimitrovski on his own behalf and Mr C.R. Guelfi on 
behalf of the respondent and the Full Bench having 
unanimously determined that the appeal should be 
upheld and gave reasons therefor, it is this 28th day of 
February 1985 ordered that: 

1. The appeal be upheld; 

2. The operation of the decision of Mr Commis- 
sioner O.K. Salmon given on the 18th day of 
December 1984 in matter No. 946 of 1984, be 
quashed and 

3. The respondent pay to the appellant the sum of 
$240.94 within 21 days of the date hereof. 

By the Full Bench. 

(Sgd.) D.J. O'DEA, 
[L.S.] President. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 2 of 1985. 

Between Candy Timbers Pty. Ltd., Appellant and 
United Timber Yards, Sawmills and Woodworkers 
Employees' Union of Western Australia, 
Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 
His Honour the President D.J. O'Dea. 

Chief Industrial Commissioner E.R. Kelly. 
Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier. 

The 14th day of March 1985. 

Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the appellant. 
Mr K.C. Caimanos on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE PRESIDENT: This is an appeal from a decision by 
which the Commission required the appellant, Candy 
Timbers Pty. Ltd., to pay compensation to Frederick 
Webster whom it employed as a forklift driver from 20 
October 1975 until his services were dispensed with on 4 
May 1984. 

The essential facts, which are not in dispute, disclose 
that Mr Webster is 53 years of age and married. He was 
loyal and highly regarded as an employee and the basic 
reason for his retrenchment was the appellant's decision 
to reduce staff for reasons related to adverse economic 
conditions. 

The order against the appellant was for payment of 
$2 841.31 representing compensation to Mr Webster on 
the basis of two weeks' pay for lost time between 
terminating employment with the appellant and 
commencing with a different employer; two weeks' pay 
for unused sick leave; and seven weeks' pay for pro rata 
long service leave. 

This appeal is brought on the basis that the Commis- 
sion erred in awarding compensation based on sick leave 
entitlements and in failing to recognise that the relevant 
circumstances in this instance are unlike those in 
previous cases where the Commission has ordered 
compensation in the nature of pro rata long service leave. 

The appellant also challenged the payment for time 
lost but this issue was not addressed in the course of the 
appellant's submissions and we see no reason why we 
should interfere with the decision in this respect save that 
Mr Webster was paid one week's wages in lieu of notice 
and resumed employment after a further week. That 
being the case the award for that particular item should 
be reduced to one week's pay. 

The appellant referred to the purpose of award 
provisions relating to sick leave which are designed to 
provide income to an employee who is absent through 
illness and it was contended that it is inconsistent with 
that purpose that moneys in lieu of sick leave unavailed 
of should be paid out to an employee on the termination 
of his employment whatever the circumstances. It was 
further contended that this attitude has been taken where 
claims have been made to the Commission seeking 
payment of accrued and unused sick leave entitlements 
upon redundancy. The appellant also called in aid 
comments attributed to a Full Bench of the Australian 
Conciliation and Arbitration Commission that it is 
inappropriate to require an employer to make sick leave 
payments on retrenchment since they are costs which 
may never be incurred at all. We confine our comment to 
the immediate question which is before us and we are 
bound to say that we have been unable to find in the 
published reasons for decision any explanation why the 
Commission saw fit to require that the employee receive 
two weeks' pay for unused sick leave. Mr Webster told 
the Commission that he had accumulated 20 to 25 days' 
sick leave while employed by the appellant and the sum 
that he was awarded amounts to sick leave entitlement 

for one year. There was however no element of sick leave 
as such in the claims formulated and later adjusted by the 
union and no argument nor any authority was advanced 
to support a claim for payment of sick leave. The 
position which the respondent union now takes is that 
the Commission in this instance recognised that sick 
leave entitlements are part of the compensation for fair 
and genuine losses which might reasonably be expected 
to flow from the termination. If that be the case the 
provisions of subsection (3) of section 26 of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 and amendments would 
seem to be applicable and before deciding this particular 
matter the Commission ought to have notified the parties 
concerned that it was intended to take into account the 
matter of entitlement to sick leave, and ought then to 
have afforded the parties an opportunity to be heard in 
relation to that matter. In the particular circumstances 
since the order for payment of two weeks' sick leave has 
not been explained or justified by reference to custom or 
authority, and having failed to comply with the statutory 
requirements referred to, the exercise of discretion has in 
this particular respect miscarried and that part of the 
order should, in our respectful opinion, be set aside. 

In previous appeals the Full Bench has referred to the 
discretionary nature of the Commission's task 
concerning claims by way of compensation for pro rata 
long service leave. It has been emphasised that there is no 
decision laying down principles which are bound to be 
followed and that the only question on appeal is whether 
the decision reached by the Commission was reasonably 
open upon the evidence and material before it. By way of 
example we refer to some of the earlier cases: In Palmer's 
case (63 WAIG 10) an appeal from a decision which 
granted the equivalent of payment for half the period of 
completed service for the purpose of long service leave 
was dismissed, the Commission in exercising discretion 
having found the facts sufficiently similar to allow it to 
follow the reasoning in Ingle's case (59 WAIG 400). 

In Poon Brothers case (63 WAIG 387) an appeal from 
a decision to grant amounts equal to pro rata long service 
leave in respect of completed years of service to itinerant 
workers was upheld because the facts disclosed did not 
amount to special circumstances sufficient to justify the 
Commission making an order more favourable than the 
conditions for long service leave provided in the relevant 
award. 

In the case of Monaco (63 WAIG 2403) an appeal from 
an order for compensation roughly equivalent to that 
awarded in the Ingle's case, in recognition of length of 
service and the circumstances surrounding the dismissal, 
was dismissed because the Commission acted in a manner 
envisaged by the Commission in Court Session (58 
WAIG 116 at 119) and beyond that decision there was no 
decision laying down principles which the Commission is 
bound to follow so as to produce a different result. In 
this case the decision reached was reasonably open. 

In the case of Bevron Fibreglass Pty. Ltd. (64 WAIG 
6) an appeal from a decision to grant a claim by applying 
the general standard for long service leave of 13 weeks' 
leave for 15 years' service to a finding of 9 years' service 
as a measure of compensation was upheld in part and the 
order varied because the Commission had not taken due 
account of facts relating to the employer's circumstances 
since a proper exercise of discretion required that fair 
weight be given to the elements of merit attaching to the 
situation of the employer as well as that of the employee. 
In that case the Full Bench made the following 
observation:— 

' 'On quite a number of occasions the Commission 
has made orders which in one form or another 
provided compensation to retrenched employees for 
loss of the benefit of service with an employer not- 
withstanding that at the time of termination there 
was no existing or accrued entitlement to pro rata 
long service leave. From time to time it has been 
recognised that in redundancy cases the 
Commission is not bound to the letter of award 
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provisions where, for example, it is perceived that 
service with an employer may be nullified for long 
service leave purposes through no fault of the 
employee (58 WAIG 116 at 119). Ingle's case (58 
WAIG 400) is an example of the Commission 
awarding compensation in the nature of pro rata 
long service leave because it found that there were 
circumstances relating to the termination of 
employment which justified such an order. In 
subsequent cases, some of which were referred to in 
the course of argument on this appeal, it was found 
that circumstances existed sufficient to permit the 
application of the same reasoning. In each case the 
Commission was doing what it was required to do, 
that is to exercise discretion according to statutory 
prescription upon the particular facts before it. 

In some cases all of the employee's service has 
been taken into account in calculating the amount to 
be paid to him. In other cases an arbitrary deduction 
has been made in recognition of the circumstances 
leading to the termination of the employee's service 
and the fact that an entitlement to long service leave 
has not, strictly speaking, arisen. In each case it is a 
matter for the discretion of the tribunal and the 
question raised by the appeal is whether the dis- 
cretion has been properly exercised. It will not have 
been properly exercised unless it has been exercised 
according to' 'equity'' that is by giving fair weight to 
the elements of merit attaching to the situation of 
the employer as well as that of the employee." 

The circumstances of the present case do not appear 
greatly at variance with other cases we have considered or 
with the circumstances of those to which we have been 
referred and in our respectful opinion the decision to 
grant Mr Webster seven weeks, or roughly 100 per cent, 
for pro rata long service leave was reasonably open upon 
the material before the Commission. A few weeks before 
he was told that his services were terminated, Mr Webster 
had unsuccessfully applied for a similar job with another 
employer because he had reason to believe that he was 
likely to be laid off. This was regarded by the 
Commission as merely a prudent move in the circum- 
stances and the Commission rejected a contention that 
because of it Mr Webster was prevented from claiming 
that he intended to remain indefinitely in the employ- 
ment of Candy Timbers Pty. Ltd. It is plain from the 
circumstances which prevailed that Mr Webster was 
entitled to think that his job was in jeopardy and was 
justified in seeking to protect his position. Aside from 
that there is no doubt that he intended to remain 
indefinitely with his existing employer and he entertained 
reasonable hope for advancement. We think that upon 
the material before the Commission it was reasonable to 
assume, for the purpose of a claim for compensation, 
that he had that intention. 

It cannot be said that the Commission did not take 
proper account of the employer's circumstances so far as 
they affected the decision to terminate the services of Mr 
Webster. The circumstances surrounding that decision 
are set out in the published reasons which indicate that, 
in granting the claim for pro rata long service leave, the 
Commission was influenced by its view that although the 
dismissal was attributable to a downturn in the industry 
over which the appellant had no control, the greater 
burden fell upon Mr Webster and the redundancy was 
characterised as being for the purpose of labour 
efficiency. Moreover there was no evidence to suggest 
that payment of the amount awarded would creat e undue 
hardship for the appellant. It seems to us that it was 
reasonably open for the Commission to conclude that 
there were special reasons sufficient to justify its award. 

For the reasons which we have set out we consider that 
the appeal should be upheld in part and the order of the 
Commission made 18 December 1984 varied by 
deducting from the sum awarded an amount sufficient to 
cover one week's pay for time lost and two weeks' pay 
for unused sick leave. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 2 of 1985. 

Between Candy Timbers Pty. Ltd., Appellant and 
United Timber Yards, Sawmills and Woodworkers 
Employees' Union of Western Australia, 
Respondent. 

Before the Full Bench. 
Kis Honour the President D.J. O'Dea. 

Chief Industrial Commissioner E.R. Kelly. 
Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier. 

Order. 
This matter having come on for hearing before the Full 
Bench on 5 March 1985 and having heard Mr S.J. Kenner 
on behalf on the appellant and Mr K.C. Caimanos on 
behalf of the respondent and the Full Bench having 
reserved judgment on the matter and judgment being 
delivered on 14 March 1985 wherein the Full Bench 
unanimously upheld the appeal in part and gave reasons 
therefor, it is this day, 14 March 1985 ordered that:— 

1. The appeal to be upheld in part; 
2. The order of Commissioner O.K. Salmon made 

18 December 1984 be varied by deducting from 
the sum awarded an amount sufficient to cover 
one week's pay for time lost and two weeks' 
pay for unused sick leave; 

3. The respondent pay the balance remaining to 
the appellant within 21 days of the date hereof; 

4. The appeal otherwise be dismissed. 

By the Full Bench 

(Sgd.) D.J. O'Dea, 
[L.S.] President. 

CEREMONIAL ADDRESSES. 

A SPECIAL SITTING OF 
SPEECHES OF WELCOME TO 

Mr Commissioner J. Negus, 
and Mr Commissioner J. Gregor. 

Tuesday 19 March 1985. 

PRESIDENT: This pleasant occasion, ladies and gentle- 
men, we had hoped would have afforded us an oppor- 
tunity of sitting in our newest court facility. 
Unfortunately it is not yet completed. The purpose of the 
occasion is to welcome the two newest members of the 
commission — Mr Commissioner Negus and Mr 
Commissioner Gregor. Each of them brings to the 
commission a wide and practical experience and 
knowledge in industrial relations. They come at a time 
when the commission is expanding and is undertaking 
increased responsibility. 

The recent amendments to the Industrial Relations Act 
have emphasised the need to prevent and settle disputes 
with expedition and informality. At the same time there 
has been some restructuring in order to accommodate the 
expansion of the commission to include constituent 
authorities. In a corporate sense the commission has the 
responsibility to carry out the objects and the purposes of 
the Act, but that responsibility devolves in the ultimate 
upon the individual members of the commission. It is for 
them to meet the challenges and pursue the solutions 
which produce peace in industry. 
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There is power to act with authority in such cases 
where that power is necessary; although it may be 
appropriate to remind ourselves that the exercise of that 
authority under the Act should be in accordance with the 
equitable precepts that are set out in section 26. 

In referring to the individual responsibility of 
commissioners I take the opportunity of recording 
appreciation of the effective and objective way in which 
each of the present members of the commission pursues 
his task. This is, therefore, the nature of the body which 
the two new members are joining. It is to some degree the 
nature of the responsibility which they are about to 
undertake. 

I congratulate them on their appointment and I 
welcome Mr Commissioner Negus and Mr Commis- 
sioner Gregor to this commission. I encourage and invite 
motions of support for that welcome. 

MR REID: Mr President, the Chief Commissioner, the 
Senior Commissioner and new Commissioners, on 
behalf of the Trades and Labor Council I would like to 
welcome both the new commissioners to their positions. 
In doing so I would like to give a little bit of our 
involvement with John Negus and some of his back- 
ground. John was a school teacher. He gravitated up 
through the ranks of the State School Teachers Union to 
become an executive member and in 1979 he became 
President of that organisation. The State School 
Teachers Union had a long tradition of the President 
being a spokesperson for the organisation, being very 
much a statesman-like figure. John maintained that role. 
His main achievement was probably his great involve- 
ment at grass roots rank and file members level in the 
organisation. He made a number of initiatives and his 
organisation took a number of initiatives under his 
leadership to widen the scope of rank and file involve- 
ment, develop the branch structure and take other 
measures which were designed to make sure that the rank 
and file had every opportunity of becoming involved in 
the machinations of that organisation. 

The union also took a very positive role in many other 
aspects of wages and conditions, which I will not deal 
with. One which I think does stand out is their decision to 
have an affirmative action policy. This of course has 
resulted in some backlash which has gained some 
prominence in the newspaper this morning. However, in 
the situation where 53 per cent of teachers were women, 
only three per cent of those had achieved the position of 
principal in the education structure. 

The School Teachers Union has taken a policy to try to 
overcome that disparity, that problem, and of course this 
will not be a position readily accepted by all members of 
the organisation. There will need to be a settling down 
period. 

One of the other achievements of the organisation 
under John's leadership was that they were affiliated 
with the TLC. This was done within a remarkably short 
time of him becoming President of the organisation. 

John also steered the organisation through some very 
difficult times, when there were attacks upon the wages 
and conditions of the membership, in such things as 
payroll deductions and other areas where the department 
and the government of the time were trying to take out a 
penalty against the organisation for action they had 
taken. 

However, in recent times, John has established, 
through very difficult and hard work, a very good 
relationship with the Education Department and one 
which I think augurs well for the position to which he has 
been appointed. 

Although John does not come from a traditional blue 
collar union, we welcome his appointment to the 
commission. He has had some involvement with the 
Trades and Labor Council executive since that organisa- 
tion has been affiliated and he well understands, I 

believe, the ways of blue collar unions and will go a long 
way to redressing or in actual fact evening up the balance 
which we believe should be maintained in the Industrial 
Commission. 

I think his participation will also be welcomed because 
of the involvement of other civil service unions and white 
collar organisations which have not previously been 
roped in to the Industrial Commission. 

With those few remarks, Mr President, I wish to 
welcome John to the commission and wish him and the 
commission all the best under his appointment to the 
position. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Reid. 

MR REID: Will I be expected to speak on Mr Gregor 
now? 

PRESIDENT: Yes! 

MR REID: The paths of Mr Gregor and myself have not 
crossed a great deal in the years he has been with the 
confederation. We have met on a few occasions and have 
been involved in some pretty hectic scenes on a couple of 
occasions, but I have not really got to know you terribly 
well. 

I must say it is rather ironic that the last occasion on 
which we did meet, I was sitting in a similar position to 
your own, where I was adjudicating on a dispute between 
the unions and an employer. I only hope that the 
decisions you bring down, in your position in the 
commission, are as good as the ones the arbitrator 
brought down on that occasion. 

However, Jack, I know that the building unions, who 
have had a very long involvement with you, and an 
involvement in an industry in which not many of us 
would cherish working, all speak very highly of you. 
Although they confess to having been very bitter 
adversaries at times, there was no personal recrimination 
against you or by you at any time. I, like them, wish you 
the best in your new appointment. 

Thank you, Mr President. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Reid. Mr Lambert? 

MR LAMBERT: Your Honour, I am pleased to appear 
on behalf of the confederation at this hearing. 

One of the hallmarks of a good advocate is prepara- 
tion. So it was that in the wee small hours of last night I 
perused the records of precedents of matters such as this. 
I searched for some theme which would give me a clue as 
to what approach I should take and as to how I should 
present material this morning. The task and its effect was 
not unlike that of reading past decisions of the 
commission — or transcript either, for that matter. It left 
me somewhat confused. It seems that my friends and 
colleagues of the past have adopted a somewhat flexible 
approach and left the way clear for me and others like 
me, to adopt whatever stance the needs of the moment 
demand. That too, of course, is the mark of a good 
advocate, so it is that really I am free to meander for a 
few moments. 

The first observation I want to make to you is that now 
you have a new perspective on industrial relations issues. 
Those of us on the left of the bar table now seem to be on 
the right. This simply illustrates that there are few things 
in life which can be neatly categorised from a pre- 
determined position. Secondly, this commission has an 
enviable reputation amongst industrial relations 
tribunals in Australia. It has been known for its hard 
work, efficiency and competence. That is not something 
which flows from its legislative base but rather it comes 
from the collective efforts of the individual members of 
the commission. The future for you holds a challenge 
which past traditions will assist you to maintain. 
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The State of Western Australia has been familiar with 
the name of Negus in a number of public roles, motor car 
racing and the Senate are but two of those. Their 
relationship is somewhat tenuous to the third role. 
Indeed, in my understanding, it is quite unrelated. State 
school teachers in Western Australia have had the benefit 
of the leadership of John Negus through a number of 
years, which have been very demanding and at times 
stormy. Those skills and the accumulated experience of 
those years is now at the service of the state. 

Mr Commissioner, we bid you welcome and we extend 
our best wishes. This is not a funeral, although I have felt 
like crying on a number of occasions over the last month. 
This gathering does not require any eulogy in respect of 
Jack Gregor. His credentials are well established in the 
industrial relations community throughout Australia. As 
a former colleague and as a friend, Mr Commissioner 
Gregor, the confederation bids you welcome. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Lambert and I apologise 
for the metamorphosis from McCarthy to Lambert. 

MR LAMBERT: Not at all, your Honour. 

PRESIDENT: Yes, Mr McKenna? 

MR McKENNA: Mr President, members of the commis- 
sion, it gives me considerable pleasure also this morning, 
speaking on behalf of the Public Service Board, to 
support this motion of congratulations and welcome to 
two new commissioners, Mr Gregor and Mr Negus. 

Perhaps it is also significant that this will be, I think, 
the first occasion on which a member or representative of 
the Public Service Board has, in that express capacity, 
been present and addressed a sitting of your commission. 
It is somewhat historic from our point of view that we are 
now within the general jurisdiction of your commission 
and I think one would have to go back many many years 
to statutory predecessors, as far back as the Arbitration 
Commission, to find us in this similar situation. 

Such a change as that will not come easy, I think from 
either side. There will be some hiccups along the way. 
There seem at the moment to be one or two boulders 
across the path of smooth mechanics in the operation but 
we have no doubt that, knowing as we do the back- 
ground, experience and competence of your two new 
colleagues, they will bring to your commission the same 
fairness, impartiality, objectivity, that other members of 
the commission have demonstrated. I would want very 
much to support Mr Lambert's remarks as to the reputa- 
tion of the Industrial Commission in Western Australia 
and the comments he made about the reasons for that. 
Statute organisational structures never, of themselves, 
lead to any particular result; it is the contributions of the 
individuals who are working within that organisation. 
We would this morning pay tribute to your colleagues 
and their predecessors for the way in which they have 
conducted the affairs of the commission. We have con- 
siderable confidence that your two new colleagues will 
follow in that tradition. That, of course, makes the path 
a bit easier for the practitioners who now have to steer 
their way through some slightly different mechanics. 

Once again we extend a warm welcome and 
congratulations to your commissioners, Mr Gregor and 
Mr Negus. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr McKenna. Mr Viner? 

MR VINER: Mr President and Commissioners, I thank 
you for the opportunity to represent the Law Society of 
Western Australia here this morning in welcoming the 
two new commissioners. It is a reflection that the legal 
profession is accepted as a part of the industrial relations 
jurisdiction in this state; and whilst we try to take a low 
profile in that, we do welcome the opportunities given to 
us to participate on a co-operative basis within the 
working of the system. 

Last time I appeared before you in a similar situation, 
it was to welcome an old friend and industrial colleague 
of mine, Mr Commissioner Salmon. I found, when I was 
asked to perform this very pleasant duty today, that I was 
meeting an older friend in Mr Commissioner Negus, who 
may remember that I knew him when he was a young boy 
about so high in that country town of York. That was in 
the early 1950s, where I had gone as a bank clerk before I 
took up law and politics. 

Whilst, for some reason or another, I used to find 
myself in the headlines of the newspapers of Western 
Australia and the nation in recent years, I saw that there 
was another person who often hit the headlines, Mr 
Commissioner Negus. I remembered those days back in 
York and I remembered his mother, Daisy Negus, who 
was also a very active person in the affairs of that town. 
So I thought "Like mother like son" on this occasion. 

I am sure, having read and seen of the work of Mr 
Commissioner Negus for the State School Teachers 
Union, he will bring those same qualities to this 
jurisdiction and add to the distinguished qualities which 
are already here. 

So I do, Mr Commissioner Negus, on behalf of the 
legal profession, welcome you to the jurisdiction. 

Mr Commissioner Gregor I know by reputation rather 
than by long and interrupted association but I do know, 
from within the profession I represent, that you do have 
a very high reputation for your capacity and hard work 
and your standing within the industrial relations 
fraternity of Western Australia. I do add to the warm 
words of welcome which have already been extended to 
you. May it please the commissioner. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Viner. Mr George? 

MR GEORGE: Thank you, Mr President. If the com- 
mission pleases, it is my honour and pleasure to appear 
today on behalf of the Office of Industrial Relations to 
participate in the welcome of Commissioner Jack Gregor 
and Commissioner John Negus to their new appoint- 
ments, the first appointments, in fact, under the 
Industrial Relations Act to the restyled Industrial 
Relations Commission. 

I think it is appropriate to observe that the appoint- 
ment of Commissioners Gregor and Negus, arise out of 
an expanded role imposed upon the commission through 
recent legislative amendment which has resulted in a 
rationalisation of various industrial tribunals in this state 
and the inclusion of all but some specifically excluded 
public sector employees in the jurisdiction of the WA 
Industrial Commission. These amendments, which are 
of particular relevance to my office and other significant 
amendments to the industrial relations legislation, when 
combined with the increasing complexity of industrial 
relations practice resulting from a range of factors about 
which we all have different views, I think, signal a time of 
change and challenge. 

For these reasons it is pleasing to note the range of 
experience which Commissioners Gregor and Negus 
bring to what is already a widely-experienced and 
respected industrial tribunal. Mr President, on behalf of 
my office, my Minister the Honourable Peter Dowding 
and the Government, I would like to close my remarks by 
congratulating Mr Gregor and Mr Negus on their 
appointments and wish them well in their commissions. 
Thank you. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr George. Yes, Mr Crook? 

MR CROOK: Mr President, members of the commis- 
sion, on behalf of employers engaged in the mining and 
hydrocarbon industries in WA, we warmly welcome the 
new members of the commission to this commission and 
we have no doubt whatsoever that they will perform 
effectively and efficiently in their new roles. Thank you. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Crook. Yes, Mr Bowler? 



MR BOWLER: Thank you, Mr President. If it please the 
commission, I appear today representing the Civil 
Service Association and I have much pleasure in extend- 
ing a welcome to Mr Commissioner Gregor and Mr Com- 
missioner Negus. I also extend the association's best 
wishes on behalf of the president and newly appointed 
general secretary of the association. Unfortunately, both 
gentlemen left for Melbourne for a meeting this morning 
and apologise for not being able to attend this morning. 

As the commission is aware, appearing before the 
commission will be a new experience for the majority of 
members of the association in the future and I do hope 
that they have every reason to look forward to it. I do 
regret that we have not in the past had a very close 
working relationship with Mr Commissioner Gregor, 
however his background experience and reputation 
speaks for itself. We certainly commend his appointment 
and look forward to appearing before him when he acts 
as Public Service Arbitrator and as a Chairman of the 
Promotions Appeal Board. 

We have, of course, had a closer working relationship 
with Mr Commissioner Negus and we have worked 
together on a number of issues in the past. Certainly we 
have the highest regard for both the ability and integrity 
of Mr Commissioner Negus and we also commend his 
appointment and look forward to working with him on 
the occasions when our members appear before him 
when he is acting as Chairman of the Promotions Appeal 
Board. 

May I congratulate both commissioners on their 
appointment and wish them well for the future. Thank 
you. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you, Mr Bowler. 
Perhaps I should now give the new commissioners an 

opportunity to respond. Mr Commissioner Negus? 

NEGUS C: Thank you, Mr President. Very briefly, I 
thank you all for your very kind words of welcome, those 
particularly of Mr Viner which create some emotion. 1 
also want to thank Mr Reid particularly for reminding 
me of the machinations of my union which I have now 
escaped from and particularly for reminding me that in 
view of what seems to be going on at the moment, I have 
hopefully escaped to the relative peace and quiet of the 
commission. 

I look forward to making some contribution in future 
years to facilitating the aim of everybody who comes 
before this jurisdiction and that is to resolve conflict and 
find a resolution to problems. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you. Yes, Mr Commissioner 
Gregor? 

GREGOR C: Mr President, Mr Chief Commissioner, Mr 
Senior Commissioner, Mr Commissioner and Mr Deputy 
Industrial Registrar, I am very honoured to come to this 
bench. Like my ex-colleague Doug Lambert, I have had 
the greatest respect for the way in which it has conducted 
its activities. I am abie to compare it with other tribunals 
around the country before which I have practised and 
therefore it is easy to come to the conclusion Mr Lambert 
did and I support it. 

One of the most important things about my 
appointment for me is that it allows me to do something 
to serve our community, I believe. I hope that I have 
accumulated the experience necessary to discharge the 
task I think I want to do. I thank gentlemen of the bar 
table for their expressions of support. 

I will not, at this time, comment upon what I thought 
about Mr Reid's decision when he handed it down when I 
appeared before him just a few weeks ago. I will discuss it 
with him later! 

I thank you very much for your welcome. I hope to see 
you during the conduct of my duties here. Like my 
colleague Mr Commissioner Negus, I believe that this 
body has an important role to play in the conciliatory 

settlement of disputes and I would intend to pursue the 
aims of the Act in that respect, whether it discomforts the 
parties or not. 

PRESIDENT: Thank you. That completes the formal 
part: of these proceedings but the new commissioners 
would appreciate the opportunity of sharing light 
refreshments with you in the conference room. We will 
adjourn for that purpose. 

AWARDS — 
Application for — 

CHILDREN'S SERVICES CONSENT 
Award No. A1 of 1985. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. A1 of 1985. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Coolbeilup Child 
Care Centre and others, Respondents. 

Consent A ward. 
HAVING heard Mr J.A. McGinty on behalf of the 
Applicant and Miss M.T. Parker on behalf of the 
Respondents, the Commission, by consent of the above- 
named parties, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 hereby makes 
the following award — 

(Editor's Note: This award applies only to the 
employers named therein.) 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the Children's 

Services Consent Award 1984 and shall replace the 
Child Care Centres (Aides) Award No. A2 of 1983, 
the Child Care Centres (Pre-School Teachers) 
Award No. A3 of 1983 and the Child Care Centres 
(Child Care Workers) Award No. A4 of 1983 
insofar as those awards relate to the respondents to 
this award. 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area. 
4. Scope. 
5. Term. 
6. Definitions. 
7. Contract of Service. 
8. Hours of Work. 
9. Overtime. 

10. Public Holidays. 
11. Annual Leave. 
12. Absence Through Sickness. 
13. Long Service Leave. 
14. Maternity Leave. 
15. Paternity Leave. 
16. Special Leave. 
17. Redundancy. 
18. Casual and Part-Time Employees. 
19. Special Provisions. 
20. Time and Wages Record. 
21. Payment of Wages. 
22. Wages. 
23. Liberty to Apply. 

Appendix I — Schedule of Respondents. 
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3.—Area. 
This award shall have effect over the premises 

controlled and operated by the Committees of 
Management of the following Child Care Centres: 
The Victoria Park Community Child Care Centre; 
The Coolbellup Day Care Centre and The Duncraig 
Day Care Centre. 

4.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to the classifications 

described in Clause 22.—Wages of this award 
employed by the respondents in Child Care Centres. 

5.—Term. 
The term of this award shall be for a period of 

three years from 1 February 1985 and it shall cease 
to operate upon the expiration of that term. 

6.—Definitions. 
"Administrator/Co-Ordinator" shall be deemed 

to be the Administrator/Co-Ordinator of a Child 
Care Centre for the purposes of this award if: 

(1) his/her qualifications are sufficient for 
licensing provisions under the relevant 
State laws; 

(2) such a person is qualified under the 
relevant Commonwealth Government 
laws governing the payment of recurrent 
grants to Child Care Centres; 

(3) his/her duties include responsibility for 
the overall administration of the Centre, 
and particularly for: 

(a) the planning, organisation, imple- 
mentation and supervision of a 
programme that will adequately 
meet the intellectual, physical, 
social and emotional needs of 
children attending the Centre, and 
the keeping of written records of 
this planning; 

(b) ordering, cataloguing and care of 
suitable equipment and general 
supplies; 

(c) hiring of staff in consultation with 
members of the Board of Manage- 
ment of the Centre; 

(d) keeping of day-to-day accounts 
and handling routine clerical 
matters; 

(e) participation in training 
programmes for staff and students 
when and if necessary; 

(f) undertaking such parental 
counselling as proves necessary 
from time to time. 

(4) Provided that the person appointed to the 
position of Administrator/Co-Ordinator 
of a Child Care Centre shall be either: 

(a) a two year trained child care cert- 
ificate holder, a two year trained 
teacher, N.N.E.B., mothercraft 
nurse, enrolled nurse with 
paediatric certificate or other 
relevant qualification in the field of 
children's services. 

(b) a three year trained teacher, a 
registered nurse, a diploma of child 
care graduate, a graduate with a 
major in child psychology, early 
childhood development or the 
equivalent. 

(c) a four year trained teacher, a 
graduate with a major in child 
psychology, early childhood 
development or the equivalent. 

"Children's Services Worker (trained)" shall 
mean an employee who holds recognised qualifica- 
tions in early child care, N.N.E.B., child care 
certificate holder. 

"Casual Employee" shall mean a child care 
worker who is regularly employed for less than four 
weeks. 

"Government Subsidised Centre" shall mean a 
Centre which is provided with capital, recurrent or 
special needs subsidy pursuant to the Common- 
wealth Child Care Act 1972. 

"Part-Time Employee" shall mean a child care 
worker who is regularly employed for less than 37'A 
hours per week. 

"Children's Services Worker (untrained)" shall 
mean an employee engaged to assist in the super- 
vision and care of children and generally to assist in 
the functioning of the Centre who does not possess 
child care qualifications or who is not required in the 
performance of his/her duties to use such 
qualifications. 

"Committee" shall mean the Management Com- 
mittee. 

"Union" shall mean The Federated Miscellan- 
eous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, 
Service and Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 

7.—Contract of Service. 
(1) The contract of service may be terminated by 

either party by giving of two weeks' notice in writing 
on any day to the other party, or by the forfeiture or 
payment as the case may be of two weeks' pay in lieu 
of such notice. Provided that this shall not affect the 
right of the employer to dismiss an employee 
without notice for misconduct in which case wages 
shall be paid up to the time of dismissal. 

(2) (a) If an employee's work falls to an unsatis- 
factory level, the Committee shall notify the 
employee in writing, detailing complaints or areas of 
unsatisfactory performance, and explaining that the 
employee has four weeks to reach a satisfactory 
level. 

(b) The employee has the right to appeal against 
allegations of unsatisfactory work and shall have 
full speaking rights or Union representation at a 
specially convened Committee meeting and may 
make written representation to the Committee 
which will be circulated to all Committee Members. 

(c) If at the end of the four-week period work 
remains unsatisfactory, an assessment panel 
consisting of a professional member of the Manage- 
ment Committee, a Union representative and an 
independent person whose appointment shall be 
mutually agreed to by the staff member and the 
Committee shall make recommendations to the 
Management Committee, which shall act upon the 
recommendations of the assessment panel. At this 
stage, notice of dismissal may be given. 

(3) The employment period, if limited, shall be 
clearly stated in the employee's contract (e.g. 
limited contracts may be applied to staff on projects 
where continued funding is not guaranteed). 

(4) All new staff should be given a copy of the 
'Conditions of Employment' and a Duty Statement 
on commencement. After successful completion of 
a 12-week trial period of employment, staff shall 
sign a work contract which will include agreement to 
these conditions. 
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8.—Hours of Work. 
(1) The spread of hours shall he 7.00 a.m. to 6.00 

p.m. 
(2) Subject to subclause (4) of this clause, 37 id 

hours shall constitute a week's work. Not more than 
7 id hours shall be worked on any day without the 
payment of overtime. Such 7id hours shall be 
worked in an unbroken shift. 

(3) The lunch break for full-time contract staff 
should be one hour, and on occasions when staff 
meetings or other exceptional circumstances intrude 
into the lunch break, contract staff members should 
have at least 30 minutes of uninterrupted break. 
Part-time staff, pro rata. 

(4) Where by agreement between the employer 
and the employee, the hours of work are arranged to 
allow an employee to regularly accumulate time off 
without loss of wages, the daily hours may be 
extended without payment of overtime to the extent 
of the agreed accumulation. 

9.—Overtime. 
For all work performed on Monday to Friday 

beyond the ordinary hours or outside the spread of 
hours as prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause 8.— 
Hours of Work, payment shall be made at the rate 
of time and one-half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. 

"Work performed on a Saturday or Sunday shall 
be paid at the rate of double time. 

10.—Public Holidays. 
(1) The following days or the days observed in 

Hen thereof shall, subject as hereinafter provided, 
be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, 
namely. New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good 
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day 
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between 
the parties in lieu of the days named in this 
subclause. 

(2) (a) Where any of the days mentioned in 
subclause (1) hereof except Anzac Day, fall on a 
Saturday or Sunday the holiday shall be observed on 
the next succeeding Monday, and when Boxing Day 
falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the holiday shall be 
observed or the next succeeding Tuesday. 

(b) (i) Except in the case of part-time 
employees, when any of the days 
observed as a holiday in this clause 
fall during a period of annual leave 
the holiday or holidays shall be 
observed on the next succeeding 
work day or days, as the case may 
be, after completion of that annual 
leave. 

(ii) Where any of the days observed as 
a holiday in this clause fall during a 
part-time employee's period of 
annual leave and that day is a day 
the part-time employee would 
normally have worked, the 
employee shall be paid for the time 
as if it had been worked at ordinary 
rates of pay in lieu of the holiday. 

(3) Any employee who is required to work on the 
day observed as a holiday as prescribed in this clause 
shall be paid for the time worked at the rate of 
double time and one-half or, if the employer agrees, 
be paid for the time worked at the rate of time and 
one-half and in addition, be allowed to observe the 
holiday on a day mutually acceptable to the 
employer and the employee. 

(4) When an employee is absent on leave without 
pay, sick leave without pay or workers' compensa- 
tion, any day observed as a holiday on a day falling 
during such absence shall not be treated as a paid 
holiday. Where the employee is on duty or available 
on the whole of the working day immediately 
preceding a holiday, or resumes duty or is available 
on the whole of the working day immediately 
following a day observed as a holiday prescribed by 
this clause, the employee shall be entitled to be paid 
for such holiday. 

(5) This clause shall not apply to casual 
employees. 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) After each period of 12 months' con- 

tinuous service with his/her employer, each 
employee shall be entitled to four consecutive 
weeks' leave. 

(b) Ail contract employees are entitled, in 
addition to the above, to one week's leave on two 
separate occasions during the year, the first occasion 
being after four months' continuous employment in 
the qualifying period, which shall be taken at 
regular intervals throughout the year by agreement 
between the Administrator/Co-Grdinator and the 
employee. 

Where possible, leave shall be set by April each 
year. 

(2) {a} The employee shall be paid for any period 
of annual leave prescribed by this clause at the 
ordinary rate of wage the employee has received for 
the greatest proportion of the calendar month prior 
to taking the leave. 

(b) In addition, a holiday loading of 17 Zi per 
cent on four weeks' holidays shall be allowed to the 
employee in each year. 

(3) An employee may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave pres- 
cribed by this clause before the completion of 12 
months' continuous service as prescribed in 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(4) Subject as hereinafter provided: 
(a) If after one month's continuous service in 

any qualifying 12 monthly period an 
employee lawfully terminates his/her 
service or his/her employment is 
terminated by the employer through no 
fault of the employee, the employee shall 
be paid 3.08 hours' pay in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service in 
that qualifying period. 

(b) If the services of an employee are 
terminated and the employee has taken a 
period of leave in accordance with 
subclause (3) of this clause and if the 
period of leave so taken exceeds that which 
would become due pursuant to paragraph 
(a) of this subclause, the employee shall be 
liable to pay the amount representing the 
difference between the amount received by 
the employee for the period of leave taken 
in accordance with subclause (3) of this 
clause and the amount which would have 
accrued in accordance with paragraph (a) 
of this subclause. The employer may 
deduct this amount from the moneys due 
to the employee by reason of the other 
provisions of this award at the time of the 
termination. 

(c) In addition to any payment to which the 
employee may be entitled under paragraph 
(a) of this subclause an employee whose 
empioyment terminates after he/she 
completed a 12 monthly qualifying period 
and who has not been allowed the leave 
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prescribed under this award in respect of 
that qualifying period, shall be given 
payment as prescribed in subclause (2) of 
this clause, in lieu of that leave unless the 
employee has been justifiably dismissed 
for misconduct and the misconduct 
occurred prior to the completion of that 
qualifying period. 

(5) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period an employee is on 
annual leave, long service leave, observing a public 
holiday prescribed in this award, absent through 
sickness with or without pay except for that portion 
of an absence that exceeds three months or absence 
on workers' compensation except for that portion 
of an absence that exceeds six months in any one 
year. 

(6) The weekly wage for the purpose of part-time 
employees shall be computed by dividing the total 
hours worked by the number of weeks worked times 
the hourly rate of wage. 

(7) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

12.—Absence Through Sickness. 
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or 

remain at her place of employment during the 
ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill 
health or injury shall be entitled to payment during 
such absence in accordance with the following 
provisions. 

(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the 
rate of one sixth of a week for each completed 
month of service with the employer. 

(c) If in the first or successive years of service 
with the employer an employee is absent on the 
ground of personal ill health or injury for a period 
longer than her entitlement to paid sick leave, 
payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of 
service, or at the time the employee's services 
terminate, if before the end of that year of service, 
to the extent that the employee has become entitled 
to further paid sick leave during that year of service. 

(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to 
paid sick leave in any one year shall accumulate 
from year to year and subject to this clause may be 
claimed by the employee if the absence by reason of 
personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for 
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the 
time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall 
not be entitled to claim payment for any period 
exceeding 10 weeks in any one year of service. 

(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with 
this clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably 
practicable advise the employer of her inability to 
attend for work, the nature of her illness or injury 
and the estimated duration of the absence. Provided 
that such advice, other than in extraordinary cir- 
cumstances shall be given to the empioyer within 24 
hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
an employee who fails to produce a certificate from 
a medical practitioner dated at the time of the illness 
or who fails to supply such other proof of the illness 
or injury as the employer may require provided that 
the employee shall not be required to produce a 
certificate from a medical practitioner with respect 
to absences of two days or less unless after two such 
absences in any year of service the employer requests 
in writing that the next and subsequent absences in 
that year, if any, shall be accompanied by such 
certificate. 

(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an 
employee who suffers personal ill health or injury 
during the time v/hen she is absent on annual leave 
and an employee may apply for and the employer 
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual 
leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made 
within seven days of resuming work and then only if 
the employee was confined to her place of residence 
or a hospital as a result of her personal ill health or 
injury for a period of seven consecutive days or 
more and she produces a certificate from a 
registered medical practitioner that she was so 
confined. Provided that the provisions of this 
paragraph do not relieve the employee of the 
obligation to advise the employer in accordance 
with subclause (3) of this clause if she is unable to 
attend for work on the working day next following 
her annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time she 
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made 
with respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced 
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave 
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by 
the empioyer and the employee or, failing agree- 
ment, shall be added to the employee's next period 
of annual leave or, if termination occurs before 
then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions 
of Clause 11.—Annual Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at 
the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is 
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave 
loading prescribed in Clause 11.—Annual Leave 
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to the 
replaced annual leave. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from 
one employer to another and the employee's service 
has been deemed continuous in accordance with 
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave 
provisions published in volume 64 of the Western 
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages one to four, 
the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the 
employee at the date of transmission from service 
with the transmitter shall stand to the credit of the 
employee at the commencement of service with the 
transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with 
the provisions of this clause. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled 
to payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act 1981 or to employees whose injury or 
illness is the result of the employee's own mis- 
conduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
casual employees. 

13.—Long Service Leave. 
The Long Service Leave provisions set out in 

Volume 64 of the Western Australian Industrial 
Gazette at pages one to four except for Clause 3, 
shall be applied to employees employed under the 
terms of this award. The following shall be 
substituted for Clause 3.—Period of Leave. 

3.—Period of Leave: 
(1) The leave to which an employee shall be 

entitled or deemed to be entitled shall be as provided 
in this subclause. 
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(2) Where an employee has completed a least 10 
years' service the amount of leave shall be — 

(a) in respect of 10 years' service so completed 
13 weeks' leave; 

(b) in respect of each 10 years' service so 
completed after such 10 years — 13 weeks' 
leave; 

(c) on the termination of the employee's 
employment — 

(i) by his death; or 
(ii) in any circumstances, otherwise 

than by his employer for serious 
misconduct; 

in respect of the number of year's service 
with the employer completed since he last 
became entitled to an amount of long 
service leave a proportionate amount on 
the basis of 13 weeks for 10 years' service. 

(3) Where an employee has completed at least 
seven years' service but less than 10 years' service 
since its commencement and his employment is 
terminated: 

(a) by his death; or 
(b) in any circumstances, otherwise than by 

his employer for serious misconduct; 
the amount of leave shall be such proportion of 13 
weeks' leave as the number of completed years of 
service bears to 10 years. 

(4) In the cases to which paragraphs (2)(c) and (3) 
of this subclause apply the employee shall be 
deemed to have been entitled to and to have 
commenced leave immediately prior to such 
termination. 

3A.—Portability: An employee who commences 
employment at a Centre covered by this award and 
who was within one month prior to such employ- 
ment, employed by a Centre also covered by this 
award, shall be deemed to have continuous service 
with the new employer including all prior service 
with the former employer. The former employer 
shall pay to the new employer upon such employ- 
ment, an amount equal to the pro rata long service 
leave credit of the employee. 

14.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: An employee 

who becomes pregnant shall, upon producton to her 
employer of a certificate from a duly qualified 
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of 
her confinement, be entitled to maternity leave 
provided that she has had not less than 12 months' 
continuous service with that employer immediately 
preceding the date upon which she proceeds upon 
such leave. 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) An employee shall include a part-time 

employee but shall not include an 
employee engaged upon casual or seasonal 
work. 

(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid 
maternity leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of 
Leave: 

(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, 
the period of maternity leave shall be for 
an unbroken period of from 12 to 52 weeks 
and shall include a period of six weeks' 
compulsory leave to be taken immediately 
before the presumed date of confinement 
and a period of six weeks' compulsory 
leave to be taken immediately following 
confinement. 

(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks 
prior to the presumed date of 
confinement, give notice in writing to her 
employer stating the presumed date of 
confinement. 

(c) An employee shall give not less than tour 
weeks' notice in writing to her employer of 
the date upon which she proposes to 
commence maternity leave, stating the 
period of leave to be taken. 

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this 
order as a consequence of failure to give 
the stipulated period of notice in 
accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if 
such failure is occasioned by the 
confinement occurring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job: Where in the opinion 
of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or 
risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards 
connected with the work assigned to the employee 
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at 
her present work, the employee shall, if the 
employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a 
safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching 
to that job until the commencement of maternity 
leave. If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, 
the employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified 
necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. 
Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the 
purposes of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave: 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the 
period may be lengthened once only, save 
with the agreement of the employer, by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent 
of the employer, be shortened by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave: 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the 
pregnancy of an employee terminates 
other than by the birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then 
on maternity leave terminates other than 
by the birth of a living child, it shall be 
right of the employee to resume work at a 
time nominated by the employer which 
shall not exceed four weeks from the date 
of notice in writing by the employee to the 
employer that she desires to resume work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave: 
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not 

then on maternity leave terminates after 28 
weeks other than by the birth of a living 
child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period 
of unpaid leave (to be known as 
special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner 
certifies as necessary before her 
return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal 
consequences of confinement she 
shall be entitled, either in lieu of or 
in addition to special maternity 
leave, to such paid sick leave as to 
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which she is then entitled and which 
a duly qualified medical practition- 
er certifies as necessary before her 
return to work. 

(b) Where an employee not then on maternity 
leave suffers illness related to her pregnancy, 
she may take such paid sick leave as to which 
she is then entitled and such further unpaid 
leave (to be known as special ma ternity leave) 
as a duly qualified medical practitioner 
certifies as necessary before her return to 
work, provided that the aggregate of paid 
sick leave, special maternity leave and 
maternity leave shall not exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) 
hereof, maternity leave shall include special 
maternity leave. 

(d) An employee returning to work after the 
completion of a period of leave taken 
pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled to 
the position which she held immediately 
before proceeding on such leave or, in the 
case of an employee who was transferred to a 
safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to the 
position she held immediately before such 
transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available, for which 
the employee is qualified and the duties of 
which she is capable of performing, she shall 
be entitled to a position as nearly comparable 
in status and salary or wage to that of her 
former position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitle- 
ments: Provided the aggregate of leave including 
leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof 
does not exceed 52 weeks. 

(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in 
conjunction with maternity leave, take any 
annual leave or long service leave or any part 
thereof to which she is then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised 
award absences (excluding annual leave or 
long service leave), shall not be available to 
an employee during her absence on maternity 
leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: 
Notwithstanding any award, or other provision to 
the contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not 
break the continuity of service of an employee but 
shall not be taken into account in calculating the 
period of service for any purpose of the award. 

(9) Termination of Employment: 
(a) An employee on maternity leave may 

terminate her employment at any time during 
the period of leave by notice given in accord- 
ance with this award. 

(b) An employer shall not terminate the employ- 
ment of an employee on the ground of her 
pregnancy or of her absence on maternity 
leave, but otherwise the rights of an 
employer in relation to termination of 
employment are not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave: 
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing to 
the employer given not less than four weeks 
prior to the expiration of her period of 
maternity leave. 

(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the 
notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall 
be entitled to the position which she held 
immediately before proceeding on maternity 
leave or, in the case of an employee who was 
transferred to a safe job pursuant to 
subclause (3), to the position which she held 

immediately before such transfer. Where 
such position no longer exists but there are 
other positions available for which the em- 
ployee is qualified and the duties of which 
she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her 
former position. 

(11) Replacement Employees: 
(a) A replacement employee is an employee 

specifically engaged as a result of an 
employee proceeding on maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
employee under this subclause, the 
employer shall inform that person of the 
temporary nature of the employment and 
of the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to 
replace an employee temporarily 
promoted or transferred in order to 
replace an employee exercising her rights 
under this clause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary 
nature of the promotion or transfer and of 
the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause 
shall be construed as requiring an 
employer to engage a replacement 
employee. 

(e) A replacement employee shall not be 
entitled to any of the rights conferred by 
this clause except where her employment 
continues beyond the 12 months' 
qualifying period. 

15.—Paternity Leave. 
One week's leave without pay shall be granted to a 

male employee following the birth of his child. 

16.—Special Leave. 
(1) An employee may apply to the Adminis- 

trator/Co-Ordinator in the first instance or to the 
Committee of Management for short leave without 
loss of wages for professional or personal reasons. 

(2) (a) An employee may apply to the Committee 
for a limited period of leave without pay in special 
circumstances, providing relief is available. Any 
period over one month must be arranged three 
months in advance. 

(b) An employee may apply to the Committee for 
a longer study leave of up to 12 months. Where 
possible application for this leave shall be made 
three months in advance. 

Leave without pay may be taken for child-rearing 
purposes. 

(c) An employee may apply to the Admin- 
istrator/Co-Ordinator for leave to attend the 
equivalent of at least three days of approved in- 
service training in any year. 

17.—Redundancy. 
Where any termination of employment or change 

in working conditions arising from redundancy is 
expected, the employee shall be given six weeks' 
notice. 

18.—Casual and Part-Time Employees. 
(1) Casual employees shall be paid 20 per cent in 

addition to the rates prescribed in Clause 22.— 
Wages of this award, in lieu of the provisions of 
Clauses 10.—Public Holidays, 11.—Annual Leave, 
and 12.—Absence Through Sickness of this award. 
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(2) A part-time employee who is employed to 
regularly work less than 20 hours per week may, 
with the consent of the employer, elect to be paid as 
a 'casual'. 

(3) Casual and part-time employees shall be paid 
not less than three-thirty-sevenths and one half of 
the weekly wage per day. 

19.—Special Provisions. 
(1) Preparation and Reading Time: Recognising 

the work involved in preparing programmes, the 
need for non-contact time to plan for the care of 
children, and the need for all child care staff to keep 
abreast of current trends in child care: 

(a) All contact staff shall be allowed a regular 
period of contact free time each week for 
preparation and reading. 

(b) The length of the contact free time will be 
two hours per week for all contact staff. 

(2) Paid relief staff shall be provided during any 
absence of staff directly involved in child care. 

(3) The Administrator/Co-Ordinator or her 
Deputy and where applicable a parent representative 
shall be included on all Committees to appoint new 
staff. It is desirable that other staff shall also have 
representation on these Committees where relevant 
(e.g. when employing staff on projects, or child care 
assistants). 

(4) Time in lieu shall be available to the Admin- 
istrator/Co-Ordinator in recognition of duties 
performed outside regular hours, and with 
recognition of the importance of all aspects of the 
Centre being accessible to visitors during regular 
hours. This can also be applicable to other staff in 
certain circumstances at the discretion of the 
Administrator/Co-Ordinator in the first instance or 
the Committee of Management, and should include 
the situation of staff members arranging to meet 
with parents outside of normal working hours to 
discuss a child's progress or the Centre's 
programmes. 

20.—Time and Wages Record. 
A record of the time worked and wages paid to 

each employee employed under this award shall be 
maintained by the employer and shall be available 
for inspection by an accredited representative of the 
Union upon the giving of reasonable notice to the 
employer. 

21.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at 

the option of the employer. Where an employee's 
service has been terminated in accordance with this 
award, payment of all wages due shall be made at 
the time the employee ceases employment. 

(2) Each employee shall be given an itemised 
statement explaining the wage rate and allowances 
or adjustments: 

(a) on commencing employment 
(b) when there is a change in the wage rate 
(c) on termination of employment. 

(3) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages without the written approval of 
the employee. 

22.—Wages. 
(1) Administrators/Co-Ordinators: 

$ Per Annum 
2-Year 3-Year 4-Year 
Trained Trained Trained 

1st year of experience 19 000 20 000 23 500 
2nd year of experience 20 000 21 000 24 500 
3rd year of experience 21 000 23 000 25 500 
4th year of experience 22 000 24 (XX) 26 500 
5th year of experience 23 000 25 000 27 500 

In relation to the position of Administrator/Co- 
Ordinator, the term 'year of experience' shall: 

(a) mean year of employment in an adminis- 
trative/co-ordinating position with that 
employer; and 

(b) shall include years of employment with 
other employers in an administrative/co- 
ordinating position within the child care or 
related industries; 

(c) may be deemed to include years of employ- 
ment relevant to the work to be 
undertaken; and 

(d) shall take into account the classification 
and salary of the Administrator/Co- 
Ordinator in her/his position immediately 
prior to her appointment as such. 

Any dispute as to the appropriate 'year of 
experience' may be referred to the W.A. Industrial 
Commission for determination. 

An untrained Administrator/Co-Ordinator shall 
be paid the salary of a two year trained person, 
provided that such a person shall not progress 
beyond the rate for the third year of experience. 

(2) Pre-School Teachers: 
$ Per Annum 

Scale A Scale B 
Grade 1 15 725 
Grade 2 17 650 18 978 
Grade 3 18 712 20 265 
Grade 4 19 776 21 546 
Grade 5 20 827 22 830 
Grade 6 21 880 24 120 
Grade 7 22 937 25 232 
Grade 8 23 591 26 341 
Grade 9 24 198 27 464 

(a) A teacher who has successfully completed 
a minimum of two years' full-time tertiary 
training as a student at a teachers' college 
approved by the Minister for Education 
shall be paid according to Scale "A" 
commencing at Grade 1 and may proceed 
to Grade 8. 

(b) A teacher who has successfully completed 
a minimum of three years' full-time 
tertiary training as a student at an 
educational establishment approved by the 
Minister for Education shall be paid 
according to Scale "A" commencing at 
Grade 2 and may proceed to Grade 9. 

(c) A two year trained teacher who obtains the 
qualifications of a three year trained 
teacher or who is deemed by the Minister 
for Education to be a three year trained 
teacher, shall advance one increment and 
may proceed to Grade 9 of Scale "A". 

(d) Teachers who qualify for payment under 
Scale "A" but who have such additional 
qualifications as may be approved by the 
Minister for Education shall instead of the 
rates prescribed in Scale "A" be paid the 
rates prescribed in Scale "B". 

(e) Progression along the salary scales shall be 
by annual increment and shall be 
dependent upon satisfactory service, 
provided that a teacher shall be required to 
complete a full teaching year from the 
commencement of his/her appointment 
before being eligible for the next annual 
increment. 

(f) Teachers who qualify by way of additional 
qualifications to transfer from one scale to 
another shall be paid the salary on the new 
scale for that grade applying to the salary 
on the old scale. 
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(g) Teachers changing employment shall do so 
without any reduction in grade and 
continue to progress through the salary 
scale by annual increment. 

(3) A relieving teacher shall be paid the 
appropriate salary for a teacher plus a salary loading 
of 27 per cent. 

(4) Teachers transferring between employers 
shall retain their position on the incremental scale 
and continue to progress through the scale by 
annual increment. On ceasing employment with an 
employer the employee shall be given written notice 
of his/her incremental increase date to be passed on 
to the next employer. 

(5) Child Care Workers: 
$ Per Annum 

1st year of experience 13 366 
2nd year of experience 15 003 
3rd year of experience 15 905 
4th year of experience 16 809 
5th year of experience 17 703 

Progression along the salary scale shall be by 
annual increment, and shall be dependent upon 
satisfactory service, provided that an employee shall 
be required to complete a full year from the 
commencement of appointment before being 
eligible for the next annual increment. 

(6) For the purposes of adjustment and payment 
the weekly salary shall be calculated at one-fifty- 
second and one-sixth of the annual salary, the 
fortnightly salary as one-twenty-sixth and one- 
twelfth of the annual salary and the monthly salary 
as one-twelfth of the annual salary. 

(7) (a) Child Care Aide: 
$ Per Week 

1st year of experience 246.70 
2nd year of experience 249.30 
3rd year of experience and 

thereafter 251.90 
(b) Junior Aides: Junior Aides 

shall be paid the following 
percentage of the rate pre- 
scribed for a Child Care 
Aide in her first year of 
employment: 

% 
At or under 

16 years of age 50 
At 17 years of age 60 
At 18 years of age 75 
At 19 years of age 85 
At 20 years of age 95 
Thereafter, the adult rate. 

(8) Ancillary Group: 
$ Per Week 

(a) Cook/Gardener 
1st year of experience 246.70 
2nd year of experience 249.30 
Thereafter 251.90 

(b) Domestic Employee 
1st year of experience 231.70 
2nd year of experience 234.30 
3rd year of experience 236.90 

23.—Liberty to Apply. 
Liberty is reserved to the Union to apply to amend 

this award in respect of Hours, Annual Leave and 
Wages. 

Appendix 1. 
Schedule of Respondents. 

The Coolbellup Day Care Centre Association 
Post Office Box 21, Hamilton Hill 6163. 

The Duncraig Day Care Centre Association 
40 Warwick Road, Duncraig 6024. 

The Victoria Park Community Child Care Centre 
Association 

38 Rushton Street, Victoria Park 6100. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

FURNITURE TRADES INDUSTRY 
Award No. 6 of 1984. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. A6 of 1984. 

Between The United Furniture Trades Industrial Union 
of Workers, Western Australia, Applicant and 
Allwood Furniture Industries Pty Limited and 
Others, Respondents. 

Before the Commission in Court Session. 
Mr Commissioner G.G. Halliwell, 

Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin 
and Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 

The 1st day of February 1985. 

Mr T.P. Daly on behalf of the applicant. 
Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the respondents. 
Mr A.R. Beech intervening on behalf of the Trades 

and Labor Council of Western Australia. 
Mr C.D. Lambert intervening on behalf of the Con- 

federation of W.A. Industry (Inc). 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This is the unanimous decision 
of the Commission in Court Session. 

This application seeks a new award of the Commission 
to be known as the Furniture Trades Industry Award No. 
6 of 1984 and to replace an award of the same name 
numbered 30 of 1979. In most respects, the proposed 
award is the same as the existing award. Of those changes 
sought by the union applicant some are agreed to and 
others are not agreed to. Where the proposed changes 
involve increases in labour costs the Commission in 
Court Session has an interest in accordance with the 
Principles of the State Wage Case (63 WAIG 2207). 

The union applicant seeks to improve on the existing 
award in a number of ways. The rate for overtime on 
Saturday morning to equate with that commonly found 
in awards of this Commission of time and a half for the 
first two hours and double time thereafter. The shift 
work loading to equate with the loading contained in the 
Metal Trades (General)'Award. Maternity Leave and 
Location Allowances to equate with the State standards. 
A change in the period of notice under the contract of 
service from one day to one week. Increases in a number 
of allowances in accordance with movement to similar 
allowances in "parent" awards. A number of minor 
adjustments about which we will make no comment. 

The employers agree to all changes except that relating 
to overtime and that relating to the contract of service. A 
change in the overtime provision as claimed would, as we 
understand it, produce increases in labour costs in excess 
of the "very small addition" referred to in the Principles 
and the claim is rejected on that ground. 
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So far as the contract of service notice is concerned it 
appears that the industry has consciously considered the 
matter in the past to the extent that in 1972 by agreement 
the award parties altered the one week then expressed in 
the award to one day. (See 42 WALG 135 at p. 138 and 52 
WAIG 948.) 

The applicant made a number of suggestions why the 
provision in the proposed award should be changed back 
again. The respondents, in objecting to such a change, 
argued that nothing has altered since 1972 to require such 
a change. Most industries now recognise the weekly 
contract and in the ordinary course the furniture industry 
should similarly provide; however the parties are not able 
to give us sufficient background material to demonstrate 
that the reasons urging the 1972 change now no longer 
exist. We are therefore reluctant to make a change of this 
nature without the benefit of more extensive advice and 
the claim is rejected. 

A similar lack of information has hampered the 
Commission in dealing with those provisions in the 
proposed award which will improve conditions and to 
which consent has been given. In general terms the 
parties have identified the basis for the improvement as 
either the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965 
or the Building Trades (Construction) Award No. 14 of 
1978 but, whilst meal money, tool allowance, setter out 
allowance, multi storey allowance, explosive powered 
tool allowance, construction allowance and travelling 
allowance can be identified in one form or another in 
either or both of those awards, there are none of those 
things present that indicate the traditional nexus. A 
comparison between the existing Furniture Trades 
Industry Award when issued on 13 December 1979 and 
the Metal and Building Trades awards at that time denies 
any claim of nexus. It is true that since that time the tool 
allowance has been changed to reflect the amount in the 
Metal Trades (General) award. The construction 
allowance has also been amended since the award issued 
but we were not told why. The other allowances have not 
changed. The parties now ask us to approve increases 
which in some cases go beyond the 4.3 per cent and 4.1 
per cent permitted under the Principles on the basis of 
the nexus yet the amounts claimed do not match (except- 
ing tool allowance and travelling allowance) amounts 
presently contained in the two parent awards. 

We were told in conference that the parties have been 
careful to settle on amounts a little less than those 
contained in the parent awards but we were given no real 
reason why this should be so. We are faced with an 
impossible situation. Employees have clearly been denied 
the opportunity to be recompensed for various elements 
of the employment if only for the reason that the award 
provisions have not kept place with those of the other 
awards yet this situation which clearly calls for the 
Commission to recognise the agreement of the parties 
and redress an unfairness is an action not totally in 
accordance with the Principles. 

There are certain increases which may be approved. 
Three of the allowances may be accommodated by 
Principle 9 (a) (i). Tool allowance was fixed in November 
1980 at $4.00 per week having regard for the Metal 
Trades (General) Award. As that amount was designed 
to compensate the employee for the wear and tear of 
tools, the adjustment in the new award to reflect changes 
in the Metal Trades rate since 1980 would be appropriate. 
Similarly increases in the reimbursement for the use of 
the employee's vehicle will be approved; not because the 
union has demonstrated that the actual costs of running a 
car equate with the claim but because the amount 
claimed is consistent with rates fixed for the same 
purpose and expressed in a number of awards. The same 
may be said for the meal allowance. 
The construction allowance was last adjusted in March 
.of 1984 to $4.76 per day. The claim of $4.86 is less than 
the sum produced by the addition of 4.1 per cent and is 
approved. The setter out, multi storey and power tool 
allowances have been increased by 4.3 per cent and 4.1 

per cent. To the extent that the claims exceed those 
amounts they are refused. Setter out becomes $2.12, 
multi storey 27c and power tools 47c. 

We do not approve the proposed agreed shift work 
loading requested simply on the basis of the existence of 
the higher rate in the Metal Trades award. Nothing has 
been put to us on the matters referred to in Principle 11 
to permit approval of such an increase. Maternity Leave, 
Location allowance and the removal of exemptions to 
the 38 hour week provision are approved. 

Minutes of the proposed award will now issue. 

FURNITURE TRADES INDUSTRY 
Award No. 6 of 1984. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. A6 of 1984. 

Between The United Furniture Trades Industrial Union 
of Workers, Western Australia, Applicant and 
Allwood Furniture Industries Pty Limited and 
Others, Respondents. 

Award. 
HAVING heard Mr T.P. Daly on behalf of the applicant 
and Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the respondents, Mr 
A.R. Beech intervening on behalf of the Trades and 
Labor Council of Western Australia and Mr C.D. 
Lambert intervening on behalf of the Confederation of 
WA Industry (Inc) the Commission in Court Session 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 hereby makes the 
following award — 

1 .—Title. 
This award shall be known as the "Furniture Trades 

Industry Award" and replaces No. 30 of 1979 as 
amended. 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area. 
4. Scope. 
5. Term. 
6. No Reduction. 
7. Mixed Functions. 
8. Wages. 
9. Payment of Wages. 
10. Leading Hands. 
11. Setter Out. 
12. Casual Employees. 
13. Hours. 
14. Overtime. 
15. Meal Money. 
16. Shifts. 
17. Holidays. 
18. Annual Leave. 
19. Away from Home and Travelling Time. 
20. Contract of Service. 
21. Grinding Time. 
22. Under-Rate Employees. 
23. Piecework. 
24. Interviewing Employees and Inspection of 

Premises. 
25. Posting of Union Notices. 
26. Junior Employees. 
27. Junior Employees Certificate. 
28. Cleaning of Hands. 
29. Record. 
30. Clock. 
31. Breakdown. 
32. Board of Reference. 
33. Definitions. 
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34. Apprentices. 
35. Absence through Sickness. 
36. Rest Period and Meal Break. 
37. Long Service Leave. 
38. Part-Time Employees. 
39. Protective Clothing. 
40. Dirt or Dust Money. 
41. Compassionate Leave. 
42. Special Rates and Conditions. 
43. Provision of Appliances. 
44. Jury Service. 
45. First Aid Equipment. 
46. Location Allowance. 
47. Maternity Leave. 

Schedule "A" — Industries ai Industries and Respondents. 

3.—Area. 
This award shall have effect over the whole of the State 

of Western Australia, except such portions thereof as are 
comprised within premises occupied or worked in con- 
junction with the Western Australian Government Rail- 
ways Commission. 

4.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to the industries as carried on 

by representative employers referred to in Schedule "A" 
to this award and the employees of employers engaged in 
those industries and classified in Clause 8.—Wages of 
this award. 

5.—Term. 
The term of this award shall be for a period of one year 

as from the 14th day of November 1984. 

6.—No Reduction. 
This award shall not in itself operate to reduce the 

wages of any employee who is at present receiving above 
the minimum rate prescribed for his class of work. 

7.—Mixed Function. 
Any employee carrying out work classified at a higher 

minimum than his usual rate shall be paid, whilst 
engaged on such work, at the rate prescribed therefor: 
Provided that where no record of such work is kept, the 
employee shall be paid at the higher rate for the whole of 
the day on which the work was performed. 

8.—Wages. 
The minimum rates of wages for employees covered by 

this award shall be:— 
I Furniture Manufacturing: 

Classification: S 
(1) Cabinetmaking [see also items 

14 (a) and 14(b)]  283.00 
(2) Chairmaking and/or repairing 

[see also items 14 (a), 14 (b) 
and 14(c)]  283.00 

(3) Wood Carving  283.00 
(4) Wood Turning  283.00 
(5) Upholstering [see item 14(d)] .... 283.00 
(6) French Polishing [see item 

14 (e)]  283.00 
(7) (a) Veneering  240.80 

(b) Veneer layer or gluer 
engaged in the preparing or 
making of veneered panels 
or plywood or coreboard 
of partly prepared timber 
or parts of furniture cut to 
size   235.80 

Wood Machining (Shaper, 
Router, double-ended 
tenoner, four-sider) where 
the employee also grinds 
cutters and/or sets up 
and/or a router and/or a 
shaper hand who works 
freehand  

(b) Woodmachining (others). 
(c) Sanding — where an 

employee is exclusively 
employed on work not 
covered by a tradesman's 
classification   

283.00 
240.80 

(9) (a) Wire-mattress making  
(b) Stretching and tacking on.. 

t 
(10) (a) Wicker Furniture Maker... 

(b) Others   

(11) Ironwork for Wickerwork  

(12) Bedding Making — 
(a) Employee who sets up, 

adjusts and operates any of 
the following bedding 
machines; power tufting, 
quilting, roll edge, tape 
edge, buttoning or pre-build 
border   

(b) Hand tufting, hand roll, 
hand edging, hand 
quilting  

(c) Gametting machine 
operator  

(d) Automatic spring making 
machine operator  

(e) Machine operators other 
than as above and assistants 
to foregoing bedding 
making classifications other 
than labourers and 
including assembler, 
cutting in bedding — sewing 
machines  

240.80 

240.80 

240.80 

240.80 

235.80 

(13) Picture Frame Maker  235.80 

(14) General: Employees whose 
duties include work additional 
to that prescribed in this item 
14 and which work is otherwise 
covered by items one to six 
inclusive. Employees employed 
on any of the duties coming 
within the following 
designations shall, subject to 
the foregoing be paid as 
follows:— 
(a) Assembler: i.e., an adult 

employee employed in 
fitting together by nailing, 
screwing, glueing or fixing 
in any manner jointed, 
moulded or finished parts 
of wooden furniture and 
who in so doing can where 
necessary trim edges and 
make minor adjustments 
and Includes assembling of 
chairs by means of machine 
press or machine cramp only 
and the attaching of panel 
backs to such assembled 
chairs. Assembling shall 
also include the fixing of 
hinges of pre-fitted rebated 
doors  241.80 
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(b) (i) Employee cramping $ 
furniture including 
pieces into chair parts 
by means of a machine 
press or a machine 
cramp only  237.60 

(ii) Employee attaching 
finished parts of any 
description other than 
those referred to in 14 
(a) to otherwise 
completed furniture, 
the attachment of such 
parts requiring the use 
only of a hammer, 
screwdriver, pincer, 
bradawl, pliers, 
spanner, wire cutter, 
punch and drill  237.60 

(c) Stuffover chair or couch 
frames maker: i.e., an adult 
employee who makes 
frames on which 
upholsterers cover all the 
woodwork except the legs 
and/or feet, of which the 
woodwork is prepared by 
machines and including 
such frames to which the 
arms and/or legs and/or 
trays and/or ornaments 
and/or fittings are to be 
attached  238.20 

(d) Semi-skilled operative in 
upholstery: i.e., an adult 
employee who is solely 
engaged upon preparing and 
attaching springs (other 
than the conical type), 
preparing rubber, foam, 
felt, hessian or similar 
material and attaching same 
where such materials and 
the methods of operation 
have been previously 
planned (provided that this 
shall not apply to the 
application of hessian and 
similar materials on first 
and second stuff work) the 
insertion of rubber or foam 
into cushion cover, 
attaching spring units to 
frames; the attaching of 
covers on kitchen, dining 
room and office chairs and 
the like where such attach- 
ment involves a repetitive 
process. Provided that any 
dispute which may arise 
between the parties in 
relation to the application 
of the foregoing may be 
referred to the Board of 
Reference for 
determination  237.60 

(e) Spraying and/or sand- 
papering or varnishing 
and/or staining   235.80 

(f) Labourer — 
(i) Tailing out   226.50 
(ii) Others .................... 220.70 

(15) Machinist in Upholstery . 
(16) Adult females, Others .... 

(1) Drawer and Designer  287.30 
(2) Glass Silverer  283.00 
(3) Glass Beveller  283.00 
(4) Leadlight Glazier  283.00 
(5) Glass Sandblaster  283.(X) 
(6) General Labourer  214.20 

III Metal Furniture. 
(1) Toolmaker (Iron Bedstead)...... 289.90 
(2) Jigmaker (Iron Bedstead)  283.00 
(3) Metal Furniture Making  283.00 
(4) Metal Furniture Making (A)  241.80 
(5) Metal Furniture Making (Others) 

An employee employed on any 
other process used in the 
manufacture of metal furniture 
not mentioned in subclause 16 
of Clause 33.—Definitions  235.80 

IV Blinds and Awnings. 
(1) Installer   244.00 
(2) Venetian Blind Machine Cutter 

and/or Assembler  237.60 
(3) Holland Blind Cutter and/or 

Machinist and/or Assembler  237.60 
(4) Blind Maker and Finisher  244.00 
(5) All Others  220.70 

V Floor Coverings. 
(1) Floor Covering  283.00 
(2) Carpet Sewer  227.00 

VI Tool Allowance. 
Where the employer does not provide a cabinet- 
maker with the tools ordinarily required by a 
cabinetmaker in the performance of his work 
of cabinetmaking, the employer shall pay a tool 
allowance of $7.40 per week. 
The Tool Allowance for cabinetmaking 
apprentices shall be subject to the provisions 
hereof, and when applicable paid at the rate 
prescribed by subclause (3) of Clause 34.— 
Apprentices. 

VII Supplementary Payments. 
(a) Subject as hereinafter provided this sec- 

tion applies to adult employees employed 
in the classification contained in sections 
(I) to (V) inclusive of this clause, who are 
members of the United Furniture Trades 
Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. 

(b) In addition to the rates payable under the 
provisions of this award all adult em- 
ployees shall be paid $25.50 per week for 
all purposes of this award provided that 
the amount payable to any employee pur- 
suant to the foregoing provisions of this 
section shall be reduced by the amount of 
any payment being made to that employee 
in addition to the provisions of this sub- 
clause, whether such payment is being 
made by virtue of any order, industrial 
agreement, or other agreement. 

(c) The rate prescribed in this award for any 
classification mentioned in subsection (a) 
hereof is not amended by this subciause 
and shall not for the purpose of any other 
award, order, industrial agreement or 
other agreement or arrangement be 
deemed to have been so amended. 
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VIII Apprentices. 
(a) The wage per week for apprentices shall be 

the percentages shown in Paragraph (b) 
hereof of the cabinetmaker's rate. 

(b) Percentages: 
(i) Four Year Term — % 

First year  42 
Second year  55 
Third year  75 
Fourth year  88 

(ii) Three and a Half Year 
Term — 
First six months  42 
Next year  55 
Next following year  75 
Final year  88 

(iii) Three Year Term — 
Apprentices who have 
completed 12 months full 
time technical training — 
First year  55 
Second year  75 
Third year  88 

(iv) Three Year Term — 
First year  42 
Second year  55 
Third year  88 

IX Junior Employees. 
(a) The wage per week for a junior employee 

shall be the percentages shown in para- 
graph (c) hereof, of $241.80. 

(b) In the event of any variation to the total 
wage of $241.80 prescribed in section I (14) 
(a) of this clause for an assembler, the 
amount of $241.80 prescribed in para- 
graph (a) of this subclause shall be 
increased or decreased as the case may be 
by the amount of that variation. 

Vo 
(c) Under 16 years  38 

Between 16 and 17 years  46 
Between 17 and 18 years  53 
Between 18 and 19 years  73 
Between 19 and 20 years  80 
Between 20 and 21 years  85 
Liberty to amend this clause is 
reserved. 

X Minimum Wage. 
Notwithstanding the provision of this award, 
no employee (including an apprentice), 21 years 
of age or over, shall be paid less than $189.90 
per week as his ordinary hours of work pre- 
scribed by this award, but that minimum rate of 
pay does not apply where the ordinary rate of 
pay (including any part thereof payable in 
addition to the award rate) is not less than 
$189.90. 
Where the said minimum rate of pay is applic- 
able the same rate shall be payable on holidays, 
during annual leave, sick leave, long service 
leave and any other leave prescribed by this 
award. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, where in this 
award an additional rate is prescribed for any 
work as a percentage, fraction or multiple of 
the ordinary rate of pay, it shall be calculated 
upon the rate prescribed in this award for the 
classification in which the employee is 
employed. 

9.—Payment of Wages. 
(!) Unless wages are paid on or before Thursday of 

each week wages shall be paid in cash and in either case 
within 10 minutes of the usual time for finishing work. 

(2) When the engagement of an employee is terminat- 
ed by the employer or where the employee lawfully leaves 
his employment and except for misconduct he shall be 
paid all wages and holiday pay due to him within two 
hours of the expiration of the engagement. 

10.—Leading Hands. 
An employee placed in charge of:— 

(1) not less than three and not more than 10 other 
employees shall be paid $12.70 per week extra. 

(2) more than 10 and not more than 20 other 
employees shall be paid $15.70 per week. 

(3) more than 20 other employees shall be paid, 
$20.80 per week. 

11.—Setter Out. 
A Cabinetmaker other than a Leading Hand who sets 

out from plans prepared for that purpose detailed work 
for other cabinetmakers shall be paid an extra $2.12 per 
day. 

12.—Casual Employees. 
Any employee employed for less than one week shall 

be deemed to be a casual employee, and shall be entitled 
to be paid at the rate of 15 per cent in addition to the rates 
prescribed by this award. 

13.—Hours. 
(1) Subject as hereinafter provided, the ordinary hours 

of work shall not exceed 38 in any one week and shall not 
exceed seven hours and 36 minutes daily, to be worked, 
except for shift employees, between the hours of 7.00 
a.m. and 6.00 p.m., from Monday to Friday inclusive. 
The ordinary starting and finishing time shall not be 
altered except by agreement between the employer and 
the union, or in default thereof, by a Board of Reference. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (1) 
hereof, an employer by agreement with the union or in 
default thereof, as determined by a Board of Reference, 
may work his factory, workroom or job site in 
accordance with the following provisions:— 

(a) Nine eight-hour days and one four-hour day, 
Mondays to Fridays inclusive in any one 
fortnight. 

(b) Provided that when a Public Holiday falls on 
the four-hour day, the four-hour day shall be 
observed on the last working day immediately 
preceding the Public Holiday or Holidays. • 

(3) There shall be a cessation of work and of working 
time for the purpose of a meal on each day of not less 
than 30 minutes nor more than 60 minutes to be taken at 
a time which as near as practicable equally divides the 
working day or shift, provided that more than five hours 
work shall be worked in any day before an employee is 
entitled to a meal break. 

(4) When the engagement of an employee is terminat- 
ed by an employer observing the provisions of para- 
graphs (2) and (5) hereof, or where the employee lawfully 
leaves his employment, all time accrued in excess of seven 
hours and 36 minutes worked daily, shall be paid to such 
an employee at the ordinary rate of pay. 

(5) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause any 
other working arrangement to facilitate the 38 hour 
working week may be implemented by agreement 
between the union and the employer. 

14.—Overtime. 
(1) Notwithstanding anything contained herein — 

(a) An employer may require any employee to 
work reasonable overtime and such employee 
shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 



(b) An organisation, party to this award, and/or 
an employee or employees covered by this 
award, shail not in any way, whether directly or 
indirectly, be a party to or concerned in any 
ban, limitation or restriction upon the working 
of overtime in accordance with the require- 
ments of this subclause. 

(2) In no case shall junior employees be employed on 
overtime, unless the proportion of adult employees to 
juniors as provided in this award is maintained whilst 
such overtime is worked. 

(3) All time worked beyond the ordinary working 
hours on any day, Monday to Friday inclusive, shall be 
paid for at the rate of time and one half for the first two 
hours and double time thereafter. 

(4) Work performed on Saturdays prior to 12 noon 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half for the 
first four hours and double time thereafter. All work 
performed on Saturdays after 12 noon or on Sundays 
shall be paid for at double time rates. 

(5) All work performed on a holiday as prescribed in 
Clause 17 shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half in 
addition to the holiday pay to which the employee is 
entitled under the provisions of Clause 17. 

(6) When an employee is required for duty during his 
usual meal time and Ms meal time is thereby postponed 
for more than half an hour, he shall be paid at overtime 
rates until he gets his meal. 

15.—Meal Money. 
(1) An employee required to work overtime for more 

than two hours Monday to Friday inclusive, shall be 
supplied with a meal by the employer or paid $3.80 for a 
meal. 

(2) If the amount of overtime required to be worked 
necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the employer 
shall provide such meals or pay an amount of $2.65 for 
each second or subsequent meal. 

(3) If an employee in consequence of receiving such 
notice has provided himself with a meal or meals and is 
not required to work overtime or is required to work less 
overtime than notified he shall be paid the amounts 
above prescribed in respect of the meals not then 
required. 

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
weekend work unless the hours worked exceed the 
normal working day. 

16.—Shifts. 
(1) (a) An employer may work any job on shifts but 

before doing so shall give notice of his intention to the 
union and of the intended starting and finishing times or 
ordinary working hours of the respective shifts. 

(b) Such notice shall be given as soon as practicable 
but not less than seven days before the day upon which it 
is intended that the shifts will commence. 

(2) (a) Where work on any job is carried out on shifts 
and less than seven consecutive shifts (other than day 
shift) are worked on that job then the employees 
employed on such shifts shall be paid at the rate of time 
and a half for the first two hours and double time there- 
after for the time so worked on each such shift other than 
day shift. 

(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to be 
broken under paragraph (a) of this subclause by reason 
of the fact that work on the job is not carried out on a 
Saturday or Sunday or on any holiday prescribed in 
Clause 17.—Holidays and Clause 18.—Annual Leave of 
this award. 

(3) The loading for shift work on the ordinary rates of 
pay which shall include all allowances prescribed in 
Clause 8.—Wages shall be 10 per cent for afternoon shift 
and 15 per cent for night shift. 

(4) Liberty is hereby reserved to the applicant to apply 
to amend this clause in the event of shift work being 
introduced on any job after the date of this award but 
only if conditions out of the ordinary are being 
experienced on that job. 

17.—Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu 

shall, subject to this clause and to subclause (5) of Clause 
14.—Overtime of this award, be allowed as holidays 
without deduction of pay, namely — 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Founda- 
tion Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and 
Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday 
by agreement between the parties in lieu of any of the 
days named in tMs subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) 
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall 
be observed on the next succeeding Monday, and when 
Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the holiday 
shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. In 
each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without 
deduction of pay and the day for wMch it is substituted 
shall not be a holiday. 

(2) On any public holiday not prescribed as a holiday 
under tMs award, the employer's establishment or place 
of business may be closed, in wMch case an employee 
need not present himself for duty and payment may be 
deducted, but if work be done ordinary rates of pay shall 
apply. 

18.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment as prescribed 
in paragraph (b) hereof shall be allowed annually to an 
employee by Ms employer after a period of 12 months' 
continuous service with such an employer. 

(b) (i) An employee before going on leave shall be 
paid the wages he would have received in 
respect of the ordinary time he would have 
worked had he not been on leave during the 
relevant period. 

(ii) Subject to paragraph (c) hereof an employee 
shall, where applicable, have the amount of 
wages to be received for annual leave calculated 
by including the following where applicable: 

(aa) the rate applicable to the employee as 
prescribed in Clause 8.—Wages of this 
award, and 

(bb) subject to paragraph (c) (ii) the rate pre- 
scribed for work in ordinary time by 
Clause 13.—Hours and Clause 16.— 
Shifts of the award according to the 
employee's roster or projected roster, 

(cc) the rate applicable pursuant to Clause 
7.—Mixed Functions calculated on a 
daily basis, which the employee would 
have received for ordinary time during 
the relevant period whether on a shift 
roster or otherwise. 

(dd) any other rate to which the employee is 
entitled in accordance with his contract 
of employment for ordinary hours of 
work; provided that this provision shall 
not operate so as to include any payment 
which is of a similar nature to or is paid 
for the same reasons as or is paid in lieu 
of those payments prescribed in Clause 
19.—Away from Home and Travelling 
Time nor any payment which might 
have become payable to the employee as 
reimbursement for expenses incurred. 
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(c) During a period of annual leave an employee shall 
receive a loading calculated on the rate of wage prescrib- 
ed by paragraph (b) (ii) (aa) hereof. The loading shall be 
as follows:— 

(i) Day Employees — An employee who would 
have worked on day work had he not been on 
leave — a loading of MVi per cent. 

(ii) Shift Employees — An employee who would 
have worked on shift work had he not been on 
leave — a loading of 11 Vi per cent. 

Provided that where the employee would have received 
shift loadings prescribed by Clause 16.—Shifts had he 
not been on leave during the relevant period and such 
loadings would have entitled him to a greater amount 
than the loading of 17 V% per cent then the shift loadings 
shall be added to the rate of wage prescribed by para- 
graph (b) (ii) (aa) hereof in lieu of the 17 Vi per cent 
loading. 

The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not 
apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

(2) Each employee shall where practicable be given 
three months' notice of the commencing date of annual 
leave and such leave shall where practicable, having 
regard to the exigencies of the employer's business, be 
arranged to suit the convenience of the employee. 

(3) If any award holiday falls within an employee's 
period of annual leave and is observed on a day which in 
the case of that employee would have been an ordinary 
working day there shall be added to that period one day 
being an ordinary working day for each such holiday 
observed as aforesaid: Provided that at the option of the 
employer any of the award holidays so falling within the 
period of annual leave shall be given in one of the 
following ways — 

(a) Added to the Easter holidays, in which case the 
employer may, at his option, add one further 
day in lieu of Australia Day (26 January). 
Where it is the intention of the employer to 
adopt this method he shall notify the employee 
of such intention. 

(b) By agreement between the employer and the 
employee, but not otherwise, another day shall 
be given in lieu of each of such award holidays. 

(4) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee leaves his 
employment or his employment is terminated by the 
employer through no fault of the employee, the 
employee shall be paid 2.923 hours' at the rate of wage 
prescribed by Clause 8.—Wages, in respect of each 
completed week of service. 

(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is absent 
from work except time for which he is entitled to claim 
sick pay or time spent on holidays or annual leave as 
prescribed by this award shall not count for the purpose 
of determining his right to annual leave. 

(6) In the event of an employee being employed by an 
employer for portion only of a year, he shall only be 
entitled subject to subclause (4) of this clause, to such 
annual leave on full pay as is proportionate to his length 
of service during that period with such employer, and if 
such leave is not equal to the leave given to the other 
employees of such employer, he shall not be entitled to 
work or pay whilst the other employees of such employer 
are on leave on full pay. 

(7) (a) An employee whose employment terminates 
after he has completed a 12 monthly qualifying period 
and who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under 
this clause in respect of that qualifying period shall be 
given payment in lieu of that leave or, in a case to which 
subclauses (7) (b) or (8) of this clause applies, in lieu of so 
much of that leave as has not been allowed unless — 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been dismissed 
occurred prior to the completion of that 
qualifying period. 

(8) Notwithstanding anything else herein contained an 
employer who observes a Christmas closedown for the 
purpose of granting leave may require an employee to 
take his annual leave in not more than two periods but 
neither of such periods shall be less than one week. 

19.—Away from Home and Travelling Time. 
(1) Where an employee is sent by his employer to a job 

at such distance that he cannot return to his home each 
night — 

(a) Suitable board and lodging shall be found at 
the employer's expense. 

(b) All fares in connection with such travelling 
shall be paid together with a reasonable 
allowance for each ordinary meal actually and 
reasonably incurred. 

(c) When any employee is required to travel at 
night, sleeping berth accommodation shall be 
provided by the employer. 

(2) An employee who on any day or from day to day is 
required to work at a job away from his accustomed 
workshop shall at the direction of his employer present 
himself for work at such job at the usual starting time, 
but for all time reasonably spent in reaching and 
returning from such job (in excess of the time normally 
spent in travelling from his home to such workshop and 
returning) he shall be paid travelling time, and also fares 
in kilometrage [in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph (4) of this clause] incurred in excess of those 
normally incurred in travelling between his home and 
such workshop. 

(3) Travelling time outside the ordinary working hours 
shall be paid for at ordinary rates up to a maximum of 12 
hours in any 24 hour period from the time of starting of 
the journey, provided that, when travelling is by boat, 
not more than eight hours shall be paid for in any 24 hour 
period. 

(4) Where in the service of the employer the employee 
provides his own means of transport, the employer shall 
allow to such employee 20 cents per kilometre. 

20.—Contract of Service. 
The contract of hiring of every employee shall be a 

contract of hiring by the day. If such notice is not given 
one day's wage shall be paid or forfeited. Provided that 
no notice of dismissal or resignation shall be given which 
will terminate the employment on the last working day 
immediately preceding a holiday. This clause shall not 
apply to apprentices. 

21.—Grinding Time. 
The employer shall provide adequate facilities for the 

employees to grind tools and employees shall be allowed 
time to use same whenever reasonably necessary. 

22.—Under-Rate Employees. 
(1) Any employee who by reason of old age or 

infirmity is unable to earn the minimum wage may be 
paid such lesser wage as may from time to time be agreed 
upon in writing between the Union and the employer. 

(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, the 
matter may be referred to the Board of Reference for 
determination. 

(3) After application has been made to the Board, and 
pending the Board's decision the employee shall be 
entitled to work for and be employed at the proposed 
lesser rate. 

23.—Piecework. 
An employee employed on piecework shall be paid not 

less than the minimum rate herein prescribed for an 
employee employed on the same class of work plus 10 per 
cent. A pieceworker under the provisions of this award 
shall mean any employee who repairs, manufactures, or 
finishes articles made from materials supplied by the 
persons for whom the work is being performed. 
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24.—Interviewing Employees and Inspection 
of Premises. 

(1) On notifying the employer or his representative the 
secretary or any duly authorised representative of the 
union shall be permitted to interview an employee on the 
business premises of his employer during the recognised 
meal break or outside ordinary working hours but this 
permission shall not be exercised without the consent of 
the employer more than once in any one week. 

(2) In the case of a disagreement existing or antici- 
pated concerning any of the provisions of this award the 
secretary or any duly authorised representative of the 
union, on notifying the employer or his representative, 
shall be permitted to enter the business premises of the 
employer to view the work the subject of any such dis- 
agreement but shall not unduly interfere with work in 
progress. 

(3) The employer shall provide all necessary facilities 
to assist the secretary or the duly authorised representa- 
tive of the union in exercising the permission allowed by 
this clause. 

25.—Posting of Union Notices. 
The accredited union representative shall not be pre- 

vented from posting a copy of this award, or any notice 
of the union not exceeding 35 centimetres by 23 centi- 
metres, in a suitable place agreed upon between the 
employer and the union. Failing agreement in this 
connection the Board of Reference shall decide where the 
copy of the award, or the said notices, shall be posted. 
Any such notice shall be submitted to the employer for 
approval before being posted. 

26.—Junior Employees. 
(1) Junior employees may be employed on all work for 

which an apprenticeship is not provided. 
(2) One junior employee shall be allowed to each five 

adult employees or fraction thereof, provided that at 
least three adults shall be employed before a junior can 
be employed. Provided further that in the case of wire 
mattress making, bedding, soft furnishing and glass 
sections, the proportion shall be one to two or fraction 
thereof. 

(3) Junior employees shall not be employed cutting 
and/or matching veneers. 

(4) Upholsterers shall not be counted for the purpose 
of calculating the foregoing proportion which, in 
upholstering establishments shall be one junior to every 
five or fraction of five adults, provided that the work of 
such juniors shall be confined to labouring work only. 

27.—Junior Employees Certificate. 
(1) When requested junior employees shall furnish the 

employer with a certificate showing the following 
particulars — 

(a) Name in full. 
(b) Age and date of birth. 

(2) The certificate shall be signed by the employee. 
(3) No employee shall have any claim upon the 

employer for additional pay in the event of his age being 
wrongly stated on this certificate. 

If any employee shall wilfully mis-state his age in the 
above certificate, he alone shall be guilty of a breach of 
this award. 

28.—Cleaning of Hands. 
Polishers and Metal Furniture Makers shall be allowed 

!0 miimles per day for the purpose of cleaning their 
hands five minutes before the mid-day meal and five 
minutes before finishing time. 

29.—Record. 
(1) Each employer shall keep a time and wages record 

wherein shall be entered — 
(a) The name and address of each employee; 
(b) The nature of his employment; 
(c) The time he commences and finishes work each 

day; 
(d) The total hours worked each day and each 

week; 
(e) The wages (and overtime if any) received 

therefor; 
(f) The ages of junior employees. 

(2) Any system of automatic recording by means of 
machine shall be deemed a compliance with this clause, 
to the extent of the information recorded. 

(3) Such record shall be entered up each day in legible 
English characters, and shall be signed weekly only if 
correct by each employee. 

(4) The record shall be open for inspection by a duly 
accredited official of the union during the ordinary 
office hours, at the employer's office or other convenient 
place and he shall be allowed to take extracts therefrom. 

30.—Clock. 
One reliable clock shall be installed in each factory and 

the starting and finishing time of employees shall be 
taken from that clock. 

31.—Breakdown. 
The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment for 

any day or portion of a day upon which the employee 
cannot be usefully employed because of any strike by the 
union, or the unions affiliated with it, or because of any 
stoppage of work by any cause which the employer 
cannot reasonably prevent. 

32.—Board of Reference. 
The Board of Reference referred to in this award is the 

Board of Reference established by section 48 of the 
Industrial Arbitration Act 1979. 

33.—Definitions. 
(1) A "Wickeremployee" shall mean an employee in 

cane, pith, seagrass, bamboo, rush or any other material 
used in the manufacture or repair of wicker furniture, 
go-carts, baskets, or any article of which wicker forms a 
part. 

(2) "Cabinetmaking" shall mean the manufacture, 
assembling, repair or fitting up of new or second-hand 
furniture, including the woodwork or wood substitutes 
of the following — pianos, billiard tables (including 
wooden accessories), musical, wireless and television 
cabinets, sewing machine stands, refrigerator cabinets, 
built in furniture, shop, office, church and bar furniture 
and fittings including wall panels and partitions. 

(3) "Chairmaking" shall mean the manufacture, 
assembling, repair or fitting up of the woodwork of 
chairs, settees, lounges or other similar articles of 
furniture. 

(4) "French Polishing" shall mean the process of 
polishing articles of wood prepared by cabinetmakers, 
joiners, chairmakers and veneer makers, by means of — 

(a) shellac, spirits and oil, or other preparations 
used in place of shellac, spirits and oil, or 

(b) the application of paint, cellulose, lacquers, 
enamel or similar preparations by means of 
spray or brush. 

(5) "Veneering" shall mean the cutting, matching, 
taping, glueing and laying of veneers. It shall be compe- 
tent for an employer to use the services of a chairmaker 
or cabinetmaker or an apprentice in chairmaking or 
cabinetmaking on this work. 
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(6) "Drawer and Designer" shall mean an employee 
substantially engaged in the preparation in any manner 
of — 

(a) designs for leadlight and/or zinc light and/or 
copper light panels, windows or other glass 
work, or 

(b) design for panels, windows or other glass work 
(including any of its kindred products) which is 
to be sandblasted and who may be called upon 
to prepare masks and sandblast with any of the 
foregoing, but shall not apply to any work per- 
formed by a signwriter as defined by the 
Building Trades Award No. 14 of 1979. 

(7) "Glass Bevelling" shah mean and include all pro- 
cesses of glass grinding and/or polishing, including 
brilliant cutting but shall not include sandblasting. 

(8) ' 'Glass Silvering" shall mean the preparing of glass 
for silvering, silvering and application of protective 
coating. 

(9) "Leadlight Glazier" shall mean an employee 
engaged in the making of lead or zinc or copper light 
panels and windows and shall include the cutting of all 
glass or kindred products for such work. 

(10) "Glass Sandblaster" shall mean an employee 
engaged in the making and/or cutting of masks or 
stencils for glass (or any of its kindred products) which is 
to be sandblasted and sandblasts same, but does not 
include an employee engaged as a "Drawer and 
Designer" who also performs the work hereinbefore 
referred to in this paragraph. 

(11) "Upholstering" shall mean and include all pro- 
cesses involving the covering of all types of furniture: 
New or second hand, with leather, vinyl, fabric or any 
kindred material. The attaching of conical springs. The 
application of hessian and similar material on first and 
second stuff work. The cutting and/or planning and/or 
matching of materials for final cover work. 

(12) "Floor Covering" shall mean the planning, 
measuring and/or cutting and/or laying of all floor 
covering materials. 

(13) "Installer" shall mean an employee engaged in 
the fitting, fixing and installing of blinds of all types 
including Venetian blinds, awnings, curtains and drapes. 

(14) "Blind Maker" shall mean an employee engaged 
in the making of blinds plain and fancy and including the 
making and finishing of Venetian blinds and awnings. 

(15) "Metal Furniture Making" shall mean the using 
of any type of welding equipment other than welding 
with the aid of a jig; and/or the setting up of automatic 
welding machines; and/or the designing of metal furni- 
ture; and/or the reading of drawings; and/or the final 
inspection of completed articles of furniture. 

"Metal Furniture Making A" shall mean the using of 
any type of welding equipment with the aid of a jig; 
and/or the operating of automatic welding machines; 
and/or the assembling of wooden (or wood substitutes) 
parts of metal furniture by nailing, screwing, glueing, 
including cramping; and/or the attaching of edging. 

(16) "Upholstery Machinist" shall mean an employee 
solely employed on the machining of all fabrics used in 
upholstery. 

34. —Apprentices. 
(1) The maximum number of apprentices allowed to 

be employed by an employer shall be in the proportion of 
one apprentice to every two or fraction of two journey- 
men employed in that branch. Provided that the fraction 
shall not be less than one. 

(2) The following tool allowance shall be payable to 
chairmaking and wood turning apprentices per week:— 

Four-Year Term § 
First year         Nil 
Second, Third and Fourth year  0.30 

Three-Year Term 
First, Second and Third year  0.30 

(3) The following tool allowances shall be payable to 
cabinetmaking apprentices per week:— 

Four-Year Term 
First Year — one-third of cabinetmaker's tool 

allowance. 
Second, Third and Fourth year — same amount 

as payable to tradesmen cabinetmakers. 
Three-Year Term 

First, Second and Third year — same amount as 
payable to tradesmen cabinetmakers. 

(4) Provision of Tools. 
(a) An employer may, by agreement with the 

apprentice's parent or guardian, elect to 
provide the apprentice with a kit of tools and, 
subject to establishing the value of the tools at 
the time of so providing, deduct the tool 
allowance until the cost of the kit of tools is 
reimbursed. 

(b) In the event of an apprentice being dismissed or 
leaving his employment before the cost of the 
tool kit has been reimbursed, the employer 
shall be entitled to: 

(i) deduct from any moneys owing the 
apprentice, the amount then owing; or 

(ii) by agreement retain tools at the original- 
ly nominated value to the amount still 
owing. 

35.—Absence through Sickness. 
(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or remain 

at his place of employment during the ordinary hours of 
work by reason of personal ill health or injury shall be 
entitled to payment during such absence in accordance 
with the following provisions. 

(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the rate of 
one-sixth of a week for each completed month of service 
with the employer. 

(c) If in the first or successive years of service with the 
employer an employee is absent on the grounds of 
personal ill health or injury for a period longer than his 
entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may be adjusted 
at the end of that year of service, or at the time the 
employee's services terminate, if before the end of that 
year of service, to the extent that the employee has 
become entitled to further paid sick leave during that 
year of service. 

(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to paid sick 
leave in any one year shall accumulate from year to year 
and subject to this clause may be claimed by the 
employee if the absence by reason of personal ill health 
or injury exceeds the period for which entitlement has 
accrued during the year at the time of the absence. Pro- 
vided that an employee shall not be entitled to claim 
payment for any period exceeding 10 weeks in any one 
year of service. 

(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with this 
clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably practic- 
able advise the employer of his inability to attend for 
work, the nature of his illness or injury and the estimated 
duration of the absence. Provided that such advice, other 
than in extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the 
employer within 24 hours of the commencement of the 
absence. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to an 
employee who fails to produce a certificate from a 
medical practitioner dated at the time of the absence or 
who fails to supply such other proof of the illness or 
injury as the employer may reasonably require provided 
that the employee shall not be required to produce a 
certificate from a medical practitioner with respect to 
absences of two days or less unless after two such 
absences in any year of service the employer requests in 
writing that the next and subsequent absences in that year 
if any, shall be accompanied by such certificate. 
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(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the 
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who 
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time when 
he is absent on annual leave and an employee may apply 
for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place 
of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 
seven days of resuming work and then only if the 
employee was confined to his place of residence or a 
hospital as a result of his personal ill health or injury for a 
period of seven consecutive days or more and he 
produces a certificate from a registered medical 
practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that the 
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee 
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance 
with subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable to attend 
for work on the working day next following his annual 
leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he proceeded 
on annual leave and shall not be made with respect to 
fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) 
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the 
paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be 
taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer 
and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to 
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if 
termination occurs before then, be paid for in 
accordance with the provisions of Clause 18.—Annual 
Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the 
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subse- 
quently taken provided that the annual leave loading pre- 
scribed in Clause 18.—Annual Leave shall be deemed to 
have been paid with respect to the replaced annual leave. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from one 
employer to another and the employee's service has been 
deemed continuous in accordance with subclause (3) of 
Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave provisions published 
in Volume 59 of the Western Australian Industrial 
Gazette at pages one to six, the paid sick leave standing to 
the credit of the employee at the date of transmission 
from service with the transmitter shall stand to the credit 
of the employee at the commencement of service with the 
transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with the 
provisions of this clause. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled to 
payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act 1981 nor to employees whose injury or 
illness is the result of the employee's own misconduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual 
employees. 

(9) Sick leave accumulated prior to the coming into 
operation of this award shall be brought forward 
pursuant to the provisions under which it accrued. 

36.—Rest Period and Meal Break. 
(!) Subject to the provisions of this paragraph, a rest 

period of seven minutes from the time of ceasing to the 
time of resumption of work shall be allowed each 
morning. 

(2) The rest period shall be granted as time off duty 
without deduction of pay and shall be arranged at a time 
and in a manner to suit the convenience of the employer. 

(3) Refreshments may be taken by employees during 
the rest period but the period of seven minutes shall not 
be exceeded under any circumstances. 

(4) An employee who has worked continuously 
(except for meal or crib times allowed by this award) for 
20 hours shall not be required to continue at or 
recommence work for at least 12 hours. 

(5) When an employee is required to work overtime 
after the usual finishing time for the day or shift, for two 
hours or more, a tea break of 10 minutes shall be allowed 
before the commencement of such overtime. Should the 
overtime continue beyond three hours a paid meal break 
of 20 minutes at the ordinary rate of pay shall be allowed 
immediately on completion of the three hour period. 

(6) When overtime is worked on a Saturday or Sunday 
or public holiday for a half day, full day or more, tea 
breaks and meal breaks shall be allowed in accordance 
with award provisions for a normal working day. 

37.—Long Service Leave. 
The Long Service Leave provisions published in 

Volume 59 of the Western Australian Industrial Gazette 
1979, pages one to six both inclusive, are hereby 
incorporated in and shall be deemed to be part of this 
award. 

38.—Part-Time Employees. 
(1) "Part-time Employee" means an employee 

employed for less than 38 hours each week. 
(2) When an employee is employed under the provi- 

sions of this clause, he shall receive payment for wages, 
for annual leave, for holidays and for sick leave on a pro 
rata basis in the same proportion as the number of hours 
regularly worked each week bears to 38 hours. 

(3) An employee working irregular hours shall receive 
payment subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this 
clause calculated on the average hours worked weekly 
during the qualifying period. 

39.—Protective Clothing. 
Where wet processes are employed protective aprons 

and footwear shall if necessary be provided by the 
employer. Any dispute on this provision shall be referred 
to the Board of Reference. 

The provisions of this clause shall apply only to 
employees employed in section II Glass of Clause 8.— 
Wages. 

40.—Dirt or Dust Money. 
(1) All mattresses to be reconditioned shall be 

fumigated before reconditioning is commenced. 
(2) Where adequate dust extraction systems are not in 

use employees engaged in garnetting or fibre teasing or 
needling or filling soft filled mattresses, pillows, etc., 
shall be paid at the rate of 80 cents per day in addition to 
the prescribed rate. 

(3) An employee working on second-hand floor 
coverings and/or soft furnishings shall for the time so 
engaged, be paid 25 per cent in addition to the ordinary 
rates prescribed elsewhere in this award. 

(4) All work on floor coverings once they have been 
laid, shall be classed as second-hand unless such floor 
coverings have been thoroughly cleansed by a shampoo- 
ing process involving lifting. Provided that however, the 
second-hand rate shall at all times apply to sewers of 
second-hand floor coverings. 

(5) This provision shall not apply to alteration on new 
work. 

41.—Compassionate Leave. 
An employee shall, on the death within Australia of a 

wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister, child or 
stepchild, be entitled on notice, of leave up to and 
including the day of the funeral of such relation and such 
leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee 
in two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall 
be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 
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Provided that payment in respect of compassionate 
leave is to be made only where the employee otherwise 
would have been on duty and shall not be granted in any 
case where the employee concerned would have been off 
duty in accordance with this roster, or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, 
leave without pay or on a public holiday. For the purpose 
of this clause, the words "wife" and "husband" shall 
include a person who lives with the employee as a de 
facto wife or husband. 

(c) Employees employed in classifications referred 
to in sections III and IV of Clause 8.—Wages: 
The employer shall provide all tools (hand 
and/or machine) which are required for the 
purpose of carrying out his work covered by 
these sections. 

(2) All rags and brushes necessary for the use of 
polishers shall be supplied by the employer. 

(3) The employer shall provide boiling water for all tea 
and meal breaks prescribed by this award. 

42.—Special Rates and Conditions. 
(1) (a) Employees other than apprentices required to 

perform the duties of a cabinetmaker on construction 
work away from the employer's business premises shall 
be paid S4.86 per day extra whilst so employed. 

(b) Employees other than apprentices required to 
perform the duties of a french polisher on construction 
work away from the employer's business premises shall 
be paid $4.86 per day extra whilst so employed. 

(c) Construction work shall mean work that the 
employer and the union agree is construction work or in 
default of agreement that is so declared by the Board of 
Reference. 

(d) Where apprentices work in circumstances which 
would entitle cabinetmakers and french polishers to the 
rates referred to in (a) and (b) of the clause, the following 
extra rates shall be paid to apprentices:— 

% 
Four Year Term — (per cent of allowance 
per day) 

First year    40 
Second year  72 
Third year    95 
Fourth year    100 

Three Year Term — (per cent of allowance 
per day) 

First year  58 
Second year  95 
Third year  100 

(2) Employees required to perform work in multi- 
storeyed buildings above the fourth storey during the 
course of construction shall be paid an additional 27 
cents per hour whilst so employed. Provided that such 
extra rate shall not be payable when the exterior walls 
have been erected and the windows completed and fixed 
in position, and a lift has been made available to carry the 
employee to and from the floor upon which he is 
required to work. 

For the purposes of this subclause the number of 
storeys shall be calculated from the street level and 
includes the ground floor. 

(3) Employees using Ramset guns or other explosive 
tools shall while using such tools be paid an additional 47 
cents per day. 

43.—Provision of Appliances. 
(1) The employer shall provide the following tools or 

articles when they are required on the jobs — 
(a) Employees employed in classifications referred 

to in section I of Clause 8.—Wages: Dogs and 
cramps of all descriptions, hand and thumb 
screws, glue-pots and brushes, bits not 
ordinarily used in a brace, oil-stone, and files 
required by machinists, and spanners from two 
centimetres and upwards, sewing machines, 
grind-stones, and/or emery wheels not less than 
three centimetres in width, and spraying 
machines. All appliances shall be maintained in 
a reasonable working condition. 

(b) Employees employed in classifications referred 
to in section II of Clause 8.—Wages: Soldering 
irons, glass cutters and any machines required 
for the purpose of carrying out the work 
covered by this section. 

44.—Jury Service. 
Provided that an employee attempts to gain the 

maximum amount allowable from the Crown Law 
Department, an employee required to attend for jury 
service shall be entitled to have his pay made up by the 
employer to equal his ordinary pay as for seven hours 
and 36 minutes per day whilst meeting this requirement. 
The employee shall give his employer proof of such 
attendance and the amount received in respect of such 
jury service. The provisions of this clause shall be limited 
to five days for any one period of service. 

45.—First Aid Equipment. 
(1) At the places of work where not more than six 

persons are employed the first aid outfit shall be 
equipped and maintained to contain at least the 
following — 

Dustproof Container 
Antiseptic Solution — 125 mis 
Sal Volatile — 30 mis 
Burn Cream — 1 tube 
Rubber Haemorrhage Arrester — 1 
Triangular Bandage — 1 
Plain Gauze — 1 mm x 90 cm 
Cotton Wool — 50 gms 
Lint — 25 gms 
Small bowl for bathing minor wounds — 1 
Drinking Utensil — 1 
Roller Bandages — 3 x 2.5 cm, 1 x 7.5 cm 
Prepared Adhesive Dressings — 1 doz 
Tweezers — 1 pair 
Scissors, 10 cm — 1 pair 
Safety Pins — 1 doz 
Medicine Glass, 40 mis — 1 
Eye Bath —■ 1 
First Aid Pamphlet — 1 
Castor Oil — 100 mis 
Bicarbonate of Soda — 30 gms 
Boracic Acid — 30 gms 

(2) At places of work where more than six persons are 
employed the first aid outfit shall be equipped and main- 
tained to contain at least the following — 

Dustproof Container 
Antiseptic Solution — 125 mis 
Sal Volatile — 60 mis 
Burn Cream — 1 tube 
Rubber Haemorrhage Arrester — 1 
Triangular Bandage — 3 
Plain Gauze — 5 mm x 90 cm 
Cotton Wool — 200 gms 
Lint — 100 gms 
Finger Dressings — 1 doz 
Roller Bandages — 3 x 2.5 cm, 1 x 7.5 cm 
Prepared Adhesive Dressings — 1 doz 
Splinter Forceps, 9 cm — 1 pair 
Dressing Forceps, 12.5 cm — 1 pair 
Scissors, 12.5 cm — 1 pair 
Safety Pins — 1 doz 
Medicine Giass, 40 mis — 1 
Eye Bath — 1 
First Aid Pamphlet — 1 
Bicarbonate of Soda — 60 gms 
Boracic Acid — 60 gms 
Towel — 1 
Enamel Drinking Mug — 1 
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46.—Location Allowance. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, in addition 

to the wages prescribed in Clause 8.—Wages of this 
award, a married employee shall be paid the following 
allowances when employed in the towns described here- 
under — 

Town $ 
Agnew  20.00 
Argyle (see subclause 12)  49.30 
Balladonia  
Barrow Island (see subclause 13). 
Boulder  
Broome  
Bullfinch   
Carnarvon  
Cockatoo Island  
Coolgardie  
Cue   
Dampier  
Denham   
Derby  
Esperance  
Eucla  
Exmouth   
Fitzroy Crossing  
Goldsworthy   
Halls Creek  
Kalbarri   
Kalgoorlie  
Kambalda  
Karratha   
Koolan Island  
Koolyanobbing   
Kununurra  
Laverton   
Learmonth  
Leinster  
Leonora   
Madura  
Marble Bar  
Meekatharra   
Mount Magnet  
Mundrabilla  
Newman  
Norseman  
Nullagine  
Onslow   
Pannawonica  
Paraburdoo   
Port Hedland  
Ravensthorpe   
Roebourne  
Sandstone  
Shark Bay  
Shay Gap  
Southern Cross  
Telfer   
Teutonic Bore  
Tom Price  
Whim Creek  
Wickham  
Wiluna  
Wittenoom   
Wyndham  

(2) Except as provided in subclause (4) of this clause, a 
single employee shall be paid 50 per cent of the 
allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause. 

(3) An employee, whose spouse is employed by the 
same employer and who is entitled to an allowance of a 
similar kind to that prescribed in this clause shall be paid 
50 per cent of the allowance prescribed in subclause (1) of 
this clause. 

(4) Where an employee is provided with board and 
lodging by his employer, free of charge, such employee 
shall be paid 33 lA per cent of the allowances prescribed in 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(5) Junior employees, casual employees, part-time 
employees, apprentices receiving less than adult rate and 
employees employed for less than a full week shall 
receive that proportion of the location allowance as 
equates with the proportion that their wage for ordinary 
hours that week is to the adult rate for the work 
performed. 

(6) Where an employee is on annual leave or receives 
payment in lieu of annual leave he shall be paid for the 
period of such leave the location allowance to which he 
would ordinarily be entitled. 

(7) Where an employee is on long service leave or other 
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he 
shall only be paid location allowance for the period of 
such leave he remains in the location in which he is 
employed. 

(8) For the purpose of this clause a married employee 
includes: 

(a) a person who is a de facto spouse, and 
(b) a person who is a sole parent with dependent 

children. 
(9) Where an employee is employed in a town or 

location not specified in this clause the allowance 
payable for the purpose of subclause (1) shall be such 
amount as may be agreed between Australian Mines and 
Metals Association, the Confederation of Western 
Australian Industry and the Trades and Labor Council 
of Western Australia or, failing such agreement, as may 
be determined by the Commission: 

Provided that, pending any such agreement or deter- 
mination, the allowance payable for that purpose shall 
be an amount equivalent to the district allowance in force 
under this award for that town or location on 1 June 
1980. 

(10) Nothing herein contained shall have the effect of 
reducing any "district allowance" currently payable to 
any employee subject to the provision of this award 
whilst that employee remains employed by his present 
employer. 

(11) Subject to the making of a General Order 
pursuant to section 50 of the Act, that part of each 
location allowance representing prices shall be varied 
from the beginning of the first pay period commencing 
on or after the 1st day in July of each year in accordance 
with the annual percentage change in the Consumer Price 
Index (excluding housing) for Perth measured to the end 
of the immediately preceding March quarter, the 
calculation to be taken to the nearest 10 cents. 

(12) The allowance prescribed for Argyle is equated to 
Kununurra as an interim allowance. Liberty is reserved 
to the parties to apply for a review of the allowance for 
Argyle in the light of changed circumstances occurring 
after the date of this Order. 

(13) The allowance prescribed for Barrow Island shall 
be the allowance prescribed by Clause 8 of the Hydro- 
carbons and Gas (Production and Processing 
Employees) Consolidated Award 1981, which at the date 
of this Order is $19.00 per week. The terms of this clause 
shall not apply where they are inconsistent with the terms 
of Clause 8 of the Hydrocarbons and Gas (Production 
and Processing Employees) Consolidated Award 1981. 

47.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: An employee who 

becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her 
employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical 
practitioner stating the presumed date of her confine- 
ment, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she has 
had not less than 12 months' continuous service with that 
employer immediately preceding the date upon which she 
proceeds upon such leave. For the purposes of this 
clause: 

(a) An employee shall include a part-time 
employee but shall not include an employee 
engaged upon casual or seasonal work. 
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(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity 
leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave. 
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the 

period of maternity leave shall be for an un- 
broken period of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall 
include a period of six weeks' compulsory leave 
to be taken immediately before the presumed 
date of confinement and a period of six weeks' 
compulsory leave to be taken immediately 
following confinement. 

(b) An employee shaU, not less than 10 weeks' 
prior to the presumed date of confinement, give 
notice in writing to her employer stating the 
presumed date of confinement. 

(c) An employee shall give not less than four 
weeks' notice in writing to her employer of the 
date upon which she proposes to commence 
maternity leave, stating the period of leave to 
be taken. 

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order 
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulat- 
ed period of notice in accordance with para- 
graph (c) hereof if such failure is occasioned by 
the confinement occurring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe Job: Where in the opinion of a 
duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising 
out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work 
assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the 
employee to continue at her present work, the employee 
shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred 
to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to 
that job until the commencement of maternity leave. 

If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the 
employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified 
necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. Such 
leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the purposes 
of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period 
may be lengthened once only, save with the 
agreement of the employer, by the employee 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of 
the employer, be shortened by the employee 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not commenc- 

ed, shall be cancelled when the pregnancy of an 
employee terminates other than by the birth of 
a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on 
maternity leave terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of the 
employee to resume work at a time nominated 
by the employer which shall not exceed four 
weeks from the date of notice in writing by the 
employee to the employer that she desires to 
resume work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave. 
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then 

on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks 
other than by the birth of a living child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period of 
unpaid leave (to be known as special 
maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal conse- 
quences of confinement she shall be 
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition 
to special maternity leave, to such paid 
sick leave as to which she is then entitled 
and which a duly qualified medical 
practitioner certifies as necessary before 
her return to work. 

(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave 
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may 
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then 
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be 
known as special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work, provided that 
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not 
exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) 
hereof, maternity leave shall include special 
maternity leave. 

(d) An employee returning to work after the com- 
pletion of a period of leave taken pursuant to 
this subclause shall be entitled to the position 
which she held immediately before proceeding 
on such leave or, in the case of an employee 
who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to 
subclause (3), to the position she held 
immediately before such transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available, for which 
the employee is qualified and the duties of 
which she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements: 
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken 
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 
52 weeks: 

(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction 
with maternity leave, take any part thereof to 
which she is then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award 
absences (excluding annual leave or long service 
leave), shall not be available to an employee 
during her absence on maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: Not- 
withstanding any award, or other provision to the 
contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the 
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be 
taken into account in calculating the period of service for 
any purpose of the award. 

(9) Termination of Employment. 
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate 

her employment at any time during the period 
of leave by notice given in accordance with this 
award. 

(b) An employer shall not terminate the employ- 
ment of an employee on the grounds of her 
pregnancy or of her absence on maternity 
leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer 
in relation to termination of employment are 
not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave. 
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing to the 
employer given not less than four weeks prior 
to the expiration of her period of maternity 
leave. 
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"Schedule A" 
Industries and Respondents. 

Cabinetmaking and Repairing:— 
Allwood Furniture Industries Pty Ltd 
M. & P. Built-in Robes 
Geraldton Building Company Pty Ltd 
Charles Catt & Sons (W.A.) Pty Ltd 
F.C.B. Industries 
Atelier Pty Ltd 
Rivervale Furnishers Pty Ltd 
Modern Furnishing Co. Pty Ltd 
Peter J. Warr Furniture 
Stylewoods W.A. Pty Ltd 
P. & P. Shopfitters Pty Ltd 
Elka Furnishing Company 
Harban Cabinets 
Newcastle Industries 
Lawson Furnishers 

Chairmaking and Repairing:— 
Charles Catt & Son (W.A.) Pty Ltd 
Elka Furnishing Co. 
West Australian Fitting & Furniture Pty Ltd 

(W.A.F.F.) 
F.C.B. Industries 
Timberline Pty Ltd 

Wood Carving:— 
T. Bezic 

Wood Turning:— 
Western Wood-turners Pty Ltd 
Timberiine Pty Ltd 

Upholstering:— 
Farmer Furniture Pty Ltd 
W.E. Young & Co. Pty Ltd 
Kimcraft 
Torrence & McKenna Pty Ltd 
Jason La-z-boy Chair Company Pty Ltd 
Lincoln Furniture Manufacturers 
T.J. Booton Upholsterers 

Wood Machining:— 
Allwood Furniture Industries Pty Ltd 
Geraldton Building Company Pty Ltd 
Manley Furniture Co. 
Inglewood Products Group 
Wolfenden Furniture 
Peter J. Warr Furniture 

Wire Mattress Making:— 
Joyce W.A. (A Branch of George Weston Foods 

Ltd) 
J. Gadsden (W.A.) Pty Ltd 

Mattress Making:— 
Joyce W.A. (A Branch of George Weston Foods 

Ltd) 
Dunlop Bedding (A Division of Dunlop Olympic 

Ltd) 

Furniture Polishing:— 
George's Cabinet Works Pty Ltd 
F.C.B. Woodcraft 
Lounge Makers of W.A. (1973) Pty Ltd 
Wolfenden Furniture 
Stylewoods W.A. Pty Ltd 

Veneering:— 
P.C. Freiberg Pty Ltd 

Metal Furniture Making:— 
Overseas Corporation (Aust) Ltd — trading as Supa 

Furn Industries 
Joyce W.A. (A Branch of George Weston Foods 

Ltd) 
Melwood Furnishers 
Jason La-z-boy Chair Company Pty Ltd 

Glass Trades:— 
Western Glass Works Pty Ltd (A Unit of Acmil 

Industries Pty Ltd, Inc. in N.S.W.) 
Victor Glass & Mirrors (A Division of Oliver Davey 

Glass Co.) 
Bunning Bros. Pty Ltd. 
Cooling Bros. (1980) Pty Ltd 

Floor Coverings:— 
Barrett Carpet Co. Pty Ltd 
Solomons Carpet Specialists 
Barkers (Holdings) Pty Ltd 
G. Oeding & Son 
Millers Carpets Contractors 
F. & L. Floorcovering Service 
Hollywood Carpets 

Blinds and Awnings:— 
Smith Copeland (W.A.) Pty Ltd 
New Beauty Blinds Co. Pty Ltd 
Luxaflex W.A. (Division of Hunter Douglas Ltd) 
Jason Builder Products (Division of Jason 

Industries) 
Picture Framing:— 

Quarrells Picture Framing 
Langham Picture Framers 

List of Respondents. 
Allwood Furniture Industries Pty Ltd, 
108 Belmont Avenue, Belmont 6104 
Atelier Pty Ltd, 
11 Whyalla Street, Willetton 6155 
Barkers (Holdings) Pty Ltd, 
328 Albany Highway, Victoria Park 6100 
Barrett Carpet Co. Pty Ltd, 
1 Neil Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Bunning Bros. Pty Ltd, 
Pilbara Street, Welshpool 6106 
Charles Catt & Son (W.A.) Pty Ltd, 
Cnr Bannister Road & Vulcan Road, Canning Vale 6155 
Confederation of Western Australian Industry (Inc.), 
190 Hay Street, East Perth 6000 
Cooling Bros. (1980) Pty Ltd, 
177 Oxford Street, Leederville 6007 
Dunlop Bedding (A Division of Dunlop Olympic Ltd), 
Stockdale Road, O'Connor 6163 
Elka Furnishing Company, 
58 Dellamarta Road, Wanneroo 6065 
Farmer Furniture Pty Ltd, 
Gympie Way, Willetton 6155 
F.C.B. Woodcraft, 
75 Carrington Street, Nedlands 6009 
F. & L. Floor Covering Service, 
14 Tonbridge Way, Thorniie 6108 
George's Cabinet Works (1980) Pty Ltd, 
76 Albert Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Geraldton Building Company Pty Ltd, 
Ocean Street, Geraldton 6530 
G. Oeding & Son, 
104 Norma Road, Myaree 6154 
Harban Cabinets, 
204 Balcatta Road, Balcatta 6021 
Hollywood Carpets, 
15 Kinninmont Avenue, Nedlands 6009 
Inglewood Products Group, 
Victoria Road, Malaga 6066 
J. Gadsden (W.A.) Pty Ltd, 
Ladner Street, O'Connor 6163 
Jason La-z-boy Chair Company Pty Ltd, 
Pilbara Street, Welshpool 6106 
Joyce (W.A.) (A Branch of George Weston Foods Ltd), 
6 Forsyth Street, O'Connor 6163 
Kimcraft, 
73 Cleaver Terrace, Belmont 6104 
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Langham Picture Framers, 
41 Wittenoom Street, East Perth 6000 
Lawson Furnishers, 
11 Ruse Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Lincoln Furniture Manufacturers, 
78 Sussex Street, Maylands 6051 
Lounge Makers of W.A. (1973) Pty Ltd, 
Victoria Road, Malaga 6066 
Luxaflex W.A. (Division of Hunter Douglas Ltd), 
6 Kurnall Road, Welshpool 6106 
M. & P. Built-in Robes, 
40 Banksia Street, Welshpool 6106 
Manley Furniture, 
189 Sussex Street, Maylands 6051 
Melwood Furnishers & Shopfitters Pty Ltd, 
80 Norma Road, Myaree 6154 
Millers Carpets Contractors, 
137 Woodrow Avenue, Dianella 6062 
Modern Furnishing Co. Pty Ltd, 
8 Bassendean Road, Bayswater 6053 
New Beauty Blinds Co. Pty Ltd, 
346 Beaufort Street, Perth 6000 
Newcastle Industries, 
2 Roberts Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Overseas Corporation (Aust) Ltd, trading as Supa Furn 

Industries, 
485 Scarborough Beach Road, Osborne Park 6017 
P.C. Freiberg Pty Ltd, 
16 Moojebing Street, Bayswater 6053 
P. & P. Shopfitters Pty Ltd, 
Victoria Road, Malaga 6066 
Peter J. Warr Furniture, 
125 Dowd Street, Welshpool 6106 
Quarrells Picture Framing, 
642 Newcastle Street, Leederville 6007 
Rivervale Furnishers Pty Ltd, 
50 Kurnall Road, Kewdale 6105 
Smith Copeland (W.A.) Pty Ltd, 
Campbell Street, Belmont 6104 
Solomons Carpet Specialists, 
1021 Albany Highway, Bentley 6102 
Stylewoods W.A. Pty Ltd, 
43 McDonald Street, Osborne Park 6017 
T. Bezic, 
67 Gordon Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Timberline Pty Ltd, 
Gympie Way, Willetton 6155 
The W.A. Guild of Furniture Manufacturers (Inc.), 
Guild House, 316 Lord Street, East Perth 6000 
Torrence & McKenna Pty Ltd, 
Cnr Plain & Royal Streets, East Perth 6000 
Victor Glass & Mirrors (A Division of Oliver Davey Glass 

Co.), 
82 Belmont Avenue, Belmont 6104 
W.E. Young & Co. Pty Ltd, 
19 River Road, Bayswater 6053 
West Australian Fitting & Furniture Pty Ltd (W. A.F.F.), 
99 Frobisher Road, Osborne Park 6017 
Western Glass (A Unit of Acmil Industries Pty Ltd 

Incorporated in N.S.W.) 
79 McCoy Street, Myaree 6154 
Western Woodturners Pty Ltd, 
71 Gordon Street, Osborne Park 6017 
Wolfenden Furniture, 
Victoria Road, Malaga 6066 

Dated at Perth this 1st day of February 1985. 
By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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GLASSFIBRE REINFORCED CEMENT. 
Award No. A24 of 1984. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. A24 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Munsel & McLeish 
Pty Ltd Trustees for the Muniloc Unit Trust trading 
as Muniloc, Respondent. 

Consent A ward. 
HAVING heard Mr A.R. Beech on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J.M. Stockden on behalf of the 
respondent the Commission, by consent of the above- 
named parties, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 hereby makes 
the following award — 

(Editor's Note: This award applies only to the 
employer's named therein.) 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the Glassfibre Re- 

inforced Cement Award No. 24 of 1984. 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Time and Wages Record. 
5. Hours. 
6. Overtime. 
7. Meal Breaks. 
8. Wages. 
9. Mixed Functions. 

10. Contract of Employment. 
11. Public Holidays. 
12. Annual Leave. 
13. Sick Leave. 
14. Payment of Wages. 
15. Long Service Leave. 
16. General Conditions. 
17. Compassionate Leave. 
18. Right of Entry. 
19. Junior Employee's Certificate. 
20. Definitions. 
21. First Aid Kit. 
22. Job Stewards. 
23. Shiftwork. 
24. Maternity Leave. 
25. Car Allowance. 
26. Under Rate Employees. 

Schedule I — Respondent. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This award shaU apply to all employees classified 

in Clause 8.—Wages of this award, employed by the 
Respondent in the manufacture of glassfibre 
reinforced cement products. 

4.—Time and Wages Record. 
(1) The employer shall keep a time and wages 

book showing the name and address of each 
employee, the nature of his work, the hours worked 
each day and the wages and allowances paid each 
week. Any system of automatic recording by means 
of machines shall be deemed to comply with this 
provision to the extent of the information recorded. 

(2) The time and wages record shall be open for 
inspection by a duly accredited official of the Union 
during the usual office hours, at the employer's 
office or other convenient place and he shall be 
allowed to take extracts therefrom. The employer's 
works shall be deemed to be a convenient place for 
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the purpose of this paragraph and if for any reason 
the record be not available at the works when the 
official calls to inspect it, it shall be made available 
for inspection within 24 hours either at the 
employer's office or at the works. 

5.—Hours. 
Section A — Hours. 

(1) (a) The provisions of this clause apply to all 
employees to whom this award applies. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of this clause the 
ordinary hours of work shall not exceed an average 
of 38 per week which may be worked on one of the 
following bases. 

(i) 38 hours within a work cycle not 
exceeding seven consecutive days; or 

(ii) 76 hours within a work cycle not 
exceeding 14 consecutive days; or 

(iii) 114 hours within a work cycle not 
exceeding 21 consecutive days; or 

(iv) 152 hours within a work cycle not 
exceeding 28 consecutive days. 

(c) The ordinary hours of work may be worked 
on any or all days of the week, Monday to Friday, 
inclusive, and except in the case of shift employees, 
shall be worked between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 
6.00 p.m. Provided that the spread of hours may be 
altered by agreement between the employer and the 
majority of employees in the plant or section or 
sections concerned. 

(d) Where the first night shift in any week 
commences on Monday night, the night shift 
commencing on Friday and finishing not later than 
8.00 a.m. on Saturday of that week, shall be deemed 
to have been worked in ordinary working hours. 

(e) The ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 
10 hours on any day. 

Provided that in any arrangement of ordinary 
working hours, where such ordinary hours are to 
exceed eight hours on any day, the arrangement of 
hours shall be subject to the agreement between the 
employer and the majority of employees in the plant 
or section or sections concerned. 

(f) The ordinary hours of work shall be 
consecutive except for a meal interval which shall 
not exceed one hour nor be less than 30 minutes, and 

(i) an employee shall not be compelled to 
work for more than five hours without a 
meal interval except where an 
alternative arrangement is entered into 
as a result of discussions as provided for 
in Section C — Procedures for In-Plant 
Discussions. 

(ii) When an employee is required for duty 
during his usual meal interval and his 
meal interval is thereby postponed for 
more than half an hour, he shall be paid 
at overtime rates until he gets his meal. 

(g) (i) Subject to the provisions of this 
paragraph, a rest period of seven 
minutes from the time of ceasing to the 
time of resumption of work shall be 
allowed each morning. 

(ii) The rest period shall be counted as time 
off duty without deduction of pay and 
shall be arranged at a time and in a 
manner to suit the convenience of the 
employer. 

(iii) Refreshments may be taken by 
employees during the rest period but the 
period of seven minutes shall not be 
exceeded under any circumstances. 

(iv) An employer who satisfies the 
Commission that any employee has 
breached any condition expressed or 
implied in this paragraph may be 
exempted from liability to allow the rest 
period. 

Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour Week. 
(1) Except as provided in subclause (4) hereof, 

the method of implementation of the 38 hour week 
may be any one of the following: 

(a) by employees working less than eight 
ordinary hours each day; or 

(b) by employees working less than eight 
ordinary hours on one or more days each 
week; or 

(c) by fixing one day of ordinary working 
hours on which all employees will be off 
duty on various days of the week during a 
particular work cycle; or 

(d) by rostering employees off duty on various 
days of the week during a particular work 
cycle so that each employee has one day of 
ordinary working hours off duty during 
that cycle. 

(e) Any day off duty shall be arranged so that 
it does not coincide with a holiday 
prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause 
11.—Public Holidays of this award. 

(2) In each plant, an assessment should be made 
as to which method of implementation best suits the 
business and the proposal shall be discussed with the 
employees concerned, the objective being to reach 
agreement on the method of implementation prior 
to 17 May 1982. 

(3) In the absence of an agreement at plant level, 
the procedure for resolving special, anomalous or 
extraordinary problems shall be as follows: 

(a) consultation shaU take place within the 
particular establishment concerned. 

(b) If it is unable to be resolved at establish- 
ment level, the matter shall be referred to 
the State Secretary of the Union (or 
Unions) concerned or his deputy, at which 
level a conference of the parties shall be 
convened without delay. 

(c) In the absence of agreement either party 
may refer the matter to the Western 
Australian Industrial Commission. 

(4) Different methods of implementation of a 38 
hour week may apply to various groups or sections 
of employees in the plant or establishments 
concerned. 

(5) Notice of Days Off Duty: Except as provided 
in subclause (6) hereof, in cases where, by virtue of 
the arrangement of his ordinary working hours, an 
employee in accordance with paragraphs (c) and (d) 
of subclause (1) hereof, is entitled to a day off duty 
during his work cycle, such employee shall be 
advised by the employer at least four weeks in 
advance of the day he is to take off duty. 

(6) (a) An employer may substitute the day an 
employee is to take off in accordance with 
paragraphs (c) and (d) of subclause (1) hereof, for 
another day in the case of a breakdown in machinery 
or a failure or shortage of electric power or to meet 
the requirements of the business in the event of rush 
orders or some other emergency situation, provided 
that the employer shall not substitute more than two 
such days per year without the consent of the 
majority of the employees concerned. 

(b) An employer and employee may by 
agreement substitute the day the employee is to take 
off for another day. 
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(c) An employer and the Union may agree in 
writing to allow an accumulation of days off, such 
days to be taken at a mutually convenient time. 

Section C — Procedures for In-Plant Discussions. 
(1) Procedures shall be established for in-plant 

discussions, the objective being to agree on the 
method of implementing a 38 hour week in 
accordance with Section A — Hours and B — Im- 
plementation of 38 Hour Week of this clause and 
shall entail an objective review of current practices 
to establish where improvements can be made and 
implemented. 

(2) The procedures should allow for in-plant dis- 
cussions to continue even though all matters may 
not be resolved by 5 October 1984. 

(3) The procedures should make suggestions as to 
the recording of understandings reached and 
methods of communicating agreements and 
understandings to all employees, including the 
overcoming of language difficulties. 

(4) The procedures should allow for the 
monitoring of agreements and understandings 
reached in-plant. 

(5) In cases where agreement cannot be reached 
in-plant in the first instance or where problems arise 
after initial agreements or understandings have been 
achieved in-plant, a formal monitoring procedure 
shall apply. The basic steps in this procedure shall be 
as applies with respect to special, anomalous or 
extraordinary problems as prescribed in subclause 
(3) of Section B of this clause. 

Section D — 
Provision for Alternative Arrangements. 

Where by agreement between an employer and 
the majority of employees in a section or company, 
arrangements have been made to work an average of 
less than 38 hours per week, the entitlement to 
payment under this award shall in all cases be 
construed to be at the hourly rate achieved by 
dividing the appropriate rate of pay by the average 
number of hours on which the arrangement is based. 

Entitlements to sick leave, annual leave and long 
service leave shall be calculated by employing the 
lesser number of hours agreed by the parties as the 
average ordinary weekly hours of work. 

The employer shall not be deemed to be in breach 
of the award where the entitlement calculated by the 
above method is less than that determined by this 
award for an employee who works 38 hours per 
week. 

6.—Overtime. 
(1) (a) Overtime shall mean all work done before 

the recognised time for starting and after the 
recognised time for ceasing the ordinary hours of 
work. Each day's overtime shall stand alone. 

(b) All overtime worked on any day Monday to 
Friday inclusive shall be paid at the rate of time and 
one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary 
hours shall mean the hours of work fixed in an 
establishment in accordance with Sections A — 
Hours, B — Implementation of 38 Hour Week and 
C — Procedures for In-Plant Discussions of Clause 
5.—Hours of this award. 

(c) (i) All overtime worked on Saturday prior 
to 12 noon shall be paid at the rate of 
time and one-half for the first two hours 
and double time thereafter but this 
paragraph does not apply in a case to 
which paragraph (d) of subclause (1) of 
Section A — Hours of Clause 
5.—Hours of this award applies. 

(ii) All overtime worked on a Saturday after 
12 noon shall be paid at the rate of 
double time. 

(2) Sunday Work: All overtime worked on a 
Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of double time. 

(3) Holiday Work: All overtime worked on a 
public holiday prescribed by this award shall be paid 
at the rate of double time and one-half. 

(4) Minimum Payment on Sundays and 
Holidays: An employee required to work on a 
Sunday or a holiday prescribed by this award shall 
be paid a minimum of four hours at the appropriate 
overtime rate. 

(5) Call Back: An employee recalled to work 
after having left the employer's business premises 
shall be paid a minimum of four hours at the 
appropriate overtime rate. Time reasonably spent in 
getting to and from work shall be counted as time 
worked. Provided that this subclause shall not apply 
when the overtime is continuous with the com- 
pletion of ordinary working hours. 

(6) Rest Period after Overtime: When overtime is 
necessary it shall, whenever reasonably practicable, 
be so arranged that employees have at least 10 con- 
secutive hours off work between the work of 
successive days. 

An employee (other than a casual employee) who 
works so much overtime between the termination of 
his ordinary work on one day and the commence- 
ment of his ordinary work on the next day that he 
has not had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between those times shall, subject to this subclause, 
be released after the completion of such overtime 
until he has had 10 consecutive hours off duty 
without loss of pay for ordinary working time 
occurring during such absence. 

If, on the instruction of the employer, such 
employee resumes or continues work without having 
had such 10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be 
paid double rates until he is released from duty for 
such period, and he shall be entitled to be absent 
until he has had 10 consecutive hours off duty 
without loss of pay for ordinary working time 
occurring during such absence. 

(7) Crib Time: An employee working overtime 
shall be allowed a crib time of 20 minutes without 
deduction of pay after each four hours of overtime 
worked if the employee continues work after such 
crib time. 

Where the period of overtime is more than two 
hours, an employee before starting overtime after 
working ordinary hours shall be allowed a meal 
break of 20 minutes which shall be paid for at 
ordinary rates. The employer and employee may 
agree to any variation of this provision to meet the 
circumstances of the work in hand provided that the 
employer shall not be required to make any payment 
in respect of any time allowed in excess of 20 
minutes. 

(8) Meal Money: Where an employee without 
being notified on the previous day, has to continue 
working after the usual ceasing time for more than 
two hours he shall be paid $4.00 for a meal. Any 
employee required to work a further four hours' 
overtime shall be paid a further $4.00. 

If an employee pursuant to notice has provided a 
meal or meals and is not required to work overtime 
he shall be paid $4.00 for each such meal provided 
and not required. 

The provisions of this subclause do not apply to 
any employee who lives in the locality in which the 
place of work is situated in respect of any meal for 
which he can reasonably go home. 
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(9) (a) An employer may require any employee 
to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and 
such employee shall work overtime in accordance 
with such requirement. 

(b) No union or association party to this award, 
or employee or employees covered by this award, 
shall in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a 
party to or concerned in any ban, limitation, or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in accord- 
ance with the requirements of this subclause. 

7.—Meal Breaks. 
(1) Day employees shall be allowed a break of not 

less than half an hour nor more than one hour for a 
meal on each day of the week Monday to Friday 
inclusive. 

(2) Any employee called upon to work during the 
recognised meal break shall be paid overtime rates 
for all such time worked: Provided that in the case 
of emergency where it is necessary to work up to one 
hour after the usual ceasing time for lunch this 
provision shall not apply. 

8.—Wages. 
(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable to 

employees covered by this award shall be: 
$ 

Group 1  270.00 
Group 2   260.00 
Group 3   250.00 
Group 4   240.00 

(2) For the purposes of this award each group 
shall be comprised of the following: 

Group 1 Automatic Spray Traverse Machine 
Operator, Handspray Gun 
Operator. 

Group 2 Batcher, Vibration Casting 
Operator. 

Group 3 Mould Preparation Hand, Roll 
Hand, Demoulding Hand, Yard 
Hand, Patching Hand. 

Group 4 General Hand 
(3) Junior Employees (percentage of Group 4 

rate per week). 
Under 16 years of age 50% 
16 to 17 years of age 60% 
17 to 18 years of age 70% 
18 to 19 years of age 80% 
19 to 20 years of age 90% 
At 20 years of age, adult rates. 

(4) A "casual employee" being a person who is 
engaged or employed for a period of less than one 
week shall be paid for the time so engaged at the rate 
of 20 per cent in addition to the rates prescribed 
herein. 

(5) Leading Hands: In addition to the 
appropriate rate prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause, a leading hand shall be paid: 

$ 
(a) if placed in charge of not less than 

three and not more than 10 other 
employees  13.60 

(b) if placed in charge of more than 10 
and not more than 20 other 
employees  20.00 

(c) if placed in charge of more than 20 
other employees  25.00 

9.—Mixed Functions. 
An employee engaged for more than two hours on 

duties carrying a higher rate than his ordinary 
classification shall be paid the higher rate for such 
day or shift; if for less than two hours he shall be 
paid the higher rate for the time so worked. An 

employee who is required temporarily to perform 
work for which a lower rate is paid shall not suffer 
any reduction in his wages whilst so employed; 
provided that any work of less than one week's 
duration shall be deemed to be temporary. 

10.—Contract of Employment. 
(1) (a) The contract of employment of all 

employees (other than those specified in paragraph 
(b) hereof) covered by this award shall be as follows: 

(1) during the first month of employment, one 
day; and 

(ii) after the first month of such employment, 
one week. 

Provided that the contract of employment may be 
terminated by giving of day's (or one week's) notice 
on either side or by the payment or forfeiture, as the 
case may be, of one day's (or one week's) wages in 
lieu of such notice. 

(b) The contract of employment of casual 
employees shall be by the hour. Provided that the 
contract of employment may be terminated by the 
giving of one hour's notice on either side or by the 
payment or forfeiture, as the case may be, of one 
hour's wages in lieu of such notice. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 
(a) and (b) of this subclause, the employer may 
dismiss any employee at any time for misconduct 
and shall be liable, in such cases, for payment of 
ordinary rates up to the time of dismissal. 

(2) (a) Where an employee leaves his employ- 
ment: 

(i) without giving the notice referred to in 
subclause (1) of this clause; or 

(ii) having given such notice, before the notice 
expires; 

he forfeits his entitlement to any moneys owing to 
him under this award except to the extent that those 
moneys exceed his ordinary wages for the period of 
notice which should have been given. 

(b) In a case to which paragraph (a) of this 
subclause applies: 

(i) the contract of service shall, for the 
purpose of this award, be deemed to have 
terminated at the time at which the 
employee was last ready, willing and 
available for work during ordinary hours 
under the contract; and 

(ii) the provisions of subclause (1) of this 
clause shall be deemed to have been 
complied with if the employee pays to the 
employer, whether by forfeiture or 
otherwise, an amount equivalent to the 
employee's ordinary wages for the period 
of notice which should have been given. 

(3) The employer shall be entitled to deduct 
payment for any day or portion of a day upon which 
the employee cannot be usefully employed because 
of any strike by the Union or Unions affiliated with 
it, or by any other Association or Union, or through 
the breakdown of the employer's machinery or any 
stoppage of work by any cause which the employer 
cannot reasonably prevent. 

(4) Upon request by an employee, the employer 
shall give the employee a signed statement of service 
upon termination. Such statement shall certify the 
period of commencing and ceasing employment and 
the class of work upon which the employee was 
employed. 
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11.—Public Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed 

in lieu shall, subject to Clause 6.—Overtime of this 
award, be allowed as holidays without deduction of 
pay, namely: 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a 
holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu 
of any of the days named in the subclause. 

Provided further that an employer may substitute 
Royal Show Day for Sovereign's Birthday in any 
year. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in 
paragraph (a) of subclause (1) hereof falls on a 
Saturday or a Sunday, such holiday shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Monday and where 
Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, such 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday; in each such case the substituted day shall 
be deemed a holiday without deduction of pay in 
lieu of the day for which it is substituted. 

(2) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under Section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State; 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be, a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

(3) All work done on any day prescribed as a 
holiday under this clause shall be paid for at the rate 
of double time and one-half. 

(4) Casual employees shall not be entitled to 
receive payment for public holidays prescribed by 
this clause unless required to work on those days. 

12.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed 
annually to an employee by his employer and shall 
be taken annually by the employee after a period of 
12 months' continuous service with that employer. 

(b) Where, pursuant to paragraph (3) of 
subclause 2 of the Long Service Leave provisions 
published in Volume 64 of the Western Australian 
Industrial Gazette at pages one to four, the period 
of continuous service which an employee has had 
with the transmitter (including any such service with 
any prior transmitter) is deemed to be service of the 
employee with the transmittee then that period of 
continuous service shall be deemed to be service with 
the transmittee for the purpose of this subclause. 

(2) Prior to commencing any period of annual 
leave, each employee shall be paid for that period of 
leave as follows: 

(a) at the rate of wage the employee would 
have received had he not proceeded on 
leave, including any shift and weekend 
penalties, provided that: 

(i) where an employee, for the greater 
portion of the calendar month 
prior to taking annual leave 
performs duties in a classification 
which, for the same year of 
employment, carries a higher rate 
than that which the employee 
usually performs, the rate of wage 

payable to that higher classification 
shall be deemed to be the rate of 
wage the employee would have 
received had he not proceeded on 
leave. 

(ii) Where it is not possible to calculate 
the shift and weekend penalties the 
employee would have received, the 
employee shall be paid at the rate of 
the average of such payments made 
each week over the four weeks prior 
to taking the leave. 

(b) In addition to the rates prescribed in 
paragraph (a) of this subclause, an 
employee shall be paid where his weekly 
entitlement under paragraph (a) of 
subclause (2) of this clause is less than 17 Vi 
per cent in addition to his weekly rate of 
pay prescribed by Clause 8.— Wages of 
this award, a loading which will produce 
an amount equal to 17'A per cent in 
addition to the rate of wage prescribed in 
Clause 8.—Wages of this award. 

(3) If any prescribed holiday falls within an 
employee's period of annual leave and is observed 
on a day which in the case of that employee would 
have been an ordinary working day there shall be 
added to that period one day being an ordinary 
working day for each such holiday observed as 
aforesaid. 

(4) Any time in respect of which an employee is 
absent from work, except time for which he is 
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on holidays, 
annual leave or long service leave as prescribed by 
this award, shall not count for the purpose of 
determining his right to annual leave. 

(5) An employee may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave 
prescribed by this clause before the completion of 12 
months' continuous service as prescribed by 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(6) (a) An employee whose employment 
terminates after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been allowed the 
leave prescribed under this clause in respect of that 
qualifying period shall be given payment as pre- 
scribed in subclause (2) of this clause in lieu of that 
leave or in lieu of so much of that leave as has not 
been allowed unless: 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(b) If, after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee 
lawfuOy leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall: 

(i) if such termination occurs before 5 
October 1984, be paid 3.08 hours' pay at 
the rate of wage prescribed by subclause 
(1) of this clause, divided by 40, in respect 
of each completed week of continuous 
service; or 

(ii) if termination occurs on or after 5 October 
1984, be paid 2.923 hours' pay at the rate 
of wages prescribed by subclause (1) of this 
clause, divided by 38, in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service. 

(7) If the services of an employee terminate and 
the employee has taken a period of leave in 
accordance with subclause (5) of this clause and if 
the period of leave so taken exceeds that which 
would become due pursuant to paragraph (b) of 
subclause (6) of this clause, the employee shall be 
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liable to pay the amount representing the difference 
between the amount received by him for the period 
of leave taken in accordance with subclause (5) of 
this clause and the amount which would have 
accrued in accordance with paragraph (b) of 
subclause (6) of this clause. The employer may 
deduct this amount from moneys due to the 
employee by reason of the other provisions of this 
award at the time of termination. 

(8) In special circumstances and by mutual 
consent of the employer, the employee and the 
Union concerned, annual leave may be taken in not 
more than two periods, but neither of such periods 
shall be less than one week. 

(9) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause 
an employer who observes a Christmas closedown 
for the purpose of granting annual leave may 
require an employee to take his annual leave in not 
more than two periods but neither of such periods 
shall be less than one week. 

(10) An employee to whom subclause (7) of this 
clause applies shall be paid on termination that 
amount which represents the pro rata calculation of 
that employee's total leave entitlements. 

(11) Before going on annual leave each employee 
shall be given at least four weeks' notice of the date 
when such leave is to commence. 

(12) The provisions of this clause shall not apply 
to casual employees. 

13.—Sick Leave. 

(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or 
remain at his place of employment during the 
ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill 
health or injury shall be entitled to payment during 
such absence in accordance with the provisions of 
this clause. 

(i) Employee who actually works 38 ordinary 
hours each week: 

An employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (a) or (b) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award, so that he actually 
works 38 ordinary hours each week shall 
be entitled to payment during such absence 
for the actual ordinary hours absent. 

(ii) Employee who works an average of 38 
ordinary hours each week: 

An employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award, so that he works an 
average of 38 ordinary hours each week 
during a particular work cycle shall be 
entitled to pay during such absence 
calculated as follows: 
duration of absence appropriate weekly rate 
ordinary hours 5 
normally worked 
that day. 
An employee shall not be entitled to claim 
payment for personal ill health or injury 
nor will his sick leave entitlements be 
reduced if such ill health or injury occurs 
on the week day he is to take off duty in 
accordance with paragraph (c) or (d) of 
subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week of 
Clause 5.—Hours of this award. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 
(a) of this subclause an employer may adopt an 
alternative method of payment of sick leave entitle- 
ments where the employer and the majority of his 
employees so agree. 

(c) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the 
rate of one sixth of a week for each completed 
month of service with the employer. 

(d) If in the first or successive years of service 
with the employer an employee is absent on the 
ground of personal ill health or injury for a period 
longer than his entitlement to paid sick leave, 
payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of 
service, or at the time the employee's services 
terminate, if before the end of that year of service, 
to the extent that the employee has become entitled 
to further paid sick leave during that year of service. 

(2) The unused portion on the entitlement to paid 
sick leave in any one year shall accumulate from 
year to year and subject to this clause may be 
claimed by the employee if the absence by reason of 
personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for 
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the 
time of the absence. Provided that an employee shall 
not be entitled to claim payment for any period 
exceeding 10 weeks in any one year of service. 

(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with 
this clause the employee shall as soon as reasonably 
practicable advise the employer of his inability to 
attend for work, the nature of his illness or injury 
and the estimated duration of the absence. Provided 
that such advice, other than in extraordinary 
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 
24 hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
an employee who fails to produce a certificate from 
a medical practitioner dated at the time of the 
absence or who fails to supply such other proof of 
the illness or injury as the employer may reasonably 
require provided that the employee shall not be 
required to produce a certificate from a medical 
practitioner with respect to absences of two days or 
less unless after two such absences in any year of 
service the employer requests in writing that the next 
and subsequent absences in that year, if any, shall be 
accompanied by such a certificate. 

(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to an 
employee who suffers personal ill health or injury 
during the time when he is absent on annual leave 
and an employee may apply for and the employer 
shall grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual 
leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made 
within seven days of resuming work and then only if 
the employee was confined to his place of residence 
or a hospital as a result of his personal ill health or 
injury for a period of seven consecutive days or 
more and he produces a certificate from a registered 
medical practitioner that he was so confined. 
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do 
not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise 
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of 
this clause if he is unable to attend for work on the 
working day next following his annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he 
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made 
with respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced 
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave 
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by 
the employer and the employee or, failing agree- 
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ment, shall be added to the employee's next period 
of annual leave or, if termination occurs before 
then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions 
of Clause 12.—Annual Leave of this award. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at 
the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is 
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave 
loading prescribed in Clause 12.—Annual Leave of 
this award shall be deemed to have been paid with 
respect to the replaced annual leave. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from 
one employer to another and the employee's service 
has been deemed continuous in accordance with 
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave 
provisions published in Volume 64 of the Western 
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages 1 to 4, the 
paid sick leave standing to the credit of the employee 
at the date of transmission from service with the 
transmittor shall stand to the credit of the employee 
at the commencement of service with the transmittee 
and may be claimed in accordance with the 
provisions of this clause. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employes who are entitled 
to payment under the Workers' Compensation Act 
nor to employees whose injury or illness is the result 
of the employee's own misconduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
casual workers. 

14.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate 

rate shown in Clause 8.—Wages of this award. 
Subject to subclause (2) of this clause payment shall 
be pro rata where less than the full week is worked. 

(2) From the date that a 38 hour week system is 
implemented by an employer, wages shall be paid as 
follows: 

(a) Actual 38 Ordinary Hours: In the case of 
an employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (a) or (b) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award so that he works 38 
ordinary hours each week, wages shall be 
paid weekly in the employer's time, 
according to the actual ordinary hours 
worked each week. 

(b) Average of 38 Ordinary Hours: Subject to 
subclauses (3) and (4) hereof, in the case of 
an employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 5.—Hours of this award 
so that he works an average of 38 ordinary 
hours each week during a particular work 
cycle, wages shall be paid weekly in the 
employer's time, according to a weekly 
average of ordinary hours worked even 
though more or less than 38 ordinary 
hours may be worked in any particular 
week of the work cycle. 

Special Note — Explanation of Average System: 
As provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause an 
employee whose ordinary hours may be more or less 
than 38 in any particular week of a work cycle, is ot 
be paid his wages on the basis of an average of 38 
ordinary hours so as to avoid fluctuating wage 
payments each week. An explanation of the 
averaging system of paying wages is set out below: 

(i) Section B — Implementation of the 38 
Hour Week of Clause 5.—Hours of this 
award in subclause (1) paragraphs (c) and 
(d) provides that in implementing a 38 

hour week the ordinary hours of an 
employee may be arranged so that he is 
entitled to a day off, on a fixed day or 
rostered day basis, during each work cycle. 
It is in these circumstances that the 
averaging system would apply, 

(b) Provided when such an employee is absent 
from duty for a whole day he will not accrue 
a 'credit' because he would not have worked 
ordinary hours that day in excess of seven 
hours and 36 minutes for which he would 
otherwise have been paid. Consequently, 
during the week of the work cycle he is to 
work less than 38 ordinary hours he will not 
be entitled to average pay for that week. In 
that week, the average pay will be reduced by 
the amount of the 'credit' he does not accrue 
for each whole day during the work cycle he 
is absent. 

The amount by which an employee's 
average weekly pay will be reduced when he 
is absent from duty (other than on annual 
leave, long service leave, holidays prescribed 
under this award, paid sick leave, workers' 
compensation or bereavement leave) is to be 
calculated as follows: 

Total of 'credits' not accrued during cycle 
average weekly pay 

38 
Examples: 

(An employee's ordinary hours are 
arranged so that he works eight ordinary 
hours on five days of each week for three 
weeks and eight ordinary hours on four days 
of the fourth week.) 

1. Employee takes one day off without 
authorisation in the first week of the 
cycle. 

Week of Cycle Payment 
1st week = average weekly pay 

less one day's pay 
(i.e. one-fifth) 

2nd and 3rd weeks = average weekly pay each 
week 

4th week = average pay 
less credits not accrued on 
day of absence 

= average pay 
less 0.4 hours 

average weekly pay 
38 

2. Employee takes each of the four days 
off without authorisation in the 
fourth week. 

Week of Cycle Payment 
1st, 2nd and 
3rd weeks = average pay each week 

(ii) If the 38 hour week is to be implemented so 
as to give an employee a day off in each work 
cycle this would be achieved if, during a work 
cycle of 28 consecutive days (that is, over 
four consecutive weeks) the employee's 
ordinary hours were arranged on the basis 
that for three of the four weeks he worked 40 
ordinary hours each week and in the fourth 
week he worked 32 ordinary hours. That is, 
he would work for eight ordinary hours each 
day, Monday to Friday inclusive for thee 
weeks and eight ordinary hours on four days 
only in the fourth week — a total of 19 days 
during the work cycle. 

(ii) In such case the averaging system applies and 
the weekly wage rates for ordinary hours of 
work applicable to the employee shall be the 
average weekly wage rates set out for the 
employee's classification in Clause 8.— 
Wages of this award, and shall be paid each 
week even though more or less than 38 
ordinary hours are worked that week. 
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In effect, under the averaging system, the 
employee accrues a 'credit' each day he 
works actual ordinary hours in excess of the 
daily average which would otherwise be 
seven hours 36 minutes. This 'credit' is 
carried forward so that in the week of the 
cycle that he works on only four days, his 
actual pay would be for an average of 38 
hours even though, that week, he works a 
total of 32 ordinary hours. 

Consequently, for each day an employee 
works eight ordinary hours he accrues a 
'credit' of 24 minutes (0.4 hours). The 
maximum 'credit' the employee may accrue 
under this system is 0.4 hours on 19 days; 
that is, a total of seven hours 36 minutes. 

(iv) As provided in subclause (3) of this clause, 
an employee will not accrue a 'credit' for 
each day he is absent from duty other than 
on annual leave, long service leave, 
holidays prescribed under this award, paid 
sick leave, workers' compensation or 
bereavement leave. 

(3) Absences from Duty: 
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are 

arranged in accordance with paragraph (c) 
or (d) of subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week of 
Clause 5. — Hours of this award and who is 
paid wages in accordance with paragraph 
(a) of subclause (2) hereof and is absent 
from duty (other than on annual leave, 
long service leave, holidays prescribed 
under this award, paid sick leave, workers' 
compensation or bereavement leave) shall, 
for each day he is so absent, lose average 
pay for that day calculated by dividing his 
average weekly wage rate by 5. 

An employee who is so absent from duty 
for part of a day shall lose average pay for 
each hour he is absent by dividing his 
average daily pay rate by 8. 
4th week = average pay 

less four-fifths of average pay for 
the four days absent. 
less total of credits not accrued that 
week. 

= one-fifth average pay 
less 4 x 0.4 hours 

average weekly pay x — 
= one-fifth average pay 

less 1.6 hours 
average weekly pay x _ 

(4) Alternative Method of Payment: An 
alternative method of paying wages to that 
prescribed by subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause 
may be agreed between the employer and the 
majority of the employees concerned. 

(5) Day Off Coinciding with Pay Day: In the 
event that an employee, by virtue of the arrange- 
ment of his ordinary working hours, is to take a day 
off duty on a day which coincides with pay day, such 
employee shall be paid no later than the working day 
immediately following pay day. Provided that, 
where the employer is able to make suitable arrange- 
ments, wages may be paid on the working day 
preceding pay day. 

(6) Payment by Cheque: Where an employer and 
employee agree, the employee may be paid his wages 
by cheque. 

(7) Termination of Employment: An employee 
who lawfully leaves his employment or is dismissed 
for reasons other than misconduct shall be paid all 
moneys due to him at the termination of his service 
with the employer. 

Provided that in the case of an employee whose 
ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week of Clause 5.— 
Hours and who is paid average pay and who has not 
taken the day off due to him during the work cycle in 
which his employment is terminated, the wages due 
to that employee shall include a total of credits 
accrued during the work cycle as detailed in the 
Special Note following paragraph (b) of subclause 
(2) of this clause. 

Provided further, where the employee has taken a 
day off during the work cycle in which his employ- 
ment is terminated, the wages due to that employee 
shall be reduced by the total of credits which have 
not accrued during the work cycle. 

(8) Details of Payments to be Given: Where an 
employee requests his employer to state in writing 
with respect to each week's wages the amount of 
wages to which he is entitled, the amount of 
deductions made therefrom, the net amount being 
paid to him, and the number of hours worked, the 
employer shall do so not less than two hours before 
the employee is paid. 

No deduction shall be made from an employee's 
wage unless the employee has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

(9) Calculation of Hourly Rate: Except as 
provided in subclause (3) of this clause the ordinary 
rate per hour shall be calculated by dividing the 
appropriate weekly rate by 38. 

15.—Long Service Leave. 
The conditions governing the granting of long 

service leave to government wages employees 
generally as at 10 December 1984 shall apply to 
employees covered by this award. The operative 
date of this provision shall be 1 January 1985. 

16.—General Conditions. 
(1) The employer shall provide all employees with 

an issue of three shirts and two pairs of shorts or 
long trousers, initially to be issued after three 
months' satisfactory service, at no cost to the 
employee. The uniforms shall be replaced on a fair 
wear and tear basis. 

(2) The employer shall supply appropriate safety 
footwear which shall be replaced on a fair wear and 
tear basis. 

(3) Day employees shall be given 10 minutes for 
cleaning up prior to cessation of the day's work. 
Such time will be spent inside the plant. 

(4) When necessary for the performance of their 
duties, employees shall be provided with and shall 
wear suitable protective clothing, footwear or 
equipment as is necessary for the job. Any 
laundering required under this subclause will be the 
responsibility of the company. 

17.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee shall, on the death within 

Australia of a wife, husband, father, mother, 
parent-in-law, child or stepchild of the employee, be 
entitled to leave including the day of the funeral of 
such relation. Such leave for a period not exceeding 
two days in respect of any such death shall be 
without loss of any ordinary pay which the 
employee would have received if he had not been on 
such leave. 
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(2) The right to such paid leave shall be 
dependent on compliance with the following 
conditions: 

(a) satisfactory evidence of such death shall be 
furnished by the employee to the 
employer; and 

(b) the employee shall not be entitled to leave 
under this clause in respect of any period 
which coincides with any other period of 
leave entitlement under this award or 
otherwise. 

(3) For the purpose of this clause, the words 
"wife" and "husband" shall include a wife or 
husband from whom the employee is separated and 
shall include a person who lives with the employee as 
a de facto wife or husband. 

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

18.—Right of Entry. 
The Secretary or Branch Secretary or any other 

duly accredited representative of the Union shall, on 
production of his authority to the employer or his 
representative, have the right to enter any place or 
any premises where employees are employed at any 
time during normal working hours or when overtime 
is being worked for the purpose of interviewing 
employees, checking on wage rates, award breaches 
or safety conditions or regulations so long as they do 
not unduly interfere with the work being performed 
by any employee during working time. 

19.—Junior Employee's Certificate. 
Upon being engaged a junior employee shall 

establish his full name and date of birth by the 
production of a record of his registration of birth or 
by such other means as are satisfactory to the 
employer. 

20.—Definitions. 
"Automatic Spray Traverse Machine Operator" 

is an employee who sets up automatic spray machine 
and accepts responsibility for its proper perform- 
ance and its general cleanliness. 

"Batcher" is an employee who exercises discre- 
tion and accepts responsibility for his own work in 
relation to the preparation of constituents for the 
manufacture of a glassfibre reinforced cement 
component to completion. 

"Demoulding Hand" is an employee who 
removes products from moulds and places them in 
curing or storage. 

"General Hand" is an employee who carries out 
duties other than those previously defined. 

"Handspray Gun Operator" is an employee who 
sets up pump spray equipment, exercises discretion 
and accepts responsibility for his spraying work, is 
responsible for the preparation of constituents and 
who is capable of bringing a glassfibre reinforced 
cement component to completion. 

"Mould Preparation Hand" is an employee who 
cleans down moulds after demoulding and prepares 
them for production. He locates the moulds into 
position ready for production. 

"Patching Hand" is an employee who carries out 
patching or remedial repairs to sub-standard 
products following removal from moulds. 

"Rollhand" is an employee who exercises dis- 
cretion and accepts responsibility for his own work 
and who is capable of bringing a glassfibre 
reinforced cement component to completion. This 
includes sprayed laminates and premixed material. 

"Union" means The Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and 
Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 

"Vibration Casting Operator" is an employee 
who sets up the vibration casting equipment 
including moulds and carries out the production of 
vibration cast products. 

"Yard Hand" is an employee who places and 
stacks mouldings in curing chamber or yards 
storage. He also removes products from storage, 
places them on pallets or trucks for delivery. 

21.—First Aid Kit. 
Adequate first aid equipment shall be provided at 

all establishments. 

22.—Job Stewards. 
An employee appointed as a job steward shall 

upon notification by the Union to the employer be 
recognised as the accredited representative of the 
Union to which he belongs and he shall be allowed 
all necessary time during working hours to submit to 
the employer matters affecting the employees he 
represents and further shall be allowed reasonable 
time during working hours to attend to Union 
matters affecting the workplace. 

23.—Shift Work. 
(1) An employer may, if he so desires, work his 

establishment on shifts, but before doing so shall 
give notice of his intention to the Union and of the 
intended starting and finishing times of ordinary 
working hours of the respective shifts. A shift shall 
consist of not more than eight hours inclusive of crib 
time. 

(2) (a) Where any particular process is carried 
out on shifts other than day shift, and less than five 
consecutive afternoon or five consecutive night 
shifts are worked on that process, then employees 
employed on such afternoon or night shifts shall be 
paid at overtime rates. 

(b) The sequence of work shall not be deemed to 
be broken under the preceding paragraph by reason 
of the fact that work on the process is not carried out 
on a Saturday or Sunday or on any public holiday. 

(c) Except at the regular changeover of shifts an 
employee shall not be required to work more than 
one shift in each 24 hours. 

(d) 20 minutes shall be allowed to shift employees 
for crib, which shall be counted as time worked. 

(3) The loading on the ordinary rates of pay for 
shift work shall be 15 per cent when on afternoon or 
night shift. 

(4) When a shift commences at or after 11.00 
p.m., then the whole shift shall be paid for at the 
rate which applies to the major portion of the shift. 

24.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: An employee 

who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to 
her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified 
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of 
her confinement, be entitled to maternity leave 
provided that she has had not less than 12 months' 
continuous service with that employer immediately 
preceding the date upon which she proceeds upon 
such leave. 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) an employee shall include a part-time 

employee but shall not include an 
employee engaged upon casual or seasonal 
work. 

(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid 
maternity leave. 
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(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of 
Leave: 

(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, 
the period of maternity leave shall be for 
an unbroken period of from 12 to 52 weeks 
and shall include a period of six weeks' 
compulsory leave to be taken immediately 
before the presumed date of confinement 
and a period of six weeks' compulsory 
leave to be taken immediately following 
confinement. 

(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks 
prior to the presumed date of 
confinement, give notice in writing to her 
employer stating the presumed date of 
confinement. 

(c) An employee shall give not less than four 
weeks' notice in writing to her employer of 
the date upon which she proposes to 
commence maternity leave, stating the 
period of leave to be taken. 

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this 
order as a consequence of failure to give 
the stipulated period of notice in 
accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if 
such failure is occasioned by the 
confinement occurring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe Job: Where in the opinion 
of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or 
risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards 
connected with the work assigned to the employee 
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at 
her present work, the employee shall, if the 
employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a 
safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching 
to that job until the commencement of maternity 
leave. 

If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the 
employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified 
necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. 
Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the 
puproses of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave: 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the 
period may be lengthened once only, save 
with the agreement of the employer, by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent 
of the employer, be shortened by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave: 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the 
pregnancy of an employee terminates 
other than by the birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then 
on maternity leave terminates other than 
by the birth of a living child, it shall be the 
right of the employee to resume work at a 
time nominated by the employer which 
shall not exceed four weeks from the date 
of notice in writing by the employee to the 
employer which shall not exceed four 
weeks from the date of notice in writing by 
the employee to the employer that she 
desires to resume work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave: 
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not 

then on maternity leave terminates after 28 
weeks other than by the birth of a living 
child then: 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period 
of unpaid leave (to be known as 
special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner 
certifies as necessary before her 
return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal 
consequences of confinement she 
shall be entitled, either in lieu of or 
in addition to special maternity 
leave, to such paid sick leave as to 
which she is then entitled and which 
a duly qualified medical 
practitioner certifies as necessary 
before her return to work. 

(b) Where an employee not then on maternity 
leave suffers illness related to her 
pregnancy, she may take such paid sick 
leave as to which she is then entitled and 
such further unpaid leave (to be known as 
special maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as necessary 
before her return to work, provided that 
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall 
not exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and 
(9) hereof, maternity leave shall include 
special maternity leave. 

(d) An employee returning to work after the 
completion of a periof of leave taken 
pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled 
to the position which she held immediately 
before proceeding on such leave or, in the 
case of an employee who was transferred 
to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3) 
hereof, to the position she held 
immediately before such transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available for 
which the employee is qualified and the 
duties of. which she is capable of 
performing, she shall be entitled to a 
position as nearly comparable in status 
and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitle- 
ments: Provided the aggregate of leave including 
leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof 
does not exceed 52 weeks: 

(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunc- 
tion with maternity leave, take any annual 
leave or long service leave or any part 
thereof to which she is then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised 
absences provided in the award (excluding 
annual leave or long service leave), shall 
not be available to an employee during her 
absence on maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: 
Notwithstanding any provision to the contrary, 
absence on maternity leave shall not break the 
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be 
taken in to account in calculating the period of 
service for any purpose of this award. 

(9) Termination of Employment: 
(a) An employee on maternity leave may 

terminate her employment at any time 
during the period of leave by notice given 
in accordance with this award. 
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(b) An employer shall not terminate the 
employment of an employee on the ground 
of her pregnancy or of her absence on 
maternity leave, but otherwise the rights of 
an employer in relation to termination of 
employment are not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work after Maternity Leave: 
(a) an employee shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing 
to the employer given not less than four 
weeks prior to the expiration of her period 
of maternity leave. 

(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the 
notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, 
shall be entitled to the position which she 
held immediately before proceeding on 
maternity leave or, in the case of an 
employee who was transferred to a safe 
job pursuant to subclause (3), to the 
position which she held immediately 
before such transfer. Where such position 
no longer exists but there are other 
positions available for which the employee 
is qualified and the duties of which she is 
capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable 
in status and salary or wage to that of her 
former position. 

(11) Replacement Employees: 
(a) A replacement employee is an employee 

specifically engaged as a result of an 
employee proceeding on maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
employee under this subclause, the 
employer shall inform that person of the 
temporary nature of the employment and 
of the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to 
replace an employee temporarily 
promoted or transferred in order to 
replace an employee exercising her rights 
under this clause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary 
nature of the promotion or transfer and of 
the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause 
shall be construed as requiring an 
employer to engage a replacement 
employee. 

(e) A replacement employee shall not be 
entitled to any of the rights conferred by 
this clause except where her employment 
continues beyond the 12 months' 
qualifying period. 

(b) Where an employee in the course of a journey 
travels through two or more of the separate areas, 
payment at the rates prescribed herein shall be made 
at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the 
separate areas traversed. 

(c) A year for the purpose of this clause shall 
commence on the first day of July and end on 30 
June next following. 

Rates of Hire for use of employee's own vehicle 
on employer's business. 

Schedule 1 — Motor Car. 
Area and Details: Engine Displacement 

(in cubic centimetres) 
Distance travelled over 1600cc 
during a year on official 1600cc and under 
business c/km c/km 
Metropolitan Area: 
First 8 000 kilometres 31.5 23.3 
Over 8 000 kilometres 20.4 15.5 

Schedule 2 — Motor Cycles, 
c/km 

First 8 000 kilometres 9.1 
Over 8 000 kilometres 5.7 

26.—Under Rate Employees. 
(1) Any worker who by reason of old age or 

infirmity is unable to earn the minimum wage, may 
be paid such lesser wage as may from time to time be 
agreed upon in writing between the Union and the 
employer. 

(2) In the event of no agreement being arrived at, 
the matter may be referred to the Board of 
Reference for determination. 

(3) After application has been made to the 
Board, and pending the Board's decision, the 
employee shall be entitled to work for and be 
employed at the proposed lesser rate. 

Schedule I — Respondent. 

Munsel & McLeish Pty. Ltd., 
Trustees for the Muniloc Unit Trust, 
Trading as Muniloc, 
31 Austin Avenue, 
KENWICK, W.A. 6107. 

Dated at Perth this 10th day of December 1984. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

25.—Car Allowance. 
(1) Where an employee is required during his 

normal working hours, by his employer, to work 
outside his usual place of employment, the employer 
shall pay the employee any reasonable travelling 
expenses incurred except where an allowance is paid 
in accordance with subclause (2) hereof. 

(2) (a) Where an employee is required and 
authorised to use his own motor vehicle in the 
course of his duties he shall be paid an allowance not 
less than that provided for in the schedules set out 
hereunder. Notwithstanding anything contained in 
this subclause the employer and the employee may 
make any other arrangement as to car allowance not 
less favourable to the employee. 
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NURSES (Community and Occupational Health). 
Award No. 26 of 1984. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. A26 of 1984. 

Between The Royal Australian Nursing Federation 
Industrial Union of Workers, Perth, Applicant and 
Hon. Minister for Health and Others, Respondents. 

Award. 
HAVING heard Ms H. Harvey on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J. Love on behalf of the respondents, and by 
consent, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Arbitra- 
tion Act 1979 hereby makes the following award — 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the Nurses (Community 

and Occupational Health) Award No. 26 of 1984 and 
replaces the Nurses (Public Health and Industrial) 
Award No. 25 of 1963 and the Nurses (Infant and Pre 
School Health) Award No. 6 of 1970. 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. Contract of Employment. 
7. Hours of Duty, Overtime and On Call. 
8. Relieving. 
9. Annual Leave and Holidays. 
10. Long Service Leave. 
11. Sick Leave. 
12. Compassionate Leave. 
13. Maternity Leave. 
14. Study Leave. 
15. Transport. 
16. Transfers and Distant Appointments. 
17. Accommodation. 
18. Part-Time Employees and Casuals. 
19. Laundry and Uniforms. 
20. Payment of Wages. 
21. Time and Wages Records. 
22. Interviews and Notices. 
23. No Reduction. 
24. District Allowance. 
25. Nursing Outpost — Availability Allowance. 
26. Wages. 

Schedule of Respondents. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This award shall apply to nurses registered with the 

Nurses Board of W.A. in the employ of the respondents 
in the delivery of community and occupational health 
nursing services and shall have effect throughout the 
State of Western Australia. 

4.—Term. 
This award shall operate for a period of 12 months' 

from 1 January 1985. 

5.—Definitions. 
"Enrolled Nurse" shall mean a person who is registered 

in that division of the register maintained by the 
Nurses Board of W.A. under the Nurses Act 1968. 

"Enrolled Nurse Special Classification" means an en- 
rolled nurse who has been classified special class by 
the employer or in the event of a dispute between the 
Federation and the employer by the Commission. 

"Nurse Grade I" shall mean a person who is registered 
with the Nurses Board of W.A. under the Nurses 
Act 1968 and who is not required by the employer to 
exercise any supervisory or administrative role 
except where designated as a "Senior Nurse" or 
"Nurse in Charge". 

"Nurse Grade 11" shall mean a person who is registered 
with the Nurses Board of W.A. under the Nurses 
Act 1968 who is required to exercise responsibilities 
beyond those of a Nurse Grade 1. 

"Senior Nurse" shall mean a Nurse Grade I who exer- 
cises supervisory responsibility. 

"Nurse in Charge" shall mean a Nurse Grade I required 
to regularly carry out duties in addition to those 
normally required of that employee. 

"The Federation" means the Royal Australian Nursing 
Federation Industrial Union of Workers, Perth. 

6.—Contract of Employment. 
(1) The contract of employment shall be fortnightly 

and unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties shall 
be terminable by the giving of two weeks' notice by either 
party to the other or the payment or forfeiture as the case 
may be of wages for any time by which the two weeks is 
diminished. 

Nothing in this clause shall prevent the termination of 
service instantly by the employer due to the misconduct 
of the employee and in such case payment of wages shall 
be made up to the time of dismissal. 

Where such a dismissal takes place the employee shall 
be provided with the reasons for dismissal in writing. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing a person employed as a 
casual in accordance with Clause 18 shall be employed on 
an hourly contract of employment which may be 
terminable by the giving of one hour's notice by either 
party to the other or the payment or forfeiture as the case 
may be of one hour's wages. The minimum period of 
employment of a casual employee shall be two hours. 

(2) The terms of any contract of employment relating 
to calling and/or location entered into by an employee 
under the provisions of either of the awards replaced by 
this award shall, unless otherwise agreed between the 
employer and employee, subsist under this award. 

(3) Employees engaged to work in schools and who are 
not required to work during term holidays shall neverthe- 
less be deemed employed continuously for the purposes 
of Clause 10.—Long Service Leave, and incremental 
wage adjustments. 

7.—Hours of Duty, Overtime and On Call. 
(1) Subject to subclauses (3) and (5) hereof 38 hours 

shall constitute a week's work to be worked between the 
hours of 8.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
inclusive and no day shall exceed eight hours without the 
payment of overtime. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of Clause 
8.—Relieving work performed at the direction of the 
employer outside the spread of hours in subclause (1) of 
this clause or in addition to the daily hours or on a 
Saturday or Sunday shaU be paid or compensated for as 
hereunder:— 

(a) one and a half times the ordinary rate for the 
first two hours and double time thereafter on 
any day Monday to Friday inclusive; 

(b) double time on a Saturday or Sunday; 
(c) in lieu of making payment in accordance with 

paragraphs (a) and (b) and by agreement 
between the employer and the employee con- 
cerned, time off proportionate to the payment 
to which the employee is entitled may be taken 
at a time convenient to the employer, provided 
that such time off is in unbroken periods, 
according to each period of overtime worked. 

(3) Where climatic conditions or the hours of duty of 
any particular industry are such that it is desirable to 
work outside the spread of hours set out in subclause (1) 
hereof, an employee and the employer may agree to such 
variations of the spread of hours as is considered 
appropriate in which case overtime shall only be com- 
puted on the time worked in excess of the ordinary daily 
hours. 
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(4) (a) For the purpose of this award an employee is on 
call when she is directed by the employer to remain at 
such a place as will enable the employer to readily contact 
her during the hours when she is not otherwise on duty. 
In so determining the place at which the employee shall 
remain, the employer may require that place to be within 
a specified radius from her place of employment. 

(b) An employee shall be paid at 18.75 per cent of one- 
thirtyeighth of the rate prescribed in the Nurses (Public 
Hospitals) Award No. 6 of 1968 for a registered general 
nurse in her third year for each hour or part thereof she is 
on call. Provided that payment in accordance with this 
paragraph shall not be made with respect to any period 
for which payment is made in accordance with the over- 
time provisions of this award when the employee is 
recalled to work. 

(c) If the usual means of contact between the employer 
and the employee on call is a telephone and if the 
employee pays or contributes towards the payment of the 
rental of such telephone the employer shall pay the 
employee an amount being a proportion of the telephone 
rental calculated on the basis that for each seven days on 
which an employee is required to be on call the employer 
shall pay the employee one-fiftysecond of the annual 
rental paid by the employee. 

(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of this 
subclause where the employer and the Federation agree 
in writing, other arrangements may be made for compen- 
sation of on call work. 

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
employees subject to Clause 25.—Nursing Outpost — 
Availability Allowance. 

8.—Relieving. 
(1) An employee who is required by the employer to 

relieve another employee in a higher capacity for one or 
more days shall be paid the rate applicable to such higher 
position for the time so engaged. 

(2) An employee engaged principally for the purpose 
of relieving as and where directed by the employer shall 
be allowed excess travelling time where any relieving 
requires the employee to travel beyond the metropolitan 
area. The employer may require that such excess time be 
added to the usual daily hours by paying for such time at 
ordinary time rate. 

9.—Annual Leave and Holidays. 
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause each 

employee shall be entitled to four weeks' leave with 
payment of ordinary wages after each 12 months' con- 
tinuous service. 

(b) A loading of 17 XA per cent shall be paid in addition 
to the ordinary wage payable under this subclause. 

(c) An employee may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave prescribed 
by this clause before the completion of 12 months' 
continuous service as prescribed by subclause (a) of this 
subclause. 

(d) (i) Except as provided in part (ii) hereunder if after 
one months' continuous employment an 
employee lawfully terminates her employment 
or .her employment is terminated by the 
employer through no fault of the employee, the 
employee shall be paid 2.92 hours pay [at the 
rate prescribed by subclause (a) of this clause] 
in respect of each completed week of con- 
tinuous service for which annual leave has not 
already been taken. 

(ii) An employee who is dismissed for misconduct 
which occurred after the completion of a 12 
monthly qualifying period shall, subject to 
Clause 6.—Contract of Employment, be given 
payment for the leave accrued but not taken. 

(e) If the service of an employee terminates and the 
employee has taken a period of leave in accordance with 
subclause (1) (c) of this clause, and if the period of leave 
so taken exceeds that which would become due pursuant 
to subclause (1) (a) of this clause, the employee shall be 
liable to pay the amount representing the difference 
between the amount received by her for the period of 
leave taken in accordance with subclause (1) (c) of this 
clause and the amount which would have accrued in 
accordance with subclause (1) (a) of this clause. The 
employer may deduct this amount from moneys due to 
the employee by reason of the other provisions of this 
award at the time of termination. 

(f) In addition to any payment to which she may be 
entitled under subclause (1) (d) of this clause, an 
employee whose employment terminates after she has 
completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and who has 
not been allowed the leave prescribed under this award in 
respect of that qualifying period, shall be given payment 
in lieu of that leave unless she has been justifiably 
dismissed for misconduct and the misconduct for which 
she has been dismissed occurred prior to completion of 
that qualifying period. 

(g) The annual leave prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause may, by consent between the employer and the 
employee, be taken in two portions provided that no 
portion shall be less than two consecutive weeks. 

(h) When computing the annual leave due under this 
clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave in 
respect of the period an employee is on long service leave, 
annual leave, absent through sickness with or without 
pay except for that portion of an absence that exceeds 
three months, or absent on Workers' Compensation, 
except for that portion of an absence that exceeds six 
months. 

(i) The leave of an employee shall not accumulate 
except with the consent of the employee and in no case 
shall it accumulate for more than two years. 

(j) Before going on annual leave each employee shall 
be given at least two weeks' notice of the date leave is to 
be taken, unless the employee and the employer agree on 
a lesser period. 

(2) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu 
thereof shall be allowed as holidays with pay: New Year's 
Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, Easter 
Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, Queen's Birth- 
day, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 

(b) In any branch or department of the services 
covered by this award where the clerical and administra- 
tive staff observe additional holidays with pay, such days 
shall be allowed to the employees covered by this award 
as holidays with pay. The provisions of this paragraph 
shall not apply where the nurse is required to maintain a 
service to other employees of a respondent to this award. 

(c) Where an employee is required by the employer to 
work on any of the foregoing days, payment for the time 
worked shall be at the rate of 2 A times the ordinary rate 
or alternatively and by agreement between the employer 
and the employee concerned payment at the rate of \ Vi 
times with equivalent time to that worked being taken off 
at a time convenient to the employer. 

(3) Employees employed in any location delineated by 
subclauses (4), (5) or (6) of Clause 24.—District 
Allowance shall be entitled to an additional week of leave 
with payment at ordinary rate. 

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

10.—Long Service Leave. 
The long service leave provisions contained in the 

Nurses (Public Hospitals) Award No. 6 of 1968 or any 
award made in substitution thereof shall apply to 
employees bound by this award. 
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11.—Sick Leave. 
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to payment for 

non attendance on the ground of personal ill health or 
injury for one sixth of a week's pay for each completed 
month of service. 

(b) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of 
each accruing year, or at the time the employee leaves the 
service of the employer, in the event of the employee 
being entitled by service subsequent to the sickness in 
that year to a greater allowance than that made at the 
time the sickness occurred. 

(2) The unused portion of the entitlement prescribed 
in paragraph (a) hereof in any accruing year shall be 
allowed to accumulate and may be availed of in the next 
or any succeeding year. 

(3) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in 
accordance with this clause the employee shall as soon as 
reasonably practicable advise the employer of his 
inability to attend for work, the nature of his illness or 
injury and the estimated duration of the absence. Pro- 
vided that such advice other than in extraordinary 
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24 
hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(4) No employee shall be entitled to the benefit of this 
clause unless he produces proof to the satisfaction of the 
employer or his representative of such sickness provided 
that the employer shall not be entitled to a medical 
certificate for absences of less than three consecutive 
working days unless the total of such absences exceeds 
five days in any one accruing year. 

(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the 
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who 
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time when 
he is absent on annual leave and an employee may apply 
for and the employer shall grant paid sick leave in place 
of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 
seven days of resuming work and then only if the 
employee was confined to his place of residence or a 
hospital as a result of his personal ill health or injury for a 
period of seven consecutive days or more and he 
produces a certificate from a registered medical 
practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that the 
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee 
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance 
with subclause (3) (c) of this clause if he is unable to 
attend for work on the working day next following his 
annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he proceeded 
on annual leave and shall not be made with respect to 
fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) 
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the 
paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be 
taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer 
and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to 
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if termina- 
tion occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with 
the provisions of Clause 9.—Annual Leave and 
Holidays. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the 
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is subse- 
quently taken provided that the annual leave loading 
prescribed in Clause 9.—Annual Leave and Holidays 
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to the 
replaced annual leave. 

(6) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled to 
payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act nor to employees whose illness or injury is 
the result of the employee's own misconduct. 

(7) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual 
employees. 

12.—Compassionate Leave. 
An employee shall, on the death within Australia of a 

wife, husband, de facto wife or de facto husband, father, 
mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother sister, 
child or stepchild be entitled on notice, of leave up to and 
including the day of the funeral of such relation and such 
leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee 
in two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall 
be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of 
her/his employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of compassionate 
leave is to be made only where the employee otherwise 
would have been on duty and shall not be granted in any 
case where the employee concerned would have been off 
duty in accordance with her/his roster, or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, Workers' Compensation, 
leave without pay or on a public holiday. 

13.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: An employee who 

becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her 
employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical 
practitioner stating the presumed date of her confine- 
ment, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she has 
had not less than 12 months' continuous service with that 
employer immediately preceding the date upon which she 
proceeds upon such leave. 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) An employee shall include a part-time 

employee but shall not include an employee 
engaged upon casual or seasonal work. 

(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity 
leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave. 
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the 

period of maternity leave shall be for an 
unbroken period of from 12 to 52 weeks and 
shall include a period of six weeks' compulsory 
leave to be taken immediately before the pre- 
sumed date of confinement and a period of six 
weeks' compulsory leave to be taken 
immediately following confinement. 

(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks prior 
to the presumed date of confinement, give 
notice in writing to her employer stating the 
presumed date of confinement. 

(c) An employee shaU give not less than four 
weeks' notice in writing to her employer of the 
date upon which she proposes to commence 
maternity leave, stating the period of leave to 
be taken. 

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this order 
as a consequence of failure to give the stipulat- 
ed period of notice in accordance with para- 
graph (c) hereof if such failure is occasioned by 
the confinement occurring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe Job: Where in the opinion of a 
duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising 
out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work 
assigned to the employee make it inadvisable for the 
employee to continue at her present work, the employee 
shall, if the employer deems it practicable, be transferred 
to a safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to 
that job until the commencement of maternity leave. 

If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the 
employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified 
necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. Such 
leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the purposes 
of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 
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(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period 
may be lengthened once only, save with the 
agreement of the employer, by the employee 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of 
the employer, be shortened by the employee 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
and stating the period by which the leave is to 
be shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the preg- 
nancy of an employee terminates other than by 
the birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then on 
maternity leave terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of the 
employee to resume work at a time nominated 
by the employer which shall not exceed four 
weeks from the date of notice in writing by the 
employee to the employer that she desires to 
resume work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave. 
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not then 

on maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks 
other than by the birth of a living child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period of 
unpaid leave (to be known as special 
maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal conse- 
quence of confinement she shall be 
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition 
to special maternity leave, to such paid 
sick leave as to which she is then entitled 
and which a duly qualified medical 
practitioner certifies as necessary before 
her return to work. 

(b) Where an employee not then on maternity leave 
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may 
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then 
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be 
known as special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner certifies as 
necessary before her return to work, provided 
that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not 
exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) 
hereof, maternity leave shall include special 
maternity leave. 

(d) An employee returning to work after the com- 
pletion of a period of leave taken pursuant to 
this subclause shall be entitled to the position 
which she held immediately before proceeding 
on such leave or, in the case of an employee 
who was transferred to a safe job pursuant to 
subclause (3), to the position she held 
immediately before such transfer. 
Where such position no longer exists but there 
are other positions available, for which the 
employee is qualified and the duties of which 
she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements: 
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken 
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 
52 weeks: 

(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunction 
with maternity leave, take any annual leave or 
long service leave or any part thereof to which 
she is then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award 
absences (excluding annual leave or long service 
leave), shah not be available to an employee 
during her absence on maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: Not- 
withstanding any award or other provision to the con- 
trary, absence on maternity leave shall not break the 
continuity of service of an employee but shall not be 
taken into account in calculating the period of service for 
any purpose of the award. 

(9) Termination of Employment. 
(a) An employee on maternity leave may terminate 

her employment at any time during the period 
of leave by notice given in accordance with this 
award. 

(b) An employer shall not terminate the employ- 
ment of an employee on the grounds of her 
pregnancy or of her absence on maternity 
leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer 
in relation to termination of employment are 
not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work after Maternity Leave. 
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing to the 
employer given not less than four weeks prior 
to the expiration of her period of maternity 
leave. 

(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the notice 
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be 
entitled to the position which she held 
immediately before proceeding on maternity 
leave or, in the case of an employee who was 
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause 
(3), to the position which she held immediately 
before such transfer. Where such position no 
longer exists but there are other positions 
available for which the employee is qualified 
and the duties of which she is capable of per- 
forming, she shall be entitled to a position as 
nearly comparable in status and salary or wage 
to that of her former position. 

(11) Replacement Employees. 
(a) A replacement employee is an employee 

specifically engaged as a result of an employee 
proceeding on maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
employee under this subclause the employer 
shall inform that person of the temporary 
nature of the employment and of the rights of 
the employee who is being replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace 
an employee temporarily promoted or trans- 
ferred in order to replace an employee 
exercising her rights under this clause, the 
employer shall inform that person of the 
temporary nature of the promotion or transfer 
and of the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be 
construed as requiring an employer to engage a 
replacement employee. 

(e) A replacement employee shall not be entitled to 
any of the rights conferred by this clause except 
where her employment continues beyond the 12 
months' qualifying period. 

14.—Study Leave. 
The study leave provisions applicable to Public Service 

Employees of the State Government shall apply to 
employees under this Award. 
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15.—Transport. 
No employee shall be required to provide and maintain 

a vehicle for the purposes of the employer's business, 
however, where there is an agreement between the 
employer and employee to the use of the employee's 
vehicle an allowance shall be paid in accordance with the 
agreement or award relating to officers of the Public 
Service. 

16.—Transfers and Distant Appointments. 
(1) An employee other than one engaged as a reliever 

who is required to transfer to an area necessitating the 
taking up of alternative residence shall where practicable 
be given not less than four weeks' notice of such 
requirement. 

The employer shall be required to pay the cost incurred 
in moving the employee's necessary household effects or 
alternatively may arrange the transport of such effects. 

(2) (a) An employee who is transferred at the request 
of the employer from one place to another shall be 
entitled to first class travelling accommodation between 
the places of transfer and to full payment of wages 
during the time of leaving duty and taking up her new 
duties. 

(b) Where an employee wishes to use her own vehicle 
to give effect to a transfer by the employer and the 
employer approves she shall be paid the equivalent of the 
entitlement in subclause (2) (a) of this clause. 

(3) A reasonable amount of time shah be allowed to an 
employee to prepare for a transfer including establish- 
ment in the new premises. 

17. —Accommodation. 
(1) The employer shall provide suitable furnished 

accommodation for any employees appointed to an area 
where it is impracticable for these employees to return to 
their usual place of abode each day. 

(2) All reasonable attempts shall be made by the 
employer to ensure that each employee's privacy is 
preserved and except where it is impracticable or where 
the employee otherwise agrees, shared accommodation 
shall be avoided. 

(3) Employees who are accommodated in hospital 
quarters shall be subject to the provisions of the Public 
Hospitals Board and Lodging Award No. 16 of 1978. 
Other accommodation charges shall not exceed those 
determined by the Government Employees Housing 
Authority. 

18.—Part-Time Employees and Casuals. 
(1) (a) Notwithstanding anything contained herein, an 

employer shall be at liberty to employ part-time 
employees. 

(b) A part-time employee means an employee engaged 
on a fortnightly contract of service who regularly works 
less than 38 hours per week. 

(c) Such employees shall receive the rate of wage 
specified in this award as is proportionate to the time 
worked without payment of casual rates. 

(d) Part-time employees shall be allowed sick leave 
and annual leave in accordance with the provisions of 
this award, only in the proportion which their weekly 
hours of duty bear to 38 hours. 

(2) (a) An employee employed for a period of less than 
two weeks shall be deemed a casual employee and be paid 
20 per cent of the rates specified in this award for her 
class of work. 

(b) If a casual employee is still required at the end of 
two weeks, she may be re-employed as a casual with 
payment in accordance with paragraph (a) above for 
another two weeks. 

(c) Casual employees shall not be entitled to be paid 
for public holidays on which they are not required to 
work, nor shall they be entitled to the provisions of 
Clause 9 relating to Annual Leave or Clause 11.—Sick 
Leave. 

(d) The minimum period of engagement of a casual 
shall be three hours. 

19.—Laundry and Uniforms. 
(1) The employer shall provide all uniforms which 

shall at all times remain the property of the employer. 
Provided that in lieu of providing uniforms the employer 
may pay an allowance of $1.90 per week, and the 
employee shall wear uniforms which conform to the uni- 
form stipulated by the employer with respect to material, 
colour, pattern and conditions. Where the employer does 
not require the employee to wear a uniform no allowance 
shall be payable. 

(2) Each employee shall be entitled to all reasonable 
laundry work at the expense of the employer, but where 
the employer elects not to launder the uniforms the 
employee shall be paid an allowance of $1.00 per week. 

20.—Payment of Wages. 
Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at the option 

of the employer and no employee shall be required to 
wait beyond the appointed time for payment of wages 
without payment for such time at ordinary rates, unless 
the delay is beyond the employer's control. 

21.—Time and Wages Records. 
(1) The employer shall maintain a record of the hours 

worked and the payment made for such work to each 
employee and shall also record all details relevant to an 
employee's sick leave, annual leave and long service leave 
entitlements. 

(2) The records shall, upon reasonable notice being 
given, be open for inspection at the office of the 
employer concerned by an accredited representative of 
the Federation. 

(3) On each pay day an employee in respect of the 
payment then due shall be furnished with a statement in 
writing, either on or in the pay envelope, containing the 
following particulars, viz name, the amount of ordinary 
wage, the total number of hours of overtime worked (if 
any) the amount of any overtime payment, the amount 
of any other moneys paid and the purposes for which 
they are paid and the amount of the deductions made 
from total earnings and the nature thereof. Where a 
machine system which precludes the inclusion of all of 
the foregoing details is used, the employer shall supply to 
any employee so requesting such details not included 
with her wages. 

22.—Interviews and Notices. 
(1) An accredited representative of the Federation 

shall on notification to the employer be entitled to inter- 
view employees on the employer's premises at reasonable 
times. 

(2) If the Federation so requests, a copy of this award 
shall be made available in a place where it may be con- 
veniently and readily seen by every employee concerned. 
The Federation may also post thereat such other notices 
relating to union matters as are reasonable. 

23.—No Reduction. 
No employee covered by this award shall suffer any 

reduction or derogation of any conditions applicable to 
her employment at the date hereof. 

24.—District Allowance. 
(1) Employees employed in the districts of the State 

described in subclause (2) of this clause shall be paid the 
allowance prescribed for that district. 

(2) The boundaries of the districts shall be: 
District: 
1. The area within a line commencing on coast; 

thence east along latitude 28 to a point north of 
Tallering Peak; thence due south to Tallering 
Peak; thence south-east to Mt. Gibson and 
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Burracoppin; thence to a point south-east at 
the junction of latitude 32 and longitude 119; 
thence south along longitude 119 to coast. 

2. That area within a line commencing on the 
south coast at longitude 119 then east along the 
coast to longitude 123; then north along longi- 
tude 123 to a point on latitude 30 thence west 
along latitude 30 to the boundary of No. 1 
District. 

3. The area within a line commencing on coast at 
latitude 26; thence along latitude 26 to longi- 
tude 123; thence south along longitude 123 to 
the boundary of No. 2 District. 

4. The area within a line commencing on the coast 
at latitude 24; thence east to the South 
Australian Border; thence south to the coast; 
thence along the coast to longitude 123; thence 
north to the intersection of latitude 26; thence 
west along latitude 26 to the coast. 

5. That area of the State situated between the 
latitude 24 and a line running east from Carnot 
Bay to the Northern Territory Border. 

6. That area of the State north of a line running 
east from Carnot Bay to the Northern Territory 
Border. 

(3) The weekly allowance payable to employees 
employed in the districts of the State described in 
subclause (2) of this clause are as follows: 

District Column A 

Provided that the allowances prescribed in Column 
"A" shall operate from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 1 January 1982. 

(4) Employees employed in the towns shown here- 
under in the districts referred to in subclause (2) of this 
clause shall be paid the following allowances in lieu of the 
rates prescribed in subclause (3) of this clause. 

District Town Column A 
1. Nil Nil 
2. Kalgoorlie 1.90 

Ravensthorpe 7.70 
Norseman 7.70 
Salmon Gums 7.70 
Marvel Loch 7.70 
Esperance 7.70 

3. Meekatharra 12.80 
Mount Magnet 12.80 
Wiluna 12.80 
Laverton 12.80 
Leonora 12.80 
Cue 12.80 

4. Warburton Mission 34.30 
Carnarvon 12.10 

5. Fitzroy Crossing 34.30 
Halls Creek 34.30 
Turner River Camp 34.30 
Nullagine 34.30 
Abydos Research Station 31.80 
Liveringa (Camballin) 31.80 
Marble Bar 31.80 
Wittenoom 31.80 
Port Hedland 27.90 

6. Nil Nil 
Provided that the allowances prescribed in Column 

"A" shall operate from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 1 January 1982. 

(5) (a) A married male employee whose spouse is not 
employed by the Government shall be paid double the 
weekly allowance expressed herein for the district or 
town in which he is employed. 

(b) An employee other than a married male employee, 
who supplies proof that he or she is the main support of 
relatives or dependants resident within the State shaU be 
paid double the weekly allowance expressed herein for 
the district or town in which he or she is employed. 

(c) In no circumstances shah the weekly allowances 
paid to a married couple by Government employers 
exceed double the allowances prescribed herein or be less 
than that amount. 

(6) The rates of allowance prescribed herein shall be 
adjusted every 12 months in accordance with variation in 
the "Consumer Price Index" for Perth for the period 
ending 31 December each year. The adjustment to the 
rates shall be effective from the beginning of the first pay 
period to commence on or after the 1st day of January in 
each year. 

(7) Where an employee is on annual leave payment of 
the district allowance shall be made for such period of 
leave at the rate the employee would ordinarily be 
entitled. 

(8) Where an employee is on long service leave or other 
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) pay- 
ment of the district allowance shall only be made for the 
period of such leave that the employee remains in the 
district in which he or she is employed. 

(9) Liberty is reserved to the union to make applica- 
tion to amend this clause with respect to towns which 
attract allowances different from that applying generally 
to that district. 

(10) Nothing in this clause shall operate so as to reduce 
the district allowance being paid at the date of this order 
to any employee. 

(11) Where an employee is provided with free board 
and lodging by the employer the allowances prescribed 
herein shall be reduced to two-thirds of the full 
allowance. 

25.—Nursing Outpost — Availability Allowance. 
(1) Where a registered general nurse is required to 

work at any of the locations as prescribed in the Groups 
listed in subclause (8) then the following provisions shall 
apply. 

Group 4 — An allowance of $51.50 per week plus 
four weeks special leave per annum. 

Group 3 — An allowance of $38.60 per week plus 
two weeks special leave per annum. 

Group 2 — An allowance of $25.70 per week plu 
two weeks special leave per annum. 

Group 1 — An allowance of $25.70 per week. 
(2) The allowance provided for in subclause (1) of this 

clause is not payable during any leave as provided for in 
this award and is only payable to the registered general 
nurse actually performing the duties at the outpost at any 
given time. 

(3) The allowance is to be calculated on a pro rata basis 
for periods of less than a week's duration. 

(4) Special leave shall be in addition to leave provided 
for in Clause 9.—Annual Leave and Holidays but shall 
not attract leave loading as provided for in subclause 1 
(b) of Clause 9.—Annual Leave and Holidays. 

(5) Special leave as provided in this clause shall be 
taken at a time convenient to the employer but shall not 
accumulate beyond each six months' service and is to be 
calculated where applicable on a pro rata basis for 
periods of less than 12 months' duration. Provided that 
the pro rata leave entitlement shall be calculated having 
regard for completed calendar weeks of service at the 
nursing outpost only. 

(6) An employee entitled to the payment of an 
allowance and special leave in accordance with this clause 
shall not be entitled to payment for overtime or on call in 
accordance with Clause 6 or Clause 7 of this award for 
the period of duty at the nursing outpost. 

39311—4 
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(7) The allowances prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause shall be adjusted in accordance with percentage 
movements in the on call allowance as prescribed in 
Clause 7 (4) (b). 

(8) For the purposes of subclause (1) of this clause the 
following shall be the prescribed groups: 

Group 4 
Balgo Hills 
Cundeelee 
Jigalong 
Oombulgurri 
Turkey Creek 
Warburton 
Wiluna 
Kalumburu 

Group 3 
La Grange 
One Arm Point 

Group 2 
Beagle Bay 
Lombardina 

Group 1 
Looma 
Noonkanbah 
Nullagine 
Yandeyarra 
Cervantes 
Bremer Bay 
Lake Varley 

The determination of classifications and the inclusion 
and deletion of outposts within these Groups is at the 
discretion of the employer and may be varied from time 
to time by agreement with the Federation. 

26.—Wages. 
(1) Enrolled nurses shall be paid the following rates — 

Per Week 
1st year of experience after 
registration $284.30 
2nd year of experience after 
registration $288.30 
3rd year of experience after 
registration $296.80 
Special Classification $312.30 
The appointment of "Special Classification" shall 
be at the discretion of the employer which may be 
exercised to recognise special skills or responsi- 
bilities not usually required of an enrolled nurse. 

(2) Nurse Grade 1: The following rates shaU be paid to 
nurses classified at each level: 

Level 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

$381.00 
$391.40 
$401.80 
$412.20 
$422.60 
$433.00 
$443.50 
$453.90 
$478.90 
$497.60 
$516.30 

Note: 
1. A registered nurse shall enter the service at 

Level 1 and shall proceed by annual increments 
to Level 4 unless otherwise specified in this 
subclause. 

2. A registered nurse with one post basic certifi- 
cate shall enter the service at Level 2 and shall 
proceed by annual increments to Level 5. 

3. A registered nurse with two post basic certifi- 
cates shall enter the service at Level 3 and shall 
proceed by annual increments to Level 8. 

4. A registered nurse with a post basic tertiary 
nursing qualification from a university or 
college of advanced education shaU enter the 
service at Level 5 and proceed by annual incre- 
ments to Level 9. 

5. A registered nurse appointed to provide the 
Staff Development programmes to the service 
shall enter at Level 9 and proceed by annual 
increments to Level 11. 

6. Where an employee who is designated "Senior 
Nurse" by the employer has not reached the 
penultimate increment of that employee's 
range, that employee shall nevertheless be paid 
at the rate plus 4.5 per cent whilst so desig- 
nated. Advancement to the final increment 
shall occur in the same manner as would have 
been the case if the employee had not been 
designated as senior nurse and if the employee 
is still so designated, 4.5 per cent shall be added 
to the final increment. 

7. An employee who is designated as "Nurse in 
Charge" shall receive an allowance equal to 4.5 
per cent of her ordinary base wage whilst so 
designated. 

8. The determination of a salary range within 
these levels shall be at the discretion of the 
employer and will have regard for the qualifica- 
tion(s) required by the employer and used in the 
employee's employment. 

(3) Nurse Grade 2 — 
(1) The following rates shall be paid to nurses 

classified at each level: 
Level 1 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

$476.80 
$484.20 
$489.20 
$502.60 
$509.10 
$527.50 
$595.30 
$600.30 
$620.20 

(2) Nurses shall be classified at each level as 
follows: 

Level 1 — District Nursing Supervisor with two post 
basic certificates. 

Level 2 — District Nursing Supervisor with post 
basic tertiary nursing qualifications from a uni- 
versity or college of advanced education. 
Deputy Director Community Nursing (Eastern 
Goldfields, Pilbara, Central Region) with two 
post basic certificates. 

Level 3 — Deputy Director Community Nursing 
(Eastern Goldfields, Pilbara, Central Region) 
with post basic tertiary nursing qualifications 
from a university or college of advanced 
education. 

Level 4 — District Nursing Supervisor with two post 
basic certificates and post basic tertiary nursing 
qualifications from a university or college of 
advanced education. 
Director Community Nursing (Eastern 
Goldfields, Pilbara, Central Region) with two 
post basic certificates; 
Deputy Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with two post 
basic certificates; 
Occupational Health Supervisor with two post 
basic certificates. 

Level 5 — Deputy Director Community Nursing 
(Eastern Goldfields, Pilbara, Central Region) 
with two post basic certificates and post basic 
tertiary nursing qualifications from a university 
or college of advanced education. 
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Director Community Nursing (Eastern Gold- 
fields, Pilbara, Central Region) with post basic 
tertiary nursing qualifications from a university 
or college of advanced education. 
Deputy Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with post 
basic tertiary nursing qualifications from a 
university or college of advanced education. 
Occupational Health Supervisor with post 
basic tertiary nursing qualifications from a 
university or college of advanced education. 

Level 6 — Director Community Nursing (Eastern 
Goldfields, Pilbara, Central Region) with two 
post basic certificates and post basic tertiary 
nursing qualifications from a university or 
college of advanced education. 
Deputy Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with two post 
basic certificates and post basic tertiary nursing 
qualifications from a university or college of 
advanced education. 
Occupational Health Supervisor with two post 
basic certificates and post basic tertiary nursing 
qualifications from a university or college of 
advanced education. 

Level 7 — Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with two post 
basic certificates. 

Level 8 — Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with post 
basic tertiary nursing qualifications from a uni- 
versity or college of advanced education. 

Level 9 — Director Community Nursing (Metro- 
politan, South West, Kimberleys) with two post 
basic certificates and post basic tertiary nursing 
qualifications from a university or college of 
advanced education. 

Schedule of Respondents. 
Hon. Minister for Health 
Government Printer 
Metropolitan Water Authority 
Building Management Authority 
Western Australian Meat Commission 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of February 1985. 
By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

AWARDS — Variation of — 

ART GALLERY ATTENDANTS AND 
GROUNDSMEN. 

Award No. 31 of 1980. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 549 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellanous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and the Board of the Art 
Gallery of W.A., Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J. Flood on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Art Gallery Attendants and Grounds- 
men Award No. 31 of 1980 be varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect as from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 9.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
(1) The provisions of this subclause shall not 

apply to continuous shift employees. 
(a) Except as hereinafter provided all time 

worked in excess of or outside the rostered 
ordinary hours of work on Monday to 
Saturday inclusive shall be paid for at the 
rate of time and a half for the first two 
hours and double time thereafter, and on 
Sunday at the rate of double time. 

(b) All time worked on a rostered day off 
shall be paid at the rate of double time. 

(c) An employee who is required to work for 
more than one hour after the usual ceasing 
time and who was not notified on the 
previous day of the necessity for such over- 
time shall be paid a meal allowance of 
$3.80. 

(d) Casual employees shall be paid at the rate 
of time and one half for the first two hours 
and double time thereafter for all time 
worked in excess of eight hours in any one 
shift. 

(e) An employee who is recalled to work shall 
be paid for a minimum of three hours at 
overtime rates and for all reasonable 
expenses incurred in returning to work. 

(2) (a) The provisions of this subclause apply only 
to continuous shift workers. 

(b) All time worked in excess of or outside the 
ordinary working hours shall be paid for at the rate 
of double time except where a worker is called upon 
to work a sixth shift in not more than one week in 
any four weeks when he shall be paid for such shift 
at the rate of time and ahalf for the first two hours 
and double time thereafter. 
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(c) Time worked in excess of the ordinary 
working hours shall be paid for at ordinary rates: 

(i) if it is due to private arrangements between 
the workers themselves; or 

(ii) if it does not exceed two hours and is due 
to a relieving man not coming on duty at 
the proper time; or 

(iii) if it is for the purpose of effecting the 
customary rotation of shifts. 

(3) The provisions of this clause do not operate so 
as to require payment of more than double time, or 
double time and one half on a public holiday pre- 
scribed under this award for any work. Except and 
to the extent that the provisions of Clause 11.— 
Special Rates and Provisions of this award apply to 
that work. 

2. Clause 11.—Special Rates and Provisions: Delete 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Special Rates and Provisions. 

(1) The employer shall, where practicable, make 
suitable provisions for employees to change their 
clothing on the employer's premises. 

(2) Uniforms and/or clean overalls shall be 
supplied by the employer free of charge, where the 
employer requires such to be worn. Such items shall 
always remain the property of the employer. 

(3) (a) All employees called upon to clean closets 
connected to septic tanks or sewers shall be paid an 
allowance of $0.36 per closet per week. 

(b) For the purpose of this subclause one metre of 
urinal or three urinal stalls shall count as one closet. 

(4) An employee shall not be required to work 
from the top of a ladder more than 3.5 metres long 
which rests on the ground or floor level, unless he 
has an assistant. 

(5) An allowance of $1.10 per day or part thereof 
shall be paid to an employee required to use an airlift 
in the course of his duties. 

3. Clause 15.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

15.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shah be allowed 
annually to an employee by his employer after a 
period of 12 months' continuous service with such 
employer. 

(2) (a) "Ordinary wages" for an employee other 
than a shift employee shall mean the rate of wage, 
excluding penalty rates the employee has received 
for the greatest proportion of the calendar month 
prior to his taking annual leave. 

(b) "Ordinary wages" for a shift employee shall 
mean the rate of wage the shift employee would 
receive under Clause 10.—Shift and Weekend Work 
of the Award according to the employee's roster or 
projected roster including Saturday and Sunday 
shifts. 

(3) (a) A seven day shift employee, i.e. a shift 
employee who is rostered to work regularly on 
Sundays and Public Holidays shall be allowed one 
week's leave in addition to the leave to which he is 
otherwise entitled under this clause. 

(b) Where an employee with 12 months' contin- 
uous service is engaged for part of a qualifying 12 
monthly period as a seven day shift employee, he 
shall be entitled to have the period of annual leave to 
which he is otherwise entitled under this clause 
increased by one-twelfth of a week for each 
completed month he is continuously so engaged. 

(4) If any holiday referred to in Clause 14.— 
Public Holidays of this Award falls within an 
employee's period of annual leave and is observed 
on a day which in the case of that employee would 
have been an ordinary working day, there shall be 
added to that period one day being an ordinary 
working day for each such holiday observed as 
aforesaid. 

(5) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee lawfully 
leaves his employment or his employment is termin- 
ated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at his ordinary rate of wage in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service in that 
qualifying period except that, in the case of an 
employee referred to in subclause (3) of this clause, 
he shall be paid 3.85 hours' pay at the rate in respect 
of each completed week of continuous service. 

(6) In addition to any payment to which he may 
be entitled under subclause (5) of this clause, an 
employee whose employment terminates after he 
has completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and 
who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under 
this clause in respect of that qualifying period shall 
be given payment as prescribed in subclauses (2) and 
(10) of this clause in lieu of that leave unless — 

(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct; and 

(b) the misconduct for which he has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(7) An employee may be rostered off and granted 
annual leave with payment of ordinary wages as 
prescribed prior to his having completed a period of 
12 months' continuous service, in which case should 
the services of such employee terminate or be 
terminated prior to the completion of 12 months' 
continuous service, the employee shall refund to the 
employer the difference between the amount 
received by him for wages in respect of the period of 
his annual leave and the amount which would have 
accrued to him by reason of the length of his service 
up to the date of the termination of his service. 

(8) (a) Subject to subclause (3) of this clause, 
when computing the annual leave due under this 
clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave 
in respect of the period that an employee is on 
annual leave and/or holidays. Provided that no 
deduction shall be made for any approved period an 
employee is absent from duty through sickness, with 
or without pay, unless the absence exceeds three 
calendar months, in which case deduction may be 
made for such excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work 
caused through accident sustained in the course of 
employment shall not be considered breaks in con- 
tinuity of service, but the first six months only of 
any such period shall count as service for the 
purpose of computing entitlements. 

(9) The annual leave prescribed in this clause 
may, by agreement between the employee and 
employer, be taken in two portions provided that no 
portion shall be less than two consecutive weeks. 

(10) Annual Leave Loading: In addition to his 
payment for annual leave an employee shall receive 
a loading calculated on the rate of wage prescribed 
by subclause (2) of this clause. This loading shall be 
as follows: 

(1) Day employees — an employee who would 
have worked on day work had he not been 
on leave — a loading of 17'A per cent on 
ordinary wages. 
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Provided that in no case shall the 
loading for four weeks' leave exceed the 
amount set out in the Commonwealth 
Bureau of Census and Statistics publica- 
tion for "Average Weekly Earnings per 
Male Employed Unit" in W.A. for the 
September quarter immediately preceding 
the date of accrual of such leave. 

(2) Shift employees — an employee who 
would have worked on shift work had he 
not been on leave — a loading of 20 per 
cent on ordinary wages. 

Provided that where the employee 
would have received shift loadings pre- 
scribed by Clause 10.—Shift and Weekend 
Work of this award had he not been on 
leave during the relevant period and such 
loadings would have entitled him to a 
greater amount than the loading of 20 per 
cent, then the shift loadings shall be added 
to the rate of wage prescribed by subclause 
(2)(b) of this clause in lieu of the 20 per 
cent loading. 

Provided further, that if the shift 
loadings would have entitled him to a 
lesser amount than the loading of 20 per 
cent then such loading of 20 per cent shall 
be added to the rate of wage prescribed by 
subclause (2)(b) of this clause. 

The loading prescribed by this subclause 
shall not apply to proportionate leave on 
termination. 

(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply 
to casual employees. 

ART GALLERY ATTENDANTS AND 
GROUNDSMEN. 

Award No. 31 of 1980. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 924 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and the Board of the Art 
Gallery of Western Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J. Flood on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Art Gallery Attendants and Grounds- 
men Award No. 31 of 1980 be varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect as from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 5.—Definitions: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 

5.—Definitions. 
(1) "Senior Attendant" shall mean an employee 

whose duties include the supervision of attendant 
staff and who is responsible for maintaining build- 
ings and grounds in a clean and secure condition. 

(2) "Deputy Senior Attendant" shall mean an 
employee whose duties include responsibility for the 
security of the Art Gallery and for security staff and 
relieves the Senior Attendant during absences 
occasioned by rostering. 

(3) "Security Attendant" shall mean an 
employee whose duties include ensuring the security 
of buildings and grounds. 

(4) "Artisan Attendant" shall mean an employee 
whose duties include handling works of art under 
direction and preparing galleries for exhibitions. 

(5) ' 'Attendant Cleaner" shall mean an employee 
whose duties include cleaning buildings and per- 
forming attendant duties. 

(6) "Groundsman" shall mean an employee 
whose duties include keeping external areas in a neat 
and clean condition, assisting in minor maintenance 
work and driving duties as required. 

(7) "Casual Employee" shall mean an employee 
who is engaged to work for less than one week. 

(8) "Continuous Shift Employee" shall mean an 
employee who may be rostered to work a day, after- 
noon or night shift on any of the seven days of the 
week. 

(9) "Rostered Employee" means an employee 
who is rostered to work fixed hours on any five of 
the seven days. 

(10) "Part Time Employee" means an employee 
who is rostered to work fixed hours on any five of 
the seven days and who regularly works a lesser 
number of hours than 40. 

(11) "Employer" shall mean the Board of the 
Art Gallery of Western Australia. 

(12) "Union" shall mean The Federated Mis- 
cellaneous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, 
Service and Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 

2. Clause 13.—Fares and Travelling Time: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

13.—Fares and Travelling Time. 
(1) An employee who is required to work away 

from his usual place of work shall be paid for any 
fares in excess of those normally incurred in 
travelling from his home to his usual place of work 
and return except where an allowance is paid in 
accordance with subclause (2) hereof. 

(2) (a) Where an employee is required and 
authorised to use his own motor vehicle in the 
course of his duties he shall be paid an allowance not 
less than that provided for in the schedules set out 
hereunder. Notwithstanding anything contained in 
this subclause the employer and the employee may 
make any other arrangement as to car allowance not 
less favourable to the employee. 

(b) Where an employee in the course of a journey 
travels through two or more of the separate areas, 
payment at the rates prescribed herein shall be made 
at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the 
separate areas traversed. 

(c) A year for the purpose of this clause shall 
commence on the first day of July and end on 30 
June next following. 
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Rates of Hire for use of employee's own vehicle 
on employer's business. 

Schedule 1 — Motor Car. 
Engine Displacement 
(in cubic centimetres) 

Over 1600cc 
Distance travelled during 1600cc and under 
a year on official business c/km c/km 
Metropolitan Area: 

First 8 000 kilometres 31.5 23.3 
Over 8 000 kilometres 20.4 15.5 

South West Land Division: 
First 8 000 kilometres 32.3 23.9 
Over 8 OCX) kilometres 20.9 15.8 

North of 23.5 degrees South 
Latitude: 

First 8 000 kilometres 36.0 26.8 
Over 8 000 kilometres 23.0 17.6 

Rest of State: 
First 8 000 kilometres 33.6 24.8 
Over 8 000 kilometres 21.8 16.5 

Schedule 2 — Motor Cycles. 
c/km 

All Areas of State: 
First 8 000 kilometres 9.1 
Over 8 000 kilometres 5.7 
(3) The allowances prescribed in this clause shall 

be varied in accordance with any movement in the 
allowances in the Public Service Motor Vehicle 
Allowance Award 1976. 

(4) Travelling time in excess of that normally 
incurred in travelling from his or her home to his or 
her usual place of work and return shall be paid at 
the rate of ordinary time. 

3. Clause 19.—Compassionate Leave: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

19.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee shall, on the death within 

Australia of a wife, husband, de facto spouse, 
father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
notice to leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of compassion- 
ate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

4. Clause 21.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Higher Duties. 
(1) Any employee performing work carrying a 

higher minimum rate than his regular rate of wage 
shall be paid for the time so worked at such higher 
minimum rate. Provided that where such employee 
is engaged in the higher grade of work for more than 
two hours in any one day the employee shall be paid 
the higher rate for the whole day. 

(2) Any employee required to perform work in a 
lower grade for any shift or portion thereof shall not 
be reduced in wages whilst employed in such lower 
capacity. 

BAG, SACK AND TEXTILE. 
Award No. 3 of 1960. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 925 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Joyce Bros (W.A.) 
Pty Ltd and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the 
respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Bag, Sack and Textile Award No. 3 of 
1960 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Immediately after the 

numbers and title "32.—Payment of Wages — 38 Hour 
Week", add the numbers and title "33.—Higher Duties 
Allowance". 

2. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

7.—Overtime. 
(1) The provisions of this clause shall apply to all 

workers. 
(2) (a) An employer may require any worker to 

work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirement. 

(b) No Union or Association party to this award, 
or worker or workers covered by this award, shall in 
any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to 
or concerned in any ban, limitation, or restriction 
upon the working of overtime in accordance with 
the requirements of this subclause. 

(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, all work done beyond the ordinary 
working hours on any day, Monday to Friday, 
inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary 
hours shall mean the hours of work fixed in an 
establishment in accordance with Sections A — 
Hours, B — Implementation of 38 Hour Week and 
C — Procedures for In-Plant Discussions of Clause 
6.—Hours of this award. 

(b) (i) Work done on Saturdays after 12.00 
noon or on Sundays shall be paid for at 
the rate of double time. 

(ii) Work done on any day prescribed as a 
holiday under this award shall be paid 
for at the rate of double time and one- 
half. 

(c) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12.00 noon 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for 
the first two hours and double time thereafter but 
this paragraph does not apply in the case to which 
paragraph (d) of subclause (1) of Section A — 
Hours of Clause 6.—Hours of this award applies. 
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(d) In computing overtime each day shall stand 
alone. 

(e) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the 
rate payable for shift work. 

(f) A worker who is recalled to work shall be paid 
for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates. 

3. Immediately after Clause 32.—Payment of Wages 
38 Hour Week of this award, insert the following: 

33.—Higher Duties Allowance. 
(1) A worker who performs duties which carry a 

higher minimum rate than that which such worker 
usually performs shall be entitled to the higher 
minimum rate while so employed. 

(2) Where such worker is engaged in the higher 
grade of work for more than two hours in any one 
day, the worker shall be paid the higher rate for the 
whole day. 

BAKERS (Metropolitan). 
Award No. 15 of 1961. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 785 of 1983. 

Between Western Australian Bakers, Pastrycooks and 
Confectioners Union of Workers, Applicant and 
Bread Manufacturers (Perth and Suburbs) 
Industrial Union of Employers, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 
The 27th day of February 1985. 

Mr J.H. Watterston on behalf of the applicant. 
Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the respondent. 
Mr R. Meecham intervening on behalf of the Trades 

and Labor Council of Western Australia. 
Mr C.D. Lambert intervening on behalf of the Con- 

federation of Western Australian Industry (Inc.) and 
certain employers. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This is an application to 
amend the Bakers (Metropolitan) Award No. 15 of 1961 
with respect to hours of work and penalties for some of 
those hours. Before looking at the proposed 
amendments it is useful to set out background material. 

For some considerable time the award fixed both the 
ordinary hours that may be worked and the hours during 
which baking may be done. As a matter of simple 
common sense, there has been co-ordinated action with 
respect to both provisions. Act No. 106 of 1982 — the 
Bread Act — now is the means by which baking hours are 
fixed; initially by the operation of subsection (2) of 
section 8 and subsequently by a determination by the 
Minister acting pursuant to subsection (3) of that section. 

It is a matter of record that baking hours have been 
approved which fall outside the ordinary hours of the 
award and employees engaged in earlier baking have 
been paid at overtime rates. It is also a matter of record 
that the parties to the award made no effort to amend the 
award to provide consistent provisions for some six 
months, by which time the habit of the new hours was 
well established. 

When the application came before the Commission by 
the agreement of the parties in 1983, the following 
argument was put: as not all the ordinary hours were 
worked each day, it was possible to slide the ordinary 
hours backwards to take over the time worked as 
overtime because of the approved earlier start for 
baking. Those ordinary hours not worked each day- 
would then fall outside the ordinary hours for the day. 

By way of example and without confusing that example 
by including the other penalties payable under the award; 
an employee works eight hours, two hours at the 
beginning of the shift would be overtime paid at time and 
a half and six hours at ordinary time. He would be paid 
for the two ordinary hours not worked at the end of his 
shift because his contract requires payment for eight 
ordinary hours. For his eight hours of work the employee 
would be paid as for 11 hours. 

The parties proposed that when those two overtime 
hours become ordinary hours they should be paid for at a 
2 Vi times rate so that payment for two hours would be as 
for five hours; add this to the other six hours of ordinary 
time worked and the total is 11 hours, the same as the 
payment being made prior to amendment. This was the 
basis for the Commission in Court Session accepting the 
agreement of the parties. In a context of wage restraint 
there was an obligation on the Commission to be careful 
in its examination of claims which could involve 
increases in labour costs (63 WAIG 2232). 

It is important to note from the reasons for decision in 
the 1983 case that the parties were told that the 
Commission would prefer to see a rationalisation of the 
penalties payable for ordinary time rather than the 
change sought by the parties. 

However the fact that there would be no increase in 
labour costs and consequently no increase in the price of 
bread was sufficient to move the Commission and the 
amendment was approved. 

That it has been necessary to set out this background is 
sufficient to indicate that the same thing has happened 
again. Approval has been given for still earlier baking 
hours and it is again necessary to amend the award to 
permit such earlier baking to be done in ordinary hours. 
And again the parties are before the Commission 
indicating that such amendment is by agreement and that 
there will be no addition to labour cost even though at 
2Vi times rate which will apply to the newly converted 
ordinary hours. 

The wonderfully simplistic argument does not reveal 
the whole truth of the matter because not all bakers are in 
the unhappy position of having unusable ordinary hours 
available at the end of the day to trade off against the 
overtime at the beginning of the day. There are bakers 
who require their employees to work the two hours 
overtime as well as a full eight hours of ordinary time, so 
for the 10 hours work 11 hours' pay would be paid. 
Under the new agreed provision the first two hours 
ordinary time at 2Vi times calculates at five hours plus six 
hours at ordinary time plus two hours at overtime rates 
of time and a half calculating at three hours so giving a 
total of 14 hours payment for the same work. Again I 
have avoided making a confused story more confused by 
including the other penalties payable in accordance with 
the award. 

If I could turn now to the participants in the business 
of metropolitan baking. The applicant for the award is 
the Bread Manufacturers (Perth and Suburbs) Industrial 
Union of Employers and the respondent is the West 
Australian Bakers, Pastrycooks and Confectioners 
Union of Workers. The Bread Manufacturers Union of 
Employers has as its members about a third of the bakers 
in the Metropolitan area. That fraction does not 
necessarily indicate a fraction of the bread produced; 
that figure is unknown to me. The Bread Manufacturers 
Union represents member bakers in both the large and 
small manufacturing area, hot bread shops and speciality 
lines. 

The price of bread appears to be established by one of 
the larger manufacturing bakers announcing an increase 
for its product; other bakers appear to follow suit with a 
similar increase in the price of their product. There 
appears to be no control over the price of bread exercised 
by a statutory authority. As those manufacturing bakers 
who usually set the pattern of bread price increases are 
members of the Bread Manufacturers Union, increases in 
labour costs agreed to by the Union can be passed on to 
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the consumer with little difficulty. Some bakers, mainly 
chain store/supermarket operators outside the union, 
oppose the change. 

Turning to the matter of the proposed loading itself. 
There is no doubt in my mind on the material before me 
that the IVi times penalty for ordinary time has no 
connection with reality other than that it provides a ready 
solution to a problem existing for some bakers. There is 
nothing before me to justify a payment of IVi times for 
ordinary time on account of disabilities that may exist. 
The proposed provision is no more than a device which 
has little regard for the basis for industrial regulation in 
Australia. 

The Commission in Court Session approved the 
provision in September 1983 for two reasons, first, that it 
was said to cost no more and second, that it should be 
temporary to the extent that the proper course was to 
rationalise all of the penalties attached to ordinary hours 
in the industry. During one of the many discussions that 
led to the current proceedings the Commission made a 
number of suggestions to the parties in an endeavour to 
pursuade them to follow that course. Those suggestions 
were not accepted. 

I am conscious of the heavy onus placed on the 
Commission when refusing to acknowledge agreements 
between parties. I am satisfied in this case that the 
agreement is not in the public interest because it has the 
potential to impose additional costs onto the consumer 
public, it has potential for flow on and it is undesirable 
for this Commission to endorse with those potentials a 
proposal which has no basis other than expediency at a 
time of national wage restraint. 

The implications of cost increases revealed in the 
hearing make it necessary for the matter to be decided in 
accordance with Principle 11. 

The next change sought relates to the hours of work. 
The parties to the award have negotiated a reduction in 
the hours of work to 38 per week. The parties say they 
have been able to agree on certain offsets, however, in 
most cases, those offsets do little to reduce the overall 
cost of introducing the 38 hour week. Some bakers will 
be able to absorb the two hours per week without cost 
while others will be required to increase the amount of 
overtime worked by the employees. 

Because many bakers are not members of the Bread 
Manufacturers Union, the Commission wrote to all other 
bakers with licensed bakehouses advising them of the 
agreement between the parties and inviting them to make 
comment on the proposed award amendment at the next 
hearing date. No individual took advantage of that offer 
however the Confederation of W.A. Industry appearing 
as a section 50 intervenor also appeared for a number of 
employers bound by the award and expressed opposition 
to the agreement. 

In supporting the claim, the Bread Manufacturers 
Union said that all avenues had been traversed in an 
endeavour to secure satisfactory offsets. In some cases 
more was possible than in others. As different work 
practices existed the scope for offsets varied and it was 
not possible to give a collective assessment of the value of 
the offsets. 

This Commission has approved agreed reductions in 
ordinary hours to 38 per week in the past when it has been 
satisfied that reasonable steps have been taken to seek 
offsets even though those offsets are significantly less 
than the cost of the reduced hours. In this case I am 
prepared to amend the award to apply to that part of the 
industry which has not objected. 

So far as those employers who have objected are 
concerned they will be excluded subject to what follows. 
There appears to be significant progress in the other 
States towards the 38 hour week in this industry. 
Whether there is sufficient movement there and whether 
there is a well recognised nexus between this award and 
the awards of the other States are the questions to be 
asked and answered in order to determine the claim in 
accordance with Principle 5. 

Having regard for what I have already said in 
connection with the commencing times for ordinary 
hours and bearing in mind that the agreement between 
the parties is a "package" in which approval of one part 
by the Commission may not be desirable, I am prepared 
to refer both matters to the Commission in Court Session 
subject to the provision of section 27(l)(t) of the Act. 

The next matter concerns an amendment to the 
overtime provision to require payment at double time 
rates for work done after 12 noon on Friday. This is the 
means by which the parties have endeavoured to limit 
work of bakers for Saturday baking. The award 
currently provides ordinary overtime rates of work after 
12 noon Fridays which are time and a half for the first 
three hours and double time thereafter. As I read this 
proposed provision, it seeks to make all work after 12 
noon on Friday and before Monday subject to the double 
time penalty. I believe bread is baked on Saturday in hot 
bread shops and it means that the rate of pay will increase 
significantly where that bread is baked by employees. 

I was not advised of the implications of this 
amendment but, as I see it, it has the potential to increase 
significantly the costs of work on that day. That is, for 
example, a four hour work period on Saturday would 
require payment as for eight hours instead of as for 6'A 
hours. If that is the case then I am not prepared to 
approve it. The application should be dealt with under 
Principle 11 and reference to Commission in Court 
Session would be appropriate. 

Finally, the parties have agreed to a new Record and 
Right of Entry clause which will be approved and 
minutes will be issued with respect to that amendment. 

The parties are to advise the Commission with respect 
to the balance of the claim. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 785 of 1983. 

Between Western Australian Bakers, Pastrycooks and 
Confectioners Union of Workers, Applicant and 
Bread Manufacturers (Perth and Suburbs) 
Industrial Union of Employers, Respondent. 

Interim Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J.H. Watterston on behalf of the 
applicant, Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the respondent, 
Mr R. Meecham intervening on behalf of the Trades and 
Labor Council of Western Australian and Mr C.D. 
Lambert intervening on behalf of the Confederation of 
Western Australian Industry (Inc.) and certain 
employers, the Commission pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Bakers (Metropolitan) Award No. 15 of 
1961 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after 27 February 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 29th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
1. Arrangement: Delete this clause and insert in lieu: 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Term. 
4. Area. 
5. Scope. 
6. Definitions. 
7. Hours. 
8. Wages. 
9. Overtime. 

10. Holidays. 
11. Higher Duties. 
12. Record and Right of Entry. 
13. Termination of Employment. 
14. Accommodation. 
15. Aged and Infirm Employees. 
16. Breakdowns. 
17. Absence through Sickness. 
18. Apprentices. 
19. Board of Reference. 
20. Long Service Leave. 
21. Allowance. 
22. Preference. 
23. Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week. 
24. Posting of Award and Union Notices. 
25. Compassionate Leave. 
26. Supplementary Payments. 
27. Settlement of Disputes Procedure. 

Addendum. 

2. Clause 7.—Hours: Delete this clause and insert in 
lieu: 

7.—Hours. 
(1) The hours of baking shall be those specified 

under the Bread Act 1982 (as amended). 

(2) However for all employees, except when 
making doughs, the ordinary hours of work shall, 
subject to subclauses (7) and (8) hereof and Clause 
8(3)(a) and (b) be worked between:— 

(i) one minute past midnight on a Monday, 
2.00 a.m. Tuesday and Wednesday 
morning to 6.00 p.m. on each of those 
days; 

(ii) from 12.01 a.m. on a Thursday to 12 noon 
on the succeeding Friday. 

(3) The ordinary hours of work shall be an 
average of 38 per week to be worked on one of the 
following bases: 

(i) 38 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 
seven consecutive days; or 

(ii) 76 hours within a work cycle not exceeding 
14 consecutive days; or 

(iii) 114 hours within a work cycle not exceed- 
ing 21 consecutive days; or 

(iv) 152 hours within a work cycle not exceed- 
ing 28 consecutive days. 

(4) The ordinary hours of work shall be worked 
in no more than five shifts with a maximum of 10 
ordinary hours in any one shift. 

(5) In a week in which an award holiday/holidays 
falls on what would otherwise be an ordinary 
working day/days, the ordinary weekly hours shall 
be reduced by the number of hours that would have 
been worked on that day/days. 

(6) (a) Ordinary hours worked by other than 
doughmakers shall be paid as indicated below:-— 

(i) .Double time and one half. 
Monday 12.01 a.m. to LOO a.m. 
Thursday 12.01 a.m. to2.00 a.m. 

(ii) Double Time. 
Monday 1.00 a.m. to 3.00 a.m. 
Tuesday 2.00 a.m. to 5.00 a.m. 
Wednesday 2.00 a.m. to 5.00 a.m. 
Thursday 2.00 a.m. to 5.00 a.m. 

(b) An additional amount, calculated at their 
hourly rate shall be paid to doughmakers for a 
period commencing on a starting time adopted by 
other employees of their employer engaged in bread 
making and baking and terminating at 3.00 a.m. on 
Monday and 5.00 a.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday. 

(c) Any employee making doughs may also make 
yeast goods outside of the starting and finishing 
times prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof, but no 
other employee shall make or be allowed to make 
such goods outside the said times. 

(7) There shall be no fixed starting or finishing 
time for an employee making dough. 

(8) Except as hereinafter provided no employee, 
other than an employee making doughs, shall be 
allowed on the employer's premises more than half 
an hour prior to the starting time: Provided that the 
employee and/or his foreman, or, if no foreman is 
available one employee acting in the place of such a 
foreman, shall be allowed on the employer's 
premises and may work for one hour prior to the 
starting time, but shall not commence dividing or 
scaling off by machine or hand as the case may be. 

(9) No employee shall be allowed to resume work 
until he has had a clear eight hours off. 

(10) An employee shall be paid a minimum of 
three hours for any shift worked. 

(11) Any employee, other than a doughmaker, 
called upon to make a hand dough or doughs 
outside the prescribed starting or finishing times for 
less than the full shift, shall be allowed a minimum 
of three hours for the first dough and thereafter the 
actual time worked and such time may be deducted 
from his working hours the following day; otherwise 
overtime conditions at doughmaker's rates for 
overtime shall be paid: Provided however, that any 
time necessarily spent in standing by shall be paid 
for. 

(12) Any employee, other than a doughmaker, 
called upon to make a dough or doughs with the 
assistance of a machine outside the prescribed 
starting and finishing times for less than a full shift, 
shall be allowed one hour for the first dough con- 
taining 200 kilograms or more flour and thereafter 
shall be allowed the actual time engaged in the work: 
Provided that any time necessarily spent standing 
by, shall be paid for. 

(13) Meal Time: A meal interval of not less than 
20 minutes nor more than 40 minutes, shall be 
allowed to each employee after the completion of 
not less than two and a half hours' work and not 
more than five hours' work. 

Any employee required to continue beyond the 
times prescribed, shall be paid at overtime rates until 
the meal break is taken. 

(14) Crib Time: After every four hours by which 
the time worked by him in any shift exceeds four 
hours, a worker shall be entitled to a crib time or rest 
period of 10 minutes which shall count as part of the 
time worked and which shall be taken at a time to 
suit the convenience of the employer, either before 
or after the time when the entitlement accrues. 

Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour Week: 
(1) Except as provided in subclause (4) hereof, 

the method of implementation of the 38 hour week 
may be any one of the following: 

(a) by employees working less than eight 
ordinary hours each day; 
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(b) by employees working less than eight 
ordinary hours on one or more days each 
week; or 

(c) by fixing one day of ordinary working 
hours on which all employees will be off 
duty during a particular work cycle; or 

(d) by rostering employees off duty on various 
days of the week during a particular work 
cycle so that each employee has one day of 
ordinary hours off duty during that cycle. 

(e) Any day off duty shall be arranged so that 
it does not coincide with a holiday 
prescribed in subclause (1) of Clause 10.— 
Holidays, of this award. 

(2) In each plant, an assessment should be made 
as to which method of implementation best suits the 
business and the proposal shall be discussed with the 
employees concerned, the objective being to reach 
agreement on the method of implementation prior 
to 27 February 1985. 

(3) In the absence of an agreement at plant level, 
the procedure for resolving special, anomalous or 
extraordinary problems shall be as follows: 

(a) Consultation shall take place within the 
particular establishment concerned. 

(b) If it is unable to be resolved at establish- 
ment level, the matter shall be referred to 
the State Secretary of the Union (or 
Unions) concerned or his deputy, at which 
level a conference of the parties shall be 
convened without delay. 

(c) In the absence of agreement either party 
may refer the matter to the Western 
Australian Industrial Commission. 

(4) Different methods of implementation of a 38 
hour week may apply to various groups or sections 
of employees in the plant or establishment 
concerned. 

(5) Notice of Days Off Duty: Except as provided 
in subclause (6) hereof, in cases where, by virtue of 
the "arrangement of his ordinary working hours, an 
employee in accordance with paragraphs (c) and (d) 
of subclause (1) hereof, is entitled to a day off duty 
during his work cycle, such employee shall be 
advised by the employer at least four weeks in 
advance of the day he is to take off duty. 

(6) (a) An employer, with the agrement of the 
majority of the employees concerned, may 
substitute the day an employee is to take off in 
accordance with paragraphs (c) and (d) of subclause 
(1) hereof, for another day in the case of a 
breakdown in machinery or a failure or shortage of 
electric power or to meet the requirements of the 
business in the event of rush orders or some other 
emergency situation. 

(b) An employer and employee may by agree- 
ment substitute the day the employee is to take off 
for another day. 

Section C — Procedures for In-Plant Discussions: 
(1) Procedures shall be established for in-plant 

discussions, the objective being to agree on the 
method of implementing a 38 hour week in accord- 
ance with Section A — Hours and B — Implementa- 
tion of 38 Hour Week of this clause and shall entail 
an objective review of current practices to establish 
where improvements can be made and imple- 
mented. 

(2) The procedures should allow for in-plant 
discussions to continue even though all matters may 
not be resolved by 27 February 1985. 

(3) The procedures should make suggestions as to 
the recording of understandings reached and 
methods of communicating agreements and under- 
standings to all employees, including the over- 
coming of language difficulties. 

(4) The procedures should allow for the 
monitoring of agreements and understandings 
reached in-plant. 

(5) In cases where agreement cannot be reached 
in-plant in the first instances or where problems 
arise after initial agreements of understandings have 
been achieved in-plant, a formal monitoring 
procedure shall apply. The basic steps in this 
procedure shall be as applies with respect to special, 
anomalous or extraordinary problems as prescribed 
in subclause (3) of Section B of this clause. 

Section D — Hours Transition Provision: 
(1) The concept of a 38 hour week shall operate 

from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after 27 February 1985 however in 
recognition of the difficulties associated with its 
introduction an employer may implement the 38 
hour week after that date provided that such 
implementation shall occur no later than 27 April 
1985. 

(2) Where an employer implements the 38 hour 
week at a date later than the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after 27 February 
1985 an employee shall become entitled to a 
payment at the date of implementation which shall 
accrue at the rate of two ordinary hours' pay for 
each week of 40 ordinary hours that is worked after 
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on 
or after 27 February 1985. Provided that in any such 
week where less than 40 ordinary hours are worked 
then the rate of two ordinary hours' pay shall be 
reduced proportionately except where an employee 
is absent from duty in a circumstance that entitles 
him to payment for the absence pursuant to other 
provisions of this award. 

3. Clause 8.—Wages: In subclause (1) of this clause 
delete the classification and words "Jobber: — one 
fortieth of the Baker's wage, plus 20 per cent per hour" 
and insert in lieu:— 

"Jobber: one-thirty eighth of the Baker's wage 
plus 20 per cent per hour." 

4. Clause 8A.—Minimum Wage — Adult Males and 
Females: Delete this clause. 

5. Clause 10.—Holidays: Delete this clause and insert 
in lieu: — 

10.—Holidays. 
(1) The following day or days observed in lieu 

shall be granted as holidays for all employees 
without deduction of pay, namely: New Year's Day, 
Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, 
Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, 
Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing 
Day. 

(2) (a) When Christmas Day or New Year's Day 
falls on a Saturday or Sunday, such holiday shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Monday, and when 
Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or Monday, such 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday, in each case the substituted day shall be 
deemed a holiday without deduction of pay, in lieu 
of the day for which it is substituted. 

(b) The normal penalty loading shall be paid for 
the week in which Christmas Day and Boxing Day 
falls, or are observed, on a Monday or Tuesday. 

(3) When Christmas Day falls on a Thursday and 
Boxing Day falls on a Friday, there shall be a further 
starting time of not earlier than 8.00 p.m. nor later 
than 10.00 p.m. on the Friday holiday, with a 
finishing time of not later than 12.00 noon on 
Saturday. 

Provided that notwithstanding anything in this 
award elsewhere contained, any time so worked 
shall stand alone and be paid for at the rate of time 
and a half for the first four hours and double time 
thereafter. 
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(4) The normal penalty loading shall be paid for 
the week in which Good Friday falls and the week in 
which Easter Monday is celebrated. 

(5) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 
four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages shall be allowed annually to an 
employee by his employer after a period of 12 
months' continuous service with that employer. 

(6) If any award holiday falls within an 
employee's period of annual leave and is observed 
on a day which in the case of that employee would 
have been an ordinary working day, there shall be 
added to that period one day being an ordinary 
working day for each such holiday observed as 
aforesaid. 

(7) If, after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an employee law- 
fully leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall — 

(i) if such termination occurs before 27 
February 1985 be paid 3.08 hours' pay at 
the rate of wage prescribed by subclause 
(5) of this clause, divided by 40, in respect 
of each completed week of continuous 
service; or 

(ii) if termination occurs on or after 27 
February 1985 be paid 2.923 hours' pay at 
the rate of wage prescribed by subclause 
(5) of this clause, divided by 38, in respect 
of each completed week of continuous 
service. 

(8) Any time in respect of which an employee is 
absent from work except time for which he is 
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on holidays 
or annual leave as prescribed by this award shall not 
count for the purpose of determining his right to 
annual leave. 

(9) On any public holiday not prescribed as a 
holiday under this award the employer's establish- 
ment or place of business may be closed, in which 
case an employee need not present himself for duty 
and payment may be deducted but if work be done 
ordinary rates of pay shall apply. 

(10) An employee who is justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct shall not be entitled to the benefits of 
the provisions of this clause. 

(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply 
to jobbers. 

(12) Upon an employee's annual leave falling 
due, he must take and be given same within three 
months thereafter, unless an agreement is reached 
otherwise between the employer, the employee and 
the union and, except by such agreement, at least 
two weeks' notice shall be given to each employee of 
the time when he will take his annual leave. By 
agreement between the employer, the union and the 
employee, such leave may be given in two parts. 

(13) Notwithstanding anything else herein 
contained an employer who observes a Christmas 
close-down for the purpose of granting annual 
leave, may require an employee to take his annual 
leave in not more than two periods, but neither of 
such periods shall be less than one week. 

6. Clause 12.—Record and Right of Entry: Delete 
subclause (1) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(1) A time and wages book shall be kept by the 
employer in the bakehouse, in which the employer 
shall keep or cause to be kept the time an employee 
starts and finishes work each day, the hours worked 
each week and the amount of wages received, 
together with his signature for same. Such book 
shall be open for inspection during ordinary 
working hours by a duly accredited official of either 
the applicant or respondent union and he shall be 
allowed to take extracts therefrom, if for any reason 

the book be not available at the bakehouse when the 
official calls to inspect it, it shall be made available 
for inspection within 12 hours. Any system of 
automatic recording by mechanical means shall be 
deemed a compliance with this clause to the extent 
of the information recorded. A portion of the 
bakehouse building, partitioned off to form an 
office, shall be deemed to be part of the bakehouse. 

7. Clause 17.—Absence Through Sickness: Delete 
subclauses (1), (6) and (7) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(1) (a) An employee who is unable to attend or 
remain at his place of employment during the 
ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill 
health or injury shall be entitled to payment during 
such absence in accordance with the provisions of 
this clause. 

(i) employee who actually works 38 ordinary 
hours each week: 

An employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (a) or (b) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 7.—Hours so that he 
actually works 38 ordinary hours each 
week shall be entitled to payment during 
such absence for the actual ordinary hours 
absent. 

(ii) employee who works an average of 38 
ordinary hours each week: 

An employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 7.—Hours so that he 
works an average of 38 ordinary hours 
each week during a particular work cycle 
shall be entitled to pay during such absence 
calculated as follows: 
duration of absence appropriate weekly rate 
ordinary hours 5 
normally worked 
that day. 

An employee shall not be entitled to claim 
payment for personal ill health or injury nor will his 
sick leave entitlement be reduced if such ill health or 
injury occurs on the week day he is to take off duty 
in accordance with paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause 
(1) of Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 7.—Hours. 

(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 
(a) of this subclause an employee may adopt an 
alternative method of payment of sick leave entitle- 
ments where the employer and the majority of his 
employees so agree. 

(c) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at the 
rate of one sixth of a week for each completed 
month of service with the employer. 

(d) If in the first or successive years of service 
with the employer an employee is absent on the 
ground of personal ill health or injury for a period, 
longer than his entitlement to paid sick leave 
payment may be adjusted at the end of that year of 
service, or at the time the employee's services 
terminate, if before the end of that year of service, 
to the extent that the employee has become entitled 
to further paid sick leave during that year of service. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from 
one employer to another and the employee's service 
has been deemed continuous in accordance with 
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave 
provisions published in Volume 63 of the Western 
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages one to four, 
the paid sick leave standing to the credit of the 
employee at the date of transmission from service 
with the transmitter shall stand to the credit of the 
employee at the commencement of service with the 
transmittee and may be claimed in accordance with 
the provisions of this clause. 
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(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled 
to payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act 1981 nor to employees whose injury 
or illness is the result of the employee's own 
misconduct. 

8. Clause 23.—Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week: 
insert in lieu of this clause the following: 

23.—Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week. 
(1) Each employee shall be paid the appropriate 

rate shown in Clause 8.—Wages of this award. 
Subject to subclause (2) of this clause payment shall 
be pro rata where less than the full week is worked. 

(2) From the date that a 38 hour week system is 
implemented by an employee, wages shall be paid as 
follows: 

(a) Actual 38 ordinary hours: In the case of an 
employee whose ordinary hours of work 
are arranged in accordance with paragraph 
(a) or (b) of subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week of 
Clause 7.—Hours so that he works 38 
ordinary hours each week, wages shall be 
paid weekly or fortnightly according to the 
actual ordinary hours worked each week 
or fortnight. 

(b) Average of 38 ordinary hours: Subject to 
subclauses (3) and (4) hereof, in the case of 
an employee whose ordinary hours of 
work are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of 
Section B — Implementation of 38 Hour 
Week of Clause 7.—Hours so that he 
works an average of 38 ordinary hours 
each week during a particular work cycle, 
wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly 
according to a weekly average of ordinary 
hours worked even though more or less 
than 38 ordinary hours may be worked in 
any particular week of the work cycle. 

Special Note — Explanation of Averaging System: As 
provided in paragraph (b) of this subclause an employee 
whose ordinary hours may be more or less than 38 in any 
particular week of a work cycle, is to be paid his wages on 
the basis of an average of 38 ordinary hours so as to avoid 
fluctuating wage payments each week. An explanation of 
the averaging system of paying wages is set out below: 

(i) Section B — Implementation of the 
38 hour week of Clause 7.—Hours 
in subclause (1) paragraphs (c) and 
(d) provides that in implementing a 
38 hour week the ordinary hours of 
an employee may be arranged so 
that he is entitled to a day off, on a 
fixed day or rostered day basis, 
during each week cycle. It is in these 
circumstances that the averaging 
system would apply. 

(ii) If the 38 hour week is to be 
implemented so as to give an 
employee a day off in each work 
cycle this would be achieved if, 
during a work cycle of 28 
consecutive days (that is, over four 
consecutive weeks) the employee's 
ordinary hours were arranged on 
the basis that for three of the four 
weeks he worked 40 ordinary hours 
each week and in the fourth week 
he worked 32 ordinary hours. That 
is, he would work for eight 
ordinary hours each day, Monday 
to Friday inclusive for three weeks 
and eight ordinary hours on four 
days only in the fourth week — a 
total of 19 days during the work 
cycle. 

(iii) In such case the averaging system 
applies and the weekly wage rates 
for ordinary hours of work 
applicable to the employee shall be 
the average weekly wage rates set 
out for the employee's 
classification in Clause 8.—Wages 
of this award, and shall be paid 
each week even though more or less 
than 38 ordinary hours are worked 
that week. 

In effect under the averaging 
system, the employee accrues a 
'credit' each day he works actual 
ordinary hours in excess of the 
daily average which would 
otherwise be seven hours 36 
minutes. This 'credit' is carried 
forward so that in the week of the 
cycle that he works only four days, 
his actual pay would be for an 
average of 38 ordinary hours even 
though, that week, he works a total 
of 32 ordinary hours. 

Consequently, for each day an 
employee works eight ordinary 
hours he accrues a 'credit' of 24 
minutes (0.4 hours). The maximum 
'credit' the employee may accrue 
under this system is 0.4 hours on 19 
days; that is, a total of seven hours 
36 minutes. 

(iv) As provided in subclause (3) of this 
clause, an employee will not accrue 
a 'credit' for each day he is absent 
from duty other than on annual 
leave, long service leave, holidays 
prescribed under this award, paid 
sick leave, employees' 
compensation or bereavement 
leave. 

(3) Absences from Duty: 
(a) An employee whose ordinary hours are 

arranged in accordance with paragraph (c) 
or (d) of subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week of 
Clause 7.—Hours and who is paid wages 
in accordance with paragraph (a) of 
subclause (2) hereof and is absent from 
duty (other than on annual leave, long 
service leave, holidays prescribed under 
this award, paid sick leave, employees' 
compensation or bereavement leave) shall, 
for each day he is so absent, lose average 
pay for that day calculated by dividing his 
average weekly wage rate by five. 

An employee who is so absent from duty 
for part of a day shall lose average pay for 
each hour he is absent by dividing his 
average daily pay rate by eight. 

(b) Provided when such an employee is absent 
from duty for a whole day he will not 
accrue a 'credit' because he would not 
have worked ordinary hours that day in 
excess of seven hours and 36 minutes for 
which he would otherwise have been paid. 
Consequently, during the week of the 
work cycle he is to work less than 38 
ordinary hours he will not be entitled to 
average pay for that week. In that week, 
the average pay will be reduced by the 
amount of the 'credit' he does not accrue 
for each whole day during the work cycle 
he is absent. 

The amount by which an employee's 
average weekly pay will be reduced when 
he is absent from duty (other than on 
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annual leave, long service leave, holidays 
prescribed under this award, paid sick 
leave, employees' compensation or be- 
reavement leave) is to be calculated as 
follows: 
Total of 'credits' not accrued during cycle x average weekly pay ___ — 

Examples: (An employee's ordinary hours 
are arranged so that he works eight 
ordinary hours on five days of each week 
for three weeks and eight ordinary hours 
on four days of the fourth week.) 

1. Employee takes one day off 
without authorisation in first week 
of cycle. 

Week of Cycle Payment 
1st week = average weekly pay less one day's pay 

(i.e. one-fifth) 
2nd and 3rd = average weekly pay each 
weeks week 
4th week = average pay 

less credit not accrued on 
day of absence 

= average pay 
less 0.4 hours 

average weekly pay X 38 
2. Employee takes each of the four 

days off without authorisation in 
the fourth week. 

Week of Cycle Payment 
1st, 2nd and = average pay each week 
3rd weeks 
4th week = average pay 

less four-fifths of average 
pay for the four days absent 
less total of credits not 
accrued that week 

= one-fifth average pay 
less 4 x 0.4 hours 
v average weekly pay 

38 
= one-fifth average pay 

less 1.6 hours 
average weekly pay 

38 
(4) Alternative Method of Payment: An 

alternative method of paying wages to that 
prescribed by subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause 
may be agreed between the employer and the 
majority of the employees concerned. 

(5) Day Off Coinciding with Pay Day: In the 
event that an employee, by virtue of the arrange- 
ment of his ordinary working hours, is to take a day 
off duty on a day which coincides with pay day, such 
employee shall be paid no later than the working day 
immediately following pay day. Provided that, 
where the employer is able to make suitable arrange- 
ments, wages may be paid on the working day 
preceding pay day. 

(6) Method of Payment: An employee may be 
paid his wages by cheque or into his bank or 
building society account. Where wages continue to 
be paid in cash, payment may be made during the 
employee's time, provided that the employee is kept 
waiting no longer than 15 minutes. 

(7) Termination of Employment: An employee 
who lawfully leaves his employment or is dismissed 
for reasons other than misconduct shall be paid all 
moneys due to him at the termination of his service 
with the employer. 

Provided that in the case of an employee whose 
ordinary hours are arranged in accordance with 
paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause (1) of Section B — 
Implementation of 38 Hour Week and who is paid 
average pay and who has not taken the day off due 
to him during the work cycle in which his 
employment is terminated, the wages due to that 
employee shall include a total of credits accrued 
during the work cycle as detailed in the Special Note 
following paragraph (b) of subclause (2) of this 
clause. 

Provided further, where the employee has taken a 
day off during the work cycle in which his employ- 
ment is terminated, the wages due to that employee 
shall be reduced by the total of credits which have 
not accrued during the work cycle. 

(8) Details of Payment to be given: Where an 
employee requests his employer to state in writing 
with respect to each week's wages the amount of 
wages to which he is entitled, the amount of 
deductions made therefrom, the net amount being 
paid to him, and the number of hours worked, the 
employer shall do so not less than two hours before 
the employee is paid. 

(9) Calculation of Hourly Rate: Except as 
provided in subclause (3) of this clause the ordinary 
rate per hour shall be calculated by dividing the 
appropriate weekly rate by 38. 

9. After Clause 26.—Supplementary Payments, add 
the following new Clause 27.—Settlement of Disputes 
Procedure. 

27.—Settlement of Disputes Procedure. 
Subject to the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979-1982, 

any dispute or claim shall be dealt with in the following 
manner: 

(1) In the first instance all the facts of the dispute 
matter or grievance will be discussed without delay 
between the employee/s concerned and the approp- 
riate supervisor/s. The appropriate Shop Steward/s 
to be present if requested by the employee/s. 

(2) If not settled, the matter shall be discussed 
between an accredited Union Representative and the 
delegated Officer of the Company. 

(3) If agreement has not been reached, the matter 
shall be discussed between a Management 
Representative of the Company and an appropriate 
Official of the Union. 

(4) If the matter is still not settled, it shall be 
submitted to the W.A. Industrial Commission for 
decision which shall, subject to any appeal in 
accordance with the Act, be final. 

(5) Until the matter is determined, work shall 
continue in accordance with the pre-dispute con- 
ditions. No party shall be prejudiced as to the final 
settlement by the continuance of work in accord- 
ance with this subclause. 

(6) The parties will co-operate to ensure that 
these procedures are carried out expeditiously. 

(7) In the event of a work stoppage, such 
employees as are necessary shall, where appropriate, 
complete production in process to avoid spoilage 
and clean the plant according to hygiene require- 
ments before stopping work. 

10. After Clause 27.—Settlement of Disputes 
Procedure, add the following Addendum:— 

Addendum. 
The following provisions shall apply to The Cottage 

Loaf, G.J. Coles and Company, De Campo's Bakery, 
the Parmelia Hilton International, Stammers Super- 
market and Woolworths WA Limited. 

Clause 7.—Hours: Insert in lieu of this clause the 
following:— 

7.—Hours. 
(1) The ordinary hours of work, exclusive of meal 

intervals, shall be as follows: 
(a) In an ordinary week, 40 hours; 
(b) In a week in which one award holiday 

occurs on an ordinary working day, 32 
hours; 

(c) In a week in which two award holidays 
occur on ordinary working days, 24 hours. 
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(2) The hours of work each day shall be arranged 
to suit the requirements of the shop. 

(3) (a) For all workers, except when making 
doughs, the starting time shall, subject to subclauses 
(4) and (6) hereof, be not earlier than 12.01 a.m. on 
Monday and 2.00 a.m. on Tuesday and Wednesday, 
with a finishing time of not later than 6.00 p.m. On 
Thursday, the starting times shall be not earlier than 
12.01 a.m. with a finishing time of not later than 12 
noon and a further starting time of not earlier than 
8.00 p.m. nor later than 10.00 p.m. with a finishing 
time of not later than 12.(X) noon on Friday. 

(b) All work performed by other than dough- 
makers between 12.01 a.m. and 1.00 a.m. on a 
Monday or between 12.01 a.m. and 2.00 a.m. on a 
Thursday, which is part of a worker's ordinary 
hours, shall be paid for at the rate of double time 
and one half and all work performed by other than 
doughmakers between 1.00 a.m. and 3.00 a.m. on a 
Monday, between 2.00 a.m. and 5.00 a.m. on a 
Tuesday or Wednesday or between 2.00 a.m. and 
5.00 a.m. on a Thursday, which is part of a worker's 
ordinary hours, shall be paid for at the rate of 
double time for such time so worked. 

(c) An additional amount, calculated at their 
hourly rate shall be paid to doughmakers for a 
period commencing at the starting time adopted by 
other employees of their employer engaged in bread 
making and baking and terminating at 3.00 a.m. on 
Monday and 5.00 a.m. on Tuesday, Wednesday and 
Thursday subject to subclause (4) hereof. 

(d) Any worker making doughs may also make 
yeast goods outside of the starting and finishing 
times prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof, but no 
other worker shall make or be allowed to make such 
goods outside the said times. 

(4) There shall be no fixed starting or finishing 
time for a worker making dough. 

(5) Except as hereinafter provided, no worker 
other than a worker making doughs shall be allowed 
on the employer's premises more than half an hour 
prior to the starting time: Provided that in the case 
of defective fermentation or other unavoidable 
cause or through the breakdown of the employer's 
machinery or for any other cause beyond the control 
of the employer, workers may attend and be 
employed upon all necessary work for a period up to 
but not exceeding one hour prior to the starting 
time: And provided further that the employer 
and/or his foreman, or, if no foreman, shall be 
allowed on the employer's premises and may work 
for one hour prior to the starting time, but shall not 
commence dividing or scaling off by machine or 
hand as the case may be. 

(6) No worker shall be allowed to resume work 
until he has had a clear six hours off. 

(7) A worker shall be paid a minimum of three 
hours for any shift worked. 

(8) Any worker, other than a doughmaker, called 
upon to make a hand dough or doughs outside the 
prescribed starting or finishing times for less than 
the full shift, shall be allowed a minimum of three 
hours for the first dough and thereafter the actual 
time worked and such time may be deducted from 
his working hours the following day; otherwise 
overtime conditions at doughmaker's rates for 
overtime shall be paid: Provided however, that any 
time necessarily spent in standing by shall be paid 
for. 

(9) Any worker, other than a doughmaker, called 
upon to make a dough or doughs with the assistance 
of a machine outside the prescribed starting and 
finishing times for less than a full shift, shall be 
allowed one hour for the first dough containing 450 
pounds or more flour and thereafter shall be 

allowed the actual time engaged in the work: 
Provided that any time necessarily spent standing 
by, shall be paid for. 

(10) Meal Time: A meal interval of not less than 
20 minutes nor more than 40 minutes, shall be 
allowed to each worker after the completion of not 
less than IVi hours' work and not more than five 
hours' work. 

Any worker required to continue beyond the 
times prescribed, shall be paid at overtime rates until 
the meal break is taken. 

(11) Crib Time: After every four hours by which 
the time worked by him in any shift exceeds four 
hours, a worker shall be entitled to a crib time or rest 
period of 10 minutes which shall count as part of the 
time worked and which shall be taken at a time to 
suit the convenience of the employer, either before 
or after the time when the entitlement accrues. 

Clause 8.—Wages: In subclause (1) of this clause insert 
in lieu of the classification and words "Jobber: one 
thirty-eighth of the Baker's wage, plus 20 per cent per 
hour." the following:— 

"Jobber: one-fortieth of the Baker's wage plus 20 
per cent per hour." 

Clause 10.—Holidays: Insert in lieu of subclause (7) of 
this clause the following:— 

(7) If, after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an employee law- 
fully leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at the rate of wage prescribed by subclause (5) of 
this clause, divided by 40, in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service. 

Clause 17.—Absence Through Sickness: Insert in lieu 
of this clause the following:— 

17.—Absence Through Sickness. 
(1) (a) A worker who is unable to attend or 

remain at his place of employment during the 
ordinary hours of work by reason of personal ill 
health or injury shall be entitled to payment during 
such absence in accordance with the following 
provisions. 

(b) Entitlement to payment shall accrue at a rate 
of one-sixth of a week for each completed month of 
service with the employer. 

(c) If in the first or successive years of service 
with the employer a worker is absent on the ground 
of personal ill health or injury for a period longer 
than his entitlement to paid sick leave, payment may 
be adjusted at the end of that year of service, or at 
the time the worker's services terminate. If before 
the end of that year of service, to the extent that the 
worker has become entitled to further paid sick 
leave during that year of service. 

(2) The unused portions of the entitlement to 
paid sick leave in any one year shall accumulate 
from year to year and subject to this clause may be 
claimed by the worker if the absence by reason of 
personal ill health or injury exceeds the period for 
which entitlement has accrued during the year at the 
time of the absence. Provided that a worker shall 
not be entitled to claim payment for any period 
exceeding 10 weeks in any one year of service. 

(3) To be entitled to payment in accordance with 
this clause the worker shall as soon as reasonably 
practicable advise the employer of his inability to 
attend for work, the nature of his illness or injury 
and the estimated duration of the absence. Provided 
that such advice, other than in extraordinary 
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 
24 hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to a 
worker who fails to produce a certificate from a 
medical practitioner dated at the time of the absence 
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or who fails to supply such other proof of the illness 
or injury as the employer may reasonably require 
provided that the worker shall not be required to 
produce a certificate from a medical practitioner 
with respect to absence of two days or less unless 
after two such absences in any year of service the 
employer requests that the next and subsequent 
absences in that year if any, shall be accompanied by 
such certificate. 

(5) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to a 
worker who suffers personal ill health or injury 
during the time when he is absent on annual leave 
and a worker may apply for and the employer shall 
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made 
within seven days of resuming work and then only if 
the worker was confined to his place of residence or 
a hospital as a result of his personal ill health or 
injury for a period of seven consecutive days or 
more and he produces a certificate from a registered 
medical practitioner that he was so confined. 
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do 
not relieve the worker of the obligation to advise the 
employer in accordance with subclause (3) of this 
clause if he is unable to attend for work on the 
working day next following his annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the worker was entitled at the time he 
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made 
with respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced 
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave 
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by 
the employer and the worker or, failing agreement, 
shall be added to the worker's next period of annual 
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid 
for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 
10.— Holidays and Annual Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at 
the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is 
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave 
loading prescribed in Clause 10.—Holidays and 
Annual Leave shall be deemed to have been paid 
with respect to the replaced annual leave. 

(6) Where a business has been transmitted from 
one employer to another and the worker's service 
has been deemed continuous in accordance with 
subclause (3) of Clause 2 of the Long Service Leave 
provisions published in volume 59 of the Western 
Australian Industrial Gazette at pages one to six, the 
paid sick leave standing to the credit of the worker at 
the date of transmission from service with the 
transmitter shall stand to the credit of the worker at 
the commencement of service with the transmittee 
and may be claimed in accordance with the 
provisions of this clause. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to workers who are entitled to 
payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act nor to workers whose injury or 
illness is the result of the worker's own misconduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
casual workers. 

Clause 23.—Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week: 
Insert in lieu of this clause the following:— 

23.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Each worker shall be paid his wages once 

weekly and they shall be made up to at least the end 
of the shift on the day immediately preceding the 
day of payment. 

(2) A jobber shall be paid his wages on the 
ordinary pay day or on the completion of his period 
of engagement, whichever is the earlier. 

BRUSHMAKERS' 
Award No. 30 of 1959. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 928 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Swan Brushware 
Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the 
respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Brushmakers' Award No. 30 of 1959 be 
varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25 th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Hours. 
6. Overtime. 
7. Meal Money. 
8. Wages. 
9. Leading Hands. 

10. Mixed Functions. 
11. Contract of Service. 
12. Breakdowns. 
13. Holidays. 
14. Annual Leave. 
15. Absence Through Sickness. 
16. Time and Wages Record. 
17. Employment of Females. 
18. Proportion of Juniors. 
19. Junior Workers' Certificate. 
20. Under-Rate Workers. 
21. Right of Entry. 
22. Posting of Award and Union Notices. 
23. Board of Reference. 
24. Outdoor Work. 
25. Provision of Materials and Tools. 
26. No Reduction. 
27. Casual Workers. 
28. Part Time Workers. 
29. Long Service Leave. 
30. Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week. 
31. Preference. 
32. Bereavement Leave. 
33. Maternity Leave. 
34. Higher Duties Allowance. 
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2. Clause 6.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

6.—Overtime. 
(1) The provisions of this clause shall apply to all 

workers. 

(2) (a) An employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirement. 

(b) No Union or Association party to this award, 
or worker or workers covered by this award shall, in 
any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to 
or concerned in any ban, limitation, or restriction 
upon the working of overtime in accordance with 
the requirements of this subclause. 

(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, all work done beyond the ordinary 
working hours on any day, Monday to Friday, 
inclusive, shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary 
hours shall mean the hours of work fixed in an 
establishment in accordance with Sections A — 
Flours, B — Implementation of 38 Hour Week and 
C — Procedures for In-Plant Discussions of Clause 
5.—Hours. 

(b) (i) Work done on Saturdays after 12.(X) 
noon or on Sundays shall be paid for at 
the rate of double time. 

(ii) Work done on any day prescribed as a 
holiday under this award shall be paid 
for at the rate of double time and one- 
half. 

(c) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12.00 noon 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for 
the first two hours and double time thereafter but 
this paragraph does not apply in a case to which 
paragraph (d) of subclause (1) of Section A — 
Hours of Clause 5.—Hours, applies. 

(d) In computing overtime, each day shall stand 
alone. 

(e) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the 
rate payable for shift work. 

(f) An employee who is recalled to work shall be 
paid for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates. 

3. Clause 30.—Payment of Wages — 38 Hour Week: 
Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

(1) (a) Each worker shall be paid the appropriate 
rate shown in Clause 8.—Wages of this award. 
Subject to subclause (2) of this clause payment shall 
be pro rata where less than a full week is worked. 

(b) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

4. Clause 32.—Bereavement Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

32.—Bereavement Leave. 
A worker shall, on the death within Australia of a 

wife, husband, de facto wife or de facto husband, 
father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the worker in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 

65 W.A.LG. 

Provided that payment in respect of bereavement 
leave is to be made only where a worker otherwise 
would have been on duty and shall not be granted in 
any case where the worker concerned would have 
been off duty in accordance with his roster, or on 
long service leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' 
compensation, leave without pay or on a public 
holiday. 

5. Immediately after Clause 33.—Maternity Leave, 
add the following clause: 

34.—Higher Duties Allowance. 
(1) An employee who performs duties which 

carry a higher minimum rate than that which such 
employee usually performs shall be entitled to the 
higher minimum rate while so employed. 

(2) Where such employee is engaged in the higher 
grade of work for more than two hours in any one 
day, the employee shall be paid the higher rate for 
the whole Iday. 

I 

ENGINEERING TRADES (Government). 
Award No. 29, 30 and 31 of 1961 and 3 of 1962. 

SHEETMETAL WORKERS (Government). 
Award No. 31 of 1973. 

BUILDING TRADES (Government). 
Award No. 31A of 1966. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 224 of 1983. 

Between Foremen (Government) Industrial Union of 
Workers, W.A., Applicant and Hon. Minister for 
Health and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr L. J. Irwin on behalf of the applicant 
and Mr J.J. Radisich on behalf of the respondents, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Arbitration Act 
1979, hereby orders that:— 

1. Foremen and sub-foremen employed at major 
metropolitan teaching hospitals and hospitals 
operated by the Health Department of Western 
Australia shall be paid an allowance equal to 70 
per cent of the allowance paid to maintenance 
employees at those hospitals covered by the 
following awards: 

Engineering Trades (Government) Award 
1967. 

The Sheetmetal Workers (Government) 
Award No. 31 of 1973. 

Building Trades (Government) Award No. 
31A of 1966. 
as amended or replaced from time to time, for: 

(i) work performed in a hospital environ- 
ment; 

(ii) disabilities associated with work per- 
formed in difficult access areas, tunnel 
complexes and areas with great temper- 
ature variation. 

2. This Order shall replace Order No. CR436 of 
1979 and shall operate to provide a flat increase 
from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after 6 April 1984 and on 
and from the date hereof for all other purposes. 

Dated at Perth this 18th day of January 1985. 

(Sgd.)B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE. 
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CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS. CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS. 
Award No. 12 of 1969. Award No. 12 of 1969. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 921 of 1984. No. 550 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W. A. Branch, Applicant and The Anglican Church 
and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers Award No. 12 
of 1969 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Anglican Church 
and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers Award No. 12 
of 1969 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 
(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 

[L.S.] Commissioner. (Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
  [L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 24.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause and 

insert in lieu: 
24.—Payment of Wages. 

(1) All employees shall be paid weekly or fort- 
nightly at the option of the employer. 

(2) For the purpose of effecting the rostering off 
of employees on the weekly half-holiday wages may 
be paid either for the actual hours worked each week 
or an amount being the calculated weekly average of 
the wages accruing over the three consecutive 
weekly periods. 

(3) The provisions of this clause may be altered by 
agreement between the employer, the Union and the 
employee or employees concerned. In the event of a 
dispute arising, the matter may be referred to a 
Board of Reference for determination. 

(4) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has authoris- 
ed such deduction in writing. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 8.—Annual Leave: Delete subclauses (3) and 

(5) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(3) In addition to his payment for annual leave an 
employee shall be paid a loading of 17.5 per cent 
calculated on his ordinary rate of wage. Provided 
that where the employee would have received any 
additional rates for the work performed in ordinary 
hours as prescribed by this award, had he not been 
on leave during the relevant period and such 
additional rates would have entitled him to a greater 
amount than the loading of 17.5 per cent, then such 
additional rates shall be added to his ordinary rate 
of wage in lieu of the 17.5 per cent loading. Pro- 
vided further, that if the additional rates would have 
entitled him to a lesser amount than the loading of 
17.5 per cent, then such loading of 17.5 per cent 
shall be added to his ordinary rate of wage in lieu of 
the additional rates. 

(5) (a) An employee whose employment 
terminates after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been allowed the 
leave prescribed under this clause in respect of that 
qualifying period shall be given payment as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause in lieu 
of so much of that leave as has not been allowed 
unless — 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct, and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been dis- 
missed occurred prior to the completion of 
that qualifying period. 

(b) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee lawfully 
leaves his employment, or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at the ordinary rate of wage in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service unless he or 
she is a continuous shift employee, a watchman, 
watchman/cleaner, watchman (mobile) or female 
lavatory attendant in which case he or she shall be 
paid 3.85 hours' pay. 

39311—5 
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2. Clause 13.—Overtime: Delete subclause (4) of this 
clause and insert in lieu: 

(4) Where an employee, without being notified on 
the previous day or earlier, has to continue working 
after the usual ceasing time for more than two 
hours, he shall be provided with any meal required 
during the period of overtime to be worked, or shall 
be paid $3.95 each in lieu thereof. Provided that this 
subclause shall not apply to an employee residing in 
the same locality as his place of employment who 
can reasonably return home for a meal. 

3. Clause 20.—Special Rates and Conditions: Delete 
subclauses (8), (10), (11) and (15) of this clause and insert 
in lieu: 

(8) Washing: Where an employee is called upon 
to wash articles the following payments shall be 
made: 

(a) Washing towels, 17 cents each. 
(b) Washing dusters, 13 cents each. 

(10) (a) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside 
a building to clean windows an employee shall, if 
such cleaning be 15.5 metres or more from the 
nearest horizontal place, be paid an allowance of 
$1.30 per day. 

(b) Where an employee is required to clean 
windows from a swinging scaffold or similar device 
he shall be paid 22 cents per hour extra for every 
hour or part thereof so worked. 

(11) Where an employee is required to carry out 
the ordinary hours of duty per day in more than one 
shift and where the break is not less than three 
hours, an allowance of $1.50 per day shall be paid. 
This allowance shall not apply to caretakers. 

(15) All employees called upon to clean closets 
connected with septic tanks and sewerage shall 
receive an allowance as follows: 

$ Per Week 
(a) five closets or greater but 

less than 10 closets per day 2.15 
(b) 10 closets or greater but less 

than 30 closets per day 6.50 
(c) 30 closets or greater but less 

than 50 closets per day 13.00 
(d) 50 closets or greater per day 16.30 

For the purpose of this clause, one metre of urinal 
shall count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall 
count as one closet. 

CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS 
(Car and Caravan Parks). 

Award No. 5 of 1975. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 922 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Kings Parking Co. 
(W.A.) Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondent and 
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers con- 
ferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers (Car and Cara- 
van Parks) Award No. 5 of 1975 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 10.—Overtime: Delete subclause (4) of this 

clause and insert in lieu: 
(4) When an employee is required to work over- 

time and such overtime is worked for a period of at 
least two hours in excess of the required daily hours 
of work, the employee shall be provided with a meal 
free of cost, or shall be paid the sum of $3.95 in lieu 
thereof. This subclause shall not apply where the 
employee has been advised of the necessity to work 
overtime on the previous day. 

2. Clause 13.—-Special Rates and Provisions: Delete 
subclauses (9), (10), (13) and (14) of this clause and insert 
in lieu: 

(9) Height Money: 
(a) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside a 

building to clean windows, an employee 
shall, if such cleaning be 15.5 metres or 
more from the nearest horizontal plane, be 
paid an allowance of $1.30 per day. 

(b) Where an employee is required to clean 
windows from a swinging scaffold or 
similar device he shall be paid 22 cents per 
hour extra for every hour or part thereof 
so worked. 

(10) Broken Shift: Where an employee is required 
to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in 
more than one shift and where the break is not less 
than three hours an allowance of $1.50 per day shall 
be paid. 

(13) Cash Handling Allowance: An employee 
who is required by his or her employer to collect 
money from the customers of that employer shall be 
paid an allowance of $3.80 per week. 

(14) All employees called upon to clean closets 
connected with septic tanks and sewerage shall 
receive an allowance as follows: 

$ Per Week 
(a) five closets or greater but 

less than 10 closets per day 2.15 
(b) 10 closets or greater but less 

than 30 closets per day 6.50 
(c) 30 closets or greater but less 

than 50 closets per day 13.00 
(d) 50 closets or greater per day 16.30 
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For the purpose of this clause, one metre of urinal 
shall count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall 
count as one closet. 

3. Clause 15.—Annual Leave: Delete subclause (3) of 
this clause and insert in lieu: 

(3) In addition to his payment for annual leave an 
employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per cent 
calculated on his ordinary rate of wage. Provided 
that where the employee would have received any 
additional rates for the work performed in ordinary 
hours, as prescribed by this award, had he not been 
on leave during the relevant period and such 
additional rates would have entitled him to a greater 
amount than the loading of 17.5 per cent, then such 
additional rates shall be added to his ordinary rate 
of wage in lieu of the 17.5 per cent loading. Pro- 
vided further, that if the additional rates would have 
entitled him to a lesser amount than the loading of 
17.5 per cent, then such loading of 17.5 per cent 
shall be added to his ordinary rate of wage in lieu of 
the additional rates. 

4. Clause 25.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert in lieu: 

25.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) An employee shall, subject to subclause (2) of 

this clause, be paid weekly or fortnightly at the 
option of the employer. 

(2) The provisions of subclause (1) of this clause 
may be altered by agreement between the employer, 
the Union and the employee or employees con- 
cerned. If no agreement can be reached under this 
subclause the dispute may be referred to a Board of 
Reference. 

(3) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS 
(Government). 

Award No. 32 of 1975. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 548 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Hon. Premier of 
Western Australia and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J. Flood on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers (Government) 
Award No. 32 of 1975 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 

1. Clause 7.—Hours: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

7.—Hours. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, the ordinary 

hours of work shall be 40 per week to be worked in 
five days of eight hours each Monday to Friday 
inclusive. 

(2) (a) Except as otherwise provided the daily 
spread of hours shall be 6.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m. 

(b) Male cleaners who go to work twice a day: 
6.00 a.m. to 10.30 a.m. and 2.30 p.m. to 7.00 p.m. 

(c) Female cleaners who go to work twice a day: 
6.00 a.m. to 9.00 a.m. and 3.30 p.m. to 7.00 p.m. 

(d) Lift Attendants: 8.30 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. 
(e) Attendants and Ushers: 8.00 a.m. to 5.00 

p.m. 
(3) (a) There shall be no fixed spread of hours 

for caretakers who may be required to be on duty on 
any day of the week, but no caretaker shaU be called 
upon to perform cleaning or supervision of cleaning 
work in excess of 40 hours per week. 

(b) Caretakers shall be allowed adequate meal 
breaks and rest periods by arrangement between the 
employer and the worker. 

(c) Caretakers shall not be deemed to be working 
on Saturdays and/or Sundays when they are 
required to open and close classrooms, halls or other 
school facilities for which they are entitled to the 
allowances prescribed in Clause 11.—Special Rates 
and Provisions of this award. 

(4) A worker other than a watchman shall be 
entitled to a meal break of not less than 30 minutes 
and not more than one hour each day. No worker 
shall be required to work for more than five 
consecutive hours without a meal break. Provided 
that if a worker is required to work during his meal 
break he shall be paid at the rate of time and one- 
half until a meal break is taken. 

(5) The ordinary working hours of watchmen 
shall be 80 per fortnight, such hours to be worked in 
not more than 12 shifts per fortnight and not more 
than 10 hours in any one shift and not more than one 
shift in every 24 hours. The employer may fix the 
number and duration of such shifts and the worker 
shall be given 48 hours notice of any change of such 
shift. 

(6) Lift Attendants shall be allowed, at the 
convenience of the employer, a 15 minute interval 
without loss of pay during each half shift. 

(7) Every worker covered by this award shall be 
allowed 10 minutes per day for changing clothes and 
such time shall be counted as part of the week's 
work. 

2. Clause 8.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided and subject to 

subclause (2) of Clause 7.—Hours all time worked 
in excess of or outside of the usual hours or outside 
the daily spread shall be paid for at the rate of time 
and one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. 

(2) All overtime worked on Sundays shall be paid 
for at the rate of double time, and on public 
holidays at the rate of double time and one-half. 

(3) The foregoing provisions of this clause shall 
not apply to casual workers who shall be paid at the 
rate of time and one-half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter for all time worked in excess 
of eight hours in any day or night. 
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(4) Any worker, who without being notified the 
previous day, is required to continue working for 
more than one hour after the usual ceasing time shall 
be provided with a meal by the employer, or be paid 
$3.80 in lieu thereof. 

(5) (a) The employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirement. 

(b) The union or worker or workers covered by 
this award shall not in any way, whether directly or 
indirectly, be party to or concerned in any ban, 
limitation or restriction upon the working of 
overtime in accordance with the requirements of this 
subclause. 

(6) Subject to subclause (6) of Clause 11.— 
Special Rates and Provisions of this award a worker 
called back to work after the normal working time 
shall be paid a minimum of three hours at the 
appropriate overtime rate. 

3. Clause 11.—Special Rates and Provisions: Delete 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Special Rates and Provisions. 
(1) (a) All workers called upon to clean closets, 

connected with septic tanks or sewerage shall receive 
an allowance of $0.36 per closet per week. 

(b) For the purposes of this clause one metre of 
urinal shall count as one closet and three urinal stalls 
shall count as one closet. 

(c) All such workers shall be supplied with rubber 
gloves on request. 

(2) Workers called upon outside the ordinary 
working hours to wash towels shall be paid $2.10 per 
dozen for ordinary towels, and $1.55 per dozen for 
dusters, hand towels and tea towels. 

(3) (a) All materials and appliances required in 
connection with the performance of the worker's 
duties shall be supplied by the employer. 

(b) Any worker who is required to work in the 
rain shall be provided with suitable protective 
clothing without charge by the employer. 

(c) Any worker who, during the course of his 
duty may become unreasonably wet shall be 
provided with protective footwear without charge 
by the employer. 

(d) Workers who perform work of an exception- 
ally dirty nature shall, if the employer deems it 
necessary, be supplied with suitable protective 
clothing. 

(e) In the event of a dispute concerning the issue 
of protective clothing as provided for in this clause, 
the matter shall be referred to a Board of Reference. 

(f) The protective clothing supplied pursuant to 
this clause shall remain the property of the 
employer. The loss of such protective clothing due 
to any cause arising out of the neglect or misuse by a 
worker shall be a charge against the wages of the 
worker provided that no charge shall be made in 
respect of reasonable wear and tear. 

(4) (a) A worker shall not be required to work 
from the top of a ladder more than 3.5 metres long 
which rests on the ground or floor level unless 
provided with an assistant. 
(b) (i) When window cleaning is done from 

a ladder and any portion of a window 
to be cleaned is more than seven 
metres from the nearest horizontal 
plane, the worker shall be paid an 
allowance of $0.30 per window, 

(ii) The allowance prescribed herein 
shall not be paid where adequate 
safety appliances are supplied. 
Where such appliances are supplied 
they must be used by the worker. 

(c) No female worker shall be required to ascend 
to a greater height from the floor or ground than 
one metre to perform any duties. The employer shall 
provide a suitable appliance for this purpose. 

(d) No female worker shall be required or 
permitted to chop wood under any circumstances. 

(5) Workers who are required to work their 
ordinary hours each day in two shifts and where the 
break between the two shifts is not less than three 
hours, shall be paid an allowance of $1.20 per day. 

(6) A worker who is required to open and close 
classrooms, halls and other school facilities for any 
activities authorised by the Principal, shall be paid 
an allowance according to the following scale: 

Per Day 
$ 

(a) Evenings — Monday to Friday 
Up to 40 rooms per week 3.45 
41 rooms to 100 per week 5.20 
Over 100 rooms per week 7.00 

(b) Saturdays and Sundays 7.00 
(c) An additional allowance of $2.15 shaU be 

paid to a caretaker on each occasion he is 
required to open or close a school facility 
after 11.00 p.m., Monday to Friday, or for 
any opening or closing required on a 
Saturday or Sunday after the initial 
opening and closing. Provided that on a 
Saturday or Sunday the additional 
allowance shall not be paid if the duty is 
performed less than one hour after the 
initial or any subsequent opening or 
closing. 

(7) Quarters provided for caretakers shall be rent 
free and shall consist of not less than three rooms, 
the size and nature of which shall be in conformity 
with the appropriate building by-laws for the district 
in which the building is constructed. 

(8) Uniforms or special staff dress required by the 
employer to be worn by workers shall be provided 
without charge by the employer. 

(9) (a) Where practicable, suitable dressing 
accommodation shall be provided by the employer. 
Cleaning materials, tools and appliances shall not be 
kept in such rooms. 

(b) All workers shall be provided with the 
facilities for boiling water. 

(c) Workers shall be permitted to eat their meals 
in a convenient and clean place protected from the 
weather and workers shall remove all litter and 
foodstuffs after use. 

4. Clause 12.—Public Holidays: Immediately after 
subclause (5) of this clause add the following new 
subclause. 

(6) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972: 
and 

(b) That proclamation does not apply 
throughout the State or to the metro- 
politan area of the State, 

that day shall be a public holilday or, as the case may 
be, a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

5. Clause 13.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

13.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to a 
worker by his employer after a period of 12 months' 
continuous service with such employer. 
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(2) The worker shall be paid for any period of 
annual leave prescribed by this clause at the 
ordinary rate of wage the worker has received for 
the greatest proportion of the calendar month prior 
to his taking of leave and in the case of shift workers 
that rate of wage shall include the shift and weekend 
penalties the worker would have received had the 
worker not proceeded on annual leave. 

(Where it is not possible to calculate the shift and 
weekend penalties the worker would have received, 
the worker shall be paid at the rate of such payments 
made each week over the four weeks prior to taking 
the leave.) 

(3) A worker may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave 
prescribed by this clause before the completion of 12 
months' continuous service as prescribed in 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(4) (a) If after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee law- 
fully leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at the rate of wage prescribed in subclause (2) in 
respect of each completed week of continuous 
service except that in the case of an employee 
referred to in subclause (6) of this clause, he shall be 
paid 3.85 hours' pay at the rate of wage prescribed in 
subclause (2) in respect of each completed week of 
continuous service. 

(b) If the services of a worker terminate and the 
worker has taken a period of leave in accordance 
with subclause (3) of this clause and if the period of 
leave so taken exceeds that which would become due 
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this subclause, the 
worker shall be liable to pay the amount represent- 
ing the difference between the amount received by 
him for the period of leave taken in accordance with 
subclause (3) of this clause and the amount which 
would have accrued in accordance with paragraph 
(a) of this subclause. The employer may deduct this 
amount from moneys due to the worker by reason 
of the other provisions of this award at the time of 
termination. 

(c) In addition to any payment to which he may 
be entitled under subclause (4) of this clause, a 
worker whose employment terminates after he has 
completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and who 
has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this 
clause in respect of that qualifying period shall be 
given payment as prescribed in subclauses (2) and (9) 
of this clause in lieu of that leave, unless — 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(5) When work is closed down for the purpose of 
allowing annual leave to be taken, workers with less 
than a full year's service shall only be entitled to 
payment during such period for the number of days 
leave due to them. 

Provided that nothing herein contained shall 
deprive the employer of his right to retain such 
workers during the close-down period as may be 
required. 

(6) Watchmen and other shift workers who are 
regularly rostered to work on Sundays and public 
holidays shall be allowed one week's leave in 
addition to that prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause with respect to each period of 12 months' 
continuous service. 

(7) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period a worker is on annual 
leave, long service leave, observing a public holiday 
prescribed by this award, absence through sickness 

with or without pay except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds three months or absence on 
workers' compensation except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds six months in any year. 

(8) The provisions of this clause shall not aply to 
casual workers. 

(9) Annual Leave Loadings. 
(1) Day Workers: In addition to his payment 

for annual leave a worker proceeding on 
annual leave shall be paid, in addition to 
the ordinary payment for such leave, a 
loading of 17 Vi per cent calculated on the 
award rate of pay with respect to a 
maximum of four weeks' leave. 

(2) Provided that the maximum loading 
payable shall not exceed the amount set 
out in the Australian Bureau of Census 
and Statistics publication for "average 
weekly earnings per male employed unit" 
in Western Australia for the September 
quarter immediately preceding the date the 
leave became due. 

(3) Shift Workers: A shift worker who is in 
receipt of an additional week's leave 
provided for in accordance with subclause 
(6) of this clause, shall receive where the 
payment on annual leave, including shift 
and weekend penalties, is less than 20 per 
cent in addition to the award rate of pay 
for five weeks' leave, a loading which will 
produce an amount equal to 20 per cent in 
addition to the award rate of pay for a 
maximum of five weeks. Provided that the 
payment shall not exceed five-fourths of 
the amount referred to in subclause (b) 
hereof, but his limitation will not affect a 
worker's entitlement to any additional 
payment by way of shift or weekend 
penalties under subclause (2) of this clause 
should those penalties exceed 20 per cent. 

(10) The loading prescribed in subclause (9) of 
this clause shall not apply to proportionate leave on 
termination. 
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CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS 
(Metropolitan Market Trust). 

Agreement No. 9 of 1967. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 884 of 1983. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Metropolitan Market 
Trust, Respondent. 

Before the Commission in Court Session. 
Mr Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier, 

Mr Commissioner G.G. Halliwell, 
and Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin. 

The 12th day of March 1985. 

Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the applicant and inter- 
vening on behalf of the Trades and Labor Council of 
Western Australia. 

Mr J.F. Flood on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This is the unani- 
mous decision of the Commission in Court Session. 

The parties to these proceedings are in agreement that 
an anomaly exists but cannot agree on how it should be 
overcome. The anomalies conference recommended that 
the parties confer for the purpose of agreeing on an 
operative date and we are informed that 14 December 
1984 is the agreed date. 

In July 1982 the Commission fixed rates for the 
employees now under review after rejecting the 
applicant's claim that a Market Inspector should receive 
the average of the 3rd and 4th year rates (less service pay) 
applying to a Market Officer employed by the 
Melbourne Wholesale Fruit and Vegetable Market Trust. 
At that time the union sought aid from the work done by 
Market Officers and Market Inspectors in Sydney and 
Melbourne and with Local Government Rangers in this 
State. The respondent argued that the historical basis for 
rates of pay was the Cleaners and Caretakers (Govern- 
ment) Award and that this should continue. 

In fixing rates for Market Inspector, Senior Market 
Inspector and Chief Inspector of $210.00, $256.20 and 
$294.00 respectively the Commissioner then observed 
that — 

*The origins of the existing rates of pay for Market 
Inspectors was "nebulous". 

The duties of Market Inspectors were not the same 
or even similar to those of cleaners. 

*It was not appropriate to fix wages for Market 
Inspectors on the basis of a tie with cleaners 
under the Cleaners and Caretakers (Govern- 
ment) Award. 

*On the material presented it was not possible to 
sensibly conclude the exact extent to which the 
duties of the various classifications relied on in 
the Eastern States differed from those in this 
State. 

*Without deciding the issue he was inclined to the 
view that, of all the Eastern States comparisons 
the best is probably that made with the Market 
Officer in Brisbane. At best the rates of pay 
applying in the Eastern States are a guide as to 
what is appropriate here and this could also be 
said of rates paid to Local Government 
Rangers. 

The rates paid to cleaners in the government service 
are not wholly irrelevant and those paid to 
Traffic Inspectors in this State might not be 
irrelevant. 

♦The employees concerned were entitled to govern- 
ment service pay which would put the new total 
rate of pay for a Market Inspector at $237.00 at 
its lowest and $242.60 at its highest. 

65 W.A.I.G. 

The rates tendered in the present proceedings showed 
that the following applied as first year of service rates to 
compared classifications when the above observations 
were made and also the present position. 

1982 Present 
Market Trusts $ $ 
Melbourne 266.30 343.00 
Sydney 259.10 309.40 
Brisbane 209.80 253.60 
Perth 237.00 257.40 
Others 
Govt. Cleaners 228.10 264.70 
Local Govt. Rangers 270.20 301.40 
Traffic Attendants — University 237.10 299.70 
Traffic Attendants — W.A.I.T. 222.30 271.70 
Parking Inspectors (W.A.) 242.40 271.00 

The advocate for the respondent told the Commission 
in Court Session that — 

The difficulties the parties have had in reaching 
agreement, as I think is admitted by both, is that a 
clear determination was not made in 1982 as to how 
the rate was actually struck. If that could be clarified 
for the parties, I am sure in future we would have no 
problems in rectifying such anomalies (transcript p. 
17). 

We cannot clarify in terms of arithmetical calculations 
how the 1982 rates were struck. It appears, however, that 
the Commission determined rates after giving considera- 
tion to all of the matters aforementioned and it seems to 
us that we should adopt the same course for the purpose 
of fixing an equitable base for the application of further 
increases during the currency of the present Wage 
Fixation Principles. We stress that the material before us 
is insufficient for us to say that the rates we fix represent 
a correct work value assessment of the duties and 
responsibilities of the employees under discussion. In any 
post Wage Fixation Principles period the parties would 
be free to argue the matter without being prejudiced by 
this decision. 

We consider that the minimum total rates under this 
award, operative from 14 December 1984 should be — 

1st Year of 2nd Year of 3rd Year and 
Employment Employment Thereafter 

$ S $ 
Chief Market Inspector 393 396 399 
Senior Market Inspector 346 349 352 
Market Inspector 290 293 296 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 884 of 1983. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Services and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Metropolitan Market 
Trust, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and intervening on behalf of the Trades and Labor 
Council of Western Australia and Mr J.F. Flood on 
behalf of the respondent, the Commission in Court 
Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers (Metropolitan 
Market Trust) Agreement No. 9 of 1967 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the 14th day of 
December 1984. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 
By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
Clause 7.—Rates of Pay: Delete this clause and insert 

in lieu:— 
7.—Rates of Pay. 

An employer on whom this award is binding shall 
not increase the rate of wage payable to an employee 
on 24 December 1983, or otherwise vary the condi- 
tions of employment applicable to an employee on 
that date so as to increase that employer's labour 
costs except to the extent that any such increase has 
been authorised by the Commission, after that date. 

(1) The minimum weekly rate of wage payable 
under this award shall be as follows:— 

1st Year of 2nd Year of 3rd Year and Employment Employment Thereafter 
$ $ S 

Chief Market Inspector 393 396 399 
Senior Market Inspector 346 349 352 
Market Inspector 290 293 296 

(2) In addition to the rates prescribed herein, a 
worker who in any week handles money shall be 
paid an allowance of $5.00 per week. 

(3) A casual worker shall receive 20 per cent of the 
ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary rate for his 
or her class of work. 

CLEANERS AND CARETAKERS 
(Metropolitan Market Trust). 

Agreement No. 9 of 1967. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 942 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Metropolitan Market 
Trust, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr J. Flood on behalf of the respondent 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders:— 

That the Cleaners and Caretakers (Metropolitan 
Market Trust) Agreement No. 9 of 1967 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 8.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu:— 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) Except as hereinbefore provided all time 

worked in excess of or outside of the usual hours or 
outside the daily spread shall be paid for at the rate 
of time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. Provided that all overtime 
worked after 12 noon on Saturdays shall be paid for 
at the rate of double time. 

(2) All overtime worked on Sundays shall be paid 
for at the rate of double time. 

(3) The foregoing provisions of this clause shall 
not apply to casual workers who shall be paid at the 
rate of time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter for all time worked in excess 
of eight hours in any day or night. 

(4) (a) A worker required to work continuous 
overtime for more than 1 Vi hours shall be supplied 
with a meal by the employer or be paid $3.80 for a 
meal, and if, owing to the amount of overtime 
worked, a second or subsequent meal is required he 
shall be supplied with each such meal by the 
employer or be paid $2.75 for each meal so required. 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this 
subclause do not apply:— 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for 
which the worker has been notified on the 
previous day or earlier that he will be 
required; or 

(ii) to any worker who lives in the locality in 
which the place of work is situated in 
respect of any meal for which he can 
reasonably go home; 

(iii) where the overtime worked is outside the 
customary meal time. 

(c) If a worker provides himself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is 
required to work less overtime than the period 
notified, he shall be paid, for each meal provided 
and not required, the appropriate amount described 
in paragraph (a) of this subclause. 

(d) A worker required to work continuously 
from midnight to 6.30 a.m. and ordered back to 
work at 8.00 a.m. the same day shall be paid $3.80 
for breakfast. 

(5) The employer may require a worker to work 
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 

(6) A worker called back to work after the 
normal working time shall be paid a minimum of 
four hours at the appropriate overtime rate. 

2. Clause 22.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu:— 

22.—Higher Duties. 
(1) A worker called upon to perform work 

carrying a higher minimum than his regular rate of 
pay shall be paid such higher minimum for the 
particular shift whilst so employed. Provided that 
where a worker is engaged in the higher grade of 
work for more than two hours in any one day, the 
worker shall be paid the higher rate for the whole 
day. 

(2) Should any worker be required to perform 
work in a lower grade for any shift or portion 
thereof, his wages shall not be reduced whilst 
employed in such capacity. 
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3. Clause 27.—Compassionate Leave: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu:— 

27.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) A worker shall, on the death within Australia 

of a wife, husband de facto wife or de facto 
husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in- 
law, brother, sister, child or stepchild, be entitled on 
notice to leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the worker in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of 
compassionate leave is to be made only where the 
worker otherwise would have been on duty and shall 
not be granted in any case where the worker 
concerned would have been off duty in accordance 
with his roster, or on long service leave, annual 
leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, leave 
without pay or on a public holiday. 

(2) The employer shall keep no more than two 
working days' pay in hand in the case of all 
employees. 

Provided that this subclause shall not apply in the 
case of computer breakdown or other unforeseen 
circumstances for which the employer cannot be 
held responsible. 

In the event of a dispute arising, the matter may 
be referred to a Board of Reference for 
determination. 

(3) All outstanding moneys owed to the employee 
shall be paid within two business days of termina- 
tion, either directly to him or posted to his last- 
known address. 

(4) With each pay, all employees shall be pro- 
vided with a pay advice detailing the following 
particulars: 

(a) Name. 
(b) Hourly Rate. 
(c) Overtime. 
(d) Penalties. 
(e) Allowances. 
(f) Gross Wage. 
(g) Deductions — broken down to: 

(i) Taxation; 
(ii) Other. 

(h) Net Wage. 
(5) No deduction shall be made from an 

employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

CLEANERS (General and Window) CONTRACTORS. 
Award No. 3 of 1968. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 920 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Kleenpane Cleaning 
Service and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners (General and Window) 
Contractors Award No. 3 of 1968 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 22.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause and 

insert in lieu: 
22.—Payment of Wages. 

(1) All employees shall be paid weekly or fort- 
nightly at the option of the employer. The preceding 
provisions may be altered by agreement between the 
employer, the Union and the employee or employees 
concerned. In the event of a dispute arising, the 
matter may be referred to a Board of Reference for 
determination. 

CLEANERS (General and Window) CONTRACTORS. 
Award No. 3 of 1968. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 553 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Kleenpane Cleaning 
Service and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Cleaners (General and Window) 
Contractors Award No. 3 of 1968 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
1. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete subclause (3) of this 

clause and insert in lieu: 
(3) Where an employee, without being notified on 

the previous day or earlier, has to continue working 
after the usual knock-off time for more than two 
hours, he shall be provided with any meal required 
or shall be paid $3.95 in lieu thereof and if, owing to 
the amount of overtime worked, a second or subse- 
quent meal is required he shall be supplied with each 
such meal so required. Provided that this clause 
shall not apply to an employee residing in the same 
locality as his place of employment who can 
reasonably return home for a meal. 

2. Clause 14.—Annual Leave: Delete subclauses (3) 
and (5) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(3) In addition to his payment for annual leave an 
employee shall be paid a loading of 17.5 per cent 
calculated on his ordinary rate of wage. Provided 
that where the employee would have received any 
additional rates for the work performed in ordinary 
hours, as prescribed by this award, had he not been 
on leave during the relevant period and such 
additional rates would have entitled him to a greater 
amount than the loading of 17.5 per cent, then such 
additional rates shall be added to his ordinary rate 
of wage in lieu of the 17.5 per cent loading. Provid- 
ed further, that if the additional rates would have 
entitled him to a lesser amount than the loading of 
17.5 per cent, then such loading of 17.5 per cent 
shall be added to his ordinary rate of wage in lieu of 
the additional rates. 

(5) (a) An employee whose employment termi- 
nates after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been allowed the 
leave prescribed under this clause in respect of that 
qualifying period shall be given payment .as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause in lieu 
of that leave or in lieu of so much of that leave as has 
not been allowed unless: 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(b) If, after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an employee law- 
fully leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at the ordinary rate of wage in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service. 

3. Clause 18.—Special Rates and Conditions: Delete 
subclauses (8), (10) and (11) of this clause and insert in 
lieu: 

(8) All employees called upon to clean closets 
connected with septic tanks and sewerage shall 
receive an allowance as follows: 

$ Per Week 
(a) five closets or greater but 

less than 10 closets per day 2.15 
(b) 10 closets or greater but less 

than 30 closets per day 6.50 
(c) 30 closets or greater but less 

than 50 closets per day 13.00 
(d) 50 closets or greater per day 16.30 

For the purpose of this clause, one metre of urinal 
shall count as one closet and three urinal stalls shall 
count as one closet. 

(10) Height Money: 
(a) A cleaner shall not be required to work 

from the top of a ladder more than three 
metres long which rests on ground or floor 
level. 

(b) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside a 
building to clean windows, an employee 
shall, if such cleaning be 15.5 metres or 
more from the nearest horizontal plane, be 
paid an allowance of $1.10 per day. 

(c) Where an employee is required to clean 
windows from a swinging scaffold or 
similar device he shall be paid 22 cents per 
hour extra for every hour or part thereof 
so worked. 

(11) Broken Shift: Where an employee is required 
to carry out the ordinary hours of duty per day in 
more than one shift and where the break is not less 
than three hours an allowance of $1.50 per day shall 
be paid. 

CLERKS (Control Room Operators). 
Award No. 14 of 1981. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 968 of 1984. 

Between Federated Clerks' Union of Australia, Indust- 
rial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, 
Applicant and Chubb Australia Ltd and Others, 
Respondents. 

Before the Commission in Court Session. 
Mr Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier. 

Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin. 
Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 

The 18th day of March 1985. 
Mr B.J. Finlay on behalf of the applicant. 
Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: This is the unani- 
mous decision of the Commission in Court Session. 

This is an application by the Federated Clerks' Union 
of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch 
for amendments to the Hours, Shift Work and Saturday, 
Sunday and Public Holiday clauses of the Clerks 
(Control Room Operators) Award 1984. The term of 
that award is for two years from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing after 18 May 1984. 

The union seeks a review of the clauses by the exercise 
of Clause 30.—Liberty to Apply which reads — 

"Liberty is hereby reserved to the Union to apply 
to amend Clause 7.—Hours, Clause 8.'—Shift Work 
and Clause 9.—Saturday, Sunday and Public 
Holiday Work." 

The respondents, however, say that the liberty was 
agreed between the parties and was for the purpose of 
any likely claim for reduced hours which might emerge 
during the two year term of the award and was not 
connected with the present claims. 

There is nothing in the decision of the Commission 
when the award issued (64 WAIG p. 882) to indicate the 
reason why liberty to apply was reserved to the union nor 
can we find anything to assist in the transcript of 
proceedings. As the award does not specify any 
conditions on the exercise of the liberty and in the 
absence of evidence to support the assertion of the 
respondents we can only conclude that the union is 
entitled to seek the amendments now sought. We turn to 
those claims. 
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Clause 7.—Hours: Subclause (2) of this clause 
prescribes that when more than one operator is rostered 
on shift crib time of 20 minutes which shaU be counted as 
time worked shall be allowed during the shift. The claim 
is for an allowance equal to the prescribed meal allow- 
ance when only one operator is on shift and is designed to 
compensate for the disability of not being able to partake 
of an uninterrupted meal. 

Evidence from a control room operator employed by 
Honeywell Securities was to the effect that it was not 
possible to enjoy an uninterrupted meal break when 
working alone. The control room in which he worked 
was sealed and had a mess room attached. It was an 
instruction that eating and drinking was prohibited in the 
control room and that meals must be partaken in the 
mess room. The nature of the work was such that matters 
requiring attention arose all the time and this either 
prevented a meal being taken in the majority of shifts or 
caused constant interruptions to the meal break. The 
witness also revealed that this problem was raised with 
Rank Alarmco, the predecessor to Honeywell Securities 
in late 1983 and it was agreed that an allowance equal to 
the meal allowance would be paid to controllers when the 
control room was singly manned. The practice had been 
continued by Honeywell Securities when they took over 
Rank Alarmco but was stopped after the 1984 award 
issued. 

We think that the existing provision for a paid crib 
break when more than one operator is on shift implies 
the need for the control room either to be manned at all 
times or at the very least to be kept under continuous 
observation. There appears to be merit in the applicant's 
claim for some compensation for when the control room 
is manned by one operator and the previous arrangement 
to pay an allowance equal to the allowance prescribed by 
Clause 12 does not seem to us to be unreasonable given 
the circumstances of the claim and the rates of pay 
prescribed by Clause 14 of the award. However, we were 
told that the practice of one respondent is to arrange 
short term relief when one operator is on duty to enable 
him to enjoy his meal break and, of course, no allowance 
is justified in that case. The claim will be granted in a 
modified form. 

Clause 8.—Shift Work: This claim is for an increase in 
the loading from 20 to 25 per cent when the roster does 
not permit an employee to rotate afternoon and/or night 
shift. 

We were referred to decisions of this Commission with 
respect to shift penalties which, it was said, supported the 
claim. Indeed, it was stated that there might be grounds 
for a much higher claim but this would not be sought "at 
this stage". 

Our attention was also drawn to the fact that 
employees under the Security Officers Award now 
receive a shift allowance of 25 per cent per night shift but 
we remind the union that this was a provision when the 
award issued in September 1982 and thus must have been 
known to the parties when the award now under 
discussion was delivered in May 1984. In fact, all the 
decisions to which we were referred existed when the 
current award issued. In these circumstances it is difficult 
to establish any reason why there was need for liberty to 
be reserved to the union to seek a change in the agreed 
terms unless a change in rosters or mode of operation was 
likely to occur. We were given no rosters to show 
precisely how employees worked in the operations of 
each of the four respondents and the only evidence led by 
the union barely touched on the matter. From the 
submissions it seems that each respondent rosters his 
employees differently, and we are really in no position to 
assess the disabilities, particularly in view of the assertion 
of the advocate for the respondents that employees are 
reluctant to work day shift. 

On the material before us we are not prepared to vary 
this clause. 

Clause 9.—Saturday, Sunday and Public Holiday 
Work: The parties are agreed that the rate shown in the 
award for work performed on holidays is incorrect and 
should be double time and one half. This will be adjusted 
to reflect the rates presently paid. 

The other claim is for time and three quarters for 
Sunday work in lieu of time and one half. The union 
supports the claim on the grounds that such is the rate 
under the Security Officers Award and points to the 
acceptance and recognition by the respondents that some 
sort of comparison was appropriate with other sections 
of the security industry when the matter was before 
Johnson C. in 1977. The comments which we made when 
discussing Shift Work in respect of the Security Officers 
Award may be repeated here. The time and one half 
provision formed part of the 1982 upward so must have 
been known to the parties when the instant award issued. 

However, we acknowledge and endorse what was said 
by Fielding C. when he awarded a rate of time and three 
quarters for Caretakers and Cleaners that "a detailed 
examination of the awards of this Commission does 
suggest a trend towards double time on Sundays for 
ordinary time workd." (64 WAIG p. 1947) and in view of 
that fact and the rates in the Security Officers Award and 
the Electrical Trades (Security Alarms Industry) Award, 
being awards regulating the conditions of employment of 
other employees in the security industry, we are prepared 
to grant the claim. 

We are satisfied that the claims may be approved 
under Principle 11 of the Wage Fixation Principles. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 968 of 1984. 

Between Federated Clerks' Union of Australia, Indust- 
rial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, 
Applicant and Chubb Australia and Others, 
Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr B.J. Finlay on behalf of the 
applicant and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the 
respondents, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Clerks (Control Room Operators) 
Award No. 14 of 1981 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 18 March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 7.—Hours: Add a new subclause (3) to this 

clause. 
(3) When only one operator is rostered for duty 

he shall be paid an allowance equal to the meal 
allowance prescribed in Clause 12 to compensate for 
the disability of not being able to partake of an 
uninterrupted meal. 

This subclause shall not apply where an employer 
has arranged short term relief when one operator is 
on duty to enable that operator to take his meal 
break uninterrupted. 
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2. Clause 9.—Saturday, Sunday and Holiday Work: 
Delete this clause and insert in lieu: 

9.—Saturday, Sunday and Holiday Work. 
(1) All ordinary hours worked on a Saturday 

shall be paid for at the rate of time and one half. 
(2) All ordinary hours worked on a Sunday shall 

be paid for at the rate of time and three quarters. 
(3) All work performed on a holiday prescribed 

by Clause 13.—Holidays shall be paid for at the rate 
of double time and one half. 

(4) When a shift working employee is rostered off 
duty on a holiday prescribed by this award he shall 
be allowed a day in lieu with pay to be added to his 
annual leave or to be taken at some other time as 
mutually agreed between himself and the employer. 

COUNTRY HIGH SCHOOL HOSTELS. 
Award No. 7A of 1979. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 963 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Country High School 
Hostels Authority, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the respond- 
ent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 hereby orders — 

That the Country High School Hostels Award 
No. 7A of 1979 be varied in accordance with the 
following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 10.—Public Holidays: Delete this clause 

and insert the following in lieu: 

10.—Public Holidays. 
(1) The following days or the days observed in 

lieu thereof shall, subject as hereinafter provided, 
be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, 
namely, New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good 
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day 
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between 
the parties in lieu of the days named in this 
subclause. 

(2) (a) Where any of the days mentioned in 
subclause (1) hereof fall on a Saturday or Sunday, 
the holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Monday or when Boxing Day falls on a Monday, the 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday. 

(b) When any of the days observed as a holiday in 
this clause fall during a period of annual leave, the 
holiday or holidays shall be observed on the next 
succeeding work-day or days as the case may be 
after completion of that annual leave. 

(3) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

(4) Any worker who is required to work on the 
day observed as a holiday as prescribed in this clause 
in her/his normal hours of labour shall be paid for 
the time worked at the rate of double time and a 
half, or if the worker agrees to be paid for the time 
worked at the rate of time and one half and in 
addition be allowed to observe the holiday on a day 
mutually acceptable to the employer and the 
worker. 

(5) When a worker is absent on leave without 
pay, sick leave without pay or workers' compensa- 
tion, any day observed as a holiday on a day falling 
during such absence shall not be treated as a paid 
holiday. Where the worker is on duty or available on 
the whole of the working day immediately preceding 
a holiday, or resumes duty or is available on the 
whole of the working day immediately following a 
day observed as a holiday as prescribed by this 
clause, the worker shall be entitled to be paid for 
such holiday. 

(6) This clause shall not apply to casual workers. 

2. Clause 15.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

15.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid at least twice per calendar 

month or fortnightly at the option of the employer. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall 

be a pay advice slip to be retained by the worker. On 
this slip the employer shall clearly detail the gross 
wage, its composition, the net wages payable and 
show details of each deduction. 

(3) Overtime shall be calculated and based on the 
aggregate wage as provided in the wages clause 
before any deduction is made for board and/or 
lodging. 

(4) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, upon 
termination of employment, the employer shall pay 
to the worker all moneys earned by or payable to the 
worker before the worker leaves the premises or the 
same shall be forwarded to the worker by post on 
the following day. 

(5) Where a worker terminates his/her employ- 
ment without notice as required in subclause (2) of 
Clause 14.—Contract of Service of this award, the 
employer shall forward as soon as reasonably 
possible all moneys earned by or payable to such 
worker to that worker by post. 

(6) If a worker fails to collect his/her wages on 
the appointed day, such wages shall thereafter be 
available for collection at previously notified times 
during office hours. 
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(7) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

3. Clause 21.—Laundry and Uniforms: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Laundry and Uniforms. 
(1) Each worker shall be entitled to all laundering 

of uniforms at the expense of the employer, but 
where the employer elects not to launder the 
uniforms the worker shall be paid an allowance of 
$0.65 per week. 

(2) The employer shall provide all uniforms 
which shall at all times remain the property of the 
employer. Provided that in lieu of providing 
uniforms, the employer may make an allowance of 
$2.10 per week. 

(3) Where a worker is required by the employer to 
wear special clothing, such clothing shall be 
provided and laundered by the employer at the 
employer's expense. 

4. Clause 25.—Meal Money: Delete subclause (1) of 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(1) A worker required to work overtime for more 
than two hours, without being notified on the 
previous day or earlier that she/he will be so 
required to work, shall be supplied with a meal by 
the employer or paid $3.80 for a meal. 

65 W.A.l.G. 

Schedule. 
Delete Clause 23.—Compassionate Leave and insert in 

lieu: 

23.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee (other than a casual employee) 

shall, on the death of a wife, husband, father, 
mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother, 
sister, child or step-child be entitled, on notice, to 
leave up to and including the day of the funeral of 
such relation and such leave shall be without 
deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the 
number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, special day off, leave 
without pay or on a public holiday. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words 
"wife" and "husband" shall include a person who 
lives with the employee as a de facto wife or 
husband. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' COUNTRY POWER STATION 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 19 of 1975. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1000 of 1984. 

Between Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen's 
Union of Workers of Western Australia, Applicant 
and State Energy Commission of Western 
Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr J. Crouch on behalf of the applicant, 
Mr N. Fry and with him Mr A.P. Grealy on behalf of the 
respondent, and Mr K. Dwyer intervening on behalf of 
the Minister for Industrial Relations, and by consent, the 
Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders — 

That the Engine Drivers' Country Power Station 
(State Energy Commission) Award No. 19 of 1975 
be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect on and 
from the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.)B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

ENGINE DRIV ERS' (Goldmining). 
Award No. 37 of 1947. 

ELECTRICAL TRADES (Goldmining). 
Award No. 57 of 1968. 

ENGINEERS' (Goldmining). 
Award No. 26 of 1947. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 115 of 1985.. 

Between Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights 
Union of Western Australia, Electrical Trades 
Union of Workers of Australia (Western Australian 
Branch) Perth and the Federated Engine Drivers 
and Firemen's Union of Workers of Western 
Australia, Applicants and North Kalgurlie Mines 
Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr E.B. Davey on behalf of the 
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of 
Western Australia, and Mr L. Benfell on behalf of the 
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia 
(Western Australian Branch) Perth and the Federated 
Engine Drivers and Firemen's Union of Workers of 
Western Australia applicants and Mr A.J. Collins on 
behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the Commis- 
sion, pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979-82 hereby orders — 

That order No. 793 of 1984 of the 18th day of 
December 1984 varying the "Engine Drivers (Gold- 
mining)" Award No. 37 of 1947 as varied, be 
further varied by deleting therefrom the words: 

5. The total weekly rates of wages for 
ordinary hours of work being paid as at the 1st 
day of October 1984 to employees subject to 
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this award and employed by North Kalgurlie 
Mines Limited shall only be increased by $4.10 
as a result of this order 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 115 of 1985. 

Between Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights 
Union of Western Australia, Electrical Trades 
Union of Workers of Australia (Western Australian 
Branch) Perth and the Federated Engine Drivers 
and Firemen's Union of Workers of Western 
Australia, Applicants and North Kalgurlie Mines 
Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr E.B. Davey on behalf of the 
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of 
Western Australia, and Mr L. Benfell on behalf of the 
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia 
(Western Australian Branch) Perth and the Federated 
Engine Drivers and Firemen's Union of Workers of 
Western Australia applicants and Mr A.J. Collins on 
behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979-82 hereby 
orders — 

That order No. 772 of 1984 of the 12th day of 
February 1985 varying the "Electrical Trades (Gold- 
mining)" Award No. 57 of 1968 as varied, consoli- 
dated and varied be varied by deleting therefrom the 
following words "provided that the total weekly 
rates of wages for ordinary hours of work being paid 
as at the 30th day of August 1984 to employees 
subject to the provisions of the said award and 
employed by North Kalgurlie Mines Limited shall 
not be increased more than $4.10 as a result of this 
order" 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 115 of 1985. 

Between Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights 
Union of Western Australia, Electrical Trades 
Union of Workers of Australia (Western Australian 
Branch) Perth and the Federated Engine Drivers 
and Firemen's Union of Workers of Western 
Australia, Applicants and North Kalgurlie Mines 
Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr E.B. Davey on behalf of the 
Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights Union of 
Western Australia, and Mr L. Benfell on behalf of the 
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia 
(Western Australian Branch) Perth and the Federated 
Engine Drivers and Firemen's Union of Workers of 
Western Australia applicants and Mr A.J. Collins on 
behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979-82 hereby 
orders — 

That order No. 749 of 1984 of the 20th day of 
December 1984 varying the "Engineers (Gold- 
mining)" Award No. 26 of 1947 as varied, be 

further varied by deleting therefrom the following 
words "provided that the total weekly rates of 
wages for ordinary hours of work being paid as at 
the 30th day of August 1984 to employees subject to 
the provisions of the "Engineers (Goldmining)" 
Award No. 26 of 1947 as varied and employed by 
North Kalgurlie Mines Limited shall only be 
increased by $4.10 as a result of this order". 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 15 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 999 of 1984. 

Between Federated Engine Drivers and Firemen's 
Union of Workers of Western Australia, Applicant 
and State Energy Commission of Western 
Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr J. Crouch on behalf of the applicant 
and Mr N. Fry and with him Mr A.P. Grealy on behalf of 
the respondent and Mr K. Dwyer intervening on behalf 
of the Minister for Industrial Relations, and by consent, 
the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979, hereby orders — 

That the Engine Drivers' (State Energy 
Commission) Award No. 15 of 1977 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect on and from the date 
hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Delete Clause 31.—Compassionate Leave and insert in 

lieu: 

31.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee (other than a casual employee) 

shall, on the death of a wife, husband, father, 
mother, father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother, 
sister, child or step-child be entitled, on notice, to 
leave up to and including the day of the funeral of 
such relation and such leave shall be without 
deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the 
number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 
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(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, special day off, leave 
without pay or on a public holiday. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words 
"wife" and "husband" shall include a person who 
lives with the employee as a de facto wife or 
husband. 

ENGINE DRIVERS 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 15 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 944 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Engine Drivers and Firemens 
Union of Workers of Western Australia, Applicant 
and The State Energy Commission of Western 
Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr S. Pike and later Dr J. Crouch on 
behalf of the applicant and Mr N. Fry on behalf of the 
respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Engine Drivers (State Energy Commis- 
sion) Award No. 15 of 1977 be varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect as from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after 6 December 
1984. 

Dated at Perth this 28th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A.JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 28.—Allowances and Special Provisions: 

Delete subclause (4) of this clause and insert in lieu — 
(4) Workers shall be paid allowances as specified 

hereunder when engaged in the following — 
(a) Workers employed on the lancing of 

boilers at the Muja Power Station $5.70 
per day. 

(b) Workers employed in the operating Power 
Station at Muja shall be paid an allowance 
of $2.65 for each day on which they are 
required to report for duty. 

(c) A worker who holds a St. John 
Ambulance Association Certificate and 
who is appointed as a First Aid Attendant 
shall be paid $4.60 per week extra. 

ENGINEERING TRADES 
(State Energy Commission). 

Consolidated Award No. 1 of 1969. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 990 of 1984. 

Between Australasian Society of Engineers, Moulders 
and Foundry Workers, Industrial Union of 
Workers, Western Australian Branch, Applicant 
and State Energy Commission of Western 
Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr J. Crouch on behalf of the applicant 
and on behalf of the Amalgamated Metal Workers and 
Shipwrights' Union of Western Australia, and the 
Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Australia 
(Western Australian Branch) Perth, Mr N. Fry and with 
him Mr A.P. Grealy on behalf of the respondent, and Mr 
K. Dwyer intervening on behalf of the Minister for 
Industrial Relations, and by consent, the Commission in 
Court Session, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Engineering Trades (State Energy Com- 
mission) Consolidated Award No. 1 of 1969 be 
varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect on and 
from the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Delete Clause 11.—Compassionate Leave and insert in 

lieu:— 

11.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) A worker (other than a casual worker) shall, 

on the death of a wife, husband, father, mother, 
father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother, sister, child 
or step-child be entitled, on notice, to leave up to 
and including the day of the funeral of such relation 
and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for 
a period not exceeding the number of hours worked 
by the worker in two ordinary working days. Proof 
of such death shall be furnished by the worker to the 
satisfaction of the employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the worker 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the worker concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, special day off, leave 
without pay or on a public holiday. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words 
"wife" and "husband" shall include a person who 
lives with the worker as a de facto wife or husband. 
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ENGINEERING TRADES 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 1 of 1969. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 943 of 1984. 

Between the Australasian Society of Engineers, 
Moulders and Foundry Workers, Industrial Union 
of Workers, Western Australian Branch • and 
Others, Applicants and The State Energy Commis- 
sion of Western Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr J. Crouch on behalf of the Aus- 
tralasian Society of Engineers, Moulders and Foundry 
Workers, Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch and the Amalgamated Metal Workers 
and Shipwrights Union of Western Australia, Mr M. 
Beatty and later Mr L. Benfell on behalf of the Electrical 
Trades Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch, 
Perth and Mr N. Fry on behalf of the respondent and by 
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Engineering Trades (State Energy Com- 
mission) Award No. 1 of 1969 be varied in accord- 
ance with the following schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect as from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after 6 
December 1984. 

Dated at Perth this 28th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.)G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.l Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 31.—Special Rates and Conditions: Renumber 

subclause (22) of this clause to subclause (23) and insert 
in lieu the following new subclause (22) 

(22) Employees working in the operating Power 
Station at Muja shall be paid an allowance of $2.65 
for each day they are required to report for duty. 

such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. • 

(Sgd.)G.G. HALLIWELL, 
fL.S.l Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 11.—Public Holidays: Delete this clause 

and insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Public Holidays. 
(1) A worker who works on any public holiday 

named herein shall be paid a loading of 50 per cent 
of the ordinary wage for the time worked in 
ordinary hours on that day. 

(2) For the purposes of this clause the following 
days shall be considered as public holidays: 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Founda- 
tion Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and 
Boxing Day. 

(3) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, that day shall be a whole holiday 
or, as the case may be, a half holiday for 
the purpose of this award within the 
district or locality specified in the pro- 
clamation. 

2. Clause 19.—Laundry and Uniforms: Delete 
subclause (7) of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu: 

(7) All washable clothing forming part of the 
uniform supplied by the employer shall be 
laundered free of cost to the worker. Provided that 
in lieu of such free laundering the employer may pay 
the worker $0.65 per week. 

3. Clause 29.—Payment of Wages: Immediately after 
subclause (8) of this clause, add the following new 
subclause: 

(9) No deduction shall be made from a worker's 
wages unless the worker has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

ENROLLED NURSES AND NURSING ASSISTANTS 
(Government). 

Award No. 7 of 1978. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 858 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Board of 
Management, Royal Perth Hospital and Others,   
Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the 
respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Enrolled Nurses and Nursing Assistants 
(Government) Award No. 7 of 1978 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
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ENROLLED NURSES AND NURSING ASSISTANTS 
(Private). 

Award No. 8 of 1978. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 859 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and St John of God 
Hospital and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the 
respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders:— 

That the Enrolled Nurses and Nursing Assistants 
(Private) Award No. 8 of 1978 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 8.—Overtime: Delete subclauses (3) and (5) 

of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 
(3) A worker recalled to work, shall be paid a 

minimum of three hours at overtime rates, and for 
all reasonable expenses incurred in returning to 
work. 

(5) Where a worker has not been notified the 
previous day or earlier that she is required to work 
overtime the employer shall ensure that workers 
working such overtime for an hour or more shall be 
provided with any of the usual meals occurring 
during such overtime or be paid $3.95 for each meal. 

2. Clause 17.—Laundry and Uniforms: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu:— 

17.—Laundry and Uniforms. 
(1) Where the employer requires a uniform to be 

worn, a supply of four such uniforms shall be made 
available for use by each worker but such uniforms 
shall at all times remain the property of the 
employer. 

(2) In lieu of the provision of uniforms, the 
employer may pay an allowance of $2.50 per week. 

(3) The term 'uniform' shall include all items of 
clothing and footwear which are specified by the 
employer according to type or colour or according 
to the exclusion of ordinary clothing or footwear, to 
be worn. 

(4) Each worker shall be entitled to all reasonable 
laundry work at the expense of the employer, but 
where the employer elects not to launder the 
uniforms, the worker shall be paid an allowance of 
$0.65 per week. 

(5) Liberty is reserved to the parties to apply as to 
the amount of the allowance as prescribed in 
subclause (2) of this clause. 
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FRUIT AND PRODUCE MARKET EMPLOYEES. 
Award No. 50 of 1955. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1025 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Berryman and 
Langley Limited and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of respondents, and by 
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders:— 

That the Fruit and Produce Market Employees 
Award No. 50 of 1955 as varied, consolidated and 
varied be further varied in accordance with the 
following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 20 March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.)G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 15.—Meal Money: Delete the amount of 

"$3.80" from this clause and insert in lieu "$4.10". 

GAS WORKERS' 
(S.E.C.). 

Agreement No. 6 of 1978. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 991 of 1984. 

Between Australasian Society of Engineers, Moulders 
and Foundry Workers, Industrial Union of 
Workers, Western Australian Branch, Applicant 
and State Energy Commission of Western 
Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr J. Crouch on behalf of the applicant, 
Mr N. Fry, and with him Mr A.P. Grealy on behalf of the 
respondent and Mr K. Dwyer intervening on behalf of 
the Minister for Industrial Relations, and by consent, the 
Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders — 

That the Gas Workers' (S.E.C.) Agreement No. 6 
of 1978 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect on 
and from the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

[L.S.] 
(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 

Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
Delete Clause 21.—Bereavement Leave and insert in 

lieu:— 

21.—Bereavement Leave. 
(1) A worker (other than a casual worker) shall, 

on the death of a wife, husband, father, mother, 
father-in-law, mother-in-law, brother, sister, child 
or step-child be entitled, on notice, to leave up to 
and including the day of the funeral of such relation 
and such leave shall be without deduction of pay for 
a period not exceeding the number of hours worked 
by the worker in two ordinary working days. Proof 
of such death shall be furnished by the worker to the 
satisfaction of the employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of 
bereavement leave is to be made only where the 
worker otherwise would have been on duty and shall 
not be granted in any case where the worker 
concerned would have been off duty in accordance 
with his roster, or on long service leave, annual 
leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, special 
day off, leave without pay or on a public holiday. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words 
"wife" and "husband" shall include a person who 
lives with the worker as a de facto wife or husband. 

Schedule. 
Clause 15.—Lodging Allowance: Delete paragraphs 

(a) and (b) of subclause (1) of this clause and insert in 
lieu:— 

(1) The following allowances shall be paid to 
workers covered by this Award booked off or 
temporarily lodging away from their home 
stations:— 

(a) For the first 30 hours or part thereof the 
sum of $15.94 where attended and $17.22 
where unattended barracks are provided 
and $19.77 where there are no barracks. 

(b) After the first 30 hours and up to seven 
days, the sum of 73 cents per hour and 
thereafter 62 cents per hour; provided that 
the reduction from 73 cents per hour to 62 
cents shah be made only in cases where the 
worker shall be stationed for over seven 
days in one place. 
Provided that a deduction of $5.16 per day 
or night, with a maximum of $25.80 per 
week, shall be made where attended 
barracks are provided and a deduction of 
$2.58 per day or night, with a maximum of 
$12.90 per week shall be made where 
unattended barracks are provided. No 
such deduction shall be made if the worker 
returns to his home station within 44 
hours. 

GOVERNMENT LOCOMOTIVE ENGINEMEN'S 
Award No. 13 of 1973. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 61 of 1985. 

Between The West Australian Locomotive Engine 
Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of 
Workers, Applicant and Western Australian 
Government Railways Commission, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr L. Young on behalf of the applicant 
and Mr C. Mitsopoulos on behalf of the respondent and 
by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers con- 
ferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Government Railways Locomotive 
Enginemen's Award No. 13 of 1973 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 11th day of October 1984. 

Dated at Perth this 1st day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

HEALTH WORKERS — COMMUNITY 
AND CHILD SERVICES. 

Award No. 21 of 1979. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 975 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Hon. Minister for 
Health, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the 
respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Health Workers — Community and 
Child Services Award No. 21 of 1979 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
Commissioner. 

39311—6 
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Schedule. 
1. Clause 5.—Definitions: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 

5.—Definitions. 
"Health Worker Special" means an employee 

who has satisfactorily completed the Adult 
Aboriginal Programme at the College of Advanced 
Education and has a satisfactory work record of a 
minimum of four years in the health field and has 
the ability to function in a variety of communities. 

"Union" means The Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and 
Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 

"Accrued Day(s) Off" means the paid day(s) off 
accruing to an employee resulting from an entitle- 
ment to the 38 hour week as prescribed in Clause 
6.—Hours of this award. 

2. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

7.—Overtime. 
(1) All time worked with the authority of the 

employer in excess of the ordinary working hours 
prescribed in Clause 6.—Hours or Clause 18.— 
Part-Time Employees of this award shall be 
overtime and shall be paid for at time and one-half 
for the first two hours and double time thereafter. 

(2) Subject to subclause (5) of Clause 6.—Hours 
of this award work performed at the direction of the 
employer outside the spread of hours or on a 
Saturday or Sunday shall be paid or compensated 
for as hereunder: 

(a) one and one-half times the ordinary rate 
for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter on any day Monday to Saturday 
inclusive. 

(b) Double time on a Sunday. 

(3) In lieu of making a payment in accordance 
wi:h this clause the employer may grant time off 
proportionate to the payment to which the employee 
is entitled and such time off may be taken at a time 
convenient to the employer, provided that such time 
off is in unbroken periods, according to each period 
of overtime -"orked. 

(4) An employee who is recalled to work shall be 
paid for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates 
and for all reasonable expenses incurred in returning 
to work. 

3. Clause 8.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

8.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to an 
employee by the employer after each period of 12 
months' continuous employment with such 
employer. 

(2) Prior to commencing annual leave the 
employee shall be paid for any period of annual 
leave prescribed by this clause at the ordinary rate of 
wage the employee received for the greatest 
proportion of the calendar month prior to taking 
such leave. 

(3) Subject as hereinafter provided: 
(a) If after one month's continuous service in 

any qualifying 12 monthly period an 
employee lawfully terminates his employ- 
ment or his employment is terminated by 
the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 2.92 

hours' pay in respect of each completed 
week of continuous service in that qualify- 
ing period. 

(b) If the services of an employee terminate 
and the employee has taken a period of 
leave in accordance with subclause (7) of 
this clause and if the period of leave so 
taken exceeds that which would become 
due pursuant to paragraph (a) of this 
subclause, the employee shall be liable to 
pay the amount representing the differ- 
ence between the amount received by him 
for the period of leave taken in accordance 
with subclause (7) of this clause and the 
amount which would have accrued in 
accordance with paragraph (a) of this 
subclause. The employer may deduct this 
amount from moneys due to the employee 
by reason of the other provisions of this 
award at the time of termination. 

(c) In addition to any payment to which he 
may be entitled under this subclause, an 
employee whose employment terminates 
after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been 
allowed the leave prescribed under this 
award in respect of that qualifying period 
shall be given payment in lieu of that leave 
unless he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct and the misconduct for which 
he has been dismissed occurred prior to the 
completion of that qualifying period. 

(4) (a) The annual leave prescribed in this clause 
may be taken in two portions, if so requested by the 
employee, provided that no portion shall be less 
than two consecutive weeks. 

(b) By mutual agreement between the employer 
and the employee, the annual leave may be further 
split on one additional occasion, provided that no 
portion shall be less than one week. 

(c) When an employee requests that his annual 
leave be split into two or three portions the employer 
shall make every reasonable endeavour to accom- 
modate the wishes of the employee. 

(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is 
absent from work except paid sick leave or unpaid 
sick leave up to three months, the first 26 weeks of 
any absence on workers' compensation, annual 
leave, long service leave and compassionate leave, 
shall not count for the purpose of determining 
annual leave entitlements. 

(6) Leave shall be given as soon as practicable 
after falling due and shall not accumulate except 
with the consent of the employee but in no case shall 
it accumulate for more than two years. 

(7) Notwithstanding subclause (6) of this clause 
an employee may with the approval of the employer 
be allowed to take the annual leave prescribed by 
this clause before the completion of 12 months' 
continuous service as prescribed by subclause (1) of 
this clause. 

(8) When an employee proceeds on the annual 
leave prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause there 
will be no accrual towards an Accrued Day Off as 
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 6.— 
Hours of this award. 

(9) Before going on annual leave each employee 
shall be given at least two weeks' notice of the date 
leave is to be taken, unless the employee and the 
employer agree on a lesser period. 

(10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply 
to casual employees. 

(11) Any annual leave entitlement accumulated 
as at 1 January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 38 to 40. 
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4. Clause 9.—Public Holidays: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

9.—Public Holidays. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, the 

following days shall be allowed as holidays with pay: 
New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 

Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. 

(2) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

(3) Where an employee is required by the 
employer to work on any of the foregoing days, pay- 
ment for the time worked shaU be at the rate of two 
and one-half times the ordinary rate or alternatively 
payment at the rate of one and one-half times with 
equivalent time to that worked being taken off at a 
time convenient to the employer and the employee. 

(4) When any of the days observed as a holiday 
prescribed in this clause fall on a day when an 
employee is on an Accrued Day Off the employee 
shall be allowed to take a day's holiday in lieu of the 
holiday on a day immediately following the 
employee's annual leave or at a time mutually 
acceptable to the employer and the employee. 

(5) An employee whilst on a public holiday 
prescribed by this clause shall continue to accrue an 
entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in 
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 6.—Hours of this 
award. 

(6) This clause shall not apply to casual 
employees. 

5. Clause 12.—Compassionate Leave: Delete 
subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu: 

(1) An employee shall, on the death within 
Australia of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, 
parent-in-law, brother, sister, child or stepchild be 
entitled on notice, of leave up to and including the 
day of the funeral of such relation and such leave 
shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the 
employee in two ordinary working days. Proof of 
such death shall be furnished by the employee to the 
satisfaction of his/her employer. 

6. Clause 13.—Contract of Service: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

13.—Contract of Service. 
(1) Except in the case of dismissal for misconduct 

an employee's service shall not be terminated unless 
he/she has received a fortnight's previous notice or 
payment for such period in lieu thereof. 

(2) Except by agreement with the employer no 
employee shall resign without first giving a fort- 
night's notice and in the absence of such notice the 
employer may withhold holiday or other pay up to 
the amount of a fortnight's wages. 

(3) This clause shall not apply to casual 
employees. 

(4) In the case of dismissal for misconduct wages 
will be paid to the employee up to the time of that 
dismissal. 

7. Clause 14.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

14.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid fortnightly. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall 

be a pay advice slip to be retained by the employee. 
On this slip the employer shall clearly detail the 
gross wage, its composition, the net wages payable 
and each deduction. 

(3) Subject to subclause (4) of this clause, upon 
termination of employment, the employer shall pay 
to the employee all moneys earned by or payable to 
the employee before the employee leaves the 
premises or the same shall be forwarded as soon as 
reasonably possible to that employee by post. 

(4) Where an employee terminates his/her 
employment without notice as required in subclause 
(2) of Clause 13.—Contract of Service of this award 
the employer shall forward as soon as reasonably 
possible all moneys payable to such employee by 
post. 

(5) Payment of wages, by arrangement between 
an employer and an employee shall be paid into the 
employee's bank account or other account. 

(6) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

8. Clause 16.—Uniforms: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

16.—Uniforms. 
(1) The employer may supply uniforms and 

require them to be worn at all times when 
considered necessary by the employer. 

(2) When the employer requires a uniform to be 
worn, such uniform shall be supplied in accordance 
with subclause (1) of this clause. Provided that in 
lieu of providing uniforms, the employer may pay 
an allowance of $2.10 per week, and the employee 
shall wear uniforms which conform to the uniform 
stipulated by the employer with respect to material, 
colour, pattern and conditions. 

(3) The employer shall pay an allowance of $0.65 
per week for the laundering of uniforms. 

(4) The employer shall provide to the employee, 
free of charge, two cardigans or jackets and a 
suitable hat. At all times that part of the uniform 
issued in accordance with this subclause shall remain 
the property of the employer. 

(5) Laundering of jackets and cardigans issued as 
part of the uniform shall be the responsibility of the 
employee. No laundry allowance will be paid for 
this work. 

(6) By agreement between the employer and an 
employee and where an employee is stationed north 
of 26 degrees South Latitude cardigans and jackets 
need not be supplied. 
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HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES 
(Homes of Peace). 

Award No. 26 of 1960. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 988 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Homes of Peace 
(Inc.), Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the 
respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Employees (Homes of Peace) 
Award No. 26 of 1960 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 9.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu:— 

9.—Overtime. 
(1) All time worked in any day in excess of the 

time for which the worker is rostered shall be 
regarded as overtime and paid for at the rate of time 
and one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter, provided that if the overtime is 
occasioned through the failure of another worker to 
report for duty, equivalent time off duty may be 
granted in lieu of paying overtime. 

(2) Workers required to work on any day on 
which they are rostered off duty shall be paid at the 
rate of double time for all time worked. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained 
herein:— 

(a) an employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime 
rates and such worker shall work overtime 
in accordance with such requirement; 

(b) no organisation, party to this award or 
worker or workers covered by this award 
shall in any way, whether directly or 
indirectly, be a party to or concerned in 
any ban, limitation or restriction upon the 
working of overtime in accordance with 
the requirements of this subclause. 

(4) A worker who is recalled to work shall be paid 
for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates and 
for all reasonable expenses incurred in returning to 
work. 

2. Clause 12.—Public Holidays: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu:— 

12.—Public Holidays. 
(1) A worker who works on any public holiday 

named in this clause shall be paid a loading of 50 per 
cent of the ordinary wage for the time worked in 
ordinary hours on that day. 

For the purpose of this clause the following days 
shall be considered as public holidays:— 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. 

3. Clause 15.—Uniforms: Delete subclause (2) of this 
clause and insert the following in lieu:— 

(2) In lieu of the provision of uniforms, the 
employer may pay an allowance of $2.50 per week. 

4. Clause 16.—Contract of Service: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu:— 

16.—Contract of Service. 
(1) Subject as hereinafter provided, no worker 

shall be dismissed unless he/she has received one 
week's previous notice of his/her dismissal or pay 
for such period in lieu thereof. 

(2) No worker shall, without the consent of the 
employer resign without first having given one 
week's previous notice of his/her intention so to do: 
and in the absence of such notice the employer may 
withhold holiday or other pay up to the amount of 
one week's wages. 

(3) The employer may at any time without prior 
notice dismiss a worker for refusal or neglect to obey 
orders or for misconduct, or if after receiving the 
notice prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause the 
worker does not carry out his/her duties in the same 
manner as he/she did prior to such notice. 

In such cases the worker shall be paid up to the 
time of dismissal. 

(4) The employer shall be under no obligation to 
pay for any day not worked upon which the worker 
is required to present him/herself for duty, except 
such absence from work is due to illness and comes 
within the provisions of Clause 13.—Sick Leave of 
this award or such absence is on account of holidays 
to which the worker is entitled under the provisions 
of this award. 

(5) The preceding provisions of this clause shall 
not apply to casual workers. 

(6) One day's notice shall be sufficient to 
terminate the services of a worker (except where 
such a worker is dismissed for misconduct) during 
the first month of employment: provided that 
should the required one day's notice not be given 
one day's pay shall be either forfeited by the worker 
or paid by the employer. 
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HOSPITAL EMPLOYEES' 
(Perth Dental Hospital). 
Award No. 4 of 1970. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 861 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Board of 
Management, Perth Dental Hospital, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the respond- 
ent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Employees' (Perth Dental 
Hospital) Award No. 4 of 1970 be varied in accord- 
ance with the following schedule and that such 
variation shall have effect as from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after the date 
hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 
2.—Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. No Reduction. 
7. Payment of Wages. 
8. Engagement and Dismissal. 
9. Hours of Duty. 

10. Overtime. 
11. Annual Leave. 
12. Public Holidays. 
13. Sick Leave. 
14. Long Service Leave. 
15. Uniforms. 
16. Distant Work. 
17. Fares and Travelling Time. 
18. Apprentices. 
19. Wages. 
20. Maternity Leave. 
21. Compassionate Leave. 
22. Time and Wages Book. 
23. Interviews. 
24. Notices. 

Memorandum of Agreement. 

2. Clause 7.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

7.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid fortnightly. Overtime and 

penalty rates where applicable shall be paid at least 
monthly. 

(2) Accompanying each payment of wages there 
shall be a pay advice slip to be retained by the 
worker. On this slip the employer shall clearly detail 
the gross wages, its composition, the net wages 
payable, and show details of each deduction. 

(3) On termination of employment the employer 
shall pay to the worker all moneys payable to that 
worker before the worker leaves the hospital or the 
same shall be forwarded to the worker by post on 
the following day. 

(4) Payment of wages, by arrangement between 
an employer and a worker shall be paid into the 
worker's bank account or other account. 

(5) A worker shall be paid for accumulated day(s) 
off at the rate, including penalties, at which it was 
accumulated. 

(6) No reduction shaU be made from a worker's 
wages unless the worker has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

3. Clause 10.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

10.—Overtime. 
(1) All work performed at the direction of the 

employer outside the ordinary hours of duty, shall 
be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for the 
first two hours and double time thereafter. Provided 
that in the calculation of overtime each day shall 
stand alone. 

(2) The employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 

(3) For workers other than Dental Technicians, 
overtime rates prescribed by this clause shall not 
apply until after eight hours have been worked on 
each day or in the case of part-time workers until 
after the ordinary rostered hours worked on that 
day. 

(4) A worker who has completed his usual hours 
of duty and has left the job and who is recalled to 
work after the usual ceasing time shall be paid a 
minimum of three hours at overtime rates. 

4. Clause 11.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to a 
worker by his employer after each period of 12 
months' continuous service with such employer. 

(2) Prior to commencing any period of annual 
leave, such worker shall be paid for that period of 
annual leave as follows: 

(a) At the rate of wage the worker would have 
received had he not proceeded on leave, 
including any shift and weekend penalties, 
provided that: 

(i) where a worker, for the greater 
portion of the calendar month 
prior to taking annual leave per- 
forms duties in a classification 
which, for the same year of 
employment, carries a higher rate 
than that which the worker usually 
performs, the rate of wage payable 
to that higher classification shall be 
deemed to be the rate of wage the 
worker would have received had he 
not proceeded on leave. 

(ii) Where it is not possible to calculate 
the shift and weekend penalties the 
worker would have received, the 
worker shall be paid at the rate of 
the average of such payments made 
each week over the four weeks prior 
to taking the leave. 
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(b) In addition to the rates prescribed in 
paragraph (a) of this subclause, a worker 
shall be paid, where his weekly entitlement 
under paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of 
this clause is less than YlVi per cent in 
addition to his weekly rate of pay pre- 
scribed in Clause 19.—Wages of this 
award, a loading which will produce an 
amount equal to 17'A per cent in addition 
to the rate of wage prescribed in Clause 
19.— Wages of this award. 

(3) A worker may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave 
prescribed by this clause before the completion of 12 
months' continuous service as prescribed by 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(4) Subject as hereinafter provided: 
(a) If after one month's continuous service in 

any qualifying 12 monthly period a worker 
lawfully terminates his service or his 
employment is terminated by the employer 
through no fault of the worker, the worker 
shall be paid 2.92 hours' pay in respect of 
each completed week of continuous 
service in that qualifying period. 

(b) Workers provided for in subclause (7) of 
this clause who are granted an additional 
week's leave shall be paid 3.65 hours' pay 
in respect of each completed week of 
service in lieu of the 2.92 hours' pay 
prescribed in paragraph (a) of this 
subclause. 

(c) If the services of a worker terminate and 
the worker has taken a period of leave in 
accordance with subclause (3) of this 
clause and if the period of leave so taken 
exceeds that which would become due 
pursuant to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this 
subclause, the worker shall be liable to pay 
the amount representing the difference 
between the amount received by him for 
the period of leave taken in accordance 
with subclause (3) of this clause and the 
amount which would have accrued in 
accordance with paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
this subclause. The employer may deduct 
this amount from moneys due to the 
worker by reason of the other provisions 
of this award at the time of termination. 

(d) In addition to any payment to which he 
may be entitled under this subclause, a 
worker whose employment terminates 
after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been 
allowed the leave prescribed under this 
award in respect of that qualifying period 
shall be given payment in lieu of that leave 
unless he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct and the misconduct for which 
he has been dismissed occurred prior to the 
completion of that qualifying period. 

(5) When work is closed down for the purpose of 
allowing annual leave to be taken, workers with less 
than a full year's service shall only be entitled to 
payment during such period for the number of days 
leave due to them. Provided that nothing herein 
contained shall deprive the employer of his right to 
retain such workers during the close-down period as 
may be required. 

(6) The annual leave prescribed in this clause 
shall be taken in two portions, if so requested by the 
worker, provided that no portion shall be less than 
two consecutive weeks. Provided further, that by 
mutual agreement between the employer and the 
worker, the annual leave may be further split on one 
additional occasion, provided that no portion shall 
be less than one week. 

(7) Shift workers who are regularly rostered to 
work on Sundays and Public Holidays shall be 
allowed one week's leave in addition to that pre- 
scribed in subclause (1) of this clause with respect to 
each period of 12 months' continuous service. 

(8) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period a worker is on annual 
leave, long service leave, observing a public holiday 
prescribed by this award, absent through sickness 
with or without pay except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds three months or absent on 
workers' compensation except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds six months in any year. 

(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual workers. 

(10) When a worker proceeds on the four weeks' 
annual leave prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause there will be no accrual towards an Accrued 
Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of 
Clause 9.—Hours of Duty of this award. Accrual 
towards an Accrued Day Off shall continue during 
any other period of annual leave prescribed by 
subclause (7) of this clause. 

(11) Any annual leave entitlements as at 1 
January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio 
of 38 to 40. 

5. Immediately after Clause 20.—Maternity Leave, 
add the following: 

21.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) A worker shall, on the death within Australia 

of a wife, husband, de facto wife or de facto 
husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in- 
law, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the worker in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the worker 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the worker concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

(3) A worker shall not be entitled to claim pay- 
ment for compassionate leave on a day when that 
worker is absent on an Accrued Day Off in accord- 
ance with the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of 
Clause 9.—Hours of Duty of this award. 

(4) A worker, whilst on compassionate leave 
prescribed by this clause shall continue to accrue an 
entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in 
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 9.—Hours of Duty 
of this award. 

6. Immediately after Clause 21.—Compassionate 
Leave, add the following: 

22.—Time and Wages Book. 
(!) A time book shall be open for inspection at all 

reasonable times by the Union Secretary, or the 
Union Secretary's nominee. Each worker must 
record daily in such book the exact time on which 
she starts and finishes duty. 

(2) The salary sheet shall upon reasonable notice 
being given be open for inspection at the office of 
the employer concerned by the Union Secretary or 
nominee appointed as aforesaid. 
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(3) Any system of automatic recording by means 
of a machine shall be deemed a compliance with the 
provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of this clause so 
far as the particulars actually recorded are 
concerned. 

7. Immediately after Clause 22.—Time and Wages 
Book, add the following: 

23.—Interviews. 
The Union Secretary, or the Union Secretary's 

nominee, shall be entitled to interview members of 
the union on the employer's premises at reasonable 
times and by arrangement with the employer. 

8. Immediately after Clause 23.—Interviews, add the 
following: 

24.—Notices. 
If the Union so requests a copy of this award shall 

be posted on a board of reasonable size in the place 
where it may be conveniently and readily seen by 
every worker concerned. The Union Secretary or the 
Union Secretary's nominee may also post thereon 
such other notices relating to Union matters as are 
reasonable. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 11.—Overtime: Delete subclauses (3) and 

(4) of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 
(3) Where an employee is required to work 

overtime, and such overtime is worked for a period 
of at least two hours in excess of the required daily 
hours of work the employee shall be provided with a 
meal free of cost or shall be paid the sum of $3.95 as 
meal money. 

This subclause shall not apply where the employee 
has been advised of the necessity to work overtime 
on the previous day. 

(4) An employee who has completed his/her 
usual hours of duty and has left the job and who is 
recalled to work after the usual ceasing time, shall be 
paid a minimum of three hours at overtime rates and 
for all reasonable costs incurred in returning to 
work. 

2. Clause 24.—Payment of Wages: Immediately after 
subclause (4) of this clause, add the following new 
subclause: 

(5) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

HOSPITAL LAUNDRY AND LINEN SERVICE 
(Government). 

Award No. 36 of 1981. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1007 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Board of 
Management, The Lakes Hospital, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne of behalf of the respond- 
ent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Laundry and Linen Service 
(Government) Award No. 36 of 1981 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

HOSPITAL WORKERS 
(Cleaning Contractors Private Hospitals). 

Award No. 2 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1035 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Powerclean, Res- 
pondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the 
respondent and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Workers (Cleaning Contractors 
Private Hospitals) Award No. 2 of 1977 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of March 1985. 

[L.S.] 
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 

Commissioner. [L.S.j 
(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 

Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
1. Clause 10.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 

10.—Overtime. 
(1) "Overtime" shall mean all time worked 

beyond or in excess of the ordinary rostered hours of 
duty prescribed in Clause 7.—Hours or Clause 29.— 
Part-Time Workers of this award, on any day the 
worker is rostered on duty and except as hereinafter 
provided, shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
one half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. Such rates shall be paid in addition to the 
weekend or shift work rates as the case may be. 

(2) In lieu of payment for overtime and by 
agreement between the worker and the employer, 
time off equivalent to the time worked may be 
granted when overtime is occasioned through the 
failure of another worker to report for duty, except 
where a full additional shift is required, when 
overtime rates shall apply. 

(3) All work performed by workers on any day on 
which they are rostered off duty or days worked in 
excess of those provided in Clause 7.—Hours or 
Clause 29.—Part-Time Workers shall be paid for at 
the rate of double time. 

(4) Where a worker is required to work overtime 
and such overtime is worked for a period of at least 
two hours in excess of the required daily hours of 
work, the worker shall be provided with a meal free 
of cost or shall be paid the sum of $4.00. 

This subclause shall not apply where the worker 
has been advised of the necessity to work overtime 
on the previous day. 

(5) A worker who has completed his/her usual 
hours of duty and has left the job and who is recalled 
to work after the usual ceasing time, shall be paid a 
minimum of three hours at overtime rates and for all 
reasonable costs incurred in returning to work. 

2. Clause 15.—Annual Leave: Delete subclause (6) of 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(6) Any time in respect of which a worker is 
absent from work except time for which he/she is 
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on annual 
leave or long service leave as prescribed by this 
award shall not count for the purpose of determin- 
ing annual leave. 

3. Clause 19.—Height Money: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu:— 

19.—Height Money. 
(1) A cleaner shall not be required to work from 

the top of a ladder more than 3.05 metres long which 
rests on ground or floor level. 

(2) Where it is necessary to go wholly outside a 
building to clean windows, a worker shall, if such 
cleaning be 15.5 metres or more from the nearest 
horizontal plane, be paid an allowance of $1.30 per 
day. 

(3) Where a worker is required to clean windows 
from a swinging scaffold or similar device, he/she 
shall be paid $0.22 per hour extra for every hour or 
part thereof so worked. 

4. Clause 21 .—Contract of Service: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Contract of Service. 
(1) The contract of service shall be by the week 

and shall be terminable by one week's notice, except 
in the case of a casual worker when one hour's 
notice shall be given. If the required notice is not 
given either by the employer or the worker, one 
week's or one hour's pay shall be either paid or 
forfeited as the case may be. 

(2) In the event the worker is dismissed for mis- 
conduct such worker shall be paid up to the point of 
dismissal. 

(3) No employer engaged in the cleaning of any 
hospital by contract shall enter into a contract of 
service with a worker with respect to cleaning work 
in any hospital other than in accordance with the 
provisions of this award. 

That is, the provisions of this award shall apply 
to, and only to, such work as is actually performed 
in any hospital notwithstanding the concept of 
major and substantial employment. 

5. Clause 22.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

22.—Higher Duties. 
A worker who is required to do work which 

carries a higher rate of pay than that which he/she 
usually performs shall be entitled to the higher rate 
whilst so engaged. Provided that if engaged in such 
higher grade of work for more than two hours in one 
day he/she shall be paid at the higher rate for the 
day. 

HOSPITAL WORKERS (Government). 
Award No. 21 of 1966. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 543 of 1984. 

Between the Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Board of 
Management, Royal Perth Hospital and Others, 
Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the res- 
pondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Workers (Government) Award 
No. 21 of 1966 be varied in accordance with the 
following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.)G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 5.—Definitions: Immediately after 

subclause (11) of this clause, add the following new 
subclause: 

(12) "Union" means The Federated Miscellan- 
eous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, 
Service and Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 
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2. Clause 10.—Contract of Service: Delete subclause 
(3) of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(3) The employer may at any time without prior 
notice dismiss a worker for refusal or neglect to obey 
orders or for misconduct, and such worker shall be 
entitled to a written statement as to the reason for 
the dismissal within 14 days of the said employer 
having received a written request for such a state- 
ment. In such a case, wages shall be paid up to the 
time of dismissal. 

3. Clause 18.—District Allowance: Delete subclauses 
(3) and (4) of this clause and insert in lieu thereof the 
following: 

(3) The weekly allowances payable to workers 
employed in the districts of the State described in 
subclause (2) of this clause are as follows: 

District Column A 
$ 

1. Nil 
2. 5.90 
3. 8.20 
4. 13.00 
5. 25.90 
6. 31.70 

Provided that the allowances prescribed in 
Column "A" shall operate from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after 1 
January 1985. 

(4) Workers employed in the towns shown 
hereunder in the districts referred to in subclause (2) 
of this clause shall be paid the following allowances 
in lieu of the rates prescribed in subclause (3) of this 
clause. 

Column A 
District Town $ 
1. Nil Nil 
2. Kalgoorlie 1.90 

Ravensthorpe 7.80 
Norseman 7.80 
Salmon Gums 7.80 
Marvel Loch 7.80 
Esperance 7.80 

3. Meekatharra 13.00 
Mount Magnet 13.00 
Wiluna 13.00 
Laverton 13.00 
Leonora 13.00 
Cue 13.00 

4. Warburton Mission 34.90 
Carnarvon 12.30 

5. Fitzroy Crossing 34.90 
Halls Creek 34.90 
Turner River Camp 34.90 
Nullagine 34.90 
Abydos Research 

Station 32.30 
Liveringa (Camballin) 32.30 
Marble Bar 32.30 
Wittenoom 32.30 
Port Hedland 28.40 

6. Nil Nil 
Provided that the allowances prescribed in 

Column "A" shall operate from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after 1 
January 1985. 

4. Clause 19.—Allowances and Special Provisions: 
Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

19.—Allowances and Special Provisions. 
In addition to the rates prescribed in Clause 

39.—Wages of this award, the following allowances shall 
be paid: 

(1) Workers handling foul linen in laundry 
procedures at hospitals — $0.60 to $1.80 per day. 

(2) Orderlies employed on boiler firing duties — 
$1.19 per day. 

(3) Orderlies required to handle a cadaver — 
$0.92 per hour with a minimum payment of one 
hour. 

(4) Orderlies — Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital, 
sterilising sputum mugs — $1.19 per day. 

5. Clause 21.—Public Holidays: Immediately after 
subclause (7) of this clause, add the following new 
subclause: 

(8) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, 

that day shall be a whole holiday or, as the case may 
be, a half-holiday for the purposes of this award 
within the district or locality specified in the pro- 
clamation. 

6. Clause 25.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

25.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave shall be allowed to a 
worker by his employer after each period of 12 
months' continuous service with such employer: 
Provided that orderlies and wardsmaids at Lemnos 
and Swanbourne-Graylands shall be allowed five 
weeks' leave in lieu of the four weeks' leave pre- 
scribed herein. 

(2) Prior to commencing any period of annual 
leave, each worker shall be paid for that period of 
leave as follows: 

(a) at the rate of wage the worker would have 
received had he not proceeded on leave, 
including any shift and weekend penalties, 
provided that: 

(i) where a worker, for the greater 
portion of the calendar month, 
prior to taking annual leave per- 
forms duties in a classification 
which for the same year of employ- 
ment carries a higher rate than that 
which the worker usually performs, 
the rate of wage payable to that 
higher classification shall be 
deemed to be the rate of wage the 
worker would have received had he 
not proceeded on leave. 

(ii) Where it is not possible to calculate 
the shift and weekend penalties the 
worker would have received, the 
worker shall be paid at the rate of 
the average of such payments made 
each week over the four weeks prior 
to taking the leave. 

(b) (i) In addition to the rates prescribed 
in paragraph (a) of this subclause a 
worker shall be paid, where his 
weekly entitlement under subclause 
(2) (a) of this clause is less than 
18.75 per cent in addition to his 
weekly rate of pay prescribed by 
Clause 39.—Wages of this award, a 
loading which will produce an 
amount equal to 18.75 per cent in 
addition to the rate of wage pre- 
scribed in Clause 39.—Wages of 
this award. 
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(ii) Provided that the maximum 
loading payable for each week of 
leave shall not exceed one-quarter 
of the amount set out in the Austra- 
lian Bureau of Statistics publica- 
tion 'average weekly earnings per 
male unit', in Western Australia for 
the September quarter immediately 
preceding the date the leave became 
due, provided further that the 
limitation will not affect a worker's 
entitlement to any payments by 
way of shift or weekend penalties 
under this subclause. 

(3) Subject as hereinafter provided: 
(a) If after one month's continuous service in 

any qualifying 12 monthly period a worker 
lawfully terminates his services or his 
employment is terminated by the employer 
through no fault of the worker, the worker 
shall be paid 2.92 hours' pay at the rate 
prescribed in subclause (2) hereof, in 
respect of each completed week of con- 
tinuous service in that qualifying period. 

(b) Orderlies and wardsmaids at Lemnos and 
Swanbourne-Graylands, and workers 
provided for in subclause (6) of this clause 
shall be paid 3.65 hours' pay at the rate 
prescribed in subclause (2) hereof in 
respect of each completed week of service 
in lieu of the 2.92 hours' pay prescribed in 
paragraph (a) of this subclause. 

(c) If the services of a worker terminate and 
the worker has taken a period of leave in 
accordance with subclause (4) of this 
clause and if the period of leave so taken 
exceeds that which would become due pur- 
suant to paragraphs (a) or (b) of this sub- 
clause, the worker shall be liable to pay the 
amount representing the difference 
between the amount received by him for 
the period of leave taken in accordance 
with subclause (4) of this clause and the 
amount which would have accrued in 
accordance with paragraphs (a) or (b) of 
this subclause. The employer may deduct 
this amount from moneys due to the 
worker by reason of the other provisions 
of this award at the time of termination. 

(d) In addition to any payment to which he 
may be entitled under this subclause, a 
worker whose employment terminates 
after he has completed a 12 monthly 
qualifying period and who has not been 
allowed the leave prescribed under this 
award in respect of that qualifying period 
shall be given payment in lieu of that leave 
unless he had been justifiably dismissed 
for misconduct and the misconduct for 
which he has been dismissed occurred 
prior to the completion of that qualifying 
period. 

(4) A worker may, with the approval of the 
employer, be allowed to take the annual leave pre- 
scribed by this clause before the completion of 12 
months' continuous service as prescribed by 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(5) (a) The annual leave prescribed in this clause 
may be taken in two portions, if so requested by the 
worker, provided that no portion shall be less than 
two consecutive weeks. 

(b) By mutual agreement between the employer 
and the worker, the annual leave may be further 
split on one additional occasion, provided that no 
portion shall be less than one week. 

(c) When a worker requests that his annual leave 
be split into two or three portions, the employer 
shall make every reasonable endeavour to accom- 
modate the wishes of the worker. 

(6) Shift workers (i.e. workers who rotate after- 
noon and/or night shift with day shift, as defined in 
Clause 16.—Shift Work of this award) shall be 
granted an additional week's leave, except in the 
case of orderlies and wardsmaids at Lemnos and 
Swanbourne-Graylands: Provided that for workers 
whose shifts are not subject to regular rotation, one 
working day's additional leave (with a maximum of 
five working days) for each seven weeks actually 
worked on afternoon and/or night shift shall be 
granted; provided further, that workers who have 
completed 31 weeks on afternoon and/or night shift 
shall be granted the additional week. 

(7) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period a worker is on annual 
leave, long service leave, observing a public holiday 
prescribed by this award, absent through sickness 
with or without pay except for that portion of an 
absence which exceeds three months or absent on 
workers' compensation except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds six months in any year. 

(8) Before going on annual leave each worker 
shall be given at least four week's notice of the date 
such leave is to commence. 

(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual workers. 

(10) When a worker proceeds on the four weeks 
annual leave prescribed by subclause (1) of this 
clause there will be no accrual towards an Accrued 
Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of 
Clause 6.—Hours of this award. Accrual towards an 
Accrued Day Off shall continue during any other 
period of annual leave prescribed by this clause. 

(11) Any annual leave entitlement accumulated as 
at 1 January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 38 to 40. 

7. Clause 38.—Payment of Wages: Immediately after 
subclause (7) of this clause, add the following new 
subclause: 

(8) Subject to the provisions of this clause, no 
deduction shall be made from a worker's wages 
unless the worker has authorised such deduction in 
writing. 

8. Clause 39.—Wages: Delete Part 9—General Condi- 
tions of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(a) Casual workers shall be paid at the rate of 20 
per cent in addition to the rates herein prescribed. 

(b) Except where this clause specifies classifica- 
tions which require the worker to be in charge of 
other workers, any worker who is placed in charge 
of — 

(i) not less than three and not more than 10 
other workers shall be paid $11.90 per 
week in addition to the ordinary wage pre- 
scribed by this clause; 

(ii) more than 10 and not more than 20 other 
workers shall be paid $17.90 per week in 
addition to the ordinary wage prescribed 
by this clause; 

(iii) more than 20 other workers shall be paid 
$23.90 per week in addition to the ordinary 
wage prescribed by this clause. 

(c) In this clause the term 'year of employment' 
shall mean year of employment with the employing 
hospital. 
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HOSPITAL WORKERS (Hostel Domestics). 
Award No. 19 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1036 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Braemar Presbyterian 
Home for the Aged and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Workers (Hostel Domestics) 
Award No. 19 of 1977 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

given either by the employer or the worker, one 
week's or one hour's pay shall be either paid or for- 
feited as the case may be. 

(2) Provided that where a worker is dismissed for 
misconduct such worker shall be paid up to the time 
of that dismissal. 

5. Clause 22.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

22.—Higher Duties. 
A worker who is required to do work which 

carries a higher rate of pay than that which he/she 
usually performs shall be entitled to the higher rate 
whilst so engaged. 

Provided that if engaged in such higher grade of 
work for two or more hours he/she shall be paid at 
the higher rate for the day. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 15.—Annual Leave: Delete subclause (6) of 

this clause and insert the following in lieu: 
(6) Any time in respect of which a worker is 

absent from work except time for which he/she is 
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on annual 
leave or long service leave as prescribed by this 
award shall not count for the purpose of determin- 
ing annual leave. 

2. Clause 17.—Uniforms: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

17.—Uniforms. 
(1) All uniforms, i.e. uniformity of dress, shall be 

supplied free of cost to all workers required to wear 
them, or if not supplied by the employer payment in 
lieu thereof of $2.50 per week shall be paid. 

(2) Aprons shall be provided for all workers on 
the kitchen staff. 

(3) Any item of clothing supplied by the employer 
shall remain the property of the employer and the 
worker shall return such clothing when it is either no 
longer required or the worker leaves the 
employment. 

In the event of a worker not returning such 
clothing issued by the employer in good condition, 
other than that attributable to fair wear and tear, 
action may be taken under the provisions of this 
award for recovery of the cost of such clothing. 

3. Clause 18.—Laundry: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

18.—Laundry. 
(1) All clothing forming part of a uniform shall be 

laundered free of cost to the worker. 
(2) Where the uniform of any worker cannot be 

laundered at the hospital an allowance of 65 cents 
per week shall be paid to the worker. 

4. Clause 21.—Contract of Service: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Contract of Service. 
(1) The contract of service shall be by the week 

and shall be terminable by one week's notice, except 
in the case of a casual worker when one hour's 
notice shall be given. If the required notice is not 

HOSPITAL WORKERS (Hostel Supervisors). 
Award No. 6 of 1978. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1037 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Braemar Presbyterian 
Home for the Aged and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Workers (Hostel Supervisors) 
Award No. 6 of 1978 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 6.—Definitions: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
6.—Definitions. 

(1) "Union" shall mean The Federated Miscel- 
laneous Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, 
Service and Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch. 

(2) "Supervisor" means a worker whose duties 
include the overseeing of the daily activities of 
residents. 

(3) "Nursing Care" means that type of care 
which falls within any of the branches of nursing set 
out in the Nurses Act 1968. 
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2. Clause 9.—Annual Leave: Delete subclause (5) of 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(5) Any time in respect of which a worker is 
absent from work except time for which he/she is 
entitled to claim sick pay or time spent on annual 
leave or long service leave as prescribed by this 
award shall not count for the purpose of determin- 
ing annual leave. 

3. Clause 13.—Laundry and Uniforms: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

13.—Laundry and Uniforms. 
(1) Each worker shall be entitled to all reasonable 

laundry work at the expense of the employer, but 
where the uniform of any worker cannot be 
laundered by the employer, an allowance of 65 cents 
per week shall be paid to that worker. 

(2) All uniforms shall be supplied free of cost to 
workers required to wear them. Where a worker is 
required to wear a uniform but that uniform is not 
supplied by the employer, an allowance of $2.50 per 
week shall be paid by the employer. 

HOSPITAL WORKERS (Ngal-a). 
Award No. 6A of 1958. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 989 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Board of Manage- 
ment Ngal-a Mothercraft Training Centre, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Hospital Workers (Ngal-a) Award No. 
6A of 1958 be varied in accordance with the follow- 
ing schedule and that such variation shall have effect 
as from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 11.—Contract of Service: Delete subclause 

(3) of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 
(3) The employer may at any time without prior 

notice dismiss a worker for refusal or neglect to obey 
orders or for misconduct, and such worker shall be 
entitled to a written statement as to the reason for 
the dismissal within 14 days of the said employer 
having received a written request for such a state- 
ment. 

In such cases a worker shall be paid up to the time 
of dismissal. 

2. Clause 14.—Overtime: Delete subclauses (4) and (5) 
of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(4) Where a worker is required to work overtime 
and such overtime is worked for a period of at least 
two hours in excess of the required daily hours of 

work, the worker shall be provided with a meal free 
of cost, or shall be paid the sum of $4.00 as meal 
money. 

This subclause shall not apply where the worker 
has been advised of the necessity to work overtime 
on the previous day. 

(5) A worker who has completed his/her usual 
hours of duty and has left the job and who is recalled 
to work after the usual ceasing time, shaU be paid a 
minimum of three hours at overtime rates. 

3. Clause 17.—Allowances and Special Provisions: 
Delete this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

17.—Allowances and Special Provisions. 
(1) Any worker handling foul linen in laundry 

procedures shall be paid an allowance of $1.10 per 
week. 

(2) A worker engaged as a casual shall be paid 20 
per cent over the rates specified in this award. 

4. Clause 18.—Higher Duties Allowance: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

18.—Higher Duties Allowance. 
(1) A worker who performs duties which carry a 

higher minimum rate than that which such worker 
usually performs shall be entitled to the higher 
minimum rate while so employed. 

(2) Where such a worker is engaged in the higher 
grade of work for more than two hours in any one 
day, the worker shall be paid the higher rate for the 
whole day. 

5. Clause 19.—Holidays: Delete subclause (7) of this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(7) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period a worker is on annual 
leave, long service leave, absent through sickness 
with or without pay except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds three months or absent on 
workers' compensation except for that portion of an 
absence that exceeds six months in any year. 

6. Clause 21.—Compassionate Leave: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Compassionate Leave. 
A worker shall, on the death within Australia of a 

spouse, de facto spouse, parent, parent-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the worker in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of 
his/her employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the worker 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the worker concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his/her 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

7. Clause 23.—Uniforms: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

23.—Uniforms. 
(1) Where the employer requires a uniform to be 

worn, a supply of four such uniforms shall be made 
available for use by each employee but such 
uniforms shall at all times remain the property of the 
employer. 

(2) In lieu of the provision of uniforms, the 
employer may pay an allowance of $2.50 per week. 
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IRON ORE PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING 
(Hamersley Iron Pty Limited). 

Award No. 6 of 1983. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 828 of 1984. 

Between Amalgamated Metal Workers and Shipwrights 
Union of Western Australia, Applicant and 
Hamersley Iron Pty Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr D.W. Skipworth on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr A.N. Cameron on behalf of the 
respondent, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Iron Ore Production and Processing 
(Hamersley Iron Pty Limited) Award No. 6 of 1983 
be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect as from the 
28th day of April 1984. 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 32.—Wages: Amend subclause (3) of this 

clause as follows:— 
Delete:— 

Heavy Equipment Tyre Fitter 303.60 
(Tom Price Truckshop) 

And insert in lieu thereof:— 
Heavy Equipment Tyre Fitter 303.60 
(Tom Price and Paraburdoo Truck Shops) 

LICENSED ESTABLISHMENTS 
(Retail and Wholesale). 
Award No. 23 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1024 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Burns Philp 
Company Limited and Others, Respondents. 

Interim Order. 
HAVING heard Mr R.E. Archer on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders:— 

That the "Licensed Establishments (Retail and 
Wholesale)" Award No. 23 of 1977 as varied, 
consolidated and varied be further varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 20th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 10.—Meal Times and Meal Allowance. 

(1) Part I — Retail Establishments: Delete the 
amount of $3.80 appearing in subclause (2) of this 
part of this clause and insert in lieu the amount of 
$4.10 

(2) Part II — Wholesale Establishments: Delete 
the amount of $3.80 appearing in subclause (2) of 
this part of this clause and insert in lieu the amount 
of $4.10. 

MENTAL HEALTH 
REHABILITATION ASSISTANTS'. 

Award No. 36 of 1965. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 944 of 1983. 

Between West Australian Psychiatric Nurses' Associa- 
tion (Union of Workers), Applicant and Hon. 
Minister for Health, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J.R. Love on behalf of the respondent and 
by consent the Commission in Court Session, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Mental Health Rehabilitation 
Assistants' Award No. 36 of 1965 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from 1 April 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert in lieu: 
2. —Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Hours. 
6. Overtime. 
7. Annual Leave. 
8. Public Holidays. 
9. Contract of Service. 
10. Sick Leave. 
11. Travelling Time and Allowances. 
12. Charges Against Workers. 
13. Uniforms. 
14. Emergencies. 
15. Higher Duties. 
16. Long Service Leave. 
17. Interviews. 
18. Maternity Leave. 
19. Part-Time Workers. 
20. Rates of Pay. 
21. Payment of Wages. 
22. Compassionate Leave. 

Schedule of Respondents. 
Memorandum of Agreement. 
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2. Clause 5.—Hours: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

5.—Hours. 
(1) Commencing 1 April 1985 the ordinary 

working hours shall be worked within a 20-day four- 
week cycle of eight hours each on Monday to Friday 
inclusive with 0.4 of one hour of each such day 
worked accruing as an entitlement to take the 20th 
day in each cycle as a day off paid for as though 
worked. 

(2) The employer is responsible for the prepara- 
tion and maintenance of a roster showing the 
rostered day off duty which will be observed on the 
last working day of a week. Alterations may be 
made to the roster to meet the needs of the Industrial 
Rehabilitation Division of the Psychiatric Services 
of the Health Department. 

(3) The ordinary commencing and finishing times 
will be between 8.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. respectively. 

(4) A worker who has not worked or regarded as 
having worked a complete 20-day four-week cycle in 
accordance with the provisions of this clause shall 
receive pro rata accrued entitlement for each day 
worked or regarded as having been worked in such 
cycle, payable for the rostered day off. 

(5) Any dispute between the employer and the 
Union concerning rosters and the operation of this 
clause shall be referred to the Western Australian 
Industrial Relations Commission. 

3. Clause 6.—■Overtime: Immediately following 
subclause (7) of this clause, add the following: 

(8) Overtime rates prescribed by this clause shall 
not apply until after eight hours have been worked 
on each day or in the case of part-time workers, until 
after the ordinary rostered hours worked on that 
day. 

(9) Where, to meet the needs of the employer, a 
worker is required to work on his rostered day off, 
no overtime will be paid and that worker will be re- 
rostered for another day off duty within 10 working 
days. A re-rostered day will be the first or last 
working day of the week unless another day is 
agreed between the employer and the worker. 

4. Clause 7.—Annual Leave: Immediately following 
subclause (7) of this clause, add the following: 

(8) When a worker proceeds on the first four 
weeks of the five weeks' annual leave prescribed by 
subclause (1) of this clause there will be no accrual 
towards a rostered day off as prescribed in sub- 
clauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this 
award. Accrual towards a rostered day off shall 
continue during any other period of annual leave 
prescribed by this clause. 

(9) Any annual leave entitlement as at 1 April 
1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 38 to 
40. 

5. Clause 8.—Public Holidays. 
1. Immediately following paragraph (b) of sub- 

clause (2) of this clause, add the following: 
(c) When any of the days observed as a holi- 

day prescribed in this clause fall on a day when 
a worker is on a rostered day off the worker 
shall be allowed to take a day's holiday in lieu 
of the holiday on a day immediately following 
the worker's annual leave or at a time mutually 
acceptable to the employer and the worker. 

2. Immediately following subclause (5) of this 
clause, add the following: 

(6) A worker whilst on a public holiday pre- 
scribed by this clause shall continue to accrue 
an entitlement to a rostered day off as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award. 

6. Clause 10.—Sick Leave: Immediately following 
subclause (8) of this clause, add the following: 

(9) A worker shall not be entitled to claim pay- 
ment for non-attendance on the ground of personal 
ill health or injury nor will the worker's sick leave 
entitlements be reduced if such personal ill h ealth or 
injury occurs on a day when a worker is absent on a 
rostered day off in accordance with the provisions 
of subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this 
award. 

(10) A worker whilst on paid sick leave shall 
continue to accrue an entitlement to a rostered day 
off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 
5.—Hours of this award. 

(11) Any sick leave entitlement accumulated as at 
1 April 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 
38 to 40. 

7. Clause 15.—Higher Duties: Immediately following 
subclause (2) of this clause, add the following: 

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause 
payment for higher duties shall not apply to a 
worker required to act in another position whilst the 
permanent worker is on a rostered day off as pre- 
scribed by subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award. 

8. Clause 16r—Long Service Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

16.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions contained in the document 

Long Service Leave Conditions — State Govern- 
ment Wages Employees as consolidated by the 
Public Service Board in May 1974 and amended in 
September 1979, shall apply to employees covered 
by this award with the exception that on and from 
the 1st day of January 1982 long service leave for the 
second and subsequent periods of service shall 
accrue at the rate of 13 weeks' leave for seven years 
of continuous service. 

(2) Any qualifying service prior to 1 January 1982 
for the second period of long service leave shall be 
calculated on a 10 year qualifying period basis but 
all qualifying service after 1 January 1982, shall be 
calculated on a seven year qualifying period basis. 

(3) When a worker proceeds on long service leave 
there will be no accrual towards a rostered day off as 
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award. 

(4) Any long service leave accumulated as at 1 
April 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 
38 to 40. 

9. Clause 18.—Maternity Leave: Immediately follow- 
ing subclause (11) of this clause, add the following: 

(12) Effect of Maternity Leave on a Rostered Day 
Off: When a worker proceeds on maternity leave 
there will be no accrual towards a rostered day off as 
prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award. 

10. Clause 19.—-Part-Time Workers: Immediately 
following subclause (3) of this clause, add the following: 

(4) All part-time workers will be paid for hours 
actually worked at an hourly rate based on a 38 hour 
week and will not accrue time towards a rostered day 

11. Immediately following Schedule of Respondents 
to this award, add the following: 

Memorandum of Agreement. 
The following provisions relating to hours of 

work are agreed between the parties. 
1. Termination: A worker will not be entitled to 

payment for time accrued towards a rostered day off 
on either termination or dismissal. 
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2. Workers' Compensation. 
(a) Where a worker is on workers' compensa- 

tion for periods for less than one complete 
20 day work cycle, such worker will accrue 
towards and be paid for the succeeding 
rostered day off following such absence. 

(b) A worker will not accrue rostered days off 
for periods of workers' compensation 
where such period of absence exceeds one 
or more complete 20 day work cycles. 

(c) Where a worker is on workers' compensa- 
tion for less than one complete 20 day 
work cycle and a rostered day falls within 
the period, the worker will not be re- 
rostered for an additional day off. 

3. Leave Without Pay: A worker who is absent on 
any form of leave without pay during a 20 day work 
cycle shall not accumulate an entitlement to a 
rostered day off for the period of such leave nor will 
the worker be entitled to a rostered day off whilst on 
leave without pay. 

4. Trade-Offs. 
(a) There will be no afternoon tea break. 
(b) There will be no wash up time however, 

staff may be permitted by their supervisors 
to wash up after completing particularly 
dirty assignments as would normally be the 
case. 

(c) All cash pays to be converted to cheque 
payment or direct to bank accounts. 

(d) A charge of 50 cents per week for morning 
teas. 

Schedule. 
Part I — General. 

1. Clause 5.—Definitions: Add the following defini- 
tion to subclause (3) of this clause — 

"Electronics tradesman" means an electrical 
tradesman working at a level beyond that of electri- 
cian special class and who is mainly engaged in 
applying his knowledge and skills to the tasks of 
installing, repairing, maintaining, servicing, 
modifying, commissioning, testing, fault finding 
and diagnosing of various forms of machinery and 
equipment which are electronically controlled by 
complex digital and/or analogue control systems 
utilising integrated circuitry. The application of this 
skill and knowledge would require an overall under- 
standing of the operating principles of the systems 
and equipment on which the tradesman is required 
to carry out his tasks. 

To be classified as an electronics tradesman, a 
tradesman must have at least three years on the job 
experience as a tradesman in electronics systems 
utilising integrated circuits and in addition must 
have satisfactorily completed a post trades course in 
electronics equivalent to at least two years part-time 
study. 

In addition, to be classified as an electronics 
tradesman, a tradesman must be capable of; 

(a) maintaining and repairing multi-function 
printed circuitry using circuit diagrams 
and test equipment; 

(b) working under minimum supervision and 
technical guidance; 

(c) providing technical guidance within the 
scope of the work prescribed in this 
definition; 

(d) preparing reports of a technical nature on 
specific tasks or assignments as directed 
and within the scope of the work described 
in this definition. 

METAL TRADES (General). 
Award No. 13 of 1965. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 128 of 1984. 

Between The Electrical Trades Union of Workers of 
Australia (Western Australian Branch), Perth, 
Applicant and Anchorage Butchers Pty Ltd and 
Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr L. Benfell on behalf of the applicant 
and on behalf of the Amalgamated Metal Workers and 
Shipwrights Union of Western Australia and Austra- 
lasian Society of Engineers, Moulders and Foundry 
Workers Industrial Union of Workers, Western 
Australian Branch and Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the 
respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1979 having satisfied itself that the terms 
of the General Order of the Commission No. 461 of 
1983, dated 2 March 1984, have been complied with, and 
by consent, hereby orders — 

That the Metal Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 
1965 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule with effect from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the 1st day of 
January 1985. 

2. Clause 32.—Wages: Delete subclause (2) (b) of this 
clause and insert in lieu — 

(2) (b) Electrical Section — 
Automotive electrical fitter   D 
Battery attendants  M 
Battery fitter  D 
Electrical fitter and/or armature winder. D 
Electrical fitter's assistant  M 
Electrical installer  D 
Electrical installer's assistant  M 
Electrician in charge of an electrical 

supply undertaking  B 
Electrician special class  A 
Electronics tradesman  A1 
Linesman — Grade 1, i.e. with not less 

than 3 years' experience as a 
linesman  D 

— Grade 2, i.e. with less 
than 3 years' experience as a 
linesman  E 

Motor attendant  L 
Process worker  M 
Switchboard attendant  H 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

[L.S.] 
(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 

Commissioner. 
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MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS' MISCELLANEOUS WORKERS' 
(Slow Learning Children's Group). (Slow Learning Children's Group). 

Award No. 20 of 1980. Award No. 20 of 1980. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1136 of 1984. No. 587 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Slow Learning 
Children's Group of W.A. (Inc.), Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr A.R. Beech on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Miscellaneous Workers' (Slow Learning 
Children's Group) Award No. 20 of 1980 be varied 
in accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The Slow Learning 
Children's Group of W.A. (Inc.), Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr A.R. Beech on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the respondent 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, 
hereby orders — 

That the Miscellaneous Workers' (Slow Learning 
Children's Group) Award No. 20 of 1980 be varied 
in accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 12.—Holidays and Annual Leave: Delete 

subclause (1) of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu: 

(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in 
lieu thereof shall, subject as hereinafter provided, 
be allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, 
namely, New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good 
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. Provided that another day 
may be taken as a holiday by arrangement between 
the parties in lieu of the days named in this sub- 
clause. 

(b) Where — 
(i) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under Section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(ii) that proclamation d oes not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be a public half-holiday for the purpose of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

2. Clause 30.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

30.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid fortnightly during 

ordinary working hours. 
(2) Where payment is by cheque, the employer 

shall either provide encashment facilities or allow 
reasonable time off for an employee to cash the 
cheque where the employee could not reasonably 
cash the cheque outside working hours. 

(3) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has authoris- 
ed such deduction in writing. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 8.—Shift Work: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
8.—Shift Work. 

(1) (a) The loading on the ordinary rates of pay 
for an afternoon or night shift on eight hours 
worked in ordinary hours shall be $8.53. 

(b) For the purposes of this subclause: 
(i) "Day Shift" shall mean a shift which 

commences after 6.00 a.m. and before 
12.00 noon. 

(ii) "Afternoon Shift" shall mean a shift 
which commences at or after 12.00 noon 
and before 6.00 p.m. 

(iii) "Night Shift" shall mean a shift which 
commences at or after 6.00 p.m. and 
before 6.01 a.m. 

(2) (a) Shift work performed during ordinary 
hours on Saturdays or Sundays shall be paid for at 
the rate of time and one-half and on a public holiday 
shall be paid in accordance with subclause (3) (a) of 
Clause 12.—Holidays and Annual Leave of this 
award. 

(b) The rates prescribed in this subclause shall be 
in substitution for and not cumulative on the rates 
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause. 

(c) Work performed by an employee in excess of 
the ordinary hours of his shift, or on a rostered day 
off, shall be paid for in accordance with Clause 7.— 
Overtime of this award. 

(3) Where an employee fails to attend for the 
appointed shift, the employer shall attempt to find a 
relief for that shift. 
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NURSES (Public Hospitals). 
Award No. 6 of 1968. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 167 of 1984. 

Between The Royal Australian Nursing Federation 
Industrial Union of Workers, Perth, Applicant and 
Hon. Minister for Health and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr G. Voudouris on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J.R. Love on behalf of the respondents, and 
by consent, the Commission in Court Session, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Nurses (Public Hospitals) Award No. 6 
of 1968 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect 
from 1 January 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 
2.—Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. Payment of Wages. 
7. Average Occupied Beds 
8. Hours. 
9. Overtime. 
10. Sunday Time. 
11. Annual Leave. 

11 A. Public Holidays. 
12. Long Service Leave. 
13. Sick Leave. 
14. Termination of Employment. 
15. Transfers. 
16. Engagement. 
17. Student Nurses. 
18. Laundry and Uniforms. 
19. Rosters. 
20. Time and Wages Book. 
21. Interviews. 
22. Notices. 
23. Preference. 
24. Present Rates. 
25. Higher Duties. 
26. Board and Lodging. 
27. District Allowances. 
28. Emergencies. 
29. Casuals. 
30. Part-Time Employment. 
31. District Nurse. 
32. Other Provisions. 
33. Special Allowances. 
34. Board of Reference. 
35. Shiftwork. 
36. Wages. 
37. Maternity Leave. 
38. Compassionate Leave. 

Schedule of Respondents. 
Memorandum of Agreement. 

2. Clause 5.—Definitions: Immediately before 
"Assistant Matron" add the following: 

"Accrued Day(s) Off" means the paid day(s) off 
accruing to an employee resulting from an entitle- 
ment to the 38 hour week as prescribed in Clause 
8.—Hours of this Award. 

3. Clause 6.—Payment of Wages: Immediately 
following subclause (2) of this clause add the following: 

(3) Payment of wages, by arrangement between 
an employer and an employee, shall be paid into the 
employee's bank account or other account. 

(4) An employee who regularly performs shift or 
weekend work shall be paid for Accrued Days Off, 
including shift or weekend penalties, when those 
days are taken as leave and at the rate which applied 
when they were accumulated. 

(5) An employee who performs shift or weekend 
work irregularly may be paid shift or weekend 
penalties during the pay period in which the work is 
performed. 

4. Clause 8.—Hours: Delete this clause and add the 
following in lieu: 

8.—Hours. 
• (1) (a) From 1 January 1985, and subject to the 

provisions of subclause (3) of this clause and the 
Memorandum of Agreement the ordinary hours of 
duty shall be an average of 38 per week with the 
hours actually worked being 40 per week or 80 per 
fortnight at the option of the employer. No shift 
shall exceed 10 hours. 

(b) An employer shall not change from a weekly 
to a fortnightly hours arrangement except upon 
giving one month's notice of his intention so to do to 
the Federation. 

(c) Except where provided elsewhere the ordinary 
hours shall be worked with two hours of each week's 
work accruing as an entitlement to a maximum of 12 
Accrued Days Off in each 12 month period. The 
Accrued Days Off shall be taken as a minimum 
period of one week made up of five consecutive 
Accrued Days Off in conjunction with a period of 
annual leave or at a time mutually acceptable to the 
employer and the employee. 

(2) By agreement between the Federation and an 
employer the ordinary hours of an employee in lieu 
of the provisions of subclause (1) hereof may be 
worked: 

(a) within a 20 day, four week cycle with 0.4 of 
an hour of each day worked accruing as an 
entitlement to take the 20th day in each 
cycle as an Accrued Day Off; 

(b) with a 10 day, two week cycle, with an 
adjustment to hours worked to enable 76 
hours to be worked over nine days of the 
two week cycle and an entitlement to take 
the 10th day in each cycle as an Accrued 
Day Off; 

(c) by any other arrangement. 
(3) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in 

this clause and at the option of the employer, nurses 
employed in clinics or departments which function 
during the normal hours of duty on Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday may be granted hours of duty together 
with public holidays, long service leave and annual 
leave as are generally applicable to the clerical staff 
employed in the said clinics or departments. The 
daily hours of duty shall include a break of not more 
than one hour for lunch and such time shall not be 
included as part of the normal working week of 38 
hours. 

(4) An employer and employee may by agreement 
substitute the Accrued Day Off the employee is to 
take off for another day in which case the Accrued 
Day Off shall become an ordinary working day. 

39311—7 
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(5) Meal breaks shall not be less than 30 minutes 
but shall not be counted as time worked. Provided 
that where a nurse is called on duty during a meal 
time the period worked shall be counted in the 
ordinary working hours of duty. 

(6) (a) (i) An employee changing from night 
duty to day duty or from day duty 
to night duty shall be free from 
duty during the 20 hours immedi- 
ately preceding the commencement 
of the changed duty. 

(ii) An employee changing from 
evening duty to day duty shall not 
be required to commence such duty 
until a period of D'/z hours has 
elapsed since ceasing evening duty. 

(b) An employee other than one engaged to 
work part-time shall not be required to 
work a combination of shifts exceeding the 
following: 

(i) in the case of a weekly roster: all 
night, day or evening shifts, or both 
day and evening shifts; 

(ii) in the case of a fortnightly roster: 
all night, day or evening shifts or 
both day and evening shifts in 
either or both halves of the roster. 

(c) The provisions of subclauses (a) and (b) 
shall not apply if the employee is required 
to perform duty to enable the nursing 
services of the hospital to be carried on 
when an employee is absent from duty or 
in an emergency or where the employer 
and the Federation mutually agree to vary 
the provisions of this subclause. 

(7) (a) No employee shall be required to work in 
excess of five duties per week or 10 duties per 
fortnight except as provided by (b) and (c) of this 
subclause. 

(b) By mutual agreement between the employer 
and the Federation the scale of duties for employees 
working night duty can be varied to four duties per 
week or eight duties per fortnight. 

(c) An employee may be required to work on any 
off day in the case of an emergency and such time 
shall be paid for in accordance with Clause 9.— 
Overtime of this Award. 

(8) Night duty in north west hospitals and 
Goldfields hospitals (except training schools) where 
the staff including the Matron is three or more shall 
not exceed seven consecutive nights when a majority 
of the employees who are required to do night duty 
so decide, in which case it shall rotate after seven 
nights. 

(9) (a) A student nurse who has performed eight 
or more consecutive weeks of night duty shall not be 
rostered again for night duty for at least 12 wees 
from the last day of the preceding period of night 
duty unless she so requests in writing. 

(b) Student nurses shall not be obliged to work 
more than 12 weeks night duty in either the first or 
second year of training. Student nurses at the 
Kalgoorlie Hospital shall not be required to be on 
night duty for more than six continuous weeks in 
any one period. After any period of night duty a 
student nurse shall have an equivalent period of 
duty other than night duty. 

(10) In addition to the time off duty hereinbefore 
provided, nurses engaged in x-ray or radium work 
shall be allowed such other time off duty as in the 
opinion of the Medical Officer in charge of such 
work may be neccessary consequent upon such work 
for the purpose of maintaining or restoring them to 

normal health, and all such time shall be computed 
as part of the normal working time and there shall be 
no reduction in the wage in respect thereof. 

(11) Subject to the provisions of the Memoran- 
dum of Agreement morning and afternoon tea shall 
be provided by the employer. The time allowed for 
such break shall not exceed seven minutes which 
shall be taken when convenient to the employer 
without deduction of pay for such time. 

(12) Where an employee is required to travel as 
part of her duty such travelling time shall be con- 
sidered as part of her working time and there shall be 
no reduction in respect thereof. 

(13) (a) The provisions of this clause apply to a 
part-time employee in the same proportion as the 
hours normally worked bear to a full-time 
employee. 

(b) Where an employee works 20 hours or less per 
week an employer may pay an employee for all 
hours actually worked at an hourly rate based on a 
38 hour week in lieu of accrual of Accrued Days 
Off. 

(14) Any dispute between an employer and the 
Federation concerning rostering of employees and 
the operation of this clause shall be referred to the 
Western Australian Industrial Relations 
Commission. 

(15) A roster for Accrued Days Off shall be 
posted at least four weeks before the time it comes 
into operation. 

(16) A roster for Accrued Days Off may allow an 
employee to take Accrued Days Off before they 
become due. 

(17) Employees may be required to remain "on 
call" however any such time shall not be counted as 
time worked except insofar as an employee may take 
up actual duty in respect to a call but shall be paid 
for in accordance with Clause 33.—Special 
Allowances, hereof. 

(18) Employees in hospitals where the daily 
average of occupied beds does not exceed six, 
matrons and deputy matrons shall be allowed two 
days off duty per week which shall be taken at the 
convenience of the hospital but except for the pro- 
visions of this subclause and those of subclauses (11) 
and (12) of this clause, the provisions of this clause 
shall not apply to those employees. 

(19) Notwithstanding subclause (18) of this clause 
employees referred to in that subclause shall be 
provided with 12 days off duty in addition to annual 
leave for each 12 months' service. 

5. Clause 9.—Overtime: Immediately following 
subclause (6) of this clause, insert the following: 

(7) Overtime rates prescribed by this clause shall 
not apply until after eight hours have been worked 
on each day or in the case of part-time employees 
until after the ordinary rostered hours worked on 
that day. 

6. Clause 11.—Annual Leave. 
1. Delete subclauses (4) and (5) of this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 
(4) Subject as hereinafter provided: 

(a) If after one month's continuous 
employment an employee lawfully 
terminates her employment or her 
employment is terminated by the 
employer through no fault of the 
employee the employee shall be paid 
5.11 hours pay (at the rate prescribed 
by subclause (2) of this clause) in 
respect of each completed week of 
continuous service for which annual 
leave has not already been taken. 
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(b) In addition to any payment to which 
she may be entitled under this sub- 
clause an employee whose employ- 
ment terminates after she has com- 
pleted a 12 monthly qualifying period 
and who has not been allowed the 
leave prescribed under this Award in 
respect of that qualifying period shall 
be given payment in lieu of that leave 
unless she has been justifiably dis- 
missed for misconduct and the mis- 
conduct for which she has been dis- 
missed occurred prior to the comple- 
tion of that qualifying period. 

(5) (a) The annual leave prescribed in this 
clause may by consent between the 
employer and the employee be taken 
in two portions if so required by the 
employee provided that no portion 
shall be less than two consecutive 
weeks. 

(b) By mutual agreement between the 
employer and the employee the 
annual leave may be further split on 
one additional occasion, provided 
that no portion shall be less than one 
week. 

(c) When an employee requests that the 
annual leave be split into two or three 
portions the employer shall make 
every reasonable endeavour to 
accommodate the wishes of the 
employee. 

2. Delete subclause (9) of this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

(9) When an employee proceeds on the first 
four weeks of the seven weeks' annual leave 
prescribed by subclause (1) of this clause there 
will be no accrual towards an Accrued Day Off 
as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 
8.—Hours of this Award. Accrual towards an 
Accrued Day Off shall continue during any 
other period of annual leave prescribed by this 
clause. 

3. Immediately following subclause (9) of this 
clause add the following: 

(10) Any annual leave entitlement as at 1 
January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 38 to 40. 

7. Clause 12.—Long Service Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

12.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions contained in the document 

Long Service Leave Conditions — State Govern- 
ment Wages Employees as consolidated by the 
Public Service Board in June 1980 and amended in 
November 1983 shall apply to employees covered by 
this Award with the exception that on and from the 
1st day of January 1979 long service leave for the 
second and subsequent period of service shall accrue 
at the rate of 13 weeks' leave for seven years of 
continuous service. 

(2) Any qualifying service prior to 1 January 1979 
for the second period of long service leave shall be 
calculated on a 10 year qualifying period basis but 

8. Clause 13.—Sick Leave: Delete subclause (3) (f) of 
this clause and insert in lieu:— 

(f) An employee shall be paid the wages which 
would have been received had the employee not pro- 
ceeded on sick leave and shall have the accrued 
entitlement to paid sick leave reduced by the time 
the employee is absent from work on account of 
paid sick leave. 

Immediately after subclause (3) (f) of this clause add 
the following: 

(g) An employee shall not be entitled to claim 
payment for non attendance on the ground of 
personal ill health or injury nor will the employee's 
sick leave entitlements be reduced if such personal ill 
health or injury occurs on a day when an employee is 
absent on an Accrued Day Off in accordance with 
the provisions of subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 
8.—Hours of this Award. 

(h) An employee whilst on paid sick leave shall 
continue to accrue an entitlement to an Accrued 
Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of 
Clause 8.—Hours of this Award. 

(i) Any sick leave entitlement accumulated as at 1 
January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio 
of 38 to 40. 

9. Clause 18.—Laundry and Uniforms: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu:— 

18.—Laundry and Uniforms. 
(1) The employer shall provide, free of charge, 

the following number and type of uniforms to each 
employee: 

(a) Female staff: 6 dresses 
2 cardigans 
2 caps 

(b) Male staff: 2 jackets or cardigans 
6 pairs of trousers or 
shorts 
6 short or long sleeved 
shirts or tunic tops 

(2) At all times the uniform issued to the 
employee shaU remain the property of the employer. 

(3) No staff member will be required to wear 
stockings. 

(4) Any decision as to whether trousers or shorts 
may be worn shall rest with the employer. 

(5) All staff must wear a suitably enclosed shoe 
however the employer may not specify colour or 
brand. 

(6) The standard uniform issue may be varied by 
agreement between the employer and the Federation 
where a hospital has the need for particular items of 
clothing to be worn. Each employee shall have a 
sufficient number of uniforms to ensure a clean 
uniform daily. 

(7) In lieu of providing uniforms the employer 
may pay an allowance of $1.90 per week but the 
employee shall conform to the uniform stipulated 
by the employer with respect to material, colour, 
pattern and condition. 

(8) The employer shall provide student nurses 
with all uniforms required, which uniforms shall at 
all times remain the property of the employer. 

all qualifying service after 1 January 1979 shall be (9) if a student nurse withdraws from training 
calculated on a seven year qualifying period basis. prior to the completion of 12 months' service the 

(3) When an employee proceeds on long service employer may deduct from wages due an amount of 
leave there will be no accrual towards an Accrued $15.00 towards the cost of initial uniforms issued. 
Day Off as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) of (10) All washable clothing forming part of the 
ClauseS. Hours of this Award. uniform supplied by the employer shall be 

(4) Any long service leave accumulated as at 1 laundered free of cost to the employee. Provided 
January 1985 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio that in lieu of such free laundering the employer may 
of 38 to 40. pay the employee 60 cents per week. 
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(11) Laundering of jackets and cardigans issued 
as part of the uniform shall be the responsibility of 
the employee. No laundry allowance will be paid for 
this work. 

(12) By agreement between an employer and an 
employee and where a hospital is situated north of 
26 degrees south latitude jackets and cardigans need 
not be supplied. 

10. Clause 25.—Higher Duties: Immediately follow- 
ing subclause (2) of this clause add the following: 

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this clause 
payment for higher duties shall not apply to an 
employee required to act in another position whilst 
the permanent employee is on a single Accrued Day 
Off as prescribed by subclause (2) of Clause 8.— 
Hours of this Award. 

11. Clause 30.—Part-Time Employment: Delete sub- 
clauses (2), (3) and (4) of this clause and insert in lieu:— 

(2) A "part-time" employee means an employee 
who regularly works less than an average of 38 hours 
per week. 

(3) Part-time employees who work 20 hours or 
less per week shall be remunerated at a weekly rate 
pro rata to the rate prescribed for the class of work 
on which they are engaged only in the proportion 
which their ordinary weekly hours bear to 38. 

(4) Part-time employees shall be allowed annual 
leave and payment for such as prescribed in Clause 
11.—Annual Leave or subclause (3) of Clause 8.— 
Hours of this Award in the same ratio as their 
ordinary weekly hours averaged over the qualifying 
period bear to 38. 

(5) Part-time employees shall be allowed sick 
leave in the same manner as full-time employees 
excepting that payment for such leave shall be in the 
same ratio as their ordinary weekly hours averaged 
over the qualifying period bear to 38. 

12. Clause 33.—Special Allowances: Delete subclause 
(1) (e) (ii) of this clause and insert in lieu:— 

(ii) An employee shall be paid 18.75 per cent of 
one-thirtyeighth of the rate prescribed in this 
Award for a registered general nurse in her 
third year for each hour or part thereof she is 
on call. Provided that payment in accordance 
with this paragraph shall not be made for any 
period for which payment is made in 
accordance with the provisions of Clause 9.— 
Overtime of this Award when the employee is 
recalled to work. 

13. Clause 37.—Maternity Leave: Immediately after 
Clause 36.—Wages insert the following:— 

37.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: An employee 

who becomes pregnant shall, upon production to 
her employer of a certificate from a duly qualified 
medical practitioner stating the presumed date of 
her confinement, be entitled to maternity leave pro- 
vided that she has had not less than 12 months' con- 
tinuous service with that employer immediately pre- 
ceding the date upon which she proceeds upon such 
leave. 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) An employee shah include a part-time 

employee but shall not include an 
employee engaged upon casual or seasonal 
work. 

(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid 
maternity leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of 
Leave. 

(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, 
the period of maternity leave shall be for 
an unbroken period of from 12 to 52 weeks 

and shall include a period of six weeks' 
compulsory leave to be taken immediately 
before the presumed date of confinement 
and a period of six weeks' compulsory 
leave to be taken immediately following 
confinement. 

(b) An employee shall, not less than 10 weeks 
prior to the presumed date of confine- 
ment, give notice in writing to her 
employer stating the presumed date of 
confinement. 

(c) An employee shall give not less than four 
weeks' notice in writing to her employer of 
the date upon which she proposes to 
commence maternity leave, stating the 
period of leave to be taken. 

(d) An employee shall not be in breach of this 
order as a consequence of failure to give 
the stipulated period of notice in 
accordance with paragraph (c) hereof if 
such failure is occasioned by the confine- 
ment occurring earlier than the presumed 
date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe Job: Where in the opinion 
of a duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or 
risks arising out of the pregnancy or hazards 
connected with the work assigned to the employee 
make it inadvisable for the employee to continue at 
her present work, the employee shall, if the 
employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a 
safe job at the rate and on the conditions attaching 
to that job until the commencement of maternity 
leave. 

If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable the 
employee may, or the employer may require the 
employee to, take leave for such period as is certified 
necessary by a duly qualified medical practitioner. 
Such leave shall be treated as maternity leave for the 
purposes of subclauses (7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the 
period may be lengthened once only, save 
with the agreement of the employer, by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent 
of the employer, be shortened by the 
employee giving not less than 14 days' 
notice in writing stating the period by 
which the leave is to be shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the 
pregnancy of an employee terminates 
other than by the birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of an employee then 
on maternity leave terminates other than 
by the birth of a living child, it shall be the 
right of the employee to resume work at a 
time nominated by the employer which 
shall not exceed four weeks from the date 
of notice in writing by the employee to the 
employer that she desires to resume work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave. 
(a) Where the pregnancy of an employee not 

then on maternity leave terminates after 28 
weeks other than by the birth of a living 
child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period 
of unpaid leave (to be known as 
special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner 
certifies as necessary before her 
return to work, or 
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(ii) for illness other than the normal 
consequence of confinement she 
shall be entitled, either in lieu of or 
in addition to special maternity 
leave, to such paid sick leave as to 
which she is then entitled and which 
a duly qualified medical 
practitioner certifies as necessary 
before her return to work. 

(b) Where an employee not then on maternity 
leave suffers illness related to her preg- 
nancy, she may take such paid sick leave as 
to which she is then entitled and such 
further unpaid leave (to be known as 
special maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as necessary 
before her return to work, provided that 
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall 
not exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and 
(9) hereof, maternity leave shall include 
special maternity leave. 

(d) An employee returning to work after the 
completion of a period of leave taken 
pursuant to this subclause shall be entitled 
to the position which she held immediately 
before proceeding on such leave or, in the 
case of an employee who was transferred 
to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to 
the position she held immediately before 
such transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available, for 
which the employee is qualified and the 
duties of which she is capable of perform- 
ing, she shall be entitled to a position as 
nearly comparable in status and salary or 
wage to that of her former position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitle- 
ments: Provided the aggregate of leave including 
leave taken pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof 
does not exceed 52 weeks: 

(a) An employee may, in lieu of or in conjunc- 
tion with maternity leave, take any annual 
leave or long service leave or any part 
thereof to which she is then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised 
award absences (excluding annual leave or 
long service leave), shall not be available to 
an employee during her absence on 
maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: 
Notwithstanding any award or other provision to 
the contrary, absence on maternity leave shall not 
break the continuity of service of an employee but 
shall not be taken into account in calculating the 
period of service for any purpose of the award. 

(9) Termination of Employment. 
(a) An employee on maternity leave may 

terminate her employment at any time 
during the period of leave by notice given 
in accordance with this award. 

(b) An employer shall not terminate the 
employment of an employee on the ground 
of her pregnancy or of her absence on 
maternity leave, but otherwise the rights of 
an employer in relation to termination of 
employment are not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work after Maternity Leave. . 
(a) An employee shall confirm her intention 

of returning to her work by notice in 
writing to the employer given not less than 
four weeks prior to the expiration of her 
period of maternity leave. 

(b) An employee, upon the expiration of the 
notice required by paragraph (a) hereof, 
shall be entitled to the position which she 
held immediately before proceeding on 
maternity leave or, in the case of an 
employee who was transferred to a safe 
job pursuant to subclause (3), to the 
position which she held immediately 
before such transfer. Where such position 
no longer exists but there are other posi- 
tions available for which the employee is 
qualified and the duties of which she is 
capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable 
in status and salary or wage to that of her 
former position. 

(11) Replacement Employees. 
(a) A replacement employee is an employee 

specifically engaged as a result of an 
employee proceeding on maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
employee under this subclause the 
employer shall inform that person of the 
temporary nature of the employment and 
of the rights of the employee who is being 
replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to 
replace an employee temporarily 
promoted or transferred in order to 
replace an employee exercising her rights 
under this clause, the employer shah 
inform that person of the temporary 
nature of the promotion or transfer and of 
the rights of the employee who is being 
replaqed. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause 
shall be construed as requiring an 
employer to engage a replacement 
employee. 

(e) A replacement employee shall not be 
entitled to any of the rights conferred by 
this clause except where her employment 
continues beyond the 12 months' qualify- 
ing period. 

(12) Effect of Maternity Leave on Accrued 
Day(s) Off. 

(a) When an employee proceeds on maternity 
leave there will be no accrual towards an 
Accrued Day Off as prescribed in 
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 8.—Hours 
of this Award. 

(b) When an employee proceeds on maternity 
leave the employer may pay an employee 
the amount of hours accrued towards an 
Accrued Day Off as prescribed in sub- 
clauses (1) and (2) of Clause 8.—Hours of 
this Award. 

14. Clause 38.—Compassionate Leave: Immediately 
after Clause 37.—Maternity Leave insert the following: 

38.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee shall on the death within 

Australia of a wife, husband, de facto wife or de 
facto husband, father, father in law, mother, 
mother in law, brother, sister, child or stepchild, be 
entitled on notice of leave up to and including the 
day of the funeral of such relation and such leave 
shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the 
employee in two ordinary working days. Proof of 
such death shall be furnished by the employee to the 
satisfaction of her employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
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granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with her 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

(3) An employee shall not be entitled to claim 
payment for compassionate leave on a day when 
that employee is absent on an Accrued Day Off in 
accordance with the provisions of subclauses (1) and 
(2) of Clause 8.—Hours of this Award. 

(4) An employee whilst on compassionate leave 
prescribed by this clause shall continue to accrue an 
entitlement to an Accrued Day Off as prescribed in 
subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 8.—Hours of this 
Award. 

15. After Schedule of Respondents add the following: 
Memorandum of Agreement. 

The following provisions relating to Hours of 
Work are agreed between the parties. 

(1) Termination. 
(a) An employee subject to the provisions of 

subclause (1) of Clause 8.—Hours who has 
not taken any Accrued Days Off 
accumulated during a work cycle in which 
employment is terminated shall be paid the 
total of hours accumulated towards the 
Accrued Day Off for which payment has 
not already been made. 

(b) An employee who has taken any Accrued 
Day Off during a work cycle in which 
employment is terminated shall have the 
wages due on termination reduced by the 
total hours for which payment has already 
been made but for which the employee had 
no entitlement toward those Accrued Days 
Off. 

(2) Workers' Compensation. 
(a) 20 Day Work Cycle. 

(i) Where an employee is on Workers' 
Compensation for periods of less 
than one complete 20 day cycle 
such employee will accrue towards 
and be paid for the succeeding 
Accrued Day Off following such 
absence. 

(ii) An employee will not accrue 
Accrued Days Off for periods of 
Workers' Compensation where 
such period of leave exceeds one or 
more complete 20 day work cycles. 

(iii) Where an employee is on Workers' 
Compensation for less than one 
complete 20 day work cycle and an 
Accrued Day Off falls within the 
period the employee will not be re- 
rostered for an additional Accrued 
Day Off. 

(b) 12 Months' Work Cycle. 
(i) Where an employee is on Workers' 

Compensation for periods less than 
a total of 20 consecutive work days 
in a work cycle such employee will 
accrue towards and be paid for the 
succeeding Accrued Days Off 
following such absence. 

(ii) Where an employee is on Workers' 
Compensation for periods greater 
than a total of 20 consecutive days 
in a work cycle such employees will 
have the period of Workers' Com- 
pensation added to the work cycle. 

(iii) Where an employee is on Workers' 
Compensation for periods greater 
than 20 consecutive work days and 
an Accrued Day Off as prescribed 

in subclause (1) of Clause 8.— 
Hours of this Award falls within 
the period the employee shall be re- 
rostered for another Accrued Day 
Off on completion of the 20 week 
work cycle following such absence. 

(3) Leave Without Pay. 
(a) 20 Day Work Cycle: An employee who is 

absent on any form of leave without pay 
during a 20 day work cycle shall not 
accumulate an entitlement to an Accrued 
Day Off for the period of such leave nor 
will the employee be entitled to an Accrued 
Day Off whilst on leave without pay. 

(b) 12 Months' Work Cycle. 
(i) An employee who is absent on any 

form of leave without pay for less 
than a total of five days in any work 
cycle shall not have payment 
reduced when proceeding on 
Accrued Days Off. 

(ii) An employee who is absent on any 
form of leave without pay for a 
total of five days or more in any 
work cycle will have such period of 
leave added to the work cycle. 

(4) Perth Dental Hospital: Notwithstanding 
anything to the contrary in this award Registered 
General Nurses employed at Perth Dental Hospital 
shaU work the same arrangement of hours as 
Registered Dental Nurses employed at that hospital. 

(5) Trade Offs. 
Meal Charges: Increase meal charges to $2.00 

from 1 January 1985 with a further increase 
from 1 July 1985 to $2.50 and a further 
increase from 1 January 1986 to $3.00. From 
1 July 1986 it is proposed that the meal 
charge be further reviewed. 

Accommodation: Increase lodging charges 
under the Board and Lodging (Public 
Hospitals) Award by 16.3 per cent. 

Parking Charges — Teaching Hospitals: Intro- 
duction of a standard parking charge of 
$5.00 per month for those staff utilising 
hospital staff carparks. This charge to be 
reviewed annually. 

Tea Charges: Where staff consume morning or 
afternoon tea at the hospital a charge of 50 
cents per week will be made. This charge to 
be reviewed annually. 

Payment by Cheque or into Bank Account: 
Amendment to the Award to provide for the 
payment by cheque or into a bank account. 

Uniforms: Agree to amend award to reflect 
changes in employers' obligation in respect 
of uniforms. 

Study Periods — Student Nurses: Where a 
student nurse is undertaking a period of 
"Block Study" the student will not accrue an 
entitlement to Accrued Days Off. 

Other Trade Offs. 
* No accrual during annual leave or long service 

leave. 
* Strict observance of start and finish times. 
* Co-operation in the elimination of restrictive 

work practices. 
* Strict observance of uniform changes before 

commencement and after the completion of 
duty. 
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PAINT AND V ARNISH MAKERS'. 
Award No. 22 of 1957. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1046 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Dulux Australia 
Limited and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Paint and Varnish Makers' Award No. 
22 of 1957 be varied in accordance with the 
following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 3.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 
3. —Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Area and Scope. 
3. Arrangement. 
4. Hours of Work. 
5. Overtime. 
6. Meal Money. 
7. Casual Workers. 
8. Leading Hands. 
9. Shift Work. 
10. Holidays. 
11. Annual Leave. 
12. Long Service Leave. 
13. Sick Leave. 
14. Contract of Service. 
15. Mixed Functions. 
16. Right of Entry. 
17. Board of Reference. 
18. Breakdowns. 
19. Under-Rate Workers. 
20. Junior Workers. 
21. Term. 
22. Rates of Pay. 
23. Payment of Wages. 
24. Bereavement Leave. 
25. First Aid. 
26. Meal Time. 
27. Time and Wages Record. 
28. Maternity Leave. 

2. Clause 5.—Overtime: Immediately after subclause 
(8) of this clause add the following: 

(9) An employee called back to work after his/her 
normal working time shall be paid a minimum of 
three hours at the appropriate overtime rate. 

3. Clause 6.—Meal Money: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

6.—Meal Money. 
An employee required to work overtime for more 

than two hours without being notified on the 
previous day or earlier that he/she will be required 
to work, shall be supplied with a meal by the 
employer or paid $4.35 for a meal. 

If the amount of overtime required to be worked 
necessitates a second or subsequent meal, the 
employer shall, unless he/she has notified the 
employees concerned on the previous day or earlier 
that such second or subsequent meal will also be 
required, provide such meals or pay the amount of 
$4.35 for each second or subsequent meal. 

No such payments need be made to employees 
living in the same locality as their workshops who 
can reasonably return home for such meals. 

If an employee in consequence of receiving such 
notice has provided him/herself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is 
required to work less overtime than notified, he/she 
will be paid the amounts above prescribed in respect 
of the meals not then required. 

4. Clause 11.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed 
annually to an employee by the employer after a 
period of 12 months' continuous service with such 
employer. 

(2) An employee before going on leave shall be 
paid the wages he/she would have received in 
respect of the ordinary time he/she would have 
worked had he/she not been on leave during the 
relevant period. 

(3) (a) In addition to his/her payment for annual 
leave an employee shall receive a loading of 17.5 per 
cent calculated on his/her ordinary rate of wage as 
prescribed. 

(b) The loading prescribed by this clause shall not 
apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

(4) If any award holiday falls within an 
employee's period of annual leave and is observed 
on a day which in the case of that employee would 
have been an ordinary working day, there shall be 
added to that period one day being an ordinary 
working day for each such holiday observed as 
aforesaid. 

(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is 
absent from work, except time for which he/she is 
entitled to claim sick pay, or time spent on holidays, 
annual leave or long service leave as prescribed by 
this award shall not count for the purpose of deter- 
mining his/her right to annual leave. 

(6) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee leaves 
his/her employment or his/her employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' 
pay at his/her ordinary rate of wage in respect of 
each completed week of service. 

(7) In the event of an employee being employed 
by an employer for portion only of a year, he/she 
shall only be entitled subject to subclause (6) of this 
clause to such leave on full pay as is proportionate 
with such employer, and if such leave is not equal to 
the leave given to the other employees he/she shall 
not be entitled to work or pay whilst the other 
employees of such employer are on leave on full pay. 

(8) An employee whose employment terminates 
after he has completed a 12 monthly qualifying 
period and who has not been allowed the leave 
prescribed under this clause in respect of that 
qualifying period shall be given payment as 
prescribed in subclauses (2) and (3) of this clause in 
lieu of that leave or in the case to which subclause (9) 
of this clause applies, in lieu of so much of that leave 
as has not been allowed unless: 

(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct, and 
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(b) the misconduct for which he/she has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(9) In special circumstances and by mutual 
consent of the employer, the employee and the 
Union concerned, annual leave may be taken in not 
more than two periods. 

(10) Notwithstanding anything else herein con- 
tained an employer who observes a Christmas close- 
down for the purpose of granting annual leave may 
require an employee to take his/her annual leave in 
not more than two periods but neither of such 
periods shall be less than one week. 

(11) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
casual employees. 

5. Clause 23.—Preference to Unionists: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

23.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) All wages shall be paid in the employer's time. 
(2) No deduction shall be made from an 

employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

6. Clause 24.—Bereavement Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

24.—Bereavement Leave. 
An employee shall, on the death within Australia 

of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, parent-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shaU be 
without deduction of pay for a period not exceeding 
the number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of bereavement 
leave is to be made only where the employee other- 
wise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his/her 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay, or 
on a public holiday. 

RANGERS (National Parks Authority). 
Award No. 17 of 1981. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1048 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and The National Parks 
Authority of Western Australia, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J. Flood on behalf of the respondent, and by 
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Rangers (National Parks Authority) 
Award No. 17 of 1981 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 9.—Overtime: Delete paragraph (a) of 

subclause (7) of this clause and insert the following in 
lieu: 

(7) (a) An employee required to work continuous 
overtime for more than one hour shall be supplied 
with a meal by the employer or be paid $3.80 for a 
meal, and if owing to the amount of overtime 
worked, a second or subsequent meal is required he 
shall be supplied with each such meal by the 
employer or be paid $2.75 for each meal so required. 

2. Clause 11.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed 
annually to an employee by his employer after a 
period of 12 months' continuous service with such 
employer. 

(b) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee lawfully 
leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee the employee shall be paid 3.08 hours' pay 
at his ordinary rate of wage in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service in that 
qualifying period. 

(2) Notwithstanding the provision of subclause 
(1) of this clause the following provisions shall apply 
to Rangers' Grade 1, 2 and 3 and Mobile Rangers 
whose ordinary hours of work are spread over any 
six days of the week and who are excluded from the 
provisions of Clause 12.—Public Holidays of this 
award. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause a 
period of six consecutive weeks' leave with 
payment of ordinary wages as prescribed 
shall be allowed annually to an employee 
by his employer after a period of 12 
months' continuous service with that 
employer. 

(b) An employee subject to this subclause if 
after completing one month's continuous 
service in any qualifying 12 monthly period 
lawfully leaves his employment or his 
employment is terminated by the employer 
through no fault of the employee, shall be 
paid 4.62 hours' pay at his ordinary rate of 
wage in respect of each completed week of 
continuous service in that qualifying 
period. 

(3) "Ordinary wages" for an employee shall 
mean the rate of wage including service pay the 
employee has received for the greatest proportion of 
the calendar month prior to his taking the leave. 

(4) In addition to any payment to which he may 
be entitled under subclause (1) or (2) of this clause, 
an employee whose employment terminates after he 
has completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and 
who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under 
this award in respect of that qualifying period, shall 
be given payment in lieu of that leave and the 
loading prescribed in subclause (9) hereof unless:— 

(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct; and 

(b) the misconduct for which he has been dis- 
missed occurred prior to the completion of 
that qualifying period. 

(5) An employee may be granted annual leave 
with payment of ordinary wages as prescribed prior 
to his having completed a period of 12 months' 
continuous service, in which case should the services 
of such employee terminate or be terminated prior 
to the completion of 12 months' continuous service, 
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the said employee shall refund to the employer the 
difference between the amount received by him for 
wages in respect of the period of his annual leave 
and the amount which would have accrued to him 
by reason of the length of his service up to the date 
of the termination of his services. 

(6) (a) When computing the annual leave due 
under this clause, no deduction shall be made from 
such leave in respect of the period that an employee 
is on annual leave, long service leave and/or 
holidays. Provided that no deduction shall be made 
for any approved period an employee is absent from 
duty through sickness, with or without pay, unless 
the absence exceeds three calendar months, in which 
case deduction may be made for such excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work 
caused through accident sustained in the course of 
employment shall not be considered breaks in con- 
tinuity of service, but the first six months only of 
any such period shall count as service for the 
purpose of computing annual leave. 

(7) Employees regularly working north of South 
Latitude 26 shall be allowed to accumulate annual 
leave for two years, subject to the convenience of 
the employer. Such employees who proceed to Perth 
and Geraldton during the period of such leave shall 
be allowed once in each two years reasonable travel- 
ling time on the forward and return journeys 
between the place of their employment and either of 
the said cities. 

(8) In addition to the payment prescribed for 
annual leave an employee shall receive a loading 
calculated on the rate of wage prescribed by sub- 
clause (3) hereof. The loading shall be as follows:— 

(a) An employee proceeding on annual leave 
shall be paid, in addition to the ordinary 
payment for such leave, a loading of 17.5 
per cent calculated on the rate of wage pre- 
scribed by subclause (3) of this clause. 

(b) Provided that the maximum loading 
payable shall not exceed the amount set 
out in the Commonwealth Bureau of 
Census and Statistics Publication for 
"average weekly earnings per male 
employed unit" in Western Australia for 
the September quarter immediately pre- 
ceding the date of accrual of such leave. 

(c) The loading prescribed by this subclause 
shall not apply to proportionate leave on 
termination. 

(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

3. Clause 12.—Public Holidays: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

12.—Public Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days, or the days observed 

in lieu shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be 
allowed as holidays, without deduction of pay, 
namely: New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good 
Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, 
Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a 
holiday by arrangement between the parties, in lieu 
of any of the days named in the subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph 
(a) hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Monday, and when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or 
a Monday the holiday shall be observed on the next 
succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted 
day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and 
the day for which it is substituted shall not be a 
holiday. 

(2) Where — 
(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 

as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State, 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

(3) (a) Whenever any of the days referred to in 
paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause falls on 
an employee's ordinary working day and the 
employee is not required to work on such day he 
shall be paid for the ordinary hours he would have 
worked on such day had it not been a holiday. 

(b) If any employee (other than a Ranger Grade 1, 
2 or 3 and Mobile Rangers in receipt of the loading 
referred to in subclause (1) of Clause 17.—Wages of 
this award) is required to work on a holiday he shall 
be paid for the time worked at the rate of double 
time and one-half. Provided that in lieu of the fore- 
going provisions of this paragraph and subject to 
agreement between the employer and the employee, 
work done on any day prescribed as a holiday under 
this award shall be paid for at the rate of time and 
one-half and the employee shall, in addition, be 
allowed a day's leave with pay to be added to his 
annual leave or be taken at some subsequent date if 
the employee so agrees. 

(4) When the employee is absent on leave without 
pay, sick leave without pay or workers' compensa- 
tion any day falling during such absence shall not be 
treated as a paid holiday. Where the employee is on 
duty or available for duty on the working day 
immediately preceding a holiday, or resumes duty or 
is available on the working day immediately follow- 
ing a day observed as a holiday as prescribed in this 
clause, the employee shall be entitled to be paid for 
such holiday. 

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
Rangers Grades 1, 2 and 3 and Mobile Rangers who 
are in receipt of the loading referred to in subclause 
(1) of Clause 17.—Wages of this award, or to casual 
employees. 

4. Clause 16.—Compassionate Leave: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(1) An employee shall, on the death within 
Australia of a wife, husband, de facto wife or de 
facto husband, father, father-in-law, mother, 
mother-in-law, brother, sister, child or step-child, 
be entitled on notice of leave up to and including the 
day of the funeral of such relation and such leave 
shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the 
employee in two ordinary working days. Proof of 
such death shall be furnished by the employee to the 
satisfaction of his employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted where the employee concerned would have 
been off duty in accordance with his roster, or on 
long service leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' 
compensation, leave without pay or on a public 
holiday. 

5. Clause 20.—-Special Rates and Conditions: Delete 
this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

20.—Special Rates and Conditions. 
(1) All employees called upon to clean toilet 

closets shall receive an allowance of 36 cents per 
closet per week and for these purposes, one metre of 
urinal shall count as one closet and three urinal stalls 
shall count as one closet. 
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(2) An employee who is the holder of an approved 
First Aid Certificate shall in addition to his normal 
rate of pay be paid an additional allowance of $ 1.10 
per week. 

(3) Mobile Rangers shall in addition to their 
normal rate of pay be paid an allowance of $21.70 
per week to offset the costs associated with livingnn 
and maintaining a caravan. 

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES 
(Independent Day and Boarding Schools). 

Award No. 7 of 1979. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 964 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Guildford Grammar 
School and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
applicant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the 
respondents, and by consent, the Commission, pursuant 
to the powers conferred on it under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the School Employees (Independent Day 
and Boarding Schools) Award No. 7 of 1979 be 
varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 10.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
10.—Overtime. 

(1) All work done outside the daily spread of 
hours provided in Clause 7.—Hours of this award, 
or beyond eight hours in any one day or beyond 40 
hours in any one week shall be deemed overtime. 

(2) Overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time 
and one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter provided that all overtime worked on 
Saturday and Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of 
double time. 

(3) All work performed by any worker on her/his 
rostered days off or on days worked in excess of 
those provided in Clause 7.—Hours of this award, 
shall be paid for at the rate of double time except 
where such day is a public holiday when double time 
and one-half shall be paid. 

(4) A worker who is recalled to work outside 
her/his normal hours of work shall be paid for a 
minimum of three hours at overtime rates and for all 
reasonable expenses incurred in returning to work. 
Provided that this subclause does not apply to 
workers recalled as part of their normal duties. 

2. Clause 11.—Meal Money: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Meal Money. 
(1) A worker required to work overtime for more 

than two hours without being notified on the 
previous day or earlier that she/he will be so 
required to work, shall be supplied with a meal by 
the employer or paid $4.00 for a meal. 

(2) No such payment need be made to workers 
living in the same locality as the place of their 
employment who can reasonably return home for 
such meals. 

(3) If a worker in consequence of receiving such 
notice has provided her/himself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is 
required to work less overtime than notified, she/he 
shall be paid the amount above prescribed in respect 
of the meals not then required. 

3. Clause 22.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

22.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at 

the option of the employer. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall 

be a pay advice slip to be retained by the worker. On 
this slip the employer shall clearly detail the 
worker's name, hourly rate, overtime, penalties, 
allowances, gross wage, deductions broken down 
to: 

(a) taxation; 
(b) other; 

and the net wage. 
(3) On termination of employment the employer 

shall pay to the worker all moneys payable to that 
worker before the worker leaves the premises or the 
same shall be forwarded to the worker by post on 
the following day. 

(4) No deduction shall be made from a worker's 
wages unless the worker has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

SCHOOL EMPLOYEES 
(University Colleges and Swanleigh). 

Award No. 7B of 1979. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1114 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and St Thomas More 
College and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the School Employees (University Colleges 
and Swanleigh) Award No. 7B of 1979 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect from the beginning 
of the first pay period commencing on or after the 
date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 10.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
10.—Overtime. 

(1) All work done outside the daily spread of 
hours provided in Clause 7.—Hours of this award, 
or beyond eight hours in any one day or beyond 40 
hours in any one week shall be deemed overtime. 

(2) Overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time 
and one-half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter provided that all overtime worked on 
Saturday and Sunday shall be paid for at the rate of 
double time. 
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(3) All work performed by any worker on her/his 
rostered days off or on days worked in excess of 
those provided in Clause 7.—Hours of this award, 
shall be paid for at the rate of double time except 
where such day is a public holiday when double time 
and one-half shall be paid. 

(4) Any worker recalled to work after her/his 
normal hours of duty shall be paid for a minimum of 
three hours at overtime rates and for all reasonable 
expenses incurred in returning to work. 

2. Clause 11.—Meal Money: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Meal Money. 
(1) A worker required to work overtime for more 

than two hours, without being notified on the 
previous day or earlier that she/he will be so 
required to work, shall be supplied with a meal by 
the employer or paid $4.00 for a meal. 

(2) No such payment need be made to workers 
living in the same locality as the place of their 
employment who can reasonably return home for 
such meals. 

(3) If a worker in consequence of receiving such 
notice has provided her/himself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is 
required to work less overtime than notified, she/he 
shall be paid the amount above prescribed in respect 
of the meals not then required. 

3. Clause 22.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

22.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at 

the option of the employer. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall 

be a pay advice slip to be retained by the worker. On 
this slip the employer shall clearly detail the gross 
wages, where practicable its composition, the net 
wages payable and show details of each deduction. 

(3) On termination of employment the employer 
shall pay to the worker all moneys payable to that 
worker before the worker leaves the premises or the 
same shall be forwarded to the worker by post on 
the following day. 

(4) No deduction shall be made from a worker's 
wages unless the worker has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

SECURITY OFFICERS. 
Award No. 25 of 1981. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Anti Crime Security 
Service and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Security Officers Award No. 25 of 1981 
be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 8.—Holidays: After subclause (5) of this 

clause add the following new subclause (6): 
(6) Where — 

(a) a day is proclaimed as a public holiday or 
as a public half-holiday under section 7 of 
the Public and Bank Holidays Act 1972; 
and 

(b) that proclamation does not apply through- 
out the State or to the metropolitan area of 
the State. 

that day shall be a public holiday or, as the case may 
be a public half-holiday for the purposes of this 
award within the district or locality specified in the 
proclamation. 

2. Clause 9.—Annual Leave: Delete subclauses (1), (2) 
and (4) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(1) (a) Except hereinafter provided a period of 
four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed prior to proceeding on 
annual leave, shall be allowed annually to an officer 
by his employer after a period of 12 months' con- 
tinuous service with such employer. 

(b) A weekly officer working a seven-day shift 
roster (i.e. a shift officer who is rostered to work 
regularly on Sundays and holidays), shall be allowed 
one week's leave in addition to the leave to which he 
is otherwise entitled under this clause. 

(c) Where an officer with 12 months' continuous 
service is engaged for part of a qualifying 12 
monthly period as a seven day shift officer, he shall 
be entitled to have the period of annual leave to 
which he is otherwise entitled under this clause 
increased by one-twelfth of a week for each com- 
pleted month he is continuously so engaged. 

(2) In addition to his payment for annual leave an 
officer shall receive a loading calculated on his 
ordinary wage as prescribed, as follows: 

(a) Day Officer: An officer who would have 
worked on day work had he not been on 
annual leave — a loading of 17.5 per cent. 

(b) Shift Officer: An officer who would have 
worked on shift work had he not been on 
annual leave — a loading of 17.5 per cent. 
Provided that where the officer would 
have received shift and weekend penalties 
as prescribed had he not been on annual 
leave during the relevant period and such 
penalties would have entitled him to a 
greater amount than the loading of 17.5 
per cent, then the shift and weekend 
penalties shall be added to the rate of wage 
prescribed in lieu of the 17.5 per cent 
loading. 
Provided further that if those shift and 
weekend penalties would have entitled him 
to a lesser amount than the loading of 17.5 
per cent then such loading of 17.5 per cent 
shall be added to the rate of wage as pre- 
scribed in lieu of the shift and weekend 
penalties. 

The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not 
apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

(4) (a) If after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an officer lawfully 
leaves his employment or his employment is termi- 
nated by the employer through no fault of the 
officer, the officer shall be paid 3.08 hours' pay at 
his ordinary rate of wage in respect of each com- 
pleted week of continuous service, unless he is an 
officer referred to in subclause (1) (b) hereof in 
which case he shall be paid 3.85 hours' pay at his 
ordinary rate of wage in respect of each completed 
month of service. 
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(b) In addition to any payment to which he may 
be entitled under paragraph (a) of this subclause an 
officer whose employment terminates after he has 
completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and who 
has not been allowed the leave prescribed under this 
award in respect of that qualifying period shall be 
given payment as prescribed in subclauses (1) and (2) 
of this clause in lieu of that leave, unless — 

(i) he has been justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he has been dis- 
missed occurred prior to the completion of 
that qualifying period. 

3. Clause 15.—Overtime: Delete subclause (2) of this 
clause and insert in lieu: 

(2) An officer required to work in excess of one 
hour after completion of his ordinary shift, without 
being notified before the completion of the previous 
day or shift, shall be paid a meal allowance of $3.95. 
A further meal allowance of $2.75 shall be paid on 
the completion of each additional four hours' over- 
time worked. 

4. Clause 20.—Special Rates and Provisions: Delete 
subclause (5) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(5) Where an officer is required to carry a torch, a 
suitable torch shall be provided and maintained in 
working order by the employer or an allowance of 
$1.60 per week (or 33 cents per day) shall be paid. 

5. Clause 21.—Wages: Delete this clause and insert in 
lieu: 

(1) The minimum total rate of wage payable 
under this award shall be as follows: 

$ 
Security Officer  236.20 
Security Officer (Mobile)  249.90 

(2) A casual officer shall be paid 20 per cent of the 
ordinary rate in addition to the ordinary rate for the 
calling in which he is employed, with a minimum 
engagement of three hours to be worked in a 
continuous shift. 

(3) Senior Officers: Any officer placed in charge 
of other officers shall be paid in addition to the 
appropriate wage prescribed, the following: 

$ Per Week 
(a) if placed in charge of not less 

than three and not more than 
10 other officers  13.10 

(b) if placed in charge of not less 
than 10 and not more than 
20 other officers  20.00 

(c) if placed in charge of more 
than 20 other officers  25.80 

(4) Additional Allowances: Officers who fulfil 
certain requirements as directed and use various 
qualifications in the performance of their duties 
shall be paid, in addition to the appropriate wage 
prescribed, the following: 

(a) Security officers and above who are 
required to possess a recognised first aid 
certificate as a condition of employment, 
$5.20 per week. 

(b) Security officers required to drive 
emergency vehicles, $2.15 per day for each 
day that a vehicle is driven in an emergency 
situation. 

(c) Security officers who are required to 
attend and re-set alarm panels, $3.25 per 
week. 

(d) Security officers and above who are 
required to carry firearms in the per- 
formance of their duties, $8.15 per week or 
$1.60 per day for each day a firearm is 
carried. 

(e) Security officers required to hold a licence 
in accordance with the provisions of the 
Security Agents' Act shaU have, in the 
second and subsequent years of employ- 
ment, 50 per cent of the cost of the licence 
reimbursed by the employer. 

Liberty to apply is reserved to the Union in 
relation to subclause (4) (c). 

(5) An employer on whom this award is binding 
shall not increase the rate of wage payable to an 
employee on 6 October 1983, or otherwise vary the 
conditions of employment applicable to an 
employee on that date so as to increase that 
employer's labour costs except to the extent that any 
such increase has been authorised by the Commis- 
sion after that date. 

SECURITY OFFICERS. 
Award No. 25 of 1981. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1099 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Anti Crime Security 
Service and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P. Bentley on behalf of the respondents 
and by consent the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Security Officers Award No. 25 of 1981 
be varied in accordance with the following schedule 
and that such variation shall have effect as from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or 
after the 15th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: After the numbers and 

words — "27. Liberty to Apply", add the numbers and 
words "28. Payment of Wages". 

2. After Clause 27.—Liberty to Apply, add the 
following new Clause 28. 

28.—Payment of Wages. 
No deduction shall be made from an Officer's 

wages unless the Officer has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

SHOP AND WAREHOUSE 
(Wholesale and Retail Establishments). 

State Award No. 32 of 1976. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1023 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Boans Limited and 
Others, Respondents. 
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Order. 
HAVING heard Mr R.E. Archer on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the "Shop and Warehouse (Wholesale and 
Retail Establishments) State" Award No. 32 of 1976 
as varied, consolidated and varied be further varied 
in accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the 20th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 12.—Meal Money: Delete subclauses (1) and 

(3) of this clause and insert in lieu: 
(1) When a worker is required to continue work- 

ing after the usual finishing time for more than one 
hour, he shall be paid $4.10 for the purchase of any 
meal required. 

(3) Late Night Trading Meal Allowance — A 
worker who commences work prior to 4.30 p.m. on 
the day of late night trading and is required to work 
beyond 7.00 p.m. on that day shall be paid a meal 
allowance of $4.10. 

2. Clause 28.—Wages: Part III: 
(a) Subclause (1) — Delete the amounts of 20 

cents and 30 cents appearing in paragraphs (a) and 
(b) of this subclause and insert in lieu the amounts of 
25 cents and 36 cents. 

(b) Subclause (4) — Delete the amounts of 35 
cents, 40 cents and 45 cents appearing in placita (i), 
(ii) and (iii) of paragraph (a) of this subclause and 
insert in lieu the amounts of 38 cents, 43 cents and 49 
cents. 

SLOW LEARNING CHILDREN'S GROUP 
(Salaried Officers). 

Award No. 13 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 841 of 1984. 

Between Board of Management, Slow Learning 
Children's Group (Inc.), Applicant and Hospital 
Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr D.I. Morgan on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr D.P. Hill on behalf of the respondent and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Slow Learning Children's Group 
(Salaried Officers) Award No. 13 of 1977 be varied 
in accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect on and from the 10th 
day of February 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 13th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Part B — Salaries — General Division: After Clause 1 

add a new clause as follows: 

2.—Qualification Allowance. 
Employees designated as Social Trainer Super- 

visors, and classified as such in Schedule A to this 
award, who have completed the Diploma in 
Training the handicapped shall be paid an allowance 
of $5.00 per week. 

SOAP AND ALLIED PRODUCTS 
MANUFACTURING. 
Award No. 25 of 1960. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1006 of 1984. 
Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 

of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Westralian Soaps Pty 
Ltd and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J.N. Uphill on behalf of the respondents, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Soap and Allied Products Manufactur- 
ing Award No. 25 of 1960 be varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect as from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 

the following in lieu: 
7.—Overtime. 

(1) The provisions of this clause shall apply to all 
employees. 

(2) (a) An employer may require any employee to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
employee shall work overtime in accordance with 
such requirements. 

(b) No Union or association party to this award, 
or employee or employees covered by this award, 
shall, in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a 
party to or concerned in any ban, limitation, or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in 
accordance with the requirements of this subclause. 

(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, 
all work done beyond the ordinary working hours 
on any day, Monday to Friday, inclusive, shall be 
paid for at the rate of time and one-half for the first 
two hours and double time thereafter. 

For the purposes of this subclause, ordinary 
hours shall mean the hours of work fixed in an 
establishment in accordance with sections 
A—Hours, B—Implementation of 38 Hour Week 
and C—Procedures for In-Plant Discussions of 
Clause 6.—Hours. 

(b) (i) Work done on Saturdays after 12.00 noon 
or on Sundays shall be paid for at the rate 
of double time. 

(ii) Work done on any day prescribed as a 
holiday under this award shall be paid for 
at the rate of double time and one-half. 

(c) Work done on Saturdays prior to 12.00 noon 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for 
the first two hours and double time thereafter but 
this paragraph does not apply in a case to which 
paragraph (d) of subclause (1) of section A—Hours 
of Clause 6.—Hours, applies. 
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(d) In computing overtime each day shall stand 
alone but when an employee works overtime which 
continues beyond midnight on any day, the time 
worked after midnight shall be deemed to be part of 
the previous day's work for the purpose of this 
subclause. 

(e) Overtime on shift work shall be based on the 
rate payable for shift work. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not operate so 
as to require payment of more than double time 
rates, or double time and a half on a holiday 
prescribed under this award for any work. 

(5) An employee called back to work after his/her 
normal working time shall be paid a minimum of 
three hours at the appropriate overtime rate. 

2. Clause 16.—Payment of Wages: Immediately after 
subclause (10) of this clause, add the following 
subclauses: 

(11) All wages shall be paid in the employer's time 
unless otherwise provided in this clause. 

(12) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

3. Clause 29.—Compassionate Leave: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

29.—Compassionate Leave. 
An employee shall, on the death within Australia 

of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, parent-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or step-child be entitled on 
notice of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be with- 
out deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the 
number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of compas- 
sionate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his/her 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

Schedule. 
Clause 12.—Meal Hours and Meal Money: Delete the 

amount of $3.80 appearing in paragraph (a) of subclause 
(2) of this clause and insert in lieu the amount of $4.10. 

STOREMEN'S RAPID METAL DEVELOPMENTS 
(AUST.) PTY LTD. 

Award No. A44 of 1982. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1054 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Rapid Metal 
Developments (Aust.) Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondent, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders: 

That the "Storemen's Rapid Metal Developments 
(Aust.) Pty Ltd" Award No. A44 of 1982 as varied 
be further varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after the 20th day of, March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 10.—Meal Money: Delete subclause (1) of this 

clause and insert in lieu: 
(1) When a worker is required to continue 

working after the usual finishing time for more than 
one hour, he shall be paid $4.10 for the purchase of 
any meal required. 

STOREMEN INDEPENDENT WOOL 
DUMPERS PTY LTD. 

Award No. A36 of 1982. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1055 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Independent Wool 
Dumpers Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondent, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders: 

That the "Storemen Independent Wool Dumpers 
Pty Ltd" Award No. A36 of 1982 as varied be 
further varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after the 20th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

SUPERMARKETS AND CHAIN STORES 
(Western Australia) Warehouse. 

Award No. A26 of 1982. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1052 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and G.J. Coles and Coy 
Ltd and Woolworths (WA) Ltd, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders: 

That the "Supermarkets and Chain Stores 
(Western Australia) Warehouse" Award No. A26 
of 1982 as varied, consolidated be further varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shall have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the 20th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

[L.S.] 
(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 

Commissioner. [L.S.] 
(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 

Commissioner. 
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Schedule. 
1. Clause 13.—Meal Money: Delete subclause (1) of 

this clause and insert in lieu: 
(1) When an employee is required to continue 

working after the usual finishing time for more than 
one hour, he shall be paid $4.10 for the purchase of 
any meal required. 

2. Clause 29.—Wages: Delete subclause (3) of this 
clause and insert in lieu: 

(4) (a) An employee shall receive an additional 
payment for every hour of which he spends 20 
minutes or more in a cold chamber in accordance 
with the following: 

In a cold chamber in which the temperature is: 
(i) Below 0 degrees Celsius to -20 degrees 

Celsius 38 cents per hour. 
(ii) Below - 20 degrees Celsius to - 25 degrees 

Celsius 43 cents per hour. 
(iii) Below -25 degrees Celsius 49 cents per 

hour. 
(b) Employees required to work in temperatures 

less than -18.9 degrees Celsius shall be medically 
examined at the employer's expense. 

SUPERPHOSPHATE WORKERS. 
Award No. 7 of 1975. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1066 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and C.S.B.P. and Farmers 
Ltd and Others, Respondents, 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr S. Kenner on behalf of the respondent, (and 
by consent) the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Superphosphate Workers Award No. 7 
of 1975 be varied in accordance with the following 
schedule and that such variation shall have effect as 
from the beginning of the first pay period commenc- 
ing on or after the 12th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 13th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 10.—Payment of Wages: After subclause (9) of 

this clause add the following new subclause (10) — 
(10) No deduction shall be made from an 

employee's wages unless the employee has authoris- 
ed such deduction in writing. 

SWANLEIGH (Salaried Staff). 
Award No. A30 of 1978. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1095 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Swanleigh, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Dr S.A. Kennedy on behalf of the 
Applicant and Mr R.H. Gifford on behalf of the Respon- 
dent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred 
on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, having 
satisfied itself that the terms of the General Order of the 
Commission No. 461 of 1983, dated 2 March 1984, have 
been complied with, and by consent, hereby orders — 

That the Swanleigh (Salaried Staff) Award No. 
A30 of 1978 be amended in accordance with the 
following schedule with effect from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after the date 
hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 5.—Salaries: Delete this clause and insert the 

following in lieu: 
5.—Salaries. 

(1) The minimum salaries payable per annum 
shall be:— 

$ 
Housekeeper 14 115 
Senior House Master 12 377 
Senior House Mistress 12 377 
Recreation Officer 12 377 
House Master 11 943 
House Mistress 11 943 
Sports Mistress 11 943 

(2) (a) Salaries shall be paid once weekly or once 
fortnightly at the option of the employer. 

(b) No deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wages unless the employee has 
authorised such deduction in writing. 

(3) An employer on whom this award is binding 
shall not increase the rate of wage payable to an 
employee on 6 October 1983, or otherwise vary the 
conditions of employment applicable to an 
employee on that date so as to increase the 
employer's labour costs except to the extent that any 
such increase has been authorised by the Commis- 
sion after that date. 

2. Clause 8.—Contract of Service: Delete this clause • 
and insert the following in lieu: 

8.—Contract of Service. 
(1) The Contract of Service shall be by the fort- 

night, terminable by a fortnight's notice on either 
side or by the payment or forfeiture of a fortnight's 
wages, as the case may be. 

(2) The provisions in subclause (1) of this clause 
shall not affect the right of the employer to dismiss 
an employee without notice for misconduct, in 
which case wages shall be paid up to the time of 
dismissal. 

3. Clause 9.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

9.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided, a period of 

not less than four consecutive weeks' leave with 
payment of ordinary wages as prescribed shall be 
allowed annually to an employee by the employer 
after a period of 12 months' continuous service with 
that employer and shall be payable at the 
commencement of leave. 

(2) (a) During a period of annual leave an 
employee shall be paid a loading of 17.5 per cent 
calculated on his/her ordinary wage as prescribed by 
the award. 

(b) The loading prescribed by this paragraph shall 
not apply to proportionate leave on termination nor 
in respect of leave in excess of four weeks in any one 
year. 
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(3) (a) If after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an employee 
lawfully leaves his/her employment or his/her 
employment is terminated by the employer through 
no fault of the employee, the employee shall be paid 
3.08 hours' pay at his/her ordinary rate of wage in 
respect of each completed week of continuous 
service. 

(b) In addition to any payment to which he/she 
may be entitled under paragraph (a) of this sub- 
clause, an employee whose employment terminates 
after he/she has completed a 12 monthly qualifying 
period and who has not been allowed the leave 
prescribed under this award in respect of that 
qualifying period shall be given payment in lieu of 
that leave, unless: 

(i) he/she has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct; and 

(ii) the misconduct for which he/she has been 
dismissed occurred prior to the completion 
of that qualifying period. 

(4) Such leave shall only be granted during the 
period of school vacation other than in the period of 
one week immediately prior to the school academic 
year to suit the convenience of the employer. 

(5) Any time in respect of which an employee is 
absent from work, except time for which he/she is 
entitled to claim sick pay, or time spent on annual 
leave or long service leave as prescribed by this 
award, shall not count for the purpose of determin- 
ing his/her right to annual leave. 

(6) In the event of an employee being employed 
by the employer for portion only of a year, he/she 
shall only be entitled, subject to subclause (3) of this 
clause, to such leave on full pay as is proportionate 
to his/her length of service during that period with 
the employer; and if such leave is not equal to the 
leave given to the other employees, he/she shall not 
be entitled to work or pay whilst the other 
employees of the employer are on full pay. 

(7) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

(8) In special circumstances and by mutual 
consent of the employer, the employee and the 
union concerned, annual leave may be taken in not 
more than three periods. 

(9) Either party to this Award is to have liberty to 
apply on 48 hours' notice to the other party with 
respect to the question of annual leave. 

4. Clause 12.—Bereavement Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

12.—Bereavement Leave. 
An employee shall, on the death within Australia 

of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, parent-in-law, 
brother, sister, child or step-child be entitled, on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be with- 
out deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the 
number of hours worked by the employee in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall be 
furnished by tlielemployee to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of bereavement 
leave is to be made only where the employee other- 
wise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted in any case where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

5. Clause 14.—Vehicle Allowance: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

14.—Vehicle Allowance. 
(1) Where an employee is required during his/her 

normal working hours, by the employer, to work 
outside his/her usual place of employment the 
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employer shall pay the employee any reasonable 
travelling expenses incurred except where an 
allowance is paid in accordance with subclause (2) 
hereof. 

(2) (a) Where an employee is required and 
authorised to use his/her own motor vehicle in the 
course of his/her duties he/she shall be paid an 
allowance not less than that provided for in the 
schedules set out hereunder. Notwithstanding any- 
thing contained in this subclause the employer and 
the employee may make other arrangements as to 
car allowance not less favourable to the employee. 

(b) Where an employee in the course of a journey 
travels through two or more of the separate areas, 
payment at the rates prescribed herein shall be made 
at the appropriate rate applicable to each of the 
separate areas traversed. 

(c) A year for the purpose of this clause shall 
commence on the first day of July and end on the 
30th day of June next following. 

Rates of Hire for use of employee's own vehicle 
on employer's business. 

Schedule 1 — Motor Car. 
Area and Details Engine Displacement 

(in cubic centimetres) 
Distance travelled each Over 1600 cc 
year on employer's 1600 cc & Under 
business c/km c/km 
Metropolitan Area 

First 8 000 kilometres 31.5 23.3 
Over 8 000 kilometres 20.4 15.5 

South West Land 
Division 

First 8 000 kilometres 32.3 23.9 
Over 8 000 kilometres 20.9 15.8 

North of 23.5 degrees 
South Latitude 

First 8 000 kilometres 36.0 26.8 
Over 8 000 kilometres 23.0 17.6 

Rest of State 
First 8 000 kilometres 33.6 24.8 
Over 8 000 kilometres 21.8 16.5 

Schedule 2 — Motor Cycles. 
c/km 

All Areas of State 
First 8 000 kilometres 9.1 
Over 8 000 kilometres 5.7 
(3) The allowances prescribed in this clause shall 

be varied in accordance with any movement in the 
allowances in the Public Service Motor Vehicle 
Allowance Award 1976. 

TIMBER WORKERS. 
Award No. 36 of 1950. 

and 
WOODCHIP INDUSTRY. 

Award No. 21 of 1976. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

Nos. 629 and 630 of 1983. 

Between The West Australian Timber Industry Industrial 
Union of Workers, South West Land Division, 
Applicant and Bunning Bros Pty Ltd and Others, 
Respondents. 

Before Mr Commissioner O.K. Salmon. 
The 19th day of February 1985. 

Mr K.C. Caimanos on behalf of the Applicant. 
Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the Respondent. 
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Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: These are applications by the 
West /Australian Timber Industry Industrial Union of 
Workers, South West Land Division to amend the 
Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950 and the Wood- 
chip Industry Award, No. 21 of 1976 in respect of 
increases in meal money, millwrights' and bush 
carpenters' allowances, first aid certificate allowances 
and disability allowances. The applications are opposed. 

The applications were lodged in 1983 but for various 
reasons were not proceeded with until now. 

The parties were of the opinion that Principle 9 of the 
Wage Fixing Principles was crucial to the issues but each 
saw their positions differently. The union said that the 
very existence of the Principle was prima facie cause for 
granting the claims, while the respondents argued that 
the Principle cast no obligation on the Commission to 
amend an award and therefore the onus was on the union 
to show why the claims should be granted. Other argu- 
ment was put by the respondents and mention will be 
made of it where necessary in these reasons. 

There is no doubt that the issues are able to be deter- 
mined within the Principles and as a starting point I take 
the attitude of the Commission expressed in the Metal 
Trades case decision of 1966 (46 WAIG 710 at 727). This 
is, that when special rates have been determined by an 
industrial authority following an investigation and a sub- 
stantial depreciation in the value of those rates has 
occurred there is a strong prima facie case for adjusting 
those rates with the onus on the opposing party to show 
that there are other factors which indicate that the 
adjustments should not be made. 

I will deal with the claims for industry allowances first. 
There is a difference between hourly paid special rates 

claimed by individual employees and an industry 
allowance paid weekly to all or a large part of the work- 
force in an industry or undertaking. But the difference is 
in the irregular occurrences of the incidents and circum- 
stances in one case, and their regular and common 
occurrences in the other, thus leading to different 
methods of payment. This is not a difference that causes 
me to think that the Commission's reasoning in the 1966 
Metal Trades case decision is not appropriate when con- 
sidering the industry allowance claims in this case. What 
matters is substantial depreciation of the amount in 
question not how it is expressed. 

The industry allowances now in contention were fixed 
by the Commission (59 WAIG 1513) and it is common 
ground that they were varied on 23 June 1980, 9 January 
1981 and 1 June 1982. These variations are evidence to 
show that neither party to the awards saw the original 
amounts fixed according to a term on the basis of 
inflationary expectations or anything else that would 
militate against their early variation. Exhibit A, tendered 
by Mr Caimanos, reveals that the allowances as a per- 
centage of ordinary wage rates have diminished over- 
time, but the reasons for this were not made known to 
me. Nevertheless, the exhibit remains important in that it 
reveals the periods over which past variations have been 
considered justified and the size of the increases 
involved. Bearing in mind the last variation date, the 
amounts claimed as increases on this occasion are reason- 
able and consistent by these comparisons. 

Variations to the allowances of the order shown in 
Exhibit A are also a guide to what I should consider a 
substantial depreciation in the value of the allowances. 

I find that the union has by its application and the 
evidence tendered made a prima facie case. It was 
suggested on behalf of the respondents that overall con- 
ditions in the industry have improved since the 
allowances were first awarded and I was invited to con- 
clude from this that no basis for further variation 
existed. It seems unnecessary to say that whether this is so 
or not is a question of fact to be determined on evidence. 
39311—8 

I cannot accept the statement for the respondents on its 
face value and accordingly I must find that they have 
failed to discharge the onus which rests on them. 

The claims for increases in industry allowances will be 
awarded. 

The Timber Workers' Award was amended and con- 
solidated in 1976. A meal allowance of $1.50 was one 
amongst the issues agreed between the parties on that 
occasion. The agreement should be viewed in its proper 
context which was that it was part of an exercise 
involving disputed claims which were determined by the 
Commission according to the "broad principle . . . that 
whilst the award should have regard to 'community 
standards' those 'standards' must be viewed in the light 
of the particular circumstances of employment in the 
sawmilling industry" (56 WAIG 554). In 1982 (62 WAIG 
1387) meal allowances were varied by agreement and the 
amounts now prescribed in the awards reflect that agree- 
ment. I assume that agreement was reached with the 
parties having regard for the broad principle outlined by 
the Commission in 1976 and that the amounts are their 
views on what was fair and reasonable in May 1982. 

The implication in the union's claims is that the 
amounts fixed in 1982 were not subject to time limits 
regarding their variation and since no argument was 
raised by the respondents in this respect I approach the 
claims on the basis that there has been a substantial 
depreciation in the amounts over the intervening period. 

Mr Kenner argued that on the basis of Principle 9 of 
the Wage Fixing Principles the onus is on the applicant to 
demonstrate why meal allowances should necessarily be 
increased. On this basis he explained that opposition to 
the claims arose from the respondents' attitudes that 
present rates are fair and reasonable when compared to 
amounts fixed in awards covering other industries. He 
tendered Exhibit 1 which lists meal allowances currently 
payable under 32 State awards. 

In my opinion neither the evidence contained in 
Exhibit 1 nor the submissions on behalf of the 
respondents outweighs the relevance of the 1982 
agreement and the implications arising out of it. 
Moreover, I think that the onus lies on the respondents to 
demonstrate by evidence directly to the point of meal 
allowances in the timber industry that the claims should 
not be granted. In this respect no case has been made and 
I will grant the union's claims. 

With regard to the remaining claims concerning 
allowances for millwrights and bush carpenters and for 
first aid certificates I am disposed not to grant them. Not 
since 1976 when the Timber Workers' Award was 
amended and consolidated has there been a variation of 
the millwrights and bush carpenters allowances and not 
since December 1977 when it was first introduced into the 
award has the first aid allowance been varied. Lest my 
decision on these issues be thought inconsistent with my 
earlier reasoning, more especially because the first aid 
allowance resulted from a finding by the Commission (57 
WAIG 1757 at 1758) such is not the case. Recent agree- 
ments resulting in variations to other allowances have 
been central to my thinking regarding the unions prima 
facie position. With respect to these remaining 
allowances the respondents are on much firmer ground. 
The fact that the union has not sought to vary the 
amounts prescribed over such a long period when 
inflationary rates were very high lends support to the 
respondents' view that increases in these areas are not 
justified or at least, if there is some justification, it is for 
the union to show it. Nothing was put to me by the union 
that enables me to consider the claims made. 

Increases claimed in the allowances for millwrights 
and bush carpenters and holders of first aid certificates 
are refused. This is not to say that such allowances no 
longer have a place in the. award; merely that if the 
present allowances are to be increased the union will have 
to make a case on the evidence available in the industries 
in question. 
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WOODCHIP INDUSTRY. 
Award No. 21 of 1976. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 629 of 1983. 

Between The West Australian Timber Industry Industrial 
Union of Workers, South West Land Division, 
Applicant and Burning Bros Pty Ltd and Others, 
Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr K.C. Caimanos on behalf of the 
Applicant and Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the 
Respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Arbitration Act 
1979, having satisfied itself that the terms of the General 
Order of the Commission No. 461 of 1983, dated 2 
March 1984, have been complied with, hereby orders — 

That the Woodchip Industry Award No. 21 of 
1976 be amended in accordance with the following 
schedule with effect from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after 19 February 
1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
(1) Clause 17.—Meal Money. 

Subclause (1): delete the amount of $3.50 and 
insert in lieu thereof the amount of $3.80. 

Subclause (2): delete the amount of $3.00 and 
insert in lieu thereof the amount of $3.26. 

(2) Clause 29.—Allowances. 
Subclause (5); paragraph (a): delete the amount 

of $10.00 and insert in lieu thereof the amount of 
$10.86. 

Subclause (5); paragraph (b): delete the amount 
of $6.60 and insert in lieu thereof the amount of 
$7.16. 

TIMBER WORKERS. 
Award No. 36 of 1950. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 630 of 1983. 

Between The West Australian Timber Industry Industrial 
Union of Workers, South West Land Division, 
Applicant and Bunning Bros Pty Ltd and Another, 
Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr K.C. Caimanos on behalf of the 
Applicant and Mr S.J. Kenner on behalf of the 
Respondents, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Arbitration Act 
1979, having satisfied itself that the terms of the General 
Order of the Commission No. 461 of 1983, dated 2 
March 1984, have been complied with, hereby orders — 

That the Timber Workers Award No. 36 of 1950 
be amended in accordance with the following 
schedule with effect from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after 19 February 
1985. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
(1) Clause 17.—Meal Money. 

Subclause (1): delete the amount of $3.50 and 
insert in lieu thereof the amount of $3.80. 

Subclause (2): delete the amount of $3.00 and 
insert in lieu thereof the amount of $3.26. 

(2) Clause 31.—Allowances. 
Subclause (5); paragraph (a): delete the amount 

of $10.00 and insert in lieu thereof the amount of 
$10.86. 

Subclause (5); paragraph (b): delete the amount 
of $6.60 and insert in lieu thereof the amount of 
$7.16. 

TRANSPORT TRUST SALARIED OFFICERS'. 
Award No. 3 of 1977. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1072 of 1984. 

Between The Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport 
Trust Officers' Union of Workers, Perth, Applicant 
and The Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport 
Trust, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr G. Currie on behalf of the applicant 
and Mr G. Wibrow on behalf of the respondent, and by 
consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers con- 
ferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Transport Trust Salaried Officers' 
Award No. 3 of 1977 be varied in accordance with 
the following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect with respect to Clause 12.—Long Service 
Leave on and from the 1st day of July 1984 and with 
respect to Clause 5.—Scope and Clause 24.—Rates 
of Pay, as from the beginning of the first pay period 
commencing on or after the 13th day of March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 14th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 5.—Scope: Delete this clause and insert in 

lieu: 
5.—Scope. 

(a) Subject to subclause (b) of this clause this 
award shall apply to all officers employed by the 
Metropolitan (Perth) Transport Trust excepting 
officers in receipt of a salary in excess of the 
maximum scale set out in Clause 24.—Rates of Pay, 
hereof. 

(b) The provisions of Clause 6.—Hours, Clause 
8.—Overtime, Clause 9.—Saturday and Sunday 
Time, Clause 22.—Guaranteed Week and Clause 
25.—Allowances, shall not apply to officers in 
receipt of a salary in excess of the maximum rate of 
Class C.IL7. 

2. Clause 12.—Long Service Leave: Delete subclause 
(5) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(5) Any officer who retired or is retired upon 
reaching the age of 55 years or over, or through ill- 
health shall be paid for any period of 13 weeks' long 
service leave which may be accrued at the time of 
retirement, and in addition thereto shall be paid any 
pro rata amount which may be due by reason of 
further service. 
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3. Clause 24.—Rates of Pay: Delete subclauses (1) (a), 
(1) (b) and (2) (b) of this clause and insert in lieu: 

(1) Automatic Range. 
(a) The salary range for clerical automatic 

range officers shall be as follows: 
(Public Service Clerical Division Group IV) 
Age or Year 
of Adult Service 
Under 17 years 
17 years 
18 years 
19 years 
20 years 
Adult Rates 
1st year (UM1) 
2nd year (UM2) 
3rd year (UM3) 
4th year (UM4) 
5th year (UM5) 
6th year (UM6) 
7th year (UM7) 

Per Annum 
7 425 
8 677 

10 120 
11 714 
13 155 

14 451 
14 997 
15 540 
16 082 
16 627 
17 171 
17 796 

(b) The salary rates for general automatic 
range officers shall be as follows: 
(Public Service Clerical Division Group V) 

Age or Year $ 
of Adult Service Per Annum 
Under 17 years 7 206 
17 years 8 250 
18 years 9 625 
19 years 11025 
20 years 12 466 

Adult Rates 
1st year (Fl) 13 762 
2nd year (F2) 14 308 
3rd year (F3) 14 850 
4th year (F4) 15 393 

(2) (b) The minimum annual rate of salaries 
payable to classified officers shall be as follows: 

(Public Service Clerical Division Group II and 
Administrative Division) 

Per Annum 
Class Minimum Inter Maximum 

C.II.l 
C.II.2 
C.II.3 
C.II.4 
C.II.5 
C.II.6 
C.II.7 
C.II.8 (El) 
C.II.9 (E2) 
C.II.10 (E3) 
C.II.ll (E4) 
A11 (E5) 
AI2 (E6) 

18 229 
19 496 
20 808 
22 226 
23 704 
25 223 
26 794 
29 163 
30 780 
32 504 
34 291 

27 589 

18 869 
20 123 
21 503 
22 967 
24 444 
26 015 
28 369 
29 943 
31 614 
33 441 
35 180 
36 530 
38 243 

(Public Service Clerical Division Group III) 
C.III.l (F5) — 15 939 
C.III.2 (F6) 16 531 16 928 
C.III.3 (F7) 17 668 18 102 
C.III.4 (F8) 18,842 19 341 
C.III.5 19 971 20 582 
C.III.6 21 227 21 813 

WARD ASSISTANTS 
(Mental Health Services). 
Award No. 35 of 1966. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1065 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W. A. Branch, Applicant and The Hon. Minister for 
Health, Respondent. 

HAVING heard Dr S. A. Kennedy on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Ms M.H. Kuhne on behalf of the respondent, 
and by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the Ward Assistants (Mental Health 
Services) Award No. 35 of 1966 be varied in 
accordance with the following schedule and that 
such variation shaU have effect as from the begin- 
ning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
the date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.G. HALLIWELL, 
[L.S.l Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
1. Clause 6.—Contract of Service: Delete subclause 

(3) of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 
(3) The employer may, at any time without prior 

notice, dismiss a worker for refusal or neglect to 
obey orders, or for misconduct or if after receiving 
the notice prescribed in subclause (1) hereof the 
worker does not carry out his or her duties in the 
same manner as he or she did prior to such notice. 
Such worker shall be paid up to the time of 
dismissal. 

2. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete subclause (7) of this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(7) A worker who has completed his or her 
rostered hours of duty and has left the job, and who 
is recalled to work, shall be paid a minimum of three 
hours at overtime rates and for all reasonable costs 
incurred in returning to work. 

3. Clause 12.—Compassionate Leave: Delete sub- 
clause (1) of this clause and insert the following in lieu: 

(1) A worker shall, on the death within Australia 
of a wife, husband, de facto wife or de facto 
husband, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in- 
law, brother, sister, child or step-child be entitled on 
notice, of leave up to and including the day of the 
funeral of such relation and such leave shall be with- 
out deduction of pay for a.period not exceeding the 
number of hours worked by the worker in two 
ordinary working days. Proof of such death shaU be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of 
his/her employer. 

4. Clause 16.—Post Mortem Allowance: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

A worker carrying out mortuary duties in connec- 
tion with post mortem examinations, shall be paid 
an allowance of $1.95 per body provided that if a 
worker is assisting another worker in carrying out 
such mortuary duties he or she shall be paid in lieu 
of the foregoing allowance, an allowance of $1.30 
per body. 
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5. Clause 18.—Allowances — Board and Lodging: 
Delete subclause (1) of this clause and insert the follow- 
ing in lieu: 

(1) A worker employed at Greenplace shall be 
paid an allowance of $6.50 per week in considera- 
tion of the periods outside normal rostered hours of 
duty when he or she is required to hold himself/ 
herself 'on call'. Such allowance shall include a 
consideration of hours of duty worked in excess of 
38 per week. 

6. Clause 26.—Wages: Immediately after subclause 
(6) of this clause, add the following new subclause: 

(7) No deduction shall be made from a worker's 
wages unless the worker has authorised such deduc- 
tion in writing. 

WOOL, HIDE AND SKIN STORE EMPLOYEES. 
Award No. 8 of 1966. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1050 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Elder Smith Golds- 
borough Mort Limited and Others, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the' 'Wool, Hide and Skin Store Employees" 
Award No. 8 of 1966 as varied, consolidated and 
varied be further varied in accordance with the 
following schedule and that such variation shall 
have effect as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after the 20th day of 
March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 20.—Meal Hours and Meal Money: Delete the 

amount of $3.80 in paragraph (a) of subclause (2) of this 
clause and insert in lieu the amount of $4.10. 

WOOL SORTERS (Wool Scouring Workers). 
Award No. 41 of 1956. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1051 of 1984. 

Between The West Australian Shop Assistants and 
Warehouse Employees' Industrial Union of 
Workers, Perth, Applicant and Swan Wool Scour- 
ing Co (WA) Limited, Respondent . 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. Smith on behalf of the applicant 
and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondent, and 
by consent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 
hereby orders — 

That the "Wool Sorters (Wool Scouring 
Workers)" Award No. 41 of 1956 as varied, consoli- 
dated and varied be further varied in accordance 
with the following schedule and that such variation 
shall have effect as from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after the 20th day of 
March 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 20th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 9.—Overtime: Delete from subclause (2) of this 

clause the amount of "$3.80" and insert in lieu thereof 
the amount of "$4.10". 

ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS EMPLOYEES. 
Award No. 29 of 1969. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1129 of 1984. 

Between The Federated Miscellaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous, 
W.A. Branch, Applicant and Zoological Gardens 
Board, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J. A. McGinty on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr D.J. Cloghan on behalf of the respondent 
and intervening on behalf of the Attorney General and 
Public Service Board, and by consent the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders —- 

That the Zoological Gardens Employees Award 
No. 29 of 1969 be varied in accordance with the 
following Schedule "A" and consolidated in 
accordance with Schedule "B" and that such 
variation and consolidation shall have effect as from 
the beginning of the first pay period commencing on 
or after the 14th day of February 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule "A". 
1. Clause 2.—Arrangement: Delete this clause and 

insert the following in lieu: 
2. —Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Hours. 
6. 38 Hour Week : Rostered Day Off. 
7. Roster. 
8. Overtime. 
9. Meals. 
10. Wages. 
11. Annual Leave. 
12. Public Holidays. 
13. Long Service Leave. 
14. Contract of Service. 
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15. Time and Wages Book. 
16. Posting Award. 
17. Sick Leave. 
18. Higher Duties. 
19. Travelling Time. 
20. General Provisions. 
21. Payment of Wages. 
22. Maternity Leave. 
23. Definitions. 
24. Saturday and Sunday Time. 
25. Uniforms, Protective Clothing and 

Equipment. 
26. Compassionate Leave. 
27. Right of Entry. 
28. Part-Time Employees. 
29. Liberty to Apply. 

2. Clause 5.—Hours: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

5.—Hours. 
(1) (a) Except as otherwise provided in this 

clause, the ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 
38 per week and shall be worked between the hours 
of 7.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. Monday to Friday. 

(b) Ordinary hours shall be worked within a 20 
day cycle of eight hours on the first 19 days in each 
cycle with 0.4 of one hour of each such day worked 
accruing as an entitlement to take the 20th day in 
each cycle as a paid day off as though worked. 

(2) (a) The ordinary hours of work for rostered 
employees shaU not exceed an average of 38 per 
week over a roster cycle and shall be worked 
between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on any 
of the seven days of the week. 

(b) The length of the cycle during which the 
ordinary hours may be worked to give an average of 
38 shall be determined by agreement between the 
employer and the union or failing agreement by a 
Board of Reference. 

(c) Rostered employees shall be entitled to 12 paid 
days off in every 12 months in accordance with 
subclause (4) of Clause 6.—38 Hour Week: Rostered 
Day Off. 

(3) Each employee referred to in subclause (2) of 
this clause shall, in every seven consecutive days, be 
granted two days off duty, provided that this sub- 
clause shall be deemed to be complied with if the 
employee is granted the equivalent of six days off 
duty in every period of three weeks. 

3. Clause 6.—Roster: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

6.-38 Hour Week : Rostered Day Off. 
(1) The rostered day off provided for in sub- 

clauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this 
award, shall be observed to suit the circumstances of 
the Zoological Gardens Board. Subject to subclause 
(3) of this clause, the rostered day off will normally 
be the first or last working day of the working week. 

(2) The calendar year will be divided into 13, 20 
day work cycles. During the year employees will be 
required to take one period of their annual leave to 
include the rostered day off duty for that particular 
work cycle. There will be no additional pay or leave 
in lieu of that rostered day off. Keepers who have 
additional leave in lieu will only lose one rostered 
day off duty while on annual leave. 

(3) Where to meet the needs of the Board, an 
employee is required to work on his rostered day off 
as provided for in subclause (1) or (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award that employee will be re- 
rostered for another day off duty within 10 working 
days. The re-rostered day will be the first or last 
working day of the working week unless another day 
is agreed between the Board and the employee. 

(4) Keepers who work a three week roster will be 
rostered off duty on three occasions in a 12 week 
cycle. The rostered days off shall be on a Friday 
preceeding the normal rostered weekend off duty 
and shall occur after three weeks, three weeks and 
six weeks. 

(5) The employer is responsible for the prepara- 
tion and maintenance of the roster. 

(6) There will be no rostered day off duty applic- 
able to employees whilst on long service leave nor 
any credit accumulated for such periods of leave. 

(7) Where an employee is rostered off duty on a 
particular day, he will not be entitled to claim either 
sick leave or compassionate leave in substitution for 
the rostered day off. 

(8) An employee on workers' compensation: 
(a) For a period of less than one complete 20 

day work cycle shall accrue time off 
towards and be paid for the succeeding day 
off. 

(b) For periods of one or more complete 20 
day work cycles shall not accrue time off 
towards a rostered day off. 

(c) For a period of less than one complete 20 
day work cycle and a rostered day off falls 
within the period, the employee will not be 
re-rostered for an additional day off. 

(9) A dispute concerning rosters shaU be referred 
to a meeting of the Board and the Union. 

4. Clause 7.—Overtime: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

7.—Roster. 
(1) The employer shall cause to be prepared and 

exhibited a roster or rosters showing — 
(a) the name of each employee 
(b) the days and hours over which each 

employee shall be required to perform his 
ordinary hours of work. 

(2) Separate rosters shall be prepared and exhibit- 
ed for each group of employees employed by the 
employer. 

(3) A roster may be altered at any time by the 
employer subject to the following:— 

(a) Seven days' notice in respect to days on 
which work is to be performed. 

(b) 48 hours' notice in respect to hours of 
work on a rostered day. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing a roster may be 
altered by the giving of a lesser period of notice 
prescribed above where the employer and employee 
so agree. 

5. Clause 8.—Days Off: Delete this clause and insert 
the following in lieu: 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) Except as provided in subclause (2) of this 

clause all time worked in excess of eight hours each 
day or outside the usual hours of work or, in the case 
of rostered employees in excess of eight hours each 
day or outside the rostered hours of work shall be 
overtime and paid for at the rate of time and one 
half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter. 

(2) All time worked on Saturdays or Sundays 
other than by employees rostered to work ordinary 
hours on those days shall be paid as follows:— 

(a) Prior to 12.00 noon on Saturdays at the 
rate of time and one half for the first two 
hours and double time thereafter. 

(b) After 12.00 noon on Saturdays at the rate 
of double time. 

(c) On Sundays at the iate of double time. 
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(3) Where, to meet the needs of the Board, an 
employee is required to work on his rostered day off 
as provided for in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 
5.—Hours of this award, no overtime will be paid. 

(4) The foregoing provisions of this clause shall 
not apply to casual employees who shall be paid at 
the rate of time and one half for the first two hours 
and double time thereafter for all time worked in 
excess of eight hours in any day or night. 

(5) (a) An employee required to work continuous 
overtime for more than 1 Vi hours shall be supplied 
with a meal by the employer or be paid $3.80 for a 
meal, and if, owing to the amount of overtime 
worked, a second or subsequent meal is required he 
shall be supplied with each such meal by the 
employer or be paid $2.65 for each meal so required. 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this sub- 
clause do not apply:— 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for 
which the employee has been notified on 
the previous day or earlier that he will be 
required; or 

(ii) to any employee who lives in the locality in 
which the place of work is situated in 
respect of any meal for which he can 
reasonably go home; or 

(iii) where the overtime worked is outside the 
customary meal time. 

(c) If an employee provides himself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is 
required to work less overtime than the period 
notified, he shall be paid, for each meal provided 
and not required, the appropriate amount described 
in paragraph (a) of this subclause. 

(6) (a) The employer may require any employee 
to work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and 
such employee shall work overtime in accordance 
with such requirement. 

(b) The union or employee or employees covered 
by this award shall not in any way, whether directly 
or indirectly, be party to or concerned in any ban, 
limitation or restriction upon the working of over- 
time in accordance with the requirement of this 
subclause. 

(7) An employee called back to work after the 
normal working time without prior notice shall be 
paid a minimum of three hours at the appropriate 
overtime rates. 

6. Clause 9.—Meals: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

9.—Meals. 
(1) Each employee shall be allowed an unpaid 

meal break of one hour each day between the hours 
of 11.30 a.m. and 2.00 p.m. 

(2) If when the meal time customary in the 
industry arrives, an employee is required to continue 
working and his meal interval is thereby deferred, he 
shall be paid at overtime rates until he gets a meal 
interval of the customary duration. Provided that if 
the continuance of work is reasonably necessary and 
could not have been avoided by any reasonable 
action by the employer, the employer shall be 
allowed time not exceeding 20 minutes before such 
penalty rate begins to accrue. 

7. Clause 10.—Wages. 
(a) After the classification Gardener — Grade 2 

in subclause (1) insert the following new classifica- 
tion and rates. 

Motive Power Motor Operator: $ 
1st year of employment  281.50 
2nd year of employment  284.50 
Thereafter   288.00 

(b) Renumber subclause (2) to subclause (3) and 
insert the following new subclause (2). 

(2) All employees called upon to clean toilet 
closets shall receive an allowance of 36 cents per 
closet per week and for these purposes, one 
metre of urinal shall count as one closet and 
three urinal stalls shall count as one closet. All 
employees shall be supplied with rubber gloves 
on request. 

8. Clause 11.—Annual Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of 

four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed 
annually to an employee by his employer after a 
period of 12 months' continuous service with such 
employer. 

(2) "Ordinary wages" for an employee shall 
mean the rate of wages the employee has received 
for the greatest proportion of the calendar month 
prior to his taking the leave. 

(3) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee lawfully 
leaves his employment or his employment is ter- 
minated by the employer through no fault of the 
employee, the employee shall be paid 2.92 hours' 
pay at the rate of wage prescribed in subclause (2) of 
this clause in respect of each completed week of con- 
tinuous service in that qualifying period. 

(4) Annual leave accumulated to an employee as 
at 7 November 1983 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 38 to 40. 

(5) In addition to ar payment to which he may 
be entitled under subclause (3) of this clause, an 
employee whose employment terminates after he 
has completed a 12 monthly qualifying period and 
who has not been allowed the leave prescribed under 
this award in respect of that qualifying period shall 
be given payment as prescribed in subclauses (2) and 
(9) of this clause in lieu of that leave unless: 

(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct; and 

(b) the misconduct for which he has been dis- 
missed occurred prior to the completion of 
that qualifying period. 

(6) An employee may be rostered off and granted 
annual leave with payment of ordinary wages as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (2) and (9) of this clause prior 
to his having completed a period of 12 months' con- 
tinuous service, in which case should the services of 
such employee terminate or be terminated prior to 
the completion of 12 months' continuous service, 
the said employee shall refund to the employer the 
difference between the amount received by him for 
wages in respect of the period of his annual leave 
and the amount which would have accrued to him 
by reason of the length of his service up to the date 
of the termination of his services. 

(7) (a) When computing the annual leave due 
under this clause, no deduction shall be made from 
such leave in respect of the period that an employee 
is on annual leave, long service leave and/or 
holidays. Provided that no deduction shall be made 
for any approved period an employee is absent from 
duty through sickness, with or without pay, unless 
the absence exceeds three calendar months, in which 
case deduction may be made for such excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work 
caused through accident sustained in the course of 
employment shall not be considered breaks in con- 
tinuity of service, but the first six months only of 
any such period shall count as service for the 
purpose of computing annual leave. 

(8) When work is closed down for the purpose of 
allowing annual leave to be taken, employees with 
less than a full year's service shall only be entitled to 
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payment during such period for the number of days' 
leave due to them. Provided that nothing herein 
contained shall deprive the employer of his right to 
retain such employees during the close down period 
as may be required. 

(9) (a) An employee proceeding on annual leave 
shall be paid in addition to the ordinary payment for 
such leave, a wage loading of 17.5 per cent calculat- 
ed on the rate of wage prescribed by subclause (2) of 
this clause. 

(b) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall 
not apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

(10) The provisions of this clause shall apply to 
part-time employees on a pro rata basis in the same 
proportion as the number of hours worked each 
week bears to 38. 

(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply 
to casual employees. 

(12) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of 
this clause, the following provisions shall apply to 
rostered -employees. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause 
a period of six consecutive weeks' leave 
with payment of ordinary wages as pre- 
scribed shall be allowed annually to an 
employee by his employer after a period of 
12 months' continuous service with that 
employer. 

. (b) If after one month's continuous service in 
any qualifying 12 monthly period an 
employee leaves his employment or his 
employment is terminated by the employer 
through no fault of the employee, the 
employee shall be paid 4.38 hours' pay at 
the rate of wage prescribed in subclause (2) 
of this clause in respect of each completed 
week of continuous service. 

9. Clause 12.—Public Holidays: Delete subclauses (2), 
(3), (4) and (5) and insert the following in lieu: 

(2) Whenever any of the days referred to in sub- 
clause (1) of this clause falls on an employee's 
ordinary working day and the employee is not re- 
quired to work on such day he shall be paid for the 
ordinary hours he would have worked on such day 
had it not been a holiday. 

(3) An employee required to work on a day 
referred to in subclause (1) of this clause shall be 
paid for the time worked at the rate of double time 
and a half. Provided that in lieu of the foregoing 
provisions of this paragraph and subject to agree- 
ment between the employer and the employee, work 
performed on a Public Holiday may be paid for at 
the rate of time and one half and the employee shall, 
in addition be allowed a day's leave with pay to be 
added to his annual leave or on a day mutually 
acceptable to the employer and the employee. 

(4) When an employee is off duty owing to leave 
without pay or sickness, including accidents on or 
off duty, except time for which he is entitled to claim 
sick pay, any holiday falling during such absence 
shall not be treated as a paid holiday. Where the 
employee is on duty or available on the working day 
immediately preceding a holiday, or resumes duty or 
is available on the working day immediately follow- 
ing a holiday, as prescribed in this clause, the 
employee shall be entitled to a paid holiday on all 
such holidays. 

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
rostered employees who shall work public holidays 
in the course of their normal rostered duty. 

(6) A casual employee shall not be entitled to 
payment for any holiday referred to in this clause. 

10. Clause 13.—Long Service Leave: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

13.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions governing the granting of long 

service leave to Government wages employees 
generally shall apply to employees covered by this 
award. 

(2) Long Service Leave accumulated to an 
employee as at 7 November 1983 shall be adjusted in 
hours in the ratio of 38 to 40. 

11. Clause 14.—Contract of Service: After subclause 
(2) add the following new subclauses: 

(3) An employee shall not be entitled on termina- 
tion or dismissal, to payment for time accrued 
towards a rostered day off in accordance with sub- 
clause (1) or (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this award. 

(4) Nothing in this clause shall prevent an 
employer from dismissing an employee at any time 
for misconduct and, in such cases, wages shall be 
paid up to the time of dismissal only. 

(5) The employer shall be under no obligation to 
pay for any day, or portion of a day, not worked 
upon which the employee is required to present him- 
self for duty, except where such absence from work 
is'due to illness coming within the provisions of 
Clause 16.—Sick Leave or is on account of holidays 
to which the employee is entitled under this Award. 

(6) (a) An employer is entitled to deduct payment 
for any day or portion of a day on which an 
employee cannot be usefully employed because of a 
strike by the Union or by any other union or 
association or through the breakdown of the 
employers machinery or through any stoppage of 
work by any cause which the employer cannot 
reasonably prevent. 

(b) Where wages are calculated in advance of the 
accrual period and the employee has been paid for 
time for which he is not entitled under paragraph (a) 
of this subclause, the amount to which he is not 
entitled may be deducted from the first possible sub- 
sequent pay of the employee concerned. 

12. Clause 15.—Time and Wages Book: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

15.—Time and Wages Book. 
(1) The employer shall keep or cause to be kept a 

time book and wages sheet, in either of which shall 
be entered — 

(a) the name of each employee to whom this 
award applies; 

(b) the nature of the work performed; 
(c) the hours worked each day; 
(d) the wages and overtime (if any) paid to 

each employee. 
Any system of automatic recording by means of 

machines shall be deemed to comply with this pro- 
vision to the extent of the information recorded. 

(2) Employees shall record their starting and 
finishing times per shift in the time book or sheet, 
and shall sign the wages sheet on receipt of their 
wages. 

(3) The time book or sheet with all entries therein, 
shall on demand be produced for inspection by the 
secretary or duly authorised official of the union at 
any reasonable time during the day. The wages sheet 
shall be similarly produced on demand during 
ordinary office hours. 

13. Clause 17.—Sick Leave: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

17.—Sick Leave. 
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to payment 

for non attendance on the grounds of personal ill 
health or injury for one-sixth of a week's pay for 
each completed month of service. 
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(b) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the 
end of each accruing year, or at the time the 
employee leaves the service of the employer, in the 
event of the employee being entitled by service sub- 
sequent to the sickness in that year to a greater 
allowance than that made at the time the sickness 
occurred. 

(2) The unused portion of the entitlement pre- 
scribed in subclause (1) (a) of this clause in any 
accruing year shall be allowed to accumulate and 
may be availed of in the next or any succeeding year. 

(3) Sick leave accumulated to an employee as at 7 
November 1983 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 38 to 40. 

(4) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in 
accordance with this clause, the employee shall, as 
soon as reasonably practicable advise the employer 
of his inability to attend for work, the nature of his 
illness or injury and the estimated duration of the 
absence. Provided that such advice other than in 
extraordinary circumstances shall be given to the 
employer within 24 hours of the commencement of 
the absence. 

(5) No employee shall be entitled to the benefit of 
this clause unless he produces proof to the satis- 
faction of the employer or his representative of such 
sickness, provided that the employer shall not be 
entitled to a medical certificate for absences of less 
than three consecutive working days unless the total 
of such absences exceeds five days in any one 
accruing year. 

(6) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, 
the provisions of this clause apply to an employee 
who suffers personal ill health or injury during the 
time when he is absent on annual leave and an 
employee may apply for and the employer shall 
grant, paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made 
within seven days of resuming work and then only if 
the employee was confined to his place of residence 
or a hospital as a result of his personal ill health or 
injury for a period of seven consecutive days or 
more and he produces a certificate from a registered 
medical practitioner that he was so confined. 
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do 
not relieve the employee of the obligation to advise 
the employer in accordance with subclause (3) of 
this clause if he is unable to attend for work on the 
working day next following his annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he pro- 
ceeded on annual leave and shall not be made with 
respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced 
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave 
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by 
the employer and the employee or, failing agree- 
ment, shall be added to the employee's next period 
of annual leave or, if termination occurs before 
then, be paid for in accordance with the provisions 
of Clause 11.—Annual Leave. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled 
to payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act 1981 nor to employees whose illness 
or injury is the result of the employee's own 
misconduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to 
casual employees. 

14. Clause 18.—Higher Duties: Delete this clause and 
insert the following in lieu: 

18.—Higher Duties. 
(1) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, an 

employee called upon to perform work carrying a 
higher minimum rate of pay than his regular pay for 
two hours in any day shall be paid such higher 
minimum for the whole of that day. Provided that 
the acting time of less than two hours in any one 
shift shall not be counted. 

(2) An employee shall not be entitled to the pay- 
ment prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause when 
required to perform work carrying a higher mini- 
mum rate of pay than his regular pay when the 
permanent occupant is on a rostered day off as pro- 
vided for in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
Hours of this award. 

15. Clause 20.—General Provisions: Delete subclause 
(5). 

16. Clause 21.—Payment of Wages: Delete this clause 
and insert the following in lieu: 

21.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at 

the option of the employer. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall 

be a statement setting out details of the wages. 
(3) Payment may be made in cash or by cheque at 

the discretion of the employer. 
(4) An employee who lawfully leaves his employ- 

ment or is dismissed for reasons other than mis- 
conduct shall be paid all moneys owing to him 
before he leaves the establishment or the same shall 
be forwarded to him by post as soon as reasonably 
possible. 

(5) Except as provided in subclause (6) of Clause 
14.—Contract of Service, no deduction shall be 
made from an employee's wage unless the worker 
has authorised such deduction in writing. 

17. Clause 23.—Definitions: Delete subclause (11) of 
this clause and add the following new subclauses: 

(11) "Hand Power Mower Operator" means an 
employee whose principal duties consist of the 
operation and daily maintenance of a motor 
powered walk mower. 

(12) "Motive Power Mower Operator" means an 
employee whose principal duties consist of the 
operation and daily maintenance of self propelled 
mowers of the ride on type. 

(13) "Part-time employee" means an employee 
engaged on a weekly contract of service for less 
ordinary hours per week than those prescribed. 

(14) "Casual Employee" means an employee 
engaged for less than one week. 

18. Clause 24.—Saturday and Sunday: Delete this 
clause and insert the following in lieu: 

24.—Saturday and Sunday Time. 
(1) All ordinary time worked between midnight 

on Friday and midnight on Saturday shall be paid at 
the rate of time and a half. 

(2) All ordinary time worked on a Sunday shall be 
paid at the rate of double time. 

19. After Clause 24.—Saturday and Sunday Time, 
add the following new clauses: 

25.—Uniforms, Protective Clothing 
and Equipment. 

(1) Where the employer requires an employee to 
wear a uniform for his work the same shall be 
supplied by the employer. 

(2) Goggles, safety helmets, climbing boots, 
respirators, oilskins, gumboots, sou'westers and 
suitable gloves and any other such clothing and 
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equipment deemed necessary by the employer shall 
be supplied to employees covered by this award 
where the nature of the employment is such as to 
warrant their respective use. 

(3) The Uniform, Protective Clothing and Equip- 
ment issued pursuant to this clause shall remain the 
property of the employer and shall be replaced on a 
fair wear and tear basis. 

26.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) (a) An employee shall on the death within 

Australia of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, 
brother, sister, child, step-child, be entitled to leave 
up to and including the day of the funeral of such 
relation and such leave shall be without deduction of 
pay for a period not exceeding the number of hours 
worked by the employee in two ordinary working 
days. Proof of such death shall be furnished by the 
employee to the satisfaction of his employer. 

(b) Provided that payment in respect of com- 
passionate leave is to be made only where the 
employee otherwise would have been on duty and 
shall not be granted where the employee concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or 
on a public holiday. 

27.—Right of Entry. 
(1) On notifying the officer in charge, any officer 

of the union, authorised in writing by the President 
and Secretary of such Union, shall be permitted to 
interview an employee on the business premises of 
his employer during the recognised meal break or 
outside ordinary working hours, but this permission 
shall not be exercised without the consent of the 
employer. 

(2) In the case of a disagreement existing or anti- 
cipated concerning any of the provisions of this 
award the secretary or any duly authorised repre- 
sentative, on gaining approval of the employer or 
his representative, shall be permitted to enter the 
business premises of the employer to view the work 
the subject of any such disagreement but shall not 
unduly interfere with work in progress. 

28.—Part-Time Employees. 
(1) Employees may be regularly employed to 

work less hours per week than are prescribed in 
Clause 5.—Hours of this Award. 

(2) Subject to subclause (3) of this clause payment 
shall be a weekly rate calculated pro rata to the class 
of work on which the employee is engaged in the 
proportion which the hours of work bears to 38. 

(3) Part-time employees who are regularly 
employed for less than 12 hours per week may be 
paid a further loading of 20 per cent in lieu of sick 
leave, annual leave and public holidays. 

29.—Liberty to Apply. 
Liberty is reserved to the Union in respect of: 

(1) Rates for cleaning North and South lake 
and an additional allowance for the disposal of 
offensive rubbish. 

(2) First aid allowance. 

Schedule "B" 
Award No. 29 of 1969. 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the' 'Zoological Gardens 

Employees" award 1969 and shall replace No. 6 of 1966 
as amended, in so far as that award applies to the 
Zoological Gardens Board. 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Hours. 
6. 38 Hour Week : Rostered Day Off. 
7. Roster. 
8. Overtime. 
9. Meals. 
10. Wages. 
11. Annual Leave. 
12. Public Holidays. 
13. Long Service Leave. 
14. Contract of Service. 
15. Time and Wages Book. 
16. Posting Award. 
17. Sick Leave. 
18. Higher Duties. 
19. Travelling Time. 
20. General Provisions. 
21. Payment of Wages. 
22. Maternity Leave. 
23. Definitions. 
24. Saturday and Sunday Time. 
25. Uniforms, Protective Clothing and Equipment. 
26. Compassionate Leave. 
27. Right of Entry. 
28. Part-Time Employees. 
29. Liberty to Apply. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This award shall apply to workers employed by the 

Zoological Gardens Board in the callings mentioned in 
Clause 10.—Wages of this award. 

4.—Term. 
This award shall remain in force for a period ol three 

years from the date hereof. 

5.—Hours. 
(1) (a) Except as otherwise provided in this clause, the 

ordinary hours of work shall not exceed 38 per week and 
shall be worked between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.00 
p.m. Monday to Friday. 

(b) Ordinary hours shall be worked within a 20 day 
cycle of eight hours on the first 19 days in each cycle with 
0.4 of one hour of each such day worked accruing as an 
entitlement to take the 20th day in each cycle as a paid 
day off as though worked. 

(2) (a) The ordinary hours of work for rostered 
employees shall not exceed an average of 38 per week 
over a roster cycle and shall be worked between the hours 
of 7.00 a.m. and 5.00 p.m. on any of the seven days of 
the week. 

(b) The length of the cycle during which the ordinary 
hours may be worked to give an average of 38 shall be 
determined by agreement between the employer and the 
union or failing agreement by a Board of Reference. 

(c) Rostered employees shall be entitled to 12 paid 
days' off in every 12 months in accordance with sub- 
clause (4) of Clause 6.—38 Hour Week : Rostered Day 
Off. 

(3) Each employee referred to in subclause (2) of this 
clause shall, in every seven consecutive days, be granted 
two days off duty, provided that this subclause shall be 
deemed to be complied with if the employee is granted 
the equivalent of six days off duty in every period of 
three weeks. 

6.—38 Hour Week : Rostered Day Off. 
(1) The rostered day off provided for in subclauses (1) 

and (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this award, shall be 
observed to suit the circumstances of the Zoological 
Gardens Board. Subject to subclause (3) of this clause, 
the rostered day off will normally be the first or last 
working day of the working week. 
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(2) The calendar year will be divided into 13, 20 day 
work cycles. During the year employees will be required 
to take one period of their annual leave to include the 
rostered day off duty for that particular work cycle. 
There will be no additional pay or leave in lieu of that 
rostered day off. Keepers who have additional leave in 
lieu will only lose one rostered day off duty while on 
annual leave. 

(3) Where to meet the needs of the Board, an employee 
is required to work on his rostered day off as provided 
for in subclause (1) or (2) of Clause 5.—Hours of this 
award that employee will be re-rostered for another day 
off duty within 10 working days. The re-rostered day will 
be the first or last working day of the working week 
unless another day is agreed between the Board and the 
employee. 

(4) Keepers who work a three week roster will be 
rostered off duty on three occasions in a 12 week cycle. 
The rostered days off shaU be on a Friday preceding the 
normal rostered weekend off duty and shall occur after 
three weeks, three weeks and six weeks. 

(5) The employer is responsible for the preparation 
and maintenance of the roster. 

(6) There will be no rostered day off duty applicable to 
employees whilst on long service leave nor any credit 
accumulated for such periods of leave. 

(7) Where an employee is rostered off duty on a 
particular day, he will not be entitled to claim either sick 
leave or compassionate leave in substitution for the 
rostered day off. 

(8) An employee on workers' compensation: 
(a) For a period of less than one complete 20 day 

work cycle shall accrue time off towards and be 
paid for the succeeding day off. 

(b) For periods of one or more complete 20 day 
work cycles shall not accrue time off towards a 
rostered day off. 

(c) For a period of less than one complete 20 day 
work cycle and a rostered day off falls within 
the period, the employee will not be re-rostered 
for an additional day off. 

(9) A dispute concerning rosters shall be referred to a 
meeting of the Board and the Union. 

7.—Roster. 
(1) The employer shall cause to be prepared and 

exhibited a roster or rosters showing — 
(a) the name of each employee 
(b) the days and hours over which each employee 

shall be required to perform his ordinary hours 
of work. 

(2) Separate rosters shall be prepared and exhibited for 
each group of employees employed by the employer. 

(3) A roster may be altered at any time by the employer 
subject to the following:— 

(a) Seven days' notice in respect to days on which 
work is to be performed. 

(b) 48 hours' notice in respect to hours of work on 
a rostered day. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing a roster may be altered 
by the giving of a lesser period of notice prescribed above 
where the employer and employee so agree. 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) Except as provided in subclause (2) of this clause all 

time worked in excess of eight hours each day or outside 
the usual hours of work or, in the case of rostered 
employees in excess of eight hours each day or outside 
the rostered hours of work shall be overtime and paid for 
at the rate of time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. 

(2) All time worked on Saturdays or Sundays other 
than by employees rostered to work ordinary hours on 
those days shall be paid as follows:— 

(a) Prior to 12.00 noon on Saturdays at the rate of 
time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. 

(b) After 12.00 noon on Saturdays at the rate of 
double time. 

(c) On Sundays at the rate of double time. 
(3) Where, to meet the needs of the Board, an 

employee is required to work on his rostered day off as 
provided for in subclauses (1) and (2) of Clause 5.— 
hours of this award, no overtime will be paid. 

(4) The foregoing provisions of this clause shall not 
apply to casual employees who shall be paid at the rate of 
time and one half for the first two hours and double time 
thereafter for all time worked in excess of eight hours in 
any day or night. 

(5) (a) An employee required to work continuous 
overtime for more than one and a half hours shall be 
supplied with a meal by the employer or be paid $3.80 for 
a meal, and if, owing to the amount of overtime worked, 
a second or subsequent meal is required he shall be 
supplied with each such meal by the employer or be paid 
$2.65 for each meal so required. 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this subclause 
do not apply:— 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for which 
the employee has been notified on the previous 
day or earlier that he will be required; or 

(ii) to any employee who lives in the locality in 
which the place of work is situated in respect of 
any meal for which he can reasonably go home; 
or 

(iii) where the overtime worked is outside the 
customary meal time. 

(c) If an employee provides himself with a meal or 
meals and is not required to work overtime or is required 
to work less overtime than the period notified, he shall be 
paid, for each meal provided and not required, the 
appropriate amount described in paragraph (a) of this 
subclause. 

(6) (a) The employer may require any employee to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
employee shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 

(b) The union or employee or employees covered by 
this award shall not in any way, whether directly or 
indirectly, be party to or concerned in any ban, limitation 
or restriction upon the working of overtime in 
accordance with the requirement of this subclause. 

(7) An employee called back to work after the normal 
working time without prior notice shall be paid a mini- 
mum of three hours at the appropriate overtime rates. 

9.—Meals. 
(1) Each employee shall be allowed an unpaid meal 

break of one hour each day between the hours of 11.30 
a.m. and 2.00 p.m. 

(2) If when the meal time customary in the industry 
arrives, an employee is required to continue working and 
his meal interval is thereby deferred, he shall be paid at 
overtime rates until he gets a meal interval of the custo- 
mary duration. Provided that if the continuance of work 
is reasonably necessary and could not have been avoided 
by any reasonable action by the employer, the employer 
shall be allowed time not exceeding 20 minutes before 
such penalty rate begins to accrue. 

10.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
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to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

(1) The minimum total rate of wage payable under this 
award shall be as follows: 

Section Keeper: $ 
1st year of employment  301.60 
2nd year of employment  304.90 
Thereafter   308.10 

Keeper — Grade 1: $ 
1st year of employment  292.40 
2nd year of employment   295.60 
Thereafter   298.90 

Keeper — Grade 2 Minimum: $ 
1st year of employment  269.70 
2nd year of employment  273.00 
Thereafter   276.20 

Keeper — Grade 2 Maximum: $ 
1st year of employment  277.30 
2nd year of employment  280.50 
Thereafter   283.80 

Horticulturist: $ 
1st year of employment  307.90 
2nd year of employment  312.50 
Thereafter   316.40 

Ground Attendant — Grade 1: $ 
1st year of employment  273.80 
2nd year of employment  277.10 
Thereafter   280.30 

Ground Attendant — Grade 2: $ 
1st year of employment  268.00 
2nd year of employment  271.20 
Thereafter   274.50 

Senior Gardener: $ 
1st year of employment  288.50 
2nd year of employment  291.60 
Thereafter   294.90 

Gardener — Grade 1: $ 
1st year of employment  270.80 
2nd year of employment  274.10 
Thereafter   277.30 

Gardener — Grade 2: $ 
1st year of employment  266.90 
2nd year of employment  270.10 
Thereafter   273.40 

Motive Power Motor Operator: $ 
1st year of employment  281.50 
2nd year of employment  284.50 
Thereafter   288.(X) 

Hand Power Motor Operator: $ 
1st year of employment  265.40 
2nd year of employment  268.60 
Thereafter   271.90 

Senior Maintenance Man: $ 
1st year of employment  290.20 
2nd year of employment  293.40 
Thereafter   296.60 

Maintenance Man — Minimum: $ 
1st year of employment  274.20 
2nd year of employment  277.40 
Thereafter   280.70 

Maintenance Man — Maximum: $ 
1st year of employment  278.50 
2nd year of employment  281.80 
Thereafter   284.90 

(2) All employees called upon to clean toilet closets 
shall receive an allowance of 36 cents per closet per week 
and for these purposes, one metre of urinal shall count as 
one closet and three urinal stalls shall count as one closet. 
All employees shall be supplied with rubber gloves on 
request. 

(3) Casual employees shall be paid 20 per cent in 
addition to the rates otherwise payable under this award. 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Except as hereinafter provided a period of four 

consecutive weeks' leave with payment of ordinary wages 
as prescribed shall be allowed annually to an employee by 
his employer after a period of 12 months' continuous 
service with such employer. 

(2) "Ordinary wages" for an employee shall mean the 
rate of wages the employee has received for the greatest 
proportion of the calendar month prior to his taking the 
leave. 

(3) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period, an employee lawfully 
leaves his employment or his employment is terminated 
by the employer through no fault of the employee, the 
employee shall be paid 2.92 hours' pay at the rate of wage 
prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause in respect of 
each completed week of continuous service in that 
qualifying period. 

(4) Annual leave accumulated to an employee as at 7 
November 1983 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 
38 to 40. 

(5) In addition to any payment to which he may be 
entitled under subclause (3) of this clause, an employee 
whose employment terminates after he has completed a 
12 monthly qualifying period and who has not been 
allowed the leave prescribed under this award in respect 
of that qualifying period shall be given payment as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (2) and (9) of this clause in lieu of 
that leave unless: 

(a) he has been justifiably dismissed for miscon- 
duct; and 

(b) the misconduct for which he has been dismissed 
occurred prior to the completion of that 
qualifying period. 

(6) An employee may be rostered off and granted 
annual leave with payment of ordinary wages as pre- 
scribed in subclauses (2) and (9) of this clause prior to his 
having completed a period of 12 months' continuous 
service, in which case should the services of such 
employee terminate or be terminated prior to the com- 
pletion of 12 months' continuous service, the said 
employee shall refund to the employer the difference 
between the amount received by him for wages in respect 
of the period of his annual leave and' the amount which 
would have accrued to him by reason of the length of his 
service up to the date of the termination of his services. 

(7) (a) When computing the annual leave due under 
this clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave 
in respect of the period that an employee is on annual 
leave, long service leave and/or holidays. Provided that 
no deduction shall be made for any approved period an 
employee is absent from duty through sickness, with or 
without pay, unless the absence exceeds three calendar 
months, in which case deduction may be made for such 
excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work caused 
through accident sustained in the course of employment 
shall not be considered breaks in continuity of service, 
but the first six months only of any such period shall 
count as service for the purpose of computing annual 
leave. 

(8) When work is closed down for the purpose of 
allowing annual leave to be taken, employees with less 
than a full year's service shall only be entitled to payment 
during such period for the number of days leave due to 
them. Provided that nothing herein contained shall 
deprive the employer of his right to retain such 
employees during the close down period as may be 
required. 

(9) (a) An employee proceeding on annual leave shall 
be paid in addition to the ordinary payment for such 
leave, a wage loading of 17.5 per cent calculated on the 
rate of wage prescribed by subclause (2) of this clause. 

(b) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall not 
apply to proportionate leave on termination. 
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(10) The provisions of this clause shall apply to part- 
time employees on a pro rata basis in the same propor- 
tion as the number of hours worked each week bears to 
38. 

(11) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual employees. 

(12) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this 
clause, the following provisions shall apply to rostered 
employees. 

(a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause a 
period of six consecutive weeks' leave with 
payment of ordinary wages as prescribed shall 
be allowed annually to an employee by his 
employer after a period of 12 months' con- 
tinuous service with that employer. 

(b) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period an employee 
leaves his employment or his employment is 
terminated by the employer through no fault of 
the employee, the employee shall be paid 4.38 
hours' pay at the rate of wage prescribed in 
subclause (2) of this clause in respect of each 
completed week of continuous service. 

12.—Public Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days, or the days observed in lieu 

shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as 
holidays without deduction of pay, namely: New Year's 
Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, 
Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's 
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday 
by arrangement between the parties, in lieu of any of the 
days named in the subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) 
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall 
be observed on the next succeeding Monday, and when 
Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday the holiday 
shall be observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. In 
each case the substituted day shall be a holiday without 
deduction of pay and the day for which it is substituted 
shall not be a holiday. 

(2) Whenever any of the days referred to in subclause 
(1) of this clause falls on an employee's ordinary working 
day and the employee is not required to work on such day 
he shall be paid for the ordinary hours he would have 
worked on such day had it not been a holiday. 

(3) An employee required to work on a day referred to 
in subclause (1) of this clause shall be paid for the time 
worked at the rate of double time and a half. Provided 
that in lieu of the foregoing provisions of this paragraph 
and subject to agreement between the employer and the 
employee, work performed on a Public Holiday may be 
paid for at the rate of time and one half and the employee 
shall, in addition be allowed a day's leave with pay to be 
added to his annual leave or on a day mutually acceptable 
to the employer and the employee. 

(4) When an employee is off duty owing to leave 
without pay or sickness, including accidents on or off 
duty, except time for which he is entitled to claim sick 
pay, any holiday falling during such absence shall not be 
treated as a paid holiday. Where the employee is on duty 
or available on the working day immediately preceding a 
holiday, or resumes duty or is available on the working 
day immediately following a holiday, as prescribed in 
this clause, the employee shall be entitled to a paid 
holiday on all such holidays. 

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
rostered employees who shall work public holidays in the 
course of their normal rostered duty. 

(6) A casual employee shall not be entitled to payment 
for any holiday referred to in this clause. 

13.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions governing the granting of long 

service leave to Government wages employees generally 
shall apply to employees covered by this award. 

(2) Long Service Leave accumulated to an employee as 
at 7 November 1983 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio 
of 38 to 40. 

14.—Contract of Service. 
(1) Except in the case of a casual worker the contract 

of hiring of every worker shall be a weekly contract 
terminable by one week's notice on either side, given on 
any working day, or in the event of such notice not being 
given by the payment of one week's pay by the employer 
or the forfeiture of one week's pay by the worker. 

(2) The engagement of a casual worker may be 
terminated at any time without notice. Provided that all 
wages due to him shall be paid immediately upon the 
termination of his engagement. 

(3) An employee shall not be entitled on termination 
or dismissal, to payment for time accrued towards a 
rostered day off in accordance with subclause (1) or (2) of 
Clause 15.—Hours of this award. 

(4) Nothing in this clause shall prevent an employer 
from dismissing an employee at any time for misconduct 
and, in such cases, wages shall be paid up to the time of 
dismissal only. 

(5) The employer shall be under no obligation to pay 
for any day, or portion of a day, not worked upon which 
the employee is required to present himself for duty, 
except where such absence from work is due to illness 
coming within the provisions of Clause 16.—Sick Leave 
or is on account of holidays to which the employee is 
entitled under this Award. 

(6) (a) An employer is entitled to deduct payment for 
any day or portion of a day on which an employee cannot 
be usefully employed because of a strike by the Union or 
by any other union or association or through the break- 
down of the employers machinery or through any 
stoppage of work by any cause which the employer 
cannot reasonably prevent. 

(b) Where wages are calculated in advance of the 
accrual period and the employee has been paid for time 
for which he is not entitled under paragraph (a) of this 
subclause, the amount to which he is not entitled may be 
deducted from the first possible subsequent pay of the 
employee concerned. 

15.—Time and Wages Book. 
(1) The employer shall keep or cause to be kept a time 

book and wages sheet, in either of which shall be 
entered — 

(a) the name of each employee to whom this award 
applies; 

(b) the nature of the work performed; 
(c) the hours worked each day; 
(d) the wages and overtime (if any) paid to each 

employee. 
Any system of automatic recording by means of 

machine shall be deemed to comply with this provision to 
the extent of the information recorded. 

(2) Employees shall record their starting and finishing 
times per shift in the time book or sheet, and shall sign 
the wages sheet on receipt of their wages. 

(3) The time book or sheet with all entries therein, 
shall on demand be produced for inspection by the 
secretary or duly authorised official of the union at any 
reasonable time during the day. The wages sheet shall be 
similarly produced on demand during ordinary office 
hours. 

16.—Posting Award. 
A copy of this award shall be posted in a suitable place 

on the premises of the employer. 
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17.—Sick Leave. 
(1) (a) An employee shall be entitled to payment for 

non attendance on the grounds of personal ill health or 
injury for one-sixth of a week's pay for each completed 
month of service. 

(b) Payment hereimder may be adjusted at the end of 
each accruing year, or at the time the employee leaves the 
service of the employer, in the event .of the employee 
being entitled by service subsequent to the sickness in 
that year to a greater allowance than that made at the 
time the sickness occurred. 

(2) The unused portion of the entitlement prescribed 
in subclause (1) (a) of this clause in any accruing year 
shall be allowed to accumulate and may be availed of in 
the next or any succeeding year. 

(3) Sick leave accumulated to an employee as at 7 
November 1983 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 
38 to 40. 

(4) In order to acquire entitlement to payment in 
accordance with this clause, the employee shall, as soon 
as reasonably practicable advise the employer of his 
inability to attend for work, the nature of his illness or 
injury and the estimated duration of the absence. Pro- 
vided that such advice other than in extraordinary 
circumstances shall be given to the employer within 24 
hours of the commencement of the absence. 

(5) No employee shall be entitled to the benefit of this 
clause unless he produces proof to the satisfaction of the 
employer or his representative of such sickness, provided 
that the employer shall not be entitled to a medical 
certificate for absences of less than three consecutive 
working days unless the total of such absences exceeds 
five days in any one accruing year. 

(6) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the 
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who 
suffers personal ill health or injury during the time when 
he is absent on annual leave and an employee may apply 
for and the employer shall grant, paid sick leave in place 
of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 
seven days of resuming work and then only if the 
employee was confined to his place of residence or a 
hospital as a result of his personal ill health or injury for a 
period of seven consecutive days or more and he 
produces a certificate from a registered medical 
practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that the 
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee 
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance 
with subclause (3) of this clause if he is unable to attend 
for work on the working day next following his annual 
leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he proceeded 
on annual leave and shall not be made with respect to 
fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) 
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the 
paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave may be 
taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer 
and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to 
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if termina- 
tion occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with 
the provisions of Clause 11.—Annual Leave. 

(7) The provisions of this clause with respect to pay- 
ment do not apply to employees who are entitled to pay- 
ment under the Workers' Compensation and Assistance 
Act 1981 nor to employees whose illness or injury is the 
result of the employee's own misconduct. 

(8) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual 
employees. 

18.—Higher Duties. 
(1) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, an employee 

called upon to perform work carrying a higher minimum 
rate of pay than his regular pay for two hours in any day 
shall be paid such higher minimum for the whole of that 
day. Provided that the acting time of less than two hours 
in any one shift shall not be counted. 

(2) An employee shall not be entitled to the payment 
prescribed in subclause (1) of this clause when required to 
perform work carrying a higher minimum rate of pay 
than his regular pay when the permanent occupant is on a 
rostered day off as provided for in subclauses (1) and (2) 
of Clause 5.—Hours of this award. 

19.—Travelling Time. 
Where a worker is sent to work from an employer's 

recognised place of business, the employer shall pay all 
travelling time from such place of business to the job, 
and if the worker is required to return the same day to the 
employer's place of business, the employer shall pay 
travelling time to the place of business. 

20.—General Provisions. 
(1) Suitable dressing accommodation shall be 

provided by the employer where workers may change 
their clothes. Tools and appliances shall not be kept in 
the dressing room. 

(2) All workers shall be provided with facilities for 
boiling water. 

(3) Workers shall be permitted to eat their meals in a 
convenient and clean place, protected from the weather, 
and each such worker shall remove all litter and food- 
stuff after use. 

(4) All materials, appliances and tools required in 
connection with the performance of the worker's duties 
shall be supplied to such worker by the employer without 
charge. 

21.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Wages shall be paid weekly or fortnightly at the 

option of the employer. 
(2) Accompanying each payment of wages shall be a 

statement setting out details of the wages. 
(3) Payment may be made in cash or by cheque at the 

discretion of the employer. 
(4) An employee who lawfully leaves his employment 

or is dismissed for reasons other than misconduct shall be 
paid all moneys owing to him before he leaves the 
establishment or the same shall be forwarded to him by 
post as soon as reasonably possible. 

(5) Except as provided in subclause (6) of Clause 14.— 
Contract of Service, no deduction shall be made from an 
employee's wage unless the worker has authorised such 
deduction in writing. 

22.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: A worker who 

becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her 
employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical 
practitioner stating the presumed date of her confine- 
ment, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she has 
had not less than 12 months' continuous service with that 
employer immediately preceding the date upon which she 
proceeds upon such leave. 

For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) A worker shaU include a part-time worker but 

shall not include a worker engaged upon casual 
or seasonal work. 
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(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity 
leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave. 
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof, the 

period of maternity leave shall be for an un- 
broken period of from 12 to 52 weeks and shall 
include a period of six weeks' compulsory leave 
to be taken immediately before the presumed 
date of confinement and a period of six weeks' 
compulsory leave to be taken immediately 
following confinement. 

(b) A worker shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to 
the presumed date of confinement, give notice 
in writing to her employer stating the presumed 
date of confinement. 

(c) A worker shall give not less than four weeks' 
notice in writing to her employer of the date 
upon which she proposes to commence 
maternity leave, stating the period of leave to 
be taken. 

(d) A worker shall not be in breach of this order as 
a consequence of failure to give the stipulated 
period of notice in accordance with paragraph 
(c) hereof if such failure is occasioned by the 
confinement occurring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job: Where in the opinion of a 
duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising 
out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work 
assigned to the worker make it inadvisable for the worker 
to continue at her present work, the worker shall, if the 
employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe 
job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job 
until the commencement of maternity leave. 

If the transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the 
worker may, or the employer may require the worker to, 
take leave for such period as is certified necessary by a 
duly qualified medical practitioner. Such leave shall be 
treated as maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses 
(7), (8), (9) and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period 
may be lengthened once only, save with the 
agreement of the employer, by the worker 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of 
the employer, be shorted by the worker giving 
not less than 14 days' notice in writing stating 
the period by which the leave is to be shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the preg- 
nancy of a worker terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of a worker then on 
maternity leave terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of the 
worker to resume work at a time nominated by 
the employer which shall not exceed four weeks 
from the date of notice in writing by the worker 
to the employer that she desires to resume 
work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave. 
(a) Where the pregnancy of a worker not then on 

maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other 
than by the birth of a living child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period of 
unpaid leave (to be known as special 
maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal conse- 
quences of confinement she shall be 
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition 
to special maternity leave, to such paid 
sick leave as to which she is then entitled 
and which a duly qualified medical prac- 
titioner certifies as necessary before her 
return to work. 

(b) Where a worker not then on maternity leave 
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may 
take such paid sick leave as to which she is then 
entitled and such further unpaid leave (to be 
known as special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work, provided that 
the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not 
exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) 
hereof, maternity leave shall include special 
maternity leave. 

(d) A worker returning to work after the comple- 
tion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this 
subclause shall be entitled to the position which 
she held immediately before proceeding on 
such leave or, in the case of a worker who was 
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause 
(3), to the position she held immediately before 
such transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available, for which 
the worker is qualified and the duties of which 
she is capable of performing, she shall be entitl- 
ed to a position as nearly comparable in status 
and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements: 
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken 
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 
52 weeks. 

(a) A worker may, in lieu of or in conjunction with 
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long 
service leave or any part thereof to which she is 
then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave or other paid authorised award 
absences (excluding annual leave or long service 
leave), shall not be available to a worker during 
her absence on maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: Not- 
withstanding any award, or other provision to the 
contrary, absence on maternity leave shaD not break the 
continuity of service of a worker but shall not be taken 
into account in calculating the period of service for any 
purpose of the award. 

(9) Termination of Employment. 
(a) A worker on maternity leave may terminate her 

employment at any time during the period of 
leave by notice given in accordance with this 
award. 

(b) An employer shall not terminate the employ- 
ment of a worker on the grounds of her preg- 
nancy or of her absence on maternity leave, but 
otherwise the rights of an employer in relation 
to termination of employment are not hereby 
affected. 

(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave. 
(a) A worker shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing to the 
employer given not less than four weeks prior 
to the expiration of her period of maternity 
leave. 

(b) A worker, upon the expiration of the notice 
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be 
entitled to the position which she held 
immediately before proceeding on maternity 
leave or, in the case of a worker who was trans- 
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ferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to 
the position which she held immediately before 
such transfer. Where such position no longer 
exists but there are other positions available for 
which the worker is qualified and the duties of 
which she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(11) Replacement Workers. 
(a) A replacement worker is a worker specifically 

engaged as a result of a worker proceeding on 
maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
worker under this subclause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary nature of 
the employment and of the rights of the worker 
who is being replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace 
a worker temporarily promoted or transferred 
in order to replace a worker exercising her 
rights under this clause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary nature of 
the promotion or transfer and of the rights of 
the worker who is being replaced. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be 
construed as requiring an employer to engage a 
replacement worker. 

(e) A replacement worker shall not be entitled to 
any of the rights conferred by this clause except 
where her employment continues beyond the 12 
months' qualifying period. 

23.—Definitions. 
(1) "Section Keeper" means a worker appointed as 

such by the employer. 
(2) "Keeper Grade I" means a worker appointed as 

such who may be required to relieve a Section Keeper for 
all absences less than one week. 

(3) "Keeper Grade II" means a worker whose princi- 
pal duties shall consist in caring for any animal (i.e. 
mammals, birds, fish, amphibians and reptiles). 

(4) "Ground Attendant Grade I" means a worker who 
is substantially employed in the care of tennis courts, and 
lawns and is required to mark out and maintain playing 
fields. 

(5) "Ground Attendant Grade II" means a worker 
who may be required to clean toilets, remove litter and 
refuse from lawns, paths, roads or other areas or 
receptacles and dispose of animal carcasses. 

(6) "Senior Gardener" means a worker appointed as 
such. 

(7) "Gardener Grade I" means a worker whose 
principal duties consist in tending a plant nursery, or 
garden or portion of a garden, who in the opinion of the 
employer has qualified himself for this grading. 

(8) "Gardener Grade 11" means a worker whose 
principal duties shall consist in tending a garden or 
portion of a garden. 

(9) "Senior Maintenance Man" means a worker 
appointed as such, who may be required to relieve the 
Maintenance Foreman for all absences of less than one 
week. 

(10) "Maintenance Man" means a worker whose 
principal duties consist in repairs and maintenance to any 
buildings, fitments or equipment. 

(11) "Hand Power Mower Operator" means an 
employee whose principal duties consist of the operation 
and daily maintenance of a motor powered walk mower. 

(12) "Motive Power Mower Operator" means an 
employee whose principal duties consist of the operation 
and daily maintenance of self propelled mowers of the 
ride on type. 

(13) "Part-time employee" means an employee 
engaged on a weekly contract of service for less ordinary 
hours per week than those prescribed. 

(14) "Casual Employee" means an employee engaged 
for less than one week. 

24.—Saturday and Sunday Time. 
(1) All ordinary time worked between midnight on 

Friday and midnight on Saturday shall be paid at the rate 
of time and a half. 

(2) All ordinary time worked on a Sunday shall be paid 
at the rate of double time. 

25.—Uniforms, Protective Clothing and Equipment. 
(1) Where the employer requires an employee to wear 

a uniform for his work the same shall be supplied by the 
employer. 

(2) Goggles, safety helmets, climbing boots, respira- 
tors, oilskins, gumboots, sou'westers and suitable gloves 
and any other such clothing and equipment deemed 
necessary by the employer shall be supplied to employees 
covered by this award where the nature of the employ- 

. ment is such as to warrant their respective use. 
(3) The Uniform, Protective Clothing and Equipment 

issued pursuant to this clause shall remain the property 
of the employer and shall be replaced on a fair wear and 
tear basis. 

26.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) (a) An employee shall on the death within 

Australia of a spouse, de facto spouse, parent, brother, 
sister, child, stepchild, be entitled to leave up to and 
including the day of the funeral of such relation and such 
leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the employee 
in two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shall 
be furnished by the employee to the satisfaction of his 
employer. 

(b) Provided that payment in respect of compassio- 
nate leave is to be made only where the employee 
otherwise would have been on duty and shall not be 
granted where the employee concerned would have been 
off duty in accordance with his roster or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, 
leave without pay or on a public holiday. 

27.—Right of Entry. 
(1) On notifying the officer in charge, any officer of 

the union, authorised in writing by the President and 
Secretary of such Union, shall be permitted to interview 
an employee on the business premises of his employer 
during the recognised meal break or outside ordinary 
working hours, but this permission shall not be exercised 
without the consent of the employer. 

(2) In the case of a disagreement existing or antici- 
pated concerning any of the provisions of this award the 
secretary or any duly authorised representative, on 
gaining approval of the employer or his representative, 
shall be permitted to enter the business premises of the 
employer to view the work the subject of any such 
disagreement but shall not unduly interfere with work in 
progress. 

28.—Part-Time Employees. 
(1) Employees may be regularly employed to work less 

hours per week than are prescribed in Clause 5.—Hours 
of this Award. 

(2) Subject to subclause (3) of this clause payment 
shall be a weekly rate calculated pro rata to the class of 
work on which the employee is engaged in the proportion 
which the hours of work bears to 38. 

(3) Part-time employees who are regularly employed 
for less than 12 hours per week may be paid a further 
loading of 20 per cent in lieu of sick leave, annual leave 
and public holidays. 
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29.—Liberty to Apply. 
Liberty is reserved to the Union in respect of: 

(1) Rates for cleaning North and South lake and 
an additional allowance for the disposal of offensive 
rubbish. 

(2) First aid allowance. 

Applicant. 
Zoological Gardens Board. 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of December 1969. 

AWARDS — Application for 
variation of — no variation 

resulting — 

CLERKS (Wholesale and Retail Establishments). 
Award No. 38 of 1947. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

Nos. 513 and 684 of 1984. 

Between Federated Clerks' Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian 
Branch, Applicant and Peters (W.A.) Limited and 
Brownes Dairy Pty Ltd, Respondents. 

Before the Commission in Court Session. 
Mr Senior Commissioner B.J. Collier, 

Mr Commissioner G.G. Halliwell, 
and Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin. 

The 12th day of March 1985. 

Mr B.J. Finlay on behalf of the applicant. 
Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: These are the 
Reasons for Decision of Mr Commissioner Martin and 
myself. By these applications the Federated Clerks' 
Union of Australia, Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. 
Branch seeks orders from the Commission in Court 
Session which would require Peters (W.A.) Limited and 
Brownes Dairy Pty Ltd to grant their clerical employees 
long service leave on the basis of 13 weeks leave after 10 
years service, notwithstanding that the award by which 
the parties are bound (Award No. 38 of 1947) prescribes 
the standard long service leave provisions of this 
Commission. 

Although the formal claims of the applicant do not say 
so it would appear that not only does the applicant seek 
long service leave after 10 years service but also pro rata 
entitlement after seven years. 

The two separate claims are designed to ensure that all 
clerical employees of the Peters (W.A.) Limited Group 
shall receive improved long service leave. If the overall 
claim is unsuccessful the applicant argues that the claim 
should succeed with respect to clerical employees 
working at Brownes Dairy. 

No evidence was adduced in these proceedings. The 
advocates for the applicant and respondents relied on 
their submissions to convince the tribunal that the merit 
lay in their respective arguments. 

It would appear that in July 1981 agreement was 
reached with the relevant union and employers that dairy 
factory workers in the industry would accrue long service 
leave on the basis of three months after 10 years service 
from 1 July 1981 with pro rata after 7 years service. This 

followed a week long strike by dairy factory workers and 
involved also discussions as to the working of the sixth 
shift. . 

We do not propose to traverse all of the arguments 
advanced by the applicant union in these proceedings. It 
is sufficient to state that some three years after the dairy 
factory workers had obtained this improved condition 
the applicant union now seeks the same deal for all 
clerical employees working for the Peters Group of 
companies. In very short terms the strength of the 
argument appears to be — 

(a) that the dairy factory workers achieved 
improved long service leave by the use of 
muscle outside of the Arbitration system, and, 

(b) decisions of this Commission and the 
Australian Commission support the view that 
an employer should not be allowed to treat one 
section of his workforce differently from that 
of another. 

In other words, if it is good enough for the 
respondents to grant dairy factory workers improved 
long service leave conditions then it is also fair for the 
remaining employees to enjoy similar conditions. 

For our part the applicant's case is over-simplified. 
The authorities on which it relies to support an analogous 
situation are tenuous in the extreme and read through 
rose coloured glasses. We accept that the employer 
should be confronted with his own deeds and t\iz.t,prima 
facie, all sections of his workforce should be entitled to 
similar treatment in the matter of leave. However, it is 
not that simple. In a system where a number of unions 
deal with the one employer separately with respect to 
segments of his workforce the outcome of those negotia- 
tions will not necessarily produce the same results. If the 
"confront the employer with his own deeds" argument 
were pushed to finality surely each union, negotiating 
separately, could return to the employer demanding that 
the best result achieved by any one union with respect to 
any one condition be applied across the board to all 
employees notwithstanding the package nature of the 
individual union's negotiations. We think that could be 
quite unfair to employers and not conducive to bonafide 
negotiations. 

It is clear that conditions of employment for all 
employees of Peters (W.A.) Limited and Brownes Dairy 
Pty Ltd or, if you like, the Peters Group, are simply not 
the same. This would seem to be true also for others 
involved in this industry. For example, it would appear 
that the hours of work for a large majority of clerical 
personnel are more favourable than those prescribed for 
the workers who have achieved an improved long service 
leave benefit. 

In summary, the applications seem to us to savour of 
"me tooism" and on the material before the 
Commission they lack merit. With the underlying 
concept of restraint attached to the Wage Fixation 
Principles this is not the time for a departure from the 
standard long service leave provisions and the prospect 
of flow therefrom. 

The applicant raised a number of issues relating to 
wage fixation principles but having regard for the 
decision reached on the merits of the applications the 
Commission does not intend to address itself to those 
matters. It would be more appropriate if section 50 
parties concerned themselves with these issues, if 
considered necessary, in proceedings under section 51 
which follow the current National Wage case. 

MR COMMISSIONER HALLIWELL: The background 
to the claims now before the Commission is contained in 
the decision of Senior Commissioner Collier and 
Commissioner Martin and does not therefore need repe- 
tition, however, it is in my opinion a well settled 
industrial proposition that employees of the one 
employer in the same industry should not be accorded 
different basic conditions of employment such as annual 
leave, sick leave and in particular long service leave. 
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Long service leave by its very title is presently provided 
to an employee after "long service" with the one 
employer. I am unable to discern why a clerical employee 
should be required to serve 15 years to become entitled to 
"long service" leave when the bulk of the employees 
receive by agreement, long service leave after 10 years 
service, with the same employer. The Commission was 
advised that employees employed under the now Dairy 
Factories Award No. 15 of 1982 went on strike in 1981 
for a week and part of the settlement of that dispute was 
the grant by the employer, in that industry, of long 
service leave after 10 years service. It is accurate to state 
that industrial muscle was used, however the employers 
in the dairy factory industry later agreed to extend the 
reduced period of service for long service leave to trans- 
port workers, metal trades employees and federated 
engine drivers' and firemen's union employees. The 
employer's consideration apparently stopped short of 
clerical employees. On the question of "a package" and 
tradeoffs that went therewith Mr Finlay stated inter 
alia — 

We have said to Peters that if they can show us 
what the dairy factory workers agreed to as a trade- 
off for long service leave after 10 years we would 
certainly put that to our members. I think we have 
been told in the past that the dairy factory workers 
agreed to a system of work of any five days over 
seven — mind you, for quite attractive penalty rates. 
I think we would be prepared to put exactly that to 
our members. In fact, 1 think we have said that to 
the company. If there is any special offset that the 
dairy factory workers gave at the time the long 
service leave condition was introduced, we would be 
prepared to put that to our members and we have 
told the employer that we would. In fact, we believe 
our awards already allow for any offset that might 
have been agreed to by the dairy factory workers at 
that time. 

Again, I say that to use the ' 'best of both worlds" 
argument or the package argument against us other 
than that is a dishonest argument because equili- 
brium existed previously in respect of the conditions 
of clerks and the conditions of dairy factory 
workers, an equilibrium in the context of long 
service leave which existed from all time as I 
understand it. 

On these same issues Mrs Bentley submitted that — 
I understand that Mr Finlay is saying that a claim 

was simply agreed to without any special conditions 
applying. There was to be some discussion in respect 
of the sixth shift which was an extremely important 
factor in this industry and part of the agreement that 
they go back to work related to the discussions in 
respect of the sixth shift that was being worked. 

They related to the fact that this is not a ware- 
housing operation — that the milk has to be pro- 
cessed on a daily basis, as required; that because of 
production needs there is often a requirement for 
workers to attend to overtime without much notice; 
that there is this shift work system; that there are 
often Sundays worked; there are split days taken off 
and all of these things have an effect on the social 
life of the workers. We are not saying that those 
things are not compensated for-by penalty rates for 
the actual working of those times, but these are 
certainly not conditions which clerks suffer. The 
other employees who receive the benefit of these 
conditions also did so not because they took strike 
action. 

It is plain from the above that the applicant is prepared 
to accept whatever tradeoffs were adopted by the 
other employees m obtaining the reduced long service 
leave package. 

For the above reasons, clerical employees employed in 
the dairy division of the respondent should now receive 
long service leave after 10 years service. The respondent 
operates in other industries but in those other industries 
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there has been no departure from the "standard" 15 
years for long service leave purposes and thus there exists 
no case for its extension into the other industries in which 
the respondent is engaged. 

THE SENIOR COMMISSIONER: The claims are 
dismissed. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

Nos. 513 and 684 of 1984. 

Between Federated Clerks' Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian 
Branch, Applicant and Peters (W.A.) Limited and 
Brownes Dairy Pty Ltd, Respondents. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr B.J. Finlay on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mrs P.E. Bentley on behalf of the respondents, 
the Commission in Court Session, pursuant to the 
powers .conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 hereby orders — 

That the claims be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 
By the Commission in Court Session. 

(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

FREMANTLE PORT AUTHORITY 
DECKHANDS' AM) DECKBOYS'. 

Award No. 21 of 1971. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1106 of 1984. 

Between Maritime Workers' Union of Western Australia, 
Union of Workers, Applicant and Fremantle Port 
Authority, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin. 
The 5th day of March 1985. 

Mr W.T. Wood on behalf of the applicant. 
Mr J. Tinson on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This application seeks to vary 
the "Fremantle Port Authority Deckhands' and Deck- 
boys'" Award No. 21 of 1971 as varied (52.WAIG p. 
804, a consolidation appearing in 63 WAIG p. 1712) by 
deleting subclause 3 (a) and subclause 3 (b) of Clause 
10.—Overtime and inserting a new subclause (3). 

The respondent objects to that variation and contends 
that the existing provisions should continue. 

The manner in which the variation is drafted and the 
status of the provision in the existing award requires 
explanation in my view. 

Subclause (3) — General of Clause 10.—Overtime of 
the award prior to the 1st day of September 1981 
provided that: 

(3) General 
(a) A worker recalled to duty in overtime 

hours after leaving the employer's 
premises, shall be paid for a minimum of 
three hours duty at the rate of pay appro- 
priate to the time of such duty. 

39311-9 
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(b) A worker required to resume duty in over- 
time hours who has been advised prior to 
leaving the employer's premises shall be 
paid a minimum of two hours at the rate of 
pay appropriate to the time of such duty 
(52 WAIG p. 804 at p. 806). 

On the 1st day of September 1981, the Commission 
issued Order No. CR329 of 1981, which overrode that 
provision in the following manner: 

5. Deckhands' and Deckboys' (Fremantle Port 
Authority) Award No. 21 of 1971. 

In Clause 10.—Overtime of this award, subclause 
(3) shall be in the following terms: 

(3) A worker recalled to duty in overtime 
hours shall be paid for a minimum of four 
hours' duty at the rate of pay appropriate 
to the time of such duty but if he is called 
out more than once within any period of 
four hours of a call, he shall not be entitled 
to any further payment for the time 
worked within the period of four hours 
from the time when he commenced work 
in response to his first call (61 WAIG p. 
1442 at p. 1444). 

Thus the applicant is slightly astray in the wording of 
its claim and which reads in full: 

That the Award, Deckhands' and Deckboys' 
(FPA) Award No. 21 of 1971 be amended in the 
following terms: 

Delete subclause 3 (a) and 3 (b) of Clause 
10.—Overtime and insert in lieu: 

A worker recalled to work overtime or 
ordered to resume work during overtime 
hours shall be paid for at least four hours 
at the appropriate rate but not more than 
once in respect to any period of such duty 
(Schedule "A" annexed to application 
No. 1106 of 1984). 

The respondent was also slightly astray in its view of 
what the existing provisions provide as it recited its 
record of subclause (3), and whilst it was correct in 
respect of the four hour minimum period of payment it 
stated that the old subclause (b) was still in force (see 
transcript notes of proceedings p. 5) which it is not but 
the respondent still acts as if it was for the purpose of 
effecting payments to the employees concerned in this 
application and other of its employees. 

It, in essence, is the latter practice which highlights the 
matter of difference between the parties. 

The applicant contends that the four hour minimum 
contained in subclause (3) of Clause 10.—Overtime 
should apply when (a) an employee has left the work 
place after his ordinary days work and is "recalled" in 
the true sense namely plucked from the bosom of his 
family by a telephone call or the like to return to work to 
do overtime or (b) is told during the course of an 
ordinary working day to return to work for overtime that 
night or on a Saturday or Sunday or award holiday. 

(It was expressly stated by the applicant during the 
proceedings that there is no intention that it shall apply 
to a notification for pre-start overtime or overtime 
running on straight after the cessation of the ordinary 
hours of duty on any day.) (Transcript Notes of Proceed- 
ings pp. 11 and 17.) 

The respondent argues that the provisions of subclause 
(3) are to apply in the true sense of recalls as exampled in 
(a) above. 

The applicant relies upon the assertion that all of its 
members employed by the respondent receive the four 
hours minimum whether "recalled" or notified during 
ordinary working time to come back to perform overtime 
except the employees subject to the award now under 
review. 

The respondent (transcript notes of proceedings p. 
220) does not disagree with that assertion. 

That such is the case is understandable when other 
awards held by the applicant with the respondent are 
examined. 

The Ship Painters' and Dockers' Award No. 29 of 
1960 as varied, consolidated and varied (63 WAIG p. 
1599) provides in Division II Permanent Employees, 
Clause 5.—Overtime that: 

(2) An employee who is recalled to work overtime 
after leaving his employers' premises whether 
notified before or after leaving the premises, shall be 
paid for a minimum of four hours work at the 
appropriate rate for each time he is so recalled. Pro- 
vided that except in the case of unforeseen circum- 
stances arising such employee shall not be required 
to work the full four hours if the job he was recalled 
to perform is completed within a shorter period. 

This subclause shall not apply where the overtime 
is continuous (subject to a reasonable meal break) 
with the completion or commencement of ordinary 
working time (My emphasis) (63 WAIG p. 1599 at p. 
1605). 

The' 'Mooring Staff' Award No. 31 of 1959 as varied, 
consolidated and varied provides in subclause (3) of 
Clause 4.—Overtime: 

(3) An employee who is recalled to duty outside of 
the prescribed spread of hours, otherwise than in 
consecutive extension before or after ordinary duty 
for the day, shall be paid a minimum payment as for 
four hours overtime for each resumption. Provided 
that a subsequent recall to duty within the four hour 
period shaU not be regarded as a further recall for 
the purposes of payment under this subclause (57 
WAIG p. 56). 

Whilst that provision does not contain the explanation 
"whether notified before or after leaving the premises" 
the respondent told me that the provision had always 
been applied as if those words were present because of 
the irregular hours worked by members of the "mooring 
gang". 

Against that background the respondent submitted 
that whilst the incidence of "recalls" for the employees 
subject to the award under review was very low, if they 
were to operate in the manner sought by the applicant it 
would involve increased costs, namely two hours 
additional to the two hours presently paid under the now 
replaced paragraph (b) of subclause (3) of the overtime 
clause. 

Further it considered that a decision by the Commis- 
sion in favour of the applicant would generate claims for 
the flow on of the provision to other of its employees 
such as those employed under the "Engineering Trades 
(Fremantle Port Authority)" Award Nos. 42 and 48 of 
1968 as varied and which employees are treated the same 
as the instant employees when advised of overtime before 
leaving the employers' premises i.e. a minimum of two 
hours (transcript notes of proceedings p. 18) although 
the first mentioned award contains no such provision 
(see 63 WAIG p. 1705 at p. 1708). 

Because of the cost implications and the possible 
"flow on" the respondent considers the matter should be 
dealt with by a Commission in Court Session under 
Principle II of the Commission's Wage Indexation 
Principles. 

The applicant does not see that as being necessary. 
I adjourned the proceedings to consider which course 

of action should next be followed that is to determine the 
matter as it was put to me or cause it to be referred to a 
Commission in Court Session. 

To resolve those questions I directed my enquiries to 
the origin of the provisions of the other awards held by 
the applicant and the respondent, as such provisions 
relate to the minimum payment for a recall. 

Those provisions are recited earlier in these reasons for 
decision and as I have already recorded apply in all 
overtime situations other than when it is continuous with 
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the commencement or completion of ordinary hours of 
work by virtue of specific wording to that effect or 
custom and practice for a particular reason. 

The "Ship Painters' and Dockers'" Award No. 29 of 
1960 as varied was varied to provide for the existing 
provision as to "recalls" as early as the 28th day of 
August 1969 in matter No. 288 of 1968 in the following 
form: 

2. Clause 14.—Overtime: Add to this the follow- 
ing new subclause: 

(c) A permanent worker who is recalled to 
work overtime after leaving his employer's 
premises, whether notified before or after 
leaving the premises, shall be paid for a mini- 
mum of four hours' work at the appropriate 
rate for each time he is so recalled; provided 
that, except in the case of unforeseen circum- 
stances arising, such worker shall not be 
required to work the full four hours if the job 
he was recalled to perform is completed within 
a shorter period. 

This subclause shall not apply where the 
overtime is continuous (subject to a reasonable 
meal break) with the completion or commence- 
ment of ordinary working time (49 WAIG p. 
831). 

In its reasons for decision on this matter the 
Commission said inter alia: 

In dealing with this issue I have noted that the 
substantive wording of the overtime provisions in 
the instant award, other than a variation to a start- 
ing time, appear to have been imported verbatim 
from the Federal award. It seems to me it would not 
be inconsistent or unreasonable to include in this 
award a provision in substantially similar terms to 
the Call Back provision in the Federal award and I 
have so decided (My emphasis) (49 WAIG p. 823 at 
p. 826). 

Thus the origin of this provision derives from the pro- 
visions of a "parent or counterpart" award of another 
industrial tribunal, the so called concept of 
"comparative conditions justice". 

The "MooringStaff" AwardNo. 31 of 1959as varied, 
consolidated and varied has provided for a minimum 
payment as for hours for a recall to work outside of 
ordinary hours since 22 October 1976. 

Prior to that date a minimum payment as for three 
hours for a recall to work outside of ordinary hours had 
obtained by a decision of the Commission in Matters 
Nos. 311 and 337 of 1968 and 554 of 1969 (51 WAIG p. 
470 at p. 471). 

In its reasons for decision in those matters the 
Commission said inter alia: 

The claim for a minimum payment, as for three 
hours overtime, was supported by a reference to a 
similar entitlement to tug crews not only in this State 
but elsewhere in Australia, except in New South 
Wales where a minimum payment as for four hours 
for each resumption is prescribed. Attention was 
also drawn to a Mooring Staff (Interim) Award No. 
31A of 1959 which had included a similar minimum 
payment to that now claimed. That award had 
issued by consent on 4 October 1960, for the 
purpose of regulating a system of shift work which 
ultimately was found to be unworkable by the 
employing authority. Upon the expiration of its 
term of six months, the award lapsed and a reversion 
to the terms and conditions of Award No. 52 of 
1955, which included the prescription of a two hour 
minimum, was thereby effected. That award was 
replaced by the present award on 16 November 1961 
and, as has been noted, the two hour minimum pro- 
vision was continued to be expressed in its original 
form. 

In all of the circumstances, I am satisfied that the 
inconvenience arising from the observance of the 
irregular hours at call justify the entitlement sought 
and the claim, in respect of a three hour minimum, 
is accordingly granted (My emphasis) (51 WAIG p. 
466 at p. 467). 

In 1976 it was the Commission again which effected a 
change leading to the present provision. 

In matter No. 2213 of 1975 the Commission said of a 
claim to increase the minimum payment as for three 
hours to four hours for a recall to work outside of 
ordinary hours: 

The present situation is that tug crews in the Port 
of Fremantle receive a 4 hour minimum payment as 
do Ship Painters and Dockers (Award No. 29 of 
1960 as amended. Volume 49 WAIG at 831), 
deckhands employed under the Passenger Ferries 
and Barges Award No. 15 of 1972 (Volume 52 
WAIG at 1032). These factors, taken together with 
the judgement of Flanagan C. (Supra) outweigh the 
objections raised and the claim is granted (My 
emphasis) (57 WAIG p. 52). 

The instant award "picked up" the four hour mini- 
mum for a recall to work outside of ordinary hours not 
because of the provisions of those awards but by virtue of 
one of a number of decisions by the Commission dealing 
with rates of wages and conditions of employment for 
the respondents workforce generally as compared with 
Waterside Workers. 

In one such matter No. CR329 of 1981 the Commis- 
sion made an order on the 1st day of September 1981 
affecting the: 

Engineering Trades (Fremantle Port Authority) 
Award Nos. 42 and 48 of 1968 as varied 

Cleaners and Caretakers (Government) Award No. 
32 of 1975 as varied (v/ith respect to employees 
of the Fremantle Port Authority) and 

Deckhands' and Deckboys' (Fremantle Port 
Authority) Award No. 21 of 1971 as varied 

to provide that the minimum payment for employees 
subject to those awards recalled to work outside of 
ordinary hours would be as for four hours. 

Those proceedings were posed by the applicant 
unions, as the reasons for decision indicate, as follows: 

The claim is founded on the concept that condi- 
tions of employment of workers, members of the 
applicant unions, should be the same as those for 
waterside workers in respect of work on a notified 
shift and on overtime directly associated with the 
loading and unloading of vessels and that the one 
minimum payment should apply to all employees of 
the Fremantle Port Authority recalled to work (My 
emphasis) (61 WAIG p. 1440 at p. 1441). 

and the claim on the last mentioned subject matter was 
allowed for the following reasons: 

The remaining claim is that all workers called 
back to work be paid for a minimum of four hours. 
Presently the minimum payment applicable to these 
workers is said to range from two hours to four 
hours and seemingly on the one hand by reason of 
the provision in the relevant "general award" by 
which some are bound and on the other by reason of 
the award by which they are bound having a recog- 
nised nexus with another. 

The more general standard of this Commission is 
a minimum of three hours and the Commission was 
referred to a number of decisions which refused an 
alteration to that prescription. Those decisions are 
acknowledged however the question now before the 
Commission is not whether a minimum of say three 
hours is unreasonable and for that reason should be 
altered but rather whether all workers employed by 
the Fremantle Port Authority in their particular 
circumstances should be allowed a minimum of four 
hours when some of them already are entitled to 
such a minimum. 
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In this regard it is relevant that overtime by order 
of the Commission or by action of the Fremantle 
Port Authority the conditions of these workers 
differ from conditions of employment applicable to 
other "Government workers". In that light the 
minimum payment applicable to those other 
workers is of less significance and I am reminded of 
what was said in the 1970 decision with respect to 
uniformity of conditions. In my view the question is 
should the minimum payment of these workers 
employed by the Fremantle Port A uthority in 
"association " with each other be the same. The 
answer to my mind is yes unless there be a compell- 
ing reason for differentiating between groups of 
workers and for that reason I consider that the claim 
should be allowed in principle (My emphasis) (61 
WAIG p. 1440 at p. 1442). 

Having achieved the minimum payment of four hours 
for those reasons the question then becomes should that 
minimum be applied under this award differently from 
how it is applied to most other of the respondent's 
employees by virtue of what a particular award or 
practice accords to some of the respondent's employees. 

Having regard to the origin of the present minimum 
payment as just related the answer to that question in my 
view is clearly no and there are other reasons which 
support that view. 

Firstly the minimum payment has arisen for a true 
"recall" in the example given earlier herein and not as a 
minimum payment for all overtime however notified. 

Secondly the provisions of other awards held by the 
applicant with the respondent exist for specific reasons 
which I have set out herein and which do not exist for the 
employees in question. 

Finally as was expressed by the Commission in its 
earlier "Waterside Workers" comparison case and often 
repeated thereafter (see 61 WAIG p. 1441). 

I have previously expressed the view that it is pre- 
ferable to have uniformity of award provisions 
insofar as employees of the one employer are con- 
cerned (refer 50 WAIG 177). However, provisions 
should not be introduced merely to achieve uni- 
formity nor should established principles be set 
aside for the sake of achieving that uniformity. 

It remains my firm opinion that differences in 
conditions of employment merely because of a 
particular union or award coverage are likely to 
cause industrial unrest, but some differences arise 
from the particular circumstances applicable to each 
class of worker. The question must also be asked as 
to how any difference in award provisions has 
arisen. In some industries the one award is applic- 
able to all workers employed therein, even though a 
number of unions are involved, but this approach 
has not been adopted by the unions in respect of the 
Fremantle Port Authority (My emphasis) (50 WAIG 
p. 663 at p. 665). 

Accordingly I find the application to be without merit 
and it will not be allowed. Having so decided a con- 
sideration of the Commission's Principles enunciated in 
General Order Matter No. 461 of 1983 (63 WAIG p. 2207 
et seq) becomes necessary. 

65 W.A.I.G, 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1106 of 1984. 

Between Maritime Workers' Union of Western Australia, 
Union of Workers, Applicant and Fremantle Port 
Authority, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr W.T. Wood on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J. Tinson on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979-1982 hereby 
orders:— 

That the application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

NOTICES — 
Award/Agreement matters — 

APPLICATIN FOR AN AWARD. 
TITLED "CLERKS' 

(GOVERNMENT CONSTRUCTION 
AND MAINTENANCE) AWARD 1985". 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by the Hon. Minister for Works and 
Others under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the 
above award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

4.—Area and Scope. 
This award shall apply throughout the State of 

Western Australia to all clerical workers employed 
on, or in connection with Government construction 
and maintenance work and whose positions were 
not covered by any other award or registered 
industrial agreement as at 3 September 1971. 

A copy of the proposed award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

K.SCAP1N, 
Registrar. 

12 March 1985. 

APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD. 
TITLED "CATERING EMPLOYEES' 

(FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT) AWARD 1985." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The Federated Liquor and Allied 
Industries Employees' Union of Australia, Western 
Australian Branch, Union of Workers under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 for the above award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

3.—Area. 
This award shall have effect throughout the State 

of Western Australia. 
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4.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to all employees employed 

in the callings described in Clause 22 of this Award, 
by Nationwide Food Service Pty. Ltd., in any estab- 
lishment, or part thereof, where catering and 
ancillary services are being provided. This Award 
shall not apply in any establishment licensed as an 
hotel, limited hotel or tavern, pursuant to the 
Liquor Act 1970, or to any person employed under 
the terms of the Industrial Catering Workers' 
Award No. 29A of 1974, as varied, or any 
replacement thereto. 

22.—Wages. 
(1) Classifications 

(1) Chef. 
(2) Qualified Cook. 
(3) Cook Employed Alone. 
(4) Breakfast and/or Other Cooks. 
(5) Bar Attendant. 
(6) Waiter/Waitress. 
(7) Steward/Stewardess. 
(8) Cashier. 
(9) Counterhand/Kiosk Attendant. 

(10) Housemaid. 
(11) Kitchenhand. 
(12) Laundress. 
(13) Cleaner. 
(14) Groundsman. 
(15) General Hand. 

A copy of the proposed award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD 
TITLED "THE HOSPITAL WORKERS 

(HOSTEL DOMESTICS). 
Award No. 19 of 1977." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers' Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and 
Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 for a variation of the above Award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed amend- 
ment which relate to area of operation or scope are 
published hereunder. 

Clause 3.—Scope: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

3.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to employees employed by 

establishments which qualify for payment of a 
personal care subsidy, or are otherwise subsidised 
under the provisions of the Aged or Disabled 
Persons' Homes Act 1954, or the Mental Health Act 
1962, providing accommodation or nursing or 
personal care services for frail aged or handicapped 
persons, or approved private psychiatric hostels. 

A copy of the proposed amendment may be inspected 
at my office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

22 March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

12 March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD 
TITLED "BUNBURY PORT AUTHORITY 

MOORING STAFF AWARD". 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by Maritime Workers Union of Western 
Australia Union of Workers under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 for the above Award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

1.—Title: Area and Scope. 
This Award shall be known as the Bunbury Port 

Authority Mooring Staff Award and shall apply to 
mooring and unmooring and shifting of vessels, rigging 
and removing of Gangways etc. where such services are 
undertaken by the Employer, the Port of Bunbury. 

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

27 March 1985. 

APPLICATION FOR VARIATION OF AWARD 
TITLED "THE HOSPITAL WORKERS 

(HOSTEL SUPERVISORS). 
Award No. 6 of 1978." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The Federated Miscellaneous 
Workers Union of Australia, Hospital, Service and 
Miscellaneous, W.A. Branch under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 for a variation of the above Award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed amend- 
ment which relate to area of operation or scope are 
published hereunder. 

Clause 3.—Scope: Delete this clause and insert the 
following in lieu: 

3.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to employees employed by 

establishments which qualify for the payment of a 
personal care subsidy, or are otherwise subsidised 
under the provisions of the Aged or Disabled 
Persons' Homes Act 1954, or the Mental Health Act 
1962, providing accommodation or nursing or 
personal care services for frail aged or handicapped 
persons, or approved private psychiatric hostels. 

A copy of the proposed amendment may be inspected 
at my office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

22 March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 
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APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD 
TITLED "MUSICIANS GENERAL (STATE) 

AWARD 1985." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The Musicians' Union of Australia, 
Perth Branch (Union of Employees) under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 for the above Award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This Award shall operate throughout the State of 

Western Australia and shall apply to Musicians 
employed in the classifications designated in Clause 7.— 
Wages of this Award, in the Musical and Entertainment 
industries as carried on by the respondents. Without 
limiting those industries the Musical and Entertainment 
industries shall include: 

Hotels, Taverns, Balls, Dances, Dancing Schools, 
Socials, Fashion Parades, Retail Store Promotions 
featuring musicians appearing in person, 
Restaurants, Cabarets, Winehouses, Social Clubs, 
Sporting Clubs, Theme Parks, Festivals, Ships and 
Ferries together with any form of public entertain- 
ment of whatever type wherein musicians are 
employed but expressly excluding the following: 

(i) Opera, Ballet and Classical Concerts. 
(ii) Musical Theatre. 
(iii) Recording, Television, Broadcasting and 

the production of Jingles. 

7.—Wages. 
Classifications. 

(a) rank and file musician 
(b) leader in duo 
(c) leader in trio or larger 
(d) musician performing alone 
(e) principal musician 
(f) musician not otherwise provided for 
(g) musical director 

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

22 March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD. 
TITLED "MUSICIANS' (STATE) RECORDING, 

TELEVISION AND FILM AWARD 1972." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The Musicians' Union of Australia, 
Perth Branch (Union of Employees) under the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 for the above award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

2.—Area. 
This Award shall operate throughout the State of 

Western Australia. 

3.—Scope. 
This Award shall apply to all employees employed 

in the classifications defined in Clause 8.—Wages of 
this Award and employed by employers engaged in 
the recording, television and film industries, as set 
out in Schedule B of this Award. 

8.—Wages. 
(1) A Employee in Television 

(a) Rehearsal (i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

(b) Performance (i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

B Employee Engaged in the Production of a 
Record 

(i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

C Employee Engaged in the Production of a 
Cinematographic Film 

(i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

D Employee Engaged in the Production of a 
Jingle 

(i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

E Employee Engaged in Work Not Other- 
wise Provided for 

(i) rank and file 
(ii) principal 

(2) Employees . . . 

Schedule 'B'. 

Schedule of Industries and Respondents. 

Recording Studios and/or Services. 
Planet Sound Studios Corner Churchill Avenue 

and Olive Street 
Subiaco 6008 

Sound West Recorders Hale House 
Pty Ltd Hay Street 

West Perth 6005 
Shelter Recording Studios 23 Franklin Road 

Wanneroo 6065 
Homegrown Productions 228 Loftus Street 
Pty Ltd Leederville 6007 

Musical Producers and/or Musical Contractors. 
Jingles Australia Pty Ltd 174 Sixth Avenue 

Inglewood 6052 
K.E. Walther Productions 7 Verton Drive 

Shelley 6155 
The Upson Family Trust c/- W.D. Upson 

17 Otway Street 
Swanbourne 6010 

Record Producers. 
Woomera Recording Co 294 Rokeby Road 
Pty Ltd Subiaco 6008 
Request Records PO Box 484 

Kalamunda 6076 

Television and/or Radio Station Production Companies. 
Australian Broadcasting 191 Adelaide Terrace 
Corporation Perth 6000 

Film and/or Video Production Companies. 
PBL Productions Pty Ltd 10 Aitken Road 

Kewdale 6105 
Taimac Video Corporation 333 William Street 
Pty Ltd Perth 6000 
Barren Films Ltd 16 Thomas Street 

West Perth 6005 
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Bill Gill Productions 55 Labouchere Road 
South Perth 6151 

Advertising Agencies. 
Marketforce 1314 Hay Street 

West Perth 6005 

A copy of the proposed award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

T. POPE, 
Deputy Registrar. 

11 March 1985. 

INDUSTRIAL MAG I ST RAT E — 
Complaints before — 

BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATE 
AT PERTH. 

Complaint No. 902 of 1984. 

Between the Federated MisceOaneous Workers' Union 
of Australia, Hospital, Service and Miscellaneous 
W.A. Branch, Complainant and Peter Glen 
Brighton trading as Karri Veterinary Clinic, 
Defendant. 

Before the Industrial Magistrate 
K.F. Chapman Esq. S.M. 

The 22nd day of March 1985. 

APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD 
TITLED "KALGOORLIE COLLEGE, KARRATHA 

COLLEGE AND PORT HEDLAND COLLEGE 
ACADEMIC STAFFS AWARD 1984." 

NOTICE is given that an application has been made to 
the Commission by The State School Teachers' Union of 
Western Australia under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979 for the above Award. 

As far as relevant, those parts of the proposed Award 
which relate to area of operation or scope are published 
hereunder. 

3.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to all academic staff as defined 

employed in the respondent colleges who are members of 
the Union applicant hereto. 

4.—Area. 
This award shall apply to that area designated as the 

campus of the colleges aforementioned as from time to 
time defined. 

A copy of the proposed Award may be inspected at my 
office at 815 Hay Street, Perth. 

22 March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE MAGISTRATE: This complaint alleges that the 
defendant failed to have open for inspection by a duly 
accredited representative of the Union the time and 
wages record, and as a consequence breached Clause 18 
subclause 3 of Award No. 8 of 1968. 

Clause 3 of the Award the scope clause reads as 
follows: 

This award shall apply to all workers employed in 
any calling in the industries of animal welfare, 
animal care, animal breeding or animal homes and 
to all employers employing such workers who are 
covered by the provisions of this award. 

There is attached to the award a schedule of 
respondents but for the purpose of determining the scope 
of the award I am of the opinion that the scope clause is 
so worded that it is not necessary to refer to that schedule 
of respondents. Indeed it is my view that once it is estab- 
lished that an employer employed an employee in any 
calling in the industry of animal welfare, animal care, 
animal breeding or animal homes then the award applies. 

No witness who had been in the employ of the 
defendant was called by the complainant and the com- 
plainant relies entirely on the evidence of Mrs Prince who 
is a Union official. In her capacity as Union official Mrs 
Prince had not had a great deal of contact with veterinary 
clinics prior to this matter but had a number of contacts 
in relation to her private life. She was able to give 
evidence in relation to the products that she saw within 
the premises of the defendant and a sign on the outside of 
the premises of the defendant indicating that it was a 
veterinary clinic. 

In addition to this evidence a certificate of registration 
of the business name of Karri Veterinary Clinic was 
tendered in evidence and became exhibit "C". This 
certificate described the nature of the business as being a 
veterinary practice. 

In view of the evidence of Mrs Prince, the name of the 
defendant and the nature of business described in the 
business name's registration together with the fact that 
no evidence has been called to the contrary I accept on 
the balance of probabilities that the industry in which the 
defendant was engaged was at the very least in the animal 
welfare and animal care categories, thus I am satisfied 
that the industry in which the defendant operated was an 
industry covered by the award. 

The defendant raised, in the no case to answer sub- 
mission, that there was no evidence that any of the 
people employed in that clinic carry out duties relating to 
the industries mentioned in Clause 3 and thus the 
defendant is not brought within the scope of the award. 
With respect, I disagree with that submission, as I 
indicated in my discussion with c6uncil for the defendant 
and in my view I am supported by Clause 19 of the award 
rates of pay. My reason for so saying is that although 
there are specific classifications named in Clause 19 each 
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of which are clearly identifiable with the industries 
covered in the scope clause there is one classification of 
employees therein which does not relate to any of those 
industries namely "all others". It is my view that the 
scope clause is so worded that any person working in the 
industries covered in the scope clause is bound by the 
terms of this award. 

As previously mentioned the breach which is alleged to 
have been made deals with Clause 18 of the award which 
reads as follows: 

1. The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, a 
record in which shall be entered weekly — 
(a) the name of each worker to whom this 

award applies; 
(b) the nature of the work performed; 
(c) the hours worked each day; 
(d) the amount of wages and overtime (if any) 

received by the worker each week. 
2. The said record shall be signed by the workers if 

correct. 
3. Such record shall be open for inspection at the 

employer's business premises by a duly 
accredited representative of the Union during 
working hours: Provided, that if the represent- 
ative does not give 24 hours notice of his 
intention to inspect the record and the record 
be not available when the representative calls, it 
shall be made available for inspection within 24 
hours at the employer's business premises. 

On the evidence I am satisfied that on 17 August Mrs 
Prince range the defendant's premises and spoke initially 
to a girl who then obtained the attendance of Mr 
Brighton who answered the phone and told Mrs Prince 
that he did not have any members and he did not have to 
show her anything. After making further enquiries Mrs 
Prince rang back and spoke to Mr Brighton and 
suggested that he seek from the Confederation advice 
regarding the viewing of the time and wages records and 
she informed him on that occasion that she would be in 
Bridgetown on Monday 20 August and would call in at 
10.00 am to view the records. 

In fact on 20 August Mrs Prince did attend at the 
premises of the defendant at 10.00 am with a view to 
inspect his records. On that occasion the defendant was 
in surgery and so she indicated that she would return at 
2.00 pm that day. On her return at 2.00 pm Mr Brighton 
was engaged on the phone and subsequently with a client 
and Mrs Prince waited till such time as he was available. 

Once the defendant became available Mrs Prince 
presented to him her credentials indicating that she was a 
Union official and requested to see the appropriate time 
and wages records. To that request the defendant 
indicated that his records were not on the premises and 
thus she was not able to view them. 

I am satisfied on the evidence that Mrs Prince is indeed 
a duly accredited representative of the Union who during 
working hours attended at the defendant's business 
premises and requested to view the time and wages 
records. That this request had been preceded by a notice 
of her intention so to do and that notice was given well 
before the 24 hours required by the award. Thus on the 
evidence, subject to the qualifications of whether or not 
there is sufficient evidence to establish that the defendant 
had in his employ any person covered by this award, I 
find the matter proved on the balance of probabilities. 

I will now turn to the question as to whether or not 
there is sufficient evidence to establish that the defendant 
had any person in his employ for in my view the whole 
basis of this award pre-supposes that there is a 
relationship of employer/employee. In my view this is 
clearly indicated in the scope clause and also in the 
relevant clause under consideration, that is Clause 18, for 
within that clause it talks about the obligation of the 
employer to keep the records and that those records are 
to contain information regarding a worker. 

There is no direct evidence of any relationship of 
employer/employee before me, and the evidence such as 
it is is circumstantial. In this regard I wish to refer to two 
cases firstly Tucker v. Brown Appeal 11 of 1980 wherein 
the Chief Justice Mr Justice Burt had this to say — 

"it was a case clearly based upon circumstantial 
evidence and the law is clear that in a criminal case 
one cannot convict a person on circumstantial 
evidence unless the circumstances produced in the 
mind of a trier of the fact a persuasion of guilt 
beyond reasonable doubt, it is sometimes said that if 
there is any other reasonable explanation consistent 
with the circumstances which does not involve the 
accused person in the commission of the offence 
then the onus has not been discharged." 

I accept that in the matter before me the standard of 
proof is on the balance of probabilities and not beyond 
reasonable doubt as referred to in the case, however I 
think the proposition enunciated in the case applies. A 
further case which is relevant is R v. Matheson (1981) 3 
ACR page 258 which case indicated that the proper 
direction to be given to a jury where circumstantial 
evidence is relied upon is that the jury must have regard 
to the whole of the case and if on the whole of the case 
any rational conclusion other than guilt is open the 
accused is entitled to an acquittal. As previously 
mentioned I appreciate that the standard of proof 
between the cases that I have referred to and the one 
before me is different, but apart from that it seems to me 
that the proposition enunciated in the cases cited are 
helpful in considering the evidence which is before me. 

In this regard the only evidence I have to rely upon is 
that of Mrs Prince. She gives evidence that she was 
approached by parents of a worker who works for Mr 
Brighton and as far as she could ascertain the worker was 
an animal attendent or training to be a vet nurse. 
Apparently the parents were concerned as to the non 
payment of wages and as a consequence contacted the 
Union. As to this evidence it is clearly hearsay and cannot 
be relied upon to establish firstly that the child worked 
for Mr Brighton, and secondly the capacity in which the 
child worked and thus I do not rely upon it. 

However, this is not the only evidence which is before 
me for I have the evidence of conversations between Mrs 
Prince and the defendant. Firstly a telephone 
conversation on 17 August wherein Mrs Prince stated — 

"She left the phone and Mr Brighton came back 
to the phone. He was quite abrupt and said; 'You 
don't have any members here. I don't have to show 
you anything.' With that, he put the phone down." 

A further telephone conversation took place several 
weeks later as follows — 

"I asked him on what grounds he was going to sue 
us, and he stated that he had no workers, he only 
had people on contract. I asked him if this meant 
that he was saying that the people who were there 
were self employed. He said; 'Yes.' I said; 'What 
about holiday pay and sick leave?' He said; T pay all 
that under the award.' I said; 'Well, in that case, 
that makes you the employer, and therefore you 
should keep records.' He stated he did, and I asked 
if I could see them and he then offered to give us 
copies of the records and I agreed to that but even 
these have not come." 

In cross examination several references were made to 
the conversations which took place between Mrs Prince 
and the defendant but essentially the replies are in accord 
with what has been quoted, and really take the matter no 
further. 

Mrs Prince was able to give further evidence as to what 
she viewed when she attended at the defendants premises 
and on page six of the transcript she stated — 

"I went in and there was a desk with a girl 
answering the phone." 
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The following is recorded at page seven of the trans- 
cript — 

Mr Tedeshi: "I do not want to know what anyone 
has told you. Did you see what the staff were 
doing?" 

Mrs Prince: "At the one I went into the girl was 
taking calls, dealing with the customer at the desk 
and went into the surgery to the right hand side I 
believe it was." 

Mr Tedeshi: "What did she do most of the time 
that you were there?" 

Mrs Prince: "As I say, Mr Brighton was there and 
she was dealing with this person — giving her an 
account for the products she was buying." 

Mr Tedeshi: "Did you see her dealing with any 
animals while you were there?" 

Mrs Prince: "I was only there at 10.00 o'clock in 
the morning when she went into the surgery to 
see . . 

Mr Tedeshi: "Did you see her dealing with any 
animals while you were there?" 

Mrs Prince: "I wasn't there 24 hours." 
Mr Tedeshi: "Would you please answer the 

question." 
Mrs Prince: "No, I didn't." 

From this evidence Mr Beech would have me draw the 
conclusion that the defendant employed persons in 
accordance with the terms of the award and thus was 
bound to keep and produce the time and wages records. 
He gave reasons why the Union considered it inapprop- 
riate to call any persons whom they allege were employed 
by the defendant, and whilst I understand those reasons 
they dp not in my view exempt the Union from bringing 
sufficient evidence before this Court to establish the 
complaint they have laid. I also do not accept his 
proposition that if such evidence is required it renders the 
award inoperative. 

It is a fundamental proposition that in order to prove 
any complaint each element of the offence must be 
proved to the degree required, and in these circumstances 
that is on the balance of probabilities. In this regard the 
complainant was alerted to the contention of the 
defendant that he did not employ any person but rather 
the people were on contract. The mere fact that he may 
have paid those persons in accordance with the award 
does not of necessity change the relationship between he 
and them. Faced with this situation, the complainant 
chose not to call any direct evidence relating to the 
relationship between the defendant and any person who 
worked at his premises and in my view to expect a court, 
on the evidence which has been presented, to draw the 
conclusion that persons were employed is simply 
unrealistic as many conclusions can be drawn some of 
which would be consistent with the innocence of the 
defendant. 

On the evidence before me therefore I am not satisfied 
that there is sufficient evidence to persuade me to the 
degree required that the defendant employed persons 
thus necessitating him to keep the appropriate time and 
wages records and imposing an obligation upon him to 
produce those to the duly accredited Union official. 
Having come to that conclusion I will now consider the 
application of the complainant as to whether or not an 
adjournment should be granted. 

In this regard I wish to refer to several cases firstly 
Whitford v. Barbarich (1976) WAR page 209. The then 
Chief Justice Mr Justice Jackson had this to say — 

"That if at the close of the prosecution case an 
objection is taken and it appears equivocal on the 
evidence whether formal proof has been given or in 
effect is not likely to be a fact in this dispute, the 
complainant should be given an opportunity to re- 
open his case and produce such formal evidence as is 
necessary." 

I refer now to the case of Little v. James Pike and 
Webb appeal 83 to 85 of 1981, where Mr Justice Jones 
has this to say — 

"Where the additional evidence sought to be 
produced is formal or procedural in nature only, as 
distinct from matters of substance going to the guilt 
or innocence of the accused, the prosecutor should 
be allowed to re-open his case to produce such 
additional evidence." 

And finally I refer to the case of Williams v. Burney 
(1960) WAR at page 21. Where the then Chief Justice Mr 
Justice Wolf said — 

"That if upon the trial of the simple offence 
before Justices, the prosecution closes its case 
having inadvertently admitted to call material 
evidence, there is jurisdiction in the Justices to allow 
the prosecution to re-open his case to enable this to 
be done." 

In the matter before me clearly the question of whether 
or not anybody was in the employ of the defendant was a 
matter in issue, which the complainant had been alerted 
prior to the trial in that the defendant had claimed that he 
had employed no one and that the people at his premises 
were under contract to him thus clearly this is a matter 
which was in dispute. Secondly the question of whether 
or not the defendant was in a relationship of employer/ 
employee to another person is not something which is 
formal or procedural but something fundamental and 
basic to the complaint. Thirdly it would not appear to me 
that the Union did not call the evidence because of any 
indvertence on its part but rather that it is unwilling to 
call simply one employee to give evidence because of the 
awkward situation that it may place that person and to 
call all of the employees of the particular defendant seem 
to be, in its view, unnecessary. The request by the Union 
for the adjournment is to allow the Union to consider its 
options and not specifically to call evidence which 
through inadvertence had been overlooked. 

On the evidence before me I do not consider it 
appropriate to allow the complainant an adjournment 
presumably with the view of calling further evidence if it 
considers it appropriate. 

For the reasons outlined I dismiss the complaint. 
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LONG SERVICE LEAVE — 
Appeals committee — 

Government wages employees — 

BEFORE THE STATE GOVERNMENT 
WAGES EMPLOYEES' LONG SERVICE LEAVE 

APPEAL COMMITTEE. 

In the matter of the Long Service Leave Conditions for 
State Government Wages Employees and in the 
matter of the Appeal Committee established there- 
under and in the matter of a claim for payment of 
pro rata long service leave thereunder between Mr 
B. Donis, Appellant and the State Energy Commis- 
sion of Western Australia, Respondent. 

Before: Mr K. Scapin, Chairman. 
Mr K.J. Trainer, Employee's Representative. 
Mr J.G. Carrigg, Employer's Representative. 

Wednesday 20 March 1985. 

Mr T.J. Cook on behalf of the appellant. 
Mr B.T. Duplock on behalf of the respondent. 

Determination. 
MR SCAPIN: This matter has been referred to the Com- 
mittee for determination pursuant to Clause 18 of the 
Long Service Leave Conditions, State Government 
Wages Employees (the conditions). It concerns a claim 
by Mr B. Donis upon The State Energy Commission of 
Western Australia for the payment in lieu of pro rata 
long service leave, under the provisions of the 
"Engineering Trades' (SEC) Award 1969", No. 1 of 
1969. 

Under Clause 13 of that award, the conditions govern- 
ing the granting of long service leave to Government 
wages employees generally shall apply to workers 
covered by the award. Those general provisions referred 
to were published in the Government Gazette on 19 
September 1980 and amended by notices published in the 
Government Gazette on 27 February 1981, and 3 June 
1983, which provisions so far as are material are as 
follows: 

"1. Subject to the conditions hereinafter prescribed 
all wages employees of the State Government 
shall become entitled to 13 weeks long service 
leave — 
(a) ... 
(b) ... 
(c) after each further period of seven years' 

continuous service. 
II. If the employment of an employee ends before 

he has completed . . . further qualifying 
periods in accordance with Clause 1 of these 
conditions, payment in lieu of long service 
leave proportionate to his length of service shall 
not be made unless the employee — 
(a) has completed a total of at least three 

years' continuous service and his 
employment has been ended by his 
employer for reasons other than 
misconduct or unsatisfactory service;.. ." 

The facts are these. Mr Donis commenced his employ- 
ment with the State Energy Commission (the SEC) on 13 
January 1969 as a linesman's assistant at the Bourke 
Street, North Perth, Depot. He was appointed as a plant 
operator on 2 November 1977. His continued employ- 
ment as a plant operator was contingent on his 
possession of a current motor vehicle drivers licence. On 
10 September 1982 he was regressed to a linesman's 
assistant due to the suspension of his drivers licence for 
six months. On 10 March 1983 he was reverted back to a 
plant operator as he had regained his licence. On 

Saturday 28 June 1984, Mr Donis had driven his wife to 
an evening function, dropped her there and proceeded to 
come home. On the way home he stopped off at the 
Rosemount Hotel, which is about half a kilometre from 
his home, and had several drinks. He left the hotel at 
about 9.45 pm and drove his car just down the road to his 
house, parked in his driveway, locked the vehicle, and 
was in the act of walking around to the rear of his house 
when a police van pulled in to his driveway. The police 
officers asked him if he had driven his vehicle down the 
road, and after admitting to that fact, the officers 
suggested that he be tested for blood alcohol level. He 
agreed to that and the result of that test was that he was 
charged with a drink driving offence for which he was 
convicted. Because it was his second offence, he was 
fined $800, and his driving licence was cancelled for two 
years. He was again suspended from duty on 3 July 1984 
due to the loss of his drivers licence for two years on 
account of his conviction for drunk driving. The second 
time around, although the SEC again acted 
compassionately, it was unable to find alternative 
employment for Mr Donis for two years, and accordingly 
his services were terminated on 11 July 1984. It was the 
SEC's submission that — 

"in losing his licence Mr Donis was unable to 
carry out his duties as a plant operator — that is, the 
loss of his licence was inconsistent with the perform- 
ance of his duties. The act of losing his licence was 
definitely an act which struck at an essential element 
of the contract of service. It breached his contract 
and as such his employment was terminated for mis- 
conduct. " 
(Transcript p. 28) 
(The emphasis is mine.) 

The incident upon which this case rests occurred 
outside of the actual working situation. However, 
misconduct justifying termination of employment 
includes misconduct outside the particular employment 
which is incompatible with the continuance of the 
employment relationship (Pearce v. Foster (1886) 17 
Q.B.D. 536) quoted with authority by Watson J. in 
Kingsley and Wall v. Westcott (1982) A.I.L.R. Rep. 113. 

The term "misconduct" as used in Clause 11(a) of the 
Conditions is not qualified to the extent of "serious" as 
it is so qualified in the Long Service Leave Act 1958 
(section 8(2)(c)(ii)) and the Long Service Leave 
Conditions as determined by the Commission in Court 
Session and published at 58 WAIG 1 (Clause 3(2)(c)(ii)). 

I refer to the decision of the Industrial Court of 
Queensland in Bell v. Swift Australian Company Pty Ltd 
44 Q.I.G. 683 at p. 684 where the Court said — 

"Serious misconduct undoubtedly means some- 
thing different from misconduct simpliciter ... In 
the Queensland provision there appears to be no 
warrant for interpreting 'misconduct' as 'serious' 
misconduct, or as 'serious and wilful misconduct', 
or in any way other than 'misconduct simpliciter'." 

The above case was cited with approval by Mr Com- 
missioner Schnaars in Gvozdenovic v. Mallabones Pty 
Ltd 45 WAIG 407 at p. 408 when he said — 

"I mention this merely to give added emphasis to 
the necessity to distinguish 'misconduct' from 
'serious misconduct'." 

In order then to avoid payment of long service leave, 
the SEC must satisfy the Committee that it had dismissed 
Mr Donis for misconduct "simpliciter". 

The test to be applied must vary with the nature of the 
business and the position held by the employee Jupiter 
General Insurance Co v. Shroff (1937) 3 All E.R. 67 at 
74. 

Mr Donis' action was not an act which constituted a 
menace to the safety of himself in his employment 
situation and of other SEC employees, as it would have 
been had he been driving an SEC vehicle during working 
hours whilst intoxicated. Rather, it was an act committed 
outside of his actual working hours and in his own 
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vehicle. Neverthless it was an act which caused the 
cancellation of his drivers licence for two years. As a 
consequence of that he could no longer perform that 
essential element of his contract of employment which 
required him to drive SEC vehicles. For that reason his 
employer regarded such action as misconduct — with 
which I agree. On that basis, upon the literal application 
of the Conditions, I would find, as did the employer that 
Mr Donis forfeited the privilege (or bonus for long and 
faithful service) of payment in lieu of pro rata long 
service leave. However, I feel that special consideration 
should be given in Mr Donis' case. 

In West Australian Psychiatric Nurses Association 
(Union of Workers) v. Hon. Minister for Health 61 
WAIG 968 at p. 969, Fielding C. said in reference to the 
Appeal Committee established under the Government 
wages employees long service leave conditions — 

"It may well be that the conditions produce what 
may appear to be injustices in certain circumstances. 
However, it is apparent that in the past the Com- 
mittee has not been slow to recognise this. That 
presumably is why from time to time it recommends 
to the employer that 'ex gratia' payments for pro 
rata long service leave be made to some employees. I 
can see no reason why the Committee should not 
continue to make such recommendations where it 
thinks it appropriate. Such a recommendation has 
no binding effect on the employer and is really in the 
nature of gratuitous advice. It must be acknow- 
ledged that the absence of any authority to make a 
binding recommendation on the employer in cir- 
cumstances such as these is a limitation which would 
not apply to an order made by the Commission were 
it to determine the matter. However, this limitation 
is academic rather than real since it appears that in 
practice such recommendations are acted on by the 
employer. The applicant was unable to indicate an 
instance when such a recommendation was not 
followed. If the applicant could have shown 
instances where the recommendation had not been 
accepted by the employer then its requests for the 
Commission to deal with the matter rather than the 
Committee might have had more force." 

I have previously stated (Mr B v. Royal Perth Hospital 
61 WAIG 1274 at p. 1276). 

"I believe that there is yet to be devised any 
regulatory provisions which cater for all exigencies. 
This is true of the long service leave conditions for 
State Government wages employees. If it was not so, 
there would be no necessity to establish an Appeal 
Committee under those provisions. Not surprisingly 
then, from time to time, those conditions may 
produce injustices in certain circumstances. The 
function of this Committee as I see it, is to resolve 
any such injustices." 

The Committee was told that Mr Donis had been in 
continuous Government employment for 31 years, firstly 
with the "Railways", then with the "Water Supply", 
and latterly of course — the SEC. He is 52 years of age 
and will find it extremely difficult to find other employ- 
ment given the present economic climate. A relationship 
of master and servant which continued for 15'A years, 
albeit that on one occasion the employee was regressed, 
and would have continued despite the "second offence" 
— but for the fact that the employer could not find 
alternative employment in another section of his business 
— suggests that it is a relationship which has been 
acceptable to both parties and consequently is deserving 
of some special consideration. In consideration of these 
facts, I think that to deny him payment in lieu of his long 
service leave would be less than "fair". 

In view of the special circumstances in this case, I 
would recommend that the employer make an "ex 
gratia" payment in lieu of long service leave 
proportionate to Mr Donis' length of qualifying service. 

MR CARRIGG: I agree and have nothing further to add. 

MR TRAINER: The facts of the matter before the 
Committee are agreed between the parties and are 
repeated only for the purposes of what follows. At the 
time of his dismissal, Mr Donis was employed as a Plant 
Operator by the State Energy Commission (the 
Commission) at the North Perth Depot. The position 
requires a current drivers licence. 

In 1982 Mr Donis lost his licence for a drink driving 
offence and was regressed to a Linesman's Assistant for 
the period of the loss of the licence. Upon reinstatement 
of the licence he was returned to his position as Plant 
Operator. In July 1984 Mr Donis lost his license for a 
period of two years as a result of a second drink driving 
offence. There is a standing instruction that required Mr 
Donis to notify the Commission of a loss of drivers 
licence. Upon receipt of that advice the Commission 
suspended Mr Donis from duty and subsequently 
terminated his services having been unable to find an 
alternative position in which Mr Donis could be usefully 
employed. Apparently the attempt to find another 
suitable position was made difficult by the programme of 
redeploying other staff then operating. 

Apparently there were attempts by Donis' Union to 
secure reinstatement but these ultimately proved un- 
successful. At the time of his dismissal Mr Donis was 
paid outstanding wages but was not paid pro rata long 
service leave. Upon discovery of this fact, the Union took 
the issue up with the Commission. The Commission sub- 
sequently advised that there was no entitlement pursuant 
to Clause 11(a) of the State Government Wages 
Employees Long Service Leave Conditions by virtue of 
the fact that Mr Donis' services were terminated for mis- 
conduct. Relevant paragraph of the conditions is set out 
below: 

"11. If the employment of an employee ends before 
he has completed the first or further qualifying 
periods in accordance with Clause 1 of these 
conditions, payment in lieu of long service 
leave proportionate to his length of service shall 
not be made unless the employee — 
(a) has completed a total of at least three 

years' continuous service and his 
employment has been ended by his 
employer for reasons other than miscon- 
duct or unsatisfactory service;" 

It should be noted that there was no suggestion of un- 
satisfactory service from either of the parties. A letter 
from the Commission acknowledging loyal service was 
tendered in evidence. 

It falls to the Committee to determine whether Mr 
Donis' actions constitute misconduct for the purposes of 
the conditions. It is my view that the term misconduct 
must be interpreted in such a way that the act or wrong 
doing of the employee in question would warrant or 
justify the withholding of the pro rata long service which 
is otherwise payable because of long service to the 
employer over the preceding period. It is not sufficient to 
simply show an act of misconduct, the degree and 
substance of that act or those acts must also be 
considered. 

A second consideration in my view is that the 
misconduct must have universal application. I am of the 
view that any act deemed to be misconduct must have the 
same consequences no matter what category of employee 
is involved. I do not accept the proposition that the term 
of misconduct is intended to be so particularly inter- 
preted as to constitute a distinction between classes of 
employees for a similar act of misconduct. The evidence 
and the submissions in the case in question show that 
what purports to be misconduct in respect of a Plant 
Operator is not so regarded in the case of other 
employees. Furthermore it was conceded that in the case 
of other categories of employees even more gross 
breaches of driving licence requirements could be 
committed without a similar suggestion of misconduct, 
let alone the withholding of long service leave resulting. 
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In some cases no termination of service would occur. The 
relevant consideration which is applied is whether the 
contract of service can be met. 

It is my view that the State Energy Commission has 
failed to distinguish between two separate 
considerations. The first is whether it is possible for Mr 
Donis to fulfill his contract of employment under the 
circumstances in which he now finds himself. If that is 
not so and, in the absence of alternative employment, 
then it is within the province of the Commission to 
determine the contract of employment. 

The second consideration in the case is whether the 
particular events which lead to the termination of the 
contract of employment constitute misconduct on the 
part of Mr Donis. The Commission conceded that 
different courses of action would be taken in respect of 
different groups of employees. In my view that fails to 
satisfy the "Universal" test for the purposes of the Long 
Service Leave conditions and should not be regarded as 
misconduct warranting withholding of long service 
leave. I am reinforced in my view of the Commission's 
position by the virtue of the exhibit tendered to the 
Committee which acknowledged that in some instances 
the Commission would support an application for an 
extraordinary drivers licence for employees who had lost 
their licence for the second time. 

In dealing with this second consideration, it is also 
relevant to recognise that the conduct complained of was 
not an act within the contract of employment. In my 
opinion to satisfy the conditions set down, it is an 
essential element that the misconduct be against the 
employer and within the terms and operation of the 
contract of employment. In the instant case that 
consideration has not been satisfied. The offence was 
committed outside the hours of employment. 

In reaching the conclusion that Mr Donis is entitled to 
the payment of pro rata long service leave I make the 
point that the decision I have reached is in no way a 
criticism of the attempts by the Commission to find 
alternative employment for Mr Donis. The argument put 
by the appellant suggesting that because Mr Donis had 
not been instantly dismissed, there was some complicity 
or condoning of the action is not accepted. The evidence 
shows that the attempts were made by the Commission to 
find alternative employment for Mr Donis. That is 
consistent with the Commission policy which currently 
accommodates a number of people who are without 
licences as a result of driving offences. 

It is said by the appellant that in some instances 
employees who have been accommodated have 
committed a second offence. The Commission's 
approach on this regard is to be commended and it seems 
unfortunate that it was not possible to find some position 
for Mr Donis. It was only on the basis that such a 
position could not be found that the dispute between the 
parties even arose. As I have indicated in view of the 
variation in treatment between categories of workers (for 
example Clerical v. Plant Operators), I am of the opinion 
that the actions involved in Mr Donis' case did not satisfy 
the "Universal" test required to substantiate misconduct 
of a magnitude that would warrant the withholding of 
the long service leave. 

MR SCAPIN: The majority decision of the Committee is 
that the employer make an "ex gratia" payment to Mr 
Donis, equivalent to the amount of pro rata long service 
leave accrued. It is Mr Trainer's decision that Mr Donis is 
entitled to payment in lieu of pro rata long service leave. 

65 W.A.i.G. 

SECTION 29 (2) — 

Applications dealt with — 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 746 of 1984. 

Between Guray Erok, Applicant and Carousel Shopping 
Town, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner O.K. Salmon. 
The 30th day of November 1984. 

Mr C. Clark (of Counsel) on behalf of the applicant. 
Mrs P.E. Bentley on^behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This is a section 29 (2) (a) 
matter in which the applicant, Mr Guray Erok, claims an 
order for compensation in respect of unfair dismissal 
against Carousel Shopping Town (the respondent). 

The respondent asks that the application be dismissed 
and claims that events relating to the applicant's conduct 
prior to the date of dismissal are properly taken into 
account with those on the day of his dismissal and, 
together, they show that the applicant's employment was 
terminated fairly. 

All of these events and alleged facts are contained in 
the respondent's answering statement to the applicant 
filed in the Commission on 7 September 1984. In 
summary they are as follows: 

* Deterioration in applicant's attitude towards 
responsibilities. Despite warnings from Mainte- 
nance Manager and Foreman applicant 
continued to absent himself from normal work 
area to converse over extended periods with 
another evening shift employee and/or 
acquaintances. 

* Presented with notice of termination of employ- 
ment on 21 March 1984. Notice rescinded and 
applicant placed on one month's trial period 
due to emotional plea. 

* Applicant's attitude noticeably improved. Per- 
formance since declined, numerous warnings 
conveyed. 

* On 23 August 1984 applicant seen leaning on 
broom and talking for some considerable time 
whilst squashed chips and other filth on the 
floor in applicant's patrol area. 

* Cleaners are reminded that there is a mandatory 
insurance requirement that both ends of shop- 
ping centre are manned at all times. Failure to 
comply may result in high accident damage 
awards against the company for negligence. 

Reasons for terminating the applicant's employment 
on 24 August 1984: 

* Applicant left work area at time when accidents 
due to spillage are highest. 

* Applicant claimed absence was necessary to obtain 
assistance from another floor attendant but if 
he had succeeded another area would have been 
left unattended also. 

* Applicant failed to notify either foreman or fore- 
man's office of his intention or his require- 
ments despite availability of 10 intercom phone 
extensions. 

* Applicant flatly refused to mop up dirty water and 
cigarette butts which he had deposited on the 
floor from a cleaning machine. Having been re- 
quested three times to do so shouted "What are 
you going to do if I don't, sack me?" 

On termination of employment the applicant was paid 
one week's wages in lieu of notice, holiday pay and other 
outstanding amounts due to him. 
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The applicant arrived in Australia in 1973 and first 
began employment as a cleaner in 1975 at the Belmont 
Forum Shopping Centre where he was in charge of 
cleaning. He worked at Belmont for some five years 
taking up employment at Carousel Shopping Centre, 
Cannington in September 1980. 

Apparently the applicant's work record was satis- 
factory for some 3'A years with the respondent and 
whilst nothing in detail was put to me about his previous 
employment I assume that since he was in charge of 
cleaning he was a good prospect for his new employer. 
Certainly the applicant is physically equipped for the 
job. 

At the outset I must say that the applicant is a voluble 
person, to say the least. He is also argumentative, and 
one who will not be fobbed off by anyone in matters in 
which he is competent. 

I mention these things because although they may at 
first create a wrong impression, to the point of the appli- 
cant being an overbearing troublemaker who clearly 
invited what he received, I observed him during two 
sessions in the court room and my conclusion was that he 
clearly had the respect of his workmates who were also 
present to give evidence on his behalf and that it was 
most likely that he was peer group leader. I consider this 
very relevant in my approach to assessing all the evidence 
and it may assist in interpreting otherwise inexplicable 
events. 

Evidence was also given by, and about, Mr Dennis 
Newland, who is the respondent's Maintenance Manager 
and by Mr Ronald Hawkins, maintenance foreman. I 
conclude from the evidence and my observations of him 
that Mr Newland is very conscious of his position; he is a 
very good manager in terms of reducing or holding 
maintenance costs, but has a certain notoriety for 
threatening employees with dismissal as a way of main- 
taining discipline. This last factor, in my opinion, reveals 
difficulty communicating with persons of lesser rank. 

Mr Hawkins gave me the impression of being a 
foreman not given much scope for initiative in the per- 
formance of his tasks and very much subject to direction 
from Mr Newland. This is not criticism of Mr Hawkins, 
merely my impression of the foreman's role at the 
respondent's centre. 

1 will deal firstly with the applicant's first dismissal on 
21 March 1984 and its withdrawal by Mr Newland shortly 
after the applicant was handed a letter advising him that 
his employment was terminated. 

According to Mr Newland the applicant had been told 
repeatedly about standing around talking and straying 
from his allotted work area. Some warnings were given 
just prior to the day of the dismissal advising the 
applicant that if he did not "pull his socks up" he would 
be "sacked". The reason he had not been "sacked" was 
that he was "quite a nice person" who "didn't want to 
do the work we required of him". He was "sacked" at 
the end of a long line of complaints basically for swearing 
— four letter words — at the foreman. This was the straw 
that broke the camel's back. 

Mr Newland said that he did not remember if the 
applicant told him at the time that an apology had been 
made to the foreman. However, when told of his dis- 
missal the applicant broke down emotionally before 
leaving the office. Mr Newland said he was influenced by 
the applicant's emotion and afterwards gave it much 
thought. Having a wife and two children himself, he 
thought about the applicant's wife and children and 
decided to call the applicant back, asked him to sign the 
dismissal notice to show that he had received it and 
placed him on a month's trial. 

Mr Newland's evidence conveys a strong impression of 
compassion and exceedingly fair play towards the appli- 
cant. It also provides the strongest ground for construct- 
ing a second case for dismissal on the occasion in August. 
However, the grounds for dismissal on 21 March plainly 
concern misconduct. It was also summary, a fact which is 

not changed in my opinion by the payment of wages in 
lieu of notice nor its withdrawal. If the dismissal was 
wrongful then what the evidence conveys is wrong also; a 
wrongful dismissal is surely unfair. If I find it was 
wrongful, I think I must disregard the dismissal 
altogether. Obviously that would be important in the 
overall consideration of this case; it could be the 
difference between a fair or unfair dismissal decision. 

I make the observation that in a summary dismissal 
case for misconduct the onus of proof lies on the 
employer. 

Mr Newland said that the owners came to inspect the 
centre about four times a year, and he conceded that 
pressure may be higher at these times. The night shift, 
which was the applicant's shift, was required to work one 
hour overtime on Saturday, 17 March but the applicant 
was not advised of this until he was on shift on the day in 
question. 

Mr Newland said that he asked Mr Afric, the other 
night shift cleaner, to convey the overtime advice to the 
applicant on Thursday, 13 March. This was obviously 
not done because he (Newland) had a phone call from Mr 
Hawkins, the foreman, on Saturday, 17 March, telling 
him that one of the night shift cleaners was not aware of 
an overtime requirement. He thought this cleaner was the 
applicant, but no name was conveyed. Mr Hawkins was 
told that he was to convey that there was no need for the 
cleaners to do an extra hours work if they had obligations 
at home. Mr Newland said the overtime would have 
meant just giving the final touches to the centre on the 
Saturday afternoon if they wanted to do it. 

There is one part of Mr Newland's evidence of 
particular importance, arising out of a question con- 
cerning written warnings to the applicant. It emphasises 
the fact that the complaints were directed at the appli- 
cant's attitude rather than his work, or to put it more 
appropriately, rather than his results at the end of the 
day. Mr Newland said "I was not as vindictive as that. 
Had I been so I would have kept a complete record of 
every occasion, but it just didn't come to the crunch and 
I had no real intention of sacking him provided he did his 
job properly". 

On the face of it, there is much to suggest that the 
applicant's habits on the job annoyed Mr Newland and 
evidence from businessmen operating, at the centre was 
that they had observed him standing around and talking 
during working hours but at no stage in the hearing did I 
hear it even suggested that at the end of the day his work 
was not done. I choose the words "at the end of the day" 
deliberately. Whilst it was said that the applicant "did 
not do the work we required of him" the examples given 
to establish this allegation would not cause me to think 
that they were of a serious kind which would lead to the 
conclusion required by the words used. The passage from 
Mr Newland's evidence supports this view. However, 
apart from this, nevertheless as important, Mr Newland 
is a good cost control manager. I assume, therefore, that 
if the applicant did not give value for money the evidence 
would have made this plain indeed. Equally, I must 
assume that the applicant's attitude had no adverse cost 
implications and this becomes a factor to be weighed in 
his favour also. At least one business man who gave 
evidence for the respondent admitted also that his own 
employees often stand around and talk. Shop assistants 
do not serve customers throughout the day, but I was not 
told why a cleaner in similar circumstances should be 
treated differently for doing similar things. Of course, 
the applicant had been told not to talk and I assume that 
if he had kept himself out of sight when not busy he 
would not have been criticised. Therefore, it seems to me 
that while I cannot ignore the fact that the applicant had 
been told not to stand around and talk, the fact that he 
did so does not constitute such grave conduct as would 
justify dismissal if considered alone and its value as 
evidence of a course of conduct leading inevitably to 
dismissal is diminished considerably. Furthermore, 
whilst there is no shortage of evidence to establish that 
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the applicant was told repeatedly not to stand around 
and talk, it was never said he used bad language towards 
those who told him what not to do. The incident on 17 
March 1984 seems therefore, to be an isolated event. 

By itself it does not appear to be an incident of such 
gravity as to allow the respondent to reasonably conclude 
that the employment relationship had reached the stage 
where it was no longer able to be sustained and was 
wrongful. 

Mr Hawkins spoke briefly about the 17 March 
incident. He described the applicant as being "rather 
rude" towards him. He said the applicant was asked to 
work overtime but was also told that he did not have to 
work it. Mr Hawkins said he was fed up because "I've 
got to take it from these chaps — I can't dish it out". He 
told the applicant "to go away". He agreed that the 
applicant apologised, though "in his terms" and he did 
not forgive him. 

The applicant's account of the incident was that he 
was surprised when told by a workmate on the Saturday 
afternoon that overtime was being worked. He wondered 
about the reason for the overtime because it was very 
unusual. He concluded, I think without cause, that it was 
in some way a punishment and then went to speak to Mr 
Hawkins about it. Having explained that he knew 
nothing about it, Mr Hawkins said "... that is nothing 
to do with me. Go and see Dennis (Newland) if you like". 
The applicant refused to contact Mr Newland saying to 
Mr Hawkins that he was the foreman and he should 
know what was wanted. He was afraid that if he did 
refuse to work the overtime it would be used as an excuse 
to criticise him in the days ahead. He used a "bad word" 
then decided to return to work and do the overtime. 
After some time he came to the conclusion that he had 
acted wrongly and went back to Mr Hawkins to 
apologise. Mr Hawkins said there was no problem and 
agreed to forget the whole thing. 

I will assume that Mr Hawkins did not accept the 
apology, nor did he agree to forget the whole thing. 
Why, then, was the applicant not dismissed 
immediately? It was not until Wednesday, 21 March that 
the applicant was handed the letter of dismissal. The 
explanation was that this incident was the straw that 
broke the camel's back, which also says that by itself the 
incident was not serious. Even so, this does not answer 
the question. What matters is whether the incident can 
fairly be seen as the straw that broke the camel's back. 

The applicant reacted to a surprise announcement 
about overtime. Acting reasonably he went to Mr 
Hawkins to find out where he stood and was told to ring 
Mr Newland. In my opinion, Mr Hawkins invited some 
unfavourable reaction when he revealed he did not know 
what was required of the applicant. After all, the 
applicant did not learn until the day in question that the 
overtime was available and he was at least entitled to 
expect the foreman to be able to answer his query. I am 
not sure what word or words were used because neither 
the applicant nor Mr Hawkins told me. However, the 
applicant did say enough to allow me to assume that it 
was the worst and that it was uttered in anger. Even so, 
the blame for the whole state of affairs cannot be heaped 
upon the applicant alone. Mr Newland and Mr Hawkins 
are largely responsible. Mr Newland, because he did not 
ensure that the applicant was properly advised and Mr 
Hawkins because he did not know what the requirements 
were and for suggesting that the applicant find out for 
himself through Mr Newland. Mr Hawkins might have 
been "fed up" but there is no ground for saying his state 
of mind justifies an indifferent attitude towards the 
applicant though the applicant's state of mind is no 
excuse for his reaction. Indeed, the applicant was sorry 
and apologised. He did so after returning to the job and 
giving the matter thought. Mr Hawkins did not accept 
the apology. This refusal may have been an unreasonable 
reaction to the applicant arising from a realisation that 
he was wrong in asking the applicant to find out where he 
stood on the overtime question. 

I find no satisfactory explanation for the delay 
between the date of the incident, Saturday, 17 March, 
and the date of dismissal, 21 March, and I believe a case 
was constructed against the applicant in this time. More- 
over, Mr Newland and Mr Hawkins were also culpable in 
the incident and not able to pass fair judgement on the 
applicant. Nevertheless, Mr Newland was responsible for 
dismissing the applicant after, I assume, discussing 
things further with Mr Hawkins. 

I find the dismissal of the applicant for the incident on 
17 March 1984 was wrongful and unfair. 

Being convinced that a case was constructed on the 
incident of 17 March I approach the evidence against the 
applicant regarding the incident on 23 August 1984 with 
great caution. As I have already observed the applicant is 
a voluble and argumentative person against whom an 
impression can easily be formed. Such an impression is in 
my opinion wrong; his volubility is not proof of 
dishonesty as a witness. 

There is no doubt that an incident occurred on 23 
August which, prima facie, raises a case of misconduct. 
However, in all of the circumstances I must consider this 
incident without regard for the other issues raised against 
the applicant as grounds for his dismissal. Given also my 
attitude on the evidence regarding the earlier incident I 
am not prepared to find that the later incident was 
sufficiently grave as to warrant the ultimate penalty of 
dismissal. 

From my observations of witnesses in this case during 
their testimony and as they sat in the court room I 
formed the opinion that there was tension between 
management and employees and that this tension did 
have a bearing on the applicant's dismissal. In my 
opinion he was the group leader. While this fact alone 
does not excuse bad behaviour it is a mitigating factor 
when a state of tension contributed to by management 
and employees, as I believe it was in this case, manifests 
itself in the behaviour of the spokesman for the group. 

Management has responsibilities towards employees 
which are not met by nominating and then discharging 
"bad apples". If an employee of three years good 
standing changes his attitude for the worse it may well be 
a reflection of a deep seated resentment against manage- 
ment amongst a number of employees and the least 
management ought to do is make enquiries or investigate 
this possibility. I think it is clear enough in the present 
case that management failed in this respect by forming an 
early adverse opinion of the applicant which it was not 
prepared to change. Dismissal was inevitable and merely 
a matter of time. 

In two decisions concerning the retail trade industry 
(see Ruben Nelson v. G.J. Coles Ltd, 64 WAIG 1329and 
The West Australian Shop Assistants and Warehouse 
Employees' Union v. Woolworths Ltd, 64 WAIG 1863) 1 
have stressed the importance of procedural fairness in 
dismissal cases. I think it is reasonable to expect 
employers in this industry, particularly large employers, 
to have formal disciplinary codes of conduct which 
communicate to employees all of the necessary informa- 
tion about procedures as will allow them to properly 
understand the consequences of misconduct and the 
purpose of fair warnings. Such codes of conduct are the 
basis of fair industrial practices and they ought to have 
the approval of the appropriate union. I also think it is 
fair that my finding in this case is influenced to some 
extent by the lack of such an established formal 
arrangement. 

I find a case for unfair dismissal has been made. 
The applicant seeks compensation rather than re- 

instatement. If the parties are unable to reach agreement 
on the amount of compensation a date will be fixed on 
which I will hear the parties on this issue. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 746 of 1984. 

Between Guray Erok, Applicant and Carousel Shopping 
Town, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner O.K. Salmon. 
The 12th day of March 1985. 

Mr C.R. Clark (of Counsel) on behalf of the 
Applicant. 

Mrs P.E. Bentley and later Mr J.C. Atkinson (of 
Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: On 30 November 1984 I 
delivered my reasons for decision in this case finding that 
the applicant had made a case for unfair dismissal against 
Carousel Shopping Town, the respondent. At the end of 
my reasons I noted that the applicant had sought com- 
pensation rather than reinstatement. Because I had no 
submissions or evidence on which I could base an assess- 
ment I advised the parties that if they were unable to 
reach agreement a date would be fixed on which the 
parties could address me regarding the amount to be 
allowed. Counsel for the applicant and the respondent 
addressed me on 28 February 1985 and were advised that 
I would reserve my decision. What follows are my 
reasons for fixing the amount of compensation to be 
ordered. 

The applicant's employment with the respondents was 
terminated on 24 August 1984. His evidence was that 
except for some casual employment over two days he has 
not since been able to obtain employment of any kind. 
He said that he had been to the employment centre 
almost every day but was unsuccessful because available 
jobs were for tradesmen and junior workers. He gave the 
names of large employers he had visited in search of 
employment as Park Centre Shopping Centre, La Plaza 
Shopping Centre, Qantas Airways, Ansett Airlines, 
T.A.A., Perth Airport, Sheraton Hotel and the M.T.T. 
He also said that he was prepared to take work of any 
kind. 

Job interviews at the Sheraton Hotel and Qantas 
Airways were emphasised by the applicant as examples 
which show the difficulties imposed on the job seeker 
who has been successful in an unfair dismissal case. 
Unable to provide a reference from his previous 
employer (the respondent) the applicant produced for 
perusal my reasons for decision, which, I assume, he 
thought would present him in a good light, quite apart 
from showing he was unfairly dismissed. However, he 
was finally led to conclude that employers were more 
likely to see him in an adverse light because of his success 
before me, and he saw this as one reason militating 
against his efforts to find work. 

The applicant also said that the loss of his job was 
cause for his wife to resign from her employment. This 
represented a significant drop in household income 
because his wife's gross earnings were $225.11 per week. 
According to the applicant's evidence, staggered starting 
and finishing times when he was employed between 
himself and his wife enabled an appropriate child care 
arrangement that could not continue under current 
circumstances thus necessitating his wife's resignation 
from employment. 

Counsel for the applicant emphasised the financial 
losses suffered by the applicant and the difficulties 
confronting a person in the applicant's position who is 
looking for a job and urged me to award "substantial" 
compensation. 

Counsel for the respondent challenged the applicant 
regarding his sincerity in seeking employment. He 
questioned the relevance of the applicant's evidence 
concerning his wife resigning from her employment and 
proffered a different point of view on the attitude of 
employers generally who may be dealing with job appli- 

cants who have successfully brought unfair dismissal 
cases to the Commission. He urged me to grant minimal 
compensation finding support for his proposition in my 
reasons for decision which he said recognised that the 
applicant had misconducted himself though not to the 
extent that justified dismissal. His point was that the 
applicant had not come to the Commission with the 
cleanest hands (see Wongan Hills Hospital Case, 59 
WAIG 11) and this was sufficient for me to award the 
least. 

Although the point was not brought out directly in 
evidence I assume from what was said that the applicant 
is in receipt of unemployment benefits paid by the 
Australian Government and that these payments are 
conditional upon proof of him continually seeking 
employment. Moreover, it is my overall impression of 
the witness, including consideration for his family 
circumstances, that he has been truthful about his 
predicament and his efforts to overcome it. 

With regard to the assessment of compensation I am 
guided primarily by the decisions of the Full Bench of the 
Commission in O'Dwyer v. Karratha Recreational 
Council (1981) 61 WAIG 850, and Tak Lau Kwa v. Brett 
Stuart Smart and Christopher Philip Ryan (1964) 64 
WAIG 858. These cases show that I can properly take 
into account the nature and wage of the employment lost 
and the likelihood of obtaining new employment and 
also the disruption to family life when assessing the 
compensation to be paid. Of course, I would have to 
have regard also for income received through unemploy- 
ment payments as an offsetting factor. 

I have accorded some weight to the argument for the 
respondent but not such as would justify only minimal 
compensation. The simple fact is that I have found that 
in all of the circumstances of the case, which included the 
applicant's behaviour as an employee, the respondent 
acted unfairly in dismissing the applicant. It should not 
be forgotten that I found that in order to justify the first 
decision to dismiss, on 21 March 1984 a case was 
constructed against the applicant and revealed for what it 
was. Furthermore, I raised the importance of procedural 
justice and criticised the lack of a code at the 
respondent's operations which, had it been available, 
might have prevented the developments which were 
claimed to justify the final decision to dismiss. In short, 
in my opinion, the fault overwhelmingly lay with the 
respondent. 

Notwithstanding my attitude towards the respondent's 
actions in dismissing the applicant I have had to resolve 
another difficulty. It was that at no stage did the 
applicant seek an order for reinstatement. The problem 
produced will be obvious. While the evidence now 
reveals a long period of unemployment and no fore- 
seeable prospects, but for the applicant's election it 
might have been otherwise. The question for me was: 
should the applicant's election be weighed against him in 
assessing payment for compensation? I .decided it 
should. 

I must say that at no time before this did I think about 
the possibility of reinstatement and, given the circum- 
stances, I do not think I owe the applicant an explanation 
for this. I must also say that on serious reflection the 
likelihood of reinstatement or compensation as remedies 
had I been required to choose between them, would have 
been about the same. At the same time, I could not 
ignore the problem automatically arising in most cases 
where compensation for unfair dismissal must be 
assessed, that is, deciding what a likely period of 
unemployment will be, and the evidence before me 
showing how long the applicant has been unemployed, to 
say nothing of his dismal prospects. It was plain that if at 
the time of my decision I had settled on three months as a 
likely period of unemployment for assessment purposes 
it would now be judged seriously inadequate. 

Obviously there are advantages for the applicant in 
having an assessment for compensation made on his 
behalf some six months after my reasons were delivered. 
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But I think this advantage would be wrongful only if it 
provided incentive for the applicant to avoid employ- 
ment or if it inconvenienced the respondent. I have no 
reason for believing that either of these things occurred. 

Having regard for the period of unemployment and 
future prospects for employment, wages and long service 
leave entitlements lost; and considering also wages paid 
in lieu of notice, unemployment payments received, the 
applicant's attitude as a factor in the dismissal and his 
election, I have decided that an order should issue 
specifying $5 500 for the applicant. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 746 of 1984. 

Between Guray Erok, Applicant and Carousel Shopping 
Town, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr C.R. Clark (of Counsel) on behalf 
of the Applicant and Mrs P.E. Bentley and later Mr J.C. 
Atkinson (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the Respondent pay to the Applicant the 
sum of $5 500 being full settlement of this claim, 
within 30 days of the date of this order. 

Dated at Perth this 12th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1101 of 1984. 

Between Joyce June Francis, Applicant and K.V. Gray, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING initially heard Mr A.J. Marks on behalf of the 
Applicant, and later there being no appearance by the 
Applicant, and having heard Mr R.H. Gifford and later 
Mr M.R. Crofts on behalf of the Respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Application be dismissed for want of 
prosecution. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1102 of 1984. 

Between Kenneth Donald Francis, Applicant and K.V. 
Gray, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING initially heard Mr A.J. Marks on behalf of the 
Applicant, and later there being no appearance by the 
Applicant, and having heard Mr R.H. Gifford and later 
Mr M.R. Crofts on behalf of the Respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby orders — 

That the Application be dismissed for want of 
prosecution. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1134 of 1984. 

Between Alan Furey, Applicant and Springdale Comfort 
Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner O.K. Salmon. 
The 29th day of February 1985. 

The Applicant appeared on his own behalf. 
Mr L.W. Buckeridge on behalf of the Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter is brought by Alan 
Spencer Furey (the Applicant) against Springdale 
Comfort Pty Ltd (the Respondent) pursuant to section 
29 (2) (b) of the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979. 

The Applicant was employed by the Respondent as a 
housing supervisor and was summarily dismissed on 11 
December 1984. He claims an amount of $894.75, 
arrived at by adding separate items as follows: two 
weeks' pay, $620; reimbursements, $60; public holiday 
(Christmas), $124; public holiday (new year's day) $62; 
three months' telephone account, $28.75; plus unspeci- 
fied amounts for telephone calls between 5 November 
1984 and 11 December 1984. 

The respondent opposed all claims with the exception 
of the three months' telephone account of $28.75. Agree- 
ment was reached in a pre-hearing conference that this 
amount would be paid to the Applicant irrespective of 
the outcome of the case. 

It also became clear to me during the hearing that the 
Applicant had no claim for public holidays and I advised 
him accordingly. There was also some argument before 
me concerning the meaning and purpose of reimburse- 
ments but in view of my decision in this application it is 
not necessary that the arguments be dealt with. 

Because this is a case of summary dismissal the onus 
falls on the respondent to show that the conduct of the 
Applicant was such as to justify the dismissal, but the 
standard of evidence is the balance of probabilities. 

The Applicant said that on arriving at the 
Respondent's office on 11 December 1984 he was advised 
that Mr Buckeridge, the manager, wished to speak to 
him. Upon meeting Mr Buckeridge he was told of some 
things he was alleged to have done on site, of being at the 
beach instead of looking after subcontractors and, 
generally, "using" the company badly. He was told that 
he was dismissed and asked to leave. 
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I asked the Applicant whether at the time he had 
disputed the reasons given for his dismissal and he 
informed me that he had not. His reasons were that he 
had been an employer, was from a family of employers, 
and he understood that there were times when, due to the 
relationship, it was best that employer and employee 
parted. 

Mr Buckeridge cross examined the Applicant, but I do 
not find either the questions or the answers very helpful 
in coming to a conclusion. Several questions were put in 
connection with alleged events leading to the dissatis- 
faction and embarrassment of clients who were home 
purchasers, but the Applicant denied each incident. 

In considering all of the evidence I favour the accounts 
of events as given by Mr Buckeridge. There are several 
points from the evidence which cause me to do so. 

First, I find it strange that at the time of the dismissal, 
the Applicant raised no questions nor did he seriously 
challenge Mr Buckeridge's decision. It was never part of 
the Respondent's case that the dismissal was in any way 
due to some personal dislike for the Applicant, nor did 
the Applicant try to introduce this factor when question- 
ing Mr Buckeridge. He must have been aware that the 
Respondent's reasons for dismissing him went to his 
fidelity as an employee. Though he intimated the 
Respondent's explanations were vague, that suggests to 
me a reason for demanding better explanations. He 
seems to have left the Respondent's office without much 
concern. Of course, I accept that different people act 
differently in similar situations, but I think most people, 
perhaps more especially one who had been an employer, 
would want to defend their reputations when what was 
said was in fact an imputation on their honesty. In my 
opinion, the absence of evidence of a substantial denial 
points to an acceptance by the Applicant of reasons 
sufficiently grave for the dismissal. 

Secondly, the dismissal swiftly followed a revelation of 
the Applicant's conduct and there is nothing to suggest 
that the Respondent's decision was due to anything but 
conduct inimical to the interests of the Respondent's 
clients. There is no evidence of constructive dismissal, 
nor are there allegations of unfairness. Those facts also 
support my first point. 

Finally, there is the unchallenged statement of Mr 
Buckeridge regarding his enquiries after the dismissal 
which caused him to be convinced that he had acted 
correctly in dismissing the Applicant. 

My decision is that an order should issue to dismiss this 
application. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1134 of 1984. 

Between Alan Furey, Applicant and Springdale Comfort 
Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard the Applicant on his own behalf, and 
Mr L.W. Buckeridge on behalf of the Respondent the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 hereby 
orders — 

That this matter be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 29th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 23 of 1985. 

Between Jeffrey John Hortin, Applicant and Draco Pty 
Ltd trading as "WA Data Processing", 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and Mr J.G. 
Morcombe on behalf of the Respondent, and after a 
conference between the parties, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Arbitration Act 1979, and by consent, hereby 
orders — 

That in full and final settlement of the claim, the 
Respondent pay to the Applicant the sum of 
$3 465.38 by three monthly instalments of $900, 
payable on the 30th day of each month, the first 
payable on the 30th day of March 1985, and a final 
instalment of $765.38 payable on 30 June 1985; on 
any default in payment of any one instalment, the 
total amount outstanding shall become due and 
payable in full. 

Dated at Perth this 27th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 43 of 1985. 

Between Daniel Silvio Penco, Applicant and D'Arcy 
MacManus and Masius and Gill Pty Ltd, 
Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 
The 22nd day of March 1985. 

Mr D.S. Penco in person. 
Mr P.J. Sharkey (of Counsel) on behalf of the 

Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the sub- 
missions, taken from the transcript as edited by the 

Commissioner). 
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant was employed 
by the Respondent Company from 20 November 1982, 
until 21 December 1984, classified as a studio manager. 
His evidence is that whilst he was required from time to 
time to order certain materials and supervised two or 
three other employees he was, as he said, mainly engaged 
in the work of finishing art. 

In or about September 1984 he contracted an illness 
and, as a result, was unable to attend to his work duties. 
He remained off work from about 6 September until he 
was dismissed on 21 December 1984. During that time he 
had medical certificates which indicated that he was unfit 
to perform his duties. It is also fair to say he was in that 
time remunerated by the Respondent, although he did 
not perform any work. On 21 December, he went to see 
his supervisors to indicate to them that he was prepared 
to return to work early in the new year on the basis that 
he perform light duties, although he had not fully 
recovered from his indisposition. He was told by the 
Respondent's representatives that as a result of it losing 
work there was no longer a position for him, and his 
employment was to be terminated. He was thus paid off. 
He received $203.76, which represented, amongst other 
things, one week's pay in lieu of notice less an amount 
which the Respondent claimed was due by the Applicant 
to it, and which on the information before me appears to 
have represented an overpayment of holiday pay. 

39311—10 
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The Applicant on 1 January 1985, went into business 
on his own account. He did that, he says, because he was 
assured on his termination that he would be offered a 
position with the Respondent when one became 
available. His attitude was that it would be easier for him 
to accept that offer if he was in self-employment rather 
than employed by someone else. 

The Applicant has brought these proceedings under 
the provisions of section 29 (2) (b) of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act, as it was then, complaining that his 
dismissal was unfair. He says the Respondent's workload 
has increased since he was dismissed and, moreover, at 
the time of his dismissal that some finishing artists had 
less service with the Respondent than he. The Applicant 
seeks, amongst other things, compensation for loss of 
earnings as a result of that unfair dismissal. He claims as 
well one month's pay in lieu of notice. He claims moneys 
which he says were due to him for want of a better 
description as and for a car or entertainment allowance. 
He seeks too the payment for annual leave which he said 
had been utilised during his absence from work from 
September until his dismissal in December, rather than 
sick leave as he says he was told should have been the 
case. 

At the close of the Applicant's case and after adducing 
a small amount of evidence relating to the nature of the 
Applicant's employment and that matter alone, counsel 
for the Respondent submitted that the Commission was 
without jurisdiction to entertain the claim. That was 
because the Applicant's employment was governed by 
the provisions of the Commercial and Industrial Artists 
Award of 1983, a Federal Award, and because the Award 
contained in it by Clause 8 a provision for terminating 
the contract of employment, and furthermore by Clause 
27 provided for a Board of Reference to determine 
matters which might arise under the Award. In essence, 
Mr Sharkey, as counsel for the Respondent, relied on the 
rationale of the Industrial Appeal Court as expressed in 
the now well-known case of Metropolitan (Perth) 
Transport Trust v. Gersdorf (1981) 61 WAIG 611. 

In my view, the evidence on balance clearly indicates 
that the Applicant's employment is governed by the 
Commercial and Industrial Artists Award and I so find. 
The Respondent to these proceedings is a named 
respondent to that Award. I am quite satisfied, having 
heard the Applicant's evidence, that he falls within the 
definition of a "finished artist" in the Award. It is clear 
on his evidence that he has had "at least two year's 
experience as a practising artist". In the circumstances, 
whether or not he has beer ' 'deemed" by his employer to 
have experience "equivalent thereto" is not relevant. It is 
clear, too, on his evidence that he has completed a course 
as stipulated in part (b) of the definition of a "finished 
artist". Equally, it also is clear on his evidence, and 
indeed is uncontradicted, that he was' 'mainly engaged in 
the execution of finished art". That being so, and being 
well satisfied that the Respondent to these proceedings is 
a respondent to that Award, 1 find that the Award 
governs the employment of the Applicant. 

It follows in my view, for the reasons outlined by Mr 
Sharkey, that so far as the claim purports to seek redress 
for a dismissal which is said to be unfair, this 
Commission is without jurisdiction. There is little, if 
anything, to distinguish the Award to which reference 
has been made in these proceedings and the Award 
considered by the Industrial Appeal Court in Metro- 
politan (Perth) Transport Trust v. Gersdorf {supra). 
Gersdorf's case is binding upon me and I am bound to 
follow it, and of course I do so. I therefore hold that the 
Commission is without jurisdiction to entertain that part 
of the Applicant's claim which relates to an allegation of 
unfair dismissal. 

In my view, some parts of the claim made by the 
Applicant could well be said to relate to overaward 
payments and thus there was no need to rely on an 
Award, Federal or otherwise, and to that extent the 
Commission is not completely without jurisdiction, (cf: 
True v. Amalgamated Collieries of W.A. Ltd [1940] 62 

CLR451 and Steele v. Tardini [1946] 72CLR386). After 
announcing that conclusion, the parties met and con- 
ferred. Subsequently, agreement was reached that the 
Respondent pay to the Applicant the sum of SI 012 in 
full and final settlement of all his grievances, the subject 
of this claim. The Respondent makes it clear that its offer 
was made to bring litigation to an end, and is made with a 
denial of liability. The Applicant has indicated that he is 
prepared to accept it on that basis. The parties, as I 
understand it, have agreed that the money is to be paid 
forthwith. In those circumstances the Applicant is pre- 
pared to consent to an order that the claim be dismissed. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 43 of 1985. 

Between Daniel Silvio Penco, Applicant and D'Arcy 
MacManus and Masius and Gill Pty Ltd, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING initially heard the Applicant in person and Mr 
P. J. Sharkey (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, 
and the parties having subsequently conferred and 
reached agreement, the Commission, pursuant to the 
powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979, and by consent, hereby orders — 

That the Application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 9 of 1985. 

Between Bill Ristevski, Applicant and Vermouth 
Nominees, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr B. Ristevski in person and there 
being no appearance on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the respondent pay to the applicant the sum 
of $320 within 21 days of tne date hereof. 

Dated at Perth this 25th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) J.A. NEGUS, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1130 of 1984. 

Between Mark Alan Russell, Applicant and Peter Louis 
Teckenoff, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 
The 19th day of February 1985. 

Miss V. Stylianou (of Counsel) on behalf of the 
Applicant. 

Mr R.W. Richardson (of Counsel) on behalf of the 
Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the sub- 
missions, taken from the transcript as edited by the 

Commissioner) 

THE COMMISSIONER: These proceedings were 
mounted under the provisions of section 29 (2) of the 
Industrial Arbitration Act by the Applicant, who was 
employed by the Respondent at his multi-service kiosk 
within the Kwinana Hub Shopping Centre as a shop 
assistant, for want of a better description, from 15 
September 1983, until 22 March 1984. 

On the last mentioned day the Respondent, who is the 
proprietor of that business, returned to his kiosk; 
initially he could see no-one in the kiosk but on a closer 
examination he discovered the Applicant crouched down 
behind the counter near a drawer where there were some 
gold chains stored. He saw the Applicant place some gold 
chains into a transparent plastic bag and place the bag in 
his shirt pocket. Thereafter he observed the Applicant 
take from a cupboard a bag in which there were some 
pendants, stand up and place it on the counter. The 
Respondent says the Applicant's initial reaction in seeing 
him was to "drop his face in surprise". He asked the 
Applicant to explain his conduct, which the Respondent 
regarded as being strange. The Applicant indicated that 
he was getting some chains and pendants for a customer, 
who was not then about the place. The Respondent's 
answer to all that, having got what he regarded as an 
unsatisfactory response from the Applicant, was to 
conclude that he stole or was in the process of stealing the 
goods. The Applicant was ordered to leave the premises 
because, in short, and I think it is common ground, the 
Respondent felt he could no longer trust the Applicant. 
He summarily dismissed the Applicant, having paid him 
up to that time for work he had done, together with 
payment for some overtime which was then outstanding. 
Subsequently he paid the Applicant holiday pay, but that 
is not in issue in these proceedings. 

The Applicant's version is somewhat different. He 
says there was nothing sinister at all about his actions. 
Shortly before the Respondent arrived back at the kiosk 
a customer had come seeking a chain and pendant of the 
type which he had in his possession at the time the 
Respondent returned. He did not know the price of the 
goods and there were none open or readily available 
under the counter so he sent the potential customer away 
asking him to return later when he would have the goods 
and know the price. The Applicant took the chains from 
a drawer under the counter and because it was necessary 
to get down on his hands and knees to get to the pendants 
he had put the chains in a transparent plastic bag in his 
shirt pocket as a matter of convenience. He says that on 
seeing the Respondent he really carried on doing what he 
was doing. He thought there was nothing untoward 
about his actions and he told the Respondent that it was 
wrong to accuse him of stealing. He had simply planned 
to get out the items for a customer who was due to come 
back, so he thought. What followed thereafter is not in 
issue. The Applicant was effectively summarily 
dismissed. His father a day or so later approached the 
Respondent with a view to having him reinstate the 
Applicant, or at least provide a reference. His father says 
that the Respondent, although refusing to withdraw the 

allegation that the Applicant stole the goods, did indicate 
that he would give a reference, but because he would not 
withdraw the allegation the Applicant's father was not 
satisfied. 

Now, after a not insignificant period of time, the 
matter has come before the Commission. The Applicant 
does not seek reinstatement but does seek a declaration 
that he was unfairly dismissed and claims damages 
because of his inability, he says, to obtain a job and as 
compensation for anxiety and various other matters of 
embarrassment which he suffered, he says, as a result of 
the Respondent's action. It is conceded now by the 
Applicant that the claim is properly one for compensa- 
tion, not damages, and of course I propose to treat the 
matter as such. 

There is some conflict in the evidence. I am bound to 
say that where the evidence of the Applicant and his 
father conflicts with that of the Respondent, I prefer the 
evidence of the Applicant and his father to that of the 
Respondent. I am not suggesting that the Respondent is 
deliberately telling untruths. I am only too ready to 
acknowledge that after almost 12 months the incident in 
question can become clouded. Furthermore, the nature 
of the incident was such that it was capable of varying 
interpretations. However, I have to say that 1 thought the 
Applicant to be a most impressive witness. I see no 
reason to doubt the veracity of what his father says, 
having heard him as well. I accept the Applicant's 
testimony that he did not at any stage intend to 
appropriate the goods that were in his pocket for his own 
ends or for any other improper purpose. I am simply not 
satisfied, to be more accurate, on balance, that the 
Applicant stole the goods. Indeed, I think, having heard 
the evidence, there was simply no intention to steal at all. 
The onus, where there is a case of summary dismissal, is 
on the employer to satisfy the Commission, or the 
tribunal before which the matter is tested, on balance 
that the act which gave rise to a summary termination of 
a contract of employment occurred. That is something 
which the Respondent has not done on this occasion. He 
said once in evidence-in-chief and 1 think once in cross- 
examination that the reason he terminated the Applicant 
was because he stole the goods. That is a claim which for 
the reasons mentioned he simply has not made out on 
balance. 

The consequence is that the dismissal becomes 
unlawful in the sense that the contract of employment 
was terminated other than in accordance with its terms. 
The position is, as Mr Richardson has so rightly put it, 
that what the Commission is concerned with in matters 
of this nature is not the lawfulness or otherwise of the 
dismissal but the fairness of the dismissal. It may be, 
though the instances are rare, that a contract unlawfully 
terminated can nonetheless be said to have been 
terminated in circumstances which were fair and 
reasonable. The question of unlawfulness is just one 
factor to be taken into account (see: R v. Industrial 
Court of South Australia; ex parte General Motors- 
Holden's Pty Ltd (1976) 10 SASR 582; and see too: 
Lumsden v. Woodroofe Pty Ltd (1979) 46 SAIR 24). 
Here, I think, taking into account the unlawfulness as 
just one factor, the other circumstances surrounding the 
dismissal lead me to believe that it was in its nature 
unfair. I think the statement of the Applicant ought not 
to have been taken by a reasonable man to be entirely 
implausible, particularly in light of his offer to wait for 
the customer to return. If the customer had not returned 
that would have been to the detriment of the Applicant 
rather than to the Respondent. I cannot help but feel that 
the employer acted all too summarily in the way in which 
he went about the dismissal. Indeed, I take the 
Applicant's version of the incident, that he was given 
little opportunity to explain the reasons for his conduct, 
to be more accurate than the version put by the 
Respondent, as 1 have already indicated. Whilst I think 
the Applicant's conduct was strange to the extent that it 
would almost inevitably lead to some doubt in even a 
reasonable employer's mind as to his trustworthiness. 
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without more the dismissal ought to have been effected 
by notice, as indeed it was in Blake v. Mt Newman 
Mining Co Pty Limited (1983) 63 WAIG 1639, to which 
Mr Richardson has made a good deal of reference. 
Moreover, the Respondent purported to effect the 
termination in that manner. 

In the circumstances I think a declaration ought to 
issue that the dismissal was unfair. Perhaps it is the 
manner of the dismissal rather than anything else which 
was unfair. The parties seem agreed that compensation 
equivalent to one week's earnings is appropriate. In the 
circumstances I do not wish to go beyond that. 

1 would propose that a declaration issue that the 
Applicant was unfairly terminated and that he be 
compensated in the sum of what I think should be $110. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 1130 of 1984. 

Between Mark Alan Russell, Applicant and Peter Louis 
Teckenoff, Respondent. 

Declaration and Order. 
HAVING heard Miss V. Stylianou (of Counsel) on 
behalf of the Applicant and Mr R.W. Richardson (of 
Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the Commission, 
pursuant to the powers conferred on it under the 
Industrial Arbitration Act 1979, hereby — 

1. Declares that the Applicant was unfairly dis- 
missed from the Respondent's employ on or 
about 22 March 1984. 

2. Orders that, the Respondent pay to the Appli- 
cant the sum of $110 as compensation in respect 
of the said dismissal. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1154 of 1984. 

Between Keith James Stewart, Applicant and Rosella 
Halfway House (Inc), Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 
The Uth day of March 1985. 

Mr K.J. Stewart in person. 
Mr G.F. Gray (of Counsel) on behalf of the 

Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: The Respondent through its 
Management Committee operates a rehabilitation centre 
for alcoholics at Geraldton. From 14 July 1980, until on 
or about 14 January 1985, the Applicant was employed 
as the part-time manager of the centre. 

For some time prior to his appointment as manager, 
the Applicant had been Secretary to the Respondent's 
Committee. When the Committee could not find anyone 
suitable to replace the departing married couple who had 
together acted as manager of and performed the 
domestic chores for the centre, the Applicant offered his 
services on the basis that he would perform the 

managerial tasks and employ domestic help. In making 
his offer, the Applicant proposed that "(t)he domestic 
wage could be taken from the A.D.A. Grant (sic) and 
myself to receive the balance", and the Committee 
agreed to that proposal. 

To finance its operations, the Respondent relies on 
rent from tenants in the centre, its own fundraising 
efforts, of which there are little, and on an annual grant 
from the Western Australian Alcohol and Drug 
Authority. It appears that the Authority made grants for 
specified purposes only, and in the main for the purpose 
of paying wages incurred in respect of the personnel 
employed at the centre. It is the grant for these purposes 
which is referred to in the Applicant's offer of 
employment. Originally, the Respondent obtained its 
funds from the Authority on a recoup basis, but because 
the Respondent found difficulty in meeting its day to day 
costs, it prevailed upon the Authority to pay the grant in 
advance by quarterly instalments. Unfortunately, the 
moneys which the Respondent was able to obtain apart 
from the grant were not enough to meet the day to day 
operating costs of the centre. The result was that in 
recent years the funds advanced by the Authority for the 
payment of wages were sometimes in part used by the 
Respondent to meet those daily operating costs. Had the 
Respondent not adopted such a course, the probabilities 
are that it would have had to close its centre. 

In or about August last, the Applicant discovered that 
he had not been paid the entire residue of the grant paid 
by the Authority to the Respondent on account of wages, 
as was the original intention of the parties. He 
approached the Respondent's current Chairman, who 
had recently taken office, regarding the matter. The 
Respondent had the claim checked by an accountant, 
who considered the Applicant's assertion to be prima 
facie correct. The Applicant thereafter offered to donate 
the net amount of the underpayment, after deducting 
tax, to the Respondent, out of consideration for its poor 
financial standing and his respect for the institution. His 
proposal was that the Respondent should pay him the 
sum due, less the tax liability, and he would donate that 
net sum back to the Respondent in order that he could 
have benefit of the tax credit. The Respondent did not 
make any such payment to the Applicant, preferring to 
seek professional advice as to how best to deal with his 
offer. As a result, and approximately six weeks later, 
after a general reconsideration of the matter and 
apparently prompted by differences with the 
Respondent's Chairman, the Applicant withdrew his 
offer to donate the moneys to the Respondent. Subse- 
quently, he instituted these proceedings to recover what 
he claimed to be an outstanding debt due under his 
contract of employment. 

The Respondent does not question that the basis of the 
Applicant's appointment as the manager of its centre was 
as the Applicant claims. However, it says that at all 
material times he was an ex officio member of the 
Management Committee, and knew or ought to have 
known the financial position of the Respondent. In 
particular, he ought to have known that moneys 
advanced by the Alcohol and Drug Authority for the 
payment of wages were being used to pay for food and 
the like used at the centre. Indeed, much is made by the 
Respondent's current executive that it was the Applicant 
who, as manager of the day to day affairs of the centre, 
initiated the expenditure which led to the predicament in 
which the Respondent found itself. The consequence is, 
the Respondent suggests, that the original contract of 
employment should be taken to have been varied in its 
terms so as to entitle the Applicant to receive only so 
much of the residue of the grant as remained after paying 
these expenses and the wages of the domestic. In 
addition, the Respondent claims that the Applicant 
wrongly charged the cost of personal items such as 
cigarettes and dog food to the account of the 
Respondent, and over the period of his employment the 
cost of this exceeded the amount he now claims is due to 
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him. Finally, it is said that the Applicant, having offered 
to donate the outstanding sum to the Respondent, ought 
not now be heard to say that is still outstanding. 

A good deal of evidence was adduced in these proceed- 
ings relating to the happenings concerning the Respon- 
dent's operations over the last few years. No useful 
purpose is to be gained from referring to that evidence in 
any greater length than has already been done. Some of it 
discloses events which are only of marginal relevance to 
these proceedings, although taken over all the evidence 
suggests that the Respondent's operations were not at all 
times run in a proper and businesslike manner. I have no 
hesitation in accepting the testimony of those who gave 
evidence on behalf of the Respondent where it conflicts 
with that of the Applicant, although I hasten to add that 
in material particular their evidence did not conflict 
significantly. 

I am quite satisfied on balance and find that the 
Applicant was employed on the basis that he was to be 
paid the residue of the grant received by the Respondent 
from the Alcohol and Drug Authority on account of 
wages for personnel employed at the centre, after 
deducting the employment costs associated with the 
domestic help. In addition, he was to be provided with 
his "keep" by the Respondent, but I do not accept the 
Applicant's proposition that it was a term of his contract 
that he was to be entitled to charge personal items such as 
cigarettes and pet food to the Respondent's account. 
There was no discussion about that matter at the time of 
his appointment, and the fact that his predecessors might 
have adopted a similar practice does not without more 
entitle him to infer that he was entitled as a term of his 
contract to the same licence. 

I am satisfied and find that the moneys advanced by 
the Alcohol and Drug Authority to which the Applicant 
has drawn attention were advanced for the payment of 
wages only. The correspondence tendered in evidence 
suggests that was clearly the case, and it is confirmed by a 
number of the Respondent's witnesses, including a past 
Treasurer, Mr Newman, and its present Vice-Chairman, 
Mr Vanast. A letter from the Authority to the Respon- 
dent's then Chairman, in November 1982, unambiguous- 
ly indicates that funds "may only be applied to the 
purposes specified". Furthermore, another letter from 
the Authority indicates that in respect of the financial 
year 1983-1984, a request for funds to cover the 
Respondent's operating expenses was rejected as being 
contrary to the Authority's funding arrangements. 

Equally, I am satisfied that the Respondent did not use 
all of the grant it received from the Authority for the 
purpose of paying wages to that end, but instead some of 
the grant was used to defray operating expenses in the 
nature of food costs incurred at the centre. The Respon- 
dent by its Answer acknowledges that all of the grant 
received by it on account of wages was not expended 
exclusively for that purpose, and that it did not do so is 
clear not only from the evidence of the Applicant, but 
from the evidence of Messrs Newman and Vanast. I am 
satisfied also that the extent of this discrepancy was of 
the magnitude indicated by the Applicant. He says he 
made the calculations after examining the Respondent's 
books of account. Moreover, the evidence suggests that 
his calculations were confirmed by the Respondent's 
accountant. It seems too from minutes of meetings of the 
Respondent's Management Committee held late last 
year, that it acknowledged that "the manager appeared 
to have been underpaid a total of approximately $4 500 
over the last VA years". One item of correspondence 
tendered in evidence suggests, on information given to 
the Alcohol and Drug Authority by the Respondent, that 
the Applicant's calculations might not be accurate. How- 
ever, without more I am not prepared to accept as 
accurate the information contained in that letter, 
particularly in light of the evidence adduced by the 
Applicant in these proceedings, including the minutes of 
the relevant committee meetings of the Respondent. I 
find therefore that during the period of his employment, 
of the grants paid to the Respondent by the Alcohol and 

Drug Authority on account of wages for personnel 
employed at the centre, $4 506.23 was not paid to the 
Applicant as under the terms of his contract of employ- 
ment it should have been. 

Despite the valiant efforts of Mr Gray, Counsel for the 
Respondent, to try and convince me otherwise, I do not 
accept that the original contract was varied in the way the 
Respondent now suggests. I accept that accounts were 
presented to each meeting of the Committee, and that the 
Applicant was thereby afforded an opportunity to know 
the Respondent's financial position to a greater extent 
than he appears to have. However, having heard from 
and observed him in these proceedings, I am not at all 
surprised that he was not as fully aware of the position as 
he might have been, and I accept his evidence that it was 
not until August last that he was aware of the full extent 
of the grants made on account of wages. 

Even if the Applicant did know that the moneys 
advanced by the Alcohol and Drug Authority for wages 
were being used to meet other debts incurred by the 
Respondent, it does not follow that he was thereby pro- 
posing or agreeing to a reduction in the rate of 
remuneration he would otherwise be entitled to, as is the 
import of the Respondent's proposition. In my view, 
there is a very real difference between acquiescing in the 
use of funds assigned to pay wages for some other 
purpose, and agreeing to a consequent variation in the 
previously established rate of remuneration. I would not 
have thought in the circumstances of this case that the 
parties intended such a result, and on my assessment of 
the evidence they did not. Indeed, the immediate 
reaction of the Respondent, as evidenced by the minutes 
tendered in these proceedings, does not suggest that it 
intended such a result, nor does its Answer filed in these 
proceedings. Furthermore, it is reasonable to infer from 
the evidence of Mr Newman, the Respondent's former 
Treasurer, that his intention was that the other debts 
were being satisfied from these funds in the expectation 
that other moneys would be forthcoming to recoup that 
expenditure. Were it otherwise, the Respondent would 
be guilty of a gross misuse of public funds, something all 
its witnesses were at pains to suggest was not their 
intention. On the other hand, the Applicant could not by 
his reaction on finding out the underpayment, be said to 
have ever considered he was altering Ms position in 
relation to his original entitlement to the residue of the 
grant in question. Furthermore, although he as an ex 
offkio member of the Committee, he was not a voting 
member and so at best had only an indirect say in respect 
of conduct which is now said to have led to a change in 
his contractual obligations. Overall, in my view, the 
evidence falls a good way short of indicating that the 
Applicant has waived Ms entitlement to the full residue 
of the grant as the result of the contract being varied in 
the way the Respondent suggests, or otherwise. Nor for 
much the same reasons do I consider the Applicant's 
conduct in this respect constitutes an estoppel against 
him. 

Likewise, the Applicant's offer to donate the out- 
standing sum to it did not constitute a valid release from 
the debt, and this the Respondent appears to accept. The 
offer was a conditional one. It was conditional on the 
Respondent paying the net amount outstanding to the 
Applicant for him to donate to it. That was appreciated 
by the Respondent, as the minutes of its Committee 
meeting of 13 November 1984, record, and by the current 
Chairman as by his evidence he revealed. By its own 
choice the Respondent never fulfilled the condition 
imposed by the Applicant; had it done so the position 
may well have been very much different. 

So far as there is a claim for a set-off of the moneys 
wrongfully spent on personal items for the Appellant, 
there was no quantification of that sum, or of the 
amount of cigarettes and other items purchased on the 
Respondent's account at the instigation of the 
Applicant. In these circumstances, it is simply not 
possible to make any meaningful set-off in favour of the 
Respondent. Moreover, the unchallenged evidence of the 
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Applicant is that in respect of cigarettes, while he did 
from time to time purchase them on the Respondent's 
account, that was taken into account when making 
claims for petty cash. I-'urthermore, at least Mr Vanast, a 
longstanding member of the Respondent's Committee, 
was aware of the Applicant's conduct in this respect, and 
nothing was done by the Committee about it then when it 
should have been. If the matter was of serious concern to 
the Committee, as it now seems to be, the time to act was 
when the misconduct was first discovered. 

There are a number of unsatisfactory aspects about 
these proceedings, not the least of which is the fact that 
the Respondent is a charitable organisation with little or 
no means to meet the Applicant's current demand. 
However, the fact remains that the Respondent through 
its Management Committee contracted to employ the 
Applicant on the basis outlined, and thereafter acted in a 
way which paid insufficient regard to the contractual 
obligation imposed on it. Furthermore, in choosing to 
use the grant from the Authority in the way in which it 
did, the Respondent was acting in a manner which, at 
least from November 1982, was contrary to the express 
direction of the Authority, as indicated in correspon- 
dence to the Respondent's then Chairman. 1 have no 
doubt that in so acting, the Committee thought it was 
acting in a way which best suited the Respondent's 
objectives, but to say the least it was most unbusiness- 
like. It cannot be ignored, however, that the money was 
advanced to the Respondent by a statutory authority for 
the very purpose of satisfying the debt the Applicant now 
claims is due. Just as the creditors supplying food and 
provisions used at the centre had a claim to payment in 
full, so too did the Applicant. Perhaps in his case that is 
all the more so since money was being remitted to the 
Respondent by a statutory authority for that express 
purpose. 

Although the Commission is required in these matters, 
as in all, to have regard to the broad equities of the 
matter as well as the substantial merits, in my view it 
would be wrong in the circumstances revealed in this case 
for the Commission to exercise its discretion against 
granting the Applicant the relief which on the merits he 
has shown he is entitled to. The Respondent was given 
the funds to pay the present debt and now only has 
insufficient funds to meet it because, albeit with good 
intentions, it used public funds in a way in which the 
funds were expressed not to be used. If the income of the 
Respondent was insufficient to maintain its existence, the 
proper course was to close its operations, rather than use 
public funds in a manner inconsistent with the conditions 
attached to the granting of those funds. The Applicant 
did not delay in making his claim. As soon as he 
discovered the shortfall, he acted on it. The Respondent 
had control of the funds, not the Applicant, and the onus 
was clearly on it to see that it met its contractual 
obligations to the Applicant. Finally, the Applicant 
proposed a method to avoid the Respondent the 
embarrassment it now faces, but that was something it 
did not take up as quickly as it should have. 

In my view, the Applicant has made out his claim, and 
is entitled to an order against the Respondent requiring it 
to pay him the sum of $4 506.23. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 1154 of 1984. 

Between Keith James Stewart, Applicant and Rosella 
Halfway House (Inc), Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and Mr G.F. 
Gray (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979, hereby 
orders — 

That the Respondent pay to the Applicant the 
sum of $4 506.23. 

Dated at Perth this 13th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 354 of 1984. 

Between Terrence Raymond Thorp, Applicant and 
Showdown Pty Limited trading as Angus and 
Robertson, Maddington, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 
The 15th day of March 1985. 

The applicant on his own behalf. 
Mr J. Birman (of Counsel) on behalf of the 

respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: In this application, the 
claimant seeks an order of the Commission for the 
payment of moneys arising out of his contract of service 
which are unpaid. Two matters were raised before the 
Commission, superannuation and notice. 

The applicant commenced employment as a shop 
assistant in 1979. Early in 1982 he was approached by the 
employer and the position of sales manager was offered 
to him. Discussion took place and the employer 
proposed a salary, a superannuation scheme and the 
option of commission on turnover or a vehicle. During 
the discussion the employer referred to notes he had 
prepared and after it was agreed that the applicant have 
time to think about the proposal; it was further agreed 
that the applicant have the notes to refresh his memory. 

After considering the proposal, the applicant accepted 
the salary, the commission and, subject to finalisation, 
the superannuation. The arrangement was put into 
effect. Some months later the superannuation fund was 
set up on the basis of a non contributory scheme in which 
the applicant was required to complete eight years of 
service before any entitlement arose. The applicant 
agreed to be bound by the trust deed and acknowledged 
that he understood its terms and conditions. (Exhibit 1.) 

In October of 1982, the applicant was approached by 
the employer with a new proposal. This involved an 
increase in weekly pay and a discontinuance of the 
commission payment. In addition, a bonus scheme was 
set up under which all employees were eligible for a 
payment if monthly budget figures were achieved. The 
proposal was reluctantly accepted by the applicant. The 
new arrangement was applied from 1 January 1983 and it 
continued until March 1984 when slackness of trade 
caused the employer to terminate the applicant's 
services. 
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That was done this way. On 28 March the employer 
gave the applicant one week's notice qualified in such a 
way that the applicant could continue working past the 
week and up to a further three weeks to enable him to 
seek further employment. The employer was successful 
in arranging alternative employment for the applicant 
early in April and the applicant was told that he should 
finish up before the expiry of the four week period. Some 
confusion existed about which was to be the last day, in 
the event employment finished after a heated discussion 
on 12 April, and the applicant started in his new job 
about two weeks later. 

Turning to the two items in dispute. Superannuation 
was offered as part of the package for employment and 
clearly played a part as an inducement. The applicant 
claims that he should be paid the contributions made by 
the employer to the date of termination. There was no 
agreement that payment should be made before eight 
years had been served and the applicant did not serve 
eight years. The claim must fail. 

The matter of notice is more complex. In the notes 
Exhibit "A" there is a notation — "4. Expect 3 months 
notice of termination." The applicant says that that 
notice referred to the usual notice of termination 
contained in contracts of service. The employer says that 
it referred to the special arrangement governing the 
payment of commission. It was the employer's evidence 
that because of the variation in turnover during the year 
he did not want to be faced with a termination 
immediately after the high turnover period at Christmas 
when there was a high level of dependence on the 
applicant in the two months next following. The 
employer says that the framework of the inter- 
relationship between notice and commission was 
explained to and accepted by the applicant at the time the 
contract was entered into. It was further agreed that the 
commission be paid two months after the earning period 
but that, if the employer had cause to give notice, 
commission would be paid with respect to turnover up to 
the time of termination. The notice contemplated in that 
event was to be one week in accordance with the relevant 
award. According to the employer, the need for three 
month's notice disappeared when the commission on 
turnover scheme was abandoned. The applicant 
maintained that he believed the three month's notice 
applied to the contract regardless of the special arrange- 
ment concerning the payment of commission. 

My conclusion is based on the evidence of the 
employer because the evidence of the applicant suggests 
that he did not fully comprehend the distinction drawn 
by the employer in his offer of payment at the time of 
engagement and at the time of variation of the contract. 1 
do not believe the applicant has shown that the contract 
has not been complied with. The application is 
dismissed. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 354 of 1984. 

Between Terrence Raymond Thorp, Applicant and 
Showdown Pty Limited trading as Angus & 
Robertson, Maddington, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard the applicant on his own behalf and Mr 
J. Birman (of Counsel) on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 15th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.)G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 34 of 1985. 

Between Jack Wilson, Applicant and Topaz Nominees 
Pty Ltd trading as "Perry Bros", Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.L. Fielding. 
The 6th day of March 1985. 

Mr J. Wilson in person. 
Mr S.F. Chan (of Counsel) on behalf of the 

Respondent. 
Reasons for Decision. 

(Given extemporaneously at the conclusion of the sub- 
missions, taken from the transcript as edited by the 

Commissioner.) 
THE COMMISSIONER: The Applicant brings these 
proceedings pursuant to the provisions of section 29 (2), 
claiming from the Respondent accrued holiday pay over" 
a period of slightly more than seven years, and pro rata 
long service leave. Both matters are benefits which he 
says have been denied him by the Respondent under his 
contract of employment. 

The undisputed facts are as follows. The Applicant 
commenced employment with the Respondent as a part- 
time clerk in March 1976. In September 1976, he was 
employed on a full-time basis as its manager, performing 
secretarial and administrative duties for the Respondent, 
and continued to be so employed on a weekly salary until 
30 June 1977. Shortly before that date, the Applicant and 
his wife wrote to the directors of the Respondent 
Company, who were then the proprietors of the business 
name "Perry Bros", asking that the directors consider 
the proposition that J. and H. Wilson Administration 
"undertake secretarial and administrative duties" for 
the Respondent's business for an amount of $900 per 
month, "this amount to be subject to reviews from time 
to time as mutually agreed". The Applicant says he made 
that request because he and his wife were then in the 
business of buying and selling houses and he wanted the 
additional capital represented by PAYE tax instalments 
available to him, in order that he would have greater 
funds to invest in his business of buying and selling real 
estate. 

The Respondent's directors agreed to this proposal, 
which took effect on and from 1 July 1977, and 
continued until 30 June 1984, when it came to an end, 
again at the request of the Applicant. It came to an end, 
he says in short, because his business of buying and 
selling houses had closed and he no longer needed the 
additional funds which would otherwise have been 
expended in PAYE tax deductions. Thereafter the Appli- 
cant was employed on a weekly basis by the Respondent 
Company until 7 December last, on which date the 
Respondent sold the business of Perry Bros to another 
company. The Applicant's employment terminated with 
the Respondent Company on 7 December 1984, and two 
days later he commenced employment with the new 
proprietors of Perry Bros. I am told, and there, is no 
reason to doubt it having heard the evidence, that the 
business was sold as a going concern and the Applicant 
remains in the employ of the new proprietors of Perry 
Bros, doing what he has always done. 

On or about 7 December last, the Applicant was paid 
pro rata holiday pay based on four weeks' annual leave, 
but he was not satisfied with that. He made a demand of 
$10 000 on the Respondent's Director, Mr Perry but, at 
the same time, indicated to him that he would be happy 
to accept $5 000 in lieu. Subsequently, Mr Perry, on 
behalf of the former proprietors of Perry Bros, agreed to 
pay the Applicant $2 500, as and by way of an ex gratia 
payment for his work for the Respondent Company since 
1976. At the time of his demand, there was no mention of 
any of the matters which are the subject of this claim. Mr 
Wilson's reason for that is that he thought that if he 
mentioned these matters, he would not get anything by 
way of a bonus from Mr and Mrs Perry. 
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The Applicant's argument, in short, is that throughout 
his entire period of engagement or work for the 
Respondent, he was an employee. He says that although 
he entered into a special arrangement with Perry Bros on 
behalf of himself and his wife for approximately seven 
years, nothing in practical terms changed. He was for all 
intents and purposes an employee. He says that he is 
entitled to four weeks' annual leave under his contract of 
employment, principally because he assumes that every- 
body in the community is entitled to four weeks' annual 
leave. Latterly, his submission was that since he was paid 
pro rata annual leave based on the formula of four 
weeks' annual leave in respect of his employment for the 
last six months or thereabouts, from 1 July 1984, to 7 
December 1984, that formula should be applied 
throughout the whole period of employment. 

As to his claim for long service leave, the Applicant 
says that all in private industry are entitled to 13 weeks 
after 15 years' service, and he seeks a pro rata entitlement 
based on his length of service with the Respondent. 

The Respondent's answer is simple. It is that for the 
major part of the period in question the Applicant was 
not an employee but an independent contractor. That is 
evidenced, it suggests, by the written agreement between 
the parties comprised in the letter written by the 
Applicant shortly before 1 July 1977. As an alternative, it 
is said that if the Applicant is, notwithstanding that, 
found to be an employee, there is no evidence of any 
agreement entitling him to four weeks' annual leave. 
More than that, the claim of Mr Perry is that the 
reference in the letter to $900, being expressed to be "an 
all inclusive figure", was intended to include holidays, 
overtime, tax and the like. 

There is not much conflict in the evidence adduced in 
these proceedings, but I have not the slightest hesitation 
in accepting the evidence of Mr and Mrs Perry on those 
few occasions where it conflicts with that of the 
Applicant. I thought Mr and Mrs Perry to be most 
forthright and apparently reliable in their testimony. At 
times I had some misgivings about the evidence of the 
Applicant, and there were occasions when he contradict- 
ed himself. 

Be that as it may, I am satisfied and on balance accept 
that the true relationship between the Applicant and the 
Respondent was really that of employee and employer. 
The Applicant's evidence is that he had the right to hire 
and fire staff in the name of Perry Bros; he used their 
office; he was given a car, albeit that that was in lieu of a 
salary or wage adjustment; and, perhaps most signifi- 
cantly of all, the uncontradicted evidence is that apart 
from the changes on paper, there were no practical 
changes in the office or in his working relationship with 
the Respondent Company. 

My view of the matter is that this case has many of the 
similarities considered in The Federal Commissioner of 
Taxation v. Barrett (1973) 129 CLR 395, and more 
recently by the Privy Council in Narich Pty Ltd v. 
Commissioner of Pay-Roil Tax (1984) 58 ALJR 30. The 
special arrangement disclosed in this case has all the 
hallmarks of being a sham, and not those of a true 
business arrangement about it which were evident, for 
example, in Transport Workers' Union of Australia, 
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian 
Branch v. Readymix Group (W.A.) and Anor (1981) 61 
WAIG 1705, which was considered by the Industrial 
Appeal Court, o'r in that reviewed in Australian Mutual 
Provident Society v. Allan & Chaplin (1978) 52 ALJR 
407, to which Mr Chan has referred. In the last- 
mentioned case, for example, the insurance agent had his 
own office and, more than that, had the right to employ 
his own staff and in fact did so. Although the 
Respondent's directors in fact exercised little control 
over the Applicant, that was because of the nature of his 
position as manager, but it does appear on matters such 
as holidays and the like, the right to control his activities 
resided in the Respondent. So I find therefore on balance 
that at all material times the Applicant was an employee 
of the Respondent Company. 

That then gives rise to a consideration of his claim to 
have been denied benefits under his contract of employ- 
ment. In respect of the claim for four weeks' annual 
leave, the position is, as Mr Chan has so rightly said, that 
there needs to be a sound basis on which to imply that 
there was an agreement giving rise to an entitlement of 
four weeks' annual leave as the Applicant claims there 
was. It is not enough to say that the community at large 
receives four weeks' annual leave because, whilst many in 
the community do receive an annual leave entitlement of 
four weeks, many receive much more and some receive 
less. It is all a matter of contract as between the employer 
and the employee, unless there is an award intervening to 
put the matter at rest. 

I accept Mr Perry's evidence, as I have already 
indicated, that the amount agreed between the Respon- 
dent and the Applicant in respect of the latter's 
remuneration was, as the letter in question says, to be an 
all inclusive sum, and given the nature of the scheme 
proposed by the Applicant in that letter, it is not hard to 
comprehend that the remuneration therein specified was 
a complete package as Mr Perry claimed. Furthermore, 
there was never any discussion about annual leave. The 
fact that others in receipt of wages from the Respondent 
received four weeks' annual leave is not a satisfactory 
precedent given that the Applicant chose to be employed 
under a totally different arrangement, unique to himself. 
The evidence is that from time to time, the Applicant 
took two or three weeks leave per year, usually three 
weeks, he says. If there was to be a four week entitle- 
ment, it is odd that he regularly took three weeks rather 
than four. Furthermore, the evidence is that at no time 
during that seven year period did he make a request of 
the Respondent for any more leave than he took. His 
intention, he says now, was to accumulate it at the rate of 
a week each year, but my suspicion is that is something 
concocted for his own benefit now. I am not in all the 
circumstances satisfied that it was a term of his contract 
of employment that from 1 July 1977 until 30 June 1984, 
he was entitled to annual leave otherwise than has 
already been allowed to him. 

Quite apart from that conclusion, the Applicant's case 
must fail, for a number of other reasons. The Supreme 
Court in this State as long ago as 1967, has held in 
H.A.W. Jones v. Neille (1967) WAR 181 that there is no 
entitlement as of right to payment for annual leave 
accrued but not taken when an employee's employment 
terminates. That view has also been independently 
arrived at by the Full Court of the Federal Court some 
seven or eight years later in Gordon v. Carroll (1975) 27 
FLR 129. There is no automatic right to accumulate 
annual leave; there must be an express or implied term of 
the agreement between the employer and his employee, 
and there is certainly no evidence of that on this 
occasion. Furthermore, the cases make it abundantly 
clear that an employee is not entitled to be paid money in 
lieu of taking annual leave unless there is a clear agree- 
ment between the parties giving a right to do so. Indeed, 
it is for that reason that most awards of this Commission 
provide that when an employee is terminated, he is to be 
paid for leave accrued but not taken. 

However, all that can be put to one side because even if 
there was a right under his contract of employment, and 
in my opinion there was not, for the Applicant to 
accumulate annual leave and convert it to cash in the way 
in which he now claims, in my view the equities of the 
matter are simply not with him. It was at his instigation 
that he entered into an arrangement whereby the partner- 
ship of J. and H. Wilson Administration or J. and H. 
Wilson Affairs was to be paid for the work which the 
Applicant now says he did as an employee. Clearly, his 
intention was, as he admits, to hold out to the world, and 
in particular the Commissioner of Taxation, that the 
work was not being done by him as an employee but on 
the basis of an independent contract by the business 
operated by himself and his wife. His evidence was that 
in his taxation returns during that period he disclosed to 
the Commissioner of Taxation that the partnership of J. 
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and H. Wilson received the money for the work done 
rather than he, disclosing it as having been received by 
way of a salary or wage. For a period of seven years he 
was quite content being, with the Respondent, part of a 
sham suggesting that he was not an employee, and 
deriving benefits therefrom. Having held himself out as 
not being an employee of the Respondent but rather as 
being in business in partnership with his wife performing 
managerial and secretarial services for the Respondent, it 
ill behoves him to come before the Commission asking it 
to now grant him relief on the premise that he was an 
employee. In my view it would be grossly inequitable to 
allow him to in effect deny the existence of the arrange- 
ment by which he pretended he was not an employee and 
which he fostered for his own benefit [cf: In re Hunter 
Cleaning Service (1979) AR (NSW) 531]. 

More than that, when the Applicant made his demand 
of the Respondent for a bonus when his employment by 
it ended, he made no mention of outstanding holiday pay 
or long service leave. He has explained why that was and, 
in my view, that is hardly appropriate, having extracted 
an ex gratia payment from the Respondent in respect of 
his past services, that he should now come to the 
Commission claiming something more. He should have 
been full, frank and open, which on his own admission in 
respect of the negotiations for that bonus he was not. 

So far as his claim for pro rata long service leave is 
concerned, if, as I find, the Applicant was at all material 
times an employee and if, as the evidence now discloses, 
he is in the employ of the new proprietors of the business, 
it would prima facie seem to me that he would be entitled 
to long service leave from his new employers as and when 
that falls due. In any event, to obtain a pro rata entitle- 
ment to long service leave the Applicant must rely on the 
provisions of the Commission's General Order relating 
to long service leave in the private sector. Section 29 (2) 
of the Industrial Arbitration Act, under which provision 
the Applicant comes before the Commission, expressly 
excludes benefits which derive to employees under 
awards or orders of the Commission. Thus, even if the 
Applicant were entitled at this stage to recover pro rata 
long service leave from the Respondent as his former 
employer, as to which I have grave doubts, the Industrial 
Commission does not under section 29 (2) have 
jurisdiction to entertain the claim. 

For all those reasons, in my view the claim ought to be 
dismissed. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 34 of 1985. 

Between Jack Wilson, Applicant and Topaz Nominees 
Pty Ltd trading as "Perry Bros", Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard the Applicant in person and Mr S.F. 
Chan (of Counsel) on behalf of the Respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979, hereby 
orders — 

That the Application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 6th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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Conferences — 
Matters arising out of — 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. C84 of 1985. 

In the matter of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and 
in the matter of a conference held pursuant to 
section 44 of the said Act between The Amalgamat- 
ed Metal Workers' and Shipwrights' Union of 
Western Australia, Applicant and Hon. Minister for 
Health, Respondent. 

WHEREAS a conference was held in Perth on 1 March 
1985 pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 with respect to the dismissal of two workers at 
Sir Charles Gairdner Hospital; and whereas an agree- 
ment was reached between the abovenamed parties as a 
consequence of that conference; now therefore, I, the 
undersigned, pursuant to the powers' conferred by the 
said Act, do hereby publish a memorandum of the terms 
of the agreement. 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Notwithstanding the circumstances of the termination 

of employment of Mr L. Holland and Mr V. Jordan on 
1 March 1985, the aforementioned shall be offered new 
contracts of employment as fitters at Sir Charles 
Gairdner Hospital commencing at the normal 
commencement of work on 11 March 1985. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. C63 of 1985. 

Between Amalgamated Metal Workers' and Shipwrights 
Union of Western Australia, Applicant and T. 
O'Connor and Sons Pty Ltd, Respondent. 

Order. 
WHEREAS a conference was held in Perth on 27 
February 1985, pursuant to section 44 of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1979; and whereas an agreement was 
reached between the abovenamed parties at the said 
conference; now therefore, I, the undersigned, being 
satisfied that the agreement conforms with the Principles 
enunciated by the Commission in Court Session in 
Matter No. 461 of 1983, and pursuant to the powers 
conferred under the said Act, do hereby order:— 

That, notwithstanding the provisions of the Metal 
Trades (General) Award No. 13 of 1965 and the Air 
Conditioning and Refrigeration Industry (Construc- 
tion and Servicing) Award No. 10 of 1979, members 
of the applicant union who are employed by the 
respondent on construction work at the Kalgoorlie 
Regional Hospital shall be paid a site allowance of 
50 cents per hour for each hour worked in lieu of 
payments for dirty work, confined space, wet 
underfoot and the handling of secondhand timber 
from 1 October 1984. 

Dated at Perth this 27th day of February 1985. 

[L.S.] 
(Sgd.) B.J. COLLIER, 

Commissioner. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. C568 of 1984. 

In the matter of the Industrial Relations Act 1979-1982 
and in the matter of a conference held pursuant to 
section 44 of the said Act between Electrical Trades 
Union of Workers of Australia (Western Australian 
Branch), the Federated Engine Drivers' and Fire- 
mens' Union of Workers of Western Australia and 
the Amalgamated Metal Workers' and Shipwrights' 
Union of Western Australia, Applicants and Pacific 
Industrial Ltd, Hedjon Constructions, The Horn- 
brook Group W.A. Clyde Carruthers Pty Ltd and 
Southern Cross Electrical Engineering, 
Respondents. 

Order. 
WHEREAS a conference was held in Perth on the 8th 

day of March 1985 pursuant to section 44 of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979-1982; and whereas an 
agreement was reached between the abovenamed parties 
at the said conference; now therefore, I, the undersigned, 
being satisfied that the agreement conforms with the 
Principles enunciated by the Commission in Court 
Session in Matter No. 461 of 1983, and pursuant to the 
powers conferred under the said Act, do hereby order: 

That, notwithstanding the Electrical Contracting 
Industry Award No. 22 of 1978, the Metal Trades 
(General) Award No. 13 of 1965 and the Engine 
Drivers' (Building and Steel Construction) Award 
No. 20 of 1973 and in lieu of the provisions thereof 
which are of the nature prescribed in this Order, 
employees who are employed by the respondents on 
construction work at the Harbour Lights Gold Con- 
struction Project shall be paid a site allowance of 
$1.10 for each hour worked as compensation for 
confined space, dirty work and wet underfoot, pro- 
vided with a free issue of safety boots and paid a 
safety footwear allowance of five cents for each 
hour worked and shall apply from the beginning of 
the first pay period commencing on or after 1 
October 1984. This Order shall terminate on 31 
August 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 8th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. C91 of 1985. 

Between Hamersley Iron Pty Limited, Applicant and 
The Federated Engine Drivers' and Firemen's 
Union of Workers of Western Australia, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
WHEREAS a dispute existed between Hamersley Iron 
Pty Limited and the Federated Engine Drivers' and 
Firemen's Union of Workers of Western Australia 
regarding allowances to be paid to operators in the appli- 
cant's Dampier power station; and whereas the applicant 
made application for a conference pursuant to section 44 
of the Industrial Relations Act 1979; and whereas a 
conference was held on the 8th, 14th and 15th days of 
March 1985 at which the parties settled their dispute and 
reached agreement on the amount of allowance to be 
paid to operators; and whereas the agreement between 
the parties is in all respects consistent with the Wage 
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Fixing Principles of the Commission; now therefore, I, 
the undersigned, pursuant to the powers conferred by the 
said Act, do hereby order — 

That the Iron Ore Production and Processing 
(Hamersley Iron Pty Limited) Award No. 6 of 1983 
be amended in accordance with the following 
schedule with effect from the beginning of the first 
pay period commencing on or after 21 November 
1984. 

Dated at Perth this 18th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

Schedule. 
Clause 32.—Wages: Add the following subclause to 

this clause: 
17 (a) Plant Controllers — "C" Station shall be 

paid an allowance of 60 cents per hour for the time 
that they are engaged in the operation of the TDC 
2000. This allowance shall be paid for all purposes 
of this Award. 

(b) Employees who act in the capacity of Plant 
Controllers — "C" Station and operate the TDC 
2000 in lieu of a Plant Controller — "C" Station, 
shall also be paid an allowance of 60 cents per hour 
for the time that they are engaged in such 
operations. This allowance shall be paid for all 
purposes of this Award. 

CONFERENCES — 

Matters referred — 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR44 of 1985. 

Between The Australian Railways Union of Workers, 
West Australian Branch, Claimant and Western 
Australian Government Railways Commission, 
Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 
The 27th day of March 1985. 

Mr C. Chadd on behalf of the claimant. 
Mr R. Horton on behalf of the respondent. 
Mr L. Robinson intervening on behalf of the West 

Australian Railway Officers' Union. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This is a matter referred to the 
Commission for determination pursuant to the provi- 
sions of section 44 (now amended) of the Industrial 
Relations Act 1979 in which the union claims that certain 
work should be exclusively that of its members. The 
Kwinana yards are a converging point for a number of 
lines with traffic arriving and departing over much of the 
day. The yard is staffed by members of the applicant 
union (ARU) and the Railway Officers' Union (ROU). 
The ARU employees are rostered primarily to provide a 
shunting service and signalling service. 

There are two points at which signalling takes place, a 
main signalling box at the left of the yards which is 
manned by ARU signalmen, and a smaller yard inter- 
locked frame on the right of the yards. That frame, to be 
called the "A" frame in these reasons, controls entry and 
exit from that side but can only be operated after being 
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released from the main signalling box. It is not manned 
and its operation for between eight to 12 movements a 
day is the subject of this reference. Generally, each 
movement takes about 10 to 15 minutes but, if shunting 
activities run into that portion of the line controlled by 
"A" Frame, the time spent on the frame may be longer. 

The union claims that the work of operating the "A" 
Frame is work that should be done exclusively by 
members of the ARU. Its reasons for so claiming are that 
signalmen are members of the ARU and their work 
historically has been the province of ARU staff. As the 
"A" Frame is a signal box by definition of the Govern- 
ment Railways Act 1904, its operation should be 
restricted to members of the ARU. It was suggested that 
in the past members of the ARU had exclusive operation 
and that Westrail was seeking to change the past practice 
by requiring members of the ROU to do the work. 

Evidence is quite clear that for many years the "A" 
Frame was operated for the majority of the time by ROU 
members and that some three years ago it was decided 
that some members of the ARU in the yard be trained to 
operate the frame. A plan of the yards indicates that the 
frame is some 900 metres from the yard master's office 
and simple logistics would suggest that ARU members 
working in the yards may be better placed if the opera- 
tion of the yard is to be carried out efficiently. The 
evidence also shows that at no time has the ARU had 
exclusive right to the operation of the "A" Frame. In 
practical terms the ARU is seeking a change in the 
practice of the past in claiming that this work be 
exclusively that of ARU members. 

For Westrail it is submitted that the union's claim, if 
granted, would impose serious problems on its 
operations because on present staffing serious delays 
would occur if trains were held up because the ARU yard 
staff are engaged in other duties. The fluctuations in 
traffic make it impossible to cater for every situation by 
the exclusive use of ARU members. 

Inspections were carried out and the work associated 
with the two signal points was observed. As I see it, the 
action taken three years ago is the only practical solution 
to the problem. If the yards are to operate efficiently 
then the operation of the "A" Frame should be carried 
out by whoever is available and qualified. It seems to me 
that the union's claim, if granted, would require the 
employment of additional labour merely to be available 
in the event of the existing ARU staff not being able to 
operate the "A" Frame because they are otherwise 
engaged. This to me is not a realistic proposition and the 
claim is dismissed. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR44 of 1985. 

Between The Australian Railways Union of Workers, 
West Australian Branch, Claimant and Western 
Australian Government Railways Commission, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr C. Chadd on behalf of the claimant, 
Mr R. Horton on behalf of the respondent and Mr L. 
Robinson intervening on behalf of the West Australian 
Railways Officers' Union the Commission, pursuant to 
the powers conferred on it under the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 27th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. CR327 of 1984. 
Between Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Aus- 

tralia (Western Australian Branch) Perth, Claimant 
and Hon. Minister for Works, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner O.K. Salmon. 
The 21st day of December 1984. 

Mr L.J. Benfell and with him Mr F.G. Brown on 
behalf of the claimant. 

Mr J.J. Radisich on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter concerns a wages 
claim by the Electrical Trades Union of Workers of 
Australia (Western Australian Branch) Perth on behalf 
of electricians employed by the Building Management 
Authority (previously the Public Works Department — 
Architectural Division) in the workshop, on construction 
work or with a maintenance van. 

The matter was referred pursuant to section 44 of the 
Act but it is necessary to point out that it was referred to 
a conference by approval of the Commission in Court 
Session in C498 of 1983 (64 WAIG 1338). It will be 
observed from the Editor's note at the end of this 
decision, page 1341, that a separate order was to issue 
with respect to the State Engineering Works and that the 
Electrical Trades Union would seek a conference to 
enable rates of pay to be determined for electricians 
employed by the Public Works Department — 
Architectural Division. 

Having conducted the conference and being aware of 
the basis of the claim, the equity of this basis having 
regard for its acceptance by the Commission previously, 
the material and methods used to arrive at the amounts 
claimed, the agreement between the parties and being 
sure that the wage fixing Principles are not offended, it 
might have been appropriate for me to have settled the 
matter by order from the conference. However, at one 
stage the circumstances suggested that the matter ought 
to be referred and this being done the referral procedure 
must be followed for an order to be made. 

I think it is clear from the decision of the Commission 
in Court Session in C498 of 1983 that it acted on the 
understanding that it is fundamental to the Principles 
that an equitable basis was essential for their success. 
Bearing in mind that the rate for a fitter in government 
employment in each of the other States and the Com- 
monwealth was the basis for fixing wages for tradesmen 
generally in Western Australia and that detailed 
information regarding rates for electrical tradesmen 
employed in public works departments was not before 
the Commission, I think, given the union's reserved 
position, it is entitled to expect a wage rate above that 
prescribed for tradesmen generally if the evidence shows 
this to be the case in relevant areas elsewhere. 

The evidence is that after discounting tool allowances 
and licence payments but including base rates, maximum 
service pay and other allowances common to all 
electricians, the average rate of pay for electricians 
employed by public works departments in other States 
and the Commonwealth is $338.20 which is $14.40 per 
week more than received by their counterparts in 
Western australia. The difference is sufficiently large as 
to require that an order be made to increase the wage 
rates of the electricians concerned in this application. 

It is also my opinion that the rates claimed should be 
expressed as total wage rates, although 1 note the concern 
expressed on behalf of the respondent in this respect. 
Whatever the future may hold if it requires a different 
method of expressing wage rates nothing prevents that 
from being done. 

An order will issue in the terms agreed between the 
parties. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. CR327 of 1984. 

Between Electrical Trades Union of Workers of Aus- 
tralia (Western Australian Branch) Perth, Claimant 
and Hon. Minister for Works, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr L.J. Benfell and with him Mr E.G. 
Brown on behalf of the claimant and Mr J. J. Radisich on 
behalf of the respondent, and by consent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 hereby orders: 

1. Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause (1) in 
the First Schedule — Wages of the Engineering 
Trades Government Award Nos. 29, 30 and 31 
of 1961 and 3 of 1962, the ordinary rate of wage 
for an electrician employed by the Building 
Management Authority in the workshop, on 
construction work or with a maintenance van 
shall be: 

$ 
On engagement  330.20 
After first year  334.50 
After second year 338.20 
to be paid from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 6 April 1984 in 
respect of time worked in ordinary hours and as 
from the beginning of the first pay period on or 
after 17 December 1984 for all purposes of the 
award. 

2. The wage rates prescribed in Clause 1 hereof 
shall be adjusted in accordance with any 
decision of the Commission in Court Session 
which alters wage rates generally following 
movement in the Consumer Price Index. 

Dated at Perth this 21st day of December 1984. 

(Sgd.) O.K. SALMON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR35 of 1985. 

Between Municipal Road Boards, Parks and Racecourse 
Employees Union of Workers, Perth, Western 
Australia, Applicant and Kings Park Board, 
Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.A. Johnson. 
The 26th day of March 1985. 

Mr A.F. Bennett on behalf of the Applicant. 
Mr J.F. Flood on behalf of the Respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: This matter concerns a claim 
that the services of an employee of the respondent were 
unfairly terminated and arises out of a conference 
convened pursuant to the provisions of section 44 of the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979 prior to its recent 
amendment. 

The respondent in these proceedings is charged with 
the maintenance and development of Kings Park. Its 
employees are primarily concerned with horticultural 
activities. Over the years the respondent has been actively 
concerned with the training of horticulturists at the 
certificate level. Practical experience is gained at the park 
during the certificate course. The certificate is seen as the 
bench mark for appointment to the position of horti- 
culturist, other qualifications being measured against it. 
The award provides for three grades of gardener. 

Unqualified and untrained employees move from the 
basic labouring position to the more responsible senior 
gardener position over time on demonstrating their 
suitability. 

In more recent years, the respondent has had a 
constant stream of job seekers and the employee was one 
of them when he applied for and was appointed to the 
job of gardener grade 1 in August 1983. At the interview 
he made no reference to the fact that he was qualified 
with a National Certificate in Amenity Horticulture from 
the Oaklands College of Agriculture and Horticulture in 
the United Kingdom. He did not refer to the qualifica- 
tions because he understood that non Western Austra- 
lian qualifications were not recognised by the 
respondent. Some time before he sought employment 
with the respondent the employee attended Bentley 
Technical School with a view to attaining the certificate 
in horticulture. He was told on enrolment that his 
English qualification was sufficient to provide 
exemptions for about half the units in the Certificate 
course. That concession was based on the assessment 
that his English qualification was at a level lower than 
that of the State certificate. Attendance at classes raised 
doubts in the employee's mind because he believed that 
subjects he was required to study had a course content 
little different to that covered by his own qualification. 
He did not continue with the course. 

At the time the employee applied for the position with 
the respondent, he believed he had a number of years of 
experience and a qualification at about the level neces- 
sary to secure appointment as a horticulturist. It is under- 
standable that the labouring side of a gardener's work 
was irksome to the employee. It is also understandable 
that he would be prompted to question the directions 
given him by his superiors if he believed they were not in 
accordance with his own training and experience. He was 
not a prudent employee because he succumbed to those 
promptings and responded badly when early in his 
employment he was criticised for the way in which he set 
out some pot plants. 

From then on according to his superiors in evidence, 
there was a sequence of situations in which the employee 
argued about the way in which routine tasks should be 
carried out or acted in a manner inconsistent with that 
expected of an employee. There is some evidence that 
other employees had complained about the employee's 
work habits and as a result he was not often required to 
work with others. Over this time he was warned that a 
repetition of the matters complained of could lead to 
dismissal or in the end that if he caused any more trouble 
he would be dismissed. The events which lead to the 
termination came about this way. 

Over the Christmas period the Superintendent and the 
Nurseryman (foreman) in charge of the section in which 
the employee worked were absent on annual leave and 
temporary supervision was provided. On 2 January 1984 
the employee was required to do general cleaning in an 
area containing beds of container grown plants. During 
the period of that work and as part of the regular daily 
watering programme, the sprinklers were turned on. 
Normally the sprinklers are on for about 10 to 15 minutes 
and for that time the employee was expected to leave the 
area and work in another area close by or, if no work was 
available there, to be directed to other work by the 
leading hand. Instead, the employee secluded himself 
with a newspaper where he was found quite by chance by 
a foreman. 

The incident was reported to the acting nurseryman 
for the section who warned the employee that such action 
was seen to be taking advantage of the acting nursery- 
man's inexperience in the job and that the employee 
should be reported to the Director. 

On 5 January, the employee was rostered for weekend 
work. Part of that work involved the collection and 
removal of a large number of leaves, a job he was doing 
on his own. The applicant decided to use a front end 
loader to remove the leaves and he was found driving the 
vehicle by the nurseryman who, although on holidays 
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was present in the park. The action by the employee was 
in direct contravention of a specific statement to him that 
only nominated persons were permitted to drive the 
vehicle. 

The final incident took place some two weeks later 
when both the nurseryman and the superintendent had 
resumed after their holidays. 

On the particular day the employee had been given a 
number of tasks including the shifting of some 30 12mm 
water pipes of just under 2m in length. The nurseryman 
expected the jobs to be done before lunch. Just before 
lunch the nurseryman queried the employee about the 
jobs and was told that they were done. The nurseryman 
could see that the pipes were still there and asked why 
they had not been shifted. The employee said that he 
could not move them and that he could not be expected 
to move them in a wheelbarrow. The nurseryman 
suggested that he use a trolley but the employee still 
argued and said they should be moved by the front end 
loader with a trailer. This was refused. At this point the 
employee got into an argument about qualifications and 
things were said that implied that the nurseryman was a 
liar. The conversation ended with the employee saying 
"You're bullshit, Roger". That comment caused the 
nurseryman to direct the employee to report to the super- 
intendent after lunch. 

At that meeting the services of the employee were 
terminated because the nurseryman was not prepared to 
have him in his section. The employee had run to the 
limit of tolerance and warnings the employer was pre- 
pared to extend. 

There was no serious challenge by the applicant union 
to the evidence of the employer concerning the sequence 
of incidents which gave rise to the termination, however, 
the union submits that the employee was driven to 
excesses because of the failure of the employer to 
recognise properly the qualifications of the employee. 
The employee, having to continue to carry out mundane 
labouring duties when he had qualifications of a 
standard equal to that recognised and promoted by the 
employer, was faced with an intolerable situation. His 
training put him in a position where his criticism of 
some of his supervisor's directions, while properly based, 
did nothing to create a harmonious working atmosphere. 
His frustration generated unfortunate reactions in some 
situations which, while not what one might normally 
expect from an employee, should be excused for that 
reason. It is easy to see that this situation would 
contribute to the employee's lack of enthusiasm for his 
work. 

The applicant's argument on this ground is sufficiently 
compelling to justify an analysis of the events as they 
occurred. 

I have already referred to the fact that the employee 
understood his qualifications were unacceptable in this 
State and that, on the basis of the assessment made by the 
Bentley Technical College, they were at a standard lower 
than its Certificate in Horticulture. It appears that after 
commencing his employment with the employer he 
became aware of others with qualifications from outside 
the State. He wrote to the Director requesting considera- 
tion for appointment as a horticulturist on 5 December 
1983. In support of that application he enclosed copies of 
his qualifications. 

In March 1984 the employee saw the Director and dis- 
cussed his qualifications and the likelihood of an 
appointment as horticulturist. He was told that qualifica- 
tions were not the only criterion for the job and he was 
encouraged to do a better job. In April the secretary of 
the applicant union raised the matter of the status of the 
employee's qualifications. That matter was put to the 
Bentley Technical College for decision. In its reply the 
College stated that the employee's certificate was at a 
level lower than that of the State certificate. The 
Director's reply to the union referred to this assessment 
and also pointed out that the employee's work was not 
satisfactory. It was suggested that the employee be 

piromoted to the position of senior gardener in recogni- 
tion of his qualifications and as an incentive to do a 
better job and this was done. 

In June the Director received a letter from the shop 
steward in which, among other things, reference was 
made to a request by members that the employee's 
position be reviewed because "He is a qualified 
horticulturist doing the same work as other qualified 
horticulturists at Kings Park Nursery", (Exhibit "A"). 
The reply pointed out the recent promotion of the 
employee to the position of Senior Gardener and drew 
attention to the opportunity now available for the 
employee to demonstrate an improved performance. At 
about the same time the employee wrote to the Director 
expressing dissatisfaction with the assessment of Bentley 
Technical College and questioning the criticism of his 
work and attitude. In reply the Director made it quite 
clear that he considered the employee's work record to be 
not^ good enough to justify an appointment to the 
position of Horticulturist regardless of qualification. 
Additionally, the Director referred to the fact that the 
employee had been warned that a failure to carry out 
instructions would result in dismissal. 

In August there were further discussions with the 
union secretary where additional material was put before 
the Director in support of the claim for equal status of 
the employee's certificate with the State certificate. This 
additional material was sufficient for the Director to 
conclude that there was little difference between the 
two, but refused to promote the employee until his work 
and attitude improved. 

In January 1985 the employee became aware of the 
impending resignation of a horticulturist in another 
section and requested a promotion and transfer. This 
request was being considered when the two senior 
employees returned from annual leave and coincided 
with the pipe incident. The termination of the employee's 
services removed the need for any decision on the 
request. 

During the time span of this investigation into the 
qualifications of the employee, evidence shows that he 
engaged in frequent arguments with his supervisors on 
the matter and it was said by the nurseryman that, in the 
various arguments on other matters, the employee raised 
the matter of his qualifications and those of other 
employees. 

Other matters were raised in the proceedings but I see 
no need to deal with them in detail as they do not contri- 
bute significantly to the determination of this matter. In 
passing it is necessary to refer to the considerable 
evidence concerning the use of horticultural poisons. I 
am unable to come to any conclusion about the use of 
these materials as I am not given the benefit of expert 
advice. The event involving the use of formalin does not 
have a part in these reasons for decision. 

I have no doubt that the employee was dissatisfied with 
the results of the investigation into the status of his 
qualifications and I think he was entitled to be. This is 
not to say, however, that there was good reason for him 
to act in the way in which he did because the evidence is 
clear that the employer made every effort to seek expert 
advice in the matter. That advice was given on the basis 
of the information then supplied by the employee. There 
was no justification for the employee to challenge his 
supervisor. His job was to do what he was told without 
argument. 

His failure to act in a responsible manner denied him 
any real consideration for promotion particularly as he 
failed to respond to the incentive created by his 
promotion to Senior Gardener. In my view, despite 
warnings, the employee did not meet the obligations 
imposed on him by his contract of service. The applica- 
tion is dismissed. 
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BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR35 of 1985. 

Between Municipal Road Boards, Parks and Racecourse 
Employees Union of Workers, Perth, Western 
Australia, Applicant and Kings Park Board, 
Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr A.F. Bennett on behalf of the appli- 
cant and Mr J.F. Flood on behalf of the respondent, the 
Commission, pursuant to the powers conferred on it 
under the Industrial Relations Act 1979 hereby orders — 

That the application be dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 26th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.A. JOHNSON, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 

1. Roster — Publishing Employees — Day Shift: The 
parties to the matters of disagreement are parties to the 
"Printing (Newspapers)" Award No. 23 of 1979 as 
varied (60 WAIG p. 196). 

Clause 14.—Hours of Work of that award provides, 
so far as it is relevant to this matter of disagreement, as 
follows: 

14.—Hours of Work. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of 

this clause, the maximum number of hours to be 
worked each week (excluding overtime) shall be: 

(a) machine compositors 
(i) day work 36 
(ii) night work 34 
(iii) intermediate work 34 

(b) all other workers 
(i) day work 38 
(ii) night work 36 
(iii) intermediate work 36 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR545 of 1984. 

Between Printing and Kindred Industries Union, 
Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers, Claimant and West Australian News- 
papers Limited, Respondent. 

Before Mr Commissioner G.J. Martin. 
The 28th day of March 1985. 

Mr J.H.W. Williams on behalf of the claimant. 
Mr C.D. Stanley on behalf of the respondent. 

Reasons for Decision. 
THE COMMISSIONER: The following matters of dis- 
agreement had not been resolved by conciliation at the 
conclusion of a conference held by me pursuant to 
section 44 of the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979 on the 
4th and 5th days of December 1984. 

1. Employees, engaged by the respondent in its 
publishing room on day shift, subject to the 
provisions of the "Printing (Newspapers)" Award 
No. 23 of 1979 as varied, perform their average 
ordinary weekly hours of work of 36 hours over 
18'A days each month. That average occurs over an 
eight week cycle there being 19 days of work in the 
first four weeks and 18 days of work in the second 
four weeks of that cycle. 

The claimant seeks that the system of hours or 
work becomes 18 working days over the eight week 
cycle with no variation to the quantum of hours 
presently being worked. (The eight weeks should 
properly read four weeks.) 

The respondent claims that the system of hours 
should become 19 working days in each four weekly 
period with an average of 36 hours worked each 
week. 

2. The claimant seeks an Order that employees 
employed by the respondent, subject to the provi- 
sions of the aforesaid award and who were stood 
down on the 4th and/or 5th days of December 1984 
because of industrial action by other of the 
respondent's employees, be paid their ordinary 
wages for the time they were so stood down. 

The respondent objects to and opposes the 
issuance of any such order. 

I heard the submissions, and the evidence adduced by 
the parties on the 1st day of February 1985 and reserved 
my decision, subject to the right of the claimant to make 
further submissions upon respondent's Exhibit A — 19 
Day Month Rotating Roster Five Week Cycle, on a day 
convenient to me and the parties thereafter. That latter 
proceeding took place on the 11 th day of February 1985. 

(8) Where in any week a worker is rostered for a 
shift exceeding 8'A hours excluding meal breaks 
there shall be a two hour reduction in his weekly 
hours for that week (60 WAIG p. 196 at p. 198). 

Thus the employees engaged in the publishing room on 
day work are accorded by virtue of subclause (1) (b) (i) of 
Clause 14.—Hours of Work, a week of 38 ordinary 
hours. 

However, by virtue of rosters operative since the 4th 
day of July 1982 those ordinary working hours were 
reduced by two hours to 36 hours. 

That is explained in the reasons for decision in Matter 
No. CR354 of 1982 of the 7th day of September 1982 in 
the following terms: 

The respondent contends that the introduction of 
new rostered hours of work by it, and at the insis- 
tence of the claimant, since the 4th day of July 1982 
has resulted in additional leisure time in that all 
employees concerned are working either: 

(a) A four day week 
or 

(b) A nine day fortnight 
(c) A 19 day month 

or 
(d) Accumulating additional time off to be 

taken either with annual leave or at some 
other convenient time. 

Those arrangements reduce the ordinary hours of 
work by two hours each week. 

The claimant does not deny those effects. 
It said during those proceedings: 

No. In fact there has been a two hour 
reduction in all areas. Where they previously 
worked 34 hours, they are now working 32; 
where they were working 38 they now work 36 
and where they worked 36 they are working 34. 
However, as I said, that has been brought 
about by a re-rostering and not having the thing 
formalised so the workers can see that they do 
effectively have a two hour reduction (Tran- 
script Notes of Proceedings p. 26). 

(My emphasis) (62 WAIG p. 2628 at p. 2629). 
Further, by the operation of subclause (8) of Clause 

14.—Hours of Work, (above) by virtue of the roster of 
hours presently in force for employees engaged on day 
work in the publishing room the weekly ordinary hours 
of work are reduced by a further two hours to 34 per 
week. 

The existing roster came into effect in July 1984 and 
covers a roster period of eight consecutive weeks. In the 
first four weeks of each such period work is performed 
on 18 of the 24 work days (Monday to Saturday both 
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inclusive). In the second four weeks of each such roster Claimant's Exhibit 4 — (as expanded by me) gives an 
period work is performed on 19 of the 24 work days example of the structure of that existing roster as 
(Monday to Saturdays both inclusive). follows: 

DAILY HOURS WORKED 

GROUP WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK 

6.38 6.38 

.00 8.00 

.30 6.30 
18 DAY 

MONTH 
6.42 6.42 

(.30 8.30 .30 8.30 

7.15 7.15 

TOTAL 
HOURS 

22.27 37.05 36.53 36.20 =132.45 

GROUP WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK 

6.42 6.42 

6.38 6.38 

.00 8.00 

6-.-30 6.30 

.30 8.30 (.30 8.30 

7.15 7.15 

TOTAL 28.57 37.05 36.53 36.20 =139.15 
HOURS 

272.00 HOURS 

8 Weeks at 34 Hours = 272.00 
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DAILY START - FINISH TIMES 

HOURS 

WORKED 

8.30 1 HOUR LUNCH 4.30 7.00 

TUES 8.00 1 HOUR LUNCH 5.00 8.00 

WED 8.30 1 HOUR LUNCH 4.30 7.00 

THUR 8.30 1 HOUR LUNCH 4.30 7.00 

FRI 8.30 1 HOUR 

SAT 12.00 k HOUR 

That roster also complies with the provisions of sub- 
clause (6) of Clause 14.—Hours of Work and which 
provides: 

(6) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) 
of this subdause the week's work shall be accomp- 
lished in a maximum of five shifts. 

(b) At West Australian Newspapers Limited a 
worker's rostered day off shall, unless otherwise 
agreed between the House and the Chapel, be 
rotated throughout the week, but where, in order to 
maintain balance of staff, a worker is required to 
work on his rostered day or night off he shall be 
given a day or night off in lieu within one month of 
having so worked, or, where that is not practicable, 
have a day added to his annual leave (My emphasis) 
(60 WAIG p. 196 at p. 198). 

To fully understand the manner in which it operates it 
needs to be read in conjunction with claimant's Exhibit 3 
reproduced on page 546. 

In Exhibit 3 the letter allocated to each particular day 
indicates that a group of employees (as constituted at the 
foot of the Exhibit) is having the day off. 

(Because of the production requirements necessary to 
produce the weekend papers all employees work each 
and every Friday of the roster cycle and for 8'/St hours, 
thus bringing the provisions of subclause (8) of Clause 
14.— Hours of Work into play. [See earlier herein.] And 
which reduces the ordinary hours of work in that week by 
two hours to 34.) 

The roster was explained to me by the claimant's main 
witness to operate as follows, using that employees own 
recitation. 

In our group of now 26 men — come Monday we 
will have 26 men on that roster because the 26th man 
will start on Monday, we hope — each group is 
divided into six men. We have four groups — A, B, 
C and D. That gives us 24. We have two men called 
day workers — X and Y on your roster. 

Every man has a long weekend every four weeks. 
It will start off with say C group commencing on a 
Saturday. They have Saturday, Sunday, Monday, 
and Tuesday off. In that group C they are divided 

LUNCH 6.00 8.30 

LUNCH 7.50 7.20 

into two parts with three men in each. Now C2, 
which means the second group of three men in 
group C will have the Wednesday off also, which 
will give them a five day long weekend. On that same 
Wednesday, the D group have their rotating day off 
and on Thursday, A group have their rotating day 
off — the rest are back at work, naturally. On 
Friday, nobody has time off because it is what we 
call a production day. Then the cycle commences 
again on Saturday, with the B group having their 
long weekend. Groups X and Y have every Saturday 
and Sunday off because they are five day workers. 

To clarify the position for them {i.e. X and Y) 
how they get their IS'/z day month is this: You will 
notice on a Monday that X has Monday off and he 
also has Tuesday off but he does not have another 
Monday or Tuesday off until the fifth week of the 
eight week cycle when he has a Monday off. By 
having those days off, he has completed his 18 Vz day 
month. (My interpolation) (Transcript Notes of 
Proceedings p. 20). 

I interpose that the expression "his 18'A day month" 
refers to the number of days notionally worked each four 
week period of the roster and it is notional because it is an 
average of the eight week or two month roster period 
being 18 days of work in the first four weeks and 19 days 
of work in the next four weeks viz 37 working days over 
two months is an average of 18 Vi work days per four 
week period or month of the roster. 

That was explained by the witness as follows: 
To come to the 18'A day month, for every group 

and every member to be able to have his ISA day 
month, to qualify and work the number of hours set 
down he has to work per week you will notice that 
on each Wednesday that a part of each group has 
that day off — D2 on the first one; F means the first 
part of the group. You can use alpha, bravo, zulu or 
whatever you wish. Charlie 2, C2, B3, A2 — that 
means A group, the second part of it D2-S. The Ds 
were first and second because there were only four 
men in that group. That is all I was able to put into 
that group before we got the 26 men — that is going 
back into July at the start of this: I didn't have 26 
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men then, I only had 21. That is how the 18'A day 
month roster evolves. You will find that in that eight 
week cycle, the exact number of hours are worked; 
each man has had a five day long weekend. He has 
had a four day long weekend and he has had his 
normal rotating days off — the Wednesday and the 
Thursday. 

In the first four weeks the average the man works 
— in the four weeks — is I have the weekly hours he 
works and the monthly hours he works and also the 
hours for the second month which makes one month 
an 18 day month, the other month a 19 day month 
and the average is an IB'/z day month (Transcript 
Notes of Proceedings p. 21). 

In the result each employee works 37 days of the 48 
days of work over Monday to Saturday (both inclusive 
each week) in the roster period (or as it is expressed by the 
parties an 18'A day month) a total of 272 hours, or eight 
weeks of 34 hours, albeit at it is a roster with unequal 
weeks of work some weeks are less than 34 hours each 
week and others in excess of 34 hours each week. 

The claimant's main witness in explanation of its 
proposed new roster said: 

Where the effective change comes into the 
difference between the ISA day and the 18 day is 
that on the Wednesday as we have just been 
through, half the group has the Wednesday off to 
complete their five day long weekend which gives 
them the ISA day. The same will apply for another 
half group to have a Thursday off in that eight week 
cycle. 

Then referring back to Exhibit 3: 
The difference, where the men will be able to have 

their 18 day month in that same eight weeks cycle, is 
that on the Thursday, if you have a look at your 
18 A day month now, you will see that only on 
Wednesdays do the half-groups have their days off, 
like D2, F, C2, B3, A2, D2S, C3, B2, A3 which is a 
whole four groups cut in half. That means the whole 
lot of those men have had their long weekend — the 

five day long weekend which has given them the 
18'A day month — and to accommodate the 18 day 
month, the only virtual change is that on the 
Thursday another group like the first one — take 
D2F — has that long, long weekend. The next one 
will give BS off that weekend so A 2 will have the 
Thursday off — not all of A group, just A2 which is 
only three men out of that group who will have the 
Thursday off. That completes them. They will not 
have another Thursday off until the commencement 
of the eight week cycle again. In that effect, they 
have completed their 18 day month. That carries on 
for each group over the eight weeks cycle. They have 
that Thursday off — three men — so that at the end 
of the eight weeks cycle, 24 men have all had their 18 
day month. That is the only difference between the 
18A and the 18 day. Of course, the starting and 
finishing times have to be altered to accommodate 
the 272 hours to be worked in the eight weeks cycle. 
(Transcript Notes of Proceedings pp. 23 and 24) 
(My emphasis). 

The claimant proposes a roster which will provide for 
18 days of work over each four week roster period and 
which contains 24 days of work Monday to Saturday 
(both inclusive) or on the basis that the maximum 
number of ordinary days of work in any week is five, 
effectively 20 working days Monday to Saturday both 
inclusive. 

In essence this roster will provide for six full days off 
work within the roster period of each four weeks 
contrasted with the existing roster which provides six full 
days off in the first four weeks of each roster period of 
eight weeks and five full days off in the second period of 
four weeks of that roster cycle. Put another way the 
advantage arising from that proposed roster is an 
additional day off from work every eight consecutive 
weeks. 

The quantum of hours worked over the period of the 
cycle remains at 272 hours and the need for all employees 
to be rostered for work every Friday is not disturbed. 

An example of the proposed roster is contained in 
Exhibit 3 (2) set out hereunder: 

EXAMPLE 8 WEEK CYCLE D 2 

18 DAY MONTH 

DAILY HOURS WORKED 

GROUP WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK WEEK 

7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

3.00 8.00 8.00 3.00 8.00 8.00 

7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

7.00 7.00 7.00 7.00 

8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 8.30 

7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20 7.20 

TOTAL 22.50 37.50 37.50 37.30 27.50 30.50 37.50 37.30 =136.00 HOURS per 4 week cycle 

8 WEEKS @ 34 HOURS - 272 HOURS 
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DAILY STARTING & FINISHING TIMES 

1 HOUR 
LUNCH 

TUES 8.00 

THUR 8.42 

HOURS 
WORKED 

SAT 12.00 k HOUR 
LUNCH 

It will be observed that the result of the proposed 
roster, apart from creating one additional leisure day 
every eight weeks, is to equalise the number of hours 
worked in each four week period at 136 hours. 

This is achieved by spreading the hours, 3'A in excess 
of 136 hours, from the second period of four weeks in the 
existing roster over all of the days, other than Tuesday 
and Fridays, in the first four week period of the proposed 
roster and which prior to the addition of such hours 
totalled 13214 hours. 

Then to maintain the existing total number of hours 
worked in the second period of four weeks and which are 
being worked over 18 days of work in lieu of the existing 
19 days of work the existing hours on the new leisure day 
shift, in this example a Thursday, of six hours 42 
minutes, are spread over the other days of the second 
four week period except Tuesday and Fridays. 

The main thrust of the claimant's Exhibits and 
evidence was then directed to demonstrating that such a 
variation in the conditions of work would not entail 
additional costs for the respondent but to the contrary it 
would result in savings in labour costs. 

To that end the claimant entered Exhibit 2 and caused 
it to be explained by its author, the employee responsible 
for the construction of rosters in the publishing room. 

Exhibit 2 and the accompanying evidence were very 
detailed and the result of considerable thought and 
effort. 

To fully appreciate the contents of Exhibit 2 and the 
manner in which it is structured it must be remembered 
that in November 1984 the respondent agreed to engaged 
an additional five employees as publishing hands thus 
raising the number of employees in the publishing room 
from 21 to 26 (See Exhibit 1). 

Four of these five new employees have commenced 
employment and the fifth employee was due to start 
shortly and would have by the date of this decision. 

As a result the incidence and amount of overtime to 
achieve production targets was considerably reduced. 

Exhibit 2 can be summarised in the following way: 

Additional Cost 
which will arise from 
the introduction of 
an 18 day roster over 
each four consecutive 
weeks 
Direct Cost of 
employing five 
additional publishing 
hands 

Savings effected in 
overtime by the 
employment of five 
additional publishing 
hands 
Meal Money Saving 
on 18 day roster 
Savings on annual 
leave on 18 day 
roster 
Savings on "West 
Advertiser" shifts on 
18 day roster 

Per Annum 

$7 961.28 

$78 469.25 
Total $86 430.53 

$72 923.04 

$4 212.00 

$4 260.96 

i 972.32 
Total $86 188.32 

In its original overall form Exhibit 2 did show a cost 
saving of $1 103.71 per annum (and I will refer to that 
costing further on in these reasons for decision). 
However, during his evidence the author of the Exhibit 
indicated a discrepancy which he had detected in his 
"Cost Per Year — Non Holiday Period" calculation and 
which discrepancy is corrected in the summary of Exhibit 
2 above and changes the results of that summary from a 
cost saving to a cost increase of some $240 per annum. 
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Upon the claimant's proposed roster the respondent 
contends there is a significant cost factor involved in that 
each employee is available for one less shift in each cycle 
period and must either be replaced by overtime by 
existing employees or the established manning increased. 

The first alternative was costed at $120.15 per shift or 
$3 123.90 per cycle or $37 486 per annum plus indirect 
labour costs. The second alternative was said to be "a 
further expense". 

It is convenient at this point to make some comments 
upon the parties various assessments of the costs 
involved in this matter. 

The claimant's costing of its proposed 18 day roster 
amounts to an additional $7 961.28 per annum on the 
respondent's wages bill. Its savings (excluding its exercise 
on the difference in costs between the employment of 
five additional employees and overtime in lieu of such 
additional employees) amount to $13 265.28 per annum, 
leaving a net savings per annum of $5 035 in the 
respondent's wages bill. 

The exclusion just referred to is made on the basis that 
substitution of additional employees for overtime by 
existing employees was a practical step not related to a 
roster change and could have occurred, as it did in 
isolation from such considerations and may well occur 
again. 

Thus in my view any reference to such a step and its 
consequences is irrelevant to the matters of disagreement 
under review in these proceedings. 

In any event the use of the costs versus savings arising 
therefrom are not conclusive as they do not acknowledge 
the indirect costs associated with the employment of 
additional employees, which the respondent contends is 
measured by an on cost of 34 per cent taking the 
claimants direct cost of employing five additional 
employees to $105 148.79 per annum (an increase on its 
direct costing of $26 679.54) and which on the claimant's 
overall savings figures obliterates its entire savings and 
leaves the respondent with an added cost to its wages bill 
of $21 375.54 per annum. 

Even if the respondents indirect cost percentage is not 
accepted, a neutral figure of 12.2 per cent (Business 
Council of Australia, [1984], Business Council Bulletin 
No. 3 March) and quoted in "Labor Market Pro- 
grammes — Kirby, 1985 at p. 45 generates a total cost of 
$88 042.98 (an addition to the direct cost of $8 796.40 or 
an additional cost to the respondent's annual wages bill 
of $3 492.40). 

The claimant asserted that those sorts of calculations 
were not the end of the matter in that it had been 
informed by its auditors that there was a taxation saving 
to be obtained by the respondent of 46 per cent of its 
wages bill. 

The respondent denies that such is the case and 1 have 
been unable to discover let alone quantify the effects of 
such a calculation so that matter must sit unanswered 
and unaccounted for. 

Having so analysed the claimant's rationale in support 
of its proposed new roster and having set out the effects 
of such roster the question becomes does all of that 
material support the claims for the proposed roster? 
Which then in turn leads to another quesion, what is the 
purpose of a roster? 

The answer to the latter question can be simply stated 
as "to allocate the ordinary hours of work over the days 
of the working week so as to provide the optimum 
manning for the purpose of and having regard to the 
respondents operation's provided that the roster does 
not impose unjust or unreasonable demands on the 
employees subject thereto". (See 52 CAR p. 439 at p. 440 
and 1978 NSW AR p. 356 at p. 358). 

The respondent argues that it has and should have the 
right to roster its employees in accordance with produc- 
tion requirements and the provisions of the award and 
that one of its prime requirements was the necessity to 
have flexibility to cope with changes in production 

requirements from time to time particularly as it's 
product newspapers, have to be produced within rigid 
time frames. To that end it did not need or want its 
employees rostered in the manner proposed by the 
claimant. 

In so saying the respondent reiterated the provisions of 
subclause (17) of Clause 14.—Hours of Work and which 
reads: 

(17) (a) In the work room of each section the 
roster of daily hours for that section shall be pro- 
minently displayed and, subject to the provisions of 
paragraph (b) of this subclause, shall only be 
altered: 

(i) by the House after one week's notice of the 
intended alteration; or 

(ii) by agreement between the House and the 
Chapel 

(b) Where, due to holidays, sickness or the 
occurrence of special circumstances which could not 
reasonably have been foreseen it is, in the opinion of 
the House, necessary to alter a roster, that roster 
may be varied by notifying the worker concerned 
not later than the day prior to the day on which that 
alteration is to take effect (60 WAIG p. 196 at p. 
199). 

and with which must also be read subclause (19) which 
says: 

(19) Where under paragraph (b) of subclause (6) 
or subclauses (7), (10), (12) or (17) of this clause, the 
House and Chapel are unable to reach agreement 
the matter may be referred to a Commissioner in 
Chambers by either the House or the Union (60 
WAIG p. 196 at p. 199). 

These provisions say firstly that the respondent has the 
right to unilaterally change a roster by giving one weeks 
notice of the intended change (paragraph [b] of 
subclause [17] aside) and it then becomes a fact or a 
change may arise as a result of discussions between the 
claimant and the respondent (for example where a week's 
notice cannot be met) resulting in an agreed change (and 
which discussions presumably can be initiated by either 
party but probably the claimant as it has no other 
avenue) or in the event of no agreement from such 
discussions the proposed change is to be the matter of 
discussion with the Commission and additionally in a 
case in which the claimant's members refuse to work in 
accordance with the respondents exercise of its unilateral 
rights an industrial dispute arises and ends up with the 
Commission pursuant to the Industrial Relations Act 
1979. 

However, it seems to be the case that the respondents 
specific unilateral right to vary the roster of daily hours 
pursuant to subclause 17 (a) (i) of Clause 14.—Hours of 
Work does not always prevail because of the claimant's 
members propensity for industrial action if changes are 
not acceptable to them. 

The respondent submitted that the roster proposed by 
the claimant unnecessary perpetuated the quantum of 
hours of work on Fridays beyond 8!4 (presently S'A) to 
bring into play the provisions of subclause (8) of Clause 
14.—Hours of Work which in such a case reduces the 
ordinary weekly hours by two hours. 

However, the evidence presented to me in the pro- 
ceedings recorded an average finishing time on Fridays of 
5.45 p.m. or a shift of 8!4 hours (the cut off point for the 
two hour reduction in the ordinary weekly hours of work 
to which I have just referred) with the need for a rostered 
6.00 p.m. finish to ensure that employees were available 
on those occasions when work in the publishing area was 
not completed by 5.45 p.m. 

I was referred by the respondent to a decision of the 
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission in 
Matter No. 3884 of 1983 and wherein it had refused a 
claim for a 19 day month for employees of the 
"Melbourne Herald" and "The Age" newspapers in 
Victoria as it involved a cost element which was outside 
of that Commissions Wage Principles. 
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In view of the material presented by the parties upon 
the claimant's proposed new roster I reach the 
conclusion that it was structured and advanced to 
achieve for the employees in the publishing area 
increased leisure time and whilst it was very well 
structured and presented it does not fit the overriding 
criteria to which I have previously referred, namely 
spreading the hours of work required by the respondent 
for the optimum efficiency in producing its newspapers 
in that the respondent does not want the spread of hours 
contained in the proposed roster. 

Also it was not suggested or demonstrated that the 
existing roster was in any way disadvantageous to the 
employees concerned. 

Accordingly I will not allow the claim. 
As to the respondent's counter proposal to change the 

existing roster (Exhibit A) to a five week cycle within 
which 19 working days occur in each period of four 
consecutive weeks and an average of 36 ordinary hours 
each week I do not allow that claim either on the grounds 
that there was no demonstration of the need for it in 
practical production terms and it would also be 
disadvantageous to the employees immediately con- 
cerned (in the loss of leisure time and increased ordinary 
hours of work) to use the following extract from the 
reasons for decision of the Commission in Court Session 
when it formulated the "Principles" in General Order 
Matter No. 461 of 1983 on the 13th day of October 1983 
and when it said inter alia: 

Though we recognise the rationale behind the 
request we do not think it is practicable to insist on 
such a commitment. Indeed, we think that it may 
well be against the best interest of unions and their 
members to do so. However, apart from the fact 
that the unions may be reasonably confident that 
"pernicious" claims, even if made, would be 
unlikely to be granted by the Commission, the 
Commission recognises the property of subjecting 
to tests of a kind similar to those which will apply to 
claims by unions during the duration of the 
principles, any claim by an employer to worsen 
conditions. As a general rule we think that any such 
claim by an employer during that period ought to be 
refused unless the proposed changes are shown to be 
necessary and are, on balance, to the advantage of 
the employees immediately concerned. (My 
emphasis) (63 WAIG p. 2207 at p. 2209). 

2. Stand Downs: The second and remaining matter of 
disagreement between the parties relates to the events of 
the 4th and 5th days of December 1984. 

On the 4th day of December 1984 industrial action was 
taken by employees of the respondent employed in the 
callings of "Publishing Hands" and "General Hands" 
in support of the claims just reviewed herein on the first 
matter of disagreement between the parties. 

That led to the inability of the respondent to publish a 
number of its papers during that day and employees 
employed in the callings of "Stereotypers" and 
"Printing Machinists" were stood down circa 3.15 p.m. 
and 3.30 p.m. respectively on that day. 

On the following day the day work publishing 
employees and general hands and the day work 
"Printing Machinists" refused to commence work in 
support of claims for payment for the time not worked 
on 4 December 1984 and placed "black bans" on the 
printing presses and other publishing equipment. 

That resulted again in the employer being unable to 
produce its papers during the day and when the night 
work employees refused to use the "blacked" equipment 
making the full publication of the Thursday 6 December 
1984 editions of the "West Australian" impossible all 
remaining employees were stood down from circa 11.45 
p.m. onwards. 

(A reduced edition of Thursdays paper was produced 
by the respondent's "staff employees".) 

The claimant led evidence from the Father of the 
Chapel upon information he had collated from 
employees employed in the callings of: 

"Stereotypers", Printing Machinists (Day 
Work), Guillotine Operator, Compositors, 
Readers, Linotype Mechanics and another (See 
Exhibit 5) 

to show that those employees on both or one of the days 
of 4 and 5 December 1984 could have produced work, 
during the times they were stood down, that was useful 
and necessary and thus payment should be made for that 
time. 

The respondent by submissions denied those 
situations, mainly that once it was clear that its papers 
could not be published any work directed thereto was 
useless and unnecessary and payment was not due under 
subclause (5) of Clause 7.—Terms of Employment of the 
award and which reads: 

(5) An employer may deduct payment for any 
time during which a worker cannot be usefully 
employed because of a breakdown of machinery or 
any stoppage of work which may bring about a 
cessation of production or for any other cause for 
which the House cannot be held responsible (60 
WAIG p. 196 at p. 197). 

I am afraid that despite how carefully I have analysed 
that evidence and submission I am still left in extreme 
doubt as to the specifics of each of the situations referred 
to by the parties and in retrospect it should have been a 
matter of evidence from the employees concerned and 
their technical supervisors in order to fully understand 
and determine the matter. Consequently I find that the 
material presented to me is not a kind which enables me 
to make a factual finding and the claim will not be 
allowed. With the benefit of remarks I have made the 
claimant may feel inclined to pursue the matter afresh 
either before the Commission or the Industrial 
Magistrate. 

As a result of my conclusions on all of the matters of 
disagreement, the two claims by the claimant and the 
respondent's counter proposal are determined by an 
order of dismissal. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. CR545 of 1984. 

Between Printing and Kindred Industries Union, 
Western Australian Branch, Industrial Union of 
Workers, Claimant and West Australian News- 
papers Limited, Respondent. 

Order. 
HAVING heard Mr J.H.W. Williams on behalf of the 
claimant and Mr C.D. Stanley on behalf of the 
respondent, the Commission, pursuant to the powers 
conferred on it under the Industrial Relations Act 
1979-82 hereby orders — 

That the claims and counter proposal herein be 
dismissed. 

Dated at Perth this 28th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.J. MARTIN, 
[L.S.] Commissioner. 
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CONFERENCES — Notation of — 

PARTIES 
NUMBER — 

COM- 
MISSIONER 

DATE MATTER RESULT 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 
and Others 

Dampier Salt 
(Operations) Pty 
Limited 

ClOO/1985 
Martin C. 

12/03/85 Dispute over air- 
conditioning in buses 

Concluded 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 
and Another 

Harbour Lights Gold 
Project — Leonora 

C568/1984 
Martin C. 

08/03/85 Allowances at the 
Leonora site 

Concluded 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 

Hon..Minister for 
Health 

C84/1985 
Salmon C. 

01/03/85 Dismissal of two 
workers 

Concluded 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 
and Others 

Mt. Newman Mining 
Co. Pty Limited 

C397/1984 
Salmon C. 

27/08/84 
22/02/85 

Dispute over the use 
of winches in the 
workshop 

Concluded 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 

North Kalgurlie 
Mines Ltd 

C52/1985 
Martin C. 

11/02/85 Strike action over 
claim for increased 
wages 

Concluded 

Amalgamated Metal 
Workers' Union 

The Conservator 
of Forests 

C76/1985 
Salmon C. 

28/02/85 Dispute over cost of 
telephone installation 

Concluded 

Australasian Society 
of Engineers 

C.S.R. Limited C464/1984 
Johnson C. 

04/10/84 
26/10/84 

Dispute re duties and 
rates of pay of a 
leading hand 

Concluded 

Australasian Society 
of Engineers 

Kleenheat Gas C80/1985 
Salmon C. 

01/03/85 Dismissal of Worker Concluded 

Australian Workers' Union Roche Bros Pty 
Limited and Others 

C117/1985 
Collier C. 

19/03/85 Dispute over union 
coverage at Argyle 
Diamond Mine site 

Referred 

Breweries and Bottleyards 
Union 

Amalgamated 
Industries Pty Ltd 

C45/1985 
Johnson C. 

12/02/85 Dispute concerning 
coverage of new 
workers 

Referred 

Dental Technicians and 
Employee's Union 
of Workers 

L.G. Bartlett C40/1985 
Halliwell C. 

12/02/85 Dispute regarding 
reinstatement of 
an employee 

Referred 

Electrical Trades Union Hamersley Iron 
Pty Limited 

C505/1984 
Salmon C. 

09/11/84 Re ban on line work Concluded 

Federated Clerks' Union Black & White 
Taxis (1982) Pty Ltd 

C55/1985 
Martin C. 

27/02/85 
26/03/85 

Dispute over change 
in conditions of 
employment 

Concluded 

Federated Clerks' Union Red Cross Society 
W.A. Division 
(Blood Bank) 

C53/1985 
Martin C. 

08/03/85 Claim for pro rat a 
long service leave 

Concluded 

Federated Clerks' Union Western Australian 
Egg Marketing 
Board 

C113/1985 
Fielding C. 

25/03/85 Dispute involving 
supply of petrol at 
discount rates to 
employees 

Concluded 

Federated Engine Drivers Hamersley Iron 
Pty Limited 

C91/1985 
Salmon C. 

08/03/85 
14/03/85 
15/03/85 

Rates of pay for 
Dampier Plant 
Controller 

Concluded 

Federated Engine 
Drivers' Union 

Mt. Newman Mining 
Company Pty Ltd 

C179/1984 
Salmon C. 

27/03/84 Dispute over duties 
and responsibilities 
of Maintenance 
Shovel Operators 

Concluded 

Liquor and Allied Industries 
Union 

Shafto Lane Tavern C60/1985 
Fielding C. 

22/02/85 Dispute involving 
dismissal of a worker 

Referred 
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PARTIES 

Meat Industry Employees' 
Union 

Meat Industry Employees' 
Union 

Merchant Service Guild 

Miscellaneous Workers' 
Union 

Dodonia Investments 
Pty Ltd 

Wynne's Pty Ltd 
trading as Clover 
Meats 

Fremantle Port 
Authority 

The Commissioner, 
Metropolitan Water 
Authority 

NUMBER — 
COM- 

MISSIONER 
C284/1984 
Martin C. 

C90/1985 
Martin C. 

C26/1985 
Martin C. 
0532/1984 

Haliiwell 0. 

DATE MATTER 

16/07/84 Alleged non payment 
02/10/84 of employees, non 
25/03/85 payment of long 

service leave and 
termination of 
employees 

06/03/85 Re payment for 
29/03/85 stand downs 

24/01/85 Dispute over ban on 
berthing 

17/12/84 Dispute regarding site 
allowances 

RESULT 

Concluded 

Referred 

Concluded 

Referred 

Plasterers and Plaster 
Workers Union 

Printing and Kindred 
Industries Union 

Architectural 

The Government 
Printer 

085/1985 
Salmon C. 
015/1985 
Martin C. 

20/03/85 Re dismissal of two 
workers 

21/03/85 Dispute over 
overtime 

Concluded 

Concluded 

Railways Union The Western Australian 044/1985 04/02/85 Dispute re planned Referred 
Government Johnson C. 05/02/85 stoppage of work 
Railways 01/03/85 
Commission 11/03/85 

Transport Workers Union Roche Bros Pty Ltd C102/1985 13/03/85 Dispute at Argyle Referred 
and Others Collier C. Diamond Mine site 

University Salaried 
Officers Association 

The University of 
Western Australia 

PSA Cl/1985 27/03/85 Dispute re 
Fielding C. declassification 

of positions in the 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Department 

Concluded 

CORRECTIONS- 

HOSPITAL LAUNDRY AND LINEN SERVICE 
(Government). 

Award 36 of 1981. 

WHEREAS an error occurred in the Order No. 711 of 
1983 of the above award, published in the Western 
Australian Industrial Gazette on 27 February 1985, 
volume 65 — Part 1, Sub-Part 2; Page 168, the following 
correction is made: 

13. Clause 29.—Wages: Add after subclause (5) of 
this clause the following: 

(6) An employee shall be paid for Accrued Day(s) 
Off at the rate, including shift work penalties, 
at which it was accumulated. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Industrial Registrar. 

Date 12 March 1985. 

PROCEDURAL DIRECTIONS 
AND ORDERS. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 40 of 1985. 

Between The Western Australian Hotels Association 
Incorporated (Union of Employers), Applicant and 
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' 
Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch, 
Union of Workers, Respondent. 

Direction. 
WHEREAS the Applicant by this Application seeks to 
be added as a party to the Restaurant, Tearoom and 
Catering Workers' Award No. 48 of 1978; and whereas 
the Association has recently been registered as a union 
under the Act for the purpose (inter alia) of furthering 
the interests of employers in the industry covered by this 
Award; and whereas not all respondents to the Award 
are members of the Applicant Association; now 
therefore I, the undersigned, Chief Commissioner, do 
hereby pursuant to Regulation 8 (3) of the Industrial 
Commission Regulations, direct:— 

That in lieu of notice of this Application being 
advertised in a newspaper circulating in the area to 
which the Award applies, notice of the Application 
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be served on each and every one of the named 
parties to the said Award, not members of the 
Applicant Association. 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) E.R. KELLY, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 

(2) That an answer to the claim in Matter No. 141 
of 1985, lodged with the Commission of 26 February 
1985 shall be lodged with the Commission and a 
copy thereof served on the applicant within 14 days 
from the date upon which the documents mentioned 
in (1) above are served on the Electrical Contractors 
Association of Western Australia and the Confeder- 
ation of Western Australian Industry (Inc). 

Dated at Perth this 5th day of March 1985. 

B.J. COLLIER, 
Senior Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION. 

No. 41 of 1985. 

Between The Western Australian Hotels Association 
Incorporated (Union of Employers), Applicant and 
Federated Liquor and Allied Industries Employees' 
Union of Australia, Western Australian Branch, 
Union of Workers, Respondent. 

Direction. 
WHEREAS the Applicant by this Application seeks to 
be added as a party to the Hotel and Tavern Workers' 
Award No. 31 of 1977; and whereas the Association has 
recently been registered as a union under the Act for the 
purpose (inter alia) of furthering the interests of 
employers in the industry covered by this Award; and 
whereas not all respondents to the Award are members of 
the Applicant Association; now therefore I, the under- 
signed, Chief Commissioner, do hereby pursuant to 
Regulation 8 (3) of the Industrial Commission 
Regulations, direct:— 

That in lieu of notice of this Application being 
advertised in a newspaper circulating in the area to 
which the Award applies, notice of the Application 
be served on each and every one of the named 
parties to the said Award, not members of the 
Applicant Association. 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) E.R. KELLY, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 142 of 1985. 

In the matter of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and in 
the matter of an application for a reduction of the 
time in which an answering statement to Applica- 
tion No. 141 of 1985 is to be filed in the 
Commission. 

WHEREAS an application was made by the Electrical 
Trades Union of Workers of Australia (Western 
Australian Branch), Perth, in accordance with the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979, and whereas the applica- 
tion was heard ex parte before me in Chambers, I, the 
undersigned Senior Commissioner pursuant to the 
powers conferred on me under the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979, do hereby order and direct — 

(1) That the applicant shall forthwith serve a copy 
of Application 141 of 1985, its accompanying state- 
ment and this order on the Electrical Contractors 
Association of Western Australia and the Confeder- 
ation of Western Australian Industry (Inc). 

BEFORE THE WESTERN AUSTRALIAN 
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION. 

No. 164 of 1985. 

In the matter of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 and 
in the matter of an application for a reduction of the 
time in which an answering statement to 
Application No. 163 of 1985 is to be filed in the 
Commission. 

WHEREAS an application was made by the Office of 
Industrial Relations as agent for the applicants, in 
accordance with the Industrial Relations Act 1979, and 
whereas the application was heard ex parte before me in 
Chambers, I, the undersigned Chief Commissioner 
pursuant to the powers conferred on me under the 
Industrial Relations Act 1979, do hereby order and 
direct — 

(1) That the Office of Industrial Relations shall 
forthwith serve a copy of Application 163 of 1985, 
its accompanying statement and this order on the 
respondents. 

(2) That an answer to the claim in matter No. 163 
of 1985, lodged with the Commission on 14 March 
1985 shall be lodged with the Commission and a 
copy thereof served on the Office of Industrial 
Relations within seven days from the date upon 
which the documents mentioned in (1) above are 
served on the respondents. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of March 1985. 

(Sgd.) E.R. KELLY, 
[L.S.] Chief Commissioner. 
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AWARDS — 
Consolidation by Registrar — 

FERRIES MASTERS' & ENGINEERS' 
(Transport Trust). 

Award No. 8 of 1965. 

BUILDING TRADES 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 1 of 1959. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' COUNTRY POWER STATION 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 19 of 1975. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 15 of 1977. 

GAS WORKERS' 
(State Energy Commission). 
Agreement No. 6 of 1978. 

PRINTING (Country). 
Award No. 9 of 1969. 

TEA ATTENDANTS AND CANTEEN WORKERS 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 27 of 1974. 

PURSUANT to section 93(6) of the Industrial Relations 
Act 1979 the following awards have been consolidated 
and are published hereunder for general information. 

Dated at Perth this 22nd day of March 1985. 

K. SCAPIN, 
Registrar. 

FERRIES MASTERS' & ENGINEERS' 
(Transport Trust). 

Award No. 8 of 1965. 

1.—'Title. 
This Award shall be known as the "Ferries Masters' & 

Engineers' (Transport Trust) Award" as amended and 
consolidated. 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Wages. 
5. Allowances. 
6. Hours. 
7. Shift Penalty Rates. 
8. Rostered Duty. 
9. Overtime. 

10. Maximum Rate. 
11. Contract of Service. 
12. Guaranteed Week. 
13. Annual Leave. 
14. Holidays. 
15. Long Service Leave. 
16. Absence from Duty. 
17. Payment for Sickness. 
18. Meal Allowance. 
19. Surpluses and Shortages. 
20. Uniforms. 
21. Passes. 
22. Records. 
23. Preference. 
24. Facilities. 
25. Board of Reference. 
26. Term. 

Respondent. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This award shall apply to all members of the Merchant 

Service Guild West Australian Branch — Union of 
Workers (hereinafter referred to as the "Union") 
employed by the Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Trans- 
port Trust (hereinafter referred to as the "Trust") as 
Master, Engineer or Shore Engineer in the area covered 
by all waters, shores and jetties embraced by the rivers 
Swan and Canning, and the inner harbour of the port of 
Fremantle. 

4.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

(1) The minimum rate of wages payable to workers 
covered by this award shall be as follows:— 

Masters, Engineers and Shore Engineers $215.39 
(2) A casual worker being a worker who at the time of 

his engagement shall be paid a loading of 20 per cent in 
addition to the wage prescribed herein. 

(3) Whenever the wage rate prescribed for "Fitter" 
and/or "Turner" under the Metal Trades (M.T.T.) 
award is varied, the wage rate prescribed in (1) hereof 
shall similarly be varied. 

5.—Allowances. 
Masters required to collect fares shall be paid an allow- 

ance of $2.80 per shift whilst so occupied. 

6.—Hours. 
(1) The ordinary hours of duty shall not exceed 40 per 

week, to be worked over any five days of the week of not 
more than 8 Vi hours per day. The ordinary hours of duty 
for the Shore Engineer shall not exceed 40 per week to be 
worked in five days Monday to Friday, inclusive, and 
between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. 

(2) When the daily hours, including any overtime 
extend into the following day such hours shall be deemed 
to be part of the day on which the major ordinary time 
was worked. 

(3) On a rostered day, a minimum of seven hours pay 
at the appropriate rate for the day shall be guaranteed for 
all shifts except on one part shifts where the minimum 
shall be four hours at the appropriate rate for the day. 

(4) Unless otherwise agreed between the parties no 
worker shall be booked up for duty unless he has had a 
minimum of eight hours off duty and as far as is 
practicable the time off duty shall not be less than 10 
hours. 

7.—Shift Penalty Rates. 
(1) All ordinary time worked on Saturday shifts shall 

be paid for at the rate of half time extra. 
(2) All ordinary time worked on Sunday shifts shall be 

paid for at the rate of ordinary time extra. 
(3) All ordinary time worked between the daily spread 

of 9/2 and WA hours shall be paid for at the rate of 
ordinary time extra on Saturdays and Award Holidays 
and at half time extra on other days. 

(4) All ordinary time worked beyond a daily spread of 
10 V2 hours shall be paid for at the rate of ordinary time 
extra. 

(5) All ordinary time worked prior to 6.30 a.m. on a 
shift spread over more than 9'A hours shall be paid for at 
the rate of half time extra. 
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(6) All ordinary time worked between the hours of 
5.00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m. (other than on Saturday, Sunday 
and Public Holidays), except on broken shifts, shall be 
paid for at 15 per cent more than ordinary rates. 
Provided that subject to the exceptions specified above 
any shift which finishes at or after 8.00 p.m. shall be paid 
for at 15 per cent more than the ordinary rates for the 
whole of such shift. Calculation shall be made to the 
nearest quarter of an hour. 

(7) All additional rates for ordinary time shall stand 
alone and be paid for in addition to the ordinary weekly 
wage. 

(8) Where any of the foregoing rates overlap, the 
highest of such rates shall be paid. 

8.—Postered Duty. 
(1) The Trust shall post a roster showing the work 

allotted to each worker in the following week and such 
roster shall be posted one clear week before becoming 
operative. Any roster may be altered in the event of 
special circumstances arising which could not have been 
foreseen at the date of posting. 

(2) As far as is practicable rostered work shall rotate 
weekly. 

(3) Where a worker is required to work on a rostered 
day-off for which another day-off is substituted in the 
same week, he shall be paid for all time worked on the 
originally rostered day-off at the rate applicable to the 
day plus a further one quarter of the time so worked. 

(4) The time to be allowed to each worker for the 
preparation, etc, of vessels before and after taking them 
out on traffic shall be counted as part of the daily and 
weekly rostered hours of duty. Such times shall be fixed 
by agreement between the Trust and the Union or in 
default of agreement by a Board of Reference. 

9.—Overtime. 
(1) (a) All time worked — 

(i) In excess of eight hours 30 minutes; or in excess 
of 40 hours in any week; or 

(ii) In excess of rostered ordinary hours on any 
day; or 

(iii) On a rostered day off which has not been 
substituted for a rostered day, 

shall, subject to the provisions of this subclause and to 
those of subparagraph (iii) of this clause be deemed to be 
overtime and be paid for at the rate of time and one half 
for the first three hours and double time thereafter but 
with payment under subparagraph (i) hereof being 
calculated on whichever alternative gives the greater 
amount. 

(b) Time worked in accordance with subparagraph 
(iii) of paragraph (a) of this subclause shall stand alone. 

(c) Overtime worked in excess of a daily spread of 
lO'Z hours shall stand alone and be paid for at the rate of 
double time. 

(d) Overtime worked on Saturdays and Sundays shall 
be paid for at the rate of double time and overtime 
worked on Award Holidays, shall be paid for at the rate 
of double time and a half. 

(e) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this 
subclause, payment shall not be made twice for the same 
period of overtime. 

(2) A minimum of four hours at the overtime rate 
applicable to the day shall be paid for all overtime 
worked on days other than the five days in each week on 
which the ordinary hours are worked. Such minimum 
shall be payable to any employee called for and attending 
for duty unless he was notified prior to 9.00 a.m. on such 
day he was not required, or two hours before his 
proposed starting time whichever is the earlier. 

(3) The foregoing rates shall not accumulate on the 
extra rates prescribed or referred to in Clause 7. 

(4) The Trust may require any employee to work 
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
employees shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 

10.—Maximum Rate. 
Notwithstanding anything contained in this award to 

the contrary, no time of duty whatsoever shall be paid for 
at more than double time rate except for public holidays 
which will be paid for at a rate of not more than double 
time and a half. 

11.—Contract of Service. 
(1) Except as elsewhere provided in this award, the 

contract of service for all workers other than casuals shall 
be by the week. 

(2) Employment of other than casuals shall be 
terminated by a week's notice on either side or by the 
payment or forfeiture of one week's wages by the Trust 
or the worker concerned as the case may be. 

(3) By an agreement between the Trust and the worker 
concerned, the notice or payment prescribed herein may 
be varied in whole or in part. 

12.—Guaranteed Week. 
(1) Subject to subclause (2) hereof, all workers other 

than casuals shall be guaranteed a full week's work of 40 
hours or payment thereof. 

(2) If during any period by reason of any action on the 
part of any section of the Trust's workers, or for any 
cause beyond the control of the Trust it is unable to carry 
on either wholly or partially the complete running of 
ferry services, workshops or other normal operations, 
the Trust shall be entitled to employ only such workers (if 
any) it considers can be usefully employed and only for 
such hours as it considers necessary. During such period 
no worker shall be entitled to payment except for work 
actually performed by him. 

(3) Any worker stood down in accordance with the 
foregoing shall not lose any sick leave or other rights or 
privileges to which he would ordinarily be entitled under 
this award provided such a worker resumes work as 
required after the stand down. The foregoing provision 
does not entitle a worker to payment for any holiday 
falling during the period of stand down. 

13.—Annual Leave. 
(1) All workers other than casuals shall be allowed 

leave at the rate of five weeks for each 12 months 
continuous service with the Trust. Such leave shall be 
balanced to 30 June each year. 

(2) In special circumstances and by the mutual 
consent of the parties to this award and the individual 
worker concerned, annual leave may be taken in not 
more than two periods. 

(3) If any worker lawfully leaves his employment or 
his employment is terminated by the Trust through no 
fault of the worker after one month's continuous service, 
he shall be entitled to payment for the leave set out in 
subclause (1) in proportion as the length of service is to 
the leave due for the 12 months. 

(4) A worker who is justifiably dismissed for 
misconduct or who illegally severs his contract of service, 
shall not be entitled to the benefits of subclause (3) 
hereof. The foregoing provision shall not affect any 
worker's right to payment for leave accrued to 30 June 
last before his dismissal or severance of contract. 

14.—Holidays. 
(1) In addition to their annual leave, all workers, 

other than casuals shall be allowed the following holidays 
without deduction of pay: New Year's Day, Australia 
Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour 
Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas 
Day and Boxing Day. 
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(2) Whenever a holiday falls on a worker's ordinary 
working day and the worker is not required to work on 
such day he shall be paid for the ordinary hours he would 
have worked on that day if it had not been a holiday. 

(3) If a worker is required to work on a holiday he 
shall be paid at the rate of double time and a half for time 
actually worked on such day. 

(4) If any holiday which would have been a worker's 
normal working day, falls within a worker's period of 
annual leave there shall be added to that period one day, 
at the rate of pay for such leave, for each such holiday 
observed. 

(5) When a worker is off duty owing to leave without 
pay or sickness including accidents on or off duty any 
holiday falling during such absence shall not be treated as 
a paid holiday. Where the worker, however, is availble to 
resume his normal duties on a holiday and whether he is 
given work or not on such holiday, he shall be entitled to 
a paid holiday. 

(6) Whenever a holiday is observed on an employee's 
rostered day off, a day shall be added to his annual leave. 

15.—Long Service Leave. 
The conditions governing the granting of long service 

leave to full time Government wages employees generally 
shall apply to workers covered by this Award. 

16.—Absence from Duty. 
(1) Any worker being unable to attend to his duties 

shall notify his officer in charge at least three hours 
before the time he is due to commence duty and he shall 
also satisfy such officer that he is unable to attend his 
duties. 

(2) Any worker so absent shall not again be booked up 
for duty unless he notifies such Officer, not later than 
noon on the day previous, that he is able to resume. 

(3) Subject to Clause 17.—Payment for Sickness any 
worker losing time through sickness or special leave 
granted shall be reduced in wages only to the extent of the 
actual time so lost. 

17.—Payment for Sickness. 
(1) A worker shall be entitled to payment for non- 

attendance on the ground of personal ill-health at the 
rate of one-sixth of the guaranteed week for each 
completed month of service. 

(2) Payment for absence through ill-health may be 
adjusted at the end of each year or at the time the worker 
leaves the service in the event of the worker being 
entitled, by service subsequent to the sickness, to a 
greater allowance than that made at the time the sickness 
occurred. 

(3) Sick leave shall be allowed to accumulate so that 
any portion unused in any year may be availed of in the 
next or any succeeding year. 

(4) For the purpose of this clause "Year" means a 
year from 1 July to 30 June. 

(5) This clause shall not apply where the worker is 
entitled to compensation under the Workers' Compensa- 
tion Act. 

(6) No worker shall be entitled to the benefits of this 
clause unless he produces proof, satisfactory to the 
Trust, of sickness, but the Trust shall not be entitled to a 
medical certificate unless the absence is for three days or 
more. 

(7) No payment will be made for any absence due to a 
worker's own fault, neglect, or misconduct. 

18.—Meal Allowance. 
Where overtime exceeds one hour beyond the rostered 

time for the day a meal allowance of $4.00 shall be paid; 
provided such allowance shall not be paid if the employee 
is supplied with a meal or could reasonably return to his 
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home for a meal during the break, if any, prior to 
working the additional time or if the employee was 
notified prior to leaving from work the day before of 
such requirement to work the additional time. 

19.—Surpluses and Shortages. 
(1) The Trust may deduct any shortages from any 

wages due to an employee or otherwise recover the 
amount from him. All accountable surpluses to be paid 
to the employee concerned. 

(2) Where an employee is required to visit the Head 
Office or Depot in his own time to rectify shortages 
deducted from his pay and then found to have been 
wrongly deducted, he shall be paid one half hour's pay at 
ordinary rates. 

20.—Uniforms. 
Should the Trust require a worker to wear a uniform 

or wearing apparel distinctive from normal clothing it 
shall provide same to the worker free of cost. Such 
uniform or apparel shall remain the property of the Trust 
and shall be returned to the Trust on demand in good 
order and condition subject to fair wear and tear. 

21.—Passes. 
Each worker shall be issued with a pass to be available 

over all routes operated by the Trust and subject to such 
conditions as may be prescribed from time to time by the 
Trust. 

22.—Records. 
The Secretary of the Union or his nominated deputy 

shall be entitled at all reasonable times during ordinary 
office hours to inspect the Trust's records of the hours 
worked by and the wages paid to workers covered by this 
Award. 

23.—Preference to Unionists. 
No longer in force — see section 117(l)(g) of Industrial 

Arbitration Act 1979. 

24.—Facilities. 
Workers will be provided with half length lockers for 

clothes. 
Water and wash basins shall also be provided. 

25.—Board of Reference. 
(1) The Commission hereby appoints, for the 

purposes of this award, a Board of Reference consisting 
of a Chairman and a representative each of the Trust and 
the Union pursuant to regulations of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1912-1973. 

(2) The Board of Reference is hereby assigned the 
function of allowing, approving, fixing, determining or 
dealing with any matter, which may under this Award, be 
allowed, approved, fixed, determined or dealt with by a 
Board of Reference. 

26.—Term. 
The term of this award shall be for a period of three 

years. (This award was delivered on 23 March 1965.) 

Respondent. 

The Metropolitan (Perth) Passenger Transport Trust. 

Dated at Perth this 23rd day of March 1965. 
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BUILDING TRADES 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 1 of 1959. 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the "Building Trades 

(State Energy Commission) Consolidated Award 1978" 
and replaces Award No. 13 of 1953, as amended, 
Industrial Agreement No. 11 of 1953, as amended, 
Industrial Agreement No. 13 of 1953, as amended, 
Industrial Agreement No. 3 of 1954, as amended and 
Award No. 24 of 1963. 

2. —Arrangement. 

1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area and Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. Promotion. 
7. Contract of Service. 
8. Absence from Duty. 
9. Payment for Sickness. 

10. Annual Leave. 
11. Holidays. 
12. Long Service Leave. 
13. No New Designation. 
14. Shop Stewards. 
15. Hours of Duty. 
16. Rest Period. 
17. Guaranteed Week. 
18. Overtime. 
19. Away from Home and Camp Allowance. 
20. Fares and Travelling Time. 
21. No Reduction. 
22. Board of Reference. 
23. Right of Entry. 
24. Special Rates and Provisions. 
25. Protection of Workers Tools. 
26. Leading Hand Allowance. 
27. Wages. 
28. Provision of Appliances. 
29. Preference to Unionists. 
30. Compassionate Leave. 
31. Apprentices. 
32. Redundancy. 
33. Mixed Functions. 
34. District Allowances. 

Schedule of Respondents. 

3.—Area and Scope. 
This award shall operate throughout the State of 

Western Australia and shall apply to building trades 
workers employed by the State Energy Commission of 
Western Australia in the classifications mentioned in 
Clause 27.—Wages. 

4.—Term. 
The term of this award shall be for a period of three 

years from the beginning of the first pay period com- 
mencing after the date hereof. (The date of this award is 
1 September 1964.) 

5.—Definitions. 
(1) "Bricklayer" means a worker engaged in brick- 

laying, brick cutting, firework (including kiln work), 
furnaces, or furnace work of any description, setting 
cement bricks, cement block and cement pressed work, 
setting coke slabs or coke bricks, or plaster partition 
blocks or any other work which comes or which may be 
adjudged to come within the scope of brick work 
generally. 
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(2) "Builders' Labourers" — For the purpose of this 
award Builders' labourers are divided into four classes — 

Class 1 — Rigger, Drainer, Dogman. 
Class 2 — Scaffolder, Powder monkey, Hoist or 

winch driver, Concrete finisher, Steel fixer includ- 
ing tack welder. 

Class 3 — Bricklayer's labourer, Plasterer's 
labourer, Assistant powder monkey, Assistant 
rigger, Demolition worker (after three months' 
experience), Gear hand, Pile driver, Tackle hand, 
Jack hammer man, Mixer driver (concrete), Steel 
erector, Aluminium alloy structural erector, 
Gantry hand, or Crane hand, Crane chaser, 
Concrete gang including Concrete floater, Steel 
or bar bender to pattern or plan, Concrete form 
work stripper. 

Class 4 — Builders' labourers employed on work 
other than specified in classes 1 to 3 inclusive. 

In the above classes — 
(a) ''Assistant powder monkey" means a builders' 

labourer assisting under the direct supervision 
of a powder monkey in placing and firing 
explosive charges excluding the operation of 
explosive powered tools. 

(b) "Assistant rigger" means a builder's labourer 
assisting under the direct supervision of a rigger 
in erecting or placing in position the members 
of any type of structure (other than scaffolding 
and aluminium alloy structures) and for the 
manner of ensuring the stability of such 
members, for dismantling such structures or 
for setting up cranes or hoists other than those 
attached to scaffolding. 

(c) "Direct supervision" means, in relation to 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this subclause, that 
the powder monkey or the rigger, as the case 
may be, must be present on the job to guide the 
work during its progress. 

(d) "Concrete finisher" means a builder's 
labourer, other than a concrete floater, who is 
engaged in the hand finishing of concrete work. 

(e) "Concrete floater" means a builder's labourer 
engaged in concrete work and using a wooden 
or rubber screeder or mechanical trowel or 
wooden float or engaged in bagging off or 
broom finishing. 

(f) "Drainer" means a builder's labourer directly 
responsible to his employer for the correct and 
proper laying of sewerage and drainage pipes. 

(g) "Leading hand" means a builder's labourer 
who is given by the employer or his agent the 
responsibility of directing or supervising the 
work of other labourers. 

(h) "Scaffolder" means a builder's labourer 
engaged in the work of erecting or altering or 
dismantling scaffolding of all types. 

(3) "Carpenter" means a worker engaged upon the 
erection, repair, ornamentation and demolition of work 
in wood for re-erection, or of any form of construction 
work in wood, and upon the work usually done by 
carpenters in engineering works necessitating the use of 
carpenters' tools or machines in lieu thereof, 
including — 

(a) Metal ceilings, the fixing of the following 
asbestos products — plain and corrugated 
sheets, gutters, downpipes, ridgings, rain 
heads, ventilators and skylights, fascia and 
barge-boards. 

(b) The setting out and laying of wood blocks or 
parquetry flooring. 

(c) All pre-fabricated buildings in wood construc- 
tion. 

(4) "Setter out" means a carpenter who sets out in a 
joiner's shop work (other than wood blocks or parquetry 
flooring) for three or more other carpenters. 
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(5) "Detail worker" means a carpenter who sets out 
work upon staircases, bar, kitchen or office fitting, or 
any similar detail work, from architects' plans or blue 
prints requiring, in the opinion of the engineer in charge, 
more than the ordinary skill of a carpenter. 

(6) "Plasterer" means a worker employed or usually 
employed on plastering work. 

(a) "Plastering work" shall mean — 
(i) All internal and external plastering and 

cementing, whether by mechanical or 
manual means, including hard wall 
plaster and texture work where the 
materials used in such texture work 
consist only of plaster or cement or 
both. 
The fixing of precast plaster or any 
other kind of plaster required to be 
finished off with plastered joints. 
The fixing of pressed cement work and 
ornaments and plaster partition blocks. 
Plastering in sewers, septic tanks, water 
channels and relining of pipes. 
The fixing of plain and ornamental tiles 
on walls or floors. 

(vi) The top dressing of concrete work 
finished in cement, granolithic or patent 
colouring and all cement composition 
work and plain or fancy paving, except 
such work as is included in the definition 
of a builder's labourer unless such work 
is done by a worker who is engaged or 
employed as a plasterer. 

(vii) The working of flintcote where used 
with sand cement and/or granulated 
cork and/or sawdust. 

(b) The following work is not included in the 
foregoing definition — 

(i) Work authorised to be done by workers 
under any other award or industrial 
agreement. 

(ii) Work done by plumbers. 
(7) "Painter" means — 

(a) A worker who applies paint or any other 
preparation used for preservative or decorative 
purposes — 

(i) To any building or structure of any kind 
or to any fabricated unit forming or 
intended to form part of any building or 
structure. 

(ii) To any machinery or plant. 
(b) and includes any worker engaged in the 

hanging of wallpapers or substitutes therefor or 
in glazing, graining, gilding, decorating, apply- 
ing plastic relief, putty glazing or marbling; 

(c) and also includes any worker who strips off old 
wallpaper or who removes old paint or varnish 
or who is engaged in the preparation of any 
work for painting or of any material required 
for the trade; 

(d) but does not include a worker not engaged in 
the building industry proper who applies only 
one protective coating where a final finishing or 
decorative coat is not required to any type of 
machine, machinery, or structure. 

(8) "Plumber" means a worker employed or usually 
employed in executing any plumbing, gas fitting (but 
does not include gas fitting which by custom at the date 
of this award has been performed by workers under the 
Gas Workers' Industrial Agreement registered under the 
Industrial Arbitration Act), pipe fitting or domestic 
engineering work or who executes any work in or in 
connection with — 

(a) Sheet lead, galvanised iron or other classes of 
sheet metal generally used by plumbers. 

(b) The fixing of lead, wrought, cast or sheet iron, 
copper, brass or other classes of pipe work 
including earthenware pipes, ventilating or air- 
conditioning appliances. 

(c) Water (hot or cold), steam (other than for 
power purposes) gas (but does not include gas 
installations which by custom at the date of this 
award has been performed by workers under 
the Gas Workers' Industrial Agreement 
registered under the Industrial Arbitration 
Act), air, oil for heating or cooking purposes, 
vacuum systems and sewerage installations. 

(d) House, sanitary, chemical and/or general 
plumbing. 

(e) Fire service work. 
(f) Fitting and fixing asbestos corrugated sheets, 

guttering, down pipes, ridging, rain heads, 
ventilators, skylights, fascia and barge-boards. 

(g) Irrigation installations. 
(9) "Casual worker" means a worker employed for 

less than one week continuously but does not include a 
worker who when work is available, leaves his employ- 
ment before the expiration of one week. 

(10) "Employer" means The State Energy Commis- 
sion of Western Australia. 

6.—Promotion. 
All promotions shall be made under and in accordance 

with the Government Employees' (Promotions Appeal 
Board) Act 1945 and the Regulations thereto. 

7.—Contract of Service. 
(1) No worker with six months or more service shall 

leave the employer until the expiration of 14 days' 
written notice of his intention so to do without the 
approval of the employer. 

(2) Except in the case of summary dismissal for mis- 
conduct, peculation or theft, 14 days' written notice shall 
be given by the employer to any worker with six months 
or more service, whose services are no longer required 
and the reason for dismissal shall be stated in such notice. 

(3) The employer shall be entitled to deduct payment 
for any day or portion of a day on which the worker 
cannot be usefully employed because of any strike by the 
union party to this award, or by a union or unions 
affiliated with it or them or by any other association or 
union associated with it or them, or any stoppage of 
work by any cause which the employer cannot 
reasonably prevent. 

(4) A worker with less than six months' service may 
leave his employment or have his services terminated on 
one week's notice except in the case of summary dis- 
missal for misconduct, peculation or theft. 

(5) A casual worker may have his services terminated 
or may leave his employment on one day's notice. 

8.—Absence from Duty. 
(1) Any worker losing time through sickness or injury 

shall as soon as possible notify his foreman or other 
officer in charge in sufficient time to permit of arrange- 
ments being made for the performance of his duties. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of Clause 9.—Payment 
for Sickness — any worker losing time through sickness 
or special leave shall be reduced in wages only to the 
extent of the time actually lost through sickness or 
granted as special leave. 

9.—Payment for Sickness. 
(1) (a) A worker shall be entitled to payment for non- 

attendance on the ground of personal ill-health for one- 
sixth of a week's pay for each completed month of 
service. 

(n) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
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(b) The liability of the employer shall in no case 
exceed two weeks' wages during each financial year in 
respect of each worker but the sick leave herein provided 
shall be allowed to accumulate and any portion unused in 
any year may be availed of in the next or any succeeding 
year. 

(c) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of 
each accruing year or at the time the worker leaves the 
service, in the event of the worker being entitled by 
service subsequent to the sickness, to a greater allowance 
than that made at the time the sickness occurred. 

(2) For the purpose of this clause, the expression "non 
attendance on the ground of personal ill-health" shall be 
deemed to include absence of a worker for not more than 
three consecutive days due to the unexpected critical 
illness of a member of the worker's immediate family 
(i.e. wife, parent, child, brother or sister) but only if and 
to the extent that the worker proves to the satisfaction of 
the employer that his absence was necessary. 

(3) Except as provided in subclause (2) of this clause, a 
worker shall not be entitled to the benefit of this clause 
unless he produces proof of sickness to the satisfaction of 
the employer, but the employer shall not be entitled to a 
medical certificate for absences of less than three 
consecutive working days unless the total of such 
absences exceeds five days in any one accruing year. 

(4) A worker is not entitled to payment for any 
absence due to his own fault, neglect or misconduct. 

(5) This clause does not apply where a worker is 
entitled to compensation under the Workers' Compensa- 
tion Act 1912 or the Motor Vehicle Third Party 
Insurance Act. 

10.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause a period 

of four consecutive weeks' leave with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed shall be allowed annually to 
a worker by his employer after a period of twelve 
months' continuous service with that employer. 

(b) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause a 
period of four consecutive weeks' leave with 
payment of ordinary wages as prescribed 
shall be allowed annually to a worker by his 
employer after a period of 12 months' con- 
tinuous service with that employer. 

(b) (i) Annual leave shall be calculated to 30 
June each year and may be taken in one 
or more periods but one period shall be 
not less than two consecutive weeks, 

(ii) Other periods shall be not less than one 
day. 

(c) During a period of annual leave a worker 
shall receive a loading calculated on the 
following basis — 
(i) 17 'A per cent of the worker's "rate of 

wage" calculated at the date of accrual; 
(ii) "rate of wage" shall comprise the wage 

a worker would have received in respect 
of the ordinary time he would have 
worked had he not been on leave during 
the relevant period; 

but the loading prescribed in this paragraph 
shall not apply to proportionate leave on 
termination except that the loading shall 
apply to a worker engaged on construction 
work whose employment is terminated by the 
employer for any cause other than mis- 
conduct. 

(2) If any award holiday falls within a worker's period 
of annual leave and is observed on a day which in the case 
of that worker would have been an ordinary working day 
there shall be added to that period one day being an 
ordinary working day for each such holiday observed as 
aforesaid. 

(3) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) hereof, when 
computing the annual leave due under this clause, no 
deduction shall be made from such leave in respect of the 
period that a worker is on annual leave or holidays and 
no such deduction shall be made for any approved period 
or periods a worker is absent from duty through sickness 
with or without pay unless the absence exceeds 13 weeks 
in the aggregate in which case deduction may be made for 
such excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work caused 
through accident sustained in the course of employment 
shall be not considered breaks in continuity of service but 
the first six months only of any such period shall count as 
service for the purpose of computing annual leave. 

(4) If after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period a worker leaves his employ- 
ment or his employment is terminated by the employer 
through no fault of the worker, the worker shall be paid 
one third of a week's pay at his ordinary rate of wage in 
respect of each completed month of continuous service. 

(5) Any worker who may resign or be dismissed from 
the service for any cause other than for peculation or 
theft shall be entitled to receive payment, subject to 
subclause (4) hereof for any annual leave that may have 
been due up to the time of leaving the service provided 
always that if the worker has been dismissed for 
peculation or theft no claim for annual leave shall be 
recognised. Misconduct herein referred to shall not 
affect accumulated annual leave or payment therefor. 

(6) When work is closed down for the purpose of 
allowing annual leave to be taken workers with less than 
a full year's service shall be entitled to payment during 
such period for the number of days leave due to him; 
provided that nothing herein contained shall deprive the 
employer of his right to retain such workers at work 
during the close-down period as may be essential. 

(7) Ordinary wages for the purpose of subclause (1) 
hereof shall mean the rate of wage the worker has 
received for the greater proportion of the calendar 
month prior to his taking the annual leave. 

(8) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
casual workers. 

11.—Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu 

shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be allowed as 
holidays, without deduction of pay, namely: New Year's 
Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, 
Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's 
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day: Provided that 
another day may be taken as a holiday by arrangement 
between parties in lieu of any of the days named in the 
subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) 
of this subclause falls on a Saturday or a Sunday the 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding Monday 
provided that when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a 
Monday the holiday shall be observed on the next 
succeeding Tuesday. In each case the substituted day 
shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and the day 
for which it is substituted shall not be a holiday. 

(2) Whenever a holiday falls on a worker's ordinary 
working day and the worker is not required to work on 
such day he shall be paid for the ordinary hours he would 
have worked on such day as if it had not been a holiday. 
If he is required to work on a holiday he shall be paid for 
the time worked at the rate of time and a half and shall in 
addition be allowed a day's leave with pay to be added to 
the annual leave or to be taken at some subsequent date if 
the worker so agrees. 

For the purpose of this clause "time and a half" shall 
be the rate which would have been payable to the worker 
on that day had it not been a holiday, multiplied by one 
and a half. 
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(3) When a worker is off duty owing to leave without 
pay or sickness including accidents on or off duty except 
time for which he is entitled to claim sick pay, any 
holiday falling during such absence shall not be treated as 
a paid.holiday. Where the worker is on duty or available 
on the whole of the working day immediately preceding a 
holiday or resumes duty or is available on the whole of 
the working day immediately following a holiday as 
prescribed in this clause, the worker shall be entitled to a 
paid holiday on all such holidays. 

(4) A casual worker shall not be entitled to payment 
for any holiday referred to in this clause. 

12.—Long Service Leave. 
The conditions embodied in the document Long 

Service Leave Conditions — State Government Wages 
Employees as consolidated in May 1974 shall apply with 
the exception that on and from the first day of April 
1977, long service leave for the second period of service 
shall accrue at the rate of 13 weeks' leave for seven years 
of continuous service. 

13.—No New Designation. 
No new designation shall be introduced during the 

currency of this award so as to reduce the status of any 
worker covered thereby. 

14.—Shop Stewards. 
A worker appointed shop steward in the shop or 

section in which he is employed, shall, upon notification 
in writing by the union to the employer, be recognised as 
the accredited representative of the union to which he 
belongs. 

15.—Hours of Duty. 
(1) Forty hours, exclusive of Saturday and Sunday 

work, shall constitute a week's work, no day's work shall 
exceed eight hours, without the payment of overtime. 

(2) The ordinary hours of duty shall be between the 
hours of 7.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m., Monday to Friday 
inclusive with not less than three quarters of an hour for 
a lunch period. 

(3) The usual hours of duty within the spread as 
provided in subclause (2) of this .clause shall not be 
altered without consultation with the unions concerned 
parties to this award. 

(4) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions of this 
clause, the usual hours of duty for workers whose normal 
depot is Construction Section, Belgravia Street, 
Belmont, shall be 7.00 a.m. to 3.30 p.m. when working at 
the Kwinana Power Station. The recognised lunch period 
shall not exceed 30 minutes. 

16.—Rest Period. 
(1) Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained, a 

rest period of seven minutes from the time of ceasing to 
the time of resumption of work shall be allowed each 
morning. This interval shall be counted as time off duty 
without deduction of pay and shall be arranged at a time 
and in a manner to suit the convenience of the employer. 
Morning tea may be taken by workers during this interval 
but the period of seven minutes shall not be exceeded 
under any circumstances. Upon proof of breach by any 
worker of any provision hereinbefore expressed or 
implied, The Western Australian Industrial Commission 
may grant the employer exemption from liability to allow 
the rest period aforesaid. 

(2) Workers engaged on essential emergency work or 
on some process in course (e.g. concreting) may be 
required to take the prescribed tea break at such time and 
in such manner as considered necessary by the officer in 
charge of the job, or, in his absence, by the foreman. 

17.—Guaranteed Week. 
(1) The employer shall guarantee to each worker, 

other than a casual or a worker with less than six months' 
service, a full week's work, exclusive of Saturday and 
Sunday work, except during such period as by reason of 
any action on the part of any section of its workers or for 
any other cause beyond its control, the employer is 
unable wholly or partially to continue operations at the 
generating stations or at any of its undertakings. Each 
week shall stand by itself. 

(2) The guaranteed period may be reduced or affected 
as follows — 

(a) where a worker is suspended; 
(b) in respect of any day when, as a result of a 

vote taken by the workers concerned, with 
the consent of the employer or by agreement 
between the employer and the unions, a 
holiday is taken; and 

(c) in respect of any day a worker is absent, 
except through sickness as provided for in 
Clause 9.—Payment for Sickness. 

18.—Overtime. 
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of Clause 15.— 

Hours of Duty, a worker who commences at or after 
midnight shall be paid at double time until 6.00 a.m. the 
following morning and subject thereto, all work per- 
formed outside the normal hours of duty shall be paid for 
at the rate of time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. 

(b) All time worked on Sunday shall be paid at the rate 
of double time, i.e. twice ordinary rate. 

(2) Any worker who is required to continue working 
for more than two hours after his usual knock-off time 
on any day shall be supplied by the employer with a 
reasonable meal or in lieu of such meal, shall be paid an 
allowance of $2.50 for a meal. Provided that this 
subclause shall not apply to a worker who has been 
notified on the previous day that he would be required to 
work such overtime. 

(3) Any worker who has left the premises at which he 
is employed and is recalled to work after the usual 
ceasing time for less than one hour shall receive payment 
for one hour at overtime rates. 

(4) If a worker is required to work during the recog- 
nised meal period so that the commencement of the meal 
period is postponed for more than half an hour, that 
worker shall receive payment at double time rates until he 
gets his meal: Provided that where it is necessary for 
work to continue uninterrupted, a lunch break of not less 
than 45 minutes shall be allowed between the hours of 
11.15 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to workers engaged on such 
work. 

(5) Subject to the preceding subclause, if a worker 
who is required to work during the recognised meal 
period does not in consequence obtain during the shift 
the full continuous meal period, or loses any portion of 
the meal period, he shall be paid at double time rates for 
the period not obtained or any portion lost. 

(6) The expression "recognised meal period" means 
the period customarily observed as the meal period 
between fixed times on the job or at the works, as the 
case may be, except where the time of commencement of 
the customary period is altered by mutual consent of the 
employer and the workers on the job to suit the 
convenience of the workers or the employer, in which 
case the altered times shall be the basis of any rights 
under subclauses (4) and (5) hereof. 

(7) Notwithstanding anything contained herein — 
(a) The employer may require any worker to 

work reasonable overtime and such worker 
shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirements. 
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(b) The union or any workers or worker covered 
by this award shall not in any way whether 
directly or indirectly be party to or concerned 
in any ban, limitation or restriction upon the 
working of overtime in accordance with the 
requirements of this subclause. 

19.—Away From Home and Camp Allowance. 
(1) When a worker is instructed to proceed to a job at 

such distance that he cannot return to his home each 
night, the employer shall pay, except when a camp allow- 
ance is paid under subclause (2) of this clause, a proper 
allowance at current rates for the necessary meals and 
board and lodging. 

(2) When a worker is required to live in a tent or hut 
away from his usual residence or permanent depot, he 
shall be paid a camping allowance of $1.00 for each 
working day he is required to hold himself and does hold 
himself available in a camp throughout the said day 
whether or not work is done on the said day. Provided, 
however, the total amount payable under this provision 
shall not exceed $6.50 per week. 

(3) If suitable accommodation, not being a tent or 
hut, is provided for a married worker and his 
dependants, there shall be no obligation to pay any 
allowance under subclause (1) hereof. 

(4) Rent may be charged for any tent or hut or other 
accommodation supplied at rates to be fixed or failing 
agreement as decided by the Board of Reference. 

20.—Fares and Travelling Time. 
(1) When a worker is instructed to proceed on duty 

away from his permanent depot, he shall be entitled to 
second class return fare by rail or road bus transport and 
subject to subclause (2) of this clause shall be paid at 
ordinary rates for the actual travelling or waiting time for 
the first eight hours and thereafter at half the ordinary 
rate in any one period of 24 hours. 

(2) Where the waiting time exceeds four hours and 
suitable accommodation is available, the worker shall be 
deemed to be booked off duty and shall not be entitled to 
payment for the time he is booked off. 

(3) Sunday travelling or waiting time shall be paid at 
the same rate and on the same conditions as on week 
days. 

(4) In respect of a worker who is provided with a 
sleeping berth in a passenger train, travelling time shall 
not count between 10.00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m. provided 
this shall not operate to reduce the travelling time to be 
paid for below four hours in any one day, provided 
further that where by virtue of the length or nature of the 
journey the sleeping berth is available for six hours or 
less, travelling time shall be paid for such period with a 
minimum of four hours. 

(5) A worker residing in the metropolitan area, being 
that area within a 24 kilometre radius of the General 
Post Office, Perth, who is required to start work at some 
place other than his permanent depot or usual place of 
employment shall, if the time taken in travelling from his 
place of residence to the job and return exceeds the time 
normally taken in travelling from his usual place of 
residence to his permanent depot or usual place of 
employment and return, be paid for such excess travell- 
ing time at ordinary rates. If the fares actually and 
reasonably incurred in such travelling exceed the fares 
normally paid by the worker in travelling from his place 
of residence and return, the employer shall pay the 
amount by which such fares exceed those usually paid for 
travelling to and from his usual workshop or place of 
employment. 

(6) A worker who is working outside of the metro- 
politan area, being that area within a 24 kilometre radius 
of the General Post Office, Perth, and who is required to 
start work at some place other than at the depot to which 
he is attached, or at the camp where he is living, shall 
travel one way from or to work in his own time, 

provided, however, that the worker shall not be required 
to travel for more than three quarters of an hour in any 
one day in his own time. 

(7) Workers who are engaged solely for construction 
work on the site of the Muja Power Station or Kwinana 
Power Station shall be paid fares and travelling time as 
provided for construction workers under the provisions 
of the Building Trades (Construction) Award No. 14 of 
1975 and 24 of 1976 as amended. 

(8) Workers who are normally employed in 
established depots or workshops of the employer and 
who are transferred temporarily to work on construction 
work on the site of the Muja Power Station shall be paid 
fares and travelling time whilst so transferred as provided 
for construction workers under the provisions of the 
Building Trades (Construction) Award No. 14 of 1975 
and 24 of 1976 as amended. 

21.—No Reduction. 
This award shall not in itself operate to reduce the 

wages of any worker who is at present receiving above the 
minimum rate prescribed for his class of work. 

22.—Board of Reference. 
(1) The Commission hereby appoints, for the 

purposes of this award, a Board of Reference consisting 
of a chairman and two other members who shall be 
appointed pursuant to section 48 of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1979. 

(2) The Board of Reference is hereby assigned the function 
of determining any dispute between the parties in 
relation to any matter which, under this award may be 
allowed, approved, fixed, determined or dealt with by a 
Board of Reference. 

23.—Right of Entry. 
(1) On notifying the officer in charge, a representative 

of the union party to this award, who is authorised in 
writing by the president or secretary of such union, shall 
have the right to enter any place or premises during 
ordinary working hours, wherein members of the union 
covered by this award are engaged, for the purpose of 
conversing with or interviewing members of his union in 
such place or premises. 

(2) Provided that such representative shall not hamper 
or otherwise hinder the workers in carrying out their 
work. The Officer in Charge shall determine whether 
workers are being hampered or hindered in their work. 

24.—Special Rates and Provisions. 
(1) Conditions respecting Special Rates — 

(a) The special rates prescribed in this award shall 
be paid irrespective of the times at which work 
is performed and shall not be subject to any 
premium or penalty conditions. 

(b) Where more than one of the above rates 
provides payments for disabilities of 
substantially the same nature then only the 
highest of such rates shall be payable. 

(2) Swing Scaffold: 
(a) A worker employed — 

(i) on any type of swing scaffold or any 
scaffold suspended by rope or cable, or 
bosun's chair or cantilever scaffold, or 

(ii) on a suspended scaffold requiring the 
use of steel or iron hooks or angle irons 
at a height of 6.1 metres or more above 
the nearest horizontal plane, 

shall be paid $2.04 for the first four hours or 
part thereof and $0.42 for each hour thereafter 
on any day in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed. 

(b) A solid plasterer when working off a swing 
scaffold shall be paid an additional $0.09 per 
hour. 
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(c) No apprentice with less than two years' 
experience shall use a swing scaffold or bosun's 
chair. 

(d) Provided that no allowance shall be payable for 
working on such scaffolds when used under 
bridges or jetties unless the height of the 
scaffold above the water exceeds 900 mm. 

(3) Insulation: A worker handling charcoal, pumice, 
granulated cork, silicate of cotton, insulwool, slag wool 
or other recognised insulation material of a like nature or 
working in the immediate vicinity so as to be affected by 
the use thereof shall be paid $0.35 per hour or part 
thereof in addition to the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(4) Working in a dust-laden atmosphere in a joiner's 
shop where dust extractors are not provided or in such 
atmosphere caused by the use of materials for insulating, 
deafening or plugging work (as for instance, pumice, 
charcoal, silicate of cotton or any other substitute) or 
from earthworks, $0.35 cents per hour extra. 

(5) Confined Space: A worker required to work in a 
confined space, being a place the dimensions or nature of 
which necessitates working in a cramped position or 
without sufficient ventilation, shall be paid $0.35 per 
hour or part thereof in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed. 

(6) Sewer Work: A worker engaged in repairs to 
sewers shall be paid $0.25 per hour or part thereof in 
addition to the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(7) Well Work: A plumber or labourer required to 
enter into a well nine metres or more in depth for the 
purpose in the first place of examining the pump, pipe or 
any other work connected therewith, shall be paid $1.40 
for such examination and 54 cents per hour extra 
thereafter for fixing, renewing or repairing such work. 

(8) Permit Work: Any licensed plumber called upon 
by his employer to use the licence issued to him by the 
Metropolitan Water Supply, Sewerage and Drainage 
Board for a period in any one week shall be paid $8.80 
for that week in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed. 

(9) Plumbers on Sewerage Work: Plumbers or 
apprentices in their third, fourth and fifth year, on work 
involving the opening up of house drains or waste pipes 
for the purpose of clearing blockages or for any other 
purpose or work involving the cleaning out of septic 
tanks or dry wells, shall be paid a minimum of $1.38 per 
day or part thereof in addition to the prescribed rate. 

(10) Height Money: A worker required to work on a 
chimney stack, spire, tower, air shaft, cooling tower or 
water tower exceeding 15 metres in height shall be paid 
for all work above 15 metres, 28 cents per hour or part 
thereof, with an additional 28 cents per hour or part 
thereof, for work above each further 15 metres in 
addition to the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(11) Furnace Work: A worker engaged in the 
construction or alteration or repairs to boilers, flues, 
furnaces, retorts, kilns, ovens, ladles, and similar 
refractory work, or on underpinning shall be paid $0.74 
per hour or part thereof in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed. 

(12) Hot Work: 
(a) A worker required to work in a place where the 

temperature has been raised by artificial means 
to between 46 degrees Celsius and 54 degrees 
Celsius shall be paid 28 cents per hour or part 
thereof in addition to the rates otherwise 
prescribed in excess of 54 degrees Celsius shall 
be paid 35 cents per hour or part thereof in 
addition to the said rates. 

(b) Where such work continues for more than two 
hours the worker shall be entitled to a rest 
period of 20 minutes after every two hours' 
work, without loss of pay, not including the 
special rate prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof. 
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(13) Cold Work: 
(a) A worker required to work in a place where the 

temperature is lowered by artificial means to 
less than 0 degrees Celsius shall be paid 28 cents 
per hour or part thereof in addition to the rates 
otherwise prescribed in this award. 

(b) Where such work continues for more than two 
hours the worker shall be entitled to a rest 
period of 20 minutes after every two hours' 
work, without loss of pay, not including the 
special rate prescribed in paragraph (a) hereof. 

(14) Flintcote: Plasterers using flintcote shall be paid 
28 cents per hour or part thereof except when flintcote is 
applied by hawk and trowel to walls and ceilings when 
the rate shall be 50 cents per hour extra in addition to the 
prescribed rate. 

(15) Setter Out: A setter out, other than a leading 
hand in a joiner's shop, shall be paid $2.70 per day in 
addition to the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(16) Detail Worker: A detail worker, other than a 
leading hand, shall be paid $2.70 per day in addition to 
the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(17) Spray Painting — Painters — 
(a) Lead paint shall not be applied by a spray to the 

interior of any building. 
(b) All workers (including apprentices) applying 

paint by spraying shall be provided with full 
overalls and head covering and respirators by 
the employer. 

(c) Where from the nature of the paint or 
substance used in spraying, a respirator would 
be of little or no practical use in preventing the 
absorption of fumes or materials from 
substances used by a worker in spray painting, 
the worker shall be paid a special allowance of 
$0.74 per day. 

(18) Painting — 
(a) Lead paint surfaces: No surface painted with 

lead paint shall be rubbed down or scraped by a 
dry process. 

(b) Width of Brushes: All paint brushes shall not 
exceed 125 mm in width and no kalsomine 
brush shall be more than 175 mm in width. 

(c) Meals not to be taken in paint shop: No worker 
shall be permitted to have a meal in any paint 
shop or place where paint is stored or used. 

(19) Spray Application — Painters: A painter engaged 
on all spray applications carried out in other than a 
properly constructed booth approved by the Department 
of Labour and Industry shall be paid $0.28 per hour or 
part thereof in addition to the rates otherwise prescribed 
in this award. 

(20) The employer shall, wherever practicable, 
appoint a worker with either first aid. knowledge or 
holding first aid qualifications from St. John Ambulance 
or similar body to carry out first aid duty at all works or 
depots where workers are employed. Such workers so 
appointed, in addition to first aid duties, shall be 
responsible under the general supervision of the foreman 
for maintaining the contents of the first aid kit, convey- 
ing it to the place of work and keeping it in a readily 
accessible place for immediate use. Workers so 
appointed shall be paid the following rates in addition to 
their prescribed rate — 

Ten or less In excess 
other of 10 other 

workers workers 
Cents Cents 

per day per day 
(a) Unqualified attendant 10 17 
(b) Qualified attendant 44 71 
(c) Qualified attendant at 

a depot 54 81 
39311—12 
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(21) Toxic Substances: 
(a) A worker requied to use toxic substances or 

materials of a like nature shall be informed by 
the employer of the health hazards involved 
and instructed in the correct and necessary safe- 
guards which must be observed in the use of 
such materials. 

(b) A worker using such materials will be provided 
with and shall use all safeguards as are required 
by the appropriate Government Authority or, 
in the absence of such requirement, such 
safeguards as are determined by a competent 
authority or person chosen by the union and 
the employer. 

(c) A worker using toxic substances or materials of 
a like nature shall be paid $0.35 per hour extra. 
Workers working in close proximity to workers 
so engaged shall be paid $0.25 per hour extra. 

(d) For the purpose of this subclause all materials 
which include or require the addition of a 
catalyst hardener and reactive additives or two 
pack catalyst system shall be deemed to be 
materials of a like nature. 

(22) Fumes: A worker required to work in a place 
where fumes or sulphur or other acid or other offensive 
fumes are present shall be paid such rates as are agreed 
upon between him and the employer. 

(23) Asbestos: Workers required to use materials con- 
taining asbestos or to work in close proximity to workers 
using such materials shall be provided with and shall use 
all necessary safeguards as required by the appropriate 
occupational health authority and where such safeguards 
include the mandatory wearing of protective equipment 
(i.e. combination overalls and breathing equipment or 
similar apparatus) such worker shall be paid $0.35 per 
hour extra whilst so engaged. 

(24) Explosive Powered Tools: An operator of 
explosive powered tools, being a worker qualified in 
accord with the laws and regulations of the State of 
Western Australia to operate explosive powered tools, 
who is required to use an explosive powered tool shall be 
paid $0.66 for each day on which he uses such a tool in 
addition to the rates otherwise prescribed. 

(25) Wet Work: A worker required to work in a place 
where water is continually dripping on him so that his 
clothing and boots become wet or where there is water 
underfoot shall be paid $0.28 per hour or part thereof in 
addition to the rates otherwise prescribed in this award. 

(26) Cleaning Down Brickwork: A worker required to 
clean down bricks using acids or other corrosive 
substances shall be supplied with gloves and be paid 
$0.25 per hour or part thereof in addition to the rates 
otherwise prescribed in this award. 

(27) Bagging: A worker engaged upon bagging brick 
or concrete structures shall be paid $0.25 per hour or part 
thereof in addition to the rates otherwise prescribed in 
this award. 

(28) Bitumen Work: A worker handling hot bitumen 
or asphalt or dripping materials in creosote shall be paid 
$0.35 per hour or part thereof in addition to the rates 
otherwise prescribed in this award. 

(29) Scaffolding Certificate Allowance: A tradesman 
who is the holder of a scaffolding certificate or rigging 
certificate issued by the Department of Labour and 
Industry and is required to act on that certificate whilst 
engaged on work requiring a certified person shall be 
paid $0.28 per hour or part thereof in addition to the 
rates otherwise prescribed in this award but this 
allowance shall not be payable cumulative on the allow- 
ance for swing scaffolds. 

(30) Dry Polishing or Cutting of Tiles: A worker 
required to dry polish tiles with a machine or to cut tiles 
with an electric saw shall be paid $0.35 per hour or part 
thereof in addition to the rates otherwise prescribed in 
this award. 

(31) Second Hand Timber: Where, whilst working 
with second hand timber, a worker's tools are damaged 
by nails, dumps or other foreign matter on the timber, he 
shall be entitled to an allowance of $0.97 per day on each 
day upon which his tools are so damaged provided that 
no allowance shall be payable under this subclause unless 
it is reported immediately to the employer's representa- 
tive on the job in order that the claim may be proved. 

(32) Roof Repairs: A worker engaged on repairs to 
roofs shall be paid $0.31 per hour or part thereof in 
addition to the rates otherwise provided in this award. 

(33) Computing Quantities: A worker, other than a 
leading hand who is regularly required to compute or 
estimate quantities of materials in respect of work 
performed by others shall be paid $2.04 per day or part 
thereof in addition to the rates otherwise prescribed in 
this award. 

(34) Loads: Where bricks are being used the worker 
shall not be required to carry: 

(a) more than 40 bricks each load in a wheelbarrow 
(on a scaffold) to a height of 4.6 metres from 
the ground; 

(b) more than 36 bricks each load in a wheelbarrow 
over and above a height of 4.6 metres on a 
scaffold. 

The type of wheelbarrow shall be agreed upon with the 
union. 

(35) Grinding Facilities: The employer shall provide 
adequate facilities for the workers to grind tools, either 
at the job or at the employer's premises, and the worker 
shall be allowed time to use the same whenever reason- 
ably necessary. 

(36) First Aid Outfit: On each job the employer shall 
provide a sufficient supply of bandages and antiseptic 
dressings for use in case of accidents. 

(37) Water and Soap: Water and soap shall be 
provided in each shop or on each job by the employer. 

(38) (a) The employer shall supply a safety helmet for 
each of his workers requesting one on any job where, 
pursuant to the regulations made under the Construction 
Safety Act 1972, a worker is required to wear such 
helmet. 

(b) Any helmet so supplied shall remain the property 
of the employer and during that time it is on issue, the 
worker shall be responsible for any loss or damage 
thereto, fair wear and tear attributable to ordinary use 
excepted. 

(39) Provision of Boiling Water: The employer shall, 
where practicable provide boiling water for the use of his 
workers on each job at lunch time. 

(40) Sanitary Arrangements: The employer shall 
comply with the provisions of section 102 of the Health 
Act 1911. 

(41) Attendants on Ladders: No worker shall work on 
a ladder at a height of over six metres from the ground 
when such ladder is standing in any street, way, or lane 
where traffic is passing to and fro, without an assistant 
on the ground. 

(42) Electrical Sanding Machines: The use of electrical 
sanding machines for sanding down paint work shall be 
governed by the following provisions: 

(a) The weight of each such machine shall not 
exceed six kilograms. 

(b) Every employer operating any such machine 
shall endeavour to ensure that each such 
machine, together with all electrical leads and 
associated equipment, is kept in a safe 
condition and shall, if requested so to do by any 
worker but not more often than once in any 
four weeks cause the same to be inspected 
under the provisions of the State Energy Com- 
mission Act 1979, and the regulations made 
thereunder. 
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(c) Employers shall provide and supply respirators 
of a suitable type, to each worker and shall 
maintain same in an effective and clean state at 
all times. Where respirators are used by more 
than one worker, each such respirator shall be 
sterilised or a new pad inserted after use by each 
such worker. 

(d) Employers shall also provide and supply 
goggles of suitable type provided that the 
goggles with celluloid lenses shall not be 
regarded as suitable. 

(e) All workers shall use the protective equipment 
supplied when using electrical sanding 
machines of any type. 

(43) The Secretary or any authorised officer of the 
union shall have the right to visit any job for the purpose 
of ascertaining whether work is being performed in 
accordance with the provisions of the Construction 
Safety Act 1972, and any regulations made thereunder. 
Should he be of the opinion that the work being carried 
out is not in accord with those provisions the Secretary or 
any authorised officer of the union shall inform the 
employer and the workers concerned accordingly and 
may report any alleged breach of the Act or the regula- 
tions to the Chief Inspector of Construction Safety. 

(44) Where the employer provides transport to and 
from the job the conveyance used for such transport shall 
be provided with suitable seating and weatherproof 
covering. 

(45) Any dispute which may arise between the parties 
in relation to the application of any of the foregoing 
special rates and provisions may be determined by the 
Board of Reference. 

(46) Overalls: 
(a) Each worker (other than those workers 

engaged solely for work associated with the 
construction of the Kwinana and Muja Power 
Stations) shall be supplied with two sets of 
overalls after six months continuous service 
which shall be replaced when, in the opinion of 
the nominated officer, overalls are beyond 
useful wear and repair. 

(b) Each worker to whom overalls are issued — 
(i) shall sign an acknowledgement of 

receipt thereof; 
(ii) shall return those overalls to the 

employer if his employment terminates; 
(iii) shall be responsible for any loss or 

damage to those overalls other than fair 
wear and tear attributable to ordinary 
use. 

(47) Safety Boots: Safety boots shall be issued to those 
workers after one month's continuous service, who work 
in circumstances which make it reasonably necessary for 
them to be worn. 

25.—Protection of Workers' Tools. 
(1) Carpenters — The employer shall provide a 

waterproof and reasonably secure place where the 
workers' tools (when not in use) may be locked up apart 
from the employer's plant or material. 

(2) Other workers except builders' labourers — The 
employer shall, when practicable, provide a reasonably 
secure place on each job for the safekeeping of the 
workers' tools when not in use. 

(3) The employer shall indemnify a worker in respect 
of any tools of the worker stolen if the employer's failure 
to comply with this clause is a material factor in con- 
tributing to the stealing of the tools. 

26.—Leading Hand Allowance. 
A leading hand placed in charge of — 

$ 
(a) not less than three and not more than 10 

other workers shall be paid per week 
extra  12.80 

(b) more than 10 and not more than 20 other 
workers shall be paid per week extra  17.60 

(c) more than 20 other workers shaU be paid 
per week extra  22.00 

27.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

(1) Workers shall be paid the rate and in addition the 
special payment assigned to his class of work. 

Award Special 

(a) Tradesmen: Bricklayers, Carpenters, Paint- 
ers, Plasterers and Plumbers as defined in 
Clause 5.—Definitions of this award. 

First and Second years of service  255.00 54.70 
Thereafter   265.90 54.70 

(b) Builders' Labourers as defined in Clause 
5.—Definitions of this award. 

Class 1   241.30 51.60 
Class 2   236.70 50.70 
Class 3   228.80 48.90 
Class 4   214.00 45.80 

(2) Tool Allowance (per week): 
Bricklayers  7.20 
Plasterers  8.40 
Carpenters   10.10 
Plumbers   10.10 
Painters  2.50 

Note 1: The tool allowance prescribed above (with the 
exception of painters) each include an amount of $0.08 
for the purpose of enabling the workers to insure their 
tools against loss or damage by theft or fire. 

Note 2: The above allowances shall not be paid where 
the employer supplies the workers with all necessary tools 
but the amount mentioned in Note 1 above shall be 
payable for each week in which the employer supplies all 
necessary tools if the worker is intermittently required by 
the employer to provide his own tools. 

(3) Notwithstanding the provisions of this award, no 
male worker (including an apprentice) 21 years of age or 
over, shall be paid less than $189.90 per week as his 
ordinary rate of pay in respect of the ordinary hours of 
work prescribed by this award but that minimum rate of 
pay does not apply where the ordinary rate of pay 
(including any part thereof payable in addition to the 
award rate) is not less than $189.90. 

Where the said minimum rate of pay is applicable, the 
same rate shall be payable on holidays, during annual 
leave, sick leave, long service leave and any other leave 
prescribed by this award. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, where in this award an 
additional rate is prescribed for any work as a 
percentage, fraction or multiple of the ordinary rate of 
pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed by this 
award for the classification in which the worker is 
employed. 

(4) A casual worker shall be paid a loading of 20 per 
cent of his rate In addition to the ordinary rate prescribed 
for his class of work. 

28.—Provision of Appliances. 
(1) Builders' Labourers — The employer shall provide 

all necessary plant and tools free of charge. 
(2) Carpenters — The employer shall provide the 

following tools when they are required on the job — 
Dogs and cramps of all descriptions, bars of all 

description, augers of all sizes, bits not ordinarily 
used in a brace, all hammers except claw hammers, 
glue pots and brushes, dowel plates, trammels, hand 
and thumb screws, soldering irons, spanners from 
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20mm upwards and all power driven tools and 
machines and drill bits used in machines on 
construction jobs. 

(3) Painters — The employer shall provide all tools in 
connection with the painting trade, except putty knife, 
strippers, scissors, dusters, paperhanging brush, roller, 
two lining fitches, a 600 mm metric rule, hammer and 
hacking knife. 

(4) Plasterers — The employer shall supply all floating 
rules, darbies, trammels, centres, buckets and sieves. 
Stands for plasterers' mortar boards not less than 750 
mm from the ground or where practicable and safe from 
a scaffold level, shall be provided for the plasterer by the 
employer when requested. 

(5) Plumbers: 
(a) The following tools shall be provided by the 

employer — 
Metal pots, plumbing irons, mandrils, long 

dummies, stocks and dies for iron and brass 
pipes, cutters, all tongs over 300 mm, vices, 
hacksaw blades, taps and chisels for brick and 
concrete and the employer shall also supply all 
tools required for work to be performed on 
wrought iron and lead pipes over 50 mm in 
diameter and a worker shall supply only the 
usual kit bag of tools and a blow lamp. 

(b) Plumbers shall supply themselves with all the 
tools set out hereunder — 

Lead dresser, bending stick, bossing stock, 
bossing mallet, one set of 38 mm bobbins, one 
set of 50 mm bobbins, one bent pin, two 38mm 
mandrils, two 50mm mandrils, one set of 300 
mm snips, one set of 250 mm bent snips, one 
square 300 mm (carpenters), one set wiping 
cloths, one brace (ratchet), one set wood bits, 
one steel compass, 200mm or 250 mm, one 600 
mm metric rule (carpenters), cane handled 
dummy, panel saw ladle, hammer 
(bricklayers), caulking tools, rasp, file, 
hacksaw, gas pliers, steel float rivet set, 
groover, one shave hook, one claw hammer, 
one spirit level, one pair pliers, cold chisel, six 
to nine plumb bob, 18 metre chalk line, wall 
drills, footprints 175 mm, footprints 300 mm, 
pointing trowel, screwdriver, 250 mm and 350 
mm bevel (carpenters), one crescent wrench, 
250 mm blow lamp, nest of keyhole saws. 

(6) Bricklayers — The employer shall supply scrutch 
combs and blades when required. 

(7) A worker in receipt of a tool allowance shall 
provide himself with all necessary tools, kept in suitable 
condition for the performance of his work (other than 
those tools to be provided by the employer in accordance 
with this clause). A worker who fails to provide all such 
tools when required shall be guilty of a breach of this 
award and shall not be entitled to the tool allowance 
prescribed in this award until he complies with this 
clause. 

29.—Preference to Unionists. 
No longer in force — see section 117(l)(g) of Industrial 

Arbitration Act 1979. 

30.—Compassionate Leave. 
A worker shall, on the death within Australia of a 

wife, husband, father, mother, brother, sister, child or 
step child be entitled, on notice, to leave up to and 
including the day of the funeral of such relation and such 
leave shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the worker in 
two ordinary working days. Proof of such death shah be 
furnished by the worker to the satisfaction of the 
employer. 

Provided that payment in respect of compassionate 
leave is to be made only where the worker otherwise 
would have been on duty and shall not be granted in any 

case where the worker concerned would have been off 
duty in accordance with his roster, or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, 
leave without pay or on a holiday. 

For the purpose of this clause, the words "wife" and 
"husband" shall include a person who lives with the 
worker as a de facto wife or husband. 

31.—Apprentices. 
(1) Apprentices may be taken in the proportion of one 

apprentice for every two or fraction of two journeymen 
but that fraction shall not be less than one. 

(2) An apprentice on satisfactorily passing his 
probationary period examination shall be supplied for 
his sole personal use a kit of tools of a standard at least 
equivalent to that at present supplied by the employer. 

(3) (a) The weekly wage shall be a percentage of the 
tradesman's rate. 

Percentage 
of Weekly 

Tradesman's 
Rate 

% 
Five Year Term: 

First year  40 
Second year  48 
Third year  55 
Fourth year  75 
Fifth year  88 

Four Year Term: 
First year  42 
Second year  55 
Third year  75 
Fourth year  88 

Three and a Half Year Term: 
First six months  42 
Next year  55 
Following year  75 
Final year  88 

Three Year Term: 
First year  55 
Second year  75 
Third year  88 

(b) For the purpose of this subclause "tradesman's 
rate" means the sum of the rate per week and special 
payment payable to the classification of fitter under the 
Engineering Trades (S.E.C.) Consolidated Award No. 1 
of 1969. 

(c) Disabilities allowance (per week): Where an 
apprentice works in circumstances which would entitle a 
tradesman to the disabilities allowance prescribed in 
subclause (3) of Clause 27.—Wages, the following extra 
rate shall be paid to that apprentice — 

(i) Five year term: (per cent of disabilities 
allowance per week) ^ 

Five Year Term: 
First year  37 
Second year  53 
Third year  72 
Fourth year  95 
Fifth year  100 

(ii) Four Year Term: (per cent of disabilities allow- 
ance per week) 

vo 
First year  40 
Second year  72 
Third year  95 
Fourth year  100 

(iii) Three and a Half Year Term: (per cent of dis- 
abilities allowance per week) 

% 
First six months  40 
Next year  72 
Following year  95 
Final year  100 
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(iv) Three Year Term: (per cent of disabilities 
allowance per week) 

u/o 
First year  58 
Second year  95 
Third year  100 

32.—Redundancy. 
Whenever any situation of redundancy occurs which is 

likely to affect the employment of regular employees of 
the Commission, the Commission shall, before any such 
employees are so affected, consult with the union 
concerned in an endeavour to agree upon the conditions 
which shall apply to any such employee. Failing agree- 
ment the matter shall be referred to the Western 
Australian Industrial Commission under section 44 of 
the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979. 

33.—Mixed Functions. 
A worker engaged for more than two hours during one 

day on duties carrying a higher rate than his ordinary 
classification shall be paid the higher rate for such day. If 
for two hours or less during one day he shall be paid the 
higher rate for the time so worked. 

34.—District Allowances. 
(1) Workers employed in the districts of the State des- 

cribed in subclause (2) of this clause shall be paid the 
allowance prescribed for that district. 

(2) The boundaries of the districts shall be: 
District: 
1. The area within a line commencing on coast; 

thence east along latitude 28 to a point north of 
Tallering Peak; thence due south to Tallering 
Peak; thence south east to Mt Gibson and 
Burracoppin; thence to a point south-east at 
the junction of latitude 32 and longitude 119; 
thence south along longitude 119 to coast. 

2. That area within a line commencing on the 
south coast at longitude 119 then east along the 
coast to longitude 123; then north along 
longitude 123 to a point on latitude 30; thence 
west along latitude 30 to the boundary of No. 1 
District. 

3. The area within a line commencing on coast at 
latitude 26; thence along latitude 26 to 
longitude 123; thence south along longitude 
123 to the boundary of No. 2 District. 

4. The area within a line commencing on the coast 
at latitude 24; thence east to the South 
Australian border; thence south to the coast; 
thence along the coast to longitude 123; thence 
north to the intersection of latitude 26; thence 
west along latitude 26 to the coast. 

5. That area of the State situated between the 
latitude 24 and a line running east from Carnot 
Bay to the Northern Territory Border. 

6. That area of the State north of a line running 
east from Carnot Bay to the Northern Territory 
Border. 

(3) The weekly allowance payable to workers 
employed in the districts of the State described in 
subclause (2) of this clause are as follows: 

District $ 

Provided that the allowances shall operate from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
1 January 1984. 

(4) Workers employed in the towns shown hereunder 
in the districts referred to in subclause (2) of this clause 
shall be paid the following allowances in lieu of the rates 
prescribed in subclause (3) of this clause. 

District Town $ 
1. Nil Nil 
2. Kalgoorlie 1.90 

Ravensthorpe 7.70 
Norseman 7.70 
Salmon Gums 7.70 
Marvel Loch 7.70 
Esperance 7.70 

3. Meekatharra 12.80 
Mount Magnet 12.80 
Wiluna 12.80 
Laverton 12.80 
Leonora 12.80 
Cue 12.80 

4. Warburton Mission 34.30 
Carnarvon 12.10 

5. Fitzroy Crossing 34.30 
Halls Creek 34.30 
Turner River Camp 34.30 
Nullagine 34.30 
Abydos Research Station 31.80 
Liveringa (Camballin) 31.80 
Marble Bar 31.80 
Wittenoom 31.80 
Port Hedland 27.90 

6. Nil Nil 
Provided that the allowances shall operate from the 

beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
1 January 1984. 

(5) (a) A married male worker whose spouse is not 
employed by the Government shall be paid double the 
weekly allowance expressed herein for the district or 
town in which he is employed. 

(b) A worker other than a married male worker who 
supplies proof that he or she is the main support of 
relatives or dependants resident within the State shall be 
paid double the weekly allowance expressed herein for 
the district or town in which he or she is employed. 

(c) Provided that until the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 1 July 1980 the allowance 
referred to in this subclause shall be 150 per cent of the 
weekly allowance in lieu of the double allowance pres- 
cribed herein. 

(d) In no circumstances shall the weekly allowances 
paid to a married couple by Government employers 
exceed double the allowance prescribed herein nor be less 
than that amount. 

(6) The rates of allowance prescribed herein shall be 
adjusted every 12 months in accordance with variations 
in the "Consumer Price Index" for Perth for the period 
ending 31 December each year. The adjustment to the 
rates shall be effective from the beginning of the first pay 
period to commence on or after 1 January in each year. 

(7) Where a worker is on annual leave, he shall be paid 
for the period of such leave the district allowance to 
which he would ordinarily be entitled. 

(8) Where a worker is on long service leave or other 
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he 
shall only be paid district allowance for the period of 
such leave he remains in the district in which he is 
employed. 

(9) Liberty is reserved to the Union to make 
application to amend this clause with respect to towns 
which attract allowances different from that applying 
generally to that district. 

(10) Nothing in this clause shall operate so as to 
reduce the district allowance being paid at the date of this 
order to any worker. 

(11) Where a worker is provided with free board and 
lodging by the employer the allowances prescribed herein 
shall be reduced to two-thirds of the full allowance. 
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Schedule of Respondents. 

State Energy Commission. 

Dated at Perth this 1st day of September 1964. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' COUNTRY POWER STATION 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 19 of 1975. 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the Engine Drivers' 

Country Power Station (State Energy Commission) 
Award No. 19 of 1975 and replaces Industrial Agreement 
No. 25 of 1970. 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area. 
4. Term. 
5. Contract of Service. 
6. Promotion. 
7. Hours of Duty. 
8. Guaranteed Week. 
9. Wages During Suspension. 

10. Absence from Duty. 
11. Payment for Sickness. 
12. Annual Leave. 
13. Public Holidays. 
14. Long Service Leave. 
15. Overtime. 
16. Shiftwork. 
17. Travelling Allowance. 
18. Shop Stewards. 
19. Definitions. 
20. Right of Entry. 
21. Special Provisions. 
22. District Allowance. 
23. Compassionate Leave. 
24. Wages. 
25. Payment of Wages. 

Schedule of Respondents. 

3.—Area. 
This award shall apply to workers employed by the 

State Energy Commission of Western Australia, in the 
classifications mentioned herein, on internal combustion 
engines in country generating stations. 

4.—Term. 
This award shall operate for a period of three years 

from the beginning of the first pay period commencing 
on or after the date hereof. 

5.—Contract of Service. 
(1) A worker shall not leave the service of the 

employer except upon the expiry of 14 days notice of his 
intention to do so, given in writing to the employer by the 
worker, unless the employer otherwise approves. 

(2) A worker shall not be dismissed from the service of 
the employer except upon the expiry of 14 days notice of 
dismissal given in writing to the worker by the employer 
and the reasons for dismissal shall be stated in that 
notice. 

(3) The provisions of subclause (2) of this clause do 
not apply with respect of a worker who is dismissed 
summarily for misconduct, peculation or theft. 

(4) The foregoing provisions of this clause do not 
apply to a casual worker. 

(5) The employer may deduct payment for any day or 
portion of a day on which a worker cannot be usefully 
employed because of a strike by the Unions or 
Associations. 

6.—Promotion. 
(1) All promotions to positions covered by this award 

shall be made under and in accordance with the Govern- 
ment Employees' (Promotions Appeal Board) Act 
1945-1980 and the employer shall in the manner 
prescribed under that Act, notify all applicants for any 

"vacancy or new position of the person recommended for 
appointment to such vacancy or new position. 

(2) A worker who desires to appeal shall serve a 
notice, in the prescribed form, on the Commissioner and 
the Secretary of the Promotions Appeal Board within 14 
clear days after the date of the notice referred to in 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(3) Where a vacancy occurs, or a new office is created, 
and it is necessary to fill the position without delay, a 
temporary appointment may be made but applications 
for permanent appointment to the position shall be 
called within two months of the occurrence of such 
vacancy or the creation of such new office as the case 
may be. 

7.—Hours of Duty. 
(1) Day Workers — 

(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of 
this subclause, 37'/z hours, exclusive of Satur- 
day and Sunday work, shall constitute a week's 
work. No day's work shall exceed IVi hours 
without payment of overtime. 

(b) Provided that, by agreement between the 
employer and union party to this award the 
ordinary hours may be worked over a fort- 
nightly period of nine days, exclusive of Satur- 
day, Sunday and the special day off, with each 
day consisting of eight hours and 20 minutes 
without payment of overtime. 

(c) The ordinary hours of duty shall be consecutive 
except for an unpaid meal break which shall not 
exceed one hour. 

(d) The ordinary hours of duty shall be between the 
hours of 6.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. 

(e) The ordinary hours of duty within the spread of 
hours provided in paragraph (d) of this 
subclause shall not be altered without consulta- 
tion with the union. 

(2) Shift Workers — 
(a) The normal working hours for three-shift 

seven-day and two-shift seven-day workers 
shall be an average of 37 Vi hours per week to be 
worked in shifts of eight hours per day in 
accordance with a recognised roster cycle, 
provided that time worked on Saturday and 
Sunday up to a maximum of eight hours shall 
be included in the week's work, but the extra 
rate prescribed for Saturday and Sunday time 
shall stand alone and be paid in addition to the 
week's earnings. 

(b) The normal working hours for two-shift five- 
day workers shall be 37'A hours per week 
exclusive of Saturday and Sunday work. No 
day's work shall exceed IVi hours without 
payment of overtime. 

(3) For the purpose of computing time for which 
payment is to be made, calculations shall be made to the 
nearest one-quarter hour. 
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8.—Guaranteed Week. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, the 

employer shall guarantee to each worker, other than a 
casual worker, or a shift worker, a full week's work 
exclusive of Saturday and Sunday work. Provided that 
where a nine day fortnight is worked, the employer shall 
guarantee to each worker 75 hours' work over the fort- 
nightly period exclusive of Saturday, Sunday and the 
special day off. Each weekly or fortnightly period shall 
stand by itself. 

(2) The employer shall guarantee to each shift worker 
an average of 37 '/z hours' work per week over a 
recognised roster cycle. Shift workers may be rostered to 
work on Saturday and Sunday. 

(3) The guaranteed period may be reduced or affected 
as follows — 

(a) Where a worker is suspended, the provisions of 
Clause 9.—Wages During Suspension, shall 
apply. 

(b) In respect of any day when, as a result of a vote 
taken by the workers concerned with the 
consent of the employer or by agreement 
between the union and the employer, a holiday 
is taken. 

(c) In respect of any day a worker is absent except 
through sickness as provided in Clause 11.— 
Payment for Sickness. 

(d) By any period during which the employer is 
unable wholly or partially to continue 
operations at the generating stations and/or at 
any of its undertakings because of any action 
on the part of any section of workers or for any 
other cause beyond the employer's control. 

9.—Wages During Suspension. 
(1) Where a worker is suspended, pursuant to the 

provisions of the State Energy Commission Act 1979 and 
the charge is not proven, full wages for the period of 
suspension shall be paid. 

(2) Where the charge is admitted or proven, the 
worker may be deprived of wages for the whole or any 
portion of the period of suspension but in such case, the 
employer shall decide the amount of wages of which it is 
intended to deprive the worker and any such deprivation 
shall be recorded and regarded as part of the 
punishment. 

10.—Absence from Duty. 
(1) Any worker losing time through sickness or injury 

shall as soon as possible notify his foreman or other 
officer-in-charge in sufficient time to permit of arrange- 
ments being made for the performance of his duties. 

(2) Subject to Clause 11.—Payment for Sickness, any 
worker losing time through sickness or special leave shall 
be reduced in wages only to the extent of the time actually 
lost through sickness or granted as special leave. 

11.—Payment for Sickness. 
(1) (a) A worker shall be entitled to payment for non- 

attendance on the grounds of personal ill-health for one- 
sixth of a week's pay for each completed month of 
service. 

(b) The unused portion of the entitlement prescribed 
in paragraph (a) hereof, in any accruing year, shall be 
allowed to accumulate and may be availed of in the next 
or any succeeding year. Any such entitlement accumul- 
ated to a worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in 
hours in the ratio of 37 Zi to 40. 

(c) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of 
each accruing year or at the time the worker leaves the 
service in the event of the worker being entitled by 
service, subsequent to the sickness in that year to a 
greater allowance than that made at the time the sickness 
occurred. 

(2) This clause shall not apply where the worker is 
entitled to compensation under the Workers' 
Compensation Act. 

(3) For the purpose of this clause the expression' 'non- 
attendance on the grounds of personal ill-health" shall 
be deemed to include absence of a worker for not more 
than three consecutive working days due to the unex- 
pected critical illness of a member of the worker's 
immediate family (i.e. wife, parent, child, brother or 
sister) but only if and to the extent that the worker proves 
to the satisfaction of the employer that his absence was 
necessary. 

(4) Subject to the provisions of subclause (3) of this 
clause, no worker shall be entitled to the benefit of this 
clause unless he produces proof to the satisfaction of the 
employer of such sickness provided that the employer 
shall not be entitled to a medical certificate for absences 
of less than three consecutive working days unless the 
total of such absences exceeds five days in any one 
accruing year. 

(5) No payment shall be made for any absence due to a 
worker's own fault, neglect or misconduct. 

12.—Annual Leave. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause a period of 

150 hours' leave, with payment of ordinary wages as 
prescribed, shall be allowed annually to a worker by the 
employer after a period of 12 months' continuous service 
with the employer. 

(2) A seven-day shift worker (i.e. a shift worker who is 
rostered to regularly work on Sundays and holidays), 
shall be allowed 37 V2 hours' leave in addition to the leave 
he is otherwise entitled to under this clause. 

(3) Where a worker with 12 months' continuous 
service is engaged for part of the 12 monthly period as a 
seven day shift worker, he shall be entitled to have the 
period of 150 hours' annual leave, prescribed in 
subclause (1) hereof, increased by 3.13 hours for each 
month he is continuously engaged as aforesaid, up to a 
maximum of 37 Vi hours' additional leave entitlement. 

(4) (a) Annual leave may be taken in one or two 
periods provided — 

(i) that each period consists of a minimum of 41 
and two-thirds or 37 '/z hours, and that such 
periods are taken in complete weeks in 
accordance with the recognised work pattern of 
the worker concerned. 

(ii) where practicable, leave shall be cleared within 
12 months from the due date. 

(b) In taking leave, if a worker's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the worker shall have the 
option of resuming duty for that full day or take the 
balance of the day as approved leave without pay. 

(5) If any award holiday falls within a worker's period 
of annual leave and is observed on a day which, in the 
case of that worker would have been an ordinary 
working day, there shall be added to that period one day, 
being an ordinary working day, for each such holiday 
observed as aforesaid. 

(6) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of 
this subclause, when computing the annual leave due 
under this clause, no deduction shall be made from such 
leave in respect of the period that a worker is on annual 
leave and/or holidays and no such deduction shall be 
made for any approved period or periods during which a 
worker is absent from duty through sickness with or 
without pay, unless the absence exceeds 13 weeks in the 
aggregate in which case deduction may be made for such 
excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work caused 
through accidents sustained in the course of employment 
shall not be considered breaks in the continuity of service 
but the first six months only of any such period shall 
count as service for the purpose of computing annual 
leave. 
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(7) When a worker who has sick leave to his credit falls 
sick while on annual leave and produces, at the time, 
satisfactory medical evidence that he is hospitalised or 
unable to leave the house he may be granted, at a time 
convenient to the employer, additional leave equivalent 
to the period of sickness falling within the approved 
period of annual leave, provided that the period of 
sickness is at least one week. 

(8) A loading shall be paid on annual leave:— 
(a) Day Workers: 17'A per cent of the workers' 

"rate of wage" calculated at the date of 
accrual. 

(b) Shift Workers: Shift loadings and weekend 
penalties for ordinary time, as prescribed in 
Clause 16.—Shift Work, in accordance with 
the shift roster the worker would have worked 
had he not been on leave. 

Where the amount paid for shift loadings 
and/or weekend penalties is less than 17 A per 
cent of the workers' "rate of wage", a loading 
shall be added to give an amount equal to 17 Vi 
per cent of the workers' "rate of wage" at the 
date of accrual. 

(c) "Rate of Wage": will comprise the wage a 
worker would have received in respect of the 
ordinary time he would have worked had he not 
been on leave during the relevant period. 

(d) The loading prescribed by this subclause shall 
not apply to proportionate leave on 
termination. 

(9) Subject to the provisions of subclause (10) of this 
clause, a worker whose employment terminates in 
accordance with subclause (1) of Clause 5.—Contract of 
Service, after one month's continuous service in any 
qualifying 12 monthly period, shall be paid 12.5 hours' 
pay in respect of each completed month of continuous 
service in that qualifying period. 

(10) A worker who is justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct, shall not be entitled to the benefit of the 
provisions of this clause. 

(11) A worker whose employment terminates shall be 
entitled to payment for any complete period of annual 
leave due to him. 

(12) For the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause 
"ordinary wages" means the rate of wage the worker has 
received for the greatest proportion of the calendar 
month prior to his taking annual leave. 

(13) Annual leave for workers employed in locations 
South of the 26 degree parallel of south latitude shall be 
calculated to 30 June each year. 

(14) Any annual leave entitlement accumulated to a 
worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 37 A to 40. 

(15) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a 
casual worker. 

13.—Public Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in lieu 

shall, subject as hereinafter provided be allowed as 
holidays, without deduction of pay, namely — New 
Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter 
Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, 
Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by 
arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days 
named in this subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) 
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall 
be observed on the next succeeding Monday, and if that 
Monday is a special day off, or if the holiday falls on a 
special day off, then that special day off shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. Provided that 
when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday; provided further that where Boxing Day is so 
substituted, and where the Monday immediately 

preceding that Tuesday is a special day off, then that 
special day off shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Wednesday. In each case, the substituted day shall be a 
holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which 
it is substituted shall not be a holiday. 

(2) (a) Whenever any holiday falls on a worker's 
ordinary working day and the worker is not required to 
work on such a day, he shall be paid for the ordinary 
hours he would have worked on such day as if it had not 
been a holiday. 

(b) If any worker is required to work on a holiday, he 
shall be paid for the time worked at the rate of double 
time and one half. 

(c) A seven-day shift worker, who is not required to 
work on a holiday which falls on his rostered day off, 
shall be paid eight hours at his ordinary day shift rate of 
wage for each holiday. 

(d) A seven day shift worker who is not required to 
work on a holiday which falls on his rostered day off, 
shall be paid eight hours at his ordinary day shift rate of 
wage for each such holiday. 

(3) When a worker is off duty owing to leave without 
pay or sickness including accidents on or off duty, except 
time for when he is entitled to claim sick pay any holiday 
falling during such absence shall not be treated as a paid 
holiday. Where a worker is on duty or available on the 
whole of the working day immediately preceding a 
holiday or resumes duty or is available on the whole of 
the working day immediately following a holiday as 
prescribed in this clause, the worker shall be entitled to a 
paid holiday on all such holidays. 

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a 
casual worker. 

14.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions embodied in the document "Long 

Service Leave Conditions — State Government Wages 
Employees" as consolidated in June 1980, shall apply 
with the exception that on and from the first day of April 
1977 long service leave for the second period of service 
shall accrue at the rate of 13 weeks' leave for seven years 
of continuous service. 

(2) For the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause "13 
weeks' leave" shall mean 487 A hours' leave. 

(3) Any long service leave entitlement accrued to a 
worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 37 A to 40. 

(4) In taking leave, if a worker's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the worker shall have the 
option of resuming duty for that full day or take the 
balance of the day as approved leave without pay. 

15.—Overtime. 
(1) All work performed by any day worker outside the 

ordinary working hours of such worker shall be regarded 
as overtime and paid in accordance with the provisions of 
subclauses (2) and (9) inclusive of this clause. 

(2) The rates payable for overtime shall be — 
la) Where the worker commences the overtime 

within the period of 1A hours prior to his usual 
starting time, time and one half for the time 
worked in such 1A hour period. 

(b) Double time for all time worked after 12.00 
noon on Saturday and for all time worked on 
Sunday. 

(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (a) of 
this subclause, double time for all time worked 
between 10.00 p.m. on any of the days Monday 
to Friday inclusive and the worker's usual 
starting time on the next day. 

(d) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this 
subclause, time and one half for the first two 
hours and double time thereafter. 
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(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, a 
worker who commences to work overtime at or after the 
usual ceasing time and before the usual starting time — 

(i) shall, if the overtime exceeds two hours and is 
continuous with his day's work, be supplied 
with a meal by his employer or be paid $3.90 for 
a meal. The continuity of work shall not be 
deemed to have been interrupted by any meal 
break allowed within the two hour period 
referred to, but no such meal period shall be 
paid for; 

(ii) shall be allowed a meal time of 20 minutes 
without loss of pay after each four continuous 
hours of overtime worked, but only if he 
continues to work after the meal time; and 

(iii) shall be supplied with a meal by his employer or 
be paid $2.75 in respect of each meal time to 
which he is entitled under the last preceding 
paragraph. 

(b) The provisions of subparagraphs (i) and (iii) of 
paragraph (a) of this subclause shall not apply — 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for which 
the worker has been notified on the previous 
day or earlier that he will be required; or 

(ii) to any worker who lives in the locality in which 
the place of work is situated in respect of any 
meal for which he can reasonably go home. 

(c) If a worker to whom subparagraph (i) of para- 
graph (b) of this subclause applies has, as a consequence 
of the notification referred to in that paragraph, 
provided himself with a meal or meals and is not required 
to work overtime, or is required to work less overtime 
than the period notified, he shall be paid for each meal 
provided and not required the appropriate amount pres- 
cribed above. 

(d) For the purpose of paragraph (a) (i.e. the meal 
provisions of this subclause), time worked on Saturdays, 
Sundays, holidays or special days off between the usual 
starting time and the usual ceasing time shall not be 
deemed to be overtime. 

(4) Where the expressions "usual starting time" and 
"usual ceasing time" are used in the foregoing provisions 
of this clause they shall mean, respectively, the time at 
which the worker usually commences and the time at 
which he usually ceases his ordinary hours of duty. 

(5) All time worked during the usual meal time shall 
be paid for at overtime rates and such rates shall continue 
until the worker knocks off for his meal. 

(6) (a) A worker, required to return to work overtime 
after leaving his employer's premises and who returns 
home on completion of that overtime shall be paid $5.90 
in addition to the following minimum payment for any 
overtime worked, namely: 

(i) If notified of the requirement to work overtime 
before leaving this employer's premises — 

(aa) for a minimum of two hours at overtime 
rates on a Saturday; 

(bb) for a minimum of one hour at overtime 
rates on any other week day. 

(ii) If not so notified — 
(aa) for a minimum of three hours at over- 

time rates on a Saturday; 
(bb) for a minimum of two hours at overtime 

rates on any other week day; 
and the worker shall not be obliged to work for the 
minimum period applicable to him if the job for which he 
has been brought in has been completed in less time. 
Provided that where a worker is called out for duty more 
than once within the minimum period detailed in this 
subclause, he shall not be entitled to any further payment 
for time worked within that minimum period. 

(b) The allowance of $5.90, prescribed in paragraph 
(a) of this subclause, shall be halved where the employer 
provides transport. 

(7) (a) A worker who works overtime on a Sunday 
shall be paid for not less than four hours at the rate 
applicable to that day, and the worker shall not be 
obliged to work for the four hours if the job for which 
he was brought in is completed in less than four hours, 
but if he is called out for duty more than once within a 
period of four hours from the start of a previous call-out 
for duty, he shall not be entitled to any further payment 
for time worked within that period of four hours. 

(b) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (c) hereof, 
in addition to the minimum payment detailed in 
subclause (a) a worker, required to return to work 
overtime after leaving his employer's premises and who 
returns home on completion of that overtime, shall be 
paid $5.90. 

(c) The allowance of $5.90 prescribed in paragraph (b) 
of this subclause shall be halved where the employer 
provides transport. 

(8) (a) When overtime work is necessary it shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that 
each worker has at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between the work of successive days. 

(b) A worker who works so much overtime between 
the termination of his ordinary work on one day and the 
commencement of his ordinary work on the next day that 
he has not had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between those times shall, subject to this subclause, be 
released after completion of such overtime until he has 
had 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 

(c) If, on the instructions of his employer, such a 
worker resumes or continues work without having such 
10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be paid at double 
time rates until he is released from duty for such period 
and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had 
10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 

(d) Overtime worked in the circumstances referred to 
in subclause (6) and (7) of this clause shall not be 
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this subclause 
where the actual time worked is less than the appropriate 
minimum period referred to in those subclauses. 

(9) When a worker is required to hold himself in 
readiness as from a specific time for a call-out to work 
after ordinary hours, he shall be paid at ordinary rates 
for the actual time in which he so holds himself in readi- 
ness. 

(10) All work performed by a shift worker, at times 
other than those prescribed by his rostered shift, shall be 
regarded as overtime and paid in accordance with the 
provisions of subclauses (11) to (14) inclusive of this 
clause. 

(11) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraphs (b) 
and (c) of this subclause, double time for all overtime 
worked. 

(b) When a worker is called upon to work a sixth shift 
in one week in any four weeks, time and one-half for the 
first two hours and double time thereafter. 

(c) Ordinary time where the time worked — 
(i) is due to private arrarfement between the 

workers themselves; or 
(ii) does not exceed two hours and is due to a 

relieving man not coming on duty at the proper 
time; or 

(iii) is for the purpose of effecting the rotation of 
shifts. 

(12) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, a 
worker who commences to work overtime at or after the 
usual ceasing time of his shift and before the usual 
starting time of his next rostered shift — 

(i) shall, if the overtime exceeds two hours, be 
provided by his employer with any meal 
required or be paid $3.90 for a meal; 
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(ii) shall, where a second or subsequent meal is 
required owing to the amount of overtime 
worked, be provided by his employer with such 
meal required or be paid $2.75 for each meal so 
required. 

(b) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply in 
respect of any period of overtime for which the worker 
has been notified on the previous day or earlier that he 
will be required to work overtime. 

(c) If a worker to whom paragraph (b) of this 
subclause applies, has as a consequence of the 
notification referred to in that paragraph, provided 
himself with a meal or meals and is not required to work 
overtime, or is required to work less overtime than the 
period notified, he shall be paid for each meal provided 
and not required the appropriate amount prescribed 
above. 

(13) A worker, recalled to work overtime after leaving 
his employer's premises and who returns to his home on 
completion of such overtime work, shall be paid for a 
minimum of three hours at overtime rates provided the 
worker shall not be obliged to work the three hours if the 
job for which he was brought in is completed in less 
time. 

(14) (a) When overtime work is necessary it shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that 
each worker has at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between the work of successive days. 

(b) A worker who works so much overtime between 
the termination of his rostered shift on one day and the 
commencement of his rostered shift on the next day that 
he has not had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between those times shall, subject to this subclause, be 
released after completion of such overtime until he has 
had 10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 

(c) If, on the instructions of his employer, such a 
worker resumes or continues work without having such 
10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be paid double 
time rates until he is released from duty for such period 
and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had 
10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 

(d) The period of 10 hours off duty referred to in the 
foregoing provisions of this subclause shall be reduced to 
eight hours when overtime is worked — 

(i) for the purpose of changing shift roster; or 
(ii) where a shift worker does not report for duty; 

or 
(iii) where a shift is worked by arrangement 

between the workers themselves. 
(e) Overtime worked in the circumstances referred to 

in subclause (13) of this clause shall not be regarded as 
overtime for the purpose of this subclause where the 
actual time worked is less than three hours. 

(15) General: 
(a) No worker shall work more than 16 hours con- 

secutively in any one period of 24 hours. 
(b) Extra rates shall be computed at the rate 

applicable to the day on which time is worked, 
provided that double time (i.e. twice the 
ordinary rate) shall be the maximum rate 
payable under the provisions of this clause. 

(c) When a worker is required to hold himself in 
readiness as from a specific time for a call-out 
to work after ordinary hours, he shall be paid at 
ordinary rates for the actual time in which he so 
holds himself in readiness. 

(d) Travelling time shall not be regarded as time 
worked within the meaning of this clause. 

(e) An employer may require any worker to work 
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with 
such requirement. 

(f) No union or association party to this award, or 
worker or workers covered by this award, shall, 
in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a 
party to or concerned in any ban, limitation or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in 
accordance with the requirements of this 
subclause. 

16.—Shift Work. 
(1) (a) Shift work means work which is carried out 

during a time set out in a roster which provides for two or 
more shifts on a day and which requires employees to 
rotate or alternate in the working of such shifts. 

(b) Rostered shift means a shift of which a worker 
concerned has had at least 48 hours notice. Provided this 
shall not apply to a change of shift on less than 48 hours 
notice due to arrangement between the workers 
themselves. 

(c) Day shift means any shift started at or after 6.00 
a.m. and finishing at or before 4.00 p.m. 

(d) Afternoon shift means any shift finishing after 
4.00 p.m. and at or before midnight. 

(e) Night shift means any shift finishing after 
midnight and at or before 8.00 a.m. 

(2) Shift Workers (other than casual) — 
(a) A worker employed on afternoon or night shift 

shall be paid a loading of 15 per cent per shift of 
eight hours in addition to his ordinary rate. 

(b) The loading on the ordinary rate of pay shall be 
five per cent for any rostered shift commenced 
between the hours of 5.00 a.m. and 7.00 a.m. 

(3) (a) Time and one half shall be paid for rostered 
shifts worked by shift workers between midnight on 
Fridays and midnight on Saturdays. 

(b) Double time shall be paid for rostered shifts 
worked by shift workers between midnight on Saturdays 
and midnight on Sundays. 

(c) The rates prescribed in this subclause shall be paid 
in substitution for and not in addition to the shift 
loadings prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause. 

(4) Casual Shift Workers — 
(a) The employer may if he so desires, place day 

workers on shift work but before doing so, 
shall give notice of his intention to the union. 
Wherever possible at least one month's notice 
shall be given. 

(b) When shift work is required to be worked by 
day workers the loading on the ordinary rates 
of pay for such shift work shall be 25 per cent 
for afternoon and night shifts. 

(c) Where a day worker is temporarily transferred 
onto afternoon or night shift and is not given 
seven days' notice of the intended transfer, he 
shall be paid at overtime rates for the time 
worked on afternoon or night shift from the 
time he commenced afternoon or night shift 
until midnight on the following Saturday. 
Thereafter he shall be paid at ordinary shift 
rates. 

17.—Travelling Allowance. 
(1) A worker required to proceed on duty from the 

place where he is then or usually employed shall be paid 
for such fares, meals or board and lodging as are actually 
and reasonably incurred. Arrangements for travel and 
board and lodging shall be made by the employer. 

(2) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause the 
employer shall pay the fare of the worker from the place 
of engagement to the place of employment where it is 
north of the 26 degree parallel of south latitude provided 
the mode of transport is approved by the employer. 

(b) The cost of the fare paid by the employer shall be 
deducted from the subsequent earnings of the worker 
concerned in such manner as is agreed in writing between 
the worker and the employer. 
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(c) A worker who completes six months' continuous 
service with the employer or whose employment is 
terminated by the employer before that time through no 
fault of his own shall be refunded any amount deducted 
in accordance with paragraph (b) of this subclause on 
making application in writing to the employer. 

18.—Shop Stewards. 
Upon notification in writing by the Secretary of the 

Union of the appointment of Shop Stewards, such shop 
steward will be recognised by the employer. 

19.—Definitions. 
(1) "Charge Engine Driver" means a worker 

employed at the Redbank Power Station who shall be 
responsible for the starting and stopping of diesel 
generating units with an output capacity of not less than 
5.6 mW and who performs all duties annexed to their 
safe operation. 

His duties shall include the logging of the electrical 
output of the respective generating units and feeders and 
when necessary, he will be required to direct employees 
who are required to perform the duties of attending to 
waste heat boilers, fuelling plant and equipment, water 
treatment plant and those employees employed as 
Greasers and Cleaners. 

The Charge Engine Driver shall be responsible for 
reporting direct to the Power Station Foreman any faults 
or defects which may occur to the generating plant, fuel 
handling equipment or the sudden loss of system load 
during his shift. 

(2) "Boiler and Fuelling Attendant" means a worker 
employed at the Redbank Power Station who operates 
the waste heat boilers fitted to the 12 mW diesel 
generating units and other associated ancillary 
equipment and shall be responsible for maintaining the 
correct temperature of heavy fuel oil and all duties 
involved with the transfer of fuel oil to the daily service 
tanks. 

His duties shall also include taking log readings of the 
performance of the engine which supplies heat to the 
respective boilers. Such readings shall be taken at the 
engine console when necessary. 

(3) "Fuel Treatment Attendant" means a worker 
employed at the Redbank Power Station who attends to 
the operation of the heavy fuel oil treatment equipment 
installed in the station. His duties shall include cleaning 
filters, centrifuges and other associated ancillary equip- 
ment and cleaning the fuel treatment plant building. 

(4) "Water Treatment Plant Attendant" means a 
worker employed at the Redbank Power Station who 
attends to the operation of the water treatment plant for 
the use of supplying makeup boiler water and engine 
jacket water. His duties shall also include the elementary 
testing of the output of the water treatment plant and 
adding chemicals as directed by the Power Station Fore- 
man. He shall also assist the Fuel Treatment Attendant 
with his duties. 

(5) "Greaser" means a worker who performs any 
work pertaining to: 

(a) Cleaning and operating lubricating oil 
centrifuges associated with diesel generating 
units. 

(b) Cleaning and operating lubricating oil filters. 
(c) Maintaining the correct lubricating oil levels in 

engine sumps, cam boxes and pedestal bearings 
and any other items attached to the alternators 
or engines which require lubrication. 

(d) Lubricating (greasing) and oiling those parts of 
the engines or their ancillary equipment as 
directed. 

(e) Cleaning generating plant and equipment as 
directed or allocated and assisting the Engine 
Drivers with their respective duties as required. 

(6) "Cleaner" means a worker who performs all work 
associated with cleaning buildings, equipment and 
surrounds within the Power Station perimeter. 

The Cleaner shall also be responsible for ensuring that 
the Power Station entrance gates are locked and kept 
locked during afternoon and night shifts. 

20.—Right of Entry. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this 

clause, on notifying the officer in charge any officer of 
the union authorised in writing by the President and 
Secretary of that Union, shall have the right to enter 
during ordinary working hours, any place or premises 
wherein members of that union covered by this award are 
engaged, for the purpose of conversing with or interview- 
ing those members of his union in such places or 
premises. 

(2) Such officer shall not hamper or otherwise hinder 
the workers in the carrying out of their work. The officer 
in charge shall determine whether workers are being 
hampered or hindered in their work. 

21.—Special Provisions. 
(1) A worker employed for less than one week 

continuously, but not including a worker who when 
work is available leaves his employment, shall be deemed 
a casual worker and paid 20 per cent in addition to the 
minimum rate prescribed. 

(2) (a) Each worker shall be supplied with two sets of 
overalls after six months of continuous service, which 
shall be replaced when in the opinion of a nominated 
officer, overalls are beyond useful wear and repair. 

(b) Each worker to whom overalls are issued shall sign 
and acknowledgement of receipt thereof and shall return 
those overalls to the employer if his employment 
terminates. 

(c) Each worker shall be responsible for any loss or 
damage to those overalls other than fair wear and tear 
attributable to ordinary use. 

(3) Reasonable change rooms, lockers and washing 
facilities shall be provided for the workers. 

(4) (a) Workers employed on power station plant 
shall be paid an allowance of $14.50 per week for dis- 
abilities associated with power station operating work. 

(b) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply to 
workers engaged in small generating stations where no 
rotating or alternating shift work roster applies. 

22.—District Allowance. 
(1) Workers employed in the districts of the State 

described in subclause (2) of this clause shall be paid the 
allowance prescribed for that district. 

(2) The boundaries of the districts shall be: 
District: 
1. The area within a line commencing on coast; 

thence east along latitude 28 to a point north of 
Tallering Peak; thence due south to Tallering 
Peak; thence south east to Mt Gibson and 
Burracoppin; thence to a point south-east at 
the junction of latitude 32 and longitude 119; 
thence south along longitude 119 to coast. 

2. That area within a line commencing on the 
south coast at longitude 119 then east along the 
coast to longitude 123; then north along 
longitude 123 to a point on latitude 30; thence 
west along latitude 30 to the boundary of No. 1 
District. 

3. The area within a line commencing on coast at 
latitude 26; thence along latitude 26 to 
longitude 123; thence south along longitude 
123 to the boundary of No. 2 District. 
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4. The area within a line commencing on the coast 
at latitude 24; thence east to the South 
Australian border; thence south to the coast; 
thence along the coast to longitude 123; thence 
north to the intersection of latitude 26; thence 
west along latitude 26 to the coast. 

5. That area of the State situated between the 
latitude 24 and a line running east from Carnot 
Bay to the Northern Territory Border. 

6. That area of the State north of a line running 
east from Carnot Bay to the Northern Territory 
Border. 

(3) The weekly allowance payable to workers 
employed in the districts of the State described in 
subclause (2) of this clause are as follows: 

District $ 
1. Nil 
2. 5.80 
3. 8.10 
4. 12.80 
5. 25.40 
6. 31.20 

Provided that the allowances shall operate from the 
beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
1 January 1984. 

(4) Workers employed in the towns shown hereunder 
in the districts referred to in subclause (2) of this clause, 
shall be paid the following allowances in lieu of the rates 
prescribed in subclause (3) of this clause. 

District Town $ 
1. Nil Nil 
2. Kalgoorlie 1.90 

Ravensthorpe 7.70 
Norseman 7.70 
Salmon Gums 7.70 
Marvel Loch 7.70 
Esperance 7.70 

3. Meekatharra 12.80 
Mount Magnet 12.80 
Wiluna 12.80 
Laverton 12.80 
Leonora 12.80 
Cue 12.80 

4. Warburton Mission 34.30 
Carnarvon 12.10 

5. Fitzroy Crossing 34.30 
Halls Creek 34.30 
Turner River Camp 34.30 
Nullagine 34.30 
Abydos Research Station 31.80 
Liveringa (Camballin) 31.80 
Marble Bar 31.80 
Wittenoom 31.80 
Port Hedland 27.90 

6. Nil Nil 
Provided that the allowances shall operate from the 

beginning of the first pay period commencing on or after 
1 January 1984. 

(5) (a) A married male worker whose spouse is not 
employed by the Government shall be paid double the 
weekly allowance expressed herein for the district or 
town in which he is employed. 

(b) A worker other than a married male worker who 
supplies proof that he or she is the main support of 
relatives or dependants resident within the State shall be 
paid double the weekly allowance expressed herein for 
the district or town in which he or she is employed. 

(c) Provided that until the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 1 July 1980 the allowance 
referred to in this subclause shall be 150 per cent of the 
weekly allowance in lieu of the double allowance pres- 
cribed herein. 

65 W.A.l.G. 

(d) In no circumstances shall the weekly allowances 
paid to a married couple by Government employers 
exceed double the allowance prescribed herein nor be less 
than that amount. 

(6) The rates of allowance prescribed herein shall be 
adjusted every 12 months in accordance with variations 
in the "Consumer Price Index" for Perth for the period 
ending 31 December each year. The adjustment to the 
rates shall be effective from the beginning of the first pay 
period to commence on or after the 1st day of January in 
each year. 

(7) Where a worker is on annual leave, he shall be paid 
for the period of such leave the district allowance to 
which he would ordinarily be entitled. 

(8) Where a worker is on long service leave or other 
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he 
shall only be paid district allowance for the period of 
such leave he remains in the district in which he is 
employed. 

(9) Liberty is reserved to the Union to make 
application to amend this clause with respect to towns 
which attract allowances different from that applying 
generally to that district. 

(10) Nothing in this clause shall operate so as to 
reduce the district allowance being paid at the date of this 
order to any worker. 

(11) Where a worker is provided with free board and 
lodging by the employer the allowances prescribed herein 
shall be reduced to two-thirds of the full allowance. 

23.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee (other than a casual worker) shall, on 

the death within Australia of a wife, husband, father, 
mother, brother, sister, child or step child be entitled on 
notice to leave up to and including the day of the funeral 
of such relation and such leave shall be without deduc- 
tion of pay for a period not exceeding the number of 
hours worked by the employee in two ordinary working 
days. Proof of such death shall be furnished by the 
employee to the satisfaction of the employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compassion- 
ate leave is to be made only where the worker otherwise 
would have been on duty, and shall not be granted in any 
case where the worker concerned would have been off 
duty in accordance with his roster, or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, 
leave without pay, public holiday, or a special day off. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words "wife" 
and "husband" shall include a person who lives with the 
worker as a de facto wife or husband. 

24.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

(1) Workers shall be paid the rate per week, and in 
addition the special payment, for 37'A hours' work, 
assigned to their class of work. 

Rate Special 
per Pay- 

Week ment 
$ $ 

262.50 24.90 

238.10 24.90 

243.10 24.90 

247.90 24.90 

Charge Engine Driver 
Engine Driver in Station with 
an output of: 

(a) 11 megawatts or less 
(b) more than 11 

megawatts but not 
more than 20 
megawatts 

(c) more than 20 
megawatts 
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Rate Special 
per Pay- 

Week ment 
S S 

Boiler and Fuelling Attendant 238.10 24.90 
Fuel Treatment Attendant 227.70 16.30 
Water Treatment Plant 
Attendant 227.70 16.30 
Greaser 227.70 16.30 
Cleaner 212.90 16.30 

(2) Additions to Rate — An Engine Driver engaged as 
hereinafter specified shall have his rate increased as 
follows: 

$ 
(a) attending to an 

electric generator or 
dynamo exceeding 
10 kW capacity 14.10 

(b) attending to a 
switchboard where 
the generating 
capacity is 350 kW 
or more 4.40 

25.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this 

clause, wages shall be paid fortnightly by cheque on each 
alternate Thursday at the worker's recognised work 
location. 

(2) Where the worker elects in writing, the wages shall 
be paid into a bank account, building society or 
approved credit union; and the receipt of such bank, 
building society or credit union shall be a full and 
sufficient discharge for the amount paid thereto. 

(3) Workers who, as at 3 July 1981 had elected to be 
paid in cash shall, until they elect otherwise, continue to 
be so paid. 

Respondent. 

State Energy Commission. 

Dated at Perth this 30th day of June 1975. 

ENGINE DRIVERS' 
(State Energy Commission). 

Award No. 15 of 1977. 

1.—Title. 
This award shall be known as the "Engine Drivers' 

(State Energy Commission) Award No. 15 of 1977" and 
will replace Award No. 2 of 1975. 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Area. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. Mixed Functions. 
7. Promotions. 
8. Contract of Service. 
9. Absence from Duty. 

10. Payment for Sickness. 

11. Annual Leave. 
12. Public Holidays. 
13. Long Service Leave. 
14. No New Designation. 
15. Shop Stewards. 
16. Hours of Duty. 
17. Guaranteed Week. 
18. Wages During Suspension. 
19. Overtime. 
20. Shiftwork. 
21. Away from Home Allowance. 
22. Payment for Travelling Time. 
23. No Reduction. 
24. Passes and Privileges. 
25. Right of Entry. 
26. Under-Rate Workers. 
27. Height Money. 
28. Allowances and Special Provisions. 
29. Wages. 
30. Payment of Wages. 
31. Compassionate Leave. 
32. District Allowances. 
33. Transfers. 

Schedule of Respondents. 

3.—Area. 
This award shall apply to members of The Federated 

Engine Drivers' and Firemen's Union of Workers of 
Western Australia employed by The State Energy 
Commission of Western Australia, in the classifications 
mentioned herein with the exception of those members 
whose employment is covered by the provisions of the 
State Electricity Commission Construction Award No. 
23 of 1970 and the Engine Drivers' Country Power 
Station (S.E.C.) Award No. 19 of 1975. 

4.—Term. 
This award shall operate for a period of one year from 

the date hereof. 

5.—Definitions. 
"Unit Auxiliaries Attendant" means a worker who 

attends to the principal auxiliaries with boiler and 
generating units and generally assists as directed. 

"Auxiliary Plant Attendant" means a worker at 
Muja, East Perth, South Fremantle and Bunbury Power 
Stations who attends to any part of the auxiliaries plant 
not included in the duties of the Unit Auxiliaries 
Attendant. 

"Unit Attendant Grade 1" means a worker at Muja 
and Kwinana Power Stations who attends to the require- 
ments of turbine, boiler and auxiliary plant. 

"Unit Attendant Grade 2" means a worker at Muja 
and Kwinana Power Stations who attends to the require- 
ments of turbine and boiler auxiliaries in the various 
parts of the station, assisting the Unit Attendant Grade 1 
when necessary. 

"Turbine Driver" means a worker who starts, stops or 
operates turbo alternators of 500 kilowatts capacity or 
over and who performs duties incidental thereto, 
including, but without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing definitions, the logging of readings. 

"Boiler Controller" means a worker responsible for 
the safe and efficient working of the maintenance of 
steam pressures and temperatures on boilers whose 
controls are groups on one panel and not contained 
within a unit centre. 

"Boiler Cleaner" means a worker who performs work 
pertaining to the cleaning of a boiler, precipitator or 
economiser, including — 

(a) the removal of dirt from inside or outside the 
boiler casings, but excluding the light surface 
cleaning done solely by hand in and around the 
areas of the burners as part of routine plant 
cleaning; 

(b) the breakings and making of drum manhole 
door joints and handhole door joints; 
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(c) the searching for leaking tubes or faults; and 
(d) the cleaning of scale or rust by hand or 

machine. 
"Fuelman" means a worker employed in the handling 

or unloading of coal. 
"Tippler Attendant" means a worker responsible for 

the removal of coal from railway trucks by means of the 
tippler and shall include the operation, lubrication and 
cleaning of a tippler plant. 

"Coal Plant Operator" means a worker who operates 
the coal plant control switchboard in addition to carrying 
out the duties as defined for the Bunker Attendant. 

"Bunker Attendant'' means a worker whose duties are 
to operate the belt trippers over the station bunkers, 
attend to the magnetic separators, attend to the running, 
lubrication and cleaning of the rubber belt conveyor 
system, crushers and screens. 

"Greaser" means a worker employed in lubricating or 
oiling any machinery or shafting. 

"Greaser Driver" means a worker on shift work 
whose duties include the driving of the shift vehicle, plant 
greasing and general operating assistance on the junior 
grades at the South Fremantle Power Station. 

"Hoist Attendant" means a worker whose duty is to 
attend to the operation, lubrication and cleaning of skip 
hoists, coal screens, shutes and coal crushers to belt 
conveyors and stock pile at South Fremantle Power 
Station only. 

"Casual Worker" means a worker employed for less 
than one week continuously but does not include a 
worker who when work is available leaves his 
employment before the expiration of one week. 

"Shift Work" means shift work on a rostered basis 
whereby the shift worker is employed on a two or three 
shift basis throughout the year. 

"Boiler Water Tester" means a worker whose duty is 
routine boiler water treatment and testing and who also 
operates the water treatment plant. 

6.—Mixed Functions. 
(1) A worker who is required to perform duties 

carrying a higher rate of pay than his classified rate for 
two hours in any day or shift, shall perform such duties 
as directed and be paid at the higher rate for the whole of 
the day or shift. If called upon to perform work carrying 
a higher rate of pay than his classified rate for less than 
two hours, he shall be paid at that higher rate for the time 
so worked. 

(2) Should any worker be required to perform work in 
a lower grade, his wages shall not be reduced whilst 
employed in such capacity. 

7.—Promotion. 
(1) All promotions to positions covered by this award 

shall be made under and in accordance with the Govern- 
ment Employees (Promotions Appeal Board) Act 1945, 
and the employer shall in the manner prescribed, under 
that Act, notify all applicants for any vacancy or new 
position of the person recommended for appointment to 
such vacancy or new position. 

(2) A worker who desires to appeal shall serve a 
notice, in the prescribed form, on the Commissioner and 
the Secretary of the Promotions Appeal Board within 14 
clear days after the date of the notice referred to in 
subclause (1) of this clause. 

(3) (a) Where a vacancy occurs, or a new office is 
created, and it is necessary to fill the position without 
delay, a temporary appointment may be made but 
applications for permanent appointment to the position 
shall be called within two months of the occurrence of 
such vacancy or the creation of such new office as the 
case may be. 

(b) A temporary appointment under this subclause 
shall not continue for longer than four months from the 
occurrence of the vacancy or the creation of the new 
position as the case may be. 

8.—Contract of Service. 
(1) A worker shall not leave the service of the 

employer except upon the expiry of 14 days' notice of his 
intention to do so, given in writing to the employer by the 
worker, unless the employer otherwise approves. 

(2) A worker shall not be dismissed from the service of 
the employer except upon the expiry of 14 days' notice of 
dismissal given in writing to the worker by the employer 
and the reasons for dismissal shall be stated in that 
notice. 

(3) The provisions of subclause (2) of this clause do 
not apply with respect of a worker who is dismissed 
summarily for misconduct, peculation or theft. 

(4) The foregoing provisions of this clause do not 
apply to a casual worker. 

(5) The employer may deduct payment for any day or 
portion of a day on which a worker cannot be usefully 
employed because of a strike by Unions or Associations. 

9.—Absence from Duty. 
(1) Any worker losing time through sickness or injury 

shall as soon as possible notify his foreman or other 
officer-in-charge in sufficient time to permit of arrange- 
ments being made for the performance of his duties. 

(2) Subject to Clause 10.—Payment for Sickness, any 
worker losing time through sickness or special leave shall 
be reduced in wages only to the extent of the time actually 
lost through sickness or granted as special leave. 

10.—Payment for Sickness. 
(1) (a) An employee (other than a casual employee) 

shall be entitled to payment for non-attendance on the 
grounds of personal ill-health or injury for one-sixth of a 
week's pay for each completed month of service. 

(b) The unused portion of the entitlement prescribed 
in paragraph (a) hereof, in any accruing year, shall be 
allowed to accumulate and may be availed of in the next 
or any succeeding year. Any such entitlement 
accumulated to an employee as at 8 June 1981 shall be 
adjusted in hours in the ratio of 37 Vi to 40. 

(c) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the end of 
each accruing year, or at the time the employee leaves the 
service of the employer, in the event of the employee 
being entitled by service subsequent to the sickness in 
that year' to a greater allowance than that made at the 
time the sickness occurred. 

(2) For the purpose of this clause, the expression 
"non-attendance on the grounds of personal ill-health", 
shall be deemed to include the absence of an employee 
for not more than three consecutive working days due to 
the unexpected critical illness of a member of the 
employee's immediate family (i.e. wife, parent, child, 
brother or sister), but only if and to the extent that the 
employee proves to the satisfaction of the employer that 
his absence was necessary. 

(3) Except as provided in subclause (2) of this clause, 
an employee shall not be entitled to the benefit of this 
clause unless he produces proof of sickness to the 
satisfaction of the employer, but the employer shall not 
be entitled to a medical certificate for absences of less 
than three consecutive working days, unless the total of 
such absences exceeds five days in any one accruing year. 

(4) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, the 
provisions of this clause apply to an employee who 
suffers personal ill-health or injury during the time when 
he is absent on annual leave; and an employee may apply 
for, and the employer shall grant, paid sick leave in place 
of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made within 
seven days of resuming work, and then only if the 
employee was confined to his place of residence or a 
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hospital as a result of his personal ill-health or injury, for 
a period of seven consecutive days or more, and he 
produces a certificate from a registered medical 
practitioner that he was so confined. Provided that the 
provisions of this paragraph do not relieve the employee 
of the obligation to advise the employer in accordance 
with Clause 9.—Absence from Duty, if he is unable to 
attend for work on the working day next following his 
annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the employee was entitled at the time he proceeded 
on annual leave, and shall not be made with respect to 
fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) 
of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced by the 
paid sick leave, and the replaced annual leave may be 
taken at another time mutually agreed to by the employer 
and the employee or, failing agreement, shall be added to 
the employee's next period of annual leave or, if termina- 
tion occurs before then, be paid for in accordance with 
the provisions of Clause 11.—Annual Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at the 
rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is sub- 
sequently taken, provided that the annual leave loading 
prescribed in Clause 11.—Annual Leave, shall be 
deemed to have been paid with respect to the replaced 
annual leave. 

(5) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to employees who are entitled to 
payment under the Workers' Compensation and 
Assistance Act 1981, or to employees whose illness or 
injury is the result of the employee's own misconduct. 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a 

period of 150 hours' leave, with payment of ordinary 
wages as prescribed, shall be allowed annually to an 
employee by the employer after a period of 12 months' 
continuous service with the employer. 

(b) A seven day shift employee (i.e. a shift employee 
who is rostered to regularly work on Sundays and 
holidays), shall be allowed 37 Zi hours' leave in addition 
to the leave he is otherwise entitled to under this clause. 

(c) Where an employee with 12 months' continuous 
service is engaged for part of the 12 monthly period as a 
seven day shift employee, he shall be entitled to have the 
period of 150 hours' annual leave, prescribed in 
paragraph (a) hereof, increased by 3.13 hours for each 
month he is continuously engaged as aforesaid, up to a 
maximum of 37 Vi hours' additional leave entitlement. 

(d) (i) If the employee so requests, the annual leave 
allowed in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) hereof 
may be taken in two periods, provided that 
each period consists of a minimum of 41 and 
two-thirds or 37 Vi hours, and that such 
periods are taken in complete weeks in 
accordance with the recognised work pattern 
of the employee concerned. 

(ii) Where practicable, leave shall be cleared 
within 12 months from due date. 

(e) In taking leave, if an employee's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the employee shall have 
the option of resuming duty for that full day or take the 
balance of the day as approved leave without pay. 

(f) In addition to the payment for annual leave, an 
employee shall receive a loading calculated on the follow- 
ing basis — 

(i) day employees: 17 Vi per cent of the 
employees' "rate of wage" calculated at the 
date of accrual. 

(ii) shift employees: shift loadings and weekend 
penalties for ordinary time, as prescribed in 
Clause 20.—Shift Work, in accordance with 
the shift roster the employee would have 
worked had he not been on leave. 

Where the amount paid for shift loadings 
and/or weekend penalties is less than 11 Vi 
per cent of the employees' "rate of wage", a 
loading shall be added to give an amount 
equal to 17 Vi per cent of the employees' 
"rate of wage" at the date of accrual. 

(iii) "rate of wage" shall comprise the wage an 
employee would have received in respect of 
the ordinary time he would have worked had 
he not been on leave during the relevant 
period; 

but the loading prescribed in this paragraph shall not 
apply to proportionate leave on termination. 

(2) If any award holiday falls within an employee's 
period of annual leave and is observed on a day which in 
the case of that employee would have been an ordinary 
working day, there shall be added to that period one day, 
being an ordinary working day, for each such holiday 
observed as aforesaid. 

(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) 
hereof, when computing the annual leave due under this 
clause, no deduction shall be made from such leave in 
respect of the period that an employee is on annual leave 
or holidays; and no such deduction shall be made for any 
approved period or periods during which an employee is 
absent from duty through sickness with or without 
pay, unless the absence exceeds 13 weeks in the 
aggregate, in which case deduction may be made for such 
excess only. 

(b) Approved periods of absence from work caused 
through accidents sustained in the course of employment 
shall not be considered breaks in continuity of service, 
but the first six months only of any such period shall 
count as service for the purpose of computing annual 
leave. 

(4) Subject to the provisions of subclause (6) of this 
clause, an employee whose employment terminates after 
one month's continuous service in any qualifying 12 
monthly period, shall be paid 2.88 hours' pay in respect 
of each completed week of continuous service in that 
qualifying period. 

(5) An employee whose employment terminates shall 
be entitled to payment, including the loading prescribed 
in subclause (l)(f) hereof, for any complete period of 
annual leave due to him. 

(6) Except as provided in subclause (5) of this clause, 
an employee who is justifiably dismissed for misconduct 
shall not be entitled to the benefits of the provisions of 
this clause. 

(7) For the purpose of subclause (l)(a) of this clause, 
"ordinary wages" means the rate of wage the employee 
has received for the greatest proportion of the calendar 
month prior to his taking annual leave. 

(8) Annual leave for employees employed south of 26 
degrees parallel of south latitude shall be calculated up to 
30 June in each year. 

(9) Any annual leave entitlement accumulated to an 
employee as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours in 
the ratio of 37 Vi to 40. 

(10) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to a 
casual employee. 

12.—Public Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed in 

lieu, shall, subject as hereinafter provided be allowed as 
holidays, without deduction of pay namely — New 
Year's Day, Australia Day, Labour Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Foundation Day, 
Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 
Provided that another day may be taken as a holiday by 
arrangement between the parties in lieu of any of the days 
named in the subclause. 
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(b) When any of the days mentioned in paragraph (a) 
hereof falls on a Saturday or a Sunday, the holiday shall 
be observed on the next succeeding Monday, and if that 
Monday is a special day off, or if the holiday falls on a 
special day off, then that special day off shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. Provided that 
when Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the 
holiday shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday; provided further that where Boxing Day is so 
substituted, and where the Monday immediately 
preceding that Tuesday is a special day off, then that 
special day off shall be observed on the next succeeding 
Wednesday. In each case, the substituted day shall be a 
holiday without deduction of pay and the day for which 
it is substituted shall not be a holiday. 

(2) (a) Whenever any holiday falls on a worker's 
ordinary working day and the worker is not required to 
work on such a day, he shall be paid for the ordinary 
hours he would have worked on such day as if it had not 
been a holiday. 

(b) If any worker other than a shift worker is required 
to work on a holiday, he shall be paid for the time 
worked at the rate of double time and one half. 

(c) When a shift worker is required to work on a 
holiday he shall be paid at the rate of time and one half 
and, in addition, be allowed a day's leave with pay to be 
added to his annual leave or, if the worker so agrees, 
taken at some subsequent date: provided that in lieu of 
the foregoing, but subject to agreement between the 
employer and the worker, the time worked may be paid 
for at the rate of double time and one half. 

(d) A seven day shift worker who is not required to 
work on a holiday which falls on his rostered day off, 
shall be allowed a day's leave with pay to be added to his 
annual leave or to be taken at some subsequent date if the 
worker so agrees. 

(3) When a worker is off duty owing to leave without 
pay or sickness including accidents on or off duty except 
time for which he is entitled to claim sick pay, any 
holiday falling during such absence shall not be treated as 
a paid holiday. Where the worker is on duty or available 
on the whole of the working day immediately preceding a 
holiday or resumes duty or is available on the whole of 
the working day immediately following a holiday as 
prescribed in this clause, the worker shall be entitled to a 
paid holiday on all such holidays. 

(4) The provisions of this clause do not apply to casual 
workers. 

13.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions embodied in the document "Long 

Service Leave Conditions — State Government Wages 
Employees" as consolidated in June 1980, shall apply 
with the exception that, on and from the first day of 
April 1977 long service leave for the second period of 
service shall accrue at the rate of 13 weeks' leave for 
seven years of continuous service. 

(2) For the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause, "13 
weeks' leave" shall mean 487'/z hours' leave. 

(3) Any long service leave entitlement accrued to a 
worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours in the 
ratio of 37 Vi to 40. 

(4) In taking leave, if a worker's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the worker shall have the 
option of resuming duty for that full day or take the 
balance of the day as approved leave without pay. 

14.—No New Designation. 
No new designation shall be introduced during the 

currency of this award so as to reduce the status of any 
worker covered thereby. 

15.—Shop Stewards. 
Upon notification in writing by the Secretary of the 

Union of the appointment of shop stewards, such shop 
stewards will be recognised by the Commission. 

16.—Hours of Duty. 
(1) Day Workers — 

(a) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (b) of 
this subclause, 37 Vi hours, exclusive of 
Saturday and Sunday work, shall constitute a 
week's work. No day's work shall exceed IVi 
hours without payment of overtime. 

(b) Provided that, by agreement between the 
employer and union party to this award, the 
ordinary hours may be worked over a fort- 
nightly period of nine days, exclusive of 
Saturday and Sunday work, with each day 
consisting of eight hours and 20 minutes 
without payment of overtime. 

(c) The ordinary hours of work shall be con- 
secutive except for an unpaid meal break which 
shall not exceed one hour. 

(d) The ordinary hours of duty shall be between the 
hours of 6.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday. 

(e) (i) The ordinary hours of duty within the 
spread of hours provided in paragraph 
(d) of this clause shall not be altered 
without consultation with the union, 

(ii) Notwithstanding the provisions of 
subparagraph (i) hereof, the ordinary 
hours of duty for workers in Construc- 
tion and Workshops Group shall be 
from 7.00 a.m. to 3.50 p.m. when 
working at the Muja Power Station site 
or other construction locations. 

(2) Shift Workers — 
(a) The normal working hours for three-shift 

seven-day and two-shift seven-day workers 
shall be an average of 37 Vi hours per week to be 
worked in shifts of eight hours per day in 
accordance with a recognised roster cycle, 
provided that time worked on Saturday and 
Sunday up to a maximum of eight hours shall 
be included in the week's work, but the extra 
rate prescribed for Saturday and Sunday time 
shall stand alone and be paid in addition to the 
week's earnings. 

(b) The normal working hours for two-shift five- 
day workers shall be 37 Vi hours per week ex- 
clusive of Saturday and Sunday work. No day's 
work shall exceed 7 Vi hours without payment 
of overtime. 

(c) For the purpose of computing time for which 
payment is to be made, calculations shall be 
made to the nearest one-quarter hour. 

17.—Guaranteed Week. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, the 

employer shall guarantee to each worker, other than a 
casual worker or a shift worker, a full week's work 
exclusive of Saturday and Sunday work. Provided that 
where a nine day fortnight is worked, the employer shall 
guarantee to each worker 75 hours' work over the fort- 
nightly period exclusive of Saturday and Sunday work. 
Each weekly or fortnightly period shall stand by itself. 

(2) The employer shall guarantee to each shift worker 
an average of 37 Vi hours' work per week over a 
recognised roster cycle. Shift workers may be rostered to 
work on Saturday and Sunday. 

(3) The guaranteed period may be reduced or affected 
as follows — 

(a) Where a worker is suspended, the provisions of 
Clause 18.—Wages During Suspension, shall 
apply. 

(b) In respect of any day when, as a result of a vote 
taken by the workers concerned with the 
consent of the employer or by agreement 
between the union and the employer, a holiday 
is taken. 
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(c) In respect of any day a worker is absent except 
through sickness as provided in Clause 10.— 
Payment for Sickness. 

(d) By any period during which the employer is 
unable wholly or partly to continue operations 
at the generating stations and/or at any of its 
undertakings because of any action on the part 
of any section of workers or for any other cause 
beyond the employer's control. 

18.—Wages During Suspension. 
(1) Where a worker is suspended, pursuant to the 

provisions of the State Energy Commission Act 1945-75 
and the charge is not proven, full wages for the period of 
suspension shall be paid. 

(2) Where the charge is admitted or proven, the 
worker may be deprived of wages for whole or any 
portion of the period of suspension but in such cases, the 
employer shall decide the amount of wages of which it is 
intended to deprive the worker and any such deprivation 
shall be recorded and regarded as part of the 
punishment. 

19.—Overtime. 
(1) AH work performed by any day worker outside the 

ordinary working hours of such worker shall be regarded 
as overtime and paid in accordance with the provisions of 
subclauses (2) to (9) inclusive of this clause. 

(2) The rates payable for overtime shall be: 
(a) Where the worker commences the overtime 

within the period of 1 Vi hours prior to his usual 
starting time, time and one half for the time 
worked in such 1 i/z hour period. 

(b) Double time for all time worked after 12.00 
noon on Saturday and for all time worked on 
Sunday. 

(c) Subject to the provisions of paragraph (a) of 
this subclause, double time for all time worked 
between 10.00 p.m. on any of the days Monday 
to Friday inclusive and the worker's usual 
starting time on the next day. 

(d) Subject to the foregoing provisions of this 
subclause time and one half for the first two 
hours, and double time thereafter. 

(3) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause a 
worker who commences to work overtime at or after the 
usual ceasing time and before the usual starting time: 

(i) Shall, if the overtime exceeds two hours, and is 
continuous with his day's work, be supplied 
with a meal by his employer or be paid $3.90 for 
a meal. The continuity of work shall not be 
deemed to have been interrupted by any meal 
break allowed within the two hour period 
referred to, but no such meal period shall be 
paid for. 

(ii) Shall be allowed a meal time of 20 minutes 
without loss of pay after each four continuous 
hours of overtime worked, but only if he 
continues to work after the meal time; and 

(iii) Shall be supplied with a meal by his employer or 
be paid $2.75 in respect of each meal time to 
which he is entitled under the last preceding 
paragraph. 

(b) The provisions of subparagraphs (i) and (iii) of 
paragraph (a) of this subclause shall not apply — 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for which 
the worker has been notified on the previous 
day or earlier that he will be required; or 

(ii) to any worker who lives in the locality in which 
the place of work is situated in respect of any 
meal for which he can reasonably go home. 

(c) If a worker to whom subparagraph (i) of 
paragraph (b) of this subclause applies has, as a 
consequence of the notification referred to in that 
paragraph, provided himself with a meal or meals and is 
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not required to work overtime or is required to work less 
overtime than the period notified, he shall be paid, for 
each meal provided and not required, the appropriate 
amount prescribed above. 

(d) For the purpose of paragraph (a) (i.e. the meal 
provisions of this subclause), time worked on Saturdays, 
Sundays, holidays or special days off between the usual 
starting time and the usual ceasing time shall not be 
deemed to be overtime. 

(4) Where the expressions "usual starting time" and 
"usual ceasing time" are used in the foregoing provisions 
of this clause, they shall mean, respectively, the time at 
which the worker usually commences and the time at 
which he usually ceases his ordinary hours of duty. 

(5) All time worked during the usual meal time shaU 
be paid for at overtime rates and such rates shall continue 
until the worker knocks off for his meal. 

(6) (a) A worker required to return to work overtime 
after leaving his employer's premises and who returns 
home on completion of that overtime shaU be paid $5.90 
in addition to the following minimum payments for any 
overtime worked, namely — 

(i) if notified of the requirement to work overtime 
before leaving his employer's premises — 

(aa) for a minimum of two hours at overtime 
rates on a Saturday; 

(ab) for a minimum of one hour at overtime 
rates on any other week day, 

(ii) if not so notified — 
(aa) for a minimum of three hours at 

overtime rates on a Saturday; 
(ab) for a minimum of two hours at overtime 

rates on any other week day, 
and the worker shall not be obliged to work for the 
minimum period applicable to him if the job for which he 
has been brought in has been completed in less time. 
Provided where a worker is called out for duty more than 
once within the minimum period detailed in this 
subclause, he shall not be entitled to any further payment 
for time worked within that minimum period. 

(b) The allowance of $5.90prescribed in paragraph (a) 
of this subclause shall be halved where the employer 
provides transport. 

(7) Sunday work — a worker who works overtime on 
any Sunday shall be paid for not less than four hours at 
the rate applicable to that day, provided the worker shall 
not be obliged to work for the four hours if the job for 
which he was brought in is completed in less than four 
hours. Provided further, if he is called out for duty more 
than once within a period of four hours from the start of 
a previous call out for duty, he shall not be entitled to any 
further payment for time worked within that period of 
four hours. 

(8) (a) When overtime work is necessary it -shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that 
each worker has at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between the work of successive days. 

(b) A worker (other than a casual worker) who works 
so much overtime between the termination of his 
ordinary work on one day and the commencement of his 
ordinary work on the next day that he has not had at least 
10 consecutive hours off duty between these times shall, 
subject to this subclause be released after completion of 
such overtime until he has had 10 consecutive hours off 
duty without loss of pay for ordinary working hours 
occurring during such absence. 

(c) If on the instructions of his employer, such a 
worker resumes or continues work without having such 
10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be paid at double 
time rates until he is released from duty for such period 
and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had 
10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 



(d) Where a worker (other than a casual worker) is 
called in to work on a Sunday, holiday or special day off 
preceding an ordinary working day, he shall, wherever 
reasonably practicable, be given 10 consecutive hours off 
duty before his usual starting time on the next day. If this 
is not practicable, then the provisions of paragraphs (b) 
and (c) of this subclause shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

(e) Overtime worked in the circumstances referred to 
in subclause (6) and (7) of this clause shall not be 
regarded as overtime for the purpose of this subclause 
where the actual time worked is less than the appropriate 
minimum period referred to in those subclauses. 

(9) When a worker is required to hold himself in 
readiness as from a specific time for a call-out to work 
after ordinary hours, he shall be paid at ordinary rates 
for the actual time in which he so holds himself in 
readiness. 

(10) All work performed by a shift worker at times 
other than those prescribed by his rostered shift shall be 
regarded as overtime and paid in accordance with the 
provisions of subclauses (11) to (14) inclusive of this 
clause. 

(11) (a) Subject to paragraph (b) of this subclause, 
double time for all overtime worked. 

(b) Ordinary time where the time worked — 
(i) is due to private arrangement between the 

workers themselves; 
(ii) does not exceed two hours and is due to a 

relieving man not coming on duty at the proper 
time; or 

(iii) is for the purpose of effecting the rotation of 
shifts. 

(12) (a) Subject to the provisions of this subclause, a 
worker who commences to work overtime at or after the 
usual ceasing time of his shift and before the usual 
starting time of his next rostered shift — 

(i) shall, if the overtime exceeds two hours be 
provided by his employer with any meal 
required or be paid $3.90 for a meal; 

(ii) shall, where a second or subsequent meal is 
required owing to the amount of overtime 
worked, be provided by his employer, with 
such meal required or be paid $2.75 for each 
meal so required; 

(iii) shall when a double shift is worked between the 
hours of 8.00 a.m. and 12.00 midnight be 
supplied with a substantial meal. Payment in 
lieu of this meal shall not apply. 

(iv) For the purpose of subparagraph (iii) hereof a 
substantial meal is a meal suitable to be served 
as a main course. 

(b) The provisions of this subclause shall not apply in 
respect of any period of overtime for which the worker 
has been notified on the previous day or earlier that he 
will be required to work overtime. 

(c) If a worker to whom paragraph (b) of this 
subclause applies has, as a consequence of the 
notification referred to in that paragraph, provided 
himself with a meal or meals and is not required to work 
overtime or is required to work less overtime than the 
period notified, he shall be paid for each meal provided 
and not required, the appropriate amount prescribed 
above. 

(13) (a) A worker recalled to work overtime after 
leaving his employer's premises and who returns to his 
home on completion of such overtime work shall be paid 
for a minimum of three hours at overtime rates, provided 
the worker shall not be obliged to work the three hours if 
the job for which he was brought in is completed in less 
time. 

(b) A worker who is recalled to work overtime, and 
who attends for duty but before commencing work is 
advised that he is not required to work, and does not 
work, shall be paid for 1 Vz hours at overtime rates. 

(14) (a) When overtime work is necessary, it shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged that 
each worker has at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between the work of successive days. 

(b) A worker (other than a casual worker) who works 
so much overtime between the termination of his 
rostered shift on one day and the commencement of his 
rostered shift on the next day, that he has not had at least 
10 consecutive hours off duty between these times shall, 
subject to this subclause be released after completion of 
such overtime until he has had 10 consecutive hours off 
duty without loss of pay for ordinary working hours 
occurring during such absence. 

(c) If on the instruction of his employer, such a 
worker resumes or continues work without having such 
10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be paid double 
time rates until he is released from duty for such period 
and he shall then be entitled to be absent until he has had 
10 consecutive hours off duty without loss of pay for 
ordinary working hours occurring during such absence. 

(d) The period of 10 hours off duty referred to in the 
foregoing provisions of this subclause shall be reduced to 
eight hours when overtime is worked — 

(i) for the purpose of changing shift rosters; or 
(ii) where a shift worker does not report for duty; 

or 
(iii) where a shift is worked by arrangement 

between the workers themselves 
but not where a shift worker does not report for duty and 
a worker is required to be on duty for 16 consecutive 
hours. 

(e) Overtime worked in the circumstances referred to 
in subclause (13) of this clause shall not be regarded as 
overtime for the purpose of this subclause where the 
actual time worked is less than three hours. 

(15) General — 
(a) No worker shall work more than 16 hours con- 

secutively in any one period of 24 hours. 
(b) Extra rates shall be computed at the rate 

applicable to the day on which time is worked 
provided that double time, or double time and 
one half on a holiday prescribed in this award, 
shall be the maximum rate payable under the 
provisions of this clause. 

(c) When a worker is required to hold himself in 
readiness as from a specific time for a call-out 
to work after ordinary hours he shall be paid at 
ordinary rates for the actual time in which he so 
holds himself in readiness. 

(d) Travelling time shall not be regarded as time 
worked within the meaning of this clause. 

20.—Shift Work. 
(1) (a) Shift work means work which is carried out 

during a time set out in a roster which provides for two or 
more shifts on a day and which requires employees to 
rotate or alternate in the working of such shifts. 

(b) Rostered shift means a shift of which a worker 
concerned has had at least 48 hours notice. 

(c) Day shift means any shift started at or after 6.00 
a.m. and finishing at or before 4.00 p.m. 

(d) Afternoon shift means any shift finishing after 
4.00 p.m. or at or before midnight. 

(e) Night shift means any shift finishing after 
midnight or at or before 8.00 a.m. 

(2) Shift Workers (other than casual) — 
(a) Subject to subclause (3) of this clause a worker 

employed on afternoon or night shift shall be 
paid a loading of 18% per cent per afternoon 
shift of eight hours, or 22Vi per cent per night 
shift of eight hours, in addition to his ordinary 
rate. 
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(b) The loading of the ordinary rate of pay shall be 
five per cent for any rostered shift commenced 
between the hours of 5.00 a.m. and 7.00 a.m. 

(3) (a) Time and one half shall be paid for rostered 
shifts worked by shift workers between midnight on 
Fridays and midnight on Saturdays. 

(b) Double time shall be paid for rostered shifts 
worked by shift workers between midnight on Saturdays 
and midnight on Sundays. 

(c) The rates prescribed in this subclause shall be paid 
in substitution for and not in addition to the shift 
loadings prescribed in subclause (2) of this clause. 

(4) Casual Shift Workers — 
(a) The employer may if he so desires place day 

workers on shift work, but before doing so 
shall give notice of his intention to the union. 
Wherever possible at least one month's notice 
shall be given. 

(b) When shift work is required to be worked by 
day workers the loading on the ordinary rates 
of pay for such shift work shall be 25 per cent 
for afternoon and night shifts. 

(c) Where a day. worker is temporarily transferred 
onto afternoon or night shift and is not given 
seven days' notice of the intended transfer he 
shall be paid at overtime rates for the time 
worked on afternoon or night shift from the 
time he commenced afternoon or night shift 
until midnight on the following Saturday. 
Thereafter he shall be paid at ordinary shift 
rates. 

21.—Away from Home Allowance. 
When a worker is instructed to proceed on duty from 

the place where he is then or usually employed, the 
employer shall pay all fares, including sleeper and proper 
allowances at current rates for all necessary meals and 
board and lodging. Fares shall be second class except 
when travelling by aeroplane when economy fares shall 
be paid and shall include return fares on completion of 
the job. 

22.—Payment for Travelling Time. 
(1) A worker going to work away from or returning to 

his home station shall be paid at ordinary rates for the 
actual travelling or waiting time for the first eight hours 
and thereafter at half the ordinary rates in any one period 
of 24 hours. 

(2) When the waiting time exceeds four hours and 
suitable accommodation is available, the worker shall be 
deemed to be booked off duty and shall not be entitled to 
payment for the time he is booked off. 

(3) Sunday travelling time shall be paid at the same 
rates and on the same conditions as on week days. 

(4) In respect of a worker who is provided with a 
sleeping berth in a passenger train, travelling time shall 
not count between 10.00 p.m. and 7.00 a.m. provided 
this shall not operate to reduce the travelling time to be 
paid for below four hours in any one day; provided 
further that where, by virtue of the length or nature of 
the journey the sleeping berth is available for six hours or 
less, travelling time shall be paid for such period with a 
minimum of four hours. 

(5) A worker attached to a depot or workshop who is 
required to start work at some place other than his usual 
workshop or place of employment shall, if the time taken 
in travelling from his place of residence to the job and 
return exceeds the time normally taken in travelling from 
his normal place of residence to his usual workshop or 
place of employment and return be paid for such excess 
travelling time at ordinary rates, and if the fares actually 
and reasonably incurred in such travelling exceed the 
fares normally paid by the worker in travelling from his 

place of residence and return, the employer shall pay the 
amount by which the fares exceed those usually paid for 
travelling to and from his usual workshop or place of 
employment. 

(6) A worker who is working outside the Metropolitan 
area and who is required to start work at some place 
other than the depot to which he is attached, shall travel 
one way from or to work in his own time provided 
however, that the worker shall not be required to travel 
for more than three quarters of an hour in any one day in 
his own time. 

23.—No Reduction. 
This award shall not in itself operate to reduce the 

wages of any employee who is at present receiving above 
the minimum rates prescribed for his class of work. 

24.—Passes and Privileges. 
A worker who was employed by the State Energy 

Commission prior to September 1946, and who has been 
continuously employed since that date shall continue to 
receive such passes and privileges he is entitled to at the 
date of this award. 

25.—Right of Entry. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this 

clause, on notifying the officer in charge any officer of 
the union authorised in writing by the President and 
Secretary of that union, shall have the right to enter 
during ordinary working hours, any place or premises 
wherein members of that union covered by this award are 
engaged, for the purpose of conversing with or inter- 
viewing those members in such places or premises. 

(2) Such officer shall not hamper or otherwise hinder 
the workers in the carrying out of their work. The officer 
in charge shall determine whether workers are being 
hampered or hindered in their work. 

26.—Under-Rate Workers. 
(1) A worker, who by reason of old age or infirmity, is 

unable to earn the minimum wage prescribed by this 
award, may be paid such lesser rate as may from time to 
time be agreed upon in writing between the respondent 
and the union. 

(2) A worker whose wage has been so fixed, may work 
and be employed by the employer for such wage for a 
period of six calendar months thereafter and after the 
expiration of the said period until 14 days' notice in 
writing shall have been given him on behalf of the union 
requiring his wage to be again fixed in the manner 
prescribed by this clause. 

27.—Height Money. 
Employees not in receipt of the Power Station Allow- 

ance prescribed by this award, when working on or from 
temporary stages, planks or ladders at a height of 15.5 
metres or more above the ground or floor level shall be 
paid $0.60 per day extra whilst so employed. 

28.—Allowances and Special Provisions. 
(1) A casual hand shall be paid 20 per cent in addition 

to the minimum rate prescribed. 
(2) Reasonable change rooms, lockers and washing 

facilities shall be provided for the workers. 
(3) Use of Protective Articles — 

(a) All protective clothing including goggles, 
glasses, gloves and rubber boots or other 
efficient substitutes therefor, shall be available 
for use of any worker engaged in any work in 
which their use is required for the protection of 
the worker. 

(b) Every worker shall sign an acknowledgement 
on receipt thereof and on leaving employment 
shall return the same to the Commission. 
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(c) During the time the same are on issue to the 
worker, he shall be responsible for any loss or 
damage thereto, fair wear and tear attributable 
to ordinary use excepted. 

(d) No worker shall lend another worker the 
goggles, glasses, gloves or rubber boots or 
substitutes issued to such first mentioned 
worker and if the same are lent, both the lender 
and the borrower shall be deemed to be guilty 
of wilful misconduct. 

(e) Before goggles, glasses and gloves, rubber 
boots or any such substitutes which have been 
used by a worker are re-issued by the 
Commission to another worker they shall be 
effectively sterilised. 

(4) Workers shall be paid allowances as specified 
hereunder when engaged in the following — 

(a) Workers employed on the lancing of boilers at 
the Muja Power Station $5.70 per day. 

(b) Workers employed in the operating Power 
Station at Muja shall be paid an allowance of 
$1.74 for each day on which they are required 
to report for duty. 

(c) A worker who holds a St. John Ambulance 
Association Certificate and who is appointed as 
a First Aid Attendant shall be paid $4.60 per 
week extra. 

(5) (a) A worker under the direct control of the 
Station Engineer Bunbury, Kwinana, Muja or South 
Fremantle Power Station, being operating thermal 
power stations with installed capacity in excess of 12.5 
megawatts, shall, where employed on the maintenance or 
operation of such power station be paid $21.10 per week. 

(b) A worker who is paid an allowance under this 
subclause shall not be entitled to receive any other 
allowance prescribed in this clause except those 
prescribed in subclauses (4) and (7) of this clause. 

(6) (a) Each worker shall be supplied with two sets of 
overalls after six months of continuous service which 
shall be replaced when in the opinion of the nominated 
officer, overalls are beyond useful wear and repair. 

(b) Each worker to whom overalls are issued shall sign 
an acknowledgement of receipt thereof and shall return 
those overalls to the employer if his employment 
terminates. 

(c) Shall be responsible for any loss or damage to 
those overalls other than fair wear and tear attributable 
to ordinary use. 

(7) Auxiliary Plant Attendants at Bunbury Power 
Station performing ashing duties associated with the 
precipitators shall be paid $0.60 per shift for all purposes 
of the award. 

Ash Plant Attendant  230.00 237.60 241.20 42.yu 
Auxiliary Plant Attendant  245.50 253.10 256.70 54.70 
Boiler Cleaner  234.60 242.20 245.80 42.90 
Boiler Controller  255.00 265.80 281.50 54.70 
Boiler Water Tester  250.00 260.80 276.60 54.70 
Bunker Attendant  230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 
Coal Plant Operator  245.50 253.10 256.70 54.70 
Crawler Tractor Driver using power 

operated attachments: 
Up to Class 2   255.90 263.50 267.10 42.90 
Classes 3 and 4   264.60 272.20 275.80 42.90 
Classes 5 and 6   275.00 282.60 286.20 42.90 
Classes 7 and 8   278.40 286.00 289.60 42.90 
Class 9   282.70 290.30 293.90 42.90 

Diesel Locomotive Driver  245.30 256.00 271.80 54.70 
Fuelman   230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 
Greaser  230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 
Hoist Attendant  234.60 242.20 245.80 42.90 
Laboratory Attendant  230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 
Mobile Crane Driver — 

Up to 5 tonnes  251.50 259.10 262.60 42.90 
Over 5 tonnes and up to 10 
tonnes   258.90 266.50 270.00 42.90 
Over 10 tonnes and up to 20 
tonnes   269.30 276.90 280.40 42.90 
Over 20 tonnes and up to 40 
tonnes   273.00 280.50 284.20 42.90 Oil Filter and Separator Attendant... 230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 

Plant Cleaner  216.30 223.90 227.50 42.90 
Pneumatic tyred tractor driver — Up to 37 kilowatts  255.90 263.50 267.10 42.90 

Over 37 kilowatts  264.60 272.20 275.80 42.90 
Shunter   230.00 237.60 241.20 42.90 
Tippler Driver  234.60 242.20 245.80 42.90 
Turbine Driver  255.00 265.80 281.50 54.70 
Turbine Room Crane Driver  252.10 259.70 263.30 42.90 
Unit Attendant Grade 1   295.40 306.20 321.90 54.70 
Unit Attendant Grade2  255.00 265.80 281.50 54.70 
Unit Auxiliary Attendant  250.00 260.80 276.60 54.70 

Note: Crawler Tractors are classified in 
accordance with Australian Standard D4 — 1964 
"Classification of Crawler Tractor by Weight" as 
follows — 
Class Shipping Weight — Pounds 

1 Up to 3 000 
2 Over 3 000 up to 6 000 
3 Over 6 000 up to 10 000 
4 Over 10 000 up to 15 000 
5 Over 15 000 up to 25 000 
6 Over 25 000 up to 40 000 
7 Over 40 000 up to 60 000 
8 Over 60 000 up to 80 000 
9 Over 80 000 

(2) Leading Hands 
Placed in charge of: Per week $ 
(a) not less than three and not more 

than 10 other workers shall be paid 
extra  12.60 

(b) more than 10 and not more than 20 
other workers shall be paid extra.... 19.20 

(c) more than 20 other workers shall be 
paid extra  24.80 

29.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

(1) Subject to the provisions of this subclause a 
worker shall be paid the rate per week and in addition the 
special payment assigned to his class of work. 

Provided that where a worker is: 
(a) in his third year of service, the rate per week 

shall be that prescribed in Column "B". 
(b) in his fourth or subsequent year of service, the 

rate per week shall be that prescribed in 
Column "C". 

30.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of this 

clause, wages shall be paid fortnightly by cheque on each 
alternate Tuesday at the worker's recognised work 
location. 

(2) Where the worker elects in writing, the wages shall 
be paid into a bank account, building society or 
approved credit union; and the receipt of such bank, 
building society or credit union shall be a full and 
sufficient discharge for the amount paid thereto. 

(3) Workers who, as at 3 July 1981 had elected to be 
paid in cash shall, until they elect otherwise, continue to 
be so paid. 

31.—Compassionate Leave. 
(1) An employee (other than a casual worker) shall, on 

the death within Australia of a wife, husband, father, 
mother, brother, sister, child or stepchild be entitled on 
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notice, to leave up to and including the day of the funeral 
of such relation and such leave shall be without 
deduction of pay for a period not exceeding the number 
of hours worked by the employee in two ordinary 
working days. Proof of such death shall be furnished by 
the employee to the satisfaction of his employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of compassion- 
ate leave is to be made only where the worker otherwise 
would have been on duty, and shall not be granted in any 
case where the worker concerned would have been off 
duty in accordance with his roster, or on long service 
leave, annual leave, sick leave, workers' compensation, 
leave without pay, public holiday or a special day off. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, the words "wife" 
and "husband" shall include a person who lives with the 
worker as a de facto wife or husband. 

32.—District Allowances. 
(1) Workers employed in the districts of the State 

described in subclause (2) of this clause shall be paid the 
allowance prescribed for that district. 

(2) The boundaries of the districts shall be: 
District: 

1. The area within a line commencing on coast; 
thence east along latitude 28 to a point north of 
Tallering Peak; thence due south to Tallering 
Peak; thence south-east to Mt Gibson and 
Burracoppin; thence to a point south-east at 
the junction of latitude 32 and longitude 119; 
thence south along longitude 119 to coast. 

2. That area within a line commencing on the 
south coast at longitude 119 then east along the 
coast to longitude 123; then north along 
longitude 123 to a point on latitude 30; thence 
west along latitude 30 to the boundary of No. 1 
District. 

3. The area within a line commencing on coast at 
latitude 26; thence along latitude 26 to 
longitude 123; thence south along longitude 
123 to the boundary of No. 2 District. 

4. The area within a line commencing on the coast 
at latitude 24; thence east to the South 
Australian Border; thence south to the coast; 
thence along the coast to longitude 123; thence 
north to the intersection of latitude 26; thence 
west along latitude 26 to the coast. 

5. That area of the State situated between the 
latitude 24 and a line running east from Carnot 
Bay to the Northern Territory Border. 

6. That area of the State north of a line running 
east from Carnot Bay to the Northern Territory 
Border. 

(3) The weekly allowance payable to workers 
employed in the districts of the State described in 
subclause (2) of this clause are as follows: 

District $ 
1. Nil 
2. 5.80 
3. 8.10 
4. 12.80 
5. 25.40 
6. 31.20 

(4) Workers employed in the towns shown hereunder 
in the districts referred to in subclause (2) of this clause 
shall be paid the following allowances in lieu of the rates 
prescribed in subclause (3) of this clause. 

District Town $ 
1. Nil Nil 
2. Kalgoorlie 1.90 

Ravensthorpe 7.70 
Norseman 7.70 
Salmon Gums 7.70 
Marvel Loch 7.70 
Esperance 7.70 

District Town $ 

3. Meekatharra 12.80 
Mount Magnet 12.80 
Wiluna 12.80 
Laverton 12.80 
Leonora 12.80 
Cue 12.80 

4. Warburton Mission 34.30 
Carnarvon 12.10 

5. Fitzroy Crossing 34.30 
Halls Creek 34.30 
Turner River Camp 34.30 
Nullagine 34.30 
Abydos Research Station 31.80 
Liveringa (Camballin) 31.80 
Marble Bar 31.80 
Wittenoom 31.80 
Port Hedland 27.90 

6. Nil Nil 

(5) (a) A married male worker whose spouse is not 
employed by the Government shall be paid double the 
weekly allowance expressed herein for the district or 
town in which he is employed. 

(b) A worker other than a married male worker who 
supplies proof that he or she is the main support of 
relatives or dependants resident within the State shall be 
paid double the weekly allowance expressed herein for 
the district or town in which he or she is employed. 

(c) Provided that until the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing on or after 1 July 1980 the allowance 
referred to in this subclause shall be 150 per cent of the 
weekly allowance in lieu of the double allowance 
prescribed herein. 

(d) In no circumstances shall the weekly allowances 
paid to a married couple by Government employers 
exceed double the allowance prescribed herein nor be less 
than that amount. 

(6) The rates of allowance prescribed herein shall be 
adjusted every 12 months in accordance with variations 
in the "Consumer Price Index" for Perth for the period 
ending 31 December each year. The adjustment to the 
rates shall be effective from the beginning of the first pay 
period to commence on or after 1 January in each year. 

(7) Where a worker is on annual leave, he shall be paid 
for the period of such leave the district allowance to 
which he would ordinarily be entitled. 

(8) Where a worker is on long service leave or other 
approved leave with pay (other than annual leave) he 
shall only be paid district allowance for the period of 
such leave he remains in the district in which he is 
employed. 

(9) Liberty is reserved to the Union to make 
application to amend this clause with respect to towns 
which attract allowances different from that applying 
generally to that district. 

(10) Nothing in this clause shall operate so as to 
reduce the district allowance being paid at the date of this 
order to any worker. 

(11) Where a worker is provided with free board and 
lodging by the employer the allowance prescribed 
herewith shall be reduced to two-thirds of the full 
allowance. 

33.—Transfers. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of this clause, an 

employee required to transfer permanently to or from 
the Metropolitan Area, or from one country district to 
another, involving a change of residence shall — 

(a) be granted the equivalent of fares incurred by 
himself, his wife, and dependent children, and 
where it is necessary for the employee to travel 
by train overnight, fares shall include second- 
class sleeping accommodation; 
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(b) be reimbursed for removal expenses for 
furniture and personal effects including 
insurance costs incurred, provided that prior 
estimates are obtained and approved by the 
employer; 

(c) be paid actual travelling and waiting-time up to 
a maximum of eight hours per day. No 
overtime, Saturday or Sunday time rates shall 
apply; 

(d) in the case of a married employee, be allowed 
one day for packing and one day for 
unpacking. A married man who does not 
transfer his family shall be treated as a single 
man; and 

(e) be given at least four weeks' notice of the actual 
transfer date. 

(2) An employee who applies to be transferred 
permanently in his own designation from one depot to 
another, shall only be entitled to the provisions of 
paragraph (a) of subclause (1) of this clause. 

(3) The provisions of this clause do not apply to any 
successful applicant receiving promotion under the 
provisions of the Government Employees (Promotions 
Appeal Board) Act 1945. 

Schedule of Respondents. 
State Energy Commission. 

Dated at Perth this 9th day of December 1977. 

15. Absence from Duty. 
16. Promotions. 
17. Under Rate Workers. 
18. Special Provisions and Allowances. 
19. Maximum Rate. 
20. Definitions. 
21. Bereavement Leave. 
22. Wages. 
23. Payment of Wages. 

3.—Scope. 
This agreement shall apply to workers employed 

by the Commission in the classification described in 
Clause 22.—Wages, hereof. 

4.—Term. 
The term of this agreement shall be for a period of 

one month from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing after the date hereof. 

5.—Contract of Service. 
(1) A worker shall not leave the service of the 

employer except upon the expiry of 14 days notice of 
his intention to do so, given in writing to the 
employer by the worker, unless the employer other- 
wise approves. 

(2) A worker shall not be dismissed from the 
service of the employer except upon the expiry of 14 
days notice of dismissal, given in writing to the 
worker by the employer and the reason for dismissal 
shall be stated in that notice. 

(3) The provisions of subclause (2) of this clause 
do not apply with respect to a worker who is 
dismissed summarily for misconduct, peculation or 
theft. 

(4) The foregoing provisions of this clause do not 
apply to a casual worker. 

(5) The employer may deduct payment for any 
day or portion of a day on which a worker cannot 
usefully be employed because of a strike by the 
Union party to this agreement. 

GAS WORKERS' 
(State Energy Commission). 
Agreement No. 6 of 1978. 

This agreement made in pursuance of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1912-1976 this 23rd day of January 1978 
between the Australasian Society of Engineers Industrial 
Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch (herein- 
after referred to as the "Union") of the one part and the 
Commissioners of the State Energy Commission of 
Western Australia (hereinafter referred to as the 
"Commission") of the other part, whereby the said 
parties agree as follows — 

1.—Title. 
This agreement shall be known as the Gas 

Workers' (SEC) Agreement 1977 and replaces 
Industrial Agreement No. 33 of 1975 as varied. 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Contract of Service. 
6. Mixed Functions. 
7. Hours of Duty. 
8. Overtime. 
9. Annual Leave. 

10. Holidays. 
11. Payment for Sickness. 
12. Long Service Leave. 
13. Travelling Allowance. 
14. Junior Workers' Certificate. 

6.—Mixed Functions. 
A worker called upon to perform work carrying a 

higher rate of pay than his classified rate for two 
hours in any day or shift shall be paid for such 
higher rate for the whole of the day or shift. If called 
upon to perform work carrying a higher rate of pay 
than his classified rate for less than two hours, he 
shall be paid at that higher rate for the time so 
worked. 

7.—Hours of Duty. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of 

this clause, 37 "A hours, exclusive of Saturday and 
Sunday work, shall constitute a week's work. No 
day's work shall exceed 7 A hours without payment 
of overtime. 

(2) Provided that, by agreement between the 
employer and unions party to this award, the 
ordinary hours may be worked over a fortnightly 
period of nine days, exclusive of work performed on 
Saturday, Sunday and the special day off, with each 
day consisting of eight hours and 20 minutes 
without payment of overtime. 

(3) The ordinary hours of work shall be con- 
secutive except for an unpaid meal break which shall 
not exceed one hour. 

(4) The ordinary hours of duty shall be between 
the hours of 6.00 a.m. and 5.30 p.m. Monday to 
Friday inclusive. 

(5) The ordinary hours of duty within the spread 
of hours provided in subclause (4) of this clause shall 
not be altered without consultation with the unions 
party to this award. 
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(6) For the purpose of computing time for which 
payment is to be made, calculations shall be made to 
the nearest one-quarter hour. 

(7) For the purpose of meeting the needs of the 
industry, the employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime, including work on 
Saturdays, Sundays, holidays and special days off, 
at the rate prescribed by this award, and unless 
reasonable excuse exists, the worker shall work in 
accordance with such requirement. 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) (a) All time worked in excess of or outside of 

the ordinary working hours shall be paid for at the 
rate of time and one half for the first two hours and 
double time thereafter. 

(b) Work done on Sundays shall be paid for at 
the rate of double time. 

(c) When a worker is required for duty during his 
usual meal time and his meal time is thereby post- 
poned for more than half an hour, he shall be paid at 
overtime rates until he gets his meal. 

(d) In computing overtime, each day shall stand 
alone but when a worker works overtime which 
continues beyond midnight on any day, the time 
worked after midnight shall be deemed to be part of 
the previous day's work for the purpose of this 
subclause. 

(2) (a) When overtime work is necessary, it shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be so arranged 
that each worker has at least 10 consecutive hours 
off duty between the work of successive days. 

(b) A worker (other than a casual worker) who 
works so much overtime between the termination of 
his ordinary work on one day and the commence- 
ment of his ordinary work on the next day, that he 
has not had at least 10 consecutive hours off duty 
between those times, shall, subject to this subclause, 
be released after completion of such overtime until 
he has had 10 consecutive hours off duty without 
loss of pay for ordinary working hours occurring 
during such absence. 

(c) If, on the instructions of his employer, such a 
worker resumes or continues work without having 
had such 10 consecutive hours off duty, he shall be 
paid at double rates until he is released from duty for 
such period and he shall then be entitled to be absent 
until he has had 10 consecutive hours off duty 
without loss of pay for ordinary working hours 
occurring during such absence. 

(d) Where a worker (other than a casual worker) 
is called in to work on a Sunday, holiday or special 
day off preceding an ordinary working day, he shall, 
wherever reasonably practicable, be given 10 con- 
secutive hours off duty before his usual starting time 
on the next day. If this is not practicable, then the 
provisions of paragraphs (b) and (c) of this 
subclause shall apply mutatis mutandis. 

(e) Overtime worked in the circumstances 
referred to in subclauses (3) and (4) of this clause 
shall not be regarded as overtime for the purpose of 
this subclause where the actual time worked is less 
than the appropriate minimum period referred to in 
those subclauses. 

(3) (a) A worker required to return to work 
overtime after leaving his employer's premises and 
who returns home on completion of that overtime, 
shall be paid $5.90 in addition to the following 
minimum payments for any overtime worked, 
namely — 

(i) if notified of the requirement to work 
overtime before leaving his employer's 
premises — 

(aa) for a minimum of two hours at 
overtime rates on a Saturday; 

(bb) for a minimum of one hour at over- 
time rates on any other week day. 

(ii) if not so notified — 
(aa) for a minimum of three hours at 

overtime rates on a Saturday; 
(bb) for a minimum of two hours at 

overtime rates on any other week 
day; 

and the worker shall not be obliged to work for the 
minimum period applicable to him if the job for 
which he has been brought in has been completed in 
less time. 

(b) The provisions of this subclause do not apply 
to Sunday work. 

(c) The allowance of $5.90 prescribed in 
paragraph (a) of this subclause shall be halved where 
the employer provides transport. 

(4) A worker who works overtime on a Sunday 
shall be paid for not less than four hours at the rate 
applicable to that day and the worker shall not be 
obliged to work for the four hours if the job for 
which he was brought in is completed in less than 
four hours, but if he is called out for duty more than 
once within a period of four hours from the start of 
a previous call-out for duty, he shall not be entitled 
to any further payment for time worked within that 
period of four hours. 

(5) The minimum payments referred to in 
subclauses (3) and (4) of this clause shall not apply to 
any worker who is required to return to work to 
perform regular tests, checks or inspections outside 
ordinary hours but such worker shall be paid a 
minimum of one hour at overtime rates on each 
occasion he is required to return to work for such 
purpose. 

(6) When a worker is required to hold himself in 
readiness as from a specific time for a call-out to 
work after ordinary hours, he shall be paid at 
ordinary rates for the actual time during which he so 
holds himself in readiness. 

(7) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, a worker who commences to work over- 
time at or after the usual ceasing time and before the 
usual starting time — 

(i) shall, if the overtime exceeds two hours 
and is continuous with his days work, be 
supplied with a meal by his employer or be 
paid $3.90 for a meal and if, owing to the 
amount of overtime worked, a second or 
subsequent meal is required he shall be 
supplied with a meal by his employer or be 
paid $2.75 in respect of each meal so 
required; and 

(ii) the continuity of work shall not be deemed 
to have been interrupted by any meal 
break allowed within the two hours period 
referred to but no such meal period shall 
be paid for. 

(b) The provisions of subparagraph (i) of 
paragraph (a) hereof shall not apply — 

(i) in respect of any period of overtime for 
which the worker has been notified on the 
previous day or earlier that he will be 
required; or 

(ii) to any worker who lives in the locality in 
which the place of work is situated in 
respect of §ny meal for which he can 
reasonably go home. 

(c) If a worker to whom subparagraph (i) of 
paragraph (b) hereof applies has, as a consequence 
of the notification referred to in that subparagraph 
provided himself with a meal or meals and is not 
required to work overtime or is required to work less 
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overtime than the period notified, he shall be paid 
for each meal provided and not required, the 
appropriate amount prescribed above. 

(d) For the purpose of paragraph (a) (i.e. the 
meal provision) hereof — 

(i) the expression "usual starting time" and 
"usual ceasing time" mean, respectively, 
the time at which the worker usually com- 
mences and the time at which he usually 
ceases his ordinary hours of duty; and 

(ii) time worked on Saturdays, Sundays, 
holidays or special days off between the 
usual starting time and the usual ceasing 
time shall be deemed not to be overtime. 

(e) A worker shall not be compelled to work for 
more than five hours without a break for a meal. 

(8) (a) An employer may require any worker to 
work reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with such 
requirement. 

(b) The Union party to this agreement or worker 
or workers covered by this agreement, shall not in 
any way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party to 
or concerned in any ban, limitation or restriction 
upon the working of overtime in accordance with 
the requirements of this subclause. 

(9) Travelling time shall not be regarded as time 
worked within the meaning of this clause. 

9.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) Subject to the provisions of this clause, a 

period of four weeks' leave, with payment of 
ordinary wages as prescribed, shall be allowed 
annually to a worker by the employer after a period 
of 12 months' continuous service with the employer. 

(b) For the purpose of paragraph (a) hereof 
"four weeks' leave" shall mean 150 hours' leave. 

(c) If the worker so requests, the annual leave 
allowed in paragraph (a) hereof may be taken in two 
periods, provided that each period consists of a 
minimum of 41 and two-thirds or 37'A hours, and 
that such periods are taken in complete weeks in 
accordance with the recognised work pattern of the 
worker concerned. 

(d) In taking leave, if a worker's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the worker shall 
have the option of resuming duty for that full day or 
take the balance of the day as approved leave with- 
out pay. 

(5) A worker who is justifiably dismissed for mis- 
conduct shall not be entitled to the benefit of the 
provisions of this clause. 

(6) For the purpose of subclause (1) of this clause 
"ordinary wages" means the rate of wage the 
worker has received for the greatest proportion of 
the calendar month prior to his taking annual leave. 

(7) Annual leave shall be calculated to 30 June 
each year. 

(8) Any annual leave entitlement accumulated to 
a worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours 
in the ratio of 37 Yz to 40. 

(9) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
a casual worker. 

10.—Holidays. 
(1) (a) The following days or the days observed 

in lieu shall, subject as hereinafter provided, be 
allowed as holidays without deduction of pay, 
namely:— 

New Year's Day, Australia Day, Good Friday, 
Easter Monday, Anzac Day, Labour Day, Founda- 
tion Day, Sovereign's Birthday, Christmas Day and 
Boxing Day. 

Provided that another day may be taken as a 
holiday by arrangement between the parties in lieu 
of any of the days named in the subclause. 

(b) When any of the days mentioned in 
paragraph (a) hereof falls on a Saturday or a 
Sunday, the holiday shall be observed on the next 
succeeding Monday, and if that Monday is a special 
day off, or if the holiday falls on a special day off, 
then that special day off shall be observed on the 
next succeeding Tuesday. Provided that when 
Boxing Day falls on a Sunday or a Monday, the 
holiday shah be observed on the next succeeding 
Tuesday; provided further that where Boxing Day is 
so substituted, and where the Monday immediately 
preceding that Tuesday is a special day off, then that 
special day off shall be observed on the next suc- 
ceeding Wednesday. In each case, the substituted 
day shall be a holiday without deduction of pay and 
the day for which it is substituted shall not be a 
holiday. 

(2) Whenever any holiday falls on a worker's 
ordinary working day and the worker is not required 
to work on such day, he shall be paid for the 
ordinary hours he would have worked on such day 
as if it had not been a holiday. If he is required to 
work on a holiday, he shall be paid for the time 
worked at the rate of double time and a half. 

(3) When a worker is off duty owing to leave 
without pay or sickness including accidents on or off 
duty, except time for which he is entitled to payment 
for sick pay, any holiday falling during such absence 
shall not be treated as a paid holiday. Where the 
worker is on duty or available on the whole of the 
working day immediately preceding a holiday or 
resumes duty or is available on the whole of the 
working day immediately following a holiday as 
prescribed in this clause, the worker shall be entitled 
to a paid holiday on all such holidays. 

(4) The provisions of this clause shall not apply to 
a casual worker. 

11.—Payment for Sickness. 
(1) (a) A worker shall be entitled to payment for 

non-attendance on the ground of personal ill-health 
or injury for one sixth of a week's pay for each 
completed month of service. 

(b) The unused portion of the entitlement pres- 
cribed in paragraph (a) hereof, in any accruing year, 
shall be allowed to accumulate and may be availed 
of in the next or any succeeding year. Any such 
entitlement accumulated to a worker as at 8 June 
1981 shall be adjusted in hours in the ratio of 37 Vi to 
40. 

(c) Payment hereunder may be adjusted at the 
end of each accruing year, or at the time the worker 
leaves the service of the employer, in the event of the 
worker being entitled by service subsequent to the 
sickness in that year to a greater allowance than that 
made at the time the sickness occurred. 

(2) For the purpose of this clause, the expression 
"non-attendance on the ground of personal ill- 
health" shall be deemed to include absence of a 
worker for not more than three consecutive working 
days due to the unexpected critical illness of a 
member of the worker's immediate family (i.e. wife, 
parent, child, brother or sister) but only if and to the 
extent that the worker proves to the satisfaction of 
the employer that his absence was necessary. 

(3) Except as provided in subclause (2) of this 
clause, a worker shall not be entitled to the benefit 
of this clause unless he produces proof of sickness to 
the satisfaction of the employer, but the employer 
shall not be entitled to a medical certificate for 
absences of less than three consecutive working days 
unless the total of such absences exceeds five days in 
any one accruing year. 
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(4) (a) Subject to the provisions of this 
subclause, the provisions of this clause apply to a 
worker who suffers personal ill health or injury 
during the time when he is absent on annual leave 
and a worker may apply for and the employer shall 
grant paid sick leave in place of paid annual leave. 

(b) Application for replacement shall be made 
within seven days of resuming work and then only if 
the worker was confined to his place of residence or 
a hospital as a result of his personal ill health or 
injury for a period of seven consecutive days or 
more and he produces a certificate from a registered 
medical practitioner that he was so confined. 
Provided that the provisions of this paragraph do 
not relieve the worker of the obligation to advise the 
employer in accordance with Clause 15.—Absence 
from Duty, if he is unable to attend for work on the 
working day next following his annual leave. 

(c) Replacement of paid annual leave by paid sick 
leave shall not exceed the period of paid sick leave to 
which the worker was entitled at the time he 
proceeded on annual leave and shall not be made 
with respect to fractions of a day. 

(d) Where paid sick leave has been granted by the 
employer in accordance with paragraphs (a), (b) and 
(c) of this subclause, that portion of the annual leave 
equivalent to the paid sick leave is hereby replaced 
by the paid sick leave and the replaced annual leave 
may be taken at another time mutually agreed to by 
the employer and the worker or, failing agreement, 
shall be added to the worker's next period of annual 
leave or, if termination occurs before then, be paid 
for in accordance with the provisions of Clause 9.— 
Annual Leave. 

(e) Payment for replaced annual leave shall be at 
the rate of wage applicable at the time the leave is 
subsequently taken provided that the annual leave 
loading prescribed in Clause 9.—Annual Leave, 
shall be deemed to have been paid with respect to the 
replaced annual leave. 

(5) The provisions of this clause with respect to 
payment do not apply to workers who are entitled to 
payment under the Workers' Compensation Act nor 
to workers whose injury or illness is the result of the 
worker's own misconduct. 

12.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The conditions embodied in the document 

"Long Service Leave Conditions — State Govern- 
ment Wages Employees" as consolidated in June 
1980, shall apply with the exception that on and 
from the first day of April 1977 long service leave 
for the second period of service shall accrue at the 
rate of 13 weeks' leave for seven years of continuous 
service. 

(2) For the purpose of subclause (1) of this 
clause, "13 weeks' leave" shall mean 4871/2 hours' 
leave. 

(3) Any long service leave entitlement accrued to 
a worker as at 8 June 1981 shall be adjusted in hours 
in the ratio of 37 Vi to 40. 

(4) In taking leave, if a worker's leave entitlement 
expires part way through a day, the worker shall 
have the option of resuming duty for that full day or 
take the balance of the day as approved leave 
without pay. 

13.—Travelling Allowance. 
A worker attached to a depot or workshop who is 

required to start work at some place other than his 
usual workshop or place of employment shaU, if the 
time taken in travelling from his place of residence 
to the job and return exceeds the time normally 
taken in travelling from his usual place of residence 
to his usual workshop or place of employment and 
return, be paid for such excess travelling time at 

ordinary rates and if the fares actually and reason- 
ably incurred in such travelling exceed the fares 
normally paid by the worker in travelling from his 
place of residence and return, the employer shall pay 
the amount by which such fares exceed those usually 
paid for travelling to and from his usual workshop 
or place of employment. 

14.—Junior Workers' Certificate. 
Junior Workers upon being engaged shall furnish 

the employer with a certificate containing the 
following particulars — 

(a) name in full; 
(b) age and date of birth. 

No worker shall have any claim upon the 
employer for additional pay in the event of the age 
of the worker being wrongly stated either on the 
certificate or if no such certificate is furnished, 
verbally to the employer. If any Junior shall wilfully 
mis-state his age, either verbally to the employer or 
in the certificate, he alone shall be guilty of a breach 
of this agreement and in the event of a Junior 
Worker having received a higher rate than that to 
which he was entitled, he shall make restitution to 
the employer. 

15.—Absence from Duty. 
(1) Any worker losing time through sickness or 

injury shall as soon as possible notify his foreman or 
other officer in charge in sufficient time to permit of 
arrangements being made for the performance of his 
duties. 

(2) Subject to the provisions of Clause 11.—Pay- 
ment for Sickness, any worker losing time through 
sickness or special leave shall be reduced in wages 
only to the extent of the time actually lost through 
sickness or granted as special leave. 

16.—Promotions. 
All promotions shall be made under and in 

accordance with the Government Employees 
(Promotions Appeal Board) Act 1945-1980 and the 
regulations thereto. 

17.—Under Rate Workers. 
(1) Any worker who by reason of old age or 

infirmity is unable to earn the minimum wage as 
prescribed by this agreement, may be paid such 
lesser wage as may from time to time be agreed upon 
in writing between the Union and the Commission. 

(2) A worker whose wage has been so fixed, may 
work and be employed by the employer for such 
wage for a period of six calendar months thereafter 
and after the expiration of the said period until 14 
days' notice in writing shall have been given him on 
behalf of the Union requiring his wage to be again 
fixed in the manner prescribed by this clause. 

18.—Special Provisions and Allowances. 
(1) A worker shall be paid an allowance of $1.30 

for each day on which he works on or from 
temporary stages, planks or ladders at a height of 
15.5 metres or more above the ground or floor level. 

(2) A worker shah be paid an allowance of $0.32 
per hour when, because of the dimensions of the 
compartment or space in which he is working, he is 
required to work in a stooped or otherwise cramped 
position or without proper ventilation. 

(3) A worker shall be paid an allowance of $0.86 
per day when required to work in wet ground where 
it is impracticable to work without getting wet feet, 
provided that when watertight boots are supplied by 
the employer, there shall be no allowance paid. 

(4) All tools required in connection with any 
work performed by a worker on behalf of the 
employer shall be provided by the employer. 
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(5) (a) Servicemen, all regular workers of the 
mainlaying gangs and complaintmen, shall be 
provided with oilskins and sou'westers every two 
years. 

(b) Boots will be issued by the employer to 
workers while they are engaged in the meter opening 
room and on the caustic bath in the stove shop. 
These boots are to be handed back each night by the 
workers concerned and will be kept by the employer 
whilst not in use. Such boots are not to be taken 
away from the employer's premises by any worker. 

(c) Gloves shall be supplied to employees 
working on the caustic bath and in the stove and 
meter shop. 

(d) Safety glass goggles shall be supplied to 
employees engaged on emery wheels or buffing. 

(e) Every worker shall sign an acknowledgement 
on receipt of any article of equipment and shall 
return same to the employer when he has finished 
using it or on leaving his employment. 

(6) During the time any article of equipment is on 
issue to the worker, he shall be responsible for any 
loss or damage thereto, fair wear and tear attribut- 
able to ordinary use excepted. 

(7) A worker to whom an article of protective 
equipment has been issued shall not lend that article 
to another worker and if he does, both he and that 
other worker shall be deemed guilty of wilful mis- 
conduct. 

(8) An article of protective equipment which has 
been used by a worker shall not be issued by the 
employer to another worker until it has been 
effectively sterilised, but this paragraph only applies 
where sterilisation of the article is practicable and is 
reasonably necessary. 

(9) A worker shall be paid an allowance of $0.15 
per hour when working a pneumatic rivetter of the 
percussion type and other pneumatic tools of the 
percussion type. 

(10) (a) Each worker shall be supplied with two 
sets of overalls after six months of continuous 
service which shall be replaced when in the opinion 
of the nominated officer, overalls are beyond useful 
wear and repair. 

(b) Each worker to whom overalls are issued shall 
sign an acknowledgement of receipt thereof and 
shall return those overalls to the employer if his 
employment terminates. 

(c) Each worker shall be responsible for any loss 
or damage to those overalls other than fair wear and 
tear attributable to ordinary use. 

(11) First Aid Kit: The employer shall provide all 
requisite first aid appliances and materials as 
prescribed by the Factories and Shops Act. 

(12) Washing Facilities: Reasonable washing 
facilities shall be provided at permanent depots, i.e. 
hot showers, wash basins and soap suitable for 
removing tar and grease. 

19.—Maximum Rate. 
The provisions contained in this agreement do not 

operate so as to require payment of more than 
double time rates or double time and a half on a 
holiday prescribed under this agreement, for any 
work except and to the extent that the provisions of 
Clause 18.—Special Provisions and Allowances, 
apply to that work. 

20.—Definitions. 
(1) Casual Worker: Means a worker employed 

for less than one week continuously but does not 
include a worker who when work is available, leaves 

his employment before the expiration of one week. 
A casual worker shall be paid 20 per cent in addition 
to the minimum rate specified for 37 Zi hours' work. 

(2) Gas Fitting work means the installation, 
repair and maintenance of pipes (including flue 
pipes), fittings, appliances and other apparatus of a 
type used or intended to be used in supplying or 
consuming gas and the connection and disconnec- 
tion of meters and such pipes, fittings, appliances 
and other apparatus to or from a supply of gas. 

(3) Gas Fitter Class 1 means — 
(a) a worker in his fourth or subsequent year 

of continuous service as a Gas Fitter Class 
2 with the State Energy Commission of 
Western Australia; or 

(b) any other Gas Fitter Class 2, classified as 
Class 1 by the State Energy Commission, 
with training and experience equivalent to 
that in (a) hereof, 

who has proved his competence to carry out all 
aspects of gas fitting work and has demonstrated a 
sound knowledge of the Gas Fitting Regulations. 

For the purpose of seniority in relation to 
promotion, a Gas Fitter classified Class 1 in 
accordance with (b) above, shrill be deemed to be a 
Gas Fitter Class 2 until he has completed three con- 
secutive years service as a Gas Fitter with the State 
Energy Commission of Western Australia. 

(4) Gas Fitter Class 2 — means a worker who has 
satisfactorily completed a training course in and has 
demonstrated his competence to undertake routine 
gas fitting work. 

(5) Mainlayer/Servicelayer — means a worker 
who performs those aspects of gas fitting work 
associated with the installation, repair and main- 
tenance of mains and services. 

(6) Gas Fitters' Assistant — means a worker who 
generally assists a Gas Fitter Class 1 and/or Class 2. 

21.—Bereavement Leave. 
(1) A worker (other than a casual worker) shall, 

on the death within Australia of a wife, husband, 
father, mother, brother, sister, child or stepchild be 
entitled, on notice, to leave up to and including the 
day of the funeral of such relation, and such leave 
shall be without deduction of pay for a period not 
exceeding the number of hours worked by the 
worker in two ordinary working days. Proof of such 
death shall be furnished by the worker to the 
satisfaction of the employer. 

(2) Provided that payment in respect of bereave- 
ment leave is to be made only where the worker 
otherwise would have been on duty, and shall not be 
granted in any case where the worker concerned 
would have been off duty in accordance with his 
roster, or on long service leave, annual leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay, 
holiday, or a special day off. 

22.—Wages. 
(1) A worker shall be paid the rate per week and, 

in addition, the special payment assigned to his 
classification for 37'A hours' work. 

Provided that where a worker is — 
(i) in his third year of service, the rate per 

week for 37/2 hours' work shall be that 
prescribed in Column "A". 

(ii) in his fourth or subsequent year of service, 
the rate per week for 37/2 hours' work 
shall be that prescribed in Column "B". 
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Appliance Tester  
Gas Fitter Class 1  
Gas Fitter Class 2  
Trainee Gas Fitter  
Gas Fitter's Assistant  
Gas Meter Tester  
Gas Meter Repairer — 

First 12 months  
Thereafter   

Gas Meter Preparer  
Holder Attendant (Gas Works). 
Labourer  
Mainlayer/Servicelayer  
Mainlayer/Servicelayer's 

Assistant   
Maintenance Man  

Rate Per Week Specia 
Column Column Pay- 

255.00 265.80 281.50 54.70 
242.80 250.40 253.90 41.40 

(2) (a) Junior Workers Male wage per 37 Vi 
hours' work per week expressed as a percentage of 
Gas Meter Preparer rate: 

Special 
Payment 

% $ 
Under 16 years of age 35 14.40 
16 years of age  45 18.50 
17 years of age  55 22.70 
18 years of age  65 26.80 
19 years of age  78.5 32.30 
20 years of age  93 38.30 

(b) For the purpose of this subclause. Gas Meter 
Preparer rate means the appropriate rate for 371/2 
hours' work for the classification Gas Meter 
Preparer in subclause (1) of this clause. 

(c) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 
(a) of this subclause, a junior worker over the age of 
20 who has completed 12 months' service in the Gas 
Meter Shop and has been certified proficient in all 
aspects of the duties of a Gas Meter Preparer by the 
Engineer in Charge, shall be paid the adult rate for 
37 Zx hours' work for the classification of Gas Meter 
Preparer as prescribed in subclause (1) of this 
clause. 

(3) A leading hand (i.e. a worker placed in charge 
of three or more workers or otherwise classified by 
the employer as a leading hand), shall be paid the 
additional margin set out hereunder for 37 Vi hours' 
work — 

$ 
(a) if placed in charge of not less 

than three and not more than 10 
other workers  13.10 

(b) if placed in charge of more than 
10 and not more than 20 other 
workers  20.00 

(c) if placed in charge of more than 
20 other workers  25.80 

23.—Payment of Wages. 
(1) Subject to the provisions of subclause (2) of 

this clause, wages shall be paid fortnightly by 
cheque on each alternate Thursday at the worker's 
recognised work location. 

(2) Where the worker elects in writing, the wages 
shall be paid into a bank account, building society or 
approved credit union; and the receipt of such bank, 
building society or credit union shall be a full and 
sufficient discharge for the amount paid thereto. 

(3) Workers who, as at 3 July 1981 had elected to 
be paid in cash shall, until they elect otherwise, 
continue to be so paid. 

PRINTING 
(Country). 

Award No. 9 of 1969. 
1.—Title. 

This award shall be known as the Printing (Country) 
Award, as varied and consolidated, and replaces Award 
NO. 12 of 1960 as varied. 

2.—Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Area. 
6. Union Membership — Deleted. 
7. Contracting Out of the Award Prohibited. 
8. Terms of Employment. 
9. Aged and Infirm Workers. 

10. Casual Worker. 
11. Rates of Wages. 
11A. Minimum Wage — Adult Male and Female. 
12. Stand By for Work. 
13. Call Back. 
14. Workers Missing Usual Conveyance. 
15. Rest Interval. 
16. Meal Period. 
17. Part Time Workers. 
18. Payment of Wages and Pay Day. 
19. Hours of Work. 
20. Shiftwork. 
21. Overtime. 
22. Public Holidays. 
23. Annual Leave. 
24. Sick Leave. 
25. Bereavement Leave. 
26. Maternity Leave. 
27. Jury Service. 
28. Production of Drawings. 
29. Proof Reading. 
30. Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Con- 

ditions. 
31. Glueing Machines. 
32. Restrictions on Taking Work Off an 

Employer's Premises. 
33. Letting and Hiring of Premises or Plant. 
34. Mixed Functions. 
35. Limitation of Employment of Juniors. 
36. Apprentices. 
37. Health Notices. 
38. Health Provisions. 
39. Change Rooms and Dressing Time. 
40. Protection of Clothing. 
41. Employer to Provide Facilities. 
42. Bronzing or Dusting-Off. 
43. First-Aid Chest. 
44. First-Aid Treatment. 
45. Guillotine Machine Work. 
46. Platen Machines Used for Carton Cutting. 
47. Time and Wages Records. 
48. Right of Entry. 
49. Union Delegate. 
50. Board of Reference. 
51. Settlement of Disputes. 
52. Posting of Award and Union Notices. 
53. Interpretation of Award. 
54. Production. 
55. Long Service Leave. 

Schedule "A" Respondents. 

3.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to all workers employed in the 

classifications set out in Clause 11.—Rates of Wages of 
this award, provided that this award shall not apply to 
work done in connection with the production of a daily 
newspaper. 

4.—Term. 
This award shall operate for a period of three years 

from the date as from the beginning of the first pay 
period commencing after the date hereof. (The date of 
this award is the 30th day of March 1972.) 
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5.—Area. 
This award shall operate over the whole of the State of 

Western Australia, except those areas comprised within a 
radius of 24 kilometres from the General Post Office 
Perth, and 40 kilometres from the Post Office, 
Kalgoorlie. 

6.—Union Membership — Deleted. 

7.—Contracting Out of the Award Prohobited. 
A worker covered by the terms of this award shall be 

paid not less than the wage prescribed by this award and 
shall work in accordance with provisions not less 
advantageous to him than the provisions of this award 
notwithstanding anything to the contrary determined by 
the employer or by the employer in agreement with the 
worker. 

8.—Terms of Employment. 
(1) No person shall be employed except as — 

(a) a weekly time worker, or 
(b) a casual time worker. 

(2) A weekly time worker to become entitled to 
payment of a weekly wage shall perform such work as the 
employer shall from time to time require on the days and 
during the hours usually worked by such worker. 

(3) Termination of Employment: 
(a) The employment of a weekly time worker may 

be terminated by a week's notice on either side, 
or in lieu of such notice the employer shall pay 
to the worker one week's wages, or the worker 
shall forfeit to the employer one week's wages. 
The employer may deduct the amount for- 
feited, or any part of it, from any moneys due 
to the worker under this award. Notice may be 
given on any day of the week to take effect one 
week after the day on which it is given provided 
always that the notice referred to in this 
paragraph shall not be given so as to take effect 
concurrently with any annual leave to which the 
worker may be entitled. 

(b) The provisions of paragraph (a) of this 
subclause shall not affect the right of the 
employer to dismiss any worker without notice 
for malingering, inefficiency, neglect of duty or 
misconduct and in such case wages shall be paid 
up to the time of dismissal only. 

(4) Abandonment of Employment: 
(a) The absence of a worker from work for a 

continuous period exceeding three working 
days without the consent of the employer and 
without notification to the employer shall be 
prima fade evidence that the worker has 
abandoned his employment. 

(b) Provided that if within a period of 14 days from 
his last attendance at work or the date of his last 
absence of which notification has been given or 
consent has been granted a worker has not 
established to the satisfaction of his employer 
that he was absent for reasonable cause he shall 
be deemed to have abandoned his employment. 

(c) Termination of employment by abandonment 
in accordance with this subclause shall operate 
as from the date of the last attendance at work 
or the last day's absence in respect of which 
consent was granted, or the date of the last 
absence in respect of which notification was 
given to the employer, whichever is the later. 

(5) Interruption of Work: 
(a) An employer may deduct payment for any time 

a worker of that employer cannot usefully be 
employed because of any strike of a union, 
party to this award, or any other union, or 
through any breakdown of machinery or any 
stoppage of work for any cause for which the 
employer cannot be held responsible. 

(b) In the event of work being temporarily stopped 
by a breakdown of machinery, or by any cause 
for which the employer cannot be held 
responsible, and the worker having lost at least 
two days' pay, the worker may inform the 
employer of his intention to terminate his 
employment whereupon the employment shall 
be terminated without the worker being 
required to give the week's notice mentioned in 
paragraph (a) of subclause (3) of this clause and 
he shall be paid such moneys as are due to him 
under this award. 

(6) Rationing of Work Prohibited: Nothing in this 
award shall be read as authorising the rationing of work 
of a weekly full-time worker or among weekly full-time 
workers so as to reduce the numbers of hours per week 
customarily worked by any such worker. 

(7) Employment of Males and Females: Males and 
females may be employed on any work covered by this 
award at such hours and under such conditions of 
employment as are not prohibited by this award. 

9.—Aged and Infirm Workers. 
Where an aged worker or an infirm worker is unable to 

earn the minimum rate of wage prescribed by this award 
for the particular class of work which he has been 
offered, a lower rate may be fixed and paid with the 
consent, in writing of the Secretary of the Union or with 
the consent of the Registrar of the Industrial 
Commission after notice to the representative of the 
union. The consent shall be in writing and shall state the 
name of the person to be employed, the nature of the 
proposed employment, the name of the proposed 
employer, the wages to be paid, and the ground upon 
which consent is given. Such consent shall relate to one 
worker only and shall be for a stated term of not longer 
than one year, but such consent may be reviewed. 

A copy of any such consent shall be filed with the 
Registrar and be available for inspection. No such lower 
rate shall be paid unless the person or authority 
consenting thereto has certified that the worker is unable 
to earn the minimum rate of wages so prescribed. 

10.—Casual Workers. 
(1) A casual worker is one who is engaged and paid as 

such. 
(2) An employer when engaging a person for casual 

employment shall inform him then and there that he is to 
be employed as a casual. Except where this is done the 
worker shall be a weekly time worker. A casual worker 
after two weeks of continuous employment, shall 
become a weekly time worker. 

(3) A casual worker has been continuously employed 
when he or she has worked the same days and hours as a 
weekly time worker. 

(4) If a casual worker commences duty or is required 
to attend for duty on any day or night and actually 
attends for duty for the period required by the employer, 
such worker shall in respect of such day or night, as the 
case may be, be paid at the appropriate rate provided in 
this clause for six hours, at the least. 

(5) A casual worker whether working on day work or 
shift work shall be paid for such work or the hourly rate 
prescribed for such work, with the addition of 20 per 
cent, and in the case of a worker employed on shift work 
the further addition of the allowance prescribed by 
subclause (3) of Clause 20.—Shift Work of this award. 

(6) A casual worker, when working on a holiday or 
overtime or any time for which a weekly worker is paid 
above his ordinary rate of pay, shall be paid the 
appropriate rate payable to a weekly worker of the same 
class working at such time with the addition of 20 per 
cent. 
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11.—Rates of Wages. 
The minimum weekly rate of wage to be paid to a 

worker on day work shall be as follows: 

(a) Adults: $ 
(a) Compositor 276.20 
(b) Keyboard Operator 267.60 
(c) Proof Reader 267.60 
(d) Proof Reader's Assistant 222.60 
(e) Printing Machinist 264.50 
(f) Artist/Designer 268.50 
(g) Graphic Reproduction 

(i) Image Preparer 276.20 
(ii) Plate Preparer 276.20 
(iii) Cylinder Preparer 276.20 

(h) Small Offset Machinist 264.20 
(i) Binder/Finisher 264.50 
(j) Worker employed directly 

in connection with 
stationery, system work, 
addressograph work, paper 
products 224.30 

(k) Feeder on any machine 228.30 
(1) Storeman 233.50 
(m) Screen Printing 

Stencil Preparer 243.30 
Power Driven Screen 
Printing Machine 
Operator 219.20 
Screen Attendant 207.40 

(n) A worker not otheriwse 
specified 216.70 

(2) Apprentices: The minimum weekly wage shall 
be the undermentioned percentages of the 
weekly wage of the Binder/Finisher. 
First year 47 Vi per cent 
Second year 60 per cent 
Third year 72'/i per cent 
Fourth year 87 '/z per cent 

(3) Juniors (not being apprentices): The minimum 
weekly wage shall be the under mentioned 
percentages of the weekly wage prescribed in 
classification (n) of subclause (1) of this clause: 
Under 16 years of age 30 per cent 
Between 16 and 17 years of age 40 per cent 
Between 17 and 18 years of age 50 per cent 
Between 18 and 19 years of age 60 per cent 
Between 19 and 20 years of age 75 per cent 
Between 20 and 21 years of age 90 per cent 

(4) Junior Artist/Designer: The minimum weekly 
wage shall be the undermentioned percentages 
of the weekly wage of the Artist/Designer. 
Under 17 years of age 371/2 per cent 
Between 17 and 18 years of age... 471/2 per cent 
Between 18 and 19 years of age 60 per cent 
Between 19 and 20 years of age ... 721/2 per cent 
Between 20 and 21 years of age ... 87 !/> per cent 

(5) Junior Keyboard Operator: The minimum rate 
of wage payable to a non-apprenticed junior 
emplolyed as a Keyboard Operator shall be the 
rate prescribed in item (b) of subclause (1) of 
this clause. 

11 A. — Minimum Wage — Adult Males and Females. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of this award, no 

employee (including an apprentice), 21 years of age or 
over, shall be paid less than $189.90 per week as his 
ordinary rate of pay in respect of the ordinary hours of 
work prescribed by this award, but that minimum rate of 
pay does not apply where the ordinary rate of pay 
(including any part thereof payable in addition to the 
award rate) is not less than $189.90. 

Where the said minimum rate of pay is applicable the 
same rate shall be payable on holidays, during annual 
leave, sick leave, long service leave and any other leave 
prescribed by this award. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, where in this award an 
additional rate is prescribed for any work as a 
percentage, fraction or multiple of the ordiary rate of 
pay, it shall be calculated upon the rate prescribed in this 
award for the classification in which the worker is 
employed. 

12.—Stand By for Work. 
(1) A stand by for work is that period of time when a 

worker is required by his employer to hold himself in 
readiness to perform work outside of his ordinary 
working hours but is not required to be at his place of 
employment during that period of stand by. Provided a 
worker and his employer make arrangements as to where 
he (the worker) may be contacted by the employer and 
meet the employer's request to report for work if 
necessary or be released from standing by for work, the 
worker's movements during such period of stand by shall 
be unrestricted. 

(2) For all time a worker is required to stand by for 
work as described in subclause (1) hereof he shall be paid, 
if a — 

(a) weekly worker, at the rate of the time worker's 
hourly rate as prescribed by this award, or 

(b) casual worker, at the rate prescribed in 
subclause (5) of Clause 10.—Casual Workers 
of this award for day work. 

(3) A worker required to stand by for work at his place 
of employment shall be paid as though he were working, 
i.e. if such stand by is during — 

(a) the ordinary hours of work, payment shall be 
made at and be part of his ordinary wage, or 

(b) overtime hours, the time shall be reckoned as 
part of his period of overtime and payment 
shall be made at the appropriate rate of pay as 
prescribed in Clause 21.—Overtime of this 
award. 

13.—Call Back. 
(1) When a worker is called back to perform work at a 

time when he would not ordinarily be at work, and the 
worker has not been notified prior to his last finishing 
work that he would be so called back, such call back shall 
be a "call" for the purposes of this award. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided in subclause (4) 
hereof, a worker called back shall be paid one hour's 
ordinary pay for such "call" and, in addition, shall be 
paid as provided in subclause (3) hereof. 

(3) All time worked on a "call" shall be paid for at 
double ordinary hourly rates of pay with a minimum of 
three hours' work or payment at such rate in lieu thereof. 

(4) In the event of a worker receiving a "call" and 
then, prior to commencing work in accordance 
therewith, being informed by the employer that his 
services on such "call" are not required, the worker 
shall, if he has — 

(a) left his place of residence, be paid as if he had in 
fact started work; 

(b) not left his place of residence, be paid one 
hour's ordinary pay. 

(5) The provisions of this clause shall not apply where 
the worker is notified during the course of a weekend 
that he is required to report for overtime work prior to 
his normal commencing time on the first working day 
after that weekend and such overtime work — 

(a) does not exceed 30 minutes; and 
(b) is continuous with the commencement of his 

ordinary working time. 

14.—Worker Missing Usual Conveyance. 
(1) Whenever the finishing time of any worker 

working overtime or working on any temporary shift 
work is such as to cause him to miss the usual means of 
conveyance home and there is no reasonable alternative 
transport available he shall be conveyed home in a 
suitable manner, without delay, at the expense of the 
employer. 
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(2) In the event of transport as required by this clause 
not being provided by the employer the appropriate 
overtime rates shall be paid for all time necessarily 
occupied by the worker in reaching his home. 

15.—Rest Interval for Females. 
(1) For each female worker employed on day work 

there shall be an interval of 10 minutes fixed by the 
employer between 9.30 a.m. and 11.00 a.m. for rest on 
each day on which the female worker is required to work. 

(2) For each female worker employed on shift work 
there shall be an interval of 10 minutes at a time fixed by 
the employer between the second and third hour after the 
ordinary commencing time of the shift, for rest on each 
day on which the female worker is required to work shift 
work. 

(3) The rest period shall be counted as time worked 
and shall be taken without loss of pay. Reasonable 
facilities shall be provided by the employer for the 
worker to have refreshments during such interval if the 
worker so desires. 

16.—Meal Period. 
Subject to subclause (3) of Clause 19.—Hours of 

Work and subclause (8) of Clause 20.—Shift Work of 
this award, the following provisions shall apply to meal 
periods: 

(1) The minimum time allowance for meals shall be 
three-quarters of an hour. Provided that by 
agreement with the union the period may be 
reduced to not less than half an hour. 

(2) No worker shall be compelled to stop work 
except for meals, and subject to subclause (6) of 
Clause 21.—Overtime of this award no period 
of work shall exceed five hours without a break 
for meals. 

(3) Subject to subclause (5) of this clause, where a 
worker is required to work during his usual 
meal period he shall be paid one-half extra on 
the hourly rate of his weekly wage for the time 
so worked, and he shall be allowed his usual 
meal period as soon as it can be arranged, but 
not later than five hours after commencing 
work each day. 

(4) The meal period of any worker on day work 
shall be between the hours of 11.00 a.m. and 
2.00 p.m. 

(5) The usual time of day of a worker's meal period 
may be altered — 

(a) by the employer after the worker has 
had one week's notice of the alteration 
which is to be made; or 

(b) by an employer acceding to a request by 
a worker that he desires a change in 
order to attend to some business 
arrangement, domestic or other 
personal necessity, in which case no 
notice of alteration shall be required; or 

(c) by agreement between an employer and 
his workers in which case notice of 
alteration shall not be required provided 
such agreement shall not be made for 
the sole purpose of avoiding the penalty 
prescribed by subclause (3) of this 
clause. 

(6) The duration and time of day of the usual meal 
period of a worker determined in pursuance of 
this clause shall be shown in the employer's 
time and wages records required to be kept in 
accordance with the provisions of Clause 
47.—Time and Wages Records of this award. 

17.—Part Time Workers. 
(1) Subject to subclause (2) of this clause, notwith- 

standing anything contained in this award, an employer 
and a female worker who, for personal reasons, is unable 

to attend for work for 40 hours per week and who desires 
and applies for permanent employment for a lesser 
number of hours per week may agree that the ordinary 
working week of such female shall be of such lesser 
number of hours than 40 but not less than 20, as they 
shall mutually determine. Such agreement shall be in 
writing signed by both parties and shall not become 
operative until deposited with and approved by the 
appropriate union or branch thereof having members 
employed in the establishment upon the type of work on 
which the part time worker is to be engaged, and, failing 
such approval being given by such union, be ratified by 
the Board of Reference. In the event of an establishment 
not employing a member of a union in the work upon 
which a part time worker is to be employed the approval 
of the union is required as if workers in that estab- 
lishment were members of the union or failing approval 
then by ratification of the Board of Reference. Where 
approval or ratification is given the following conditions 
shall apply to the employment of such persons — 

(a) they shall be weekly workers employed 
pursuant to subclause (1) and (2) of Clause 
8.—Terms of Employment of this award; 

(b) they shall work or, in lieu thereof, shall be paid 
for not less than 20 hours per week or for such 
greater number of hours fewer than 40 as 
constitutes the working week of the part time 
worker; 

(c) they shall work the same number of hours on 
each day of the week, Monday to Friday 
inclusive, and shall not work in excess of those 
daily hours; 

(d) they shall be paid for each day worked at the 
rate of one-fortieth of the minimum weekly 
wage prescribed by this award for the class of 
work performed by them. In no case shall any 
of such workers be paid less than so much of 
the minimum weekly wage prescribed by this 
award as is proportionate to the time worked by 
them as specified in paragraphs (b) and (c) 
hereof; 

(e) the payment or deduction of payment in lieu of 
notice of termination of employment as 
provided in subclause (3) of Clause 8.—Terms 
of Employment of this award shall, in the case 
of a part time worker, be of an amount equal to 
the weekly wage payable to such part time 
worker under paragraph (d) of this subclause; 

(f) the provisions of this award as regards annual 
leave, sick leave and public holidays shall apply 
on a pro rata basis to part time workes as 
follows: 

(i) Annual Leave. A part time worker shall 
become entitled to and shall take annual 
leave or be paid in lieu of such leave in 
the same manner and under the same 
conditions as a full time worker 
becomes entitled to and granted such 
leave in accordance with Clause 23.— 
Annual Leave of this award. 

(ii) Sick Leave. A part time worker shall 
become entitled to and shall be paid sick 
leave in the same manner and under the 
same conditions as a full time worker 
becomes entitled to and granted such 
leave in accordance with Clause 24.— 
Sick Leave of this award. 

(iii) Public Holidays. A part time worker 
shall become entitled to and shall be 
granted public holidays in the same 
manner and under the same conditions 
as a full time worker becomes entitled to 
and granted such public holidays in 
accordance with Clause 22.—Public 
Holidays of this award. 
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(2) Unless otherwise agreed to by the union concerned 
or in default of such agreement as determined by the 
Board of Reference, a part time female worker under this 
clause shall not be employed or continue in employment 
while a female member of the union concerned who is 
ready and willing to undertake the work as a full time 
weekly worker is unemployed. 

(3) A female shall not be employed as a part time 
worker on work for which apprenticeship is prescribed 
unless she does so under a classification other than a 
tradesman's classification. 

18.—Payment of Wages and Pay Day. 
(1) A worker shall be paid his wages on any week day 

in each week and such wages, including payment for any 
absences authorised by this award, shall be paid not later 
than two clear days after the end of the pay week in 
respect of which they have become due. 

(2) Wages shall be paid during working hours. Time 
and one-half shall be paid for all non-working time 
during which a worker is kept waiting for his wages 
except when the delay is for a reason beyond the 
employer's control. 

(3) When requested to do so by the worker, the 
employer shall supply to the worker details of wage 
payments made to him. Such details shall be in writing 
and shall contain the following:— 

(a) The date of payment. 
(b) The period covered by the payment. 
(c) The rate of wages $ 
(d) The number of hours covered by the payment 

at ordinary rate 
at overtime rate 

(e) The gross amount of wages payable $ 
(g) The amount of deductions made $ 
(h) The net amount of wages paid $ 

(4) An employer may change his pay or pay week 
provided that no worker shall suffer any financial dis- 
advantage as a result of the change. 

(5) (a) When in accordance with a notice of 
termination of employment as provided by this award a 
time worker's employment is terminated during the 
course of a week he shall, at the termination of his 
employment, be paid all money due to him. 

(b) When a time worker is dismissed without notice all 
money due to such worker shall be forwarded to him by 
post within 24 hours of the termination of his 
employment. 

(c) In the event of an employer failing to so forward 
all moneys due within the time prescribed in paragraph 
(b) hereof he shall, for each working day thereafter upon 
which he fails to so forward such moneys, pay to the 
worker a full day's pay. Provided that where the 
worker's right to pay or the amount thereof is disputed, 
this subclause shall not, as to the amount in dispute only, 
commence to apply until such dispute has been resolved 
by the Board of Reference or such other authority as may 
be invoked. Paragaph (b) hereof shall apply to any 
amount which is not in dispute. 

Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in 
this clause, an employer shall not be required to pay to a 
worker any amount which is in dispute as sick pay 
(should the worker become entitled to the sick pay 
claimed) until the pay day of the pay week following the 
pay week in which the worker's right to such pay was 
established. 

19.—Hours of Work. 
(1) Day Work: 

(a) Day work is work (other than overtime work) 
performed between the hours of 7.00 a.m. and 
6.00 p.m. 

(b) The ordinary weekly hours of duty for day 
workers shall be worked in not more than five 
days Monday to Friday inclusive, of each week. 

(c) The ordinary day work hours of duty of 
workers shall not exceed eight hours a day on 
Monday to Friday inclusive, and shall not 
exceed 40 hours in any week, to be worked 
between 7.00 a.m. and 6.00 p.m. provided that 
the time of starting work of any person 
employed to clean the premises and of the 
linotype mechanic or other person who attends 
to arrange the heating of linotype or like metal- 
pots or other heating apparatus for the 
machines or buildings, may be 6.30 a.m. 

(2) Juniors: Subject to the appropriate overtime 
provisions a woker under 17 years of age shall be 
employed only on day work. 

(3) Fixation and Change of Hours: 
(a) The daily working hours, including the meal 

period, of each worker employed on day work 
shall be as determined by the employer 
provided that: 

(i) an employer shall not alter the usual 
daily working hours of any worker 
unless and until that worker has had one 
week's notice of the alteration which is 
to be made; and 

(ii) any alteration to the duration and/or 
the usual commencing time of the meal 
period of the workers should be made 
only as provided in Clause 16.—Meal 
Period of this award. 

(b) Working hours once having been fixed 
pursuant to this subclause (3), such hours shall 
not be changed until at least one week after 
such fixation has been in actual operation, 
provided always thai should any alteration of 
the working hours be effected other than in 
accordance with paragraph (a) hereof, the 
worker shall be paid double time for all time 
worked outside of his ordinary hours fixed in 
accordance with paragraph (a) hereof. 

(4) Posting of Working Hours: The daily working 
hours of each work room, including the meal period, and 
the name and working hours of each worker employed in 
that work room whose hours differ therefrom, shall be 
posted and conspicuously displayed in such work room. 

(5) Emergency Provisions: 
(a) In a case of emergency beyond his control an 

employer may require a worker to change his 
usual working period (including the meal break 
of such period) on giving him 48 hours' notice 
to that effect, without the payment of the 
penalty prescribed by subclause (3) of this 
clause. Ordinary working hours of such a 
worker shall not be so changed more than once 
in a working week. 

(b) In the event of a worker being required to 
change his usual working period in a case of 
emergency beyond the employer's control 
without receiving 48 hours' notice of the 
change, he shall be paid double time for all time 
worked by him until the expiration of 48 hours 
after the worker has commenced the new 
working hours. 

20.—Shift Work. 
(1) For the purposes of this clause: "Afternoon 

Shift" means any shift finishing after 6.00 p.m. and at or 
before midnight; 

"Night Shift" means — 
(a) any shift finishing subsequent to midnight and 

at or before 7.00 a.m. for non-continuous shift 
workers; and 

(b) any shift finishing subsequent to midnight and 
at or before 8.00 a.m. for continuous shift 
workers; 
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"Continuous Shift Work" means work carried on 
with consecutive shifts of workers throughout the 24 
hours of each of not more than five consecutive days, 
Monday to Friday inclusive, without interruption except 
during breakdowns or meal breaks or due to unavoidable 
causes beyond the control of the employer. 

"Morning Shift" means any shift commencing at or 
after 5.00 a.m. and prior to 7.00 a.m. but nothing in this 
definition shall cause a worker working in accordance 
with the provisions of subclause (l)(c) of Clause 19.— 
Hours of Work to be deemed to be working on morning 
shift. 

(2) Hours — Shift Work: The ordinary weekly hours 
of duty for a shift worker shall not exceed eight hours a 
day on Monday to Friday, inclusive, and shall not exceed 
40 hours in any week, provided that work by a night shift 
worker commencing on a Friday may continue into the 
Saturday for the remaining ordinary hours of work 
which commenced on the Friday. 

(3) Shift Allowances: 
(a) A worker when on morning shift or when on 

afternoon shift or when on a night shift which 
rotates with or alternates with day work and/or 
afternoon shift shall, in addition to the day 
work wage by this award prescribed for the 
work that he performs, be paid 20 per cent of 
that day work wage. 

(b) A worker who 
(i) during a period of engagement on shift, 

works night shift only; or 
(ii) remains on a night shift for a longer 

period than four consecutive weeks; or 
(iii) works on a night shift which does not 

rotate or alternative with another shift 
or with day work so as to give him at 
least one-third of his working time off 
night shifts in each shift cycle. 

shall during such agreement period or cycle be 
paid for all time worked during ordinary 
working hours on such night shift 30 per cent in 
addition to the day work wage by this award 
prescribed for the work he performs. 

(4) Allowances Part of Weekly Wage: The relevant 
shift allowance prescribed by subclause (3) of this clause 
for a shift worker shall be part of his weekly wage for the 
purpose of calculating the appropriate overtime rate 
payable in accordance with subclause (6) of this clause 
and Clause 21.—Overtime of this award. 

(5) Meal Break — Continuous Shift Work: A worker 
employed on continuous shift work, shall on the shift on 
which he is employed be permitted and shall take a meal 
break of 30 consecutive minutes and such meal break 
shall be counted as time worked and paid as such. 

(6) Change of Working Periods: 
(a) A worker who during the course of a week's 

work is transferred from day work to night 
shift or from night shift to day work shall, 
without loss of pay, be allowed at least a 10 
hour break between the time of finishing his 
day work and the time commencing his day 
work as the case may be. If such 10 hours' not 
allowed the worker shall be paid double time 
for all hours worked by him until he has had 
such 10 hours' break. 

A worker shall not be transferred from day 
work to night shift or vice versa more than once 
in a working week. 

(b) This subclause shall, with the necessary 
changes, apply to any worker changed from 
day work to shift work or from shift work to 
day work or from one shift to another. 

(7) Shift Workers Not to Work Alone: An employer 
shall not require or permit a shift worker to work before 
7.00 a.m. or after 5.30 p.m. in connection with power 
driven machinery (except floor cleaning or floor 

polishing appliances) or corrosive acids or poisonous 
substances unless he works within normal sight or 
hearing of at least one other person. 

(8) Fixation and Change of Hours: 
(a) The daily working hours, including the meal 

period of each worker employed on day work 
or shift work shall be as determined by the 
employer provided that: 

(i) an employer shall not alter the usual 
daily working hours of any worker 
unless and until that worker has had one 
week's notice of the alteration which is 
to be made; and 

(ii) any alteration to the duration and/or 
the usual commencing time of the meal 
period of workers shall be made only as 
provided in Clause 16.—Meal Period of 
this award. 

(b) Workin hours once having been fixed pursuant 
to this subclause (8), such hours shall not be 
changed until at least one week after such 
fixation has been in actual operation, provided 
always that should any alteration of the 
working hours be effected other than in accord- 
ance with pararaph (a) hereof, the worker shall 
be paid double time for all time worked outside 
of his ordinary hours fixed in accordance with 
paragraph (a) hereof. 

(9) Posting of Working Hours: The daily working 
hours of each work room, including the meal period, and 
the name and working hours of each worker employed in 
that work room whose hours differ therefrom, shall be 
posted and conspicuously displayed in such work room. 

(10) Emergency Provisions: Subject to the provisions 
of subclause (6) of this clause: 

(a) In a case of emergency beyond his control an 
employer may require a worker to change his 
usual working period (including the meal break 
of such period) on giving him 48 hours' notice 
to that effect, without the payment of the 
penalty prescribed by subclause (8) of this 
clause. The ordinary working hours of such a 
worker shall not be so changed more than once 
in a working week. 

(b) In the event of a worker being required to 
change his usual working period in a case of 
emergency beyond the employer's control, 
without receiving 48 hours' notice of the 
change, he shall be paid double time for all the 
time worked by him until the expiration of 48 
hours' after the worker has commenced the 
new working hours. 

21.—Overtime. 
(1) All overtime earnings of a worker shall be paid in 

full, and no deduction shall be made from such overtime 
earnings by reason of any time not worked by such 
worker. 

(2) Minimum periods of pay therefore: 
(a) When a worker is required to work overtime 

exceeding 30 minutes but less than one hour, he 
shall be paid as though he had worked one 
hour's overtime. 

(b) A worker, if called upon to work overtime in 
excess of one hour after the finishing time of his 
ordinary working hours, shall be paid for a 
minimum of two hours' work at overtime rates. 

(3) All duty performed by a worker in excess of or 
outside the hours mentioned in Clause 19.—Hours of 
Work of Clause 20.—Shift Work of this award, or in 
excess of his ordinary working hours shall be overtime, 
and shall be paid for at the rate of time and one-half for 
the first three hours and double time thereafter. 
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(4) Work on a Saturday or Sunday: 
(a) Except as otherwise provided in this subclause 

double time shall be paid for all work done on a 
Saturday or on a Sunday. 

(b) A weekly worker who has been notified that he 
will be required to work on a Saturday (not 
being work which is continuous with work 
which commenced on a Friday) or on a Sunday 
and he so reports for work and is ready, willing 
and able to perform such work shall be 
provided on a Saturday with at least two hours' 
work or at least two hours' pay at double time 
or on a Sunday with at least four hours' or at 
least four hours' pay at double time. 

(c) Except as otherwise provided in subclause (2) 
of Clause 20.—Shift Work, the provisions of 
this subclause shall apply to a shift worker, 
provided that a shift worker required to work 
on a Saturday immediately after the finishing 
time of his ordinary working hours which 
commenced on a Friday shall be paid in 
accordance with subclause (3) of this clause. 

(5) Work on a Holiday: A worker required to work on 
a holiday shall be paid pursuant to subclause (7) of 
Clause 22.—Public Holidays of this award. 

(6) Meal Period During Overtime: 
(a) Where a period of overtime in continuation of 

the ordinary hours of work is estimated by the 
employer to take one and a half hours or more, 
the worker shall, before the expiration of five 
hours from the completion of his last meal 
period, be required to take a meal period of at 
least half an hour. 

(b) A worker shall not work overtime for longer 
than five hours without a meal period of half an 
hour. 

(c) Notwithstanding subclause (2) of Clause 
16.—Meal Period of this award, where a 
worker working overtime can complete his 
work within three quarters of an hour after his 
ordinary finishing time, he may continue to 
work for that period without a break for a meal 
provided that he does not work for more than 
five and half hours from his previous meal 
break. 

(d) Where overtime is worked before the ordinary 
hour of commencing work and such overtime is 
of one and a half hours or more the worker 
shall, within five hours of the commencement 
of such overtime, be required to take a meal 
period of half an hour without deduction of 
pay. Nothing in this paragraph shall in any way 
affect the taking by the worker of his ordinary 
meal period prescribed by Clause 16.—Meal 
Period of this award. 

(7) Meal Money: 
(a) A worker (other than a j unior or an apprentice) 

who is required to work overtime for more than 
one and half hours without bein notified on the 
previous day or earlier that he will be so 
required to work, or who has been so notified 
of such overtime and then is .not required to 
work such overtime, shall be paid $2.50 meal 
money. An amount of $2.50 shall be paid for 
each subsequent meal period taken in accord- 
ance with paragraph (b) of subclause (6) of this 
clause. 

(b) A junior or an apprentice who is required to 
work overtime for more than one and a half 
hours shall be paid $2.50 meal money for the 
first meal period and $2.50 meal money for 
each subsequent meal period occurring during 
such overtime. 

(c) The employer shah endeavour to pay the meal 
money herein prescribed prior to the 
commencement of the meal period in respect of 
which such money is payable. 

(d) Where work on a Saturday, Sunday or a public 
holiday exceeds five hours, meal money shall 
not be payable in respect of the first meal 
period taken. In the event of such work 
continuing to an extent that requires a 
subsequent meal period or meal periods to be 
observed as prescribed by Clause 16.—Meal 
Period of this award an amount of $2.50 shall 
be paid as meal money for each such meal 
period so occurring. 

(8) Thirty-Six Hour Break: A worker who is required 
to work six consecutive days if a day worker or six 
consecutive shifts if a shift worker without a clear 
interval from work of thirty-six hours after the sixth day 
or shift shall be paid double time for all work performed 
by him after the sixth day or shift until he shall have had 
such clear interval of thirty-six hours. If a worker is stood 
off for a period during the ordinary working week in 
order to allow a thirty-six hour break there shall be no 
reduction in his weekly wage. 

(9) Ten Hour Break: A worker who has worked 
overtime shall be informed that he is entitled to and be 
granted a break of at least 10 hours between the time of 
finishing work and the time when he next commences 
work, and no deductions shall be made from his pay 
because of any time lost by reasons of such break. Where 
the worker is required to work before he has completed 
the break of 10 hours, he shall be paid double time for all 
time worked by him until he shall have had a break of at 
least 10 hours. 

(10) Limitation of Overtime: 
(a) No worker under 16 years of age shall be 

employed on overtime. No worker under 17 
years of age shall be employed on overtime in 
any event before 7.00 a.m. or later than 9.00 
p.m. on any working day. No employer shall 
require or permit an apprentice to work 
overtime unless at least one skilled worker of 
the same calling as the apprentice is employed 
at the same time as the apprentice. 

(b) An employer shall not require or permit a 
worker to work overtime in connection with 
power driven machinery (except floor cleaning 
or floor polishing appliances), corrosive acids 
or poisonous substances unless he works within 
normal sight or hearing of at least one other 
person. 

(11) Employer May Require Overtime: 
(a) Subject to subclause (12) of this clause, an 

employer may require any worker to work 
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shall work overtime in accordance with 
such requirements. 

(b) No organisation party to this award shall in any 
way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party 
to or concerned in any ban, limitation or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in 
accordance with the requirements of this 
subclause. 

(12) Worker May Be Excused From Overtime: An 
employer shall not insist upon a worker working 
overtime where the worker declares he is not free to work 
and discloses a good reason to the employer to support 
his declaration. No worker shall be dismissed or in any 
way whatsoever prejudiced in his employment by reason 
of his refusal to work overtime where he has satis- 
factorily disclosed he is not free to work. 

22.—Public Holidays. 
(1) Except as otherwise provided in subclause (6) of 

Clause 10.—Casual Workers,, of this award, the 
provisions of this clause shall apply only to weekly 
workers. 

(2) A worker shall be entitled to be absent from his 
employment without deduction of pay on any public 
holilday. In this award "public holiday" means the day 

39311—14 
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observed as any of the following days or any day 
substituted therefor:— New Year's Day; Australia Day; 
Foundation Day; Labour Day; Good Friday, Easter 
Monday; Anzac Day; the Birthday of the Sovereign; 
Christmas Day; Boxing Day plus any other day or part of 
a day gazetted or proclaimed as a public holiday. 

(3) Where any of the days mentioned in subclause (2) 
hereof falls on a Saturday or Sunday, the holiday shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Monday, when Boxing 
Day falls on a Sunday or Monday, the holiday shall be 
observed on the next succeeding Tuesday. 

(4) Holidays and Termination of Employment: 
(a) An employer shall not terminate the 

employment of a weekly worker for the 
purpose of evading payment for the holidays 
prescribed by this award. 

(b) Where a worker is dismissed within one week 
before any holidays (or within one week before 
the first day of several holidays), his re- 
engagement by the same employer within one 
week after such holiday (or, as the case may be, 
within one week after the last day of such 
several holidays), shall be prima facie evidence 
that his employment was terminated in breach 
of paragraph (a) hereof. 

(c) Where the employer terminates the 
employment within one week of a day on which 
a holiday occurs, the worker shall be paid for 
such holiday or holidays prescribed by this 
award, provided that such worker had been 
employed by the employer for a period of at 
least one week prior to the termination of the 
employment. 

(5) Absence From Employment: 
(a) Where a worker is absent from his or her 

employment on the working day before or the 
working day after a public holiday without 
reasonable excuse or without the consent of the 
employer, the worker shall not be entitled to 
payment for such holiday. 

(b) Where a worker is absent from his employment 
for a period exceeding 15 consecutive working 
days with the consent of the employer or 
through an injury in respect of which he is paid 
workers' compensation he shall not be entitled 
to payment for any public holidays occurring 
during any period of absence which exceeds 15 
consecutive working days. This provision shall 
not apply where the absence is due to personal 
ill health or to personal injury in respect of 
which he is not paid workers' compensation. 

(6) Payment for Holidays: The wage payable under 
this clause to a weekly worker when that worker is absent 
from work on a public holiday which occurs on an 
ordinary working day shall be one fifth of his ordinary 
weekly wage for each such holiday. 

(7) Work on a Holiday: 
(a) A weekly worker who has been notified that he 

will be required to work on a public holiday and 
reports for work and is ready, willing and able 
to perform the work for which he has been 
notified shall be provided with at least four 
hours' work or at least four hours' pay at the 
rate prescribed by this subclause (7). 

(b) Where a weekly worker works on a public 
holiday prescribed by this clause which occurs 
on an ordinary working day, he shall receive his 
ordinary pay for that holiday and in addition 
shall be paid for the work which he performs at 
the rate of time and one half of his ordinary 
weekly wage. 

(c) Should a weekly time worker, who has worked 
on a holiday within the hours of his ordinary 
working day, work on such holiday before the 
ordinary hour of commencing work or after the 

ordinary hour of finishing work he shall be paid 
at the rate of two and one half times the 
ordinary time work rate for the hours worked 
before the ordinary hour of commencing work 
or after the ordinary hour of finishing work. 

(d) This subclause (7) shall, with the necessary 
changes, apply to a worker on day work or shift 
work, as the case may be. 

(8) When Holiday to be Taken: The holiay specified in 
this clause shall so far as — 

(a) A day worker is concerned — be taken on the 
day on which the holiday is observed; 

(b) A morning shift worker, or an afternoon shift 
worker is concerned — be taken on the day on 
which the holiday is observed. 

(c) A night shift worker is concerned — be taken 
on the night of the day on which the holiday is 
observed, except where the employer and the 
majority of workers working night shift in the 
establishment shall agree that the holiday shall 
be taken on the eve of the day on which the 
holiday as observed. Provided always that the 
holiday for a night shift worker shall be one 
night off work with pay comprising the 
consecutive hours for the work for that night. 

(9) By agreement between an employer and the 
majority of his workers in a particular plant or section 
thereof other days may be substituted for any of the days 
or substituted days provided for in subclause (2) of this 
clause and such days shall be a holiday within the 
meaning of the clause. Provided that such agreement 
shall be subject to the approval of the union and such 
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

23.—Annual Leave. 
The provisions of this clause shall apply only to weekly 

workers. 
(1) Period of Leave: The stipulations of this 

subclause shall apply where the employment is 
not terminated. 

(a) Except as otherwise provided in this 
award, every worker shall at the end of 
each year of his employment by his 
employer become entitled to four 
weeks' leave of absence on full pay. 

(b) Each worker before going on leave shall 
be paid four weeks' wages. The pay shall 
be at the rate prescribed by Clause 
11.—Rates of Wages of this award for 
the occupation in which the worker was 
ordinarily employed immediately prior 
to the commencement of his leave, 
unless the worker has been paid a higher 
wage, when it shall be that higher wage. 
A wage shall not be so computed as to 
include overtime. 
During a period of annual leave, a 
worker other than a shift worker, shall 
in addition, receive a loading of 17 Vi per 
cent, calculated on the wage prescribed 
by paragraph (b) of this subclause. 
Where a worker is a shift worker and 
would have received a shift allowance as 
prescribed by Clause 20.—Shift Work 
of this award had he not been on annual 
leave during the relevant period then 
that shift allowance shall be added to the 
rate of wage prescribed by paragraph (b) 
of this subclause in lieu of the 17'A per 
cent loading prescribed by paragraph (c) 
of this subclause. 
The leave of absence shall be given and 
taken in one period or if the worker and 
the employer so agree, in two separate 
periods and not otherwise. 

(d) 
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(f) The employer may, if he thinks fit, give 
at any time in advance the period of 
continuous leave on full pay 
prospectively due. 

(g) Where the leave has been taken before 
the right to the annual leave has 
accrued, the right to further annual 
leave shall not commence to accrue until 
after the expiration of the year of 
employment in respect of which the 
leave has been so taken. 

(h) The leave of absence shall be given by 
the employer and shall be taken by the 
worker before the expiration of a period 
of six months from the date upon which 
the right to leave accrues. 

(i) The employer shah have the right to fix 
when such leave will be given. 

(j) Except as provided in subclause (2) of 
this clause, payment shall not be made 
by an employer to a worker in lieu of 
leave to which the worker is entitled 
under this clause, nor shall any such 
payment be accepted by the worker. 
Payment shall not excuse an employer 
whose worker has not taken leave to 
which he is entitled under this clause 
from his obligations under this clause 
notwithstanding any agreement 
whereby the worker purports to waive 
the leave to which he is entitled. 

(k) The employer shall give each worker at 
least four weeks' notice of the 
commencing date on which he shall be 
required to take his leave. 

(1) Where any holiday for which the worker 
is entitled to payment under this award 
occurs during any period of leave taken 
by a worker under this subclause, the 
period of the leave shall be increased by 
one day in respect of that holiday 
provided that the payment for such 
holiday shall not be included in the 
calculation of the annual leave loading 
prescribed by paragraph (c) or (d) as the 
case may be, of this subclause. 

(m) Where, as provided in paragraph (1) of 
this clause, the period of a worker's 
annual leave is extended by a holiday or 
holidays occurring therein and the 
worker is absent from his employment 
without reasonable excuse or without 
the consent of the employer: 

(i) on the working day immediately 
preceding the first day of that 
period of annual leave the 
worker shall not be entitled to 
payment for such holiday, or the 
first of such holidays, as the case 
may be; 

(ii) on the working day immediately 
following the last day of that 
period of annual leave the 
worker shall not be entitled to 
payment for such holiday, or the 
last of such holidays, as the case 
may be. 

(2) Payment for Leave on Termination of Employ- 
ment: The stipulations of this subclause shall apply 
where the employment is terminated. 

(1) Where the employment has been terminated 
after it has continued for one year or longer and 
annual leave has not been taken because of the 
operation of paragraphs (h) and (i) of subclause 
(1) of this clause, the employer shall forthwith 
pay the worker four weeks' pay as provided in 

subclause (1) of this clause, together with an 
amount equal to one twelfth of his pay for the 
period of employment in excess of that year; 
provided that any payment in respect of 
overtime work or work on a Saturday or 
Sunday or on a holiday shall be excluded from 
the calculations and providing further, that the 
annual leave loading provided by paragraph (c) 
or (d) of subclause (1) of this clause shall not 
apply to the one twelfth calculation on 
termination of employment. The employment 
period shall be computed from the date of its 
commencement. 

(b) Where the employment has continued for not 
more than 20 working days and is terminated, 
the employer shall not be liable to make any 
payment to the worker, subject to such 
condition where the employment is less than 
one year and is terminated (and the worker has 
not been allowed leave in advance as provided 
in paragraph (f) of subclause (1) of this clause), 
the employer shall forthwith pay to the worker, 
in addition to all other amounts due to him, an 
amount equal to one twelfth of his pay for that 
period of employment; provided that any 
payments made in respect of overtime work or 
work on a Saturday or Sunday or on a holiday 
shall be excluded from the calculation and 
provided further that the annual leave loading 
prescribed by paragraph (c) or (d) of subclause 
(1) of this clause shall not apply to the one 
twelfth calculation on termination of employ- 
ment. The employment period shall be 
computed from the date of its commencement. 

(c) Where the leave under subclause (1) of this 
clause has been taken in advance by a worker 
pursuant to paragraph (f) of that subclause; 
and 

(i) the .employment of the worker is 
terminated before he has completed the 
year of employment in respect of which 
such leave was taken; and 

(ii) the sum paid by the employer to the 
worker as pay for the leave so taken in 
advance exceeds the sum which the 
employer is required to pay to the 
worker under paragraph (b) hereof; 

the employer shall not be liable to make any 
payment to the worker under paragraph (b) 
hereof and shall be entitled to deduct the 
amount of such excess from any remuneration 
payable to the worker upon the termination of 
the employment. 

(3) Pro Rata Leave: In the event of the employer 
closing his plant or a section or sections thereof for the 
purposes of allowing annaul leave to all or the majority 
of the workers in the plant or any section or sections 
thereof, the employer shall pay to those workers the 
wages due to them in accordance with the provisions of 
subclause (1) hereof, provided that — 

(a) Should a worker to whom this subclause 
applies have less than 12 months' employment 
with his employer, the employer may, notwith- 
standing anything to the contrary contained in 
this subclause and in lieu of the wages specified 
in subclause (1) of this clause, pay that worker 
pro rata wages calculated on the basis of one 
twelfth of his pay specified in subclause (1) of 
this clause for his period of employment which 
includes the period of close down. 

(b) A worker to whom paragraph (a) of this 
subclause applies and who has been paid pro 
rata wages in accordance with that paragraph, 
shall for the purposes of subclause (1) of this 
clause be deemed to have commenced his 
ensuing period of employment for the purposes 
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of his next subsequent period of annual leave at 
the date he commenced his annual leave for 
which he was paid pro rata wages. 

(c) In the event of a worker to whom paragraphs 
(a) and (b) hereof apply, having his employ- 
ment terminated after having been paid pro 
rata for the annual leave which he has been 
granted, he shall, for the whole period of his 
employment, be paid in accordance with 
subclause (2) hereof less any money paid to him 
in accordance with paragraph (1) of this 
subclause. 

(4) General Provisions: The stipulations of this 
subclause shall apply generally under this clause — 

(a) An employer shall not require or permit a 
worker to work on any day during the period of 
his leave unless the consent of the union has 
first been obtained. Where consent has been 
given the worker shall be paid for eight hours at 
double time. 

(b) Where the employer is a successor or assignee 
or transmittee of a business, and a worker was 
in the employment of the employer's predeces- 
sor at the time when he became such successor 
or assignee or transmittee, the worker in respect 
of the period during which he was in the service 
of the predecessor shall for the purpose of this 
clause be deemed to have been in the service of 
the employer. 

(c) For the purposes of this clause the employment 
under this award shall be deemed to have 
continued and to continue unbroken and 
constant, notwithstanding any interruption or 
determination of the employment by the 
employer if such interruption or determination 
has been or be made merely with the intention 
of avoiding obligation imposed by the 
provisions of this clause. 

(d) The leave herein provided is in addition to the 
holidays provided for by Clause 22.—Public 
Holidays of this award. 

(e) "Year" shall include the period of leave. 

24.—Sick Leave. 
The following provisions shall apply only to weekly 

workers. 
(1) Sick Leave Entitlement: Except as provided in 

subclause (3) of this clause and subject to the 
conditions prescribed herein, a weekly worker 
shall be entiteled to payment for non- 
attendance at his employment on the ground of 
personal ill-health or injury as follows: 

(a) For the first year of employment with an 
employer not more than 40 hours of 
working time provided that during the 
first six months of the first year of 
employment with an employer the 
entitlement of a weekly worker to sick 

(2) Transition from "Calendar Year" to "Year of 
Employment": 

(a) This subclause applies to a worker who 
was in employment with an employer 
immediately prior to 1 July 1974, and 
who continued in employment with that 
employer on and after 1 July 1974. 

(b) For employment prior to 1 July 1974, 
the entitlement of a worker to paid sick 
leave shall be calculated on the basis of 
not more than 40 hours of working time 
in each calendar year notwithstanding 
that the worker may have been 
employed by different employers during 
such a year. For the purposes of this 
clause "calendar year" shall mean the 
period from the first day of January to 
31 December in each year. 

(c) For employment with an employer on 
and from 1 July 1974, the entitlement of 
a worker to paid sick leave shall be 
calculated pursuant to subclause (1) of 
this clause on the basis of not more than 
40 hours of working time for the first 
year of employment with that employer 
and not more than 64 hours of working 
time for the second and subsequent 
years of employment with that 
employer. For the purposes of this 
clause "year of employment" shall 
mean the period from the date of 
commencement of employment with an 
employer and the anniversary of the 
commencement of that employment in 
the next year. 

(d) A worker who had less than one year of 
employment with an employer on 1 July 
1974, shall be entitled pursuant to 
paragraph (b) of subclause (1) of this 
clause be paid sick leave on the basis of 
not more than 64 hours of working time 
for each year of employment on and 
from the commencement of the year of 
employment with that employer which 
occurs next aft 1 July 1974. 

(e) A worker who had at least one year of 
employment with an employer on 1 July 
1974, shall be entitled on and from 1 
July 1974 to be paid sick leave of not 
more than 24 hours of working time in 
addition to the paid sick leave to which 
that worker was entitled immediately 
prior to 1 July 1974. That worker shall 
be entitled pursuant to paragraph (b) of 
subclause (1) of this clause to paid sick 
leave on the basis of not more than 64 
hours of working time for each year of 
employment on and from the com- 
mencement of the year of employment 
with that employer which occurs on or 
next after 1 July 1974. 

leave shall accrue on a pro rata basis of (3) Cumulative Sick Leave: 
six and two-third hours of working time ^ jeave silaj] accumulate from year to 
for each month ot employment year so that any balance of the period 
completed with that employer. On specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of 
application by the worker during the subclause (1) of this clause which has in 
seventh month of employment and any year of employment with an 
subject to the availability of an employer not been allowed to a worker 
unclaimed balance of sick leave, the by that employer as paid sick leave may 
worker shall be paid for any sick leave bg ciaimeci by the worker and subject to 
taken during the first six months andi in the conditions prescribed in this clause 
respect ot which payment was not made. shall be allowed by that employer in a 

(b) For the second and each subsequent subsequent year of employment without 
year of employment with an employer diminution of the sick leave prescribed 
not more than 64 hours of working time. in respect of that year of employment. 
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Provided that sick leave which accumul- 
ates pursuant hereto shall be available to 
the worker for a period of 10 years but 
no longer from the end of the year of 
employment in which it accrues. 

(b) A worker who was employed by his 
employer prior to 1 July 1974, and 
continues in that employment 
subsequently, shall be entitled to the 
benefit of all unused sick leave standing 
to his credit immediately prior to that 
date. 

(c) In the case of a worker who commenced 
employment with an employer on or 
after 1 January 1974, sick leave which 
accumulates pursuant to this subclause 
shall be available to that worker for a 
period of 10 years but for no longer 
from the end of the year of employment 
in which it accrues. 

(d) In the case of a worker who commenced 
employment with an employer prior to 1 
January 1974, and who continued in employ- 
ment with that employer on and after 1 July 
1974: 

(i) for employment prior to 1 January 
1974, accumulated sick leave standing to 
his credit as at 1 January 1974, not 
exceeding 80 hours, shall be available to 
that worker for a period of 10 years but 
for no longer from the end of the 
calendar year in which it accrued, 
provided that any such accumulated 
sick leave which shall have accrued prior 
to 1 January 1972, shall be disregarded; 

(ii) for employment on and after 1 January 
1974, until the anniversary of his year of 
employment which occurs next after 1 
July 1974, sick leave which was due to 
him for that period and not taken by 
him, shall be added to his accumulation 
as at that anniversary date and shall be 
available to that worker thereafter for a 
period of 10 years but no longer; 

(iii) for each subsequent year of employ- 
ment after the anniversary date 
described in sub-paragraph (ii) of this 
paragraph (d) untaken sick leave shall 
accumulate pursuant to the provisions 
of paragraph (a) of this subclause. 

(4) (a) Requirements in "writing": Any requirements 
in "writing" shall be deemed to be complied with where 
a telegram is received or dispatched. 

(b) Injury — Wherever in this clause the word 
"injury" occurs, that word shall mean "any injury 
sustained by the worker other than an injury in respect of 
which he is paid workers' compensation under the 
Workers' Compensation Act. 

(5) Notification of Absence Due to Ill-Health or 
Injury: A weekly time worker not attending for duty 
shall lose his pay for the actual time lost unless he 
produces or forwards as soon as practicable and within 
28 hours of the commencement of such absence evidence 
or a message satisfactory to the employer that his non- 
attendance was due to personal ill-health or injury 
necessitating such absence. 

(6) Employer May Require Further Evidence: An 
employer who deems the evidence or message referred to 
in subclause (5) hereof to be unsatisfactory may, within 
48 hours from the receipt thereof, forward to the worker 
by registered post or by telegram or deliver to him a 
request for further evidence of the personal ill-health or 
injuty necessitating his absence. The worker shall reply 
within 48 hours from the receipt of the request. He may 
deliver his reply to the employer or send it by registered 
post or by telegram. 

(7) Failure of Employer to Seek Further Evidence: If 
an employer within 48 hours after the receipt by him of 
the reply referred to in subclause (6) hereof, fails to 
dispatch, in the manner provided in subclause (6) hereof, 
a written notice to the worker that he does not accept the 
reply as satisfactory evidence of the fact alleged by it, it 
shall be deemed to be prima facie evidence that the 
absence of the worker was due to personal ill-health or 
injury. 

(8) Medical Evidence at Expense of Employer: If an 
employer within 48 hours after receipt by him of the 
written reply referred to in subclause (6) hereof does not 
accept such as satisfactory evidence of personal ill-health 
or injury, he may require further evidence and the 
worker must within a reasonable time furnish such 
further evidence. If the employer requires the worker to 
obtain a medical certificate or other proof of personal ill- 
health or injury he shall pay or refund any fee and 
incidental expenses necessarily paid or incurred by the 
worker. The worker shall submit to medical examination 
at the employer's expense if so required and shall not 
obstruct or interfere with inquiries deemed by the 
employer to be necessary. 

(9) Board of Reference to Settle Dispute: Where an 
employer rejects a claim for sick pay the appropriate 
Board of Reference shall have power, upon application 
by the union, or by the worker concerned, to hear such 
claim and to make such order thereon as it thinks 
appropriate; and the worker, if required to attend the 
Board of Reference on the hearing of his claim shall, if 
his claim succeeds but not otherwise, be entitled to be 
paid by the employer for the time of his attendance, at his 
usual rate. 

(10) Commencement and Expiry of 48 Hours' Notice: 
In any case where the period of 48 hours referred to in 
subclauses (6), (7) and (8) hereof expires after the finish 
of the last working day in the calendar week, or on a 
public holiday, the period shall be deemed to extend to 
noon of the next ordinary working day, and in any case 
where illness commences or injury occurs after the finish 
of such last working day, the said period of 48 hours shall 
be deemed to commence at the starting hour of the next 
ordinary working day. 

25.—Bereavement Leave. 
(1) A worker on weekly hiring (including weekly part- 

time female workers) shall be entitled to a maximum of 
two days' leave without loss of pay on each occasion and 
on production of satisfactory evidence of the death in 
Australia of the worker's husband, wife, father, mother, 
brother, sister, child, step-child or parents-in-law. For 
the purposes of this clause the words "wife" and 
"husband" shall include de facto wife or husband and 
the words "father" and "mother" shall include foster 
father or mother and step-father or mother. Provided 
further, a worker on weekly hiring shall be entitled to a 
maximum of two days' leave without loss of pay on each 
occasion and on the production of satisfactory evidence 
of the death outside of Australia of a worker's husband, 
wife, father or mother and where such worker travels 
outside of Australia to attend the funeral. 

(2) Where a weekly part-time female worker would 
normally work on either or both of the two working days 
following the death in Australia of any of the relatives 
described in subclause (1) of this clause, she shall be 
entitled to be absent on bereavement leave in accordance 
with subclause (1) of this clause on either or both of these 
days without loss of pay for the day or days concerned. 

26.—Maternity Leave. 
(1) Eligibility for Maternity Leave: A worker who 

becomes pregnant shall, upon production to her 
employer of a certificate from a duly qualified medical 
practitioner stating the presumed date of her confine- 
ment, be entitled to maternity leave provided that she has 
had not less than 12 months' continuous service with that 
employer immediately preceding the date upon which she 
proceeds upon such leave. 
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For the purposes of this clause: 
(a) A worker shall not include a worker engaged 

pursuant to Clause 10.—Casual Workers of 
this award. 

(b) Maternity leave shall mean unpaid maternity 
leave. 

(2) Period of Leave and Commencement of Leave. 
(a) Subject to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof the 

period of maternity leave shall be for an 
unbroken period of from six to 52 weeks and 
shall include a period of six weeks' compulsory 
leave to be taken immediately following 
confinement. 

(b) A worker shall, not less than 10 weeks prior to 
the presumed date of confinement, give notice 
in writing to her employer stating the presumed 
date of confinement. 

(c) A worker shall give not less than four weeks' 
notice in writing to her employer of the date 
upon which she proposes to commence 
maternity leave, stating the period of leave to 
be taken. 

(d) An employer by not less than 14 days' notice in 
writing to the worker may require her to 
commence maternity leave at any time within 
the six weeks immediately prior to her pre- 
sumed date of confinement. 

(e) A worker shall not be in breach of this clause as 
a consequence of failure to give the stipulated 
period of notice in accordance with paragraph 
(c) hereof if such failure is occasioned by the 
confinement occuring earlier than the 
presumed date. 

(3) Transfer to a Safe-Job: Where in the opinion of a 
duly qualified medical practitioner, illness or risks arising 
out of the pregnancy or hazards connected with the work 
assigned to the worker make it inadvisable for the worker 
to continue at her present work, the worker shall, if the 
employer deems it practicable, be transferred to a safe 
job at the rate and on the conditions attaching to that job 
until the commencement of maternity leave. If the 
transfer to a safe job is not practicable, the worker may, 
or the employer may require the worker to, take leave for 
such period as is certified necessary by a duly qualified 
medical practitioner. Such leave shall be treated as 
maternity leave for the purposes of subclauses (7), (8), (9) 
and (10) hereof. 

(4) Variation of Period of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Provided the addition does not extend the 

maternity leave beyond 52 weeks, the period 
may be lengthened once only, save with the 
agreement of the employer, by the worker 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
lengthened. 

(b) The period of leave may, with the consent of 
the employer, be shortened by the worker 
giving not less than 14 days' notice in writing 
stating the period by which the leave is to be 
shortened. 

(5) Cancellation of Maternity Leave. 
(a) Maternity leave, applied for but not 

commenced, shall be cancelled when the preg- 
nancy of a worker terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child. 

(b) Where the pregnancy of a worker then on 
maternity leave terminates other than by the 
birth of a living child, it shall be the right of the 
worker to resume work at a time nominated by 
the employer which shall not exceed four weeks 
from the date of notice in writing by the worker 
to the employer that she desires to resume 
work. 

(6) Special Maternity Leave and Sick Leave. 
(a) Where the pregnancy of a worker not then on 

maternity leave terminates after 28 weeks other 
than by the birth of a living child then — 

(i) she shall be entitled to such period of 
unpaid leave (to be known as special 
maternity leave) as a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as 
necessary before her return to work, or 

(ii) for illness other than the normal conse- 
quences of confinement she shall be 
entitled, either in lieu of or in addition 
to special maternity leave, to such paid 
sick leave pursuant to Clause 24.—Sick 
Leave of this award as to which she is 
then entitled and which a duly qualified 
medical practitioner certifies as neces- 
sary before her return to work. 

(b) Where a worker not then on maternity leave 
suffers illness related to her pregnancy, she may 
take such paid sick leave pursuant to Clause 
24.—Sick Leave of this award as to which she is 
then entitled and such further unpaid leave (to 
be known as special maternity leave) as a duly 
qualified medical practitioner certifies as 
necessary before her return to work, provided 
that the aggregate of paid sick leave, special 
maternity leave and maternity leave shall not 
exceed 52 weeks. 

(c) For the purposes of subclauses (7), (8) and (9) 
hereof, maternity leave shall include special 
maternity leave. 

(d) A worker returning to work after the comple- 
tion of a period of leave taken pursuant to this 
subclause shall be entitled to the position which 
she held immediately before proceeding on 
such leave or, in the case of a worker who was 
transferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause 
(3), to the position she held immediately before 
such transfer. 

Where such position no longer exists but 
there are other positions available, for which 
the worker is qualified and the duties of which 
she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(7) Maternity Leave and Other Leave Entitlements: 
Provided the aggregate of leave including leave taken 
pursuant to subclauses (3) and (6) hereof does not exceed 
52 weeks. 

(a) A worker may, in lieu of or in conj unction with 
maternity leave, take any annual leave or long 
service leave or any part thereof to which she is 
then entitled. 

(b) Paid sick leave pursuant to Clause 24.—Sick 
Leave of this award or other paid authorised 
award absences (excluding annual leave or long 
service leave), shall not be available to a worker 
during her absence on maternity leave. 

(8) Effect of Maternity Leave on Employment: For 
the purposes of the award the service of a worker with an 
employer means the period during which the worker has 
served her employer under an unbroken contract of 
employment. 

Provided that absence on maternity leave shall be 
deemed not to break the worker's contract of employ- 
ment but such absence shall not be taken into account in 
calculating the period of employment for any purpose of 
this award. 

(9) Termination of Employment. 
(a) A worker on maternity leave may terminate her 

employment at any time during the period of 
leave by notice given in accordance with para- 
graph (a) of subclause (3) of Clause 8.—Terms 
of Employment of this award. 
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(b) An employer shall not terminate the 
employment of a worker on the ground of her 
pregnancy or of her absence on maternity 
leave, but otherwise the rights of an employer 
in relation to terraination of employment are 
not hereby affected. 

(10) Return to Work After Maternity Leave. 
(a) A worker shall confirm her intention of 

returning to her work by notice in writing to the 
employer given not less than four weeks prior 
to the expiration of her period of maternity 
leave. 

(b) A worker, upon the expiration of the notice 
required by paragraph (a) hereof, shall be 
entitled to the position which she held 
immediately before proceeding on maternity 
leave or, in the case of a worker who was trans- 
ferred to a safe job pursuant to subclause (3), to 
the position which she held immediately before 
such transfer. Where such position no longer 
exists but there are other positions available for 
which the worker is qualified and the duties of 
which she is capable of performing, she shall be 
entitled to a position as nearly comparable in 
status and salary or wage to that of her former 
position. 

(11) Replacement Workers. 
(a) A replacement worker is a worker specifically 

engaged as a result of a worker proceeding on 
maternity leave. 

(b) Before an employer engages a replacement 
worker under this subclause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary nature of 
the employment and of the rights of the worker 
who is being replaced. 

(c) Before an employer engages a person to replace 
a worker temporarily promoted or transferred 
in order to replace a worker exercising her 
rights under this clause, the employer shall 
inform that person of the temporary nature of 
the promotion or transfer and of the rights of 
the worker who is being replaced. 

(d) Provided that nothing in this subclause shall be 
construed as requiring an employer to engage a 
replacement worker. 

(e) A replacement worker shall not be entitled to 
any of the rights conferred by this clause except 
where her employment continues beyond the 12 
months' qualifying period. 

27.—Jury Service. 
(1) A worker on weekly hiring required to attend for 

jury service during his ordinary hours shall be 
reimbursed by the employer an amount equal to the 
difference between the amount paid in respect of his 
attendance for such jury service and the amount of wage 
he would have received in respect of ordinary time he 
would have worked had he not been on jury service. 

(2) A worker shall notify his employer as soon as 
possible of the date on which he is required to attend for 
jury service. Further, the worker shall give his employer 
proof of his attendance, the duration of such attendance 
and the amount received in respect of such jury service. 

28.—Production of Drawings. 
(1) A worker shall not make drawings except he be 

paid a weekly wage under the provisions of this award. 
(2) A worker shall not make drawings under a task 

system whereby he is paid an amount for a set task. 
(3) No person shall be asked to do or make drawings 

on a speculative basis with a promise of reward if the 
work is considered satisfactory. 

(4) Any person who at any time makes or produces a 
drawing upon any part of an employer's premises shall 
for the purposes of this award be deemed to be a worker 
of that employer. 

(5) Drawing for the purpose of this clause means any 
drawing, picture, design or device, and any impression, 
copy, reproduction, or representation of a picture, 
drawing, design or device. 

29.—Proof Reading. 
A copy-holder or a junior, unless an apprentice to 

composition shall not do the work of reading, revising, 
checking or correcting proofs unless such copy-holder or 
junior is:— 

(1) paid the wage prescribed by this award for an 
adult proof reader; or 

(2) reading to and revising, checking or correcting 
proofs, together with an adult proof reader or other 
person who is paid as such and who is responsible 
for the work. 

30.—Letterpress and Lithographic Printing Conditions. 
(1) No worker, other than a printing machinist, or an 

apprentice, shall mix, match or adapt colours, or make 
ready, or do other than minor adjustments in the setting 
of an automatic feeder, on a letterpress or lithographic 
printing machine. 

(2) No printing machinist, operating a lithographic 
printing machine, shall be required to wash up to clean 
his machine where it is practicable for the work to be 
done by some other person. 

(3) No printing machinist or apprentice, operating a 
lithographic printing machine, shall be required to 
prepare plates or mix colours for a future run or make 
dampers while his machine is running. 

(4) A printing machinist, or apprentice operating a 
lithographic printing machine larger than a double crown 
machine shall have an apprentice or an assistant of not 
less than 18 years of age to assist him. 

(5) No unskilled worker shall mix solutions for 
washing-out, sensitising, desensitising, or etching, when 
such solutions are made on the employer's premises. 

(6) Plate graining or stone polishing shall be done only 
by apprentices or adults. 

(7) Nothing contained in subclauses (1), (2), (3) and (4) 
of this clause shall apply to small offset lithographic 
printing machinists acting in the course of their duties. 

31.—Glueing Machines. 
Only an adult worker or an apprentice shall operate a 

glueing machine when such machine is being used in any 
operation covered in this award under the tradesmen's 
classification binding/finishing. 

32.—Restrictions on Taking Work Off an Employer's 
Premises. 

(1) No work covered by this award shall be taken off 
an employer's premises to be executed by any worker of 
that employer. 

(2) No such work shall be taken off an employer's 
premises to be executed by any other person except the 
employer himself; provided that this subclause shall not 
affect the right of an employer to have work done in a 
trade supply house. 

(3) An employer shall not be entitled to have work 
done in a trade supply house unless the person conduct- 
ing that house is bound by this award or by a State or 
Federal award or determination which prescribed wages 
and conditions relative to that work, which are the same 
as or more advantageous to workers than the wages and 
conditions prescribed by this award. Provided that work 
may be done by a trade supply house having no workers 
when that trade supply house has been approved by the 
organisations party to this award (or failing such 
approval, approved by the Board of Reference), and is 
registered as a business or factory under State legislation 
providing for the registration of business or factories. 
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33.—Letting and Hiring of Premises or Plant. 
Any individual person who shall lease, rent or hire — 

(1) any plant, machinery or equipment, or 
(2) the whole or any part of premises, 

from any person bound by this award for the purpose of 
using such premises or of performing with such plant, 
machinery or equipment on such premises exclusively for 
such person bound by this award any industrial 
operation specifically named or described in Clause 
11.—Rates of Pay of this award shall be deemed to be 
and be for all purposes of this award a worker of the 
hirer, lessor or landlord of such plant, machinery, 
equipment or premises. 

34.—Mixed Functions. 
Where during any day a worker is employed on work 

requiring the performance of functions involving 
different rates of wages prescribed by this award, the 
minimum rate of wage to be paid to the worker for that 
day shall be calculated as if the worker performed such 
only of the said functions as involves the highest rate of 
wage. 

35.—Limitation of Employment of Juniors. 
(1) Manning of Departments: No department shall be 

manned exclusively by juniors. 
(2) Proportion of Juniors: Not more than three 

juniors shall be employed to each adult employed as a 
weekly worker in each department. For the purposes of 
this provision an apprentice shall be deemed to be a 
junior. 

(3) Screen Printing: Subject to subclause (4) hereof 
where the dimensions of a piece of printed matter — 

(a) exceed 300 millimetres by 600 millimetres (12 
inches by 24 inches), an adult worker or an 
apprentice to screen printing stencil prepara- 
tion, shall be employed on the same printing 
frame as any non-apprenticed junior on the 
printing (including racking) of such printed 
matter; 

(b) do not exceed 300 millimetres by 600 milli- 
metres, a non-apprenticed junior may be 
employed alone in the printing (including 
racking) of such printed matter. 

(4) A non-apprenticed junior shall not be employed in 
or in connection with the work of transfers other than 
racking. 

(5) Safety Provisions: 
(a) No junior under the age of 18 years, unless an 

apprentice shall be employed on Monotype 
casting machine or an Elrod or similar casting 
machine. 

(b) An employer shall not permit or require a 
worker under the age of 18 years to be 
employed on a power driven guillotine (unless 
an apprentice indentured as provided in Clause 
36.—Apprentices of this award) or on a platen 
or cylinder machine used for carton cutting. 

(6) Training of Non-Apprenticed Juniors: Subject to 
subclauses (7), (8) and (9) of this clause, non-apprenticed 
juniors shall not be employed on any work for which 
apprenticeship is provided in Clause 36.—Apprentices of 
this award. In those sections of the industry in which no 
provision is made for apprenticeship, non-apprenticed 
juniors may be employed. Such juniors shall be given 
reasonable opportunities to become proficient in 
different classes of work and shall be taught higher grade 
work as they progress in the knowledge of their work. 

(7) Apprenticeship Trades: The conditions of 
employment of juniors in any branch of the industry in 
respect of which provision is made for apprenticeship 
shall be as set out in subclause (7) of Clause 36.— 
Apprentices of this award. 

(8) Artist or Designer (Including Commercial Artist): 
(a) The maximum proportion of junior artists or 

designers (including junior commercial artists) 
shall be one junior artist or designer (including 
junior commercial artist) to every three or 
fraction of three adult artists or designers 
(including adult commercial artists) employed 
upon the established staff of adult artists or 
designers (including commercial artists) 
employed as such by the employer as weekly 
workers at full rates of pay as prescribed in 
Clause 11.—Rates of Wages of this award. 

(b) In paragraph (a) hereof "the established staff 
shall mean the number of adult artists or 
designers (including adult commercial artists) 
continuously employed as such by the employer 
for a period of not less than six calendar 
months. 

(c) Junior artists or designers shall be fully and 
thoroughly taught and instructed in the work of 
an artist or designer (including commercial art 
work). 

(d) Each junior artist or designer (including junior 
commercial artist) shall from the commence- 
ment of his or her employment attend and not 
be prevented by his or her employer from 
attending during the junior's ordinary working 
hours for eight hours every week for a period of 
four years a recognised art school agreed upon 
by the organisations parties to this award, or 
failing such agreement, as determined by an 
independent arbitrator appointed by such 
organisations. Where the training facilities for 
artists or designers (including commercial 
artists) at the art school attended by such junior 
artists or designers (including commercial 
artists) make it impracticable for their 
attendance to be for eight hours then for the 
number of hours and the period of any 
prescribed course (with the minimum of four 
hours a day a week) as is agreed upon by the 
organisations parties to this award (in the first 
instance) or, failing agreement, as determined 
by an independent arbitrator appointed by such 
organisations. The training at a recognised art 
school of a junior artist or designer (including a 
junior commercial artist) shall cease at the end 
of the calendar year in which the junior's 20th 
anniversary of his or her birth is attained. 

(e) On the production by the junior artist of a 
certificate from the art school showing that he 
or she has given satisfactory attention to the 
work of the school for the quarter or other term 
then for that term there shall be no deduction 
from the junior artist's pay for the time of 
absence. 

(f) The fees of the art school shall be paid by the 
employer (unless paid by the State Govern- 
ment). 

(g) The duties of a junior artist or designer 
(including a junior commercial artist) shall be 
so arranged by the employer that as the junior 
progresses in knowledge and skill, his or her 
duties shall be varied and he or she shall from 
time to time be placed on higher and more 
skilled work. 

In the event of the employer during the full term of 
training of a junior artist or designer — 

(i) ceasing (by death or otherwise) to carry 
on his business of art or designing in 
which the junior artist or designer is 
being trained, or 

(ii) ceasing for a continuous period of three 
months to have the proportion of adult 
artists or designers to junior artists or 
designers (as specified in this clause). 
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the employer or his executors, administrators or assigns 
or one of them shall within one month thereafter find 
and provide some other employer carrying on the same 
class of business within a radius of five kilometres (three 
miles), if any there be, or if there be none such if the 
junior artist and/or designer shall so desire and if the 
employer can be found then to some other employer 
beyond the radius. In the event of an employer not being 
agreeable to take the junior artist and/or designer or an 
employer not being discovered who will take the junior 
artist and/or designer, it shah not be competent for the 
junior artist and/or designer to continue in the employ of 
his employer or the employer's executors, administrators 
or assigns or one of them. The junior artist and/or 
designer shall thereupon be paid all moneys due to him 
under this award. Such moneys referred to herein shall be 
paid by the employer or from the estate of the employer 
in the event of the employer being deceased. 

(9) Junior Employed on Small-Offset Lithographic 
Printing Machines: 

(a) The maximum proportion of juniors employed 
on small-offset lithographic printing machines 
shall be one junior to every three or fraction of 
three adult small-offset lithographic printing 
machinists employed and paid as such on the 
established staff of the employer. 

(b) For the purposes of this subclause "the 
established staff" shall mean the number of 
adult small-offset lithographic printing 
machinists continuously employed as such by 
the employer for a period of not less than six 
months immediately prior to the engagement of 
the junior. In any establishment where 
apprentices to the trade of "Printing 
Machining" are employed, those apprentices 
and persons who have served an apprenticeship 
to that trade shall be excluded from the 
calculation of the proportion of juniors 
employed on small-offset lithographic printing 
machines to adult small-offset lithographic 
printing machinists. 

36.—Apprentices. 
(1) Proportion of Apprentices to Tradesmen: 

(a) Where one or more skilled adults are 
permanently employed as weekly workers at 
full rates of pay as prescribed in Clause 
11.—Rates of Wages of this award, one 
apprentice or probationer for apprenticeship 
may be employed to every three or fraction of 
three skilled adult workers permanently 
employed in such branch. 

(b) In this subclause "permanently employed" 
means continuously employed for a period of 
not less than six calendar months. 

(2) Employer with less than Three Skilled Adults: 
Where an employer has less than three skilled adult 
workers in his employment, he shall not employ an 
apprentice or probationer for apprenticeship until he has 
obtained the consent of the union or of the Director of 
Industrial Training. 

(3) Employer may be Regarded as a Skilled Adult: An 
employer who is working full time at his trade may be 
regarded as a skilled adult permanently employed in that 
trade provided he can satisfy the union of his ability to 
satisfactorily teach and instruct an apprentice in the 
trade in which the employer is working. 

(4) The Registrar of Industrial Training may refuse to 
register an apprenticeship agreement, unless the person 
serving a period of probation, if so requested, produces 
to the Registrar a Certificate from a medical practitioner, 
registered optometrist or other person acceptable to the 
Registrar to the effect that he is not so deficient in 
perception of colour that his ability to be trained in or 
carry out the aspects of his trade is not impaired. 

(5) Apprentices to be Employed on Day Work: 
(a) An apprentice shall be employed only on day 

work during the years he is required to attend 
for training at the Perth Technical College. 

(b) Nothing in this subclause shall prohibit an 
apprentice from working overtime in 
accordance with the provisions of Clause 
21.—Overtime of this award. 

(6) Proficiency Amounts: Should the apprentice 
attain a standard approved by the Perth Technical 
College he shall receive, in addition to the prescribed 
weekly wage, an additional weekly amount calculated on 
the following percentages of the weekly wage of the 
binder/finisher. 

(a) For the first annual examination he passes at 
that standard 0.86 per cent 

(b) For the second annual examination he passed at 
that standard in lieu of the percentage 
prescribed in (a) hereof 1.72 per cent 

(c) For the third annual examination he passed at 
that standard in lieu of the percentage 
prescribed in (b) hereof     2.58 per cent 

He shall receive such additional amount on and from 
the beginning of the first pay period commencing in 
January following the examination. Where an apprentice 
is unable to sit for an annual examination because of 
personal illness or injury suffered by him and then 
satisfactorily passes a deferred examination in lieu 
thereof, the relevant additional amount shall be payable 
to him on and from the first pay day which occurs after 
the date on which the results of that deferred 
examination are published. Any dispute as to proof in 
respect of such illness or injury shall be determined by the 
Board of Reference. 

The additional sum paid in accordance with the 
provisions of this subclause shall be calculated in 
multiples of 10 cents, amounts less than five cents being 
taken to the lower multiple and amounts of five cents or 
more being taken to the higher multiple. 

(7) Prohibition of Employment of Non-Apprenticed 
Juniors: 

(a) In connection with any branch of the industry 
in respect of which provision is made for 
apprenticeship an employer shall not engage 
any person under the age of 21 years, nor 
continue the employment of any such person 
engaged but not indentured except as an 
apprentice or probationer for apprenticeship. 

(b) Employment of Non-Apprenticed Juniors: 
Nothing in this subclause shall affect the 
employment of non-apprenticed juniors in 
such work as ging messages, sweeping-up and 
cleaning or feeding printing machines. 

37.—Health Notices. 
Notices containing advice for the preservation of the 

health and protection of workers, if provided by a union, 
shall be kept prominently posted and displayed in all 
work rooms by the employer. 

38.—Health Provisions. 
(1) Type Metal and Shavings: Type metal or type 

metal shavings shall not be permitted to accumulate on 
the floor or in the vicinity of slug-casting or type-casting 
machines or on the floor of the stereotyping and electro- 
typing departments. 

(2) Composing Room Equipment: All type cases and 
other receptacles for the holding of type installed after 
the date of this award shall be kept in dust proof 
cabinets, and such type cabinets and all other frames, 
bulks, furniture or equipment of a composing room shall 
be fixed to the floor in such a manner that no dust can 
accumulate under the same, or shall rest on supports so 
that there remains a sufficiently high intermediate space 
for sweeping and washing the floor without difficulty. 
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(3) Metal Pots and Plungers: 
(a) All metal pots, other than those electrically 

heated, shall be provided with proper and 
suitable hoods, which shall be so fitted that all 
fumes and heavy gases are sucked off and 
conducted into the open air. 

(b) The melting down of linotype or stereotype or 
like metal, or the cleaning of linotype plungers 
shall be done in such a manner as to cause the 
fumes or dust to be carried away from the work 
room into the open air. 

(4) Sweeping: Dry sweeping shah not be permitted or 
carried out in any workroom covered by this award 
unless such dry sweeping is carried out by the use of a 
mechanical device which effectively prevents the escape 
of dust particles into the air. 

(5) Ventilation: All workrooms shall be efficiently 
ventilated. 

(6) Floor Coverings: In each workroom where the 
floors are composed of materials known as granolithic, 
or concrete, or combinations of cement, stone, or 
asphalt, employers shall provide some suitable covering 
material, properly constructed to eliminate cold and 
damp, upon which the worker may stand whilst at work. 

(7) Saws to be Enclosed: All saws shall, so far as 
possible, be so enclosed as to minimise noise and prevent 
the spraying of particles of metal and wood. 

39.—Change Rooms and Dressing Time. 
Where a change of dress of workers is rendered 

necessary by the work to be done, the employer shall 
provide suitable dressing rooms and allow each worker 
dressing time each day. 

40.—Protection of Clothing. 
The employer shall provide each worker with properly 

constructed facilities which will protect his clothing 
taken off during working hours from the dust and fumes 
of the workroom. 

41.—Employer to Provide Facilities. 
(1) Lighting of Workrooms: 

(a) Each employer shall make provision in his 
workrooms for adequate natural light or its 
approximate equivalent for workers to perform 
their work. The measurement of the adequacy 
of artificial lighting shall be determined by 
reference to the appropriate State or Local 
Government lighting authority. 

(b) Where artificial light is in use, effective shades 
shall be provided by the employer to prevent 
eye strain. Artificial light shall be so situated as 
to enable the worker to work without 
unnecessary strain to the eyes. 

(c) Light shades, globes and tubes shall be kept 
clean. 

(d) All windows of each workroom shall be kept 
clean on both the inner and outer surfaces. 

(e) Workers covered by this award shall not be 
required to handle fluorescent light tubes until 
such workers have been warned of the necessity 
for exercising extreme care to avoid breaking 
such tubes. Spare or discarded tubes shall not 
be kept in the workroom unless stored in some 
safe place set aside for the purpose. 

(2) Hygiene: Each workroom, lavatory and conven- 
ience of any factory or establishment shall be thoroughly 
swept and cleaned at least once a day, and at least once 
each week each lavatory or convenience shall be 
thoroughly scrubbed out with disinfectant. 

(3) Washing Facilities: The employer shall provide 
separate suitable washing places for male and female 
workers and shall install therein a sufficient number of 
wash basins or troughs supplied with hot and cold 
running water. 

(4) Supply of Drinking Water: An employer shall 
provide for the use of the workers, adequate quantities of 

(a) drinking water in easily accessible places (such 
drinking water shall not exceed a temperature 
of 24 degrees Celsius), and 

(b) boiling water for refreshments at meal periods 
(including the rest interval for females). 

(5) Seating to be provided: 
(a) Any worker whose work requires that worker 

to be seated shall be provided with a reasonably 
comfortable seat. 

(b) The use of metal seating accommodation shall 
not be permitted unless effectively covered with 
felt or similar material. 

42.—Bronzing or Dusting-Off. 
(1) Machine Work: Subject to subclause (5) hereof, 

bronzing or dusting-off shall not be done except by the 
use of a machine so equipped as to materially prevent the 
escape of dust into the air of any occupied room. 

(2) Prohibitions: An employer shall not require or 
permit a junior of less than 16 years of age to do bronzing 
or dusting-off work, or work at or in connection with a 
bronzing machine. 

(3) Hand Work: Bronzing or dusting-off by hand 
shall not be done except in connection with — 

(a) an efficient exhaust draught which effectively 
carried away bronze dust in the atmosphere; or 

(b) an appliance or within a structure of canvas, 
wood or other suitable material so constructed 
as to prevent, as far as practicable, the escape 
of dust into any occupied room. 

Provided that this subclause shall not apply where 
bronzing or dusting-off is done for less than two hours in 
any one day. 

(4) Disability Allowance: Each worker employed on 
bronzing or dusting-off by hand shall be paid 17 Vi cents 
an hour in addition to any other moneys payable to that 
worker under this award. 

(5) Protective Clothing: The employer shall provide 
each worker employed on bronzing or dusting-off or 
feeding a bronzing machine with suitable overalls and 
head covering. 

(6) The employer shall maintain in good repair and 
effectively cleansed at least once each week the protective 
clothing specified in subclause (5) hereof. 

(7) Change Rooms and Dressing Time: The employer 
shall provide suitable dressing rooms with properly 
constructed facilities to enable workers employed on 
bronzing or dusting-off or feeding a bronzing machine to 
change their clothing and to protect such clothing from 
the dust of the workroom. Each worker shall be allowed 
10 minutes' working time at the end of each daily 
working period to enable the worker to change his 
clothing. 

(8) Towels, Soap and Nail Brushes: Where bronzing 
or dusting-off, or feeding a bronzing machine is regularly 
done there shall be provided and maintained in a clean 
state and in good repair for the use of all persons 
employed in bronzing or dusting-off, or in feeding a 
bronzing machine, a lavatory with a sufficient supply of 
clean towels and soap and nail brushes, and having a 
supply of hot and cold water. 

(9) Free Milk: Each person shall be supplied free of 
charge by the employer with a 600 ml of milk each 
morning and each afternoon where employed in 
bronzing or dusting-off for two hours or more in any 
morning or afternoon period. 

(10) Responsibilities of a Worker: Each worker 
employed on bronzing or dusting-off or feeding a 
bronzing machine shall — 

(a) wash the face and hands before partaking of 
any food or leaving the premises; 
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(b) wear the overalls and head coverings supplied, 
as provided herein; 

(c) deposit clothing put off during working hours 
in the place or places provided as specified in 
subclause (7) herein. 

43.—First-Aid Chest. 
(1) The employer shall provide a first-aid chest, which 

shall be a suitable dustproof receptacle, made of either 
metal or wood, for the use of the workers, in some 
accessible place in the factory. Such chest shall be 
equipped and supplied with the following articles, 
namely:— 

Quantities to be kept in 
first-aid chest in 

Factories and Factories and 
Workshops in Workshops in 

which not which more 
more than 30 than 30 
persons are persons are 
employed employed 

Olive Oil 50 ml 100 ml 
Profiavine or Dettol 50 ml 100 ml 
Sal Volatile 100 ml 200 ml 
Cottonwool 100 g 200 g 
Burn Dressings 1 pkt 2 pkts 
Gauze 1 pkt 1 pkt 
Lint 1 pkt 1 pkt 
Sterilized Dressings 1 pkt 1 pkt 
Bandages, including four 

triangular bandages Asstd. Sizes Asstd. Sizes 
Adhesive Plaster Asstd. Sizes Asstd. Sizes 
Safety Pins Asstd. Sizes Asstd. Sizes 
Scissors I pair 1 pair 
Forceps, removing 1 pair ! pair 
Eye Dropper I 1 
Eye Bath 1 1 
Kidney Bowl 1 1 
Magnifying Glass 1 1 
Basin 1 1 
Medicine measure, 

graduated to 40 ml 1 1 
Tourniquet 1 1 
First-Aid Manual 1 1 

(2) Where a person is or persons are appointed in 
accordance with Clause 44.—First-Aid Attendant of this 
award, the first-aid chest referred to in subclause (1) 
hereof shall be in control of that person or those persons. 
The name of that person or those persons shall be made 
known throughout the establishment in which that 
person is or those persons are employed and his name or 
their names shall be inscribed on the first-aid chest. 

44.—First-Aid Attendant. 
(1) An employer shall endeavour to have at least one 

worker on day work and one worker on night work (if 
night work is being worked), trained to render first aid. 

(2) Where a worker who is recognised by the St. 
John's Ambulance Association or other similar body as 
qualified to render first aid is available, and that worker 
is requested by the employer to accept and does accept 
appointment as factory first-aid attendant, the employer 
shall appoint him as such. Where no such qualified 
person is available, the employer may appoint some 
other person as factory first-aid attendant. Provided that 
where more than one qualified person is available, the 
employer shall not be required to appoint more than one 
of them as factory first-aid attendant on day work and 
one of them as such attendant on night work. 

(3) A factory first-aid attendant appointed under this 
clause shall be paid therefor $4.00 per week in addition to 
any other money to which he is entitled under this award. 

(4) The provisions of subclauses (1), (2) and (3) hereof 
shall not apply in any employer's establishment where a 
staff nurse or other medically trained person is 
employed. 

45.—Guillotine Machine Work. 
Not more than one person operating a guillotine 

machine shall place work in or remove it from within a 
guillotine machine, and no other person shall place work 
on or remove it from a guillotine machine. 

46.—Platen Machines Used For Carton Cutting. 
A female shall not be required or permitted to feed any 

platen machine used for carton cutting. 

47.—Time and Wages Records. 
(1) Each employer shall keep time and wages records 

correctly and fully written in ink, showing the name of 
each worker and his occupation, the hours worked 
(including overtime) each day or shift, the time 
commencing and finishing the meal period, and the meal 
period before commencing overtime or recurring during 
the working of overtime, and the wages, overtime and 
allowance paid each week; provided that the employer 
may at his optionuse a mechanical clock in lieu of a time 
book for the purpose of recording the time of each 
worker. The book, or, when a clock is installed, the time 
cards, shall be open for inspection by a duly accredited 
official of a union, or of workers of that employer not 
members of any union during the usual office hours at 
the office or other convenient place. The inspecting 
official shall be entitled to take and carry away a copy of 
an entry in such book or time card, but information so 
gained shall be treated as confidential except where it is 
obtained for use in any proceedings under any State Act. 
Every book or time card kept or made under this clause 
shall for at least 12 months after the making of any 
record thereon be kept by the employer at his place of 
business and shall be there open for inspection under this 
clause. 

(2) The employer shall also keep for inspection a 
record of the age of each junior worker. 

(3) Twenty four hours' notice of the intention to 
inspect the time book shall be given to the employer 
whose book is to be inspected. 

(4) An employer, in showing the hours worked on 
each day or shift, shall set out the commencing and 
finishing time of each such daily period of work, together 
with the commencing and finishing time of the meal 
period in each such daily period of work, and before 
commencing overtime and recurring during the working 
of overtime. When the hours of overtime are shown the 
commencing and finishing time of such overtime shall be 
set out. 

48.—Right of Entry. 
An employer shall permit two officials of the union to 

enter the workroom during working hours, after 
notifying the employer or his representative, to interview 
the father or clerk of the chapel or individual members, 
or to collect subscriptions, or to see that this award is 
being observed, but shall not interview members in such 
manner as to delay work. 

49.—Union Delegate. 
Not more than two delegates, chosen by and from the 

workers of an employer, shall be allowed the necessary 
time in working hours to interview the employer or his 
representative for the purpose of submitting grievances. 

50.—Board of Reference. 
The Commission hereby appoints for the purposes of 

this award, a Board of Reference consisting of a 
Chairman and two other members who shall be 
appointed pursuant to section 48 of the Industrial 
Arbitration Act 1979. 

51.—Settlement of Disputes. 
Subject to the Industrial Arbitration Act 1979, as 

amended, any grievance, dispute or claim arising out of 
or relating to this award shall be dealt with in the 
following manner: 

(1) Should any matter arise which gives cause for 
concern to a worker he shall raise such matter 
with his immediate supervisor. 

(2) If the matter remains unresolved it shall be 
referred to the union delegate who shall consult 
with the appropriate representative of 
management. 
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(3) If the matter remains unresolved it shaU be 
referred to the secretary of the union concerned 
(or his representative). This official shaU 
discuss it with senior representatives of the 
employer. 

(4) If the matter remains unresolved it shall be 
submitted to a Board of Reference. 

(5) While the above procedure is being followed 
work shall continue normally in accordance 
with this award. 

(6) No party shall be prejudiced as to final 
settlement by the continuance of work in 
accordance with this clause. 

(7) In the event of a party failing to observe these 
procedures, the other party may take such steps 
as are open to it to resolve the matter. 

(8) The parties shall, at all times, confer in good 
faith and without undue delay. 

52.—Posting of Award and Union Notices. 
A copy of this award with any variation thereof, shall 

be kept posted in a prominent place in each workroom 
where it may be read by workers. The union shall be 
permitted to use a noticeboard at each establishment for 
the posting of notices in a reasonable manner concerning 
union meetings or other legitimate union business. 

53.—Interpretation of Award. 
The parties respondent to this award intend that it 

should correspond as closely as possible to the provisions 
of the Federal award known as the Graphic Arts Award 
1977, as amended, and it is agreed — 

(1) that the provisions prescribed in the Graphic 
Arts Award, where relevant, shall apply to this 
award; and 

(2) that any amendments made to the Graphic Arts 
Award after the making of this award shall 
automatically and simultaneously apply to the 
workers covered by this award and the parties 
to this award shall make application to have 
this award amended accordingly. 

54.—Production. 
There shall be co-operation between the union, 

management and workers in improving production. 

55.—Long Service Leave. 
The long service leave provisions contained in Volume 

62, Western Australian Industrial Gazette, at pages one 
to five inclusive are hereby incorporated and shall be 
deemed to be part of this award. 

Schedule "A" — Respondents. 
Albany Advertiser (1932) Limited 
York Street 
Albany 6330 
A. and L. Printers 
1 Stuart Street 
Bunbury 6230 
Beverley Times 
Queen Street 
Beverley 6304 
Classic Press 
56 Fourth Road 
Armadale 6112 
Collie Mail Newspapers Pty Ltd 
34 Stirling Street 
Perth 6000 
Country Newspapers Pty Ltd 
34 Stirling Street 
Perth 6000 

R. and D. Cruttenden 
83 Lockyer Avenue 
Albany 6330 
Express Print 
108 Beach Road 
Bunbury 6230 
Geraldton Newspapers Limited 
Marine Terrace 
Geraldton 6530 
Gnowangerup Star 
Gnowangerup 6335 
Great Southern Herald 
49 Clive Street 
Katanning 6317 
Rob Griffiths 
59 Prince Street 
Busselton 6280 
E.S. Hall & Sons Pty Ltd 
Fortune Street 
Narrogin 6312 
Northam Advertiser Limited 
245 Fitzgerald Street 
Northam 6401 
Mid-West Print 
Gordon Street 
Northam 6401 
Printing Service Agency 
Norseman Road 
Esperance 6401 
South West Printing and Publishing Co Pty Ltd 
Stephen Street 
Bunbury 6230 
Wagin Argus 
Tavistock Street 
Wagin 6315 

TEA ATTENDANTS AND CANTEEN WORKERS' 
(S.E.C.). 

Award No. 27 of 1974. 

This award shall be known as the' 'Tea Attendants and 
Canteen Workers' (S.E.C.) Award 1975." 

2. —Arrangement. 
1. Title. 
2. Arrangement. 
3. Scope. 
4. Term. 
5. Definitions. 
6. Casual Workers. 
7. Part-Time Workers. 
8. Overtime. 
9. Meal Breaks. 
10. Contract of Service. 
11. Wages. 
12. Uniforms and Protective Clothing. 
13. Record. 
14. Change and Rest Rooms. 
15. First Aid Kit. 

3.—Scope. 
This award shall apply to all workers employed in 

canteens or as tea attendants by the State Energy 
Commission of Western Australia. 
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4.—Term. 
The term of this award shall be for a period of one year 

as from the beginning of the first pay period commencing 
on or after the date hereof. 

5.—Definitions. 
(1) "Counterhand" shall mean a female worker 

engaged in all facets of the local administration and 
operation of worker canteens, including ordering and 
attending to stock, receiving cash and selling goods. 

(2) "Tea Attendant" shall mean a female worker 
engaged either wholly or for the major and substantial 
part of her working time making and/or serving morning 
and/or afternoon teas, washing up and other duties in 
connection with such work. 

(3) "Daily Spread of Shift'' shall mean the time which 
elapses from the worker's actual starting time to the 
worker's actual finishing time for the day or shift. 

6.—Casual Workers. 
(1) A casual worker shall mean a worker engaged on 

an hourly contract of service for less than one week. 
(2) Casual workers shall not be engaged for less than 

two consecutive hours per time. Provided that the 
minimum engagement for a "Tea Attendant" shall be 
two hours per day. 

(3) Casual workers shall be paid at the rate of time and 
a half, provided that this rate shall be increased to double 
time for all work performed on the holidays referred to in 
subclause (2) of Clause 7.—Part-Time Workers of this 
award. 

(4) Casual workers shall not be entitled to any paid 
leave or public holidays. 

7.—Part-Time Workers. 
(1) (a) A part-time worker (other than a Tea 

Attendant) shall mean a worker who is rostered regularly 
from week to week for not less than three hours per day 
and who works 15 hours or more but less than 40 hours 
per week. Provided that in any one week, where any of 
the holidays prescribed in subclause (2) hereof fall, and 
less than 15 hours is worked, then the worker concerned 
shall only be paid for the actual hours worked at the wage 
rates prescribed in subclause (2) hereof. 

(b) A part-time Tea Attendant shall mean a worker 
regularly employed for a lesser number of hours than 40 
per week. 

(2) Such workers whilst so employed shall be paid at 
the rate of 25 per cent in addition to the ordinary rate 
reduced to an hourly basis, provided that this rate shall 
be increased to 50 per cent for work performed after 12 
noon on a Saturday and for all Sunday work, and to 100 
per cent for work performed on New Year's Day, 
Australia Day, Good Friday, Easter Monday, Anzac 
Day, Labour Day, Foundation Day, Sovereign's 
Birthday, Christmas Day and Boxing Day. 

(3) A part-time worker shall not be entitled to any 
paid leave or public holidays, but shall after 12 months' 
continuous service be entitled upon request to be absent 
without pay for a period not exceeding four weeks. The 
period of absence shall be arranged at a time mutually 
satisfactory to the employer and the worker concerned. 

8.—Overtime. 
(1) All work done outside the daily spread of 11 hours, 

or beyond eight hours in any one day, or beyond 40 hours 
in any one week, shall be deemed overtime. 

(2) Overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time and a 
half for the first four hours in any one week, and double 
time thereafter. 

(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in this 
award — 

(a) an employer may require any worker to work 
reasonable overtime at overtime rates and such 
worker shaU work overtime in accordance with 
such requirement; 

(b) no organisation party to this award or worker 
or workers covered by this award, shall in any 
way, whether directly or indirectly, be a party 
to or concerned in any ban, limitation or 
restriction upon the working of overtime in 
accordance with the requirements of this 
subclause. 

9.—Meal Breaks. 
(1) No worker shall be required to work for more than 

5'A hours without a break for a meal. Such break shall 
not be less than one half hour nor more than one hour. 

(2) In addition to breaks of at least half an hour, but 
not more than one hour each for meals, there may be a 
break of at least two hours during each shift. Such break 
of at least two hours may include a meal break. 

10.—Contract of Service. 
(1) Except for casual workers, the contract of service 

shall be on a weekly basis and may be terminated on 
either side by the giving of one week's notice, or in the 
event of such notice not being given, by the payment or 
forfeiture as the case may be of one week's pay. 

(2) The provisions of subclause (1) shall not apply 
where a worker is summarily dismissed for misconduct, 
peculation or theft. 

11.—Wages. 
An employer on whom this award is binding shall not 

increase the rate of wage payable to an employee on 24 
December 1983, or otherwise vary the conditions of 
employment applicable to an employee on that date so as 
to increase that employer's labour costs except to the 
extent that any such increase has been authorised by the 
Commission, after that date. 

The following shall be the minimum rates of wages 
payable to workers covered by this award per 40 hour 
week:— 

(1) Classifications (total wage per week) 
$ 

(a) Cook  212.10 
(b) Counterhand  205.70 
(c) Tea Attendant  203.40 
(d) General Hand  203.40 

(2) Leading Hands: In addition to the rates 
prescribed herein, any worker who is placed in 
charge of other workers shall be paid the 
following amounts per week:— 

$ 
If placed in charge of less than three 
workers  1.05 
If placed in charge of three or more 
workers but less than 10 workers ... 2.00 
If placed in charge of 10 or more 
workers  3.90 

(3) Junior Workers: 
(a) Junior workers shall be paid the 

following percentages of the lowest rate 
of pay prescribed for workers classified 
in subclause (1) hereof respectively: 

% 
Under 16 years of age 40 
16 to 17 years of age 50 
17 to 18 years of age 60 

For purposes of this Award, a worker of 
18 years of age or over shall be deemed 
to be an adult. 
Junior workers may be employed in the 
proportion of one junior to every two or 
fraction of two not being less than one 
adult worker employed in the same 
occupation. 

(b) 

(c) 
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12.—Uniforms and Protective Clothing. 
(1) Where uniforms are required by the employer to 

be worn they shall be supplied and laundered free of 
charge by the employer. 

(2) In lieu of the employer laundering such uniforms 
the worker shall be paid $1.00 per week for laundering 
same. 

(3) Where, in the opinion of the employer the work is 
of such a nature that some form of protective clothing is 
necessary, the employer shall issue such protective 
clothing. 

(4) (a) Each worker to whom uniforms and protective 
clothing are issued shall sign an acknowledgement of 
receipt thereof and shall return those articles to the 
employer if her employment terminates. 

(b) Each worker shall be responsible for any loss or 
damage to those articles other than fair wear and tear 
attributable to ordinary use. 

13.—Record. 
(1) The employer shall keep, or cause to be kept, a 

Time and Wages Record, wherein shall be entered the 
name and occupation of each worker employed, the 
hours worked by each worker and the wages paid to each 
worker. 

(2) The Record shall be open for inspection to a duly 
accredited representative of the union during normal 
office hours. 

14.—Change and Rest Rooms. 
Adequate change and rest rooms shall be provided by 

the employer where such are reasonably practicable. 

15.—First Aid Kit. 
In each establishment the employer shall provide and 

continuously maintain at a place easily accessible to all 
workers an efficient First Aid Kit. 

Schedule of Respondents. 

State Energy Commission. 

Dated at Perth this 19th day of September 1975. 

65 W.A.l.G. 

RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION 
BOARD — Awards delivered — 

RAILWAY OFFICERS' 
Award No. 1 of 1985. 

Claim 1/85. 

Between West Austrahan Railway Officers Union, 
Apphcant and the Western Australian Government 
Railways Commission, Respondent. 

In the matter of a claim for an award pursuant to section 
15(2) of the Railways Classification Board Act 1920. 

Heard 12 February 1985. 
Before Mr G.L. Fielding, SM Chairman. 

Mr W.G. Jenkins, Member. 
Mr K.S. Beckwith, Member. 

Decision of Board. 
HAVING heard Mr R.L. Robinson on behalf of the 
Applicant and Mr F.M. Hodgins on behalf of the 
Respondent, by consent the Railways Classification 
Board in pursuance of the powers conferred by the 
Railways Classification Board Act 1920 does hereby 
make an award, in lieu of the Railway Officers' Award 
1980, entitled the Railway Officers' Award 1985, in 
terms of the schedule hereto, to operate for a term of 
three years on and from 12 February 1985. 

Dated at Perth this 18th day of February 1985. 

(Sgd.) G.L. FIELDING, 
[L.S.] Chairman. 

RAILWAYS CLASSIFICATION BOARD. 
Award No. 1 of 1985. 

1.—Title and Term of Award. 
(1) Title: This Award shall be known as the Railways 

Officers' Award 1985 and replaces Award No. 1 of 1980 
as amended. 

(2) Term of Award: This Award shall come into 
operation on 12 February 1985 and shall remain in force 
for three years from that date. 

2.—Area and Scope of Award. 
This Award shall apply to all officers employed by the 

Commission in the Western Australian Government 
Railways except the Commissioner of Railways, 
Assistant Commissioner, members of the Senior Officers 
Branch of the West Australian Division of the Australian 
Transport Officers' Federation, members of the WA 
Branch of the Association of Railway Professional 
Officers of Australia and members of the Western 
Australian Branch of the Association of Professional 
Engineers, Australia who are ineligible to be members of 
the WA Railway Officers Union. 

3.—Interpretations. 
For the purpose of this Award: 

"Head of Branch" shall mean Secretary for 
Railways, Chief Traffic Manager, Chief Civil 
Engineer, Chief Mechanical Engineer, Signal and 
Communications Engineer, Chief Accountant, 
Supply Manager, Marketing Director and Director, 
Management Services Bureau or such other Head of 
Branch as may hereinafter be appointed. 

"Department" shall mean the Western 
Australian Government Railways Department. 

"Commission" shall mean the Western Aus- 
tralian Government Railways Commission. 

"Union" shall mean the West Australian Railway 
Officers' Union or such other title as may be 
hereinafter registered. 

WESTERN AUSTRALIAN INDUSTRIAL GAZETTE. 
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"Station Officer" includes Station Master; 
Assistant Station Master; Night Station Master; 
Yard Master; Assistant Yard Master; Night Yard 
Master; Manager, Freight Terminal; Foremen, 
Traffic Branch (except Road Services and 
Mechanical sections) and their reliefs. 

"Home Station" means the station to which an 
officer is attached. 

"Married Officer" includes a single officer who 
has a parent or child solely dependent upon the 
officer and resident in the state of Western Australia 
but does not include an officer whose spouse and 
family are neither resident with nor dependent upon 
the officer. 

"Suburban Area" means Kwinana to Midland 
via Fremantle or Kewdale and Claisebrook to 
Armadale. 

"Adult" includes a person under 21 years of age 
appointed and taken up or acting as a station 
officer. 

4.—Protective Clothing. 
(1) Station Officers shall be issued with light weight 

nylon wet weather protective clothing on the basis of one 
coat and one pair of slip on trousers every two years. 

(2) Foremen, Sub Foremen and Assistant Foreman 
working in Workshops and Station Officers and other 
officers who supervise staff who are issued with and 
required to wear safety footwear are to be similarly 
issued. 

5.—Hours of Duty. 
(1) (a) The hours of duty of officers (other than 

transport officers) employed in the head and district 
offices shall be:— 

Where a five-day week is worked — Monday to 
Friday 0830 hours to 1700 hours with interval of one 
hour for lunch. 

Where a six-day week is worked — Monday to 
Friday, 0900 hours to 1700 hours with interval of 
one hour for lunch; Saturday 0900 hours to 1130 
hours. 

(b) Transport Officers shall not be rostered for more 
than 371/2 hours per week exclusive of Sundays. 

(c) The hours of duty Monday to Saturday as 
specified in paragraph (a) may be varied in such a manner 
as is mutually agreed upon between the Department and 
the Union. The arrangements presently in operation 
arising from the Order of the Railways Classification 
Board in matter No. 7 of 1980 dated 8 January 1981 are 
set out in the Schedule annexed hereto. 

(2) Station Officers shall work 40 hours per week 
exclusive of Sundays. 

(3) The spread of shift for station officers shall not 
exceed nine hours overall except in cases of emergency 
where the spread may be extended to 12 hours for short 
periods of less than four days. 

(4) There shall be no fixed hours of duty for 
managers, assistant managers, relief managers and 
manageresses in the refreshment services section whose 
attendance (or that of the wife) will be regulated by the 
reasonable requirements of the public according to train 
services or other exigencies. 

(5) (a) All other officers shall work 40 hours per week 
exclusive of Sundays: provided that where the present 
custom is to work a lesser number of hours, such custom 
shall continue: provided further that any officer required 
to work in head office with other officers who normally 
work on a 37'A hour week basis shall only be required to 
attend at the office for the same period. 

(b) Any officer called upon to work on any day on 
which he has been booked off shall be given not less than 
12 hours' notice or shall be paid for all time worked on 
such day at not less than at the rate of time and a half 
unless the officer is otherwise entitled to payment for 
overtime because of the time worked on such day. 

(6) (a) The ordinary hours of duty for all officers 
shall be worked on Mondays to Fridays inclusive 
wherever practicable. 

(b) Where the ordinry hours of duty cannot be 
arranged as provided in paragraph (a) hereof they shall 
be worked in five shifts, Mondays to Saturdays inclusive, 
if the requirements of the position make it practicable to 
do so. 

(7) If an officer is rostered for a sixth shift between 
Monday and Saturday all ordinary time worked in the 
sixth shift will be paid at the rate of time and one half in 
addition to the rate prescribed for Saturday work in 
Clause 6. when the sixth shift is worked on a Saturday. 

(8) Officers in charge of depot stations, where 
shunting staff are employed, or loco depots may be 
granted time for handing over at change of shifts at the 
discretion of the Chief Traffic Manager or Chief 
Mechanical Engineer as the case may be. 

(9) No officer shal be booked off for meals or adjust- 
ment of hours between 2100 hours and 0700 hours. 

(10) The recognised meal hours for all officers shall be 
between the following hours: breakfast 0700 hours to 
0900 hours, lunch 1145 hours to 1400 hours, tea 1700 
hours to 1930 hours, with a minimum of 35 minutes for a 
meal. 

(11) (a) Officers brought on duty outside their 
ordinary rostered hours shall, except where such duty 
exclusive of meal times is continuous with the ordinary 
shift, be paid for all such time, with a minimum of three 
hours' pay at the rate applicable to the day where less 
than three hours are worked. 

(b) Where an officer reports for his rostered shift and 
is informed that he is not required he shall be paid a 
minimum of three hours' pay at the rate applicable to the 
day. 

(12) No junior officer shall, except in cases of 
emergency, be rostered for duty between 2400 hours and 
0600 hours unless mutually agreed upon between the 
Union and the Commission. 

(13) No rostered shift, except on a Sunday, shall be 
less than three hours at the rate applicable to the day. 

(14) (a) Except in cases of emergency or unless in 
special cases by agreement between the Union and the 
Commission, an officer shall not be called on duty unless 
he has had at least eight hours' unbroken rest. 

(b) Where an officer has been called out in emergency 
after having less than eight hours' unbroken rest he shall 
have at least eight hours' unbroken rest before again 
taking up duty. 

(c) Where an officer is required to come on ordinary 
duty after only eight hours' rest the succeeding rest 
period shall be 10 hours. 

(d) In cases where such officers are required to take up 
duty with less than the prescribed period of rest, they 
shall be allowed time at ordinary rates equivalent to that 
by which the period of rest has been shortened. 

6.—Saturday Work. 
All time worked on Saturdays shall be paid at the rate 

of time and a half provided that payment to officers in 
receipt of the salary of a special class officer for any time 
in excess of the ordinary weeks' work shall be subject to 
the provisions of subclause (6) of Clause 9. 

7.—Shift Work Allowances. 
(1) An officer required to work other than day shift 

will be paid as follows: 
(a) On an afternoon shift which commences before 

1800 hours and the ordinary time of which 
concludes at or after 1830 hours officers 
receiving the adult male rate will be paid an 
allowance of $1.12 an hour on all time paid at 
ordinary rate. 
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(b) On a night shift which commences at or 
between 1800 hours and 0359 hours officers 
receiving the adult male rate will be paid an 
allowance of $1.31 an hour on all time paid at 
ordinary rate. 

(c) On an early morning shift which commences at 
or between 0400 hours and 0530 hours officers 
receiving the adult male rate will be paid an 
allowance of $1.12 an hour for all time paid at 
ordinary rate. 

(d) In addition to the hourly shift work allowance 
officers receiving the adult male rate will be 
paid an allowance of $1.31 for any shift where 
the ordinary time commences of finishes at or 
between 0101 hours and 0359 hours. 

(e) Other females and juniors excluded from 
subclause (a) to (d) will be paid half the 
allowance for the same time on duty. 

(2) In calculating the allowances under this clause 
broken parts of an hour less than 30 minutes on any shift 
shall be disregarded and 30 minutes to 59 minutes paid as 
one hour. 

(3) For the purpose of this clause ordinary working 
time in any shift shall not exceed the first eight hours. 

(4) Sub-Foremen employed in the Midland 
Workshops and Sub-Foremen Tradesmen employed at 
other maintenance depots shall be paid allowances for 
afternoon and night shifts worked on week days at the 
same penalty addition and under the same conditions as 
apply to tradesmen mechanical fitters employed in the 
workshops subject to such allowance for any shift 
exceeding the amount in excess of his ordinary rate that 
would be payable as shift allowance to an ordinary 
tradesman mechanical fitter similarly employed. 
Subclause (1) of this clause shall not apply to officers 
when in receipt of allowances provided for in this 
subclause. 

(5) Shift workers in the Management Services Bureau 
shall be paid shift penalties as agreed between the Union 
and the Commission in lieu of the provisions of 
subclause (1) hereof. 

8.—Travelling Time. 
(1) (a) Officers other than those in receipt of the 

salary of a special class officer will be credited with 
ordinary time when travellling on duty for the first eight 
hours and at half time thereafter to a maximum of eight 
hours in any one day. Saturday and Sunday travelling 
time shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half. 

(b) Officers in receipt of the salary of a special class 
officer shall be credited with travelling time as provided 
in subclause 1 (a) where such travel is undertaken at the 
direction of the Head of Branch or other duly authorised 
officer and does not include time spent in travelling to 
and from a temporary location at the beginning and end 
of a period of relief or because of a permanent transfer. 

(2) Any officer stationed in the suburban area who has 
to take up duty temporarily in such area shall be credited 
with any time occupied in travelling to and from his place 
of temporary employment in excess of that usually 
occupied in travelling from his home to his regular place 
of employment. 

(3) If travelling time is not adj usted during the week in 
which it is incurred, such time will be paid for at ordinary 
rates. 

(4) When a sleeping berth is occupied, travelling time 
between 2200 hours and 0700 hours shall not be counted, 
provided that this shall not operate to reduce the travel- 
ling time to be paid for below four hours in any one day. 

(5) When travelling by sea or air, or by rail outside the 
State, time beyond ordinary day's hours shall not be 
counted. 

(6) This Clause shall not apply to officers on transfer. 
(7) Subclauses (1), (2), (4) and (5) shall also apply to 

officers travelling on Sundays. 

9.—Overtime. 
(1) Overtime shall mean all time worked in excess of 

the recognised working hours in any one week, and can 
only be claimed under the following conditions: 

Less than 30 minutes — not to be paid for. 
30 and up to 37 minutes — half an hour. 
38 and up to 52 minutes — three-quarters of an hour. 
53 and up to 67 minutes — one hour. 
68 and up to 82 minutes — one hour and a quarter. 
83 and up to 97 minutes — one hour and a half and 

thereafter on a similar basis. 
(2) (a) Subject to subclause (5) (a) and (5) (b) all time 

worked in excess of the recognised working hours in any 
one week shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half. 

(b) All time worked in excess of eight hours in any one 
shift (of IVi hours in the case of an officer who normally 
works 37 XA hours per week) shall be paid for at the rate 
of time and one half for the first three hours and double 
time thereafter. 

(c) In the case of officers covered by Clause 5 (2) all 
time worked outside of a spread of shift of nine hours 
shall be paid for at the rate of time and a half for the first 
hour and double time thereafter. 

(d) The time on which penalty rate has been paid for 
on a daily basis will not be subject to the penalty rate on a 
weekly basis. 

(e) The overtime rates shall be computed on the rate 
applicable to the day on which the time is worked: 
provided that double time i.e. twice the ordinary rate 
shall be the maximum. 

(f) In the case of officers covered by Clause 5 (5) (a) 
overtime will not be paid until 40 hours for the week have 
been worked. 

(3) The recognised hours of duty shall be as laid down 
in Clause 5, subclauses (1) to (8). 

(4) In computing the number of hours worked per 
week, time absent on sick leave-and holidays, when paid 
for, shall be treated as time worked. 

(5) (a) Any periods up to five minutes on any day are 
not to count in the week's total. 

(b) Except as provided for in subclauses (2) (b) and (2) 
(c) the first two hours' overtime or any portion thereof in 
any one day may be adjusted within the week it is 
worked. Such adjustment shall take place by being 
brought on later or booked off earlier. Any overtime 
beyond the two hours will stand alone and be paid for as 
provided for in subclause (2). 

(6) Any officer in receipt of the salary of a special class 
officer shall not be entitled to overtime pay unless the 
overtime is undertaken at the direction of the Head of 
Branch or other duly authorised officer. 

10.—Sunday Time. 
(1) Officers when called upon for Sunday duty shall, if 

the work is of such a nature that it cannot be carried out 
within the usual working hours of duty, be paid for all 
time worked on Sunday at the rate of double time. 

(2) The following shall be the scale for calculating 
Sunday time:— 

(a) Less than a quarter of an hour worked in 
continuance of a shift beginning on a Saturday 
or in commencement of a shift terminating on a 
Monday — nil. 

(b) Any officer brought on duty on Sunday shaU be 
paid a minimum of four hours' pay at the rate 
applicable to the day: provided that this shall 
not apply in the case of a shift starting on 
Sunday and continuing into Monday. 

(c) If an officer works a broken shift on Sunday, a 
minimum of four hours' pay at the rate 
applicable to the day shall be paid for each 
section. No broken shift shall consist of more 
than two parts. 
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(d) Where the break of shift is less than four hours, 
continuous time shall be paid for provided that 
one hour for any meal may be booked off 
without pay at an appropriate time. 

(3) No break of shift shall be allowed between the 
hours of 12 midnight and 0700 hours or 2100 hours and 
midnight. 

(4) The meal hours as prescribed in subclause (10) of 
Clause 5 shall apply as regards Sunday duty. 

(5) When an officer is called upon to take charge of a 
station on a Sunday, he shall be paid for such Sunday 
duty at a rate not less than the minimum prescribed for 
the assistant station master or night station master at the 
particular station. 

11.—Annual Leave. 
(1) (a) After 12 months' continuous service, all 

officers other than those referred to in paragraphs (b), (c) 
and (e) of this subclause shall be entitled to paid annual 
leave of four weeks. 

(b) (i) After 12 months' continuous service, foremen 
and sub-foremen directly supervising the work 
of wages employees entitled to five weeks 
annual leave and who regularly rotate two or 
more shifts or regularly work other than day 
shift shall be entitled to paid annual leave of 
five weeks. 

(ii) After 12 months' continuous service, 
managers, assistant managers, relief managers 
and manageresses in the refreshment services 
section shall be entitled to paid annual leave of 
five weeks. 

(iii) After 12 months' continuous service tele- 
phonists and telex operators who regularly 
work shiftwork and who work at least 11 
Sundays as part of their weeks work in each 
financial year shall be entitled to annual paid 
leave of five weeks. 

(c) After 12 months' continuous service train con- 
trollers, transport officers, train regulators, train clerks, 
assistant transport clerks, special class officers, and 
officers having 20 years continuous adult salary and/or 
wages service who, during the financial year have 
accumulated an aggregate of not less than 21 qualifying 
shifts in the manner set out in subclause (d) hereof shall 
be entitled to paid annual leave of five weeks. 

(d) Subject to the proviso that no officer shall be 
credited with more than one qualifying shift in any one 
week, the accumulation of such qualifying shifts to the 
officers referred to in subclause (c) shall be for the 
following reasons:— 

(i) Working or travelling on duty between 2000 
hours and 0600 hours on one or more occasions 
in any one week. 

(ii) Receiving one or more telephone calls at his 
residence during night work hours relating to 
departmental business arising out of an 
emergency and who does not receive payment 
under Clause 5, subclause 11 (a) in respect 
thereof. 

(iii) Working six or more shifts in any week, Sunday 
excluded. 

(e) All officers having five year's continuous adult 
salary and/or wages service or longer and who do not 
normally work a five day week shall be granted paid 
annual leave of five weeks. An officer shall not be 
deemed to work a five day week normally who, in the 
course of the financial year has worked six or more shifts 
per week excluding Sunday, on not less than 21 
occasions. 

(0 Officers relieving those officers mentioned in para- 
graph (b) shall receive the additional week's leave on a 
pro rata basis in respect of any period of relief broken or 
continuous exceeding two months in any financial year. 

(2) Officers stationed at Broad Arrow and north and 
east thereof, and between Norseman and Esperance, 
shall be allowed two days extra when clearing annual 
leave. 

(3) Leave of absence shall be calculated to the close of 
each financial year, provided that leave due to foremen 
and sub-foremen, planners and assistant planners in the 
Midland Workshops shall be calculated to 31 December 
each year. Officers shall be paid for annual leave and 
days granted in lieu of Public Service holidays at their 
classified rates of pay, provided that if immediately 
before such leave is taken the officer is entitled to 
payment for acting in a higher capacity and has been so 
entitled for a period of not less than four weeks con- 
tinuously, one period of annual leave and days granted in 
lieu of Public Service holidays shall be paid for at the rate 
applicable to such higher capacity position. Time taken 
in handing over shall not disqualify an officer from 
payment at the higher rate. 

(4) The leave shall be taken at a time convenient to the 
Department before 30 June or 31 December, as the case 
may be following the year for which it fell due, unless 
such leave shall have been deferred by the Department or 
the permission of the Commission is obtained for its 
accumulation. 

(5) In urgent cases leave in addition to the foregoing 
may be granted, without pay, for a period not exceeding 
six months; any Public Service holidays falling due 
during the period in which an officer is on leave without 
pay shall not be paid for. 

(6) Subject to the provisos hereto, any officer with 
more than six months' service who may resign or be 
dismissed from the service shall be entitled to receive 
payment for any pro rata leave; provided that if an 
officer be dismissed for peculation or theft from the 
Department, tampering with ticket issues, or manipula- 
tion of the books of the Department, he shall not be 
entitled to payment for any leave except accumulated 
Public Service holidays; provided further that where in 
the opinion of the Commission there are mitigating 
circumstances the Commission may at its discretion 
approve payment for any accrued leave. 

(7) If a deceased officer leaves a dependent spouse, 
dependent children, dependent mother or dependent 
invalid sister or brother, payment of pro rata annual 
leave shall be made to such dependent spouse or other 
dependent at the discretion of the Commission. Where 
there is no dependent spouse or other dependent 
payment shall be made to the estate of the deceased 
officer. 

(8) When an officer leaves the service for any cause 
and is entitled to pro rata leave, such leave shall only be 
calculated up to the last day worked, except when paid 
sick leave follows working time, when leave shall be 
calculated to the day on which such sick leave payment 
ceased. 

(9) (a) The Department shall prepare and exhibit a 
roster not later than 30 September in each year showing 
the date it is intended to clear the leave due to each 
officer. 

(b) Leave rosters must not be departed from except 
with the consent of the officers concerned or for reasons 
of sickness, accident or emergency traffic requirements. 
Where an officer's leave has been deferred, he shall be 
notified within one month of deferment of the date on 
which he will again be booked off for annual leave, and 
this date shall become the rostered date. 

(c) With the approval of the Head of Branch or his 
deputy, an officer may exchange leave dates with another 
officer. 

(d) No general deferment of leave shall take place 
except by agreement between the Commission and the 
Union. 
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(e) As far as possible officers are not to be booked on 
annual leave for more than one year in succession 
between 30 April and 1 September except at the request 
of the officer concerned. 

(10) An officer shall be given at least four weeks' 
notice before he is booked off on annual leave. 

12.—Annual Leave Bonus. 
(1) A bonus will be paid on annual leave accruing from 

1 January 1974 calculated as follows:— 
(a) Officers referred to in subclause 11 (1) (a) — 

17 xh per cent of the pay for the period of leave 
being cleared. 

(b) Officers referred to in subclause 11 (1) (b), (c) 
or (e) and who qualify for one week's extra 
leave — 20 per cent of the pay for the period of 
leave being cleared. 

(c) Officers referred to in subclause 11 (1) (b), (c) 
or (e) and who qualify for additional leave but 
who do not qualify for the full week's leave — 
18% per cent of the pay for the period of leave 
being cleared. 

(d) The amount of bonus calculated in accordance 
with this clause shall not exceed the following 
percentages of the amount set out in the 
Australian Bureau of Census and Statistics 
publication for "average weekly earnings per 
male employed unit" in Western Australia for 
the September quarter immediately preceding 
the date on which the clearance of leave 
commences:— 

(i) for officers entitled to 17'A per cent 
loading — 100 per cent. 

(ii) for officers entitled to 20 per cent 
loading — 125 per cent. 

(iii) for officers entitled to 18% per cent 
loading — lll'A per cent. 

(2) The bonus will be paid on pro rata annual leave due 
to an officer on resignation or retirement. 

13.—Public Holidays. 
(1) All officers shall be entitled to the same holidays as 

are prescribed for officers in the Western Australian 
Public Service or days in lieu thereof. 

(2) If any Public Service holiday falls within an 
officer's period of annual leave and is observed on a day 
which would have been an ordinary working day, there 
shall be added to that period one day being an ordinary 
working day for each such holiday observed as aforesaid. 

(3) If any Public Service holiday falls on an officer's 
adjusting day (Saturday or Sunday excepted) he shall be 
granted a day's pay in addition to his normal fortnightly 
pay unless he elects in lieu of such a day's pay to be 
granted a day's holiday with pay which may be cleared 
with the annual leave or taken at some subsequent date 
when the officer so agrees. 

(4) Officers when clearing days in lieu of Public 
Service holidays worked shall be debited with days on a 
five day basis irrespective of the day of the week the 
officer does not normally work. 

(5) (a) Officers other than those in receipt of the salary 
of a special class officer working on a Public Service 
holiday shall be paid as follows:— 

(i) Officers in head offices and district offices and 
others rostered to complete their week's work 
Monday-Friday to be paid for time worked in 
the first eight hours in any shift (of 17 A hours 
in the case of a worker who normally works 
37 A hours per week) on a Public Service 
holiday falling Monday to Friday at the rate of 
time and a half and thereafter at the rate of 
double time and a half. 

(ii) Where a Public Service holiday falls on a 
Saturday all time worked to be paid at the rate 
of double time and a half. 

(iii) The additional payments prescribed in this 
subclause for work on a Public Service holiday 
shall be paid to officers in receipt of the salary 
of a special class officer where such work is 
undertaken at the direction of the Head of 
Branch or other duly authorised officer. 

(b) Station Officers who may be rostered for five or six 
shifts between Monday and Saturday to be paid for time 
between a spread of nine hours in any shift on a Public 
Service holiday falling between Monday and Saturday at 
the rate of time and a half and at the rate of double time 
and a half for all time worked thereafter. 

(c) Other officers who may be rostered for five or six 
shifts between Monday and Saturday are to be paid for 
time worked in the first eight hours in any shift (of 7 A 
hours in the case of a worker who normally works 37 A 
hours per week) on a Public Service holiday falling 
between Monday and Saturday at the rate of time and a 
half, and at the rate of double time and a half for all time 
worked thereafter. 

(d) Time worked on a Public Service holiday on which 
time and a half penalty is paid will be counted as part of 
the week's work for calculation of overtime on a weekly 
basis. Time worked on a Public Service holiday and on 
which double time and a half penalty is paid will stand 
alone and will not be counted for calculation of weekly 
overtime. 

(e) Penalty paid for working on a Public Service 
holiday is in lieu of other penalties which may be due for 
working a shift that day. 

(f) In addition to the penalties herein indicated, any 
officer brought on duty on a Public Service holiday will 
be entitled to a day's pay unless he elects, in lieu of such a 
day's pay, to have a day added to his annual leave or to 
be cleared at some other time as the officer and the 
Department may agree. 

(g) The penalties indicated herein apply to time 
worked on a Public Service holiday only and will not 
apply to any other time such as travelling time which may 
be granted to an officer being brought on duty on a 
public service holiday. 

14.—Absence Without Pay. 
Any term in excess of three months an officer is absent 

from duty for any cause without pay, except sick leave 
without pay for which a medical certificate is provided, 
shall not for any purpose be included as part of such 
officer's period of service. In the case of sick leave 
without pay, only that period in excess of three months 
shall be excised from qualifying service. 

15.—Long Service Leave. 
(1) The Commission shall grant 13 weeks of long 

service leave on full pay or 26 weeks on half pay for each 
period of seven years service completed as a salaried 
officer. 

(2) Officers who have transferred from the wages 
grade shall have their wages grade service converted to 
salaried service on a table agreed between the 
Commission and the Union. 

(3) For the purpose of this Clause service as a salaried 
officer includes any period during which an officer is 
absent on leave with full or part pay but does not include: 

(a) Any period exceeding two weeks during which 
an officer is absent on leave without pay except 
in the case of sick leave without pay which shall 
be calculated in accordance with Clause 14. 

(b) Any period during which the officer is taking 
his long service leave entitlement or any part 
thereof. 
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(c) Any service prior to attaining 18 years of age. 
(d) Any service of an officer who resigns, (except a 

female officer who resigns because of or with a 
view to marriage), or is dismissed, other than 
service prior to such resignation or to the date 
of any offence in respect of which he is dis- 
missed from the service when that prior service 
has actually entitled the person to long service 
leave. 

(4) Long service leave shall be paid at the Officer's 
permanent classified rate of pay provided that if within 
two weeks before such leave is taken, an officer has been 
acting in higher capacity and has been paid for such 
higher capacity work for not less than 12 months' 
continuously, long service leave shall be paid at the rate 
applicable to the higher position. 

(5) Any Public Service holidays occurring during the 
period in which an officer is on long service leave will be 
calculated as portion of the long service leave, and extra 
days in lieu thereof shall not be granted. 

(6) Pro rata long service leave will be paid in the 
following circumstances:— 

(a) To officers who retire after attaining the age of 
55 years or through ill health. 

(b) Female officer having at least three years 
service who gets married and to female officers 
who continue in employment after marriage. 

(c) In the case of death of an officer, to the 
officer's estate, unless the officer is survived by 
a spouse, children, parent or invalid brother or 
sister dependent of the officer in which case the 
pro rata long service leave will be paid in a lump 
sum to the spouse or other dependents at the 
discretion of the Commission. 

(7) An officer shall be given at least three months 
notice before being booked off on long service leave. 

(8) (a) Long service leave accrued before 31 December 
1975 will not be subject to the exclusion provisions of 
subclause 3 (b). Officers with more than 16 years 
qualifying service on 31 December 1975 will not be 
subject to the exclusion provisions of subclause 3 (b) for 
long service leave accrued prior or subsequent to 31 
December 1975. 

(b) Officers in the service on 31 December 1975 who 
have accumulated qualifying service towards a period of 
long service leave under the then existing conditions will 
have their qualifying service converted to the new 
conditions on a table agreed between the Commission 
and the Union. 

(9) The provisions of this Clause operate from 1 
January 1976. 

16.—Sick Leave. 
(1) Any officer who is incapacitated for duty in conse- 

quence of illness or injury, shall, as soon as possible, 
advise his superior officer in sufficient time to admit of 
arrangements being made for the performance of his 
duties. Any such officer who fails to do so shall be 
treated as absent without leave. 

(2) Any officer so incapacitated for duty shall also 
notify his superior officer in sufficient time of the date on 
which he will be able to resume duty to enable the 
necessary arrangements to be made. 

(3) Should the absence be prolonged beyond two days, 
the officer shall, except as provided in subclause (4), 
forward to his superior officer a certificate from any 
legally qualified medical practitioner showing the nature 
of the illness and the probable duration. 

(4) Any such officer who resides more than 8 km from 
a legally qualified medical practitioner shall intimate that 
fact to his superior officer within whose discretion it shall 
lie as to whether a certificate is required or not. 

(5) The number of days sick leave which may be 
granted without the production of the certificate 
required by subclause (3) shall not exceed, in the 
aggregate, five working days in any one credit year. 

(6) Any officer who finds that he is unable to resume 
duty on the expiration of the period shown in the first 
certificate shall thereupon furnish a further certificate 
and shaU continue to do so upon the expiration of the 
periods respectively covered by such certificates. 

(7) In cases where incapacity for duty is obvious to the 
head of the branch, he may relieve the officer of the 
necessity of providing medical certificates. 

(8) Any officer shall, if so directed, present himself for 
examination by a medical officer, at such time and place 
as may be fixed. 

(9) No payment will be made for any absence due to an 
officer's own fault, neglect or misconduct. 

(10) (a) Indisposition, not necessitating confinement 
to the house, will not be regarded as illness in respect of 
which leave of absence will be granted under this clause, 
excepting under special circumstances, to be approved by 
the Commission. 

(b) In the case of a female officer absence for the birth 
of a child shall not be regarded as sick leave for the 
purpose of this clause. 

(11) Sick leave may be granted in one or more periods, 
but the aggregate amount of leave on pay provided for 
must not be exceeded. 

(12) The basis for determining the sick leave which 
may be granted to a permanent officer shall be ascertain- 
ed by crediting the officer with the following periods, 
such sick leave to be cumulative:— 

Leave on Leave on 
Full Pay Half Pay 
Weeks Weeks 

On date of permanent 
appointment 1 Vi 
On completion of six 
month's service on 
permanent staff 1 Vi 
On completion of 12 
months' service on 
permanent staff 2 1 
On completion of each 
additional 12 months' 
service on permanent 
staff 2 1 

(13) Where an officer is duly absent on account of 
illness and his entitlement to sick leave on full pay is 
exhausted, he may, with the approval of the 
Commission, elect to convert any part of his entitlement 
to sick leave on half pay to sick leave on full pay, but so 
that his sick leave entitlement on half pay is reduced by 
two days for each day of sick leave on full pay that he 
receives by conversion. 

(14) Debits for sick leave granted shall be on the basis 
of a working week or part of a working week and shall 
not include any Public Service holidays occurring during 
the period of that leave. 

(15) If an officer falls sick while on annual or long 
service leave and produces at the time satisfactory 
medical evidence that he is or was confined to his place of 
residence or hospital for a period of at least seven days 
continuously in the case of annual leave and at least 14 
days continuously in the case of long service leave he 
may, with the approval of the Commission be granted at 
a time convenient to the Commission, additional leave 
equivalane to the period of sickness falling within the 
rostered period of leave. 
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(16) An officer absent on approved leave without pay, 
or an officer who is stood down in pursuance of the pro- 
visions of Clause 34 of this Award shall not be eligible for 
sick leave under this clause during the currency of such 
approved leave or stand down unless already in receipt of 
sick leave pay. 

(17) An appointee from the wages staff to the salaried 
staff shall be permitted to retain his sick leave credit at 
the time of his permanent appointment to the salaried 
staff or be credited with one week's sick leave on full pay 
and one half week's sick leave on half pay, in accordance 
with subclause (12) whichever is the greater credit. 

(18) In lieu of the provisions of subclauses (12) and 
(13) temporary clerks, as provided for in Clause 28 and 
those temporary officers covered by Clause 38, shall be 
credited with sick leave (which shall be cumulative) as 
under:— 

(a) On engagement — 1 week. 
(b) For each completed period of six months — 1 

week. 
(c) If a temporary officer is subsequently 

appointed in a permanent capacity, he shall be 
permitted to retain his sick leave credit at the 
time of his permanent appointment, or be 
credited with one week's sick leave on full pay 
and one half week's sick leave on half pay, in 
accordance with subclause (12) whichever is the 
greater credit. 

(19) (a) Sick leave shall be paid at the officer's 
permanent classified rate of pay provided that an officer 
who has been acting in one higher capacity position and 
has been paid for such higher capacity for not less than 
eight weeks continuously immediately prior to his 
ceasing duty on account of illness, will be paid at the rate 
applicable to the higher position for the remainder of the 
period during which he would have continued acting in 
the higher position had he not ceased duty on account of 
illness. 

(b) An officer on sick leave on full pay shall receive in 
addition loadings for shift work allowance, shift work 
penalty and Saturday penalty he would have received but 
for the absence due to illness. This provision shall not 
apply to leave on full pay converted from half pay. 

17.—Bereavement Leave. 
(1) An officer shall, on the death within Australia of a 

spouse, father, mother, brother, sister, child or step- 
child and father, mother, brother or sister of the spouse 
of the worker concerned be entitled, on notice, to leave 
of absence without deduction of pay. 

(2) Such leave of absence up to and including the day 
of the funeral of the relation shall be for a period up to 
but not exceeding the number of hours worked by the 
officer in three ordinary working days having regard for 
the circumstances of the case. 

(3) Proof of death shall be furnished by the officer to 
the satisfaction of the Commission. 

(4) Payment in respect of bereavement leave shall be 
made only where the officer otherwise would have been 
on duty and shall not be granted in any case where the 
officer concerned would have been off duty in 
accordance with the roster, or on long service leave, sick 
leave, workers' compensation, leave without pay or on a 
Public Service holiday. 

(5) In this clause "spouse" means husband or wife and 
includes de facto husband or wife. 

(6) Bereavement leave shall be paid at the officers 
permanent classified rate of pay provided that an officer 
who has been acting in a higher capacity position and has 
been paid for such higher capacity for not less than eight 
weeks continuously immediately prior to ceasing duty 
will be paid at the rate applicable to the higher position 
for the period the officer would have continued acting 
had the officer not ceased duty. 
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18.—Away From Home and Meal Allowances. 
(1) (a) Allowances to meet travelling expenses of 

officers where an overnight stay at an hotel or motel is 
involved will be paid:— 

ABC 
All Married Single 
Officers Officers Officers 
for after after 
42 days 42 days 42 days 
per day 

<c 
per day 

$ 
per day 

$ 
WA — Suburban Area 60.10 30.05 20.05 
South of 26 degrees 
Latitude 53.70 26.85 17.90 
Interestate — Capital 
City 78.75 39.35 26.25 
Interstate — Other 
than Capital City 53.70 26.85 17.90 

(b) Where accommodation other than at an hotel or 
motel is obtained. 

South of 26 degrees 
Latitude 26.65 
Interstate 37.05 

(c) To calculate reimbursement under (1) (a) and (b) 
for a part of a day the following will apply:— 

(i) If departure from home station is: 
before 0800 hours — 100 per cent of the 

daily rate 
0800 hours or later   90 per cent of the 
but before 1300 daily rate 
hours 
1300 hours or later   75 per cent of the 
but before 1800 daily rate 
hours 
1800 hours or later — 50 per cent of the 

daily rate 

(ii) If arrival at home station is: 
0800 hours or later   10 per cent of the 
but prior to 1300 daily rate 
hours 
1300 hours or later   25 per cent of the 
but prior to 1800 daily rate 
hours 
1800 hours or later   50 per cent of the 
but prior to 2300 daily rate 
hours 
2300 hours or later — 100 per cent of the 

daily rate 
(2) Where an officer travels to a place outside a radius 

of 50 km and the trip does not involve an overnight stay 
reimbursement for all meals claimed shall be subject 
to:— 

(a) the circumstances of the trip being such that the 
officer could not reasonably be expected to 
have the meal at the officers home or lodging 
before departure or after arrival; 

(b) the officers certification that each meal claimed 
was actually purchased. 

(c) (i) Breakfast 5.30 
(ii) Lunch 5.30 
(iii) Evening Meal 12.30 

(3) An officer travelling on duty within a radius of 50 
km from his normal place of employment which requires 
his absence from his home station over the usual meal 
period shall be paid the amount of $2.45 for each meal 
necessarily purchased, provided that: 

(i) such travelling is not a normal feature in 
the performance of his duties 

(ii) total reimbursement under this sub- 
clause for any one pay period shall not 
exceed the amount of $12.25. 
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(4) When a sleeping berth is provided, the bed 
allowance will not apply except when a bed has been paid 
for elsewhere for a portion of the night. 

(5) Incidental expenses such as cab fares and cartage 
of personal luggage will be allowed, provided the circum- 
stances reasonably warrant such expenditure. 

(6) Where an officer required to work after his usual 
finishing time cannot reasonably be expected to go to his 
home or lodging for a meal, he shall, subject to the 
approval of the Head of Branch, be allowed any expense 
incurred in obtaining a meal, up to a maximum of $5.25. 
This subclause shall not operate where the excess time 
does not exceed one hour and the finishing time is 
beyond 1800 hours in the case of the evening meal. 

(7) In cases where an officer is engaged at other than 
his home station and is in receipt of the reduced rate of 
allowance and is temporarily away from such station, the 
daily allowance will be increased in accordance with 
column A. This allowance will be paid for the period of 
such temporary absence for 24 hours or over; if the 
absence is less than 24 hours reasonable actual expenses 
will be paid. 

(8) Subject to the provisions of subclause (1) (c) hereof 
the interestate rates shall be payable to officers travelling 
on duty to the Eastern States via the Trans Australian 
Railway from the time of leaving Kalgoorlie until return 
thereto. Where travel is by air the interstate rates shall be 
payable from departure from Perth airport until return. 

(9) In special cases the rates set out in subclause (1) 
hereof may be increased by the Commission in order to 
meet additional costs reasonably incurred, evidence of 
which shall be produced. 

19.—Lodging Allowance. 
(1) When in the opinion of the Head of Branch a 

junior officer is obliged to reside away from home to suit 
the requirements of the Department, the officer shall be 
granted a board and lodging allowance on the following 
scale:— 

Up to Age 17 years $30.00 per week 
Up to Age 18 years $20.00 per week 
Up to Age 19 years $10.00 per week 

(2) No allowance under this clause will be continued: 
(a) during absence from duty without pay; 
(b) during any period of annual leave; 
(c) during any period of other absence from duty 

with pay, unless the officer concerned 
continues to reside away from home; 

(d) during any period (after the expiration of one 
month) which the officer is continuously in 
receipt of travelling or away from home 
allowance. 

(3) During such time as payment is applicable under 
this clause a junior officer shall not be entitled to 
payment of the allowance provided under Clause 20 (8). 

20.—Transfer Allowance. 
(1) Any officer transferred from one station to 

another over 2 km distance involving a change of resi- 
dence shall: 

(a) Be reimbursed reasonable costs incurred in the 
movement of the officer's furniture and effects 
to and from home and rail. In the case of a 
married officer, the officer shall in addition, be 
paid an amount of $300 to cover accelerated 
depreciation and wear and tear on the officer's 
furniture, effects and appliances because of the 
transfer. A single officer will be paid $10. 

Married officers who do not transfer their 
family shall be treated as single officers; pro- 
vided that, should the officers subsequently 

transfer their family, the officers shall be 
entitled to the difference between the rates for a 
single and married officer; 

(b) Be paid such further out-of-pocket expenses (if 
any) as the Commission in its discretion shall 
decide to have been reasonably incurred; 

(c) Be granted free passes for self and family and 
free railway transport of the officer's furniture 
and effects including (if requested) one motor 
car or motor cycle where the distance by road 
between the new and the old home station is 
more than 322 kilometres. 

(d) No officer shall lose time by reason of being 
transferred. 

(2) Officers who transfer from one place to another to 
suit themselves, or who are transferred by way of punish- 
ment, shaU be entitled to the provisions of subclause (1) 
(c) only. 

(3) Married officers shah be allowed one day for 
packing and one day for unpacking. 

(4) The granting of an allowance in excess of that 
provided to meet special cases shall be at the discretion of 
the Commission. 

(5) Officers transferred to districts necessitating 
travelling a full night shall be supplied with sleeping 
berths for themselves and families on trains which have 
the accommodation, provided such berths are available. 

(6) No married officer shall be transferred for a less 
period than three months. If required to work temporari- 
ly away at another depot or station for relief or other 
purposes for a less period he shall be paid away from 
home allowance as per Clause 18. 

(7) Officers stationed within the Goldfields areas shall 
be entitled to transfer with expenses to metropolitan or 
coastal areas after a period of three years, and such 
transfer, upon request, shall be arranged as soon there- 
after as the exigencies of the service will permit. 

(8) Any officer transferred (other than at the officer's 
request, unless to conserve seniority or to obtain 
promotion) and unable to secure housing accommoda- 
tion may be granted expenses at the discretion of the 
Commission on the following basis:— 

(a) Married officers — The sum of $28 .(X) per week 
until such time as suitable accommodation is 
available or for a period of six months, which- 
ever shall be the shorter. Term "married 
officer" shall, for this purpose, also include an 
officer with dependents. 

(b) Single officers — Actual reasonable out-of- 
pockets expenses, but in each case details of the 
expenses shall be submitted and all items in 
excess of $1.00 must be supported by receipted 
vouchers, provided, however that such 
payment shall be limited to a period of six 
months and shaU not exceed $6.00 per week. 

(9) An officer required to transfer permanently from 
one station to another shall be given at least 10 days' 
notice of the actual date of transfer. Provided that when 
10 days notice has been given and the date is postponed 
for reasons beyond the control of the Commission such 
as failure of the incoming officer to qualify in the work in 
the normal time, reasonable out-of-pocket expenses 
caused by the delay or delays will be paid to the officer 
concerned. 

(10) An officer shall not be given notice of transfer 
while he is on annual leave unless he agrees to accept the 
notice while on annual leave. 

21.—Property Allowance. 
(1) When an officer is transferred from one locality to 

another outside a radius of 50 km from his existing home 
station in the ordinary course of promotion or transfer, 
or on account of illness due to causes over which he has 
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no control, he shall be entitled to be paid a property 
allowance for reimbursement of prescribed expenses 
incurred by him — 

(a) In the sale of a residence in his former locality, 
which, at the date on which he received notice 
of his transfer to his new locality — 

(i) he owned and occupied; or 
(ii) he was purchasing under a contract of 

sale providing for vacant possession; or 
(iii) he was constructing for his own 

permanent occupation, on completion 
of construction; and 

(b) in the purpose of a residence or land for the 
purpose of erecting a residence thereon for his 
own permanent occupation in his new locality. 

(2) The prescribed expenses payable in respect of 
subclauses 1 (a) and (b) shall be as agreed between the 
Union and the Commission and will include: 

(a) Legal Fees and disbursements paid to a solicitor 
or in lieu thereof fees charged by a settlement 
agent in respect of each transaction. 

(b) Fifty per cent of the amount of commission 
paid to a real estate agent in respect of the sale 
of the residence or in lieu thereof expenses 
incurred by the officer in advertising the 
residence for sale. 

(c) Legal fees and disbursements paid to a solicitor 
in respect of the discharge of a first mortgage 
on the sale of the residence. 

(d) Legal fees and disbursements paid to a Solicitor 
in securing a mortgage on the land in con- 
junction with the purchase of the residence or 
in lieu thereof expenses incurred by the officer 
in connection with the purchase or such 
mortgage. 

(e) Stamp duty. 
(f) Fees paid to the Registrar of Titles. 

"Residence" includes any accommodation of a kind 
commonly known as a flat or home unit that is, or is 
intended to be, a separate tenement. 

(3) An officer is not entitled to be paid a property 
allowance under subclause (1) (b) unless he is entitled to 
be paid a property allowance under subclause (1) (a); 
provided that the Commission may approve the payment 
of a property allowance under subclause (1) (b) to an 
officer who is not entitled to be paid a property 
allowance under subclause (1) (a) if the Commission is 
satisfied that it was necessary for the officer to purchase 
a residence or land for the purpose of erecting a residence 
thereon in this new locality because of his transfer from 
his former locality. 

(4) For the purpose of this Award it is immaterial that 
the ownership, sale or purchase is — 

(a) in the case of a married officer, soley or jointly 
or in common with — 

(i) his spouse 
(ii) a dependent relative or 
(iii) his spouse and a dependent relative 

(b) in the case of any other officer, solely or jointly 
or in common with a dependent relative living 
with him. 

(5) Where the officer sells or purchases a residence 
jointly or in common with another person — not being a 
person referred to in subclause (4) — he shall be paid 
only the proportion of the prescribed expenses for which 
he is responsible. 

(6) An application by an officer for a property 
allowance shall be accompanied by evidence of the 
payment by the officer of the prescribed expenses, being 
evidence that is satisfactory to the Commission. 

(7) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, an 
officer is not entitled to the payment of a property 
allowance — 

(a) in respect of a sale or purchase prescribed in 
subclause (1) which is effected — 

(i) more than 12 months after date on 
which he took up duty in his new 
locality; or 

(ii) after the date on which he received 
notification that he was being trans- 
ferred back to his former locality; 
provided that the Commission may, in 
exceptional circumstances grant an 
extension of time for such period as is 
deemed reasonable. 

(b) where the officer is transferred from one 
locality to another solely at his own request or 
on account of misconduct. 

22.—District Allowance. 
(1) Married officers shall be paid allowances as 

under:— 
(a) $197 per annum — Esperance, Kalgoorlie, 

Miling, Mullewa, Southern Cross, Kambalda. 
(b) $394 per annum — Trayning, Mogumber, 

Norseman. 
(c) $667 per annum — Bencubbin, Kalannie, 

Koolyanobbing, Koorda, Mukinbuddin, 
Newdegate, Perenjori, Wubin, Eneabba, 
Morawa. 

(d) $1 334 per annum — Leornora, Salmon Gums. 
(2) The rate of district allowance which may be paid to a 

single officer shall be one-half of that paid to a married 
officer. 

(3) Where an officer stationed in a district carrying an 
allowance is on long service leave, no allowance shall be 
paid unless the officer or the officer's family remain in 
such district but any reduction in allowance shall only 
apply for the actual period the officer or the officer's 
family are absent from the district. 

(4) An officer brought away temporarily for relief 
purposes from a district carrying an allowance shall be 
paid the allowance provided such officer's family 
remains in such a district. 

(5) District allowances shall not apply when an officer 
is absent without pay, and in the case of an officer 
leaving the service for any cause and due for payment in 
lieu of holidays, allowance shall not be paid for the 
period of such holidays. 

(6) For the purpose of this clause a married officer 
shall include only those officers who have a member or 
members of their family solely dependent on them for 
support and living with them at their home station. 

23.—Free Passes, Privilege Tickets, Etc. 
(1) After 12 months' continuous service an officer 

shall be allowed four first class passes per annum as 
under: 

One station to station pass on the occasion of the 
annual leave or long service leave, to cover the full 
term of leave due. 

Three privilege passes from one given station to 
another and return. 

In addition to the officer, the passes shall be available 
for the officers spouse and unmarried children, and the 
parents of an officer, provided they are resident with the 
officer and with the exception of the spouse, are 
dependent upon the officer for support. A widow or 
widower with a child or children resident with the officer 
and who regularly employs a housekeeper may at the dis- 
cretion of the Commission be granted passes for such 
housekeeper. In like manner, an unmarried officer 
supporting younger brothers and/or sisters may be 
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granted such passes for such housekeeper. Passes may be 
granted to a member of the family temporarily away 
from home on job training or attending an educational 
institution. 

(2) Upon request an officer may be granted a separate 
station to station pass for the officer's spouse and 
dependents, as mentioned in subclause (1) hereof, where 
it is inconvenient for both to travel at the same time. 

(3) After six months' continuous service an officer 
shall be entitled to the passes mentioned in subclause (1) 
in proportion to length of service. Should any officer 
through illness be unable to use a station to station pass 
on the occasions of annual leave, the officer shall be 
entitled to the use of such pass on the occasion of taking 
leave without pay during the year in which the same is 
due. 

(4) An officer who resigns or is retired from the service 
and has leave due shall be granted a free pass, station to 
station, for the term of such holidays; provided that, 
should an officer not have given the requisite notice or 
obtained the consent of the Commission to leave the 
service, as provided for in Clause 25, the officer shall 
forfeit all claim to any passes the officer would otherwise 
have been entitled to under the provisions of this clause. 

(5) On production of the prescribed certificate free 
tickets will be issued to an officer, for the sole purpose of 
attending approved classes at the Railways Institute. 

(6) (a) Officers in isolated parts may be issued free 
passes, at the discretion of the Head of Branch for the 
purpose of obtaining medical, optical and dental 
attention. 

(b) Officers working away from home station shall be 
entitled to a free pass and sleeping berth when available 
to enable them to visit their home station at intervals of 
not less than once per fortnight, provided that the work 
on which they are engaged will permit of their doing so. 
No travelling time shall be paid provided also that this 
clause shall not operate to increase or decrease the rate of 
expenses the officer would otherwise be entitled to. 

(7) Free passes shall not apply to the following trains 
or buses: 

(a) Race, hired, or guaranteed specials. 
(b) Special excursions within a distance of 50 

kilometres. 
(8) Privilege Tickets: An officer shall be allowed 

privilege tickets after six months' continuous service. In 
addition to the officer, the privilege tickets shall be 
available for the officer's spouse and unmarried children 
provided they are resident with and dependent upon the 
officer's earnings. The charge for privilege tickets shall 
be: 

(a) For rail travel within the suburban area — half 
fare. 

(b) For travel elsewhere — return tickets at one 
half of the single fare for the return journey; 
subject to a minimum charge to be determined 
by agreement between the parties and failing 
agreement, by the Railways Classification 
Board. 

(9) For the purpose of this clause, a member of the 
family shall be deemed to be dependent provided such 
member's income does not exceed $50.00 per week, 
exclusive of old age or invalid pension; but a member of 
the family temporarily out of employment shall not be 
deemed to be dependent. 

(10) Subject to subclause (7), any of the passes or 
tickets referred to in this clause shall be deemed to cover 
transport on trains and/or buses operated by the Com- 
mission provided that the Commission, Station Officer 
or authorised person in charge at the station or stopping 
place may refuse such transport where such is not 
reasonably practicable without interferring with the 
general public requirements. 

24.—Privilege Season Tickets. 
(1) 28 day tickets at one-quarter the ordinary rate will, 

on application and on production of the departmental 
certificate, be issued to an officer to enable travel by rail 
between the place of occupation and the station nearest 
the place of residence. An officer in receipt of a salary at 
or less than that for a junior officer paid under Salary 
Table A at 16 years of age will be issued with a free 28 day 
ticket. 

(2) These tickets shall be available only whilst the 
holder is in the employment of the Commission. 

25.—Resignations and Retirements. 
(1) No officer shall resign or retire from his employ- 

ment by the Commission until the expiration of four 
weeks' written notice of his intention so to do, without 
the approval of the Commission. 

(2) Four weeks' written notice shall be given by the 
Commission to any such officer whose services are no 
longer required; provided that this subclause shall not 
apply to cases of summary dismissal for misconduct. 

(3) In the event of either the Commission or the officer 
failing to give the prescribed notice, salary shall be paid 
or forfeited, as the case may be, to the extent by which 
the actual written notice given falls short of the four 
weeks' notice. Salary so forfeited by the officer may be 
deducted from any sslary due to such officer at the time 
of his leaving the service of the Commission: provided 
that where both parties agree to the acceptance of notice 
of less than four weeks, no penalty shall be imposed. 

(4) When the final day or days of the period of a notice 
of resignation fall on a Public Service holiday or holidays 
and the officer is not required to work on such day or 
days, then the officer's service shall be deemed to have 
ceased on his last day of working. 

26.—Promotions. 
(1) Promotion of an officer shall be governed by 

relative ability, suitability, record and experience. If 
everything else is deemed equal, the senior officer shall 
be selected for promotion. 

(2) When considered necessary, a person from outside 
the Department may be appointed to any position in the 
Department: provided that there is not an officer in the 
Department capable of filling the position. 

(3) No officer shall refuse compliance with any order 
directing his transfer from one position to another, but if 
on appeal the Commission is satisfied the objection is 
sound, then such officer shall not be penalised. 

(4) An officer desiring to be passed over in the event of 
promotion being offered shall, if his request be acceded 
to forfeit all claim to promotion for two years, but if 
good and sufficient reason be given to the Commission, 
it may restore such claim. 

(5) (a) All officers promoted to a higher position shall 
be subject to a probationary period of six months and be 
paid the minimum rate of salary assigned to the class to 
which they are promoted. At the end of such period the 
head of the branch shall report to the Commission as to 
the fitness of the officer for the higher position; if the 
report is satisfactory the appointment will be confirmed 
as from the date of taking up duty. If unsatisfactory the 
officer will be provided for at the same salary as he was in 
receipt of prior to the period of probation in the higher 
position and shall revert to his previous position on the 
seniority list. 

(b) When an officer has acted in a higher capacity for 
such period that he is entitled to payment in advance of 
the minimum salary of such position, he shall if subse- 
quently appointed to the class next in advance of his 
normal classification be credited, for the purpose of 
salary payments only, with such acting time. 

If such officer has not become entitled to payment in 
advance of the minimum salary he shall be credited with 
the aggregate of all acting time in the higher position 
during the 18 months immediately preceding the date of 
promotion. 
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(6) All vacancies for salaried officers occurring in the 
Department shall be advertised in the Weekly Notice 
and, in the case of the Workshops, posted on the notice 
board. In addition, at least seven days' notice shall be 
given of the closing of applications. 

(7) A list of promotions shall be published in the 
Weekly Notice within 14 days of the approval of the 
Head of Branch. Any officer who considers that he has 
been unjustly passed over and has no right of appeal 
under the Government Employees' (Promotions Appeal 
Board) Act, may appeal, in the first place to the Head of 
Branch, and if not satisfied with the reply, may then 
appeal to the Commission, whose decision shall be final. 
The Head of Branch or the Commission shall reply to the 
appeal within 21 days, but no appeal will be considered 
unless forwarded so as to reach the Head of Branch 
within 14 days after the receipt of the Weekly Notice, and 
the Commission within 14 days after date of receipt of 
the reply from the Head of Branch. 

27.—Acting in Higher Capacity. 
(1) (a) The selection of an officer to act in a higher 

position shall be governed by relative ability, suitability, 
record and experience. If everything else is deemed equal 
the senior officer shall be selected to act. 

(b) When an officer performs the duties of a particular 
position higher than that in which he is classified for a 
period of five consecutive working days or more he shall 
be paid from the beginning of such period of higher 
duties the minimum salary attached to the higher 
position whilst continuing to perform the duties of that 
position. Provided that any officer who prior to 6 
December 1981 had relieved in a particular position 
higher than that in which he is classified for a period of 
eight weeks, whether continuous or broken and not 
necessarily in the one financial year, shall be paid such 
minimum from the beginning of any period of relief less 
than five days. 

(2) An officer called upon to occupy a higher position 
temporarily shall be entitled to increments as though he 
had been permanently promoted to such position: pro- 
vided that in the case of the first increment the officer 
shall have performed the higher duties and shall have 
been paid at the higher rate for 12 months' continuous or 
broken period: provided further that the officer shall be 
entitled to receive a second increment if he shall have 
performed the higher duties and shall have been paid at 
the higher rate for two years' continuous or broken 
period. Absence on annual leave, long service leave or 
sick leave, when paid at the higher rate, shall count as 
service for the purpose of this subclause. 

(3) For the purposes of this clause, positions in the 
same branch carrying similar titles and the same classifi- 
cation shall be grouped as one position. 

28.—Temporary Clerks. 
(1) Temporary Clerks shall not be engaged without the 

approval of the Commission in any position classified 
above the sixth class. 

(2) The provisions of Clauses 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 
13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24 and 31 will apply to 
temporary clerks. 

(3) The provisions of Clause 25, provided that the 
notice of leave received and given shall be one week in 
lieu of four weeks, shall apply to temporary clerks. 

(4) The rate of pay for temporary clerks shall be: 
First six months — $15 333 per annum 
Thereafter — $15,784per annum 

29.—Examinations and Training Courses. 
An officer who is required to attend any medical or 

departmental examination or educational or training 
course shall be granted pay and expenses in accordance 
with Clause 18 for any period for which he is necessarily 
absent from his ordinary duties in connection therewith. 

All time occupied in travelling to and from such 
examinations or courses shall be treated in accordance 
with Clause 8 of this Award. 

30.—Inspection By General Secretary. 
The General Secretary or such other accredited repre- 

sentative of the Union desiring to enter onto railway 
premises on bona fide Union business concerned in the 
maintenance of the Award and appropriate working 
conditions shall be given entry if he makes application to 
the officer-in-charge of the depot or station and states 
the nature of his business. 

31.—Unresolved Disputes. 
With regard to any unresolved matter appertaining to 

an officer's conditions of employment the Commission 
and the Union together will endeavour to settle the issue. 

32.—Offences By Officers. 
(1) Each officer shall himself provide when called 

upon, with the least possible delay, any report or state- 
ment which may be required by the officer-in-charge of 
his work. 

(2) An officer who is suspended from duty for any 
reason shall not be kept under suspension in excess of six 
days excluding Sundays or holidays following the date on 
which he was suspended. Except in the cases where dis- 
missal follows suspension in excess of the six days 
referred to provided the officer has not delayed the sub- 
mission of his explanation of the offence for which he 
was suspended. 

(3) If a decision in any case in which an officer is 
involved is not given within three calendar months of the 
occurrence first coming to the knowledge of the Head of 
Branch, no disciplinary action shall be taken against such 
officer. Where owing to absence from duty through leave 
or sickness it is not possible to notify him of any 
disciplinary action taken against him, the period of three 
months shall be extended to three months from the date 
of the officer's resumption of duty. 

(4) Where an officer has been fined an amount exceed- 
ing one day's pay the amount to be deducted from any 
fortnightly pay shall not be greater than one day's pay 
except with the consent of the officer concerned. 

(5) Where an officer exercises his right of appeal, no 
deduction shall be made from his salary in respect of any 
fine until a final decision has been given. 

33.—Payment of Salaries. 
(1) Salaries shall be paid fortnightly on each alternate 

Friday, except where the usual pay day falls on a Public 
Service holiday, when payments shall be made on the 
previous Thursday. 

(2) A day's salary shall be calculated as one-tenth of a 
fortnight's salary in the case of officers working a five 
day week and one-twelfth of a fortnight's salary in the 
case of an officer working a six day week. 

(3) The salary for a fortnight shall be computed by 
dividing the yearly rate by 313 and multiplying the result 
by 12. 

(4) Where an obligation to pay a final amount 
contains a decimal figure of 0.5 of a cent or more, the 
amount to be paid shall be the next whole cent. 

(5) When an officer is called upon to repay an amount 
to the Department, other than a salary adjustment for 
one salary period, which is greater than one days pay, 
from any fortnightly pay, the amount to be deducted 
shall not be greater than one days pay, except with the 
consent of the officer concerned. 

34.—Guaranteed Week. 
(1) The Commission shall normally guarantee to each 

officer a full week's work exclusive of Sunday work, but 
if during any period, by reason of any action on the part 
of any section of its workers or for any cause beyond its 
control it finds itself unable to carry on either wholly or 
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partially the complete running of trains, services, work- 
shops or other normal operations, the Commission shall 
be entitled to employ only such officers (if any) as it 
considers can be usefully employed, and for such hours 
only as it considers necessary, and during such period no 
officer shall be paid except for such time as shall be 
actually worked by him: provided that officers who are 
required to attend for work and do so attend on any day 
shall be paid a minimum of one day's pay at ordinary 
rates. 

(2) An officer stood down in accordance with the fore- 
going provisions shall not lose any sick leave or other 
rights or privileges to which such officer would ordinarily 
be entitled: provided that this provision does not entitle 
an officer to payment for any Public Service holiday 
falling during such period of stand down. 

3 5. —Classification. 
(1) All positions set out in the schedule annexed hereto 

are in their respective proper classes and shown in 
alphabetical order. 

(2) The Commission shall, as soon as possible after 
coming into force of this Award, issue a printed classifi- 
cation for each officer showing the officers in their order 
of seniority, positions occupied and salaries, in branch 
and section groups, with date of appointment to salaried 
staff and date of appointment to classified position. 

(3) Officers performing postal duties for Australia 
Post shall be paid 50 per cent and savings bank duties on 
behalf of any bank 100 per cent of the allowances 
received by the Department from those organisations on 
whose behalf the duties are performed, in addition to 
their salaries, but such shall not in any case be deemed 
part of the salary of such officer nor shall the officer 
claim Sunday time or overtime caused through postal 
and/or savings bank duties. 

(4) Nothing in this classification shall lower the rate of 
salary any officer was in receipt of at the coming into 
force of the Award. 

(5) When a classified officer has been seconded to a 
temporary position continuously for a period exceeding 
12 months, or where a temporary position has been in 
existence for a period exceeding 12 months, the Union 
may, after one month's written notice to the Commis- 
sion, apply to the Railways Classification Board for the 
inclusion of such position in the Schedule of Classifica- 
tion of Positions. 

36.—Rates of Pay. 
(1) (a) The rates of pay for all officers except tempo- 

rary clerks — Clause 28 — and those officers covered by 
Clause 37 of this Award shall be as shown in the Salary 
Tables hereunder and shall be varied from time to time to 
the extent necessary to give effect to any decision of the 
Australian Conciliation and Arbitration Commission in 
a National Wage Case made during the currency of this 
Award expressed to be on general economic grounds and 
which has general application. 

(b) Officers not classified shall be paid under Table C 
unless they have a leaving standard or equivalent 
education as approved by the Commission in which case 
they will be paid under Table A. 

(c) Female Officers engaged on typing, telephone, 
punched card and similar duties shall be paid under 
Table B. 

(2) Sub-Foremen Tradesmen employed in loco 
running sheds shall be paid an allowance of $120 per 
annum. This allowance shall not be included as salary for 
the purpose of calculation of overtime, Saturday or 
Sunday time. 

(3) (a) An officer paid under Table A (i) or C (i) and 
(ii) or an officer classified in Class 6 paid under Table A 
(ii) who is a married officer within the meaning of the 
definition of this Award, shall on the approval of the 
Commission be paid the next higher rate of pay in the 
table. 

(b) Payment of the said allowance when approved, 
shall operate from the commencement of the salary pay 
period following receipt by the Head of Branch of the 
declaration of marriage form from the officer concerned 
unless approval of the Head of Branch is given to 
payment from an earlier date. 

(4) (a) If an officer is retained on the maximum salary 
of the automatic range under Table A of this clause for 
three years and has not refused promotion to a higher 
class, and the Head of Branch certifies that such officer is 
eligible and would be recommended for promotion on 
the grounds of good conduct and efficiency, the officer 
may be paid on the approval of the Commission an 
allowance to bring the officers salary up to the minimum 
rate of Class 5. An officer shall be deemed to have 
refused promotion when, in the opinion of the Commis- 
sion the officer has failed to apply for promotion for 
which the officer is eligible within the officers own 
branch, without reasonable excuse which shall be limited 
to health and/or family reasons. 

(b) If such officer is subsequently promoted to a Class 
5 position, the officer shall be entitled to advancement to 
the maximum of that Class from the date of taking up 
duty in the class or 12 months from the date he received 
the allowance whichever is the later. 

(5) Any officer over 21 years of age who has passed the 
pay officer's examination and is engaged in paying 
salaries or wages half or more of the time shall be 
classified in the fifth class. 

(6) Advancement from minimum to maximum of any 
class, including junior and adult scales, shall be by yearly 
increment: provided such advancement shall be 
approved by the Commission, upon satisfactory report 
from the head of the branch in which the officer is 
employed of the officers conduct, diligence and 
efficiency and provided also, that the advancement in 
salary shall not be granted to an officer if the Commis- 
sion determines that such officers duties were not per- 
formed satisfactorily by the officer for the preceding 12 
months, or that such officer has been guilty of mis- 
conduct, which, in the opinion of the Commission, 
justifies the postponement or refusal of the 
advancement. 

(7) An officer who is unable from any cause to 
perform the duties of the position to which the officer is 
appointed or allocated and is in consequence provided 
with employment in another position in a lower class 
shall, unless the Commission directs otherwise, be paid 
the maximum rate for the class in which the officer has 
been provided. 

(8) An officer who has been promoted and has not 
taken up in the new position shall be paid at the salary 
applicable to the new position after three m onths from 
the date of the officers appointment unless the delay is 
due to circumstances beyond the control of the Commis- 
sion: provided that where an appeal has been lodged to 
the Government Employees' Promotions Appeal Board, 
the date of appointment shall be deemed to be the date of 
the decision of the Board: provided further that where 
promotions are made in anticipation of the retirement of 
an officer, the date of appointment for purpose of this 
subclause shall be a date not earlier than the date the 
retiring officer ceases duty. 

(9) Nothing in this Award shall be deemed to limit the 
power of the Commission to pay an officer at a higher 
rate than that prescribed in any case, where it may 
consider the same to be merited or warranted by the 
officer occupying such position. 

(10) Officers occupying the positions set forth in the 
attached schedule shall be paid a salary not less than the 
minimum provided for the class in which such position 
has been classified: provided that, where an officer has 
been on the minimum, intermediate or maximum of the 
class the officer shall be advanced to the equivalent range 
under this Schedule. Officers who are classified on range 
of salary outside the schedule of salaries shall be 
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advanced similarly to those coming under the general 
schedule. The foregoing provisions of this subclause 
shall not apply to any specified position which has been 
reclassified. 

(11) Any adult officer in a clerical position or any 
position interchangeable with a clerical position who 
holds a diploma or its equivalent in any one or more of 
the following courses:— 

(a) Accountancy 
(b) Diploma of Business Studies 
(c) Psychological Studies (Industrial) 
(d) Management Studies 
(e) Personnel Management 
(f) Public Administration 
(g) Transport Administration 
(h) Computer Studies (Commercial) 
(i) Computer Programming 
(j) Supply Management 

shall receive an allowance of $200 per annum up to and 
including the maximum salary of third class and there- 
after $100 per annum up to and including the maximum 
salary of second class after which the allowance shall 
cease. 

(12) An officer paid under Table B (i) and (ii) shall, 
subject to the approval of the Commission, on the 
certification of the Head of Branch as to the officers 
conduct, diligence and efficiency, be paid allowances as 
under for passing examinations approved by the 
Commission and continued payment shall be subject to 
annual certification of good conduct, diligence and 
efficiency. 

(a) $247 per annum — Typewriting at 50 w.p.m. 
or: 

(b) $343 per annum — Typewriting at 60 w.p.m. 
or: 

(c) $343 per annum — Shorthand 100 w.p.m. or: 
(d) $591 per annum — Shorthand 100 w.p.m. and 

Typewriting 50 w.p.m. or: 
(e) $689 per annum — Shorthand 100 w.p.m. and 

Typewriting 60 w.p.m. or: 
(f) $689 per annum — Typewriting 35 w.p.m. and 

Accountng and Listing Machines or: 
(g) $689 per annum — Data Processing Operators 

or: 
(h) $689 per annum — I.B.M. Composer 

Operators or: 
(i) $343 or $475 per annum — For other skills, e.g. 

Comptometer Operators, 
(j) $199 per annum — Telephonists. 

(13) Subject to the approval of the Commission on the 
certification of the Head of Branch as to her conduct, 
diligence and efficiency — 

(a) An officer paid under Table B (i) who is in 
receipt of any of the allowances prescribed by 
subclause 12 and who has completed at least 
four years' continuous service on the maximum 
of tire range shall be paid an additional 
allowance of $200 per annum. 

(b) An officer paid under Table B (i) who has com- 
pleted not less than 20 years' of continuous 
permanent service and who is not in receipt of 
an allowance prescribed under subclause (12) 
shall be paid an allowance of $200 per annum. 

(c) An officer paid under Table B (ii) who has com- 
pleted not less than 20 years' continuous 
permanent service shall be paid an allowance of 
$200 per annum. 

(14) The allowances prescribed by subclause (12) shall 
not be cumulative so as to permit an officer to receive 
more than one allowance at the same time. 

Salary Tables. 

Table A 
(i) Officers automatic range (excluding 
clerical assistants) 

Under 17 years 
Age 17 

18 
19 
20 
21 or 1st year adult service 
22 or 2nd year adult service 
23 or 3rd year adult service 
24 or 4th year adult service 
25 or 5th year adult service 
26 or 6th year adult service 
27 or 7th year adult service 

(ii) Classified Officers 
*Class 6 Min. 

Inter. 
Max. 

Class 5 Min. 
Max. 

Class 4 Min. 
Max. 

Class 3 Min. 
Inter. 
Max. 

Class 2 Min. 
Inter. 
Max. 

Class 1 Min. 
Inter. 
Max. 

* The rates for Class 6 Station Master, 
Station Relief Officers and Foremen and 
Sub-Foremen, Traffic Branch shall be 
Min. $17 171 and Max. $17 796. 

Special Class 1 Min. 
Inter. 
Max. 

Special Class 2 Min. 
Inter. 
Max. 

Special Class 3 Min. 
Max. 

Table B 
(i) Female Officers automatic range, 
(excluding clerical assistants) 

Under 17 years 
Age 17 years 

18 years 
19 years 
20 years 
21 or 1st year adult service 
22 or 2nd year adult service 
23 or 3rd year adult service 
24 or 4th year adult service 

(ii) Classified Officers 
Class 6 
Class 5 Min. 

Max. 
Class 4 Min. 

Max. 
Class 3 Min. 

Max. 
Class 2 Min. 

Max. 
Class 1 Min. 

Max. 

Per Annum 
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Salary Tables. 

Table C — Clerical Assistants 
(i) Level 1 

Age 15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

(ii) Level 2 
Under 17 
Age 17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 

years 
years 
years 
years 
years 
years 
or 1st year adult service 
or 2nd year adult service 
or 3rd year adult service 
or 4th year adult service 

years 
years 
years 
years 
years 
or 1st year adult service 
or 2nd year adult service 
or 3rd year adult service 
or 4th year adult service 

Table D — Refreshment Room Managers 
Class (a) 

(b) Min. 
Max. 

(c) 
(d) 
(e) Min. 

Max. 
(f) Min. 

Max. 

Per Annum 

6 262 
6 945 
7 678 
8 958 

10 376 
11 653 
12 795 
13 251 
13 719 
14 173 

7 425 
8 677 

10 120 
11 714 
13 155 
14 451 
14 997 
15 540 
16 082 

19 816 
17 796 
18 238 
17 796 
16 082 
15 427 
16 512 
14 451 
J4 997 

37.—Buffer Allowance. 
Notwithstanding the provisions of Clause 36 of this 

Award, the salary received by any artisan foreman, 
workshop sub-foreman or assistant foreman, artisan 
inspectorial officer, signals, communications or radio 
supervisor, yard foreman or locomotive inspector, shall 
not be less than $1 134 per annum in excess of the normal 
wage of the highest paid tradesman, leading hand 
tradesman, technician, special head shunter, train des- 
patcher or locomotive driver as the case may be directly 
under his control. 

38.—Railway Construction Etc., Work. 
(1) This section of the Award shall apply to clerical 

officers, foremen, timekeepers and storemen employed 
on railway construction and/or special maintenance or 
reconstruction work on opened lines. 

(2) The hours of duty for all officers employed on 
construction work shall be 40 hours per week. 

(3) Sunday time — Clause 10 of this Award shall 
apply. 

(4) Travelling Allowance — Officers called upon to 
travel away from the job shall be paid expenses as per 
Clause 18 of this Award. 

(5) Accommodation — Officers shall be supplied with 
accommodation, including stretcher, crockery and 
cooking utensils, rent free. At the discretion of the Head 
of Branch a cook may be provided. 

(6) District Allowance — District Allowances as pro- 
vided in Clause 22 of this Award shall apply. 

(7) Free Passes, Privilege Tickets etc. — The 
conditions of Clause 23 of this Award shall apply, 
subject to the proviso that married officers who have not 
their families with them shall be granted four privilege 
passes per annum. 

(8) Preparatory and Completion work — In cases 
where preparatory work in Perth has to be performed 
before proceeding to job and/or where work has to be 
finalised after return to Perth, the rates of pay shall 
operate from time of commencement of work to date of 
finishing. In other cases payment starts from time of 
leaving Perth and ceases on return thereto. 

(9) Leave of Absence — Clauses 11, 12 and 13 of this 
Award shall apply, subject to the proviso that if the 
engagement is for a period of less than six months, two 
day's leave for each month shall be granted. 

(10) Sick pay — Sick pay will be granted in accordance 
with the provisions of Clauses 16 and 17 of this Award. 

(11) Long Service Leave — The provisions of Clause 
15 of this Award shall apply. 

(12) Rates of Pay — The following rates of pay and 
allowances, including all payments for normal overtime 
and allowances other than district allowances, shall 
operate, but overtime in accordance with Clause 9 of this 
Award shall apply where it is necessary to bring 
employees on duty for any special purpose outside the 
ordinary hours of duty. 

(a) Foremen — Total salary per annum ranging 
from $18 046 to $23 922. Actual rate for each 
job to be fixed by the Head of Branch. 

(b) Clerical staff, Timekeepers and Storemen 
(Wages):— 

Total Salary 
per annum 

$ 
(i) First Clerk with one or more 

clerks and or timekeepers 18 046 
(ii) First Clerk with one or more 

clerks and or timekeepers if 
required to act as Pay 
Master 19 686 

(iii) First Clerk without 
assistance 16 549 

(iv) Traffic Clerk 15 971 
(v) Timekeeper and Assistant 

Clerk 15 140 
(vi) Storekeeper 14 496 

(c) Inspector Permanent Way — Minimum salary 
of Class 2, Table A plus an allowance at the rate 
of $15.50 per week whilst required to live away 
from home. 

(d) Clerical Staff (Salaried) — Minimum of Fifth 
Class, Table A or classified salary, whichever is 
the greater. 

(13) Camping Allowance. 
(a) (i) Single officers or married officers not 

accompanied by their spouse and 
provided with a self contained caravan 
and a reasonable supply of water and 
electricity free of charge shall be paid 
$86.57 for every complete week they are 
available for work. 

(ii) Where alternative unfurnished accom- 
modation is provided $57.71 

(b) Officers accompanied by their spouse or house- 
keeper and provided with unfurnished 
accommodation and a reasonable supply of 
water and electricity free of charge shall be paid 
$28.86 for every complete week they are 
available for work. 

(c) Where funishings are supplied the rates paid in 
(a) (ii) and (b) shall be reduced by 50 per cent. 

(d) If required to be in accommodation for less 
than a complete week they shall be paid one- 
seventh of the weekly rate for each day includ- 
ing any Saturday or Sunday if in the accommo- 
dation and available for work on the working 
days immediately preceding and succeeding 
each Saturday and Sunday. 
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(e) Provided, however, where the employer at his 
own cost, provides the employee with a proper 
mess room and cooks the employee's food free 
of charge, the allowance shall be reduced by 50 
per cent of the appropriate rate as the case may 
be. 

39.—Liberty to Apply. 
Liberty is granted to the parties to apply to amend 

Clauses 5,7, 11, 22, 36 and 38 at any time due to changed 
circumstances. 

Schedule of Classification of Positions. 
Secretary for Railways Branch. 

Clerical/Administrative. 
Special Class 2 

Senior Budget Officer 
Senior Personnel Officer 

Special Class 1 
Administrative Officer 
Manager, Railways Institute 
Property Officer 

Range First Class to Special Class 2 
Occupational Therapist* 

Special Class 1 
Administrative Officer 
Manager, Railways Institute 
Property Officer 

First Class/Special Class 1 
Industrial Relations Officer 
Railway Liaison Officer to the Minister 
Senior Training Officer (2) 

Range First Class to Special Class 1 
Employee Assistance Programme Co-ordinator* 

First Class 
Chief Safety Officer 
Training Officer (CE & S&CE Branches Specialist) 
Training Officer (Mechanical Branch) 

Second/First Class 
Advocate — Appeal Boards 
Budget Officer (Capital Expenditure) 
Administrative Officer, Railways Institute Perth 
Personnel Officer Special Duties 

Range Second to First Class 
Rehabilitation Counsellor* 

Second Class 
Assistant Administrative Officer 
Senior Instructor (First Aid) 
Field Officer 
Senior Instructor (Traffic) 
Industrial Relations Officer 
Training Officer 
Registrar of Correspondence 

Range Third to First Class 
Information Research Officer* 
Media Liaison Officer* 

Third/Second Class 
Administrative Officer, Employee Assistance 
Program 
Workers' Compensation Officer 
* Appointment made at the class appropriate to 

qualifications and experience. 
Range Fourth to Second Class 

Employee Assistance Counsellor* 
Third Class 

Assistant Field Officer 
Classifying and Indexing Officer 
Conference Officer 
Editor, Railway Institute Magazine and Promotions 
Officer 

Housing Officer 
Instructor (CE Staff) Cuildford 
Instructor (Traffic Staff) (2) 
Instructor Mechanical Branch (3) 
Instructor Mechanical Handling 
Mechanical Instructor (Forrestfield) 
Officer-in-Charge, Light Vehicle Pool 
Personnel Officer (2) 
Relief Officer 
Training Administrative Officer 

Fourth/Third Class 
Industrial Relations Research Officer 

Fourth Class 
Employment Officer 
Leasing Assistant 
Personnel Officer 
Registry Officer 

Fifth/Fourth Class 
Sports and Social Officer 

Fifth Class 
Assistant to Housing Officer 
File Examination Officer 
Leasing Assistant 
Personnel Officer (2) 
Relief Officer 

Female Classified Range. 
Fifth Class 

Assistant Classifying and Indexing Officer 
Private Secretary to Assistant Commissioner 

Investigation. 
Second/First Class 

Chief Railway Investigator 
Third/Second Class 

Senior Railway Investigator 
Fourth/Third Class 

Assistant to Senior Railway Investigator 
Fourth Class 

Railway Investigator (4) 
* Appointment made at the class appropriate to 

qualifications and experience. 
Fifth Class 

Patrol Officer, Midland (4) 
Patrol Officer, Perth Terminal (10) 
Chief Patrol Officer, Perth Terminal (3) 

Management Services Bureau. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Special Class 3 
Principal Planning Officer (2) 
Principal Services Officer (3) 
Principal Systems Officer (2) 

Special Class 2 
Principal Planning Officer (3) 
Principal Services Officer 
Principal Systems Officer (4) 

Special Class 1 
Principal Planning Officer 
Principal Services Officer (2) 
Principal Systems Officer 

Range First Class to Special Class 2 
Senior Planning Officer (3)* 
Senior Systems Officer (4)* 
Senior Services Officer (2)* 
Senior/Principal Services Officer * 

First Class 
Senior Planning Officer (3) 
Senior Services Officer (2) 
Senior Systems Officer (4) 

Second Class 
Senior Planning Officer (3) 
Senior Services Officer (3) 
Senior Systems Officer (3) 

Third/First Class 
Senior Services Officer 
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Third/Second Class 
Senior Systems Officer (4) 

Third Class 
Senior Planning Officer (2) 
Senior Services Officer (2) 
Senior Systems Officer (2) 

Fourth Class 
Planning Officer 
Services Officer 
Systems Officer 

Class Five/Four 
Systems Officer (4) 

Fifth Class 
Planning Officer (2) 
Services Officer (2) 
Systems Officer (2) 

Range Sixth to Fourth Class 
Clerical Control Officer* 

Female Classified Range. 
Third Class 

Supervisor, Typing Bureau 
Range Fifth to Third Class 

Data Processing Supervisor* 
Fifth Class 

Assistant Data Processing Supervisor (2) 
Assistant Supervisor — Typing 
* Appointment made at the class appropriate to 

qualifications and experience. 

Marketing Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Special Class 3 
Project Development Manager 
Sales Manager Intrastate 
Sales Manager Interstate 

Special Class 1 
Insurance Manager 
Principal Planning Officer 

First Class 
Country Sales Supervisor 

Second Class 
Claims Prevention Officer 
Contracts Officer 
Passenger Research Officer 
Senior Planning Officer 

Third/Second Class 
Freights Officer 
Market Development Manager (6) 
Sales Officer, Bunbury 
Sales Officer, Geradlton 
Sales Officer, Merredin 
Sales Officer, Narrogin 
Sales Officer, Northam 
Senior Planning Officer 
Travel Centre Manager 
Travel Promotions Manager 

Third Class 
Travel Consultant 
Research Officer (2) 

Fourth/Third Class 
Intersystem Rates Research Officer 

Fourth Class 
Assistant Sales Officer (Metro) (1) 
Project Officer 
Research Officer (2) 
Promotions Officer 

Fifth/Fourth Class 
Accounts Officer 

Fifth Class 
Travel Promotions Officer (2) 
Planning Officer (1) 
Sales Assistant 
Travel Consultant (2) 

Accounts and Audit Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Special Class 2 
Administration Officer Freight 
Payrolls Administrator 
Senior Internal Auditor 

Special Class 1 to Special Class 3 
Sub Accountant — Systems 

Special Class 1 to Special Class 2 
Internal Auditor EDP 

Special Class 1 
Administration Officer Passenger 
Sub Accountant (Ledgers) 

First Class to Special Class 2 
Principal Research Officer 

First Class 
Internal Auditor (2) 
Senior Accounts Receivable Officer 
Senior Statistical Officer 
Special Freight Officer 
Timekeeping Controller 

Second Class 
Accounts Payable Controller 
Branch Personnel Officer 
Credit Officer 
Deductions Controller 
General Officer (2) 
Internal Auditor 
Leave Controller 
Payrolls Controller Mechanical Section 
Payrolls Controller Traffic Section 
Personal Assistant to Chief Accountant 
Section Officer Passenger Accounting 
Special Officer Revenue Accounting 
Senior Accounting Officer 

Third to First Class 
Research Officer 

Third to Second Class 
Systems Development Officer 

Third Class 
Assets Ledger Controller 
Assistant to Timekeeping Controller 
Bulk Freight Officer 
Commodity Statistics Officer 
General Officer (2) 
Paying Cashier 
Payrolls Controller C.E. Section 
Personnel Records Controller 
Quality Control Officer 
Receiving Cashier 
Revenue Accounts Officer 
Revenue Reconciliation Officer 
Road Services Revenue Officer 
Sundry Debtors Controller 
Ticket Supply Officer 

Fourth Class 
Accounts Receivable Officer (4) 
Acquitting Officer 
Assistant Internal Auditor 
Assistant to Credit Officer 
Assistant to Deductions Controller 
Assistant to Leave Controller 
Assistant to Payrolls Controller C.E. Section 
Assistant to Payrolls Controller Mechanical Section 
Assistant to Payrolls Controller Traffic Section 
Assistant to Personnel Records Controller 
Cash Allocation Officer 
Data Control Officer 
Fares Refunds Officer 
Financial Results Officer 
General Officer (6) 
Intersystem Quality Control Officer 
Miscellaneous Revenue Officer 
Passenger Revenue Officer 
Payrolls Controller — Salaries 
Receiving and Distribution Officer 
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Suburban Passenger Officer 
Timekeeping Assistant 
Train Operating Statistics Officer 
Treasury Reconciliations Officer 

Fifth to Third Class 
Projects Officer 

Fifth to Fourth Class 
Research Officer 

Fifth Class 
Agencies Passenger Officer 
Assistant Internal Auditor 
Assistant to Accounts Payable Controller 
Assistant to Sundry Debtors Controller 
Deductions Assistant (2) 
Document Verifying Officer 
General Assistant (Payrolls) 
General Assistant (Personnel) 
General Officer (5) 
Intersystem Data Control Officer 
Intersystem Passenger Officer 
Leave Assistant 
Pay Officer and General Assistant 
Payrolls Assistant, C.E. Section (2) 
Payrolls Assistant, Mechanical Section (3) 
Payrolls Assistant, Traffic Section (2) 
Personnel Assistant (2) 
Statistical Assistant 

Supply Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Special Class 2 
Inventory Manager 
Planning Officer 
Purchasing Manager 

Special Class 1 
Warehouse Manager 

First Class 
Contracts Officer 
Materials Control Officer 
Stores Inspector 

Second/First Class 
Salvage Manager 

Second Class 
Accounts Officer, Creditors Enquiries 
Accounts Officer, Shipping 
Budgeting and Special Duties Officer 
Diesel Parts Officer 
Leader Catalogue Section 
Projects Officer 
Relief Officer 
Staff and Sales Officer 
Supervisor Order Entry Officer 
Technical Specifications Officer 
Warehouse Foreman 

Third Class 
Accounts Officer, Sleepers 
Accounts Officer, Value Verification 
Assistant Technical Specifications Officer 
Catalogues Officer (2) 
Depreciation Officer 
Order Officer (2) 
Relief Officer 

Fourth Class 
Assistant Catalogues Officer 
Assistant Foreman (Issue Point B) 
Assistant Planning Officer 
General Assistant Purchasing 
Materials Analysis Officer 
Registry Officer 
Relief Officer 
Salvage Foreman 

Fifth Class 
Assistant Accounts Officer (3) 
Assistant Foreman, Despatch 
Assistant Foreman (Issue Point A) 
Assistant Foreman (Receiving) 
Assistant Purchasing Officer (6) 
Provisioning Review Officer (2) 
Purchasing Representative (2) 
Reconciliation Officer (2) 
Relief Officer (2) 

Mechanical Branch. 
(Includes Motive Power.) 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Special Class 2 
Branch Accounting Officer 

Special Class 1 
Branch Staff Officer 
Special Accounting Officer 

First Class/Special Class 1 
Administration Officer Motive Power 

First Class 
Personal Administrative Officer to Chief Mechanical 
Engineer 
Senior Staff Officer 

Second/First Class 
Administrative Officer (Projects) 

Second Class 
Administrative Officer Motive Power 
Administrative Officer (Production) 
Administrative Officer (Works) 
Principal Photographer 
Workshop's Finance Officer 

Third/Second Class 
Assistant Industrial Relations Officer 
Works Officer (Motive Power) 

Third Class 
Administrative Officer (Accounts Office) 
Administrative Officer (Engineering Services) 
Administrative Officer (Forrestfield) 
Administrative Officer (Motive Power) 
Administrative Officer (Projects Office) 
Administrative Officer (Relief) (2) 
Administrative Officer (Staff Office) 
Administrative Officer (Timekeeping) 

Fourth Class 
Administrative Assistant (Accounts Office) (2) 
Administrative Assistant (Motive Power) (3) 
Administrative Assistant (Timekeeping) 
Administrative Assistant (Relief) 

Registry Officer 
Fifth Class 

Administrative Assistant (Accounts Office) (2) 
Administrative Assistant (Elec. Services) 
Administrative Assistant (Loco) 
Administrative Assistant (Mech. Services) 
Administrative Assistant (Motive Power) (4) 
Administrative Assistant (Motive Power District) (5) 
Administrative Assistant (Nth Fremantle) 
Administrative Assistant (Plant) 
Administrative Assistant (Production) 
Administrative Assistant (Production) Loading 
Administrative Assistant (Production) Work Orders 
Administrative Assistant (Registry) 
Administrative Assistant (Relief) (3) 
Administrative Assistant (Rollingstock) 
Administrative Assistant (Staff Office) (5) 
Administrative Assistant (Timekeeping) (2) 
Assistant Photographer (2) 

Sixth Class 
Photographic Assistant (2) 
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Female Classified Range. 
Fifth Class 

Typing Supervisor 

Inspectorial and Supervisory. 
Special Class 2 

Senior Foreman Boiler Shops 
Senior Foreman Diesel Engine Shop 
Senior Foreman Electrical 
Senior Foreman Fitting Shop 
Senior Foreman Foundry 
Senior Foreman Loco. Depot (Forrestfield) 
Senior Foreman Machine Shop 
Senior Foreman Plant and Equipment (Forrestfield/ 
Kewdale) 
Senior Foreman Rollingstock 
Senior Foreman Rollingstock (Forrestfield) 
Senior Foreman Track Equipment 

Special Class 1 
Car and Wagon Inspector 
Foreman Blacksmith 
Foreman Coppersmith 
Industrial Engineering Officer (Temp) 
Locomotive and Railcar Inspector 
Master of Apprentices 
Planner (Temp) 
Plant and Equipment Officer 

First Class 
Assistant Industrial Engineering Officer (10) (Temp) 
District Motive Power Foreman Bunbury 
District Motive Power Foreman Kalgoorlie 
District Motive Power Foreman Geraldton 
District Motive Power Foreman Avon Yard 
District Motive Power Foreman Narrogin 
Foreman Paint Shop 
Foreman Rollingstock (3) 
Foreman Scheduled Loco. Repairs 
Foreman Wagon Depot (Forrestfield) 
Foreman Wheel Shop 
Foreman Workshops Maintenance 
Motive Power Foreman North Fremantle 
Planners (13) 
Progress Officer 
Scheduling and Inspecting Officer (Forrestfield) 
Foreman Tool Room 

Second/First Class 
Assistant Plant and Equipment Officer 

Second Class 
Foreman Car Maintenance (Forrestfield) 
Foreman Electrical Shop 
Foreman Plant and Equipment (Kewdale) 
Foreman Traction Motors and Generators 
Outside Inspector 
Safety Officer 

Third/Second Class 
Assistant Car and Wagon Inspector 
Assistant Foreman Blacksmith (3) 
Assistant Foreman Boilermaker (6) 
Assistant Foreman Coppersmith 
Assistant Foreman Electrical Fitter 
Assistant Foreman Electrical Fitter (Forrestfield) (2) 
Assistant Foreman Fitter (12 Plus 1 Temp) 
Assistant Foreman Fitter (Forrestfield) (7) 
Assistant Foreman Foundry (2) 
Assistant Foreman Machine Shop (4) 
Assistant Foreman Maintenance Cell, Forrestfield 
Assistant Foreman Painter 
Assistant Foreman Rollingstock (7) 
Assistant Foreman Wheel Shop 
Canteen Manager 
Catalogue Officer (Temp) 
Foreman Railcar Depot (Claisebrook) (2) 
Senior Inspector 
Trade Instructor 
Assistant Foreman Patternmaker 

Third/Minimum Second Class 
Foreman Yard 

Third Class 
Assistant Foreman Blacksmith 
Assistant Foreman Building Maintenance 
Assistant Foreman Car and Wagon Builder 
(Forrestfield) 
Assistant Foreman Electrical Fitter (2) 
Assistant Foreman Electro Plating 
Assistant Foreman Fibre Glass Shop 
Assistant Foreman Fitter 
Assistant Foreman Furniture and Benches 
Assistant Foreman Painter 
Assistant Foreman Plant and Equipment (Kewdale) 
Assistant Foreman Plumber 
Assistant Foreman Refrigeration/Air Conditioning 
Assistant Foreman Tarpaulin Shop 
Assistant Foreman Trimmer 
Assistant Safety Officer 
Electrical Materials Supply Officer 
Inspector Refrigeration/Air Conditioning 
Plant Officer (Westrail Centre) 
Safety Officer (Motive Power) 
Technical Officer 
Assistant Foreman Car Maintenance, Forrestfield 

Fourth/Third Class 
Test Room Supervisor 

Fourth Class 
Leading Inspector (3) 

Fifth Class 
Inspector (26) 
Progressman (11) 
Trade Supervisor (10) 

Civil Engineering Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative 

Special Class 1 
Branch Staff Officer 

Second/First Class 
Budget Officer (Capital Works) 
Contracts and Supply Officer 
Budget Officer (Operating Expenditure) 

Second Class 
Administrator, DE Office, Bunbury 
Administrator, DE Office, Geraldton 
Administrator, DE Office, Kalgoorlie 
Administrator, DE Office, Narrogin 
Administrator, DE Office, Northam 
Administrator, DE Office, Perth 
Assistant Staff Officer 
Budget Officer (Projects) 
Divisional Officer (Works Division) 
Relief Officer (2) 
Safety Officer 

Third Class 
Assistant Safety Officer 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Bunbury 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Geraldton 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Kalgoorlie 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Narrogin 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Northam 
Costing Officer, DE Office, Perth 
Costing Officer (Works Division) 
Division Assistant (Maintenance Division) 
Plan Recorder 
Relief Officer 

Fourth Class 
Assistant Costing Officer (Works Division) 
Assistant Works Section 
Budget Assistant 
Materials Assistant 
Relief Officer 
Sleeper Verifier 
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Fifth Class 
General Assistant, DE Office, Perth 
Relief Officer 
Staff Assistant 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Bunbury 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Geraldton 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Kalgoorlie 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Narrogin 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Northam 
Staff Officer, DE Office, Perth 

Inspectorial and Supervisory. 

First Class 
Construction Inspector 
Inspector Permanent Way, Perth (2) 
Supervisor Structures, Perth (2) 
Landscaping Manager, Perth Terminal 

Second Class 
Inspector (On Track Mechanics) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Bunbury (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Geraldton (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Kalgoorlie (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Merredin (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Narrogin (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Northam (2) 
Inspector Permanent Way, Perth 
Inspector, Plant and Machinery 
Production Inspector — Concrete Sleepers, Northam 
Rail Welding Inspector, Flashbutt Welding Depot, 
Midland 
Supervisor Structures, Bunbury (2) 
Supervisor Structures, Geraldton (2) 
Supervisor Structures, Kalgoorlie 
Supervisor Structures, Merredin 
Supervisor Structures, Narrogin (2) 
Supervisor Structures, Northam (2) 
Relief Inspector Permanent Way (2) 
Permanent Way Materials Inspector, Head Office 

Third/Second Class 
Earthworks and Track works Supervisor 

Third Class 
Foreman Carpenter, Forrestfield 
Foreman, Flashbutt Welding Depot, Midland 
Foreman, Moora 
Sleeper Depot Inspector, Picton Junction 
Sleeper Renewal Assessor 

Fourth/Third Class 
Technical Officer (Rail Flaw Detection) 

Fourth Class 
Foreman Plumber, Forrestfield 
Supervisor, Resleepering Team 

Signal and Communications Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

First Class 
Personnel Office 

Second Class 
Finance and Works Officer 

Third Class 
Budget Officer 
Co-ordinating Officer 

Fourth Class 
Costing Officer 

Fifth Class 
Relief Officer 
Staff Officer 

Female Classified Range. 
Third Class 

Telephone Supervisor, Perth 
Telex Supervisor Westrail Centre 

Inspectorial and Supervisory. 
Special Class 1 

Signal Inspector (Country) 
Signal Inspector (Metropolitan and South West) 
Technical Liaison Officer (Operations) 

First Class/Special Class 1 (Min) 
District Electrical Supervisor, Bunbury 
District Electrical Supervisor, Forrestfield 
District Electrical Supervisor, Midland 
District Electrical Supervisor, Northam 
Signal Workshop Supervisor 

First Class 
Communications Supervisor 
Electrical Services Inspector 
Radio Supervisor 
Signal Inspector (Mechanical) 

Second/First Class (Min) 
District Electrical Supervisor, Kalgoorlie 

Second Class 
District Electrical Supervisor, Geraldton 
District Electrical Supervisor, Merredin 
District Electrical Supervisor, Narrogin 
District Electrical Supervisor (Relief) 
Training Safety Officer 

Third/Second Class 
Electrical Services Supervisor 
Technical Officer (Electrical) Forrestfield 

Third Class 
Line and Cable Foreman, Nash Street Perth 
Line and Signal Foreman 
Materials Officer (2) 
Technical Officer, Forrestfield (2) 
Technical Officer (Long Line Transmission) 
Technical Officer (New Works) 
Technical Officer (Radio) (2) 
Technical Officer (Switching Systems) 

Traffic Branch. 
Clerical/Administrative. 

Note: Unless shown to the contrary, the location is 
Chief Traffic Manager's Office. 

Special Class 3 
Branch Staff Officer 

Special Class 1 
Supervisor, Passenger and Catering 
Timetables Officer 
Transport Officer 
Section Administrator (Operations) 

First Class 
Administrator, DTS Office, Forrestfield 
Administrator, DTS Office, Bunbury 
Administrator, DTS Office, Geraldton 
Administrator, DTS Office, Merredin 
Administrator, DTS Office, Narrogin 
Administrator, DTS Office, Northam 
Administrator, DTS Office, Perth 
Economic Research Officer 
Locomotive Allocation Officer 
Locomotive Utilisation Officer, Traffic 
Relief Officer 
Section Administrator (Road Services) East Perth 
Section Administrator (Staff) 
Senior Research Officer 
Senior Wagon Controller 
Transport Officer (2) 

Second Class 
Budget Officer 
Personal Assistant to Chief Traffic Manager 
Relief Officer 
Research Officer 
Special Officer 
Special Traffic Officer 
Staff Assistant 
Staff Inspector 
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Transport Officer, DTS Office, Bunbury 
Transport Officer, DTS Office, Geraldton 
Transport Officer, DTS Office, Merredin 
Transport Officer, DTS Office, Narrogin 
Transport Officer, DTS Office, Northam 
Works Officer 
Bulk Traffic Controller 

Third/Second Class 
Equipment Officer 

Third Class 
Accounting Officer Passenger Section 
Assistant Timetables Officer 
Assistant Transport Officer, DTS Office, Northam 
Livestock Officer 
Relief Officer (3) 
Research Officer 
Rostering Officer 
Section Officer (Loco Operations) Geraldton 
Section Officer (Loco Operations) Kalgoorlie 
Section Officer (Loco Operations) Narrogin 
Section Officer (Loco Operations) 
Special Bulk Traffics and Freight Adjustment 
Officer 
Stores Control Officer 
Suburban Timetables Officer, DTS Office, Perth 
Train Controller, DTS Office, Merredin (4) 
Train Controller, DTS Office, Northam (4) 
Train Controller, Picton Junction (4) 
Train Regulator, Midland (3) 

Fourth/Third Class 
Economic Research Officer 
Research Officer 

Fourth Class 
Accounts Clerk, Passenger Section 
Accictant {""'IptV 
Assistant Transport Clerk, DTS Office, Geraldton (3) 
Assistant Transport Clerk, DTS Office, Narrogin (3) 
Clerk to DTS, Perth 
Costing and Purchasing Clerk, Passenger Section 
General Assistant Passenger Section 
Group Travel Officer 
Interchange Clerk 
Printing and Reprographics Officer 
Relief Clerk (4) 
Research Officer 
Staff Assistant 
Staff Clerk Metropolitan District 
Train Clerk, CTMO (4) 
Train Performance Clerk 
Workshop Costs Clerk, Road Services, East Perth 

Fifth Class 
Assistant Equipment Officer 
Assistant Printing and Reprographics Officer 
General Clerk DTSO Perth 
Catering Officer Perth Terminal 
Engineers Clerk Road Services, East Perth 
^~TAnf»T"Q I {"dPflc 
General Clerk, DTS Office, Bunbury 
General Clerk, DTS Office, Geraldton 
General Clerk, DTS Office, Merredin 
General Clerk, DTS Office, Narrogin 
General Clerk, DTS Office, Northam 
Personnel Assistant 
Relief Clerk (4) 
Research Officer 
Safeworking Clerk 
Staff Clerk, DTS Office, Bunbury 
Staff Clerk, DTS Office, Geraldton 
Staff Clerk, DTS Office, Merredin 
Staff Clerk, DTS Office, Narrogin 
Staff Clerk, DTS Office, Northam 
Wagon Controller (4) 

39311—16 

Clerical — Stations and Depots. 
Special Class 1 

Freight Terminal Manager — Kewdale 

First Class 
Operations Officer, Kewdale 

Third Class 
Officer-in-Charge, Goods Office Bunbury 
Reservations Manager, Perth Terminal 
Road Services Officer, Bunbury 
Road Services Officer, East Perth 
Roster Clerk (Loco Operations) Forrestfield 
Section Officer, City Station 
Section Officer, Yard Managers Office, Forrestfield 

Fourth/Third Class 
Interstate Freight Officer, Kewdale (2) 

Fourth Class 
Accounting Officer, Perth Terminal 
Cashier, Kewdale 
Catering Officer, Passenger Section, Forrestfield 
Costing Officer, Kewdale 
Interstate Coaches Clerk, Perth Terminal 
Received Discrepancy Clerk (Interstate), Kewdale 
Freight Officer, Robb Jetty 
Liaison Interchange Officer, West Kalgoorlie 
Officer-in-Charge, Goods Office Kwinana 
Officer-in-Charge, Goods Office Narrogin 
Relief Clerk, Kewdale 
Roster Clerk, Forrestfield 
Roster Clerk, Station Master's Office, City 
Station Master's Clerk, Perth Terminal 
Vehicle Control Officer, Road Services, East Perth 

Fifth Class 
Accounting Officer City Booking Office 
Assistant Road Services Officer, East Perth 
Wool Clerk, Robb Jetty 
Coaching Clerk, Kalgoorlie 
Goods Clerk, Geraldton 
Clerk (Loco Operations) Northam 
Clerk (Loco Operations) Forrestfield 
Clerk (Loco Operations) West Merredin 
Coaching Clerk, Albany 
Coaching Clerk, Bunbury 
Coaching Clerk, Geraldton 
Coaching Clerk, Midland 
Correspondence Clerk, Forrestfield 
Country Order Clerk, Perth Terminal 
Received Clerk, Kewdale 
Forwarded Clerk Albany Goods 
General Clerk, Passenger Section, Forrestfield 
General Clerk, Perth Terminal (Booking Office) 
General Clerk, City 
Goods and Coaching Clerk Katanning 
Goods Clerk, West Kalgoorlie 
Goods Clerk, Geradlton 
Interstate Bulk Clerk, Kewdale 
Luggage Officer, Perth Terminal 
Relief Clerk, Road Services, East Perth 
Operations General Clerk, Kewdale 
Received Clerk, Robb Jetty 
Received Clerk, Albany 
Relief Clerk, City 
Relief Clerk, Kewdale (2) 
Relief Clerk, Perth Terminal (4) 
Reservations Clerk, Perth Terminal (11) 
Roster Clerk, Perth Terminal 
Roster Clerk, Road Services, East Perth 
Staff Clerk, Kewdale 
Staff Clerk, Road Services, East Perth 
Station Master's Clerk, Bunbury 
Station Master's Clerk, Geraldton 
Station Master's Clerk, Kwinana 
Station Master's Clerk, Narrogin 
Stock Control Clerk, Passenger Section, Forrestfield 
Timekeeper, City Station 
Timekeeper, Forrestfield 
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Timekeeping Clerk (Loco Operations) Forrestfield 
Vehicle Pool Clerk, Kewdale Vehicle Pool 
Wagon Book Clerk, Kewdale 
Wagon Book Clerk, Kwinana 
Yard Master's Clerk, Avon Yard 
Yard Master's Clerk, Collie 
Yard Master's Clerk, Robb Jetty 
Yard Master's Clerk, West Kalgoorlie 
Yard Master's Clerk, West Merredin 

Sixth Class 
Assistant Luggage Officer, Perth Terminal 

Inspectorial and Supervisory. 

Special Class 2 
Safeworking Inspector, Perth 

Special Class 1 
Section Administrator (Loco Operations) 

First Class 
Relief Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) (2) 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Bunbury 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Forrestfield 
Traffic Inspector, Perth 
Workshops Service Manager, Road Services, East 
Perth 
Passenger Inspector, City Station 

Second Class 
Assistant Safeworking Inspector, Perth 
Branch Safety Officer 
Locomotive Instructor, Forrestfield 
Relief Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) (2) 
Senior Locomotive Inspector 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Avon 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Collie 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Kalgoorlie 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) Narrogin 
Shed Foreman (Loco Operations) West Merredin 
Traffic Inspector, Geraldton 
Traffic Inspector, Narrogin 
Transport Inspector, Perth (2) 
Yard Inspector, Forrestfield 

Third/Second Class 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Forrestfield (3) 

Third Class/Intermediate Second Class 
Locomotive Inspector, Avon 
Locomotive Inspector, Bunbury 
Locomotive Inspector, Forrestfield (3) 
Locomotive Inspector, Geraldton 
Locomotive Inspector, Kalgoorlie 
Locomotive Inspector, Kwinana 
Locomotive Inspector, Narrogin 
Locomotive Inspector, Perth 

Third Class 
Assistant Branch Safety Officer 
Assistant Safeworking Inspector, Perth 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Avon (2) 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Bunbury (2) 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Kwinana 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Narrogin 
Locomotive Sub-Foreman, West Merredin 
Relief Locomotive Sub-Foreman, Forrestfield (3) 
Transport Inspector, Bunbury 
Transport Inspector, Merredin 
Transport Inspector, Northam 
Vehicle Service Supervisor, Bunbury 
Vehicle Service Supervisor, Kewdale Vehicle Pool 
Vehicle Service Supervisor, Road Services, East 
Perth 

Fourth Class 
Foreman, Avon Yard (3) 
Foreman, Bunbury 
Foreman, Carriage Sheds, Forrestfield 
Foreman, Collie 
Foreman, (Adjusting) Forrestfield 
Foreman, (Hump) Forrestfield (3) 
Foreman, (Yard) Forrestfield (2) 

Foreman, (Piggyback) Kewdale 
Foreman, Kwinana (2) 
Foreman, Leighton (2) 
Foreman, Narrogin 
Foreman, Relief Forrestfield (2) 
Foreman, Robb Jetty (2) 
Foreman Shed, Robb Jetty 
Foreman, West Kalgoorlie (2) 
Foreman, West Merredin (3) 
Platform Inspector, City (3) 
Road Services Inspector, East Perth 

Fifth Class 
Inspector (Metro Rail Passenger Operations) City (4) 
Sub-Foreman, Kewdale (2) 
Sub-Foreman, City (Claisebrook Carriage Shed) 

Sixth Class 
Sub-Foreman, Uniform Room 

Yard Masters, Station Masters 
and Station Relief Officers. 

Special Class 1 
Avon Yard (YM), City Station, Perth Terminal, 
West Kalgoorlie (YM), Station Relief Officer (1) 

First Class 
Albany, Bunbury, Collie (YM), Geraldton, Robb 
Jetty (YM), West Merredin (YM), Station Relief 
Officer (1) 

Second Class 
Esperance, Katanning, Kwinana, Manjimup, 
Midland, Narrogin, Wagin, Station Relief Officer (3) 

Third Class 
Forrestfield (YM) (3), Lake Grace, Mt Barker, 
Norseman, Pinjarra, Three Springs, Station Relief 
Officer (7) 

Fourth Class 
Armadale, Bridgetown, Donnybrook, Fremantle, 
Goomalling, Kalgoorlie, Mullewa, Northam, 
Wongan Hills, Wyalkatchem, Station Relief Officer 
(14) 

Fifth/Fourth Class 
Operations Officer, Boyup Brook 
Operations Officer, Calingiri 
Operations Officer, Collie 
Operations Officer, Coorow 
Operations Officer, Cranbrook 
Operations Officer, Dalwallinu 
Operations Officer, Katanning 
Operations Officer, Kellerberrin 
Operations Officer, Koorda 
Operations Officer, Kulin 
Operations Officer, Manjimup 
Operations Officer, Mingenew 
Operations Officer, Moora 
Operations Officer, Narembeen 
Operations Officer, Newdegate 
Operations Officer, Perenjori 
Operations Officer, Pingelly 
Operations Officer, Quairading 
Operations Officer, Southern Cross 
Operations Officer, Wongan Hills 
Operations Officer, Wyalkatchem 

Fifth Class 
Busselton, Cannington, Greenbushes, Leonora, 
Merredin, Moora, Pemberton, Picton Junction, 
York, Station Relief Officer (19). 

Sixth Class 
Koorda, Mundijong, Picton, Trdyning, Station 
Relief Officer (16) 

Assistant and Night Station Masters, 
Assistant and Night Yard Masters. 

Second Class 
Perth Terminal ASM 
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Third Class 
Avon Yard AYM, Avon Yard NYM, Bunbury 
ASM, Narrogin ASM, West Merredin AYM 

Fourth Class 
Albany ASM, Bunbury NSM, Collie AYM, 
Geraldton ASM, Katanning ASM, Kwinana ASM, 
Manjimup ASM, Narrogin NSM, Wagin ASM, 
Wagin NSM, West Merredin NYM 

Fifth Class 
Albany NSM, Bridgetown ASM, Collie NYM, 
Donnybrook ASM, Esperance ASM, Geraldton 
NSM, Kalgoorlie ASM, Katanning NSM, Kwinana 
NSM, Lake Grace ASM, Manjimup NSM, Midland 
ASM, Pinjarra ASM, Pinjarra NSM, Three Springs 
ASM, West Kalgoorlie NYM, Wongan Hills ASM 

Sixth Class 
Armadale ASM, Armadale NSM, Bridgetown NSM, 
Cannington ASM, Cannington NSM, Dongara 
ASM, Esperance NSM, Fremantle ASM, 
Goomalling ASM, Goomalling NSM, Lake Grace 
NSM, Norseman ASM, Northam ASM, Picton 
Junction ASM, Picton Junction NSM, Three 
Springs NSM, York ASM, York NSM. 

Refreshment Service Managers. 
Class (e) 

Female Supervisor Catering, Perth Terminal 
Manager, City 
Manageress, Kalgoorlie 
Manageress, Kiosk Midland 

Schedule B. 
Office Hours — Head and District Offices. 

Introduction 
Officers engaged in head and district offices and who 

work a 5 day week roster are required to work Standard 
Hours. Each officer must be on duty by 0830 hours and is 
not permitted to cease duty prior to 1630 hours. 

The only exception to the foregoing will be for officers 
who occupy positions, the duties of which demand a 
starting or finishing time outside of Standard Hours. 
Apart from that restriction these officers may participate 
in the alternative roster arrangements described in this 
schedule. 

These alternatives are 
(a) Standard Hours on a 5 day week basis i.e. 0830 

hours to 1630 hours which includes a minimum 
30 minute meal break. A longer meal break 
may be taken subject to the conditions des- 
cribed later in the schedule for officers on a 19 
day roster. 

(b) 19 Day Roster i.e. Standard Hours as above 
plus 24 minutes credit time extra each day for 
19 days in each 4 week period; the 20th day will 
be a credit day off duty. 

For some jobs it is not possible to allow the occupant a 
choice of working a 19 day roster and all officers will be 
advised as to whether or not their duties will enable them 
to participate in the scheme. Supervisors will review 
individual circumstances where appropriate on 
application. 

The successful operation of these alternative arrange- 
ments will largely depend on the co-operation between 
supervisors and staff and between the staff themselves. 
Any serious disagreement or lack of co-operation within 
a section may cause all officers in that section to revert to 
Standard Hours. 

The conditions for officers who elect to work Standard 
Hours are in accordance with normal award provisions. 
The following provisions cover the special conditions for 
those officers electing to work a 19 day roster and in no 
way reduces the existing hours of duty when averaged 
over a four week period. 

Entering and Leaving 19 Day Roster. 
Officers may only enter into or cease to participate in 

the 19 day roster on the first or last day of the four weekly 
period. 

Officers who initially elect to work a 19 day roster and 
for personal reasons decide to revert to Standard Hours 
will not be permitted to resume on the 19 day roster 
except in extenuating circumstances. 

Hours of Duty. 
Except for the Midland head office of the Mechanical 

Branch and the Supply Branch Credit Time can be 
worked at the beginning or end of the Standard Hours or 
be split evenly or unevenly either side as agreed between 
the members of each section. 

Officers engaged at the Midland head office of the 
Mechanical Branch will work the Credit Time at the 
beginning or end of the Standard Hours. Officers in the 
Supply Branch will work the Credit Time at the end of 
the Standard Hours. All officers in each section on the 19 
day roster are required to work the same hours. Officers 
relieving in, or transferred to, another section will be 
required to work the same hours as the other officers in 
that section. 

Lunch Break. 
Except for the Midland head office of the Mechanical 

Branch and the Supply Branch meal breaks will be 
rostered between 1200 hours and 1400 hours and at all 
times each section must be attended by a senior officer 
competent to answer important questions. 

Meal breaks may be of 30 minutes to 60 minutes 
duration provided that all officers in the section 
including those officers on Standard Hours adopt the 
same duration. 

The additional time taken in excess of the minimum 30 
minute meal break will be worked under the same 
conditions applying to Credit Time. 

A common meal break will apply to all officers 
engaged at the Midland head office of the Mechanical 
Branch and the Supply Branch from 1300 hours to 1330 
hours. 

Credit Day Rosters. 
Rosters for each section will be prepared prior to the 

start of each period. 
At the Midland head office of the Mechanical Branch 

and the Supply Branch Credit Days will not be permitted 
on Tuesdays or Thursdays. 

Subject to work schedules and the needs of other 
officers each officer will be allowed reasonable choice in 
nominating which day he will be absent in the period as a 
Credit Day. 

Officers will not be entitled to the same Credit Day in 
successive periods unless such an arrangement is 
convenient to the supervisor and to other officers on the 
roster. 

Where necessary an officer's Credit Day may be 
altered to meet changed circumstances. 

Where fixed rosters are agreed to and an officer's 
usual Credit Day falls on a public holiday he will be 
allowed an alternative day off at a mutually agreed time. 
Similar arrangements will apply should it be necessary to 
cancel an officer's rostered Credit Day e.g. Relief 
Officer's Credit Day cancelled to meet changed 
requirements. 

Rostered Credit Days may be permitted to coincide 
with the start or finish of a period of rostered leave. 

Credit Days should be taken in the roster period and 
not carried over to the next period where this can 
reasonably be avoided. 
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Overtime. 
Officers called on to work on a rostered Credit Day 

will not be entitled to overtime for that day except where 
the hours worked exceed the ordinary hours for the day 
i.e. seven hours 54 minutes in the case of a 37 Zi hour 
week worker and eight hours 24 minutes in the case of a 
40 hour week worker. 

Daily Credit Time will not count as part of the 
ordinary days work for the calculation of overtime and 
penalties. 

Absence From Duty. 
For timekeeping purposes, absences for any reason 

will be debited on a day basis of 7 Vz hours of eight hours 
for 37 Vz hour week and 40 hour week workers 
respectively. 

An officer's entitlement to a rostered Credit Day in a 
period in which he is absent or where the absence extends 
over one or more four week periods will be calculated as 
follows:— 

(a) Absence solely within period — Less than 10 
days Credit Time — No Entitlement provided 
that where a Credit Day has been cleared in 
anticipation of time worked a Credit Day will 
not be rostered in the following period. 

(b) Absence extending over one or more periods — 
Where total number of Credit Days worked in 
periods either side of absence are — 

(i) Less than 10 days Credit Time — No 
Entitlement. 

(ii) 10 days and up to 28 days Credit Time 
— One Credit Day. 

(iii) Over 28 days Credit Time — Two Credit 
Days. 

Under the foregoing arrangements officers will not be 
required to work additional time to make up for Credit 
Time not worked because of their absence from work on 
leave or for other reasons. However, excessive absences 
from duty or lateness may lead to an officer being 
required to revert to Standard Hours. 

Similarly officers who do not avail themselves of 
accrued Credit Time will not be permitted to alter their 
hours of attendance so as to cause the accrued Credit 
Time to be adjusted. 
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Higher Capacity. 
Higher capacity payments will not be made to any 

officer called upon to perform any or all the duties an 
officer clearing a Credit Day may have been engaged 
upon had he not been absent. 

Where an officer is called on to relieve in a higher 
position during the absence of an officer on leave or for 
other causes and the first or last day of the period of 
relief coincides with the relieving officers Credit Day 
higher capacity will be paid as though the officer was at 
work. Similarly continuity of higher capacity will not be 
broken by reason of a Credit Day. 

Where an officer is relieving in a higher position and is 
required to serve a qualifying period for payment at the 
higher rate the qualifying period will not be extended by 
reason of his absence from work on a rostered Credit 
Day. 

Public Holidays. 
Officers rostered to work a full shift on a public 

holiday will be required to work the daily Credit Time. 
Credit Time worked on a public holiday will not be 

included for calculation of penalties or for payment of an 
extra days pay. 

Sick Leave. 
Officers falling sick on a rostered Credit Day will not 

be entitled to a substitute day off. In these circumstances 
the day will have the same status as a Sunday. 

Officers absent on sick leave for less than a full day will 
be debited with the actual hours, including Credit Time, 
that they are absent from work on that day. 

Supervisors will be responsible for ensuring sick 
applications are filled out correctly. 

Pay Arrangements. 
Special pay arrangements will not be made for officers 

absent on a rostered Credit Day on paydays. The 
responsibility for ensuring suitable arrangements for the 
collection of pay or other alternatives will be the 
responsibility of the officer concerned. 


